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Preface

The nine holograph notebooks and fifteen sets of typed notes in the present collection were written over many years and encompass a wide range of subject matter. Notebook 42a, which opens the volume, dates from around 1944, and may be the earliest of Northrop Frye's surviving notebooks, not counting those devoted to his unfinished novel. Notes 58-4, which closes the volume, is a set of typed notes for "Henry James and the Comedy of the Occult," which Frye delivered as a lecture in October, 1989, fifteen months before his death. The word "romance," under which these texts have been assembled, is something of a convenience, and readers will find themselves reading for many pages about subjects which normally are thought to have little to do with that literary genre, including history, politics, religion, philosophy, etymology, and the occult. Nevertheless, to borrow an etymological distinction from the opening of Notebook 42a, this volume of Frye's unpublished work is less an anthology, a bouquet of various flowers, than a chrestomathy, a collection which has an underlying unity and whose root meaning is "to learn something useful" (par. 5). Indeed, the gradual recognition of underlying interconnections, some of them quite unexpected, is one of the fascinations of the volume. The purpose of the Introduction is to impart something useful about the larger patterns and themes underlying this body of writing, especially since they cannot always be inferred from Frye's published work.

The notebooks and typed notes have been culled from the larger body of seventy-six notebooks and hundreds of pages of notes lodged among the Frye papers at the Victoria University Library in the University of Toronto. For further information about them, I must refer the reader elsewhere. Robert Denham provides a bibliographic overview, both in his Preface to *Northrop Frye's Late Notebooks, 1982–1990: Architecture of the Spiritual World*
and in his essay “The Frye Papers,” available in Rereading Frye: The Published and Unpublished Works. A discussion of what kind of thinking takes place in the notebooks and what Frye may have thought about their possible audience is available in the Introduction to The “Third Book” Notebooks of Northrop Frye, 1964–1972 (CW, 9). Readers interested in the larger “ogdoad project” of which the romance project was to be a part may find more information in “The Book of the Dead: A Skeleton Key to Northrop Frye’s Notebooks” in Rereading Frye. By the time Robert Denham and I finish co-editing the notebooks and typed notes, they themselves will form a probable “ogdoad,” eight volumes that will be what survives of Frye’s hidden project. In the Introduction, following Frye’s lead, I characterize romance in terms of a hidden otherworld that is sometimes thought of as the other side of the visible one. The unpublished writings are Frye’s own hidden otherworld. Time passes differently there, as in the Celtic Faery, and I find that ten years have passed while I have been lost in the fascination of this enchanted green-bound world. But should readers decide to enter it, when they do emerge they will find their view of Frye transformed and deepened.

The romance writings fall into a “double mirror” structure of earlier and later work. The notebooks of part 1 date from approximately 1944 through the early 1950s. Then there is a break, caused by Frye’s preoccupation with Anatomy of Criticism and subsequently with his never-completed Third Book; only one notebook is included from this period. In the 1970s, when Frye was working on what became The Secular Scripture and The Great Code, he began making sets of typed notes in addition to his holograph notebooks, and continued to employ this technique intermittently for his later work. Readers need not ponder the Kabbalistic significance of the numbering system for the notebooks and typed notes, which has grown so complicated that it has occasionally managed to confuse the editors themselves. A notebook number is based on date of accession and location in the Northrop Frye Fonds, not on chronology: for example, Notebook 42a dates from 1944, while Notebook 44 is one of the Late Notebooks.

Editorial principles herein remain the same as for other volumes of the notebooks and notes, where the guiding principle has been to reproduce Frye’s words, whether handwritten or typed, without any more standardization or correction than is necessary for clarity. Consistent changes in Frye’s texts have been limited to the following: Frye’s commas and periods have been regularly placed inside of quotations marks; his underlinings changed to italics and his square brackets to braces, thus: { }, in order to
distinguish them from the square brackets which represent the editor’s interpolations; a few obvious typos and other errors have been silently corrected. Accents missing on foreign words in the typed notes have not been added editorially. Editor’s interpolations include the addition of paragraph numbers, expansion of Frye’s abbreviations (except for those which appear so frequently that they are included in the list of Abbreviations), addition of first names when useful, also of brief source information about sources (Hamlet 3.2.54–6, Hebrews 11:1, etc.). A question mark in square brackets means that a word or phrase remains undecipherable, at least by the present editors and in this lifetime.

Again as in previous volumes, the endnotes are for identification of allusions, cross-referencing, and minimal interpretive amplification when considered necessary for comprehension. In addition to identifying and providing bibliographic information for Frye’s allusions and sources, the endnotes indicate whether an annotated copy exists in Frye’s personal library, now housed in Victoria University Library as the Northrop Frye Library (NFL), and fated to be forever confused with the National Football League. A thoroughly annotated version of the notebooks and notes would be unreadable, and the editors are forced to demand of readers what Frye himself did, a fairly comprehensive recognition-knowledge of names and ideas in the humanities. If something can be looked up in a college anthology or other common source, I have not annotated it. Names and terms from Blake, which Frye knew so deeply that they became a kind of intellectual shorthand, occur so frequently that I must refer readers to Fearful Symmetry, although the Introduction deals with a few terms like “Deism” and “Druidism,” of which Frye made an expanded use. Cross-referencing is to other texts within the volume, and also to published works derived from or closely related to the unpublished work, such as The Secular Scripture. In order to be true to the interpenetrating nature of Frye’s thought, there are also what I hope are a restrained number of cross-references to Frye’s other work outside the volume, both published and unpublished. Interpretive annotation has been, I hope, even more restrained, usually limited to a brief comment that goes beyond identifying a work to suggest why Frye saw it as relevant to his own ideas and concerns.
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**Notebook Citations**

In the preface, introduction, and endnotes, a reference such as "NB 32.48" refers to "Notebook 32, paragraph 48." The same for sets of typed notes: "Notes 54-4.10" refers to "Notes 54-4, paragraph 10." When a specific notebook or set of notes is cited, but not a specific paragraph, the reference is to "NB 32" or "Notes 58-1." This applies as well to citations of as yet unpublished notebooks or notes. Cross-references to endnotes within a given notebook or set of notes take the form "See n. 3, above," or "See n. 14, below." Cross-references to endnotes in another notebook or set of notes in the same volume are in the form "See NB 10, n. 4," or "See Notes 54-12, n. 2." Citations of notebooks or notes included in volumes that have already been published are to the abbreviated title and page number rather than the notebook or notes and paragraph numbers, as follows: "See LN, 1:725," "See TBN, 214," "See RT, 3–71."

Abbreviations


CW Collected Works of Northrop Frye


NB  Notebook

NF  Northrop Frye


NFF Northrop Frye Fonds

NFL Northrop Frye Library (the books in Frye’s personal library, now in the Victoria University Library)


Abbreviations


Xy Christianity (Frye's abbreviation in the notebooks)

Xn Christian (Frye's abbreviation in the notebooks)
Introduction

The present volume collects Northrop Frye's holograph notebooks and typed notes on the subject of romance. However, such a description does little to indicate the true range of interest of this rich and strange body of texts. Readers looking for insights into particular romances and general romance patterns will certainly find them, though they may risk the occasional frustration of having to fish them up from a storm-tossed sea of cogitation whose relevance to romance is not always apparent. In the forty-five years of writing included here, the word "romance" is only the tip of a vast and largely sunken Atlantis, and part of the excitement of this volume is that of "diving into the wreck," in the phrase of the poet Adrienne Rich, to see "the damage that was done / and the treasures that prevail." The wreckage includes some admittedly tedious passages in which Frye contemplates works that he never wrote, or obsessively rearranges material for works that he did write. The Atlantean treasures are pearls of insight that are essential for answering some of the most problematic questions frequently asked about Frye's vision, especially about the struggle of the imagination and its "order of words" with the chaos of history, with the fury and mire of human veins. Frye's work, like romance itself, is sometimes dismissed as escapist idealism. Yet what is quite possibly most valuable about these notes and notebooks is their gradual and occasionally grudging recognition that the imagination is not the magic wand of a form-bestowing fairy godmother. The formal pole of the imagination, its sense of articulate order, expressed most completely by Anatomy of Criticism, has as its contrary a descent into the depths, like Jonah's; a struggle in the dark, like Jacob's; a loss of everything, like Job's, including the annihilation of "everything we thought we knew" (WP, 313).
Introduction

Everything Frye thought he knew underwent a series of metamorphoses in the course of his work on romance. As his model for human recreation is the typological rhythm of the Bible, it may be no accident that the romance writings fall into a double mirror pattern, with earlier and later work separated by a gap of time. The first half of the present book begins with Notebook 423, from around 1944, which has the distinction of containing the first surviving critical writing of any substance by Frye beyond the student essays and short reviews of his early period. The other early romance notebooks of Part i date from approximately 1946 to the early 1950s, at which point Frye's energies become focused upon Anatomy of Criticism and the Third Book project that succeeded it. Then, returning to romance after twenty years, he produced The Secular Scripture in the 1970s and a number of essays on individual figures and issues in the 1980s. A difficulty for readers, which this introduction will have to remedy as succinctly as possible, is the dependence of the romance writings, not only for appreciation but understanding as well, on a larger background. The early notebooks are riddling, if not incomprehensible, when considered in isolation from Spengler's philosophy of history and the view, derived from it, of the Romantic movement as neo-Kantian. Because, in Frye's opinion, the neo-Kantian perspective is false, its after-effects range from the delusions of occultism to the nightmares of Nazism and fascism, not to mention the fragmentation of the arts, resulting in the contemporary crisis of Frye's own time. We also need to know briefly about what Frye hoped to offer as a counterforce to the "Kantian butterslide" (NB 423.30): his endlessly proposed eight-volume masterwork, the ogdoad project, a revelation of the articulate order of the Word as it emanated from Scripture to become immanent not only in all of literature but in every aspect of human culture. The later material presupposes some knowledge, first, of how writing the Anatomy expanded Frye's view of romance beyond his original Spenglerian perspective, and second, of how that view in turn was recreated by a combination of his struggle with the Third Book project and changes in the world around him during the 1960s and beyond.

II

Frye is not terribly interested in the definition of literary genres or categories, because definitions imply an essentialist view of literature that he does not share. "Romance" is not an essence or exactly delimited area but a context: that is, a set of expectations for the imagination of either the
writer or the reader. Some of the fun and creativity of any literary form comes from the possibility of playing either with or against the expectations of the context; it can be even more creative to play with and against the conventions at the same time. Thus, the title of the second chapter of *The Secular Scripture* is “The Context of Romance.” What is that context?

*The Secular Scripture* itself provides the broadest context of all: romance is “just a story” (38). As opposed to what? As opposed to a work with claims to the representational, to “truth of correspondence,” to “reality.” Therefore, in his entry for “Romance” in *The Harper Handbook to Literature*, Frye characterizes it as, “in its broadest possible meaning, a continuous narrative in which the emphasis is on what happens in the plot, rather than on what is reflected from ordinary life or experience. Thus, a central element in romance is adventure.” This repeats the formula from *Anatomy*: “The essential element of plot in romance is adventure” (186). The handbook passage adds: “However, a life capable of continuous adventure is clearly for young people, and is in fact a sublimated form of eroticism. Hence today there are two popular forms of romance, one an adventure story, such as the spy thriller or the detective story, the other a highly conventionalized love story.” Love and the aggressive impulse, therefore: the twin engines of romance thus correspond to the two primary drives of Freudian psychology, which in turn hook up to the two poles of human desire, wish and nightmare, or longing and antipathy, in the discussion of archetypal symbolism in the Second Essay of *Anatomy*.

So far, we have been characterizing romance in terms of its content. The way in which Frye characterizes romance in terms of form changes at various points in his career. In his earlier writing, Frye thinks of romance almost entirely as a by-product of Romanticism, and of Romanticism as the last and most decadent phase of the Spenglerian decline of the West. Because this is a phase of alienated subjective individualism, the formal tendency of the age is towards “fragmentation.” Consequently, in various places, Frye lists the literary products of Romanticism as the lyric, the “lyric-essay,” and the short, tragic prose narrative of the “tale,” which refers to the self-conscious, inwardly turned, often ironic romances of the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries (*SE*, 21, 388). Although Frye does not say so in his early work, if there is a long form for this type of romance of alienation, its symbol would probably be that of the labyrinth, “the image of lost direction,” as he calls it (*AC*, 150). Here, the type of self-conscious or (in Schiller’s term) “sentimental” romance Frye is thinking of begins to show affinities to its literary opposite, the satire or anatomy. As a
plot pattern for ironic romance, the labyrinth seems to have two forms, centripetal and centrifugal. The centripetal form is the closed cycle, from which there is no escape, only an eternal return that is a kind of repetition compulsion. In the centrifugal variety, form disintegrates into unmasterable complexity, and the quest plot runs to ground in ambiguity, as it does in the satires of Thomas Pynchon. In her *Inescapable Romance*, Patricia Parker has shown that there is a temporal aspect to the labyrinth as well. The history of romance betrays a pervasive anxiety about the quality of “dilation” or delay inherent in the wandering or “errant” plot of so many romances. In brief, the plots of late self-conscious romance disclose the limits of fallen space and time, within whose prison the imagination lives in frustrated alienation.

In the period of *Anatomy*, Frye acknowledges that romance is far older than Romanticism; indeed, if folktale is its first manifestation, it is coterminous with myth itself. Romance thus becomes, in this period, a subsidiary doublet of myth. Its plot is a displaced version of the primary plot of myth: “The complete form of the romance is clearly the successful quest” (*AC*, 187). What this does is to subordinate romance to myth; in turn, the key to myth is the “great code” of the Bible: “In literary criticism the myth is normally the metaphorical key to the displacements of romance, hence the importance of the quest-myth of the Bible in what follows” (*AC*, 188). In one way, this privileges romance. If the quest-myth is “the central myth of literature” (*FI*, 18), and “will constitute the first chapter of whatever future handbooks of criticism may be written” (*FI*, 17), romance’s humanized version of the quest of a divine figure is already on its way, even within the *Anatomy* itself, to becoming “the structural core of all fiction” (*SeS*, 15). But in another way it marginalizes romance as the product of imagination on a lower level of intensity than myth’s fully identified forms. Romance achieves only a dreamlike sense of symbolic analogies, a labyrinth of suggestive associations that never achieves a fully coherent pattern. Myth is the language of Blake’s fully awakened state of Eden; romance is the imagination dreaming in the secondary state he calls Beulah. The charge of fragmentation is still there; romance is only rehabilitated to the extent that it resembles myth or the intermediate ancestor between myth and romance, which Frye calls the encyclopedic epic.

It is only in the final phase of his thought that romance becomes for Frye a full Blakean contrary to myth. He has come to realize that his heritage from Blake is in fact double, and that this is a good thing, because “Without Contraries Is no Progression.” As he puts it in *The Secular Scripture*, “Mean-
while an early absorption in Blake had expanded in two directions. One
direction took me into the Bible by way of Milton . . . . The other direction
was one that connected Blake with two other writers in particular, Spenser
and William Morris, both writers of sentimental romance . . . . This left me
with a sense of a double tradition, one biblical and the other romantic,
growing out of an interest in Blake which seemed to have contained them
both” (SeS, 6). His commitment to the tradition of Scripture and encyclope-
dic epic leads him to announce, as early as Notebook 34, the science of
criticism as anagogy, the study of the unfolding of the Word into all the
interrelated forms of myth, literature, and culture (NB 34.79–80). This is a
Renaissance ideal, not a Romantic one, and Blake shared it to the extent
that he was not a fully typical Romantic poet. In this tradition, “the ideal,
the huge, impossible ideal, would be a poem that derived its structure from
the epic tradition of Homer and Virgil and still had the quality of universal
knowledge which belonged to the encyclopaedic poem and included the
extra dimension of reality that was afforded by Christianity,” Frye says in
The Return of Eden, in a chapter significantly titled “The Story of All Things”
(6–7). In the previous paragraph, he has said, “Romances, particularly
The Faerie Queene, could also achieve an encyclopaedic quality by virtue of
being allegorical,” and Notebook 7, which began as a study of encyclope-
dic epic culminating in a commentary on Spenser, ends instead as that
study of anagogy we know as Anatomy of Criticism.

But Frye remains haunted by his early feeling that something in romance
eludes the sense of total form, and resists the notion of any kind of final
closure. In the same previous paragraph, Frye notes how “the romance
tends to become an endless poem, going on from one story to another until
the author runs out of stories to tell” (RE, 6). The Anatomy tends to confine
this episodic tendency to romance in its more naive forms, such as comic
books, cliffhanger serials, and soap operas. But such conventions as the
interlace structure of many medieval and Renaissance romances show that
romance heroes do not always inscribe the perfect circle of a quest cycle: in
fact, more typically they descend into what increasingly resembles some
kind of labyrinth. Yet, while the labyrinth can be a sinister image, it can
have another side, in which its complexities become an image of exuber-
ance rather than chaos, and in which simple, centralized structure is
deconstructed, or, as I would prefer to say, decreated, into the intuition of a
new kind of centreless structure. Here is Eugène Vinaver, speaking of the
pleasure of medieval interlace romance: “We have lost the art of perceiving
the infinity of the great in the infinity of the small. The fascination of tracing
a theme through all its phases, of waiting for its return while following
other themes, of experiencing the constant sense of their simultaneous
presence, depends upon our grasp of the entire structure—the most elusive
that has ever been devised." In Vinaver's description, there is still a sense
that romance, like myth, has an "entire structure." Frye tries to trace this
in The Secular Scripture, calling it in some typed notes a "unifable." But
this structure is decentred by an opposite experience of the "constant
sense" of the "simultaneous presence" of all parts of the pattern at any
given point. In short, where myth gives us a sense of order and form,
romance releases us into a sense of what Frye calls interpenetration.6
This release is a liberation, a resurrection, an *ecstasy* or flight into some-
thing beyond all opposites, of something which, like a famous definition
of God from the esoteric tradition of the Middle Ages, is a circle whose
circumference is nowhere and whose centre is everywhere, the world in a
grain of sand.

The interpenetrating labyrinth is one way of characterizing an aspect of
romance plot structure that tends to elude treatments of romance based
solely on the quest pattern. As we have seen, the quest pattern fits certain
kinds of romance more easily than others. Within *The Faerie Queene*, for
example, it seems more typical of the masculine quests of St. George, Sir
Guyon, and (more ominously) Sir Artegall than it does of Britomart's
female quest, into which the mysterious ambiguities of Blake's Beulah have
begun to insinuate themselves. It is the traditionally heroic type of quest
romance that gets downplayed in The Secular Scripture, in favour of other
varieties that are, if not proletarian, at least less aristocratically fixated, and
which tend to abandon verse for prose. As an interpretive key, the hero's
quest is undercut in the historical romances of Scott, largely inapplicable to
Poe and Hawthorne, and relevant only as parody to the Greek romances,
whose characters get through their lives the way most of us do, by an
unheroic combination of chance, blundering, and improvisation—which
is perhaps, as Frye says, part of the point.

Clearly, another defining factor must be involved. Ever since the great
progenitor of all romance, the *Odyssey*, it has been true that the "romantic"
 element in the hero's quest, if there is one, consists of a pervading sense of
the marvelous, or, to use a term associated with romance from Shakes-
peare's late plays to modern fantasy and science fiction, a sense of won-
der. As myth is based on a contrast between the sacred and the profane,
romance is based on a contrast between a sense of wonder and what we
might call the disenchantment of ordinary life. Like the sacred, the sense of
wonder imparts to anything it touches a kind of numinous otherness, which can be mysterious, fearful, and fascinating all at once. It is this numinous otherness to which enthusiasts of romance can be devoted, even addicted. As the negative connotations of the latter word suggest, it is the same quality that the detractors of romance distrust and condemn, or at least try to control.

Some works of romance, from *The Faerie Queene* to *The Lord of the Rings*, take place entirely within an alternative realm that is a self-contained otherworld of wonder. In other works, including some of Shakespeare’s romantic comedies, the characters complete a circuit from ordinary society through a mysterious otherworld and back again. In what Frye calls the “green world” comedies (AC, 182), such as *A Midsummer Night’s Dream*, this world is an enchanted forest. The fairies in that forest are diminutive versions of those in Celtic mythology, who dwell in what is in fact called the Otherworld, and which is said to be the hidden side of this one. In science fiction, the world of wonder may be a distant planet or the far future; in historical romance it is the past transformed by the imagination. Alternatively, wonder and otherness may pervade—or invade—the mundane world. In what is now called “urban fantasy,” which has its roots in the urbanization of Gothic by Dickens, wonder and its alter ego, horror, lurk in the labyrinthine streets and alleys, in the mysterious shops and unknown houses, even underground in the subways and sewers, of the modern city. The commonest plot of horror fiction and film is that ordinary life, so seemingly stable and secure, is unmasked as a thin veneer through which Something comes nightmarishly bursting. In more displaced forms of romance, the characters may be precipitated out of their daily routine into a series of events which, if not marvelous, are more active and exciting (in adventure fiction) or more erotically passionate (in commercial “romance” fiction and soap opera) than life normally allows. In ironic fiction, the world of wonder remains simply the realm of pathetically unattainable fantasies and dreams, the delusions of Don Quixote and Emma Bovary.

As the *katabasis*, or descent journey, into a labyrinthine otherworld that is not only a place but also a different mode of experience or consciousness becomes Frye’s later paradigm for romance fictionally, its accompanying sense of wonder becomes what he called its thematic stasis, or revealed significance. He rarely uses the term “wonder”; the term he does use is “recreation,” which for him captures that faith in a possible transformation of reality that is at the heart of the sense of wonder. Out of the decreation of everything we thought we knew comes at least the hope of a
recreation. This death and resurrection rhythm is the imagination considered as process rather than as a structure of order.9

Each shift of focus in Frye’s thinking about the context of romance tends to foreground a particular variety of romance that suits that phase of his development. No phase need be merely superseded. There are romances or romantic works that are fragmented or labyrinthine; there are romances that follow the quest pattern; there are romances that are descent journeys or trips to an otherworld of marvels and terrors. It would be in Frye’s spirit to ask whether a synoptic view of romance is possible that encompasses all of these varieties, and whether such a synoptic view is not implicit in the total volume of Frye’s work on romance. To answer this question, the unpublished notebooks and notes are invaluable. But in order to achieve some sense of this possible total vision, it will be necessary to follow Frye’s thought through the labyrinth of its development from its earliest point.

III

Before the unpublished work came into view, anyone attempting to understand Frye’s intellectual development necessarily began where Fearful Symmetry begins, with “The Case Against Locke,” which is the title of its first chapter. Blake’s attack on Locke is directed against Locke’s acceptance of the subject–object perspective as the basis of knowledge. Blake denied the splitting of reality into subject and object, calling it a “cloven fiction,” postulating instead a creative imagination that unites subject and object into symbolic form. Having studied symbolic form in a single poet, Frye at first intended to follow up Fearful Symmetry with a more general survey of “Blake and Modern Thought” (NB 42a.27; NB 32.1, 21, 27, 29). An adjunct to this ambition was a research project, referred to repeatedly in the early notebooks, called the “Locke reading programme” (NB 42a.1, NB 32.6, 14, 28), through which Frye intended to ground himself in the subjects covered by part one of Fearful Symmetry: philosophy, religion, politics and economics, aesthetics, etc. “Blake and Modern Thought” would critique in these disciplines the errors which are the legacy of the Lockean tradition—what Blake called Deism and Frye’s student essays call “positivism”—at the same time showing how many central modern thinkers, including Spengler, Frazer, Jung, and Cassirer, were converging on an approximation of Blake’s notion of symbolic form. The climax of “Blake and Modern Thought” was the annunciation of a new subject, anagogy, the study of symbolic form, or, as Frye more often puts it, of the Word, which would unite the humanities
and the social sciences in a new synthesis. The eventual result of this new project was *Anatomy of Criticism*.

But, with the publication of the *Student Essays*, a look at Frye before he reached this point, which was not before somewhere in the early 1940s, has become possible for the first time. The student essays cannot merely be dismissed as immature: anyone irritated by Frye’s “Statement for the Day of My Death” (*LN*, 2:725), in which he claims “I had genius,” should read them, keeping in mind that the author of the greatest of them, the ninety-page essay on “Romanticism,” was nineteen years old. The Frye of the 1930s already had a comprehensive intellectual system, of which every paper he wrote was the exposition of some new facet. And what is startling is how little evidence there is of any great influence by Blake. The all-pervasive influence on Frye in his twenties was Spengler’s *Decline of the West*. Frye’s early view of romance, as expressed in Part 1 of the present volume, as well as in his early essay “Yeats and the Language of Symbolism,” and, more vestigially, in the treatment of prose romance and the tale form in *Anatomy of Criticism* (which repeats ideas from essays written much earlier), cannot be understood without some explanation of the intellectual framework he accepted from Spengler. Romance is supposed by some to be an escapist form, and Frye is supposed by some to be an escapist critic, a bourgeois liberal idealist so frightened by history and its power struggles that he tried to construct and live in a Christian or Platonic or Symbolist world of pure imagination. Instead, we open the student essays to find that Frye is a cultural critic first and a literary critic only derivatively. He is a cultural critic precisely because he is interested in the relationship between literature and social change, going so far as to postulate that “the philosophy of history is the ultimate theoretical activity of the human race” (*SE*, 199). And we open the early romance notebooks to find that his discussions of romance as a form are embedded in this larger meditation on the imagination’s encounter with history.

Thus, after some preliminary dithering, the first text in the present volume, Notebook 42a, begins with the romance theme of errant wandering. But the context is actually historical: Frye is wondering about the relationship of migration to the origin of culture. What he is doing is following up leads given to him by Spengler, as modified by Arnold Toynbee’s *A Study of History*, which accepts Spengler’s theory of cultural cycles but tries to find a way out of its pessimism. Spengler adopts Kant’s categories of time and space as the structuring factors of human consciousness. His originality lies in his application of them to historical evolution, in which, as cultures
age, the time impulse, with its restless energy, subsides into an increasing spatialization. The time impulse is potentially constructive, and leads to the building of civilization and the creation of culture. The spatial perspective is identified most positively with reason and organization, but in a culture's final decadence devolves into networks of power dominated by an anxiety to control, an anxiety exacerbated by the waves of irrationalism that sweep increasingly across an alienated and dehumanized mass population. In *The Myth of Deliverance*, Frye says that the central theme of romance is survival (*MD*, 13), and the survival of early humanity depended on its relationship to the food supply. History, or rather prehistory, begins with hunter-gatherer and nomadic herding tribes that follow animals wherever they range, both humans and animals restlessly driven by the temporal impulse.

The typical stories of such groups are the earliest form of romance, the folktale; their myths are hard to distinguish from folktales, and some of the gods may be in animal form. Frye is working from Toynbee here, though in *Notebook 34* he says that "nobody, probably not even Toynbee, has investigated the importance of the Diaspora movement in history" (NB 34.75).

As nomadic groups become more sophisticated, some of them develop the next form of literature, the epic. In *Notebook 42a*, Frye is interested in a remark by Bertha Phillpotts that epics are created by wandering peoples, whereas drama develops in a settled situation (NB 42a.9). In the epic, the episodic plots of folktales have begun to cohere into the larger form of the cycle. Frye in all his early work tends to identify the epic with the cycle or quest. This larger form subsumes earlier and more episodic materials, a process evident in the Old Testament, where disparate materials have crystallized around the quest-pattern of the Exodus. Something similar is sometimes predicated of the Homeric epics, and is also true of the medieval Arthurian legends. Animals wander, but plants are rooted. With the development of agriculture, humanity itself becomes rooted, settling in permanent habitations. The village becomes the town, and out of the town develops culture. The culture-town grows to become the city, and, in the final stages of a cycle, the city metastasizes into the megalopolis, at which point culture gives way to the decadence of "civilization." Civilization eventually collapses, often overrun by nomadic barbarians who settle down to become the next culture.

Spengler was not writing history; he was writing what Frye calls metahistory, borrowing the term from F.H. Underhill, a Canadian historian (*FI*, 54). Driven less by factuality and logic than by concern, metahistory
presents us with history informed by a mythical shape. Frye’s early cultural theorizing is also driven by concern, and, like Spengler’s, comes to focus on the alienation of modern life in the megalopolis, the “Unreal City” of T.S. Eliot’s *The Waste Land*. According to *The Secular Scripture*, a central message of romance is *de te fabula*, “this story is about you.” That is definitely true of the portrait of late urban civilization in Spengler, and not for Frye alone. This is the way we live now, and, increasingly, it is the way the whole world lives now. The shift from Modernism to Postmodernism is, from this point of view, not a change of paradigms but merely a reflection of the fact that what for Modernism was confined only to Western culture is now becoming global. As the disease spreads spatially, it also intensifies with time, and everyone, not just the intelligentsia, is increasingly haunted by a sense of nihilistic crisis that no commonsense counsel of the “History has always been bad” sort can quite allay. Every outbreak of irrational violence, whether it is by terrorists, serial killers, or high school students, tends to be read as a symptom that what Yeats prophesied in his poem *The Second Coming* has indeed come. Even natural disasters, from unknown epidemics to global warming, tend to be read as omens, as signs in the heavens.

Frye’s early work defines modern culture in terms of fragmentation: things fall apart, the centre cannot hold. The cause of this fragmentation is the egocentric self-consciousness born of the decay of the time-impulse: “The structure of the megalopolis is atomic, each individual existing by himself with no essential connection with anyone else . . . . Each individual must constitute himself the centre of the world” (*SE*, 18), the result being what the same passage calls “an egocentric approach to the world.” To Spengler, the artistic expression of this egocentric approach is Romanticism: “Romanticism marks the beginning of that which Goethe, with his wide vision, called world-literature—the literature of the leading world-city” (*DW*, 2:108). In the “Romanticism” essay Frye says, “romanticism is to the metropolis what the Renaissance was to the culture-town—its philosophical and artistic product” (*SE*, 13). When the younger Frye speaks of romance, he is usually not thinking of folktales or other forms of storytelling in traditional cultures, but of the self-conscious literary versions of romance from the Romantic period forward, in other words, what Schiller called “sentimental” rather than “naive” romance. Moreover, he accepts, via Spengler, the notion of Goethe (among others) that Romanticism is disease. Sentimental romance is at once a critique of and a vehicle for the pathology of late-period decadence. The “Romanticism” essay says, “Romantic thought is pessimistic through and through” (*SE*, 47).
The characterization of prose romance as an expression of tragic pessimism survives in Anatomy of Criticism in the exposition of the four forms of prose fiction in its Fourth Essay, where the romance is associated with tragedy, anarchic passion, and the supernatural, in contrast with the novel’s comedy, social conventionality, and realism (AC, 304). Readers of The Secular Scripture may wonder what to make of this, not only in relation to Frye’s description of the comic plots and light-hearted mood of the Greek prose romances, but because it contradicts the entire historical scheme of The Secular Scripture, which is based on the premise that romance is the expression of a redemptive vision that supersedes the darker vision of heroic epic and tragedy. There are some uncertain moments in the typed notes towards The Secular Scripture in which Frye attempts to account for the contradiction by positing a temporary tragic phase in a larger comic evolution. But Frye is not the only one to struggle: as he himself notes, in Sir Walter Scott’s Waverley, the progenitor of nineteenth-century prose romance, the larger comic plot struggles to contain a tragic and Romantic subplot that threatens to explode it at every point. His example of tragic romance in the Anatomy passage was Wuthering Heights, and the attempt at a comic resolution for the younger generation in the latter half of that book risks being upstaged by the tragic, passionate, and possibly supernatural story of Heathcliff and Catherine. But the real answer is that the treatment of the four forms of prose fiction in Anatomy goes back, through several earlier stages, to a student essay of 1935–39, “An Enquiry into the Art-Forms of Prose Fiction” (SE, 383–400) from Frye’s Spenglerian period, when his attitude towards romance and choice of romances were different. In The Secular Scripture and the late essay on William Morris, Frye portrays Morris as a kind of prose-romance Blake, a revolutionary artist whose ideal of romance is comic, vision-expanding, and socially liberating. But this is the Morris of News from Nowhere; the truth is that Morris remade himself in later life. In Notebook 31, Frye is preoccupied with the Morris who wrote the short stories collected in The Early Romances of William Morris, and these are dark and disturbing. The man who wrote them is not the man Yeats described as “the happiest of the poets.”

Another aspect of Frye’s early system, derived from his view of Romanticism but without as much counterpart in Spengler, is of primary importance in thinking about romance. In Kant, time and space are a priori categories that pre-structure everything that human beings can perceive and know. What lies “beneath” or prior to the structuring categories of time and space is unknowable: the ding-in-sich, or thing-in-itself, is a logical
inference but inaccessible to consciousness. Time and space constitute the phenomenal world that is all that we can know or experience; the world of things-in-themselves, the noumenal realm, is an algebraic X, postulated only in order to make the ontological equation work out. This means that Kant, though the entire goal of his critical philosophy was to escape from the impasse of the cloven fiction of the rationalist Descartes and the empiricist Locke, ended by acceding to a different kind of dualism. That is why Notebook 32 speaks of Kant as “a second Locke” (NB 32.29). Romanticism, from this point of view, is Kantian revisionism; though reason and the senses can know only the outward, phenomenal world, there is another faculty of imagination or intuition that can perceive the inward, noumenal world. As Frye says in “Yeats and the Language of Symbolism” (1947), the only place in which his earlier views got into print,

The language of early romantic symbolism is a Kantian language. . . . The romantic poet splits reality into a world of experience and a world of perception, the former world, Kant’s noumenon, being interpreted by poetry and the latter or phenomenal world being the only object of rational knowledge. . . . But as romantic art develops, popularized Kant becomes popularized Schopenhauer, and as the phenomenal world is the object of consciousness, the noumenal world tends to become associated with the subconscious, a world of will underlying the world of idea. (FI, 227).

The original twist to Spengler’s own Kantian revisionism lies in the fact that, instead of identifying both time and space with the phenomenal, Spengler identifies the outward phenomenal world with space but the underlying noumenal world with time—not with clock time but with time as an inward sense of energy, process, movement, vitality, akin to Blake’s “pulsation of the artery” (Erdman, 126–7), Bergson’s durée, Shaw’s Life Force, and Coleridge’s natura naturans or nature as process. In any case, this means that the noumenal becomes a hidden source of potential power. This adds a complication to the Blakean analysis of intellectual error in Fearful Symmetry. The thinkers Blake most often names as his enemies are, with the exception of Rousseau, mostly on the Deistic side: the errors of Bacon, Newton, Locke, and Voltaire are easily traced to the fiction that reality can be cloven into subjective and objective components. Their view results in what Frye calls the Orc cycle, in which the fiery Orc, the incarnation of organic life-energy, is eventually defeated by or ages into the frozen and repressive false order-figure Urizen. Blake’s myth is close to
Spengler’s vision of temporal energy eventually conquered by the spatial: in fact, his study of Spengler probably helped Frye to grasp the Orc cycle.

But there are two levels to civilization’s discontents: an upper Deistic level of rational scepticism and empiricism, whose artistic product is the tradition or realism and irony, and a deeper level of irrationalism, which, as a civilization’s decadence increases, tends to emerge as a return of the repressed. At this point, Deism flips over into what Blake called Druidism, the abandonment of reason, even of ego-consciousness itself, in favour of merging oneself with a larger source of power and vitality usually seen to lie “beneath” the veneer of the civilized. As Frye observes, we are closer here to something like Schopenhauer’s world-as-will, and the motto of Druidism is Conrad’s “In the destructive element immerse.”

Some Romantics, particularly those with an attraction to magic, the occult, or various other esoteric traditions, expand the noumenal realm into an entire hidden reality that is the other side of the ordinary world—in short, they identify it with the otherworld of wonder in romance, whose yin–yang contrary is terror. In positing a third realm that is neither exactly subjective nor exactly objective, they seem to swim against the stream of modern scientific thought. Nevertheless, as some of them knew, the idea of a hidden world is not unique to Romanticism, which merely attached a Kantian explanation to it. The Renaissance had the concept of the anima mundi or soul of the world. Bardo, the world between death and rebirth in The Tibetan Book of the Dead, shows it is not confined to the Western imagination. Frye is not bothered by the objections of scientific materialism or common sense, and accepts the idea of a hidden reality. But he is remarkably uncomfortable with the notion for different reasons, and one of the most curious features of the early romance notebooks is the way he regards the Romantic otherworld with the fascination of a rat confronting a snake.

To the extent that various esoteric traditions, whether of the Renaissance, Romantic period, or modern times, provide intuitions of a grammar of imaginative symbolism and thus prefigure, in a glass darkly, the concept of an order of words, Frye is capable of a relaxed appreciation of them. For example, he says some nice things about Madame Blavatsky in the early Yeats essay. But insofar as they are attracted to the noumenal otherworld because of its twin temptations of secret wisdom and paranormal powers, Frye regards their works as demonic parodies rather than positive analogies of genuine imaginative vision. His line of argument here closely follows Blake’s. Wisdom and power to Blake belong to the creative imagi-
nation, which is the real identity of both God and humanity. When the imagination operates at full intensity, in the state Blake calls Eden, “there is no other,” in the words of Dylan Thomas. Blake does allow for a secondary state of rest, Beulah, in which the imagination relaxes into a sensitive receptivity, an imaginative seedbed of intuitions, associations, images, and impulses. Beulah is identified with both the unfallen feminine and unfallen nature, and is a positive image of the otherworld of wonder. But Blake is always too nervous to see it as paradisal for very long. It has the tendency to become a kind of Bower of Bliss, and its temptation to imaginative passivity is what in fact produces the fall. In the fall, both aspects of the imagination, its vision of order and its power to create and recreate, are projected: they begin to be viewed as apart from us, objective to us. And anything merely objective is by definition an aspect of fallen nature. This is a kind of idolatry, and is the basis of what Blake calls Druidism. Deism and Druidism are the twin aspects of natural religion, the worship as gods of what are really powers of fallen nature. In natural religion, a humanity that feels itself helpless stands in passive awe before the oracular revelations and inscrutable powers that manifest themselves from behind or within or below the ordinary or phenomenal world. Sometimes, it is tempted by offers of secret wisdom or superhuman powers—it is not for nothing that Faust becomes an archetypal figure in the Romantic tradition. The closer we get to Druidism, the more often we encounter an attitude that there are more things in heaven and earth than are dreamed of by Deistic reductionism. In a densely packed yet crucial paragraph from Notebook 32, Frye unites many of the ways in which various writers and traditions have thought of the otherworld:

The total Orc cycle of Generation moves cyclically in & out of an invisible Bardo or seed-world, full of the unborn, unshaped, embryonic, deceased, astral & demonic forms, a world of confused voices and spasmodic powers, a world where one feels in touch with what one is always thinking of as Albion & which always turns out to be Luvah. I suppose some knowledge of this world, even some power over it, is genuinely imaginative, but it’s dangerous & will lead one, if not to hell with Mephistopheles, at least to Druidism with Hitler. It’s a world of miracle, for wonder is in Beulah, & machines, the antennae of the instinctive mind, grope in it. Erewhon is a profound parable of the whole damned business. The root of the trouble is the Kantian butterslide, for a world of things in themselves is a world of pure objectivity. (NB 32.22)
Thus, in the early romance notebooks, both romance and the Romantic imagination are often seen in terms of their dangers, chief among which is the attractiveness of a tempting mystery-realm often mistaken for the imagination. It is not imaginative, however, for it does not escape from the subject–object error. The noumenal realm, which is the Romantic version of the romance otherworld, is merely a sub-level of the objective world of nature, as the quotation above indicates. Frye calls it the “hyperphysical,” a term borrowed from a work that seems to have influenced him significantly but which he only once mentions outside the notebooks, *Mysticism East and West* (1926), by Rudolf Otto. Otto is trying to distinguish the genuine mystic, such as Sankara and Meister Eckhart, his Eastern and Western examples, from what he calls the mere “illuminist.” The latter “is an empiricist and a hyperphysical sensualist insofar as he experiences objects of a supersensual but still empirical sphere by means of a sixth sense.”

Another term that pervades the early romance notebooks is “the deification of the void.” The alienation produced by the subject–object split becomes so intensified in modern times that people oscillate between the need to escape from their own isolated subjectivity and the need to escape from being “objectified” by their own society. Hence the flight into various forms of irrationalism. Spengler speaks of a “second religiousness” as characteristic of decadent civilizations, and the belief in a noumenal realm may be an intellectual’s form of it. But the error of searching outside the creative imagination for both revelation and power, indeed for God himself, is an old one. At the centre of many esoteric traditions is an inscrutable divinity, dwelling in darkness and mystery, who is really, if someone would only turn on the lights, an aspect of nature. Both Romanticism and various esoteric movements are at times guilty of “the deification of the void, which places divinity in the non-human, so that it can only descend into the human world in terms of force” (NB 32.32). Long after the early romance notebooks, where the primary culprits are Madame Blavatsky and her disciple Yeats, Frye is leery of the phenomenon:

I suppose what’s essentially occult about the occultist tradition is the Dionysian (pseudo) conception of a “hidden divinity,” or what I used to call the
deification of the void. Boehme's Father, associated with such words as Unground, Abyss, Nothing, dark fire, & the like, put him in this camp. I could never see that it was Blake's: Blake condemned the solitude-and-chaos conception of creation as pernicious. But it is Romantic, obviously, more particularly German Romantic, and Heidegger & Jung & possibly Nietzsche follow in the Hermes procession. (TBN, 214)

Though Frye deems D.H. Lawrence's *The Plumed Serpent* "the frankest exposition of Druidism in English" (NB 31.13), it is in Yeats that we can see most clearly that there are sinister political consequences to the deification of the void. Madame Blavatsky's version of it may be harmless enough, but Yeats's Romanticism and occultism are directly connected with his attraction to fascism. The hidden side of nature is not only a world of secret wisdom but also a world of force, and, while appeals to blood, instinct, will, and a return to primeval nature may disguise themselves as political or cultural liberation movements, they are really manifestations of a nihilistic will to power:

The main outline of the Orc fallacy is clear enough: Promethean Titanism is a nationalistic form . . . then the romantic Rousseauism, the revolt against metropolitan Xy [Christianity] ... in the name of an autochthonous "paganism"; then the Druidic & colored-shirt abyss opening up from a romantic cult of nature . . . . Also the noumenon freezing into the will & the will into the irrational front against reason . . . (NB 31.7)

Such an analysis cannot be merely mistaken, for it casts light on too many aspects of modern history, especially on eruptions of irrational behaviour for which normal scientific or commonsense explanations seem merely strained. Nonetheless, it is one-sided. An unremittingly negative portrait of Romanticism cannot survive the amassing of evidence to the contrary in such books as M.H. Abrams's *Natural Supernaturalism*, to say nothing of Frye's own *A Study of English Romanticism*. It is not even entirely adequate as a view of Yeats, as Frye's dissatisfaction with "Yeats and the Language of Symbolism" shows that he recognized. In fact, each of his two subsequent essays on Yeats moves further from Yeats the deifier of the void towards the Yeats who was a Romantic in a very different sense, the sense in which Imre Saluszinsky has written of Frye as himself a Romantic critic. 15 Frye's revaluation of romance in *The Secular Scripture* emerged out of his expanded understanding, in the 1960s, of Romanticism. This led him
to reconsider some of what he had earlier dismissed. Robert Denham has
discovered a marginal annotation in Frye’s copy of Boehme’s *Six Theos-
ophical Points*: “I used to call this Ungrund mysticism the deification of the
Void, which is apparently just what it is. I also thought of it as anti-
Blakean, but I’m not so sure.”

IV

Frye seems to have conceived the interpenetrating sequence of eight books
that he called his ogdoad project at some point in his early Spenglerian
period. Expanding beyond the limitations of Spengler’s ironic and pessi-
mistic vision by placing the cyclic vision within a larger perspective de-
derived from Christianity, Toynbee, and (increasingly) Blake, it was to have
been his *magnum opus*, a single work in eight parts, taking his entire life to
complete. With literary criticism at the centre, it would also enfold the
study of human action on the one side and the study of human thought on
the other, in a tripartite pattern that recurs throughout Frye’s work. Thus, it
would incorporate elements of cultural history (Spengler) and anthropol-
ogy (Frazer) on the one hand, and elements of philosophy (Cassirer),
psychology (Jung), and religious studies (Barth, Berdyaev, Tillich) on the
other, without losing the focus on its central subject, anagogy, the study of
the Word. In terms of genre, it would have been an encyclopedic version of
the anatomy form, a single, all-encompassing life’s work comparable to
Robert Burton’s *The Anatomy of Melancholy*, one of Frye’s favourite books.

His work on Blake shouldered the ogdoad project aside, but Notebook
42a opens as Frye, having just completed *Fearful Symmetry*, begins to take
stock and formulate future plans. What he initially proposes to himself is
the “Pentateuch scheme,” a sequence of five interlinked studies named
after the first five books of the Bible. The Pentateuch scheme, however, does
not survive Notebook 42a, as Frye quickly realizes it is only a variant of his
more usual scheme of four major works, each with a mirror-counterpart or
Blakean “emanation,” the fifth work in the Pentateuch scheme being a kind
of quintessence of the first four.

The reader of Frye’s romance notebooks and notes, early and late, will
need to know a minimal amount about the ogdoad, if for no other reason
than that the eight titles pop up incessantly, along with the eight symbols
that Frye used for fifty years as shorthand for them. The works always
appear in the following order: Liberal (L), Tragicomedy (T), Anticlimax (∧),
Rencontre (λ); Mirage (V), Paradox (†), Ignoramus (⊥), Twilight (Γ, ⊥, ⊥, T:
variable). But the reader also needs to understand that Frye never wrote about romance in itself, but only as an aspect of a much larger perspective. If we ask, so where does Frye see a study of romance within his larger project? in one sense the answer is simple: most often as Rencontre, more occasionally as Tragicomedy, or at least as part of it. However, we need to understand what it means to say that romance is the vehicle for the perspective called Rencontre or Tragicomedy.

While some intellectuals of his time idealized the cultural unity of the Middle Ages, Frye agreed with Spengler that the apex of Western culture was the Renaissance, when the culture-towns developed the communal arts of drama and ensemble music and gave to the world their two great practitioners, Shakespeare and Bach. Through the Reformation, it also gave the world Protestantism, the recreated form of Christianity, and, much as he was influenced by the medieval fourfold method of Scriptural interpretation, Frye sees his project as building upon the promising beginnings of the Reformation study of the Word, whose universal symbolism made the communal art of the Renaissance possible. It also made possible the vision of a revolutionary, constantly recreative understanding of that symbolism, such as Frye found in Milton's *Areopagitica*. Though he could never accept Protestant theologian Karl Barth's brand of neo-orthodoxy, Frye found compelling his passionate insistence, in *The Word of God and the Word of Man* and *The Doctrine of the Word of God* (volume 1, part 1 of *Church Dogmatics*), that the task of Christianity is to keep itself open to the kerygmatic power of the Word as it breaks through all human structures of thought, including all previous understandings of itself. Thus, in his student essays, Frye speaks of Blake as "holding fast to the thought of an earlier age" (*SE*, 87), and as "a thinker who summed up the creative period" (*SE*, 44). Even *Fearful Symmetry* tends to disassociate Blake from the introversion of Romantic art and link him back, for all his isolation, to a more socially integrated era.

The study of anagogy begins with the Bible, because it is what Blake called "the great code" of art, the key to the universal symbolism of the order of words, and this is true whether or not one "believes in" the Bible. However startling it may be to find Frye announcing the contents of a book on the Bible at the end of Notebook 34, thirty-five years before he actually wrote one, such a study is presupposed by the nature of the ogdoad project. *Anatomy of Criticism* tells us that the two primary rhythms of human life are the cycle and the dialectic or conflict of opposites. In his early work, perhaps because of Spengler, Frye thinks of both the Bible and literature
most often in terms of the cycle; one way to characterize his later development is as a shift of emphasis from the cycle to the dialectic. At any rate, Notebook 7, out of which the Anatomy arose, speaks of "the total form, or the cyclic vision, the definitive myth" (NB 7.113); in the same notebook, he refers to "the cyclic form as the matrix of art" (NB 7.128). This cyclic form is the subject of Liberal, the first book of the ogdoad. At times, Liberal was conceived as a study of Scripture or scriptural forms: Frye sometimes referred to The Great Code as Liberal while he was writing it. At other times, Liberal was to study the form of literature whose task was to recreate the cyclical vision of the Bible for each successive age, the form that Frye calls the encyclopedic epic. Notebook 7 begins with plans for a book showing how the encyclopedic epic evolved out of its beginnings in pagan heroic epic. Epic develops from Homer through Virgil, Dante, Spenser, and Milton not merely as imitation but as a progressive expansion and clarification of vision. Ironically, such a discussion was crowded out of Anatomy in its final form. A.C. Hamilton rightly observes that, by the time Frye reaches the discussion of "Specific Encyclopaedic Forms" at the end of it, "Unfortunately, the account is far too condensed." Around 1949, when Frye was in the process of applying for a Guggenheim Fellowship in order to pursue this project, the epic study became specifically a study of Spenser. This too fell by the wayside.

Tragicomedy, the second member of the ogdoad, was envisioned in two different ways. While epic presents the cyclic vision in full, diffuse form, drama presents it episodically—not only presents it, but re-enters it for an audience. We move from myth to ritual, and Tragicomedy was to study drama from its ritual origins to its culmination in Shakespeare. The main influence here was Sir James Frazer's The Golden Bough and the whole myth-and-ritual school that arose around it. At some points, however, Tragicomedy became a counterpart to Liberal in another sense. The more the Word is accommodated to human understanding, the more likely it is to be compromised, distorted, reduced, ultimately to become a shadow of itself that Frye calls the "Druid analogy." Like "deification of the void," the phrase is a kind of thinking aid that recurs endlessly throughout the notebooks yet never appears in the published work. Any expression of the cyclical vision in literature becomes a Druid analogy of the real vision, at once a key to it and an inevitable betrayal of it. While writing Words with Power, Frye states: "So Volume Two of The Great Code is a study of the Bible that shows how it reverses the Druid analogy—the universal language of mythology" (NB 23.48). Sometimes, then, Tragicomedy is a counterpart to
Liberal not as drama is to epic, but rather as the literary cycle is a shadowy
type, or Druid analogy, of which the Biblical cycle is the redemptive antitype.
The ultimate form of the Druid analogy of the cycle of literature is the
diagram Frye light-heartedly called the Great Doodle, the core of his pro-
posed Third Book project after Fearful Symmetry and Anatomy. The cyclic-
ally organized Third Book was tentatively deemed Tragicomedy, in tandem
with a book on the Bible. When Frye dropped plans for the Third Book, The
Secular Scripture took over the subject of the human counterpart to divine
revelation, and thus is called Tragicomedy in some of the typed notes
towards it. The ascents and descents of its “unifiable” hark back in some
ways to the Great Doodle, although they are now organized on the dialect-
ical form of the vertical axis in order to correspond to the vertical axis in
Words with Power.

As its title suggests, Anticlimax, the third book of the ogdoad, was to be
concerned with the four levels of literary meaning, expanded from their
medieval form in Dante, as what Frye would later call the thematic stasis of
the cyclical narrative. Anticlimax is occasionally linked vaguely with
“prose forms,” but the chief prose form for Frye was the anatomy, and the
product of his Anticlimax ambitions was Anatomy of Criticism. Finally, the
sequence from Scripture to epic to drama to prose is a summary of the
literary history of Western culture up to the time of Blake. The subject of
Rencontre was the breakdown of the anagogic vision. Its theme was the
consequent alienation of modern consciousness and the fragmentation of
modern culture; its subject matter, most often, was Romanticism and the
sentimental romance most typical of it.

The other four books of the ogdoad rarely seem to have held Frye’s
attention long. Usually, they are imagined as a kind of mop-up operation
after the definitive statement of the first four volumes, a chance to explore
the implications of its fourfold vision for such wider subjects as compara-
tive religion and a general theory of aesthetics. But in some of the early
romance notebooks, principally NBs 3on and 33, the second tetralogy takes
over a subject that first arises within the context of Rencontre, with its
theme of fragmentation. In its modern fragmentation, the Word undergoes
a sparagmos or tearing apart into the individual atoms that are words as we
know them in the fallen world, what we would now call mere arbitrary
signifiers. Nevertheless, in a theory that seems akin to the Kabbalistic
image of the “breaking of the vessels,” the individual verbal atoms are not
entirely corpses. Within them lies some of the metaphorical energy of the
original Word. When words begin forming associative patterns, they can
resonate with a strange kind of meaningfulness, even when their associations violate not only scientific etymology but logic and truth of correspondence. In Notebooks 30n and 33, Frye proposes the study of what he calls "poetic etymology," in which he takes seriously the most outrageous accidental puns and associations that crop up in both literary and common language. "The starting point of such an investigation," he says, "is the genius of language" (NB 30n.1). To a commonsense reader, all four titles of the second tetralogy sound like a dry commentary on these passages: Mirage, Paradox, Ignoramus, and Twilight. The supposed root-meanings buried in verbal associations even allow us to infer something about the original Atlantean language out of which all languages of the world have developed. As Frye does not read the Bible historically, he is not likely to believe in the Atlantis myth historically: the real sunken Atlantis is what Freud called primary process, drowned in the sea of the unconscious. It is an abiding Frye principle that the other side of oracle is wit. Frye’s puns and associations are witty, and so are those of the writers most interested in what Anatomy will call babble and doodle, including Rabelais, Lewis Carroll, Dylan Thomas, and the Joyce of Finnegans Wake, about which Frye contemplated writing a book about the same time as he was transferring the theme of poetic etymology from Rencontre to Mirage in Notebook 33.

V

The writing of Anatomy of Criticism helped to liberate Frye’s view of romance from its earlier confines and make it more adequate to the actual history of literature. He tells David Cayley that “There’s a long and complex history of the words ‘romance’ and ‘Romanticism,’ all of which I read at one time and all of which I’ve completely forgotten” (NFC, 104). The word “romance” originally referred to works written in the Romance languages derived from Latin, but was eventually applied to the medieval romances that superseded the earlier heroic epics and chansons de geste. The new treatment of romance in Anatomy as the second of five historical modes does tend to forget, or rather to ignore, the modern critical tradition, from W.P. Ker’s Epic and Romance (1908) to Eugène Vinaver’s The Rise of Romance (1971), which treats heroic epic and romance as contrasting, almost as antithetical. The scheme of Anatomy’s First Essay subsumes heroic epic as a subvariety of romance. The tactic is by no means without its virtues. In Gold-Hall and Earth-Dragon: “Beowulf” as Metaphor, Alvin Lee, working from Frye’s theory of modes, shows that Beowulf’s word-hoard is robbed of
much of its richness and significance unless it is considered within the context of romance, a context signaled by one of the text's recurrent words: *wunder*, "wonder." Lee leads us to recognize a category of "heroic romance" as distinct from the chivalric romances of the later Middle Ages.\(^{17}\)

Still, insofar as the modes claim to be historical and not merely formal, the romance mode must come to terms with the presence of other works whose heroism seems unromantic, if not antiromantic, whether one defines the romantic in terms of the hero's powers, a tendency towards idealization, or a sense of wonder. Such works belong to what Frye, in an attempt to confront these complications, will later call the cycle of *forza*, or violence. The heroic in them consists of an indomitable striving against irresistible obstacles, against which victory is temporary, defeat inevitable, whether the hero defies hopeless human odds, the indifference or malevolence of fate and the gods, or the passing of all things in time. Such heroism is sometimes called "pagan" because it cannot be reconciled with Christian Providence, but it is to some degree at odds with more romantically providential tendencies in pagan poems like the *Odyssey* or the *Aeneid*. The model of heroic epic, so defined, is the *Iliad*. While the *Iliad* may have a few romantic moments, such as Achilles' fight with the river in book 21, surely the heart of its vision is in the bleak eloquence of Achilles' parable of the two jars of Zeus in book 24. One jar holds fortune, the other miseries, and Zeus strews them upon us with complete indifference. There is no sense crying about our tragedies, Achilles tells Priam: soon enough we must suffer something even worse. While praising the *Iliad* publicly, Frye hated it privately for exactly this reason (*TBN*, 56-7, 120); he hated equally the attempt of Nietzsche and Yeats to revive such heroic tough-mindedness. There is no escape to, or transformation through, an otherworld here. Yet such "fatalism" is where heroic epic begins, and it seems odd to insist that the *Iliad* is somehow romance, while reserving the term "epic" for Virgil and the secondary or literary epics of the Renaissance or high mimetic period. The same is true, to varying degrees, of medieval heroic narratives. There seems to be something of a sliding scale, with the fanciful Irish sagas at the romantic end, the fierce Icelandic sagas on the heroic-epic end, and the "elegiac" *Chanson de Roland* near the centre.\(^{18}\)

Sequestering romance between the mythical and high mimetic modes tends to minimize a second fact of literary history, namely, that romance, like epic, is recreated in every historical era. In the mythic mode, romance appears as folktale, succeeded in the next mode by romance proper. The Renaissance brings such high mimetic romances as Sidney's *Arcadia* and
Introduction

the various Ovidian narratives in verse. Romanticism gives us a low mimetic version of romance, and our own time has seen the development of a variety of popular forms, including fantasy, science fiction, the Western, the historical romance, the love story, and so on. In short, while romance may have achieved a unique social prominence during the period of the second mode, that is not to deny authenticity to romances of other periods.

A third difficulty with Frye's treatment of romance in *Anatomy* has been mentioned earlier, and has to do with the Third Essay rather than the First. Here, romance is treated, not as a historical mode, but as one of four pre-generic *mythoi*, or plot patterns. The key to romance is the cyclical myth of the hero's quest, and the key to the hero's quest is the paradigm of the redeeming quest of the Logos in the Bible. As we noted earlier, this fits some romance narratives well enough, but not others, and is decidedly less useful for later and more "sentimental" romances. This leads us back to the modes of the First Essay, and to a fourth difficulty that A.C. Hamilton finds in relation to the low mimetic and ironic: "For the next two modes, however, Frye's categories break down for a reason he did not recognize—or take account of—in writing the *Anatomy*: Romanticism formulated a new cosmology and therefore 'some kind of change in the structure of literature itself,' one that 'transforms all the generic plots of literature'" (SR, 4, 35; cf. AC, 59).

These four difficulties are really symptoms of one big difficulty. The scheme of the *Anatomy* is not wrong: it is suggestive and useful within its formalistic context, but incomplete. To borrow a term from *Words with Power*, there is an excluded initiative that Frye struggles to supply in the second half of his career. That excluded initiative is the dynamic and recreative aspect of the order of words. In the notebooks and typed notes towards *The Secular Scripture*, we see Frye constructing a whole new history for romance, one that is dialectical and progressive rather than cyclical. There are two human impulses, *forza* and *froda*, violence and fraud, and two types of literature that result from them. The literature of *forza* is tragic and ironic; its violence is that of humanity hurling itself against the limitations of the fallen world, which ultimately destroy it. The literature of *froda* is comic and romantic; its fraud is the inventive imagination that outwits those limitations. *The Secular Scripture* argues for an evolution of Western literature from *forza* increasingly towards *froda*. It may be useful to suggest, however, that this is not a simple, straightforward progress but a dialectical one. In each of the five historical modes in the *Anatomy*, romance is born anew; but in each mode it struggles with its opposite, which is also reborn:
forza and froda are contraries, versions of Wallace Stevens’s reality and imagination. This would explain the epic-romance tension in the second mode, and also cast light on The Secular Scripture’s description of the tension between modern popular romance and the “great tradition.” We seem to be led towards an ultimate yin–yang conception of genre, whereby a mode of literature wrestles with some categorical other that is at the same time contained within it. Finally, cultural awareness of this kind of dialectical process emerges definitively during the Romantic period. In doing so, it revolutionizes the ogdoad’s conception of the Word as a closed cycle, however encyclopedic and encompassing. Any such finality would only make of literature, mythology, or Scripture another Druid analogy.

VI

Already within Notebook 18, the last Anatomy notebook, Frye has decided that he needs to follow his study of the internal coherence of literature with a study of its external relation to society. Eventually, he called it the Third Book, after Fearful Symmetry and Anatomy. Its contents are summed up by what Jung would call a mandala, a circle divided into quadrants by internal axes, horizontal and vertical. Frye’s own name is more playful: he called it the Great Doodle. The Doodle’s four quadrants are given more serious names: E–N is Eros; N–W is Adonis; W–S is Hermes; S–E is Prometheus. Although Frye terms them topoi, areas of literary and mythological imagery, in contrast to the mythoi or pregeneric plot patterns of the Third Essay of Anatomy, their examples being drawn more often from lyrics than from narratives, there is clearly some relation between the two. The imagery of Eros is found in traditional romance and New Comedy; the imagery of Adonis in epic and tragedy; the imagery of Hermes in sentimental romance, from the Romantic period forward, and ironic literature; and the imagery of Prometheus in satire and Old Comedy. The typical plots of these categories are symbolized by the fact that the Doodle’s circle moves as the sun does in some mythologies: rising from the East to a zenith in the north, setting in the West, descending into darkness underground or underwater towards a nadir in the South, and rising in the East again. We thus find romance fissioned into two varieties, traditional and modern, one associated with ascent and the other with descent.

Up to this point, the Third Book is a structural study of the same type as the Anatomy. What Frye wanted to do, however, was to show how the imagery and plot patterns of the four quadrants inform, and transform, all
human thought and action, becoming, as he will later put it, myths to live by. They structure all verbal disciplines, such as history and philosophy, and all social mythology, now called ideology. At the same time, they are the vehicles of a power that recreates verbal and social structures. This process of structuring and de-structuring, informing and transforming, creating and recreating, is symbolized by the Doodle's crossed axes: the horizontal axis of speculation, running E-W, and the vertical axis of concern, running N-S. The poles of the vertical axis represent (among other things) subject and object; the poles of the horizontal axis are their social equivalents: eastward the collective mind of society that Frye called Nous; westward the objective limitations of law, or Nomos. The centre represents the act of imagination that reverses these two subject–object perspectives, or, to use Blake's image, puts them through a vortex. When they re-emerge, subject and object are united into symbolic form—the models of all symbolic form being the patterns of the four quadrants. The Great Doodle thereby unites structure with process, at least theoretically. But something was still missing.

Blake recognized a tension in his own imagination—and therefore in imagination itself—between the humanistic and the prophetic, which he embodied in the characters of Palamabron and Rintrah. Palamabron is a harmonious accommodator; Rintrah is the iconoclastic and prophetic outsider. Anatomy of Criticism is written out of Frye's Palamabron side. The satiric bite of Frye's early style is toned down to a witty urbanity, and the synoptic view of critical theory tries to include everyone's views in the happy ending, as part of a renewed community. But the imagination's reversal of reality does not take place without a struggle: reality resists. Blake imagined imagination at its highest intensity as a moral equivalent of war: the struggle of imagination with an otherness, whether that takes the form of a struggle with itself, with other imaginations, with society, with nature, even with God. This imagination wrestling in the dark with powers of otherness is Frye's Rintrah side, which increasingly emerges from mid-life forward, accompanied by a steady drift from the cyclic towards the dialectic.

In "Reflections in a Mirror," responding to critiques of his work up through the Anatomy, Frye concedes, "it is quite possible that the wars of myth in time are an aspect of criticism that I have not grasped." In Western culture, the greatest "war" of all is the conflict of pre-Romantic and post-Romantic mythological perspectives, the war between traditional conservative and modern revolutionary views that has played itself out
over the last three centuries in both literature and history. This conflict polarizes the Great Doodle into conservative mythologies of ascent and revolutionary mythologies of descent, located respectively in its northern and southern hemispheres, a Civil War within the country of imagination itself, in which Frye found his allegiance divided between North and South. Cosmologically, it is a war between heaven and hell, between Logos and Thanatos, the northern and southern compass points respectively. It follows that writing the Third Book would involve effecting a marriage between heaven and hell.

Impelled by such considerations, Frye began to fashion a newly positive version of Romanticism, which made its first public appearance in “New Directions from Old” (1957; FL, 52-66). It should come as no surprise by this time that it begins with a discussion of history, in particular of the mythical narratives that structure the writing of history. In the background of such mythical narratives is a cosmology—one of two possible cosmologies, in fact. Frye goes on to lay out, as he will many times subsequently, his contrast between the top-down poetic cosmos of pre-Romantic times and the bottom-up cosmos of the post-Romantic. In the older cosmos, up is good and down is evil. In the new cosmos, up is alienation and authority; downward lies darkness and mystery, struggle and pain, but also the possibility of a hidden creative and redemptive power. In later works, he will identify the older cosmos as typical of patriarchal cultures, who worship a sky-god, and to whom creation is a structure of order. The newer cosmos has affinities with the prepatriarchal, woman-centred Goddess cultures, and nature is conceived of as energy and process. The political implications of this inversion of perspective are laid out in another essay, “The Drunken Boat: The Revolutionary Element in Romanticism” (1963; STS, 200–17). Blake is increasingly identified, not with what was best about the period before him, but as the first and most articulate expounder of what was to come after him.

By the late 1960s, Frye was producing some remarkably sympathetic interpretations of things that he once in part distrusted. Frye’s treatment, in A Study of English Romanticism (1968), of Death’s Jest Book by Thomas Lovell Beddoes is a zestful appreciation of a neglected book. Yet Beddoes’s poem is based on the Kantian paradigm, identifying the noumenal world with death itself. In his third and final essay on Yeats, “The Top of the Tower: A Study of the Imagery of Yeats” (1969; STS, 257–77), he has come to accept that Yeats’s fascism and deification of the void are regrettable distortions of what is nevertheless a choice necessary for him, a
turning away from the Logos vision of many Renaissance poets:

But for Yeats there is no creator in the picture except man himself. The sources of creation are not in a divine mind beyond the stars: they are in the "foul rag-and-bone shop of the heart" at the bottom of the ladder . . . . To return to his creator, man has to come back down again, return on himself, seek the source of the creative powers which are close to the sexual instincts, and are therefore in "the place of excrement," as Crazy Jane says, partaking of the corruption out of which all life comes. (StS, 271)

VII

By this time, Frye was committed to writing a book on the Bible as a counterpart to the Third Book. Thinking about the Bible added another dimension to his thinking about the conflict between traditional and modern mythology. Though the Bible is often said to reveal a changeless truth, and has been used to rationalize the structure of authority, it has a hidden revolutionary dimension. Far from being "changeless," the Bible is always in the process of recreating itself. However smooth the process of redaction, earlier narrative strands are transformed by their inclusion in a larger text; individual books are transformed by their inclusion in a larger canon; the Old Testament is transformed by its inclusion with the New. Moreover, the Biblical vision of history is one of progressive clarification of vision; this is the real meaning of typology. The Great Code is divided into two parts, called "The Order of Words" and "The Order of Types," and the point is that the order of words is ceaselessly recreated by the order of types. Each of the seven phases of revelation—creation, exodus, law, wisdom, prophecy, gospel, apocalypse—is an antitype, or expanded understanding, of what preceded it. Protestants believe, according to Milton in Areopagitica, that the same process of recreated understanding that created the Bible is unendingly at work in its interpretation. In turn, the task of recreating the Biblical vision extends beyond theology into literature, and is inherited by the poets of encyclopedic epic. And each epic poet attempts, as we have seen, to refine, clarify, and expand the vision of his predecessor.

In 1972, Frye was asked to be the Charles Eliot Norton Professor of Poetry at Harvard in 1974–75, a position which culminated in the delivery of the Norton Lectures in April, 1975. The subject of the lectures, which became The Secular Scripture, was romance, chosen because it is "the structural core of all fiction." In the notebooks and typed notes towards The Secular Scrip-
ture, Frye's task is to discover whether secular literature, as exemplified by romance, displays aspects corresponding to the Biblical order of words and order of types. For the order of words aspect, he subjected himself to a methodical reading program, one residue of which is Notes 56b: close to two hundred pages of typed, single-spaced synopses of the plots of various prose romances. The total word count is probably greater than that of *The Secular Scripture* itself. In a way, it is regrettable that there is far too much of this material to publish, for to make research enjoyable, Frye allowed himself what he called "totally uninhibited writing" (*LN*, 1:238), which means that he makes even the solemnest, dreamiest romance sound more rollicking than the plots of the Greek romances in *The Secular Scripture*. Some of the synopses are of the Greek romances, in fact, scholarly interest in which had been reawakened in part by Ben Edwin Perry's *The Ancient Romances* (1967), which Frye cites in the notes to *The Secular Scripture*. While he kept up his lifelong habit of writing in notebooks, in the 1970s Frye began experimenting with sets of typed notes. This is especially the case for *The Secular Scripture*, for which we have only one notebook but a number of sets of typed notes. There seems to be no reliable way to determine the order of composition of this material. It appears in the present volume merely according to categories: notes towards the substance of the argument, followed by more theoretical notes surveying the project from a distance, followed by Notebook 10. Yet Notebook 10 may be among the earliest of this material, for it still uses the names of the Great Doodle's quadrants, whereas chapters 4 and 5 of the final book turn these into ascents and descents on a vertical axis. This is what correspondingly happened to the four quadrants in the second half of *Words with Power*.

In the unpublished material still influenced by the Great Doodle, Frye speaks of the shape of the order of words in romance as a "unifiable," corresponding to the cyclical monomyth that Joseph Campbell found in mythology. He dropped the term when the cyclical form turned instead into a pattern of vertical ascents and descents. The monomyth of mythology tells us that powers greater than ourselves created the world, established its ordering patterns, both natural and social, and redeemed the world when humanity ruined it: the one accomplishment of the human race is the negative one of a fall. Human heroes certainly exist, but they work for the establishment, so to speak, are obedient to, and in the service of, a structure of authority said to be divinely founded. The unifiable, exemplified by the Gnostic *Hymn to the Soul*, tells us that we have indeed fallen, but that no greater figures are going to rescue us. The gods are names
for powers that belong to us, and fell along with us. In our fallen state, we wander in misery and exile because we have forgotten who we are. What enables us to remember our greater identity is a written message. This is the task of romance, of all writing: looking back on *The Secular Scripture*, Frye writes elsewhere: “The Nortons raised the question: the Eliade dilemma, or the profaning of the sacred, is the result of the growing sense that we have to produce our own mythology” (*LN*, 2:712). From this insight follow the twin themes of the recovery of projection and of *de te fabula*, “this story is about you”: the secular scripture is not about the gods, who are merely projections; it is about ourselves.

Such language seems to bring Frye back close to the revolutionary and prophetic side of Blake, and his argument for the primacy of the imagination. But what Frye is looking for by this time is a true dialectic of contraries, of the human and the divine, the Spirit and the Word, the recreative and the creative, of the imagination with what he calls, in the Preface to *Spiritus Mundi*, “the otherness of a creative power not ourselves” (xiii). What corresponds to the order of types in fable—a word Frye adopts as more inclusive than romance proper—is the progressive struggle of romance to clarify its vision through succeeding ages. In each era, it has to struggle against its contrary. Traditional romance struggles to come to terms with human claims against the order of things; modern romance needs what Frye calls “a counterweight against the sometimes exclusive radicalism in the tradition that is embryonic in Milton, fully developed in Blake, and, perhaps, already decadent in Yeats” (*SM*, xiii)—and perhaps moribund in poststructuralism. The struggle is progressively clarifying, however, and moves in the direction of the recreation *of forza into froda*, of tragic limitation into inventive possibility. What is cast out in each cycle of romance is what Blake called a negation, in this context the tendency of romance to be kidnapped by an ascendant ideology.

VIII

In the last decade of his life, Frye rounded out his exploration of romance with a series of essays on various writers, some of whom he had put off writing about for decades. One of these was William Morris, who interested him because his romances seem to move in the direction of a dreamy escapism into “mere fantasy” that is the opposite of Morris’s leftist commitments. We are back to the otherworld of wonder, only this time with Frye affirming it: Morris’s archaic and dreamlike romance worlds are an
expression of neither conservatism nor radicalism but of “anarchism.” Refusing to be kidnapped by his own socialist ideology, Morris insists on living in a world of imagination that no social program could bring into being. Its value is precisely that of its otherness, and its purpose is to demystify ideologies by showing them their limitations. Every ideology insists that life consists of a set of limitations on what Frye was by this time calling human primary concern, the set of needs and desires shared cross-culturally by all human beings, and every ideology insists that its set of limitations, its compromises, produces the best of all possible worlds. But a true revolutionary, like Blake, is a visionary anarchist who asserts that “Less than all cannot satisfy man,” and insists on the impossible. A number of prophetic writers and thinkers in the 1960s seemed to grasp this, and it is quite possible that Frye’s new sympathy with Romanticism and romance was influenced by the spirit of the sixties. In his youth, demonically irrational movements like Nazism and fascism threatened a vulnerable social order, and the early references to romance are pervaded by a fear of this irrationalism. But in the sixties, the energy rising up from below espoused causes congenial to Frye’s lifelong left-liberalism, and before they too were kidnapped by their own revolutionary ideologies they managed to produce some worthwhile social change.

The late notebooks show that in the very last years of his life, Frye worked simultaneously on essays on Samuel Butler and Henry James, while toying with the idea of an essay on the Waverley novels of Sir Walter Scott. Butler, in many ways conservative and not actually a writer of romance, belongs in the romance context, according to Frye’s thinking, because of one crucial insight. When we say that the unifiable reminds us of a lost, once-larger identity, we are implying more than an ordinary jogging of the memory, even more than a kind of recovery from amnesia. That lost memory for all of us lies largely in the unconscious, and to recover it would mean to recover its lost powers. This can only be done by “creative repetition,” the kind of discipline that Butler discusses in Life and Habit. The point of repetition or practice is that it results in an insight or skill that enlarges our being, gives us new powers, whether mental or physical. Reading demands practice of this creative sort: in terms of the Hymn of the Soul, the letter holding the secret of our greater identity has not really been lost. It is right in front of us, but only through creative repetition can we learn how to read it. In the context of modern romance, therefore, the role of the reader becomes much more active and recreative.

Frye never wrote his essay on Scott, but in 1989 he did deliver a lecture
called “Literature as Therapy” at Mt. Sinai Hospital in Toronto, in which he says, “The arts form a kind of counter-environment, setting up something which is really antipathetic to the civilization in which it exists” (EAC, 33). That is to say, the arts form one vast otherworld into which we descend and return, changed. He speaks of his mother being cured of a serious illness by reading through all twenty-five volumes of Scott’s Waverley novels, adding that he “would not be surprised if the plots of Scott’s novels did not form a kind of counter-delirium which had to do with her own recovery” (EAC, 33). He ends by saying, “What I am suggesting is that we should not overlook the immense recuperative powers that literature, along with the other arts, could provide in a world as crazy as ours” (EAC, 33).

This idea of art as creating, or revealing, a counter-world plays a central role in his essay on “Henry James and the Comedy of the Occult.” In a note preparatory for the essay on James’s ghost stories, Frye says, “The formulas of New Comedy diverge into romance, and often seem in themselves to keep moving in and out of an objective quasi-'real' world and some kind of occult one. . . . That’s one of the things I’m after in late Henry James, where the New Comedy plots keep moving in and out of a hidden world” (Notes 58-4.22). A crisis triggered by some conflict between a character’s social self and another self that lies in the depths of the unconscious may drive him into a katabasis, a descent quest for hidden wisdom: “In the myths the romantic hero is created by a lower-world initiation. For James this takes me back to my Atlantis point at the beginning . . . . The upper and lower levels are the upper one where everything is anticlimax, disappointment, frustration and waste; the lower one is what’s communicated to the reader. In the ghost stories the reader has to do some real diving” (Notes 58-4.30). Thus, approaching death himself, Frye finds a new value in the dark romance that preoccupied him forty years before. Descending into the otherworld, the Beulah-realm of the occult, is still seen as dangerous, whether for the fictional characters or the reader. James’s casebook study of this is The Turn of the Screw. Frye affirms both sides of the critical controversy over that story, the side that says the governess is mad and the side that says she actually perceives demonic forces. In Frye’s version, the governess is mad and destructive—yet she is also genuinely prophetic, a Cassandra figure who, like Job in The Great Code, has seen what other people do not see and knows what other people do not know.

An accurate description of the otherworld of James’s ghost stories would be “the conception of a world occupying the same time & space as England
but differing in moral perspective." Significantly, however, the actual reference, from one of the late notebooks, is to Spenser's Faerie (LN, 1:189). The sentence preceding it says that as Frye was contemplating the James essay, he "got increasingly attracted to an article on 'Fairies & Elementals.'" The rest of the paragraph goes on to list possible contents of such an article, thus complementing Notes 55-3 in the present volume. We may add to that a statement that Frye was inspired to do the article on fairies and elementals while writing his essay on More's *Utopia*. What is important here is Frye's sense that the social treatment of the otherworld in James, the "green world" treatment in Spenser, and the Utopian treatment in More point to the same unseen reality.

IX

At one point, Frye says bluntly that romance is "always a despised form of writing" (Notes 56a.61). It is surprising to realize how true this is. The "great tradition" of the realistic novel begins with Don Quixote, whose fault is to believe in the fictions of chivalric romance; his counterpart is Emma Bovary, who believes in the fictions—that is to say, the lies—of erotic romance. Probably no critic espouses a great tradition anymore, and the discipline of cultural studies spends a fair amount of time analysing popular culture, but it seems to treat popular culture for the most part ironically, as a vehicle for the ideology of late capitalism. The realistic tradition holds to the moral imperative of a reality principle that opposes the wish fulfilsments of popular fiction; its demand is for an objective, even a quasi-scientific mimesis opposed to subjective fantasy. Postmodernism and poststructuralism believe that "objective reality" is an ideological construct; their demand is for a rigorous scepticism that demystifies any world of wonder that attempts to escape from ideological constraints. The result is a strange situation in which, as A.C. Hamilton says, romance "always has been and must remain central to our understanding of all literature, even though most romances have been dismissed as sub-literary." This is all the more baffling in the face of the rebirth of romance in our time. In the *Anatomy's* First Essay, Frye spoke of a return of irony to myth in an extraordinary number of high Modernist writers such as Joyce, Lawrence, Eliot, Yeats, Rilke, Mann, and Kafka. But alongside Modernism, popular culture was producing new forms of art belonging to the general context of romance, including film, folk song, comic strips and books, and, in literature, fantasy and science fiction. Frye's former assertion that the
high point of Western culture was reached in the drama and ensemble
music of the Renaissance culture-towns is a variant of the Modernist value
judgment that the greatest art unites all social classes by forming a focus for
the community, one that develops out of and is related to religious ritual.
But in the mass civilizations of modern times, not merely epic and verse
drama but all forms of “high culture” are coterie art, accessible only to an
educated elite. If there is a universally communicating art form in the
contemporary world, it is romance, whether in fiction or film, along with its
yin-yang opposite, the novel.

Frye spoke of the powerful effect that The Phantom of the Opera had on him
on its first release in 1925, when he saw it at the age of twelve, and he wrote
admiringly in his early days of the films of Chaplin. After that, he shows
surprisingly little interest in either popular or art film. But he read an
impressive amount of those two forms of contemporary romance that are
least displaced and, arguably, most ambitious as literature: fantasy and
science fiction, especially fantasy.  

Fantasy is an even more despised form
than science fiction, and was not prevalent in North America, at least in
book form, until Tolkien’s The Lord of the Rings was published there in the
mid-1950s. The immense success of the Tolkien books led to the inaugu-
ration in the 1960s of the Ballantine Adult Fantasy line, which reprinted
many important romances of the past in paperback form. Frye was struck
not only by the new interest in such romances, but by the fact that the editor,
Lin Carter, chose to begin with the late romances of William Morris, deem-
ing them the fountainhead of modern fantasy. The Ballantine Adult Fan-
tasy series is now often regarded as midwife to the rebirth of contemporary
fantasy, which has diverged into two lines roughly comparable to the
traditional (or “naive”) and modern (or “sentimental”) romance types in
Frye. From Tolkien, the medievalist, and E.R. Eddison’s The Worm Ouroboros
(1926) descends what is sometimes called High Fantasy, often based on the
heroic quest pattern. An eminent Canadian practitioner is Guy Gavriel
Kay, who began as an editor of Tolkien’s posthumous work. His own
trilogy, The Fionavar Tapestry (1984–86), begins with a scene in Convoca-
tion Hall at Frye’s own University of Toronto. The other, darker line contin-
ues the heritage of Poe, Hawthorne, and Melville, via such writers as Lord
Dunsany and H.P.Lovecraft, to such poetic fantasists as Ray Bradbury,
Fritz Leiber, and Harlan Ellison, who in turn have influenced the contem-
porary categories of urban fantasy and horror. An important literary
fantasist who caught Frye’s interest in this context is John Crowley, who
made Frye a gift of his novel Little, Big (1982), about the otherworld of the
fairies. Though not herself a writer of prose romance, Jay Macpherson, a Canadian poet and Frye’s colleague and friend, helped turn his attention back towards what I am calling dark romance. In 1972, he writes, “For thirty years I’ve been reading at the sentimental romance area, and now, after Jay and Anne have gone into it, for God’s sake, it looms up as a new idea” (TBN, 342).30 Macpherson’s study of sentimental romance was finally published as The Spirit of Solitude in 1982. Her second book of poetry, Welcoming Disaster, as its title suggests, is based on the katabasis into the dark world below.

Science fiction also follows Frye’s characterization of light and dark romance. Setting aside for the moment possible nineteenth-century ancestors, the dark strain begins in England with H.G. Wells and Olaf Stapledon, both of whom return us to the relation of romance to history. Wells in his first novel, The Time Machine (1894), and Stapledon in a series of novels actually written as fictional histories, culminating in Star Maker (1930), expand the vision of the end of history to the end of time and the edge of the cosmos, yet find nothing beyond Spengler’s tragic pessimism, expressed with great emotional power. Arthur C. Clarke’s Childhood’s End derives some of its vision and its elegiac tone from Stapledon. A near-future form of dark science fiction is cyberpunk, which began with a novel by William Gibson: Neuromancer (1984) could be described as the globalization of the decline of the West. Yet its invention of “virtual reality,” the flight from a grim reality into an otherworld of cyberspace, also continues a kind of internalization of dark romance that began in the New Wave writers of England and America in the 1960s, who employed various Modernist stylistic techniques to delve into a psychological otherworld of inner space, in the process importing Modernism’s ironic self-consciousness into a popular genre. Important works of science fiction have emerged out of the attempt to wrestle with what is still, at its heart, Spenglerian historical pessimism, from Isaac Asimov’s Foundation trilogy to Theodore Sturgeon’s More than Human to the recent works of Kim Stanley Robinson.

Parallel to this dark tradition is another, often despised even by members of the science fiction community itself, which started when science fiction immigrated to the New World and settled in the ghetto of the pulp magazines, beginning with Hugo Gernsback’s Amazing Stories in 1926. The form that took shape is referred to, with affectionate contempt, as “space opera,” and is so little related to the reality principle or to ironic self-consciousness that some versions of it are called science fantasy or scientific romance. It was, and is, a form notorious for its optimism, its faith in possibility, its
sense of wonder. Beginning in the late 1960s, writers such as Samuel Delany and Gene Wolfe have spearheaded a movement to bring a new artistic sophistication to this often ridiculed form.

From its first development in the 1960s, the criticism of science fiction and fantasy has been influenced by Frye, probably more than by any other critic. There is in fact an entry on Frye in *The Encyclopedia of Fantasy*, the standard reference work on its subject; it speaks mostly of the treatment of romance in the *Anatomy*. The *Secular Scripture* has had less influence, despite being arguably more relevant to modern romance. A particular affinity is with the notion of science fiction author and critic Samuel Delany that science fiction is "paraliterary," always different from "literature," always a kind of verbal otherworld. Given his own influence on the field, it is ironic that Frye never realized his own ambition to write a fantasy novel. In one notebook entry, pondering his lifelong wish to write fiction, he says, "Since the popular success of Tolkien and the rise in seriousness of what is called science-fiction, I’ve been attracted to the notion of the philosophical romance" (NB 28.2). But he had actually been attracted by it since the 1940s, his most recurrent idea being of a story set in Bardo, the otherworld between death and rebirth in *The Tibetan Book of the Dead*. The theme would apparently have been the dangers, yet also the possibility of transformation and redemption, in this otherworld, which would have become a kind of purgatorial realm for a Protestant who did not believe in purgatory. In the term "philosophical romance" above, one notes in passing yet another critical question, the yin–yang relation of prose romance to its contrary, the satire or anatomy, especially given Frye’s habit of including examples of what Robert Scholes calls "structural fabulation," from Apuleius to Rabelais to Thomas Pynchon, in his discussions of romance. Frye also read widely and unashamedly in a nonfiction neighbourhood adjoining romance, a neighbourhood, like romance, generally considered to be on the wrong side of the tracks. There is no generic name for this category of writing, but it includes works of mysticism and various types of esoteric spirituality; of magic and occultism; of frontier-level scientific theory; of New Age writing; and of what Frye calls "kook books" of unbridled speculation. Robert Denham’s ongoing study of Frye’s interest in this kind of writing will undoubtedly cast light on Frye’s romance writings as well. Certain constructs, from Jakob Boehme’s *Urggrund* to the "implicate order" that lies hidden and "enfolded" within ordinary nature in the works of the physicist David Bohm, are clearly akin to the romance otherworld. One need not pretend to understand much about something
like the "holographic paradigm" to grasp that what Frye sees in it is a version of centreless structure and interpenetration, the Holy Grail of the romance *katabasis*. He has sympathy with even the kookiest of such writers, who are like the governess in *The Turn of the Screw*: the experience may have driven them mad, but in their descent to the underworld, they have seen something from which more reality-grounded thinkers have turned away. And Frye sometimes employs their ideas to produce insights in unexpected areas, as for example his identification, long before the Internet, of the hidden otherworld with the network of communications:

In my early Yeats paper I talked about a hyper-physical world. This appears to be the world of unseen beings, angels, spirits, devils, demons, djinnns, daemons, ghosts elemental spirits, etc. . . . Fundamentally, it's a world of buzzing, though not booming confusion that the transistor radio is a symbol of. The world of communication as total environment which inspires terror. (NB 11f.90)

Possibly the most significant figure in this area is C.G. Jung, whose influence on Frye was greater than he was sometimes willing to admit. Frye objected to Jung's deification of the void, and to his reduction of all symbolism to an allegory of the psychological process of individuation. But he also speaks of "the articulation of symbolism in modern thought, which begins in Jung" (NB 32.79), and says, "If I could unite the Cassirer symbolic form with the Jung archetype I'd be all set" (NB 32.59). He also says that "Jung is the most comprehensive guide to the romance, & the romance is the clearest illustration of his archetypes" (NB 32.79). The attractiveness of Cassirer's theory of symbolic form to the younger Frye lay in its new version of neo-Kantianism, an alternative to the mystifications of the Romantic variety. But what Jung has that someone like Cassirer does not is the sense that the Atlantis of symbolic form will not arise out of a merely intellectual articulation. One has to descend into the rag and bone shop of the heart, the labyrinth of experience. Whatever their differences, Frye and Jung share this willingness to descend and wrestle with the powers of that darkness. "Only the most vigorous, intelligent, and schematic critical endeavour can shape the world of romance," says A.C. Hamilton.35 It also takes an imaginative openness, a sense of wonder. By these criteria, Frye may be the greatest shaper of romance in our time.
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Part I
Unlike almost all of Frye’s other holograph notebooks, which were written in bound books, Notebook 42 was written on lined notebook paper suitable for a seven-ring binder, although the leaves were found loose in a file folder. The notebook opens with three pages on Jung’s Psychology of the Unconscious, not included here because of their fragmentary nature; they mostly consist of brief phrases, with page numbers, indicating the location of various topics in Jung’s text. These are followed by forty-two holograph pages divided into two unrelated sections, paragraphs 1–47 (which appear below, for clarity designated Notebook 42a), and paragraphs 49–119 (designated Notebook 42b, which will be published in the final volume of the notebooks), separated by paragraph 48, which Frye titled “Notes on houses.” The order of the two sections may originally have been reversed, since the second section predates the first. The material in the second section was composed around 1942–44. It is not impossible that even these pages were at some point shuffled somewhat out of their order of composition: while paragraph 108 seems to indicate that it is April 1942, an earlier passage, paragraph 54, seems to refer to an entry dated 12 July 1942 in Notebook 4. In paragraph 102, Helen Frye is working at the Star Weekly, which she did from 1943 to 1945. In paragraph 112, Frye wonders whether the Allies will ever take Rome, which they did in June 1944. By contrast, the first section can be dated with some certainty to 1944. Frye speaks in paragraph 26 of intuitions that began in theology and dominated his theology essays for Emmanuel College, which he attended in 1933–36; these intuitions have now preoccupied him for ten years. In a thumbnail sketch of his intellectual autobiography consisting of two pages of holograph notes in the NFF, 1991, box 50, file 1, Frye says that “By 1944 the vast abstraction [of FS] had finally become transparent, and I began to think of other books. This took shape at first as a Pentateuch or series of five,” a clear allusion to the Pentateuch scheme of Notebook 42a. He
continues: "Suddenly, & simultaneously with the final and complete conversion to criticism, my old adolescent dream of eight masterpieces rose up again and hit me finally and irresistibly." In the “Work in Progress” memo of 1972 Frye provides a similar account, and adds, “I pondered these books while walking down to the College from Bathurst Street—1944, it would have been” (TBN, 338). The paragraph titled “Notes on houses” no doubt shows Frye doing homework in preparation for the purchase in 1945 of the Fryes’ house on Clifton Rd. Notebook 42a/42b is located in the NFF, 1993, box 3, file 9.

[1] If you ever get around to your Locke reading plan,¹ don’t forget Turgot’s historical studies in the French thought of the Encyclopaedist time.² Also, your point about the smug self-confident skeptical Gibbon suddenly grabbed by a mysterious ghost out of the past and hurled into a library to work like hell for the rest of his life, a serious thing to happen to a full-time dilettante.

[2] The harm done in the world by what Butler calls “the specious misuse of analogy” is incalculable.³ Many old women died in torment as witches, many harmless people as heretics (saints & martyrs are never harmless) on the false analogy of the black death & its contagiousness.

[3] I notice that the very useful distinction between “anthology” and “chrestomathy” has been dropped, and that the latter term is never used except under German influence or for anything less esoteric than Zend.⁴ It’s rather grotesque to have these vast barbaric tomes published by Scott Foresman for “Freshman Survey Courses” described as anthologies: if one thinks of the “nosegay” etymology one thinks of a pile of flowers, branches, ferns, entire saplings, dead trunks and fungi gathered by an amiable but confused gorilla. Incidentally, the etymological meaning persists enough to encourage the over-production of tailpiece poetry for inclusion in them.⁵ As Eustace Ross⁶ once pointed out to me, the poetical qualities necessary to compose a poem of 100 lines are far greater in number and subtler in range than those necessary for a tiny song-lyric or epigram, even a sonnet, which is a kind of epigram. I should like to compose an anthology of my own, stretching from The Wanderer and The Dream of the Rood to Gerontion and Sailing to Byzantium in which no poems shorter than, say, the Ode to Melancholy would be included.
[4] I don’t quite know what is meant by saying that Greek accent is a pitch rather than a stress accent and that Greek poetry in consequence is more closely related to music than ours. As there is no trace of pitch accent in any music we know—or I know—the reference to music confuses the matter still more. But Plato’s nonsense about the psychological effects of modes [*Republic*, bk. 3, 397a–400e] certainly shows that the modes were pitch modes, which implies that the Greeks did something with pitch we—or I—can’t reconstruct.

[5] I have often said that our age is one of contrasting movements: a movement from nationalism to imperialism, huge federated states forming a world-wide Holy Alliance, gigantic cartels and internationalized business in banks, trusts & merged industries is what we are in for politically and economically as the world begins to establish a digestive system. But for expert craftsmanship in wines, glass, linen and all the creative arts, we need a corresponding decentralization. To give our unqualified support to one movement in everything is foolish & disastrous, either hazily international (all metropolises are exactly alive & equally sterile) or defiantly provincial, like the men of good will in the Protestant & Catholic churches respectively. Previously the great movements of art have combined an extreme localism (which means the imaginative recreation of the immediate environment) with an idealized catholicity. The Greeks had the fact of tiny Attica and the idea of Hellenism; medievals had the fact of Provence and the idea of a Christian empire; Elizabethan England had London and their curiously effective idea of the catholicity of the Church of England. Now, the British, American, and Soviet federations seem to be working out a possible solution. There is a great deal to be said for the British Commonwealth, but everything connected with the British Empire, from the Indian question to the defence of Singapore & Hong Kong, is entirely vicious. The capture of Calais & the American Revolution in the past, and lots and lots of hell with India in the future, manifest the same thing.

[6] I said that Berdyaev’s theory that medieval philosophy was a consolidation of the Classical & that the real permeation of Christianity into thought began with the Renaissance was inferable from Toynbee. Toynbee, I notice, suggests that the cult of Dionysiac Orphism & the mystery religions in Greece may have been inspired by a revival of a possible
Minoan mother-goddess cult which is to Hellenic culture as Christianity is to ours, & that one of the prophets of this may have been Epimenides whom Paul quotes in Titus 1:12. The analogy, if there is one, would solve the paradox, if there is one. Anyway it will bear further thinking over. It leads smack into my opening problem: how did Renaissance scholars interpret Classical culture? Certainly not as fucking in buttercups versus jerking off in monastic cells, à la Swinburne & the 19th c. people with Jahwist mothers. Not, in other words, as "pagan."

[7] As soon as one begins the serious study of English literature one makes two paradoxical discoveries about it. One is that there is no such thing as English literature, and the other is that there is no such thing as literature. The former is because the two obvious criteria, "literature written in English" and "literature written in England" don't coincide, and because, for instance, Virgil is a vastly greater name in English literature than the Beowulf poet. The latter is obvious. Yet, just as a written orthography exercises a constant check on pronunciation, so a language exercises a constant check on a literature, even before 1600. Again, some kind of normalizing principle, perhaps the metre of poetry, exercises a constant check on literary form.

[8] Toynbee suggests (based largely on Childe's The Most Ancient East) that the Egyptian and Mesopotamian cultures arose as part of the desiccation of the Afrasian steppe, hence perhaps the legends of a Paradisal Ethiopia (he doesn't say so, though he implies it) [SH, 1:302–18]. The Persian word from which we get Paradise means a savannah preserved for royal use: cf. of course medieval England & my Veblen parody of More's point. Incidentally, the historical reminiscence theory of mythology never explains the causes of myths: it only explains the occasions or stimuli of them. That's obvious, but not to a lot of people. Also, apparently, the people who didn't "meet the challenge" of the desiccation & found Egypt remained in the uplands & became the ancestors of the Dinkas & Shilluks [SH, 1:312–15]. Considering how important those people are in Frazer's argument, it is rather important to see how the primitive divine king evolves into a civilized Pharaoh. His point that the challenge to conquer nature starts a civilization off & that this is reflected in myth in a struggle against a devil which transforms a "Yin" into a "Yang" state [SH, 1:201–3] is, I think, sound as far as it goes, with the qualification mentioned above. In discussing what he calls "affili-
ated" civilizations, he says: "The dominant minority's will to repress evokes in the proletariat a will to secede; and the conflict between these two wills continues while the declining civilization verges to its fall, until, when it is in articulo mortis [at the point of death], the proletariat at length breaks free from a ci-devant spiritual home which has been transformed first into a prison-house and finally into a city of destruction. In this conflict between a proletariat and a dominant minority, as it works itself out from beginning to end, we can discern one of those dramatic spiritual encounters which renew the work of creation by carrying the life of the Universe out of the stagnation of autumn through the pains of winter into the ferment of spring" [SH, 1:336]. The analogy for my point about the causation of myth is Freud's that fried cucumbers occasion a dream but do not affect the content of the dream's symbolism.\(^\text{13}\)

\[9\] Look up a book by B.S. Phillpotts, *The Elder Edda & Ancient Scandinavian Drama*, C.U.P., 20 [Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1920], which says, p. 207 (Toynbee, II, 96): "Drama . . . develops in the home country, Epic among migrating peoples, whether they migrate to France or England or Germany—or to Ionia, for the analogy with Greek Drama holds good here too" [SH, 2:96].\(^\text{14}\) Cf. however the Kalevala.\(^\text{15}\)

\[10\] When the Saxons settled on the east coast of Britain, the Irish plundered the west coast, & their permanent settlement of "Scots" in Argyll was a result. Patrick was probably one of the British-Roman captives carried to Ireland. There must have been a profound spiritual current in Roman Britain evidenced by the career of Pelagius & the fact that Constantine came from Britain [SH, 2:323-4]. Heretical too: the Glastonbury cult wasn't as simple as the Tretheweys make it:\(^\text{16}\) and in consequence a lasting tradition of heresy & anti-Roman feeling.

\[11\] In the 3rd c. B.C. Greek settlers in Bactria set up an independent Greek Bactrian kingdom & broke away from the Seleucian Empire. Then some Nomads, kinsmen of the Massagetae, Cimmerians & Scythians, but called Parni, founded a buffer state between Bactria & Seleucia which became the Parthian Empire. The Bactrians under one Demetrius pushed over the Hindu Kush & opened the Graeco-Indian rapprochement in the Punjab, 190 B.C. The Nomads broke through Bactria in two waves, including Massagetae & Tocharians, who settled in the Punjab [SH, 2:371-2, 3:445-6]. There seems to be a Teutonic-Greek-Indian affinity which
goes much deeper than Indo-European language. German & Greek have to me a similar feel about them that Latin hasn’t. The Ingaev-ones of Tacitus & the Akhaiw-oi are philological equivalents. Cf. the Goths & Gauts with the (Massa)getae, the Venedi or Wends, the Veneti & the Celtic Veneti who founded Vannes (the last group is off the point). The Tocharians are of course the famous isolated “centum” group. Toynbee, Atkinson on the Greek language, & me.

[12] Richard I was a king who probably spoke no English, lived all his reign outside the country, was interested only in Continental affairs, and was a dreamy self-conscious incarnation of chivalry with a turn for music & Court of Love poetry. John was an insular nationalist who cut the roots of England off from the continent, was a brute & a barbarian, quarrelled with the Pope & anticipated the rise of Protestantism, as Shakespeare well brings out. Yet in Ivanhoe, & in most of the public school histories for which Scott seems to be the chief authority, there is the most amazing reversal of all this: there it is Richard who is the incarnation of *le brutalité anglaise*, and John who is the rodent-faced back-stabbing wop.


[14] Toynbee says the Greek ιστορίη [historie] is subjective, & means a study or inquiry rather than an objective field of knowledge [SH, 1:339]. Now that word comes from ιστορω, knowing, or a judge, & that seems to be connected with *εἰδώ [eido], or Fiđο [φίδο] [vido], the Latin video, which means both see & know & is similarly the source of the thing seen, or εἴδος [eidos], & of εἴδωλον [eidolon, “image,” “idol”].

[15] “The sort of man who if he had the gift of invisibility would spend all his time in a woman’s can.” Faustus in Marlowe is a little more noble.

[16] Note how a minority responding to an external pressure to unusual effort often uses myths about them as protective coloring. If the Negroes were wise, they’d permit the whites to go on explaining to each other that all urban blacks are more or less like Florian Slappey and all rural ones (female) like Aunt Jemima, & under cover it took over American
music, drama, & a few other things. The Irish advanced under a screen of begora-and-bejabers stage Irishmen to control American politics, and as for the Scotch, they're a superb example of how to go to Dunsinane as Birnam Wood. The whole economic structure of a country may well be in Scotch hands before the other people have stopped laughing at the diabetic Scotchman who pissed in his coffee.

[17] Toynbee, I, 449, n. 2 [SH, 1:449n. 3]. "In the English version of the Western Drama, the plots had become differentiated, as early as the Elizabethan Age, into a fictitious and a historical class. The division between these two classes roughly corresponded to the division between Comedy and Tragedy." Pretty damn rough, but the point is worth noting, for Ben Jonson particularly. The next note distinguishes between the use of public human relations in the Old Comedy & of private ones in the new [SH, 1:449n. 4].

[18] In a democratic society the will of the majority must prevail: and the majority in any society are dead: Migrarit ad plures.21

[19] Hume says (Of the Rise & Progress of the Arts & Sciences, 1742) that the monarchies are more conducive to polite arts, & republics to sciences.22 Over-generalized, of course: cf. Periclean Athens—maybe that could be called a monarchy, though.

[20] Marcus Aurelius says that the mental basis of the willingness of Christians to die for their faith is παρατάξεις [parataxis], which means literally arranging soldiers in order of battle. "Esprit de Corps" would be an excellent translation with capital letters attached to both words.23 What a language Greek is! The whole theology of the Church Militant summed up in a word by one of its enemies!24

[21] Clark's Boileau book25 I think makes a point of an Elizabethan reference to "Flaccus" as proving that they not only adopted the Juvenal-Persius approach to satire but tried to draw Horace into its orbit. I've mentioned this in my lectures: but couldn't "Flaccus" mean Persius?26 Check it anyway.

[22] I've been told that a horse's eye magnifies, & that's what makes him so nervous.
Actually the American Revolution influenced the German as well as the French, if it’s true that Gneisenau was a Hessian & modelled the Prussian army on what he remembered of the American revolutionary one. An interesting & ironic link.

The Spartans are the most overrated bunch of boobs in history. One of the chief duties of the Spartan youth was to act as a Gestapo on the Helots, prowling around at night & bumping off any who showed a tendency to be leaders. Once the Spartans called for Helots with good war records to volunteer for military service & be freed, on the assumption that only the most spirited Helots would volunteer. All those who did, or nearly all, were assassinated. After the Spartans had beaten Athens they were sunk, because that brought them out into the world & they had to be something better than stumblebums. Their lack of a currency was one thing. So they went to pieces with corruption & in its collapse Sparta became a gynaeocratic state, as states are apt to be in transitional times—cf. cy. [contemporary] Athens in the war-plays of Aristophanes, & the female will in Russia & China today. Later the ritual of flogging boys expanded into an orgy in which they were flogged to death.

Now that I have nearly passed through the cycle of my development of which the writing of the Blake was the cause, the effect, the product, or all three, the chaos of my intuitions is beginning to take on what some critics would call significant form. Remembering that all truth, even that of revelation, is organic, & that the more furiously energetic the discussion the more clearly it emerges in full growth; and remembering that no vast cyclic scheme, however reasonable in itself, must either destroy the integrity of each individual book or prevent the most radical alterations in my plans, nevertheless the Blake is emerging, tentatively or perhaps temporarily, in the perspective of the first of five critical studies, the Genesis of a Pentateuch, the exposition or first act of a drama. I don’t like over-symmetrical schemes, & the only reason I feel I may be able to trust this one is that it does seem a real consolidation of ideas and plans I have had for at least ten years—ever since, in fact, I first realized that I had the germ of a book on Blake in me. Further, perhaps writing out of the scheme will enable me to relax: the trouble with grandiose cyclic-epic schemes is that they make their conceivers sound very solemn & pompous, & also make them frantic cultural go-getters. If
each book I write represents in itself a good life’s work—and I think the Blake does—I can take my time & not give a damn if I don’t finish a huge table of contents drawn up in my younger days when life stretched off to vast infinity. I’d like to get the bloody Pentateuch done, but if I do—well, there are sixty-one more books in the Bible. The point is to get the fun out of each book I’ve had out of the Blake, & the hell with dedicating my life to one increasing purpose, alias incubus. Also, I’d like to finally find the way to collect notes. But the only way to have fun is not to think of a series of books all on the same mental level I’m standing on now. That’s the trouble with most schemes, including mine. The Blake to me was a complete metamorphosis of the spirit—that was why it was fun. Every chapter almost was. Of course I was lucky to have found Blake, but the wise man transforms his luck into significance.

[26] Well, then: for ten years I’ve been befogged & bemused by a lot of intuitions derived from Spengler & Frazer, whom Toynbee puts together, though I wanted to do that my own way & refused to read Toynbee. They began in theology, & focused the subject matter of practically all my theology essays. The articles I wrote in 1936 for Acta & the Forum developed more of it. In my first year at Oxford it fought the Blake like hell all year long, & not being the job I had to do, & me being what I was, won hands down. I kept it very imperfectly under control the next year, better the next year, & finally when I came here I gradually reconciled it to the priority of the Blake by putting other schemes between the Blake & it. The brilliance of my few drama lectures were one spur of it, my Chaucer papers another, & my “Phoenix” scheme, which I’m only just beginning to disentangle, a third. Another gob of it, the anatomy business, blocked up my thinking for years until I finally got rid of it in the Manitoba article—temporarily. The Charlie Chaplin was the final kick in the Forum, or almost so. Now it’s under control, the bastard, and I’m gonna tear its balls off.

[27] It’s my Exodus or attempt to apply Blake’s principles to works outside him. It begins as an attempt to establish an axis between the Frazer research into death-&-revival cults, the Freud-Jung research into subconscious mythology, & the Spengler-Toynbee research into the organic life-death.revival of historical cultures, & bring it into line with the central Christian doctrine of the life, death & resurrection of a divine man. Then it establishes the inter-relation of music & drama, explains
their common origin in dance, and explains the dance as an imitation of the cycle. Meanwhile the conception of revival as an image of resurrection is insisted on. Then I show that tragedy develops from the sacrifice in just this way, and that the comedy develops from the carnival or substitute sacrifice, the saturnalia. I analyze the Passion as a comedy as well as a tragedy, repeat what Cornford says about the Old Comedy, and then analyze Shakespeare on this basis, from his solstitial titles to the initiation-Tempest drama. (Incidentally, my discovery of Colin Still's book makes Exodus nearly as old as the Blake). Falstaff is of course the clearest substitute king. I trace the masque & its affiliations too, & the scapegoat or chasing-out symbolism. Maybe the Phoenix does fit, who knows. Pastoral does anyway. Then in some way I'm not clear on yet, I branch out into my anatomy & satire studies, into a reclassification of the forms of prose fiction, & into the question of music, with special reference to the comic nature of the sonata & opera & in fact of music generally. I probably end with the distinction of comedy & commedia or vision of the unfallen world. It's the Blake turned inside out, & therefore applied to Shakespeare, & the Orc aspect of the tetralogy. I think of it for some reason as yellow, but it should be red as the Blake is blue: see later.

[28] Leviticus, the legalistic or Urizenic side of what I have to say, the catastasis of the play & the hearing of the word, is fundamentally the job I did on Blake done to Spenser. Its structure as I conceive it is simple, based on the four levels of allegory. The first level deals with rhetoric & imitative harmony, the philosophy of rhetoric & its links with the Platonic revolt against the logical Aristotle, with Protestantism & the thought of such people as Ramus & with cabbalism & the wonder-working Word (Reuchlin) of the occultists. Contemporary music & the business of rhythm generally goes here, & the question of ambiguity & punning, lucus a non lucendo etymologies going back to Isidore. Guess I'll need Hebrew, dammit. The second level fills this out & explains the role of allegory in Renaissance thought generally, the importance of the Plutarchan tradition in Natalis Comes[,] the Protestant Antichrist imagery, and allegory in the occult & alchemic traditions. (Easy to see it's an expansion of I–6). The Sandys-Fulgentius etc. way of reading Classics: Macrobius and the anthropology of Puritanism—R.C. (Roman Catholic)-pagan links. All I know about Renaissance allegory. The third level deals with the theology & philosophy of time, on my Berdyaev point: the guts out of my Platonic-occult-Protestantism axis, & some evocation of
the profundity of the period from [Nicholas of] Cusa to Montaigne, before & after the systematizers. That'll lay my Thomist ghost. The fourth level tries to put all this together & ends with something about Hamlet & Faust maybe, with Quixote—I don't know. It's complementary both to the Blake & to Exodus, the former as a reapplication of the Blake method to Spenser, the latter as a more thorough study of Renaissance allegory.

[29] This started back in my theology days when I was babbling about "Arminianism," & at Oxford shifted its centre of gravity back to the 16th c., where it's been ever since, modulating through the "Phoenix" idea to Spenser. Most of my ponderous historical & scholarly schemes focus on it—histories of English literature & so forth, and my recurrent B.D. diseases. It will satisfy the pedant in me and the superego desire to bury myself in scholarship. But what a book it will be! Curious how it's always been tied up with suicidal schemes—all my filing-card aberrations, for instance. That's the Urizen in it, I suppose.

[30] Numbers, the Tharmas book, is, as its name indicates, a census or stock-taking. It is fundamentally my interpretation of Romanticism & the Kantian butterslide & its consequences today. That, of course, goes back to my romanticism essay, takes in that stupid S.C.M. [Student Christian Movement] group I tried to do, my vast tables of contents connected with the 19th c. thought course including the Cousland essay, the Wyndham Lewis and Praz seizures, all our messages for our time and ideas about liberal education & cultural standards, American deism, & all the other things I shan't be wise to gas about until I am wise, or wiser. This book has the thankless task of being the fourth act, unravelling some of the skeins & leading to a catastrophe. That's in the Greek sense of finale or coda. Its Spenglerian and Roman Catholic incubi, together with contemporary fashions, have given it a Jeremiad cast which I hope I'll have the good taste to outgrow. The age of Proust & Debussy & Matisse deserves something better than tut-tutting about the Pretty Pass we're in. Besides, I'll then know more about alleged Golden Ages & anyway the whole Zeitgeist of the thirties will have changed & moanin' low will be less fashionable. However, it will trace a butterslide all right, starting with the two great watersheds, Milton & Goethe, that link it to Leviticus, of which it's historically the complement, as it is the application, windup & finale of the Blake, the fourth movement or recapitula-
tion of it, dealing with Blake's master & his greatest contemporary. It expounds the romantic agony point in Tragicomedy, i.e., "Exodus", of course. It deals too with decadence & the black mass, the dilemma of its Promethean mythology, the absolutizing of the sectarian or prismatic (or ism-atic) mind in the modern artist, the decentralizing of culture wrongly attached to politics & thereby developing a Fascism which, as it's wrong, doesn't decentralize culture, the Hamlet-Faust complex in Goethe & Rousseau, the occult & subjective carryovers from Leviticus, right- & left-wing attacks on the middle class, symbolism in the novel running through Flaubert & Hawthorne to James, all my Time & Western Man stuff, & finally the practicability of synthesis.

[31] The main focus of interest will as usual fall in the symbolism: the illuminating nature of the 19th c. ghost story & the futuristic fantasies & Utopias from Lytton on, the Flaubert–James (Sense of Past especially)–Joyce–Proust Word tradition, the Ruskin carry-through, the symbols underlying political & economic thought such as the economic man, etc. The 19th c. is a beautiful field of symbolism to work in: the symbols are so clear because they're so unconscious. Solstitial mythology in Dickens, for instance. Also the occult persistence: Swedenborgianism in Balzac, Amiel's Journal,\textsuperscript{52} developments up to Bergson & Whitehead.

[32] Deuteronomy is a book I may never get around to writing: the first four are complete in themselves anyway, taking the Blake as the Los book. I visualize it as an escape from the Spengler-Frazer historical wheel into a world of pure appreciation—my method of approach doesn't, after all, help to decide the difference between a good & a bad poem, nor does it get away from a cyclic perspective that after four books may prove oppressive. I picture it as the work of a man on the point of retiring who has calmly taken time off to learn Sanskrit & Chinese. Here, if anywhere, I want to follow up the "rhetoric" business in Leviticus & examine the whole problem of the relation of the state of a language to the genius of the person who uses it. The progress of English from a quasi-Sanskrit inflectedness to a Chinese sigmatic (headline) freedom from it. That's still historical, of course; but I want to go further. I want to follow up my prose:myth::poetry:ritual idea\textsuperscript{53} in Exodus & the business about the ambiguity of words in allegoric & mythological thinking in Leviticus. Also the whole music & imitative harmony business, pitch & stress accent, the meaning of musical form. Also the symbolism
of grammar—tense as an indication of time, etc., & more work on Spengler's ideas about the difference between feci & ego habeo factum. Also this is the place for my prose form business, applied to Sutra, Ennead, Gospel, & scholastic-thesis forms. I don't see a Joshua, but if there is one it will take me smack into the Promised Land.

[33] As its name suggests, it's a restatement of ideas in the first four, stripped of the cyclic pattern as far as possible. There's less of it in the Blake than anything else, but that disastrous Browning essay & my various music & imitative harmony studies belong to it. It would be the place too to outline the whole grammar of the art of reading poetry as recorded in countless of my marginalia, & to indicate the structural nature of metaphysical systems. This sounds big, but they all do. The Blake did, & I wrote it. This is the dénouement, the Urthona reunification of being, & when I do it I shall merge into it. What I do now is learn some German and set up the seven pillars of wisdom—Homer, Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, Aristophanes, Plato & Aristotle—in my own backyard.

[34] Deuteronomy in that case will be a ritual rather than a myth book, & will do the whole diagram-symbolism, spirals, flags & stuff, poor old Henry bumped his head on. May be the job Madame Blah-vatsky should (I hope) have done. Freemasonry stuff too, elements of design in painting, rhythm & pattern, & so on. Maybe there is another series here: perhaps a second tetralogy. Yeah, there is.

[35] The more I think of them, the more obvious it seems to me that Exodus & Leviticus are going to be complementary studies of the world up to the great watershed of 1600. They are related, of course, as Orc & Urizen are to one another in the cycle. That implies that Leviticus rather than Numbers will be the really tragic book, ending with Hamlet, Faustus, the broken Faerie Queene & maybe Quixote or even the rejected Falstaff. To make Numbers the tragic book would be the [to] view the agony of man from the wrong mountain-top. Further, it'll take the two books together to really establish the Spengler-Jung-Frazer axis. The Spenglerian part of it particularly, it seems to me, belongs to Leviticus. The evolution of the four books ought to be concentric, & starting Numbers off with Milton & Goethe should help make them so. One awkward thing about Numbers is that I ought to learn something of the mathematico-scientific
attitude to the universe, as the mental & relative nature of reality is a very important theme in it.

[36] If *Leviticus* were a straight Spenser job, it would also be a straight research job, done neatly in a Sabbatical year on a Guggenheim. As such, it'd be a good book. But I keep seeing Shakespeare in the back of Spenser all the time, & to do that the Comedy comes first. Thus on the second level it's simple enough to explain what Arthur meant or even what he may also have meant to Spenser. But as I reach the periphery of the "ancient British history," huge schemes of how Shakespeare must have conceived it begin to form like shapes in clouds. The record of a gigantic primitive civilization & vast Völkerwanderungen preserved in Lear, Hamlet, Macbeth, & Cymbeline, the secret tradition surviving in the Gower of Pericles & in Falstaff (historically a Lollard & identified with Shakespeare in the sonnets), pushing on into the Tempest-Atlantis business, both limits by surrounding & at the same time bursts the whole Spenser epic scheme. Perhaps the "safest" procedure (God help me) would be to take the Spenser as a summarized epic explanation & the Shakespeare as a dramatic illustration of the same scheme. But if Shakespeare, then all Elizabethan drama, & the principles of visionary drama will have been laid down in the Comedy. I've said that Shakespeare lies on the locus of two intersecting studies, one on the form of drama & the other on the Renaissance. The former, on the whole, means Chaucer as a yardstick for Shakespeare as the latter means Spenser.

[37] The second or comparative tetralogy, if it exists (see next page over) will be based in general on the four levels of allegory as outlined in Leviticus. Mirage deals with words, music, imitative harmony, etc.: Paradox with comparative religion: Ignoramus with philosophy & abstract thought: Twilight with the integrated Word. Twelve chapters apiece, with sixteen in Twilight just for the hell of it, would give me a hundred chapters to grind out this side of the grave.

[38] I think (I don’t know) that one great failing in the Hindus' thought was the inability to draw a horizon around their thinking. If they conceived anything, it suggested to them an infinite cycle or sequence of such phenomena. There is nothing more sterile than over-systematization. Take me, for instance. Samuel Butler says embryos always think their present stage is their final one. Well, who isn’t an embryo? The
Blake was good because when I finally got to writing it I threw everything I had into it quite recklessly. I wrote practically (not quite) as though I would never write another book. I not only exhausted my material but depleted my reserves. Because I now know, thanks to my very subject, that the human mind is inexhaustible if it's determined to be. As a result I now have my Pentateuch scheme. But I must be careful to exhaust all my resources in exactly the same way in my next book (or next two: they're getting to be such a pair) and just hope to God for the best. But, as I point out, calling them a Pentateuch suggests 66 books, which is nonsense. If I think of too many books, and four is surely my limit, I'll be afraid to say anything because I'll want to hold it in reserve against a senile rainy day. Now I don't care if it does take me all the rest of my life to finish this "Pentateuch." (I don't want too few books for a goal either, of course, or I'd get too laborious a view of them.) Granted another 61 books stretches off—well, nineteen would if I called them alpha, beta, gamma, delta & epsilon, and I must, like Milton's God, try to shut off my foreknowledge, or limit it at least. At the same time there is this. I have always been primarily ambitious to write "creative" literature—i.e. novels or whatever I invent in place of them. So deep an ambition must surely have some justification, yet when I try I show no satisfactory ability as a novelist. But there's enough "promise" there to make me wonder if the only reason I can't write them is that I have to fish this critical stuff out of me first, & if after having done so I could. If I put that beyond my horizon it may focus my perspective instead of foreshortening it. Once drained of all learning my creative power might then emerge without being befogged by pedantry. And if I finish the Pentateuch before fifty I can do it all right—my castration complex & false physical analogy is nothing but that—the one I have about creative power necessarily emerging in youth, I mean. As I've said, there's nothing uncreative about the kind of criticism I do. Anyway, that was more or less what Ned [Pratt] suggested I do, and on a subject like that Ned can show a good deal of insight. I might even dredge a poem out of the old synapses, or some abstract music along the Kunst der Fuge [Art of the Fugue] lines.

[39] In Joyce's terminology, then, the Pentateuch is my "epic," & after I've done it I'll be ready for dramatic illustrations of it, & avoid making my critical studies the result of a reluctant deflection of creative power, while at the same time I avoid using any novel I might write as a vehicle
of the wrong kind for the epic. Just why I skipped the lyrical stage in my
development I don’t quite know—maybe it’ll turn out as well that I did,
as having one might have got me on a false start. Certainly I had enough
narcissism to last me for a while, and enough confused epic schemes
from the Eccentricity essay\textsuperscript{60} onward—hope this isn’t another.

[40] If Exodus is a Chaucer-Shakespeare book, Leviticus a Spenser-
Shakespeare and Numbers a Milton-Shakespeare one modulating into
German Sturm-und-Drang, Deuteronomy might well be a restatement of
the Blake—his painting, e.g., the ideas in 12 about the alphabet,\textsuperscript{61} the
beautiful book & the musical drama & black mass ideas drawn out more
clearly than in Numbers. The only thing is there’ll be a lot about music in
Deuteronomy. One of the things that make me wonder if the Pentateuch
isn’t on the right track is the Tempest-opening & Falstaff-close of the
Bible.

[41] Then there’s also this to be considered. It’s quite likely that there are
several books buried in Deuteronomy, perhaps as many as four. If so, I
could drop the Pentateuch terminology for another and much older one.
Eight books in two tetralogies, one historical and the other comparative.
The second tetralogy would then be a \textit{Mirage} on music, imitative har-
mony & the genius of language & grammar, a Blavatsky treatise on
comparative religion (\textit{Paradox}) a study of the relation between words,
ideas, & philosophical systems (\textit{Ignoramus}) and a valedictory \textit{Twilight} on
prose forms leading to the Word. It all looks damned logical, though
finally adopting it would involve quite a renunciation. I don’t know,
though. Temperamentally, I’d much rather write a new \textit{Gulliver’s Travels}
than a new \textit{War & Peace}; I don’t much believe in the future of the classical
novel, & what ideas I have are skit- or anatomy-ideas when they come
off. The ones that don’t come off are, so far, niggling, laborious, second-
string but absurdly highbrow Arnold Bennett. That no doubt is too
severe, but I’m really more interested in a new formula than a new form
of fiction, & I don’t think I’m much inspired to glean in a reaped field.
However, something may clear up even in this fog. Doe ye bloody next
thyng: in this case, Exodus, or Tragicomedy (God, it fits!) or what have
you. Numbers, or Rencontre, is shaping up as a rich brown. Leviticus &
Anticlimax may conceivably settle into gray or white; Exodus is yellow,
but Paradox is yellow; Tragicomedy on the other hand is red, but that
doesn’t really click. Paradox will damn well have to be red. Funny
there’s no purple: I rather think of *Twilight* as green, & *Mirage* & *Ignoramus* of course are orange & black: but there’s purple in *Ignoramus*, I guess.

[42] The form of *Anticlimax* seems to me to run something like this. First level is the word in the literal sense & the unity of the Renaissance-Reformation-Humanism synthesis, as I have it. The second level would then be the allegory proper, dealing with the cycle, the interpretation of Spenser, and the Renaissance conceptions of Ovid & the Classics generally. The third level is the philosophical *tertium quid* stuff and the function of the epic as a form—if the anatomy fits the book, which I doubt, it goes here. The fourth level is then, as I originally had it, the conception of the Renaissance as a revolt in the name of the Word against the medieval synthesis and hence a rebirth of the Dark Ages, symbolized by Arthur, opposed to the medieval synthesis & itself destroyed by the modern one beginning in Bacon & Descartes & of course post-Tridentine Catholicism. One can suggest things, or refer to them, about *Cymbeline*, *The Tempest*, *Henry 8* here.

[43] *Numbers* (I haven’t got used to thinking of it as *Rencontre*; but then I could never conceivably have thought of the Blake as *Liberal*) would then be primarily a study of prose & the nihilism of satire, outlining the Copernican view at the beginning and plunging into my Locke reading course, ending with Joyce, my Scripture speculations, & so on. The meat will of course be the American-German parallel, stressing Poe, Hawthorne, Melville, Flaubert & the Russians up to James, Proust & Joyce—after Goethe & Rousseau, that is, who form the cornerstone. That’s certainly the most comfortable solution, rather than trying to wedge the anatomy paper [see par. 26] in where it doesn’t fit; and it makes the separation of notes into drama, epic & prose much simpler. Also, it will mind its own business in that form, do something intelligible with Ruskin, & take on shape generally. That precipitates the whole first tetralogy, with the second completely excluded from consideration. Let’s go.

[44] Further, the Goethe pickup of *Hamlet* & *Faust* which I talk about fits very logically into this scheme, as romanticism plays much the same role in the modern synthesis that the Word cult did to the medieval one. That brings us to Berdiaev & Whitehead as well as Proust & Joyce: perhaps to the Carnap & semantic people as well, & so to the threshold of *Mirage*. 
[45] I think one point about *Mirage* is that intensity of speculative thought is in direct proportion to its verbalism. This is symbolized by the fact that the crisis in the world’s mental history, the Athanasian-Arian struggle over the definition of the Trinity, was focussed on literally a single iota of difference.62

[46] I think people have a tendency to overrate the literary value of the non-literary: there’s a late romantic dadaism that makes them like to feel a special thrill in the random or unintentional effect. There are many examples of this: the biggest one is the 1611 Bible, the translators of whom [which] were of course aiming primarily at fidelity. There are many places in which this fidelity has made for undigested Hebraisms, & many more where it’s badly buggered the rhythm.

[47] The Shakespearean drama is much faster paced than ours, and is closer not only to music but to the dance.
Notebook 34

Notebooks 31–34 and 30n nest within an intricate webwork of interconnections, and were composed, perhaps to some degree simultaneously, within the same period, roughly 1946–50, with Frye sometimes returning in later years to add further entries. Notebook 34 forms a good introduction to their conceptual matrix. It shows Frye beginning tentatively, somewhat uncertainly, to find a direction after completing Fearful Symmetry, starting with speculations about novel writing, during a period when his ambition to be a novelist was still equal to his desire to be a literary critic. The discussion of fiction writing moves into a discussion of the symbolism of everyday life; the extension of this subject into “poetic etymology” in paragraphs 68 and 69 links this notebook with Notebooks 30n and 33. By the end, the study of symbolism has expanded into a proposed study of anagogy, “a morphological study of the symbols of art” (paragraph 78), in twelve chapters. It seems likely that Frye kept multiple notebooks during this period out of a desire to break this overarching project down into individual volumes of the ogdoad by assigning a notebook to each volume, but he has a hard time deciding whether a particular notebook is a repository for Rencontre or Mirage or some other volume, and he frequently changes his mind in the course of writing. The place of romance in this larger scheme appears more clearly in Notebooks 31 and 32, but Frye’s real subject in all these notebooks is perhaps the interconnections themselves, as they are generated by his vision of what he called “interpenetration.” Notebook 34 is located in the NFF, 1991, box 26.

[1] If there is such a thing as a key to my critical method, it is that I look at the image as revealing or illustrating the essential shape of the author’s thought. I never think of it as purely decorative, & this means, of course, that I find any author who does deficient in his sense of reality.
The corollary of this is that I look directly at the form and subject-matter of the completed work: I do not try to peep through it and make critical generalizations about some substratum of its substance. Quality to me means whatness, essence, substance, not attributes, as it generally means in critical writing. I know that I am on solid ground here: if I were a creative writer, say a novelist, I should adapt the same principle to a technique of studying character. Character is revealed in the images we choose; in the concreteness of our thinking, never in the generalities we pack around them like excelsior. Everyone has a private cosmogony, complete with diagrams: no novelist has worked out the full implications of this, though there are those who have specialized in various aspects of it. Such a novel would illustrate, as such a critical method would expound, the shape of contemporary thought: economic, psychological & anthropological rationalizing & motivations united in a view of connection as divine & as alone actual.

[2] There are two kinds of pleasures that I know of: the pleasure of conquest and the pleasure of retirement. This distinction extends to everything: with me, an unusually hypertrophied (or perhaps integrated) person, both are found in literature and music. The difference in emphasis goes very deep: in general, literature is conquest and music escape, but there are subdivisions, & most of the great classics are conquest & most of the romantics retirement (or relaxation). Dante excites, and Shakespeare: Poe, Bulwer-Lytton, Wilkie Collins, ghost stories & some detective stories relax; Bach fugues excite; Schumann & even Tschaikovsky relax. It seems to me the part of wisdom to ignore neither, but accept both and, above all, align them. I don’t feel that Poe or Schubert are secret vices, as many do, or affect to do, and their inferiority to others seems to me partly an accident. I do realize, however, that my fondness (all right, weakness) for corny romanticism, facile supernaturalism, and Gothic horror generally is inspired by a nostalgia rather than the creative response, and as nostalgia longs for the vanished, there is a residue of indefiniteness about it that leads to some dissatisfaction & disillusionment with what one attains. Thus in buying a house I can distinguish, as the builder of Casa Loma apparently could not, between the house I really want & the vast gloomy Victorian barn that a part of me hankers after. One point about the latter is a desire to have a house as large in relation to my adult body as 30 London St. was in relation to my five-year-old body. Now the relation of reality to appearance is a difficult one
for art, which is professionally concerned with the reality of appearance; and since Kant most art has suffered from a foolish cleavage between the romantic art of conscious illusion, never quite first-rate because of the defeatism resulting from the indefiniteness of the nostalgic, and the alleged "realism" of the conscious destruction of illusion. This is an intolerably morbid condition for art to be in. The pleasure of "escape" is not a morally effeminate flight from a "reality" arbitrarily identified with, at best, the tragic sense of life: it points toward the particular kind of ideality which is the highest reality to the reader, the one of the many mansions in the continuing city of art. I know all about the size of the question begged in the phrase "highest reality," but I also know all about the dilemma that those who deny it are forced into. Now it is noteworthy that the more robust people are, socially & physically, the more effeminate their literary tastes become. The real financiers & titans do not read Dreiser: they read circulating-library and popular-magazine shit (their taste is improving, I know; but it's nothing admirable yet). They therefore do not find their own world, as portrayed by Dreiser, entertaining (the moral condemnation implied by Dreiser I think would either not bother them or be accepted by the moral side of them); and that means that they do not accept their own world as a complete imaginative reality. But if a split between the ideal and the practically real is morbid in art, it is morbid in life.

[3] I seem to have got off on an irrelevant track here, a line of thought connected with the sex war. It is curious how closely the cult of the unfeminine male is connected with a protest against matriarchy. Actually, heroism & dandyism are apt to go together, as how Cardigan charged into the mouth of hell & in corsets & rouge. The only men who patronize beauty parlours & get permanent waves are professional hockey players: it's people like me who are most careless of their bodies & least vain of their personal appearance, my hair being an accident. Again, it's sedentary & soft males who have the longest penises & the most appetite for the sex act: the athlete is much more easily celibate, & to the average sailor the tart he fucks is merely a different kind of public urinal. His body has no affinity with percale sheets. I am merely concerned to show here that the "tough guy" is not nearly so virile a type as a dandy who wept copiously on all occasions, used women very rarely, & was capable of great abstemiousness, might well be: it might be interesting to draw such a character. A possible inference, that the homosexual hermaphro-
dite is the ripest flowering of human culture, has already been drawn by the 19th c. paradoxists.

[4] I have several times attempted to draw up lists of what I think is material that the novel could digest, some of which has been used & some not. I am beginning, perhaps under the influence of my ambitions, to change my opinion about the imminent exhaustibility of the novel form—although, of course, I never did think in terms of a revival of the anatomy, but of the growth of the novel into a more anatomic form. The novel is bourgeois; it may even be democratic, & the stereotyping of character into allegorical formulae may have something of the totalitarian synthetic world about it.

Speaking partly in objective & partly in individual terms, I think the novel should have a "normal" number of "normal" characters. This is the foundation of fidelity to nature on which all art must build. Proust has rather too many buggers, even allowing that he was doing a buggering sort of job; Dostoevsky also has the sort of unreality (except in Crime & Punishment, which is a thriller) that goes with manipulation rather than natural growth. Even Dickens often puts in too many eccentrics, with the same result. Further, as far as possible the characters should have "normal" occupations, even if they act in the novel only in their spare time. People who literally have nothing to do but subtilize their relationships develop a preciousness that no subtlety can atone for, & when this is true of Henry James he is not being a novelist but a novelists' novelist. Again characters should always be sympathetically conceived: They need not be likeable, but if they are heels they should be exuberant heels, like Quilp. The novel can digest satire; it cannot digest the nagging, scrawdishness and tiresome pedantic teasing that results from being honest & realistic without exuberance. Most proletarian & social novels are of this class, providing no entertainment value except that of projecting the reader's prejudices—they are, in short, converted Samuel Smiles. Further, all characters should be conceived in the first place as human, & their symbolic functions, their relation to class movements & so on, should be inferences from that original vivification. Many of the best characters in novels, including most of the good ones in Dickens & all the good ones in Scott, are humors, characters in the 17th c. sense. The novel can take these all right, but they go with a strong narrative pacing.

The first thing to do in writing a novel is to choose a point in time & space. With regard to the point in time, any point will imply a long
historical development preceding it. It is best to accept this fact, with all
the complications involved, because of its importance in the structure.
Many major novels are dated back ten to fifty years before the author’s
time: there is a great advantage here, as he knows enough of the histori-
ocal context both before & after to give him the best possible perspective.
(The purely historical novel I think represents a bookish & antiquarian
failure of nerve, unless it is a symbolic recreation of an archetype, as
Salambo of Druidism or Ivanhoe of chivalry. The distinction between
the epic & the romance is very important applied to historical novels.) But
the refusal to accept the complicated pattern resulting from choosing a
point leads to all the vast portentous trilogies & tetralogies, doubled &
tripled, chronicling the social changes in a family, that beshit the mantles
of present-day readers. It’s a curious thing about this writing radius,
 extending about fifty years before a writer’s time: nobody would call
Little Dorrit historical (dated 1826, written in the 6os); nobody would call
Barnaby Rudge (dated 1780, written in the 40s) anything else. Partly the
subject matter, of course; but The Old Wives’ Tale isn’t “historical.” The
question is whether a solid framework or rather shell of history holds in
the story or not: it shouldn’t, as a rule.

Another aspect to the point of time affects the characters involved. The
old doctrine of in medias res is an excellent one not so much for attracting
attention at the outset as for complicating the plot at the same point. The
previous histories of the characters introduced at the beginning should
form part of the ensuing story, otherwise the suspense of the narrative
will not have the rifling twist\(^3\) of a mystery—I don’t mean mystery
necessarily in a melodramatic sense, either. All works of art impose a
form on time, & ought to do so by complicating the straight linear
progression.

So it seems to me, at least; & any work I do on the contemporary scene
should take in the historical developments of the previous century: a
Canadian village will have the site of a mill, the trace of a French or
Indian portage trail, etc., etc., & the economic developments, lumbering,
fur-trading, & so on, leave their marks on a place after they’re gone.
Especially here, where ruins are simply allowed to stand. The curious
growth of our cities, too, is important.

This brings me to the point in space. Again, there are certain advan-
tages in constructing a Barchester or a Wessex, especially if one’s novels
form part of a larger epic plan. But even if this is [not?] done, one should,
I think, know the geographical layout of one’s novel, even to drawing a
map if necessary. And one should have a clear idea of fauna & flora, of the contours of the land & the geological formation, the kind of soil & the atmosphere & climate. Also of interiors, plans of houses & schemes of decoration. Much of this won't be used in the sense of being explicitly described, but if it isn't there a sense of reality will be lacking. All similes, I think, should be consistent with this sense of the natural setting—or a deliberate contrast, of course. Anything used should have a human character, & a thematic one, assigned it. And vice versa: there are no elephants in Canada, & an elephantine character will be awkward because exotic.

Now for characterization: there are all kinds of patterns here, & many have never been worked out. The fact that the body is the form of the soul is, I think, most important at all. There's physiognomy of the kind that studies the bodily relationships of people. The importance of superior weight between two men, or a voice full of guts & overtones against an insecure one. The patronizing or aggressive attitudes that develop from a difference in height. The insecurity of short-sightedness. The influence of sexual taste in a conversation between a man & a woman not married or in love. The greater poise a lower centre of gravity gives a woman. The physical disabilities & ineptitudes of adolescence—pimplies, farts, lankiness, sexual self-consciousness. Menstruation or change of life in a woman; masturbation in a man. The attempt (a very strong one) to unite sexual & paternal feelings in the same object, leading to mild incest or, in reverse, the attempt to dominate or patronize a wife or husband. Clothes too. Quantities of stuff here, much of it stock. What I'm most interested in is the influence of bodily constitution on ideas or outlook. The body beautiful & Fascism. The opposite & Communism. The ectomorph-mesomorph-endomorph classification is a very suggestive one here. Ugliness in women & a taste for religion. Cerebrotonic body & the intellectual; viscerotonic & the Catholic, the Jew & the musician. Actually I think the medical astrology & humour classifications have a hell of a lot to be said for them, & of course no one worked out the relation of the individual to the typical in body & in mind, & the relation of these to another in the same person, better than Chaucer. The use of characteristic gesture. Slapstick is a greatly underestimated factor in a good novel: nobody since Smollett & Sterne have [has] really known how to use it. This brings in the fact that physical occurrences should fit the character of the person they occur to: that the things that happen to people are like those people is a novelist's axiom. The vast resources of
satire latent in the body most writers are afraid to touch. Being tediously
detailed about sexual matters has nothing to do with it. One point about
horseplay: if there’s much of it, it should go with the unreal tone of
comedy which suggests that no one is really in pain. In most stories
horseplay consists in socking the villain’s jaw in a fit of righteous indigna-
tion, which breaks all rules.

More complex than the relation of body to mind is the relation of
conscious to subconscious mind. The ironic interplay of their relation is
much less frequently attempted, though it is far more important than the
straight antithesis of realistic vs. stream of consciousness stuff. There are
two kinds of thought, logical & associative. The former is the substance,
though not often the motivation, of dialogue; the latter can be used to
very good effect in bringing out the complications of a plot. Also, of
course, the associative manipulating of logical thought brings out the
class, social & religious stereotypes a person represents. Expression
again is complicated by one’s prejudices, which produce the censor-
ships & skipped links & substitutions of which euphemism & sexual
prudery are such a very small part. The vast complications of memory,
bodily condition, reading & the propaganda from entertainment &
advertising that silently build up the structure of a dialogue or action.
Unconscious symbolism in gesture, too. But one shouldn’t examine
solely in terms of sources or external influence, but in terms of a mind
selecting what fits its pattern. Then of course there’s my favorite idea
about the diagrammatic bases of thought & the other symbolic images
in the mind.

The joke about words freezing in the northern air is in Rabelais & in
Castiglione; it turns up in Hudibras & is still going strong in [Samuel]
Lover’s Handy Andy.

[6] Bunyan is a Restoration dramatist: his Mr. Brisk & Sir Fastidious
Brisk, his By-Ends & the cheaters in Wycherley, his Talkative & the
prattlers in Congreve, are in the same tradition & employ the same
allegorical technique of personification.

[7] The real truth about the social influence of Scott is, I think, that the
romantic sympathy he stirred up for Jacobitism, Mary Queen of Scots
and so on is headed for a kind of Maurras-ism, a sympathy with authori-
tarian religion because of its influence on secular life. Borrow & Newman, not likely to agree on many subjects, agree on the Catholic tendencies of his influence. But it’s the Fascist type of Catholicity, hence in the long run is national religion, as Acton pointed out the Anglican tendencies in Burke. In \textit{Ivanhoe} the racist basis of this is coming out. The tribal aristocracy as opposed to the oligarchic middle class is the point about the Jacobitism in the Highlands—that comes out in flunkeys like Lady Nairne. By the way, I must get rid of my fear of Catholicism long enough to distinguish the kinds of it that are purely Fascist & therefore factional (the paranomasia of national & natural religion as the Satanic analogy should be noted) from a cosmopolitan & liberal residue. In Dante the former is Antichrist, the Avignon Pope. In Dickens there is a real catholicity of the latter kind.

[8] If there’s a mystery in a novel it should be a humdinger, something that will seem inevitable & yet leave the reader breathless with surprise. Otherwise there’s a feeling of letdown & is-that-all about it. If you haven’t got a real secret, don’t pretend you have: spill the beans at once & remember that it’s just as effective to keep a secret from a character that the reader knows about.

[9] I’d like to start a project immediately concerned with entertaining my kids, but with an eye on what sounds to me a sound publishing scheme. I want to collect the words & music of all the tunes that anyone interested in English literature & history should know. Nothing but authentic stuff as far as possible. Medieval songs from Sumer is icumen in down [to] the ballads, the songs from Shakespeare & Elizabethan drama, a Campion selection, Dowland[,] the other ayre writers, maybe a few part-songs & madrigals, the \textit{Comus} stuff, the traditional songs & the 17th c. stuff in things like \textit{Wit’s Drollery}, the Civil War Songs, the \textit{Beggar’s Opera} stuff, imperialist songs of the 18th c., ending with “Rule Britannia” & “God Save the King.” Scottish music, & the adequate illustration of Scott & Burns, is a separate job. Just gradually & unhurriedly collecting stuff, I’ll soon have quite a pile, I should think. Part One, Medieval songs, traditional ballads & carols; Part Two, traditional country songs, undated anonymous songs, etc.; Part Three, songs of the period 1660 [1560?]–1660; Part Four, Songs from Plays; Part Five, Songs of the Period 1660–1760; Part Six, Miscellaneous Drinking, Hunting & School Songs. I could have a separate section for political, Jacobite & imperialist songs.
One could of course go on through Dibdin, Balfe & Sullivan until with Ireland, Holst & Williams one started running into copyright. Perhaps even a few Hymns Ancient & Modern: they’re folk music.

[10] Yes, the point about both Scott & Carlyle, *Ivanhoe* as well as *Past & Present*, is the recrudescence of tribal aristocracy applied to a medieval & therefore totalitarian context. Wonder how far that in its turn is part of a Northumbrian Renaissance including Wordsworth & the Brontës on the other side of the border, & of course drawing Coleridge & Southey into its orbit. Economically a reaction of the depressed area to the oligarchic push up through the Midlands. I suppose the popularity of Ossian was the beginning of it.

[11] The terrific yapping the 19th c. people did about the artist vs. bourgeois situation seems to me to boil down to this: the bourgeois needs, & easily acquires, a sense of physical reality; the artist needs, & acquires through an effort so agreeable to his character that it really is in a sense easy, a sense of imaginative reality. The former is limited by its consistency, the latter by its infinite form. That means that the artist gets his sense of physical reality late, & the whole first part of his life at least, often the whole of it, is spent in asking for but never giving tolerance, though he gets a fair amount in most societies. Hence the strength, security & even the moral virtue of the Philistine which so fascinates Thomas Mann. But the albatross conception of the genius is out of date, & never was wholly true: I sometimes wonder if it isn’t Rintrah who has to be redeemed rather than Palamabron.

[12] My idea of a tetralogy of novels is shaping up: *The Locust Eaters* is still the scherzo, the anti-Fascist satire still the slow movement, the Fifth Gospel idea I think still the first movement. The finale is to be a Plain Dealer Comedy, with Fonnius, or someone like him, the hero, fighting & cursing the neo-scholastic jargon in the university. Interlocking characters, I think, so it won’t be wrong to put Fonnius in *The Locust Eaters*.

[13] I wonder how far people’s imaginative lives are influenced by literary archetypes in their own lives: the daily return of the father, with the mother a Duke’s Angelo deputy leaving rewards & punishments to him, etc. One could work out the development of a writer quite subtly by such means.
What constitutes the lightness of light reading? It's a big question, as the whole business of creation & response is involved in it. The detective story is a sacrificial ritual in a moral context: no detective story about a robbery would sell as well as one with a corpse. But the corpse is a half-death, and must be completed later by the corpse of the murderer. The detective story is the modern substitute for public executions. Here the lightness is connected not with the puzzle, but with the inevitability of the revelation of the murderer: it's the movement toward discovery that keeps one turning the pages. A sacrificial ritual requires one murderer; a moral ritual requires two, the Mosaic life for life. I wonder if detective stories are much read in Scandinavia, where the penalty has been abolished? I wonder if they'll retain their popularity after the execution of Nazi criminals? I said in a passage cut out of the Blake that the moral mind is concerned, like the detective story, with how the energy of moral evil can be outwitted by the logic of moral virtue.

Another feature of lightness is this very logic. The application of logical patterns to experience & the pretence that they work appeals profoundly to the Deist mind. Hence the popularity of the Scott formula, the topiarian art of putting history into neat little mechanical plot-puzzles. Of course domestic comedy is an even purer example of the form, which may be why Shakespeare never tackled it.

Another thing essential to light reading is the sense of holiday, the Saturnalia. Much of the interest of detective stories comes from this, which accounts for the incessant drinking, among other things. Even with the professional detective it's Jorrocks' hey-day. Incidentally, the London-club setting of adventure stories provides the same feeling, & similar techniques are used with ghost stories. Notice how the tension of The Turn of the Screw's opening scene is increased by having some of the visitors leave: a ritual dismissal of the catechumens. The London-club opening projects the reader into the novel; the detective story gives the boys a holiday to see the murderer hanged.

About this business of logical patterns: that's what explains the fascination of cards, where the logical pattern is part of a haphazard chance chaos with fitful glimpses of pattern—runs of luck, etc.—running through it. Gambling is an exact symbol of what man does with nature,
especially in card games requiring a degree of skill. Pure gambling of course is fate-worship, & its devotees become superstititious. The association of card-playing with the "witch," the ancient female will, comes out in many places—in Pope, in Lamb's Essay, & in various novelists' observations on the passion of old women for cards. Old men, too, for backgammon & chess.

[18] This touches on one of my favorite themes: the extent & ramifications of unconscious symbolism in life. I know, for instance, that the hammer & sickle in the Russian flag is symbolism; I have no doubt that the swastika was not adopted by chance; I therefore suspect a less conscious but still latent symbolism in the predominance of the red white & blue in flags of plutocracies. I don't know what it is, but I think it's there. Also, I think Henry Rowland had hit the trail of something, & I believe that the left-radical and right (recht)-reactionary associations are not chance. Kay Coburn tells me she knows a left-handed man who talks in terms of a left-handers' revolution. The tribe of Benjamin in Judges. People don't select such awkward & inconvenient images (even real left-wingers think of themselves as left instead of in front) at random. Also the echoes in history. Ripley collected the Taillefer-Eisenhower point. If the name of the Titanic is so obviously symbolic, why not the Lusitania, with its Atlantean overtones? Also name-groupings: Shelley-Schelling-Schlegel and others in romanticism, Whitman-Whistler-Whittier in 19th c. America, Manet & Monet, Hitler-Himmler-Hirohito, the Samuel Butlers, Jo(h)nsons and Bacons in England. Also geography: the parallelism in shape between South America & Africa; Europe-Asia with the three southern peninsulas & the big island power. If you don't occasionally give way to uncontrolled speculation of this sort you'll miss big things when they come along. Spengler notes a Goethe-Gothic one—he would. These coincidences attract a part of our minds, & a poetic, synthesizing, punning part; so it's part of the mental patterns we impose on experience.

[19] I suppose the motivation for the overuse of cosmetics by women is to be sought for in the economics of competition. When the only competitive trade for females was either whoring or courting (in the sense of hanging around a court), only whores & duchesses painted; now that all women are walking the streets and now that the middle class has captured all the aristocratic phenomena, all women paint.
The essential thing that preserves continuity in history is of course language. But in proportion as our conception of race & its importance is fading, it seems true that the significance of place will grow. This doesn’t imply any geographical determinism, necessarily, & it needn’t be pushed too far. But in places with long histories, Egypt, Persia, China, India, we recognize a permanent thing which is these countries, digests all races & even languages that invade it, and displays a recognizable unity of feature in all its periods of history. We see that the Danish & Norman invasions didn’t affect the continuity of English literature, but isn’t it curious that the country that produced Bacon & Locke also produced Pelagius? The theory of the extermination of the Britons is now largely given up: in spite of the break in language, cultural traditions must have gone on—this is what the 18th c. “Druid” people were getting at, & even what the Old English “eald enta geweorc” was trying to express. A more obvious example is Italy. Pythagoras wasn’t Greek: he was Italian, and his deification of mathematical symmetry makes him the ancestor, not of Plato (though Plato also tried to found his numbered state in Italy) but of Virgil, Dante & Galileo. The sources of the Virgilian Aeneid & the Christian catacomb symbolism are probably the Orphic cults of South Italy too. The rise of Rome was simply the 1776 of the Western half of Classical culture. Blake was certainly right about the Romans & their attempt to subdue nature in terms of mathematical or natural law. I read that the primitive terremare Italic people lived in a square village the exact shape of the later Roman camp. Note too how certain features of Indian life, notably the burning alive of the black man, are reproduced in American life. Also that Winnipeg now, as probably 1000 yrs. ago, is a centre of Icelandic culture.

So many people show a curious tendency to live up to their own caricatures: one would swear of many middle-class Canadian families that they had taken pains to make every remark typical of the Canadian middle-class. Not only caricatures either, but simply types: a man sells a story & buys a pipe & a dog; a man gets to be a professor & lets his hair grow & his pants go out of press, like me. When one meets such a person, one is forced to see with overwhelming clarity what he is; one therefore both likes him & feels superior to him.

Milton’s attack on rhyme as un-Classical seems to me beside the point. One reason why Homer’s lines aren’t rhymed is that there’s enough
rhyme in them already. In Greek & Latin, whenever you make an adjecti-
ve agree with a noun you’re apt to get “the jingling sound of like
endings.” It might be worth study to see whether medieval Latin poets
didn’t get away with rhyme only by making the lines very short.

[23] Two spiral or vortex symbols: the rifling of firearms, a very impor-
tant one, and the spiral movement of a gramophone record of dance
music generating the mathematical involutions of the dancers in the
room: I’d like to see what happens in Dante’s dancing heavens with a
gramophone record substituted for God. God in Milton is just a gramo-
phone record, like the king in the Russian Gulliver, but being a Protes-
tant God, he recites the creed.

[24] Note too how the accumulation of the world’s gold, whereby it’s
dredged up from the ground, bought up by the U.S.A., & stuck under-
ground again at Fort Knox, reproduces the cave of Mammon in modern
society.

[25] Curious, & very Blakean, how the stars recur in America: of the
Stars & Stripes, the former alone have any profound significance to the
Americans themselves: cf. The Star-Spangled Banner, the biggest state as
a Lone Star state, the insignia of generals & acroplanes. Russia isn’t any
different with its red star. There must be some reason why, for instance,
newspapers could be called suns or stars, but not even a monthly maga-
zine a moon, though the number of those sold to women might suggest
it, considering what sort of things they exist to advertise. As for the
stripes, the red & white reappears. I expect the barber’s pole, the same
thing in spiral form, has nothing at all to do with surgery. Thirteen is an
obvious number; forty-eight the Levite-city number marking the crisis
of American imperialism.

[26] Yeats spoke to Bridges of a young American as having the Ameri-
can passion for ideas combined with the American intellectual indolence
(and physical energy; less important). That is about the profoundest
remark about the American intellectual I ever expect to hear. It may even
be a profound remark about me, but I doubt it: I haven’t any real passion
for any ideas except my own, & that should be a sufficient antidote to
indolence. I occasionally wonder, though, if I’m not the passion for ideas
stepped up to a kind of medium. There are three kinds of geniuses:
imposers, imposters, & impersonators, & I may be the greatest impersonator in history.

[27] Empson’s book on ambiguity suggests, though it doesn’t explore the implications of the suggestion, that the difference between a positive & a negative idea often disappears in poetry: his example is “Drink to me only,” which contains both the expressed positive & the logical negative of the same idea. This is connected with something I read in Vendryes’ book on language, though I noticed it myself. If in poetry you say it’s a hot day because no cool breezes were blowing, you summon up the image of cool breezes rather than heat. “Sinless” tends to convey the idea of sin rather than innocence (wonder why there are so many “-less” words in Kubla Khan). On the other hand you can use this trick to suggest what you wish were there, & dodge overemphasis in heroic moods by describing things negatively, as Chaucer does with the funeral of Arcite [in The Knight’s Tale]. I thought that all imaginative traditions begin by overcoming the split in the world of subject & object: the Lankavatara Sutra suggests that the real split is between being & not-being, closer to Blake’s vision-analogy business, or rather Generation-Ulro, than the cloven fiction proper. Thus it speaks of those who assert that the bull has horns because they are attached to the notion that the hare has no horns—a profound & witty remark. Hence this question of positive-negative simultaneity may apply Blake’s doctrine of art to a profounder cleavage in experience than he applies it to.

[28] I wonder why we don’t find the antics of senility as delightfully charming as those of infancy? It seems illogical both to feel exasperated with the senile & to disregard the claims of wisdom & consolidating of Being in Becoming.

[29] Vegetable life identifies subject & object; animal life establishes a plus-relationship, the animal form combining with its environment only to the extent of advancing its own interests. The distinctively human life (here I’m following up the thesis of Mrs. Suzanne Langer’s book, Philosophy in a New Key) begins in the capacity for variable symbolization, as distinct from the invariable type (peacock’s tail, nightingale’s song) which could probably be explained in terms of material causation. Variable symbolization creates a transcendent form, a subject-object product, & is
therefore the unit of art (the word, the gesture, the hieroglyph, etc.). This tends toward a higher identity of human & natural life which vegetable life may either analogize, as in Blake's "vegetable glass," or symbolize, as in Marvell's green.

[30] I have recurrently been seized with the ambition to make my life's work a history of all or part of English literature. I certainly have ideas about such a project, but I wonder if the passion for ideas it would entail wouldn't be part of an intellectual indolence I don't possess. I have a feeling that certain essential values in all the writers I deeply care for become staled & cheapened under historical treatment: I know how instinctively, in my fantasies of such a book, I dodge around Blake, & my Rencontre ideas run up against the same thing: that's why I'm so anxious to find a hero. In a history the controlling form is an abstract mental category—linear time—and though of course no good history of anything is a mere chronicle, that abstracting form remains: it isn't feasible to write about any large part of English literature & pass beyond temporal sequence, though possibly such words as Renaissance, Gothic, Baroque, Romantic indicate something of what might be done. I'd like to start with FW [Finnegans Wake] or something & work backward concentrically: a history told backwards might have its points if it wouldn't be just time sequence in reverse.

[31] A child’s world consists of the things he plays with, his toys, which are things in themselves & yet extensions of his own identity, & a world beyond of things he mustn't touch. He thus lives purely in a world of totem & taboo.

[32] The cross is elongated because it's the analogy of the two-edged sword of the Word.

[33] The implications of recurrent designs in nature, which so fascinated in the seventeenth century, are beginning to fascinate me now, because of the way it works through fetishism to hieroglyphic, & from there to anagogy. I've been looking at ladies’ slippers, & it's clear that their original name was ladies' something else, what with the veining in the skin of the petal & what not. I think they're related to the orchids, where the original name has been fossilized in its etymology. The cowrie shell
shows how the recurrent design actually is developed in religion, & perhaps a bee fertilizing a flower that looks exactly like the female genital is related to virgin-birth myths.

[34] I suppose a place where a series of things happens really does become a sort of spiritual focus: at Gordon Bay, for instance, perhaps there is no sharp line between the physical contributions to its development made by others and the thinking, dreaming & imagining I’ve done there myself. That remains apparent in continuity, as the concentric ripple-waves of a stone form an obvious design only in a quiet pool. Our civilization is so nomadic, & we are so constantly sending breezes over our ripples to break up our designs, that we don’t notice this, & perhaps produce the breezes out of a secret fear of making the design apparent. I suppose ghosts & haunting spirits are a product of evil design: I don’t see any other postulate for associating ghosts with continuity in place. The difference in appearance between Europe & Canada is partly the continuity of habitation becoming visible in the former.

[35] I wonder if the mother-feeling supports marriage by becoming transferred to the wife as the wife gets maturer in figure.

[36] Whenever I look at a Union Jack, a superb piece of abstract design in which centuries of history are expressed with the greatest possible pungency & wit, a pure cabalistic sign in the sense I’m beginning to attach to that word, I realize, not only the expressive power of the sign as a piece of cabalism—dying fighting for the flag is the commonest form of cabalism in society—but also the fact that there is such a science as heraldry, & that it’s an essential aspect of iconography. Its association with a fighting aristocracy rings true, too: the purest cabalism today is the solder’s uniform, where it’s possible to read off his whole military history. When the purely sigmatic appears art runs into a dead end: the development of a serpent hieroglyph ceases to have any artistic significance as soon as it means one definite thing like the letters. Larger patterns absorb it, & I suppose reverse processes like the one in Blake exist too.

[37] I got tired of Ruskin, for obvious reasons, but I think I should go back to him again, because I think he’s fundamentally right in his feeling that a knowledge of anagogy is based on a knowledge of nature. I’ve said
that, after writing the Blake to learn what vision is about, my next job is to find out about vision, and I think the direct line of development is through Blake's iconography to the universal language, in which I see (see note preceding) one outlet of artistic expression gradually foreshortening & shrivelling up into the blocks of new buildings. Now that I see the direct line from Blake to the mystics, & have an idea of the differences along the other fork taken by the occultists, I shouldn't be very easy to derail.

[38] Yes, I think it's the quiet pool that produces the obvious design, and countries like Ireland where spirits gather. Not that Ireland is quiet, but it's not nomadic. Festivals on specific dates are thus attempts to impregnate an environment with an imaginative pattern, & perhaps all ritual is rooted to a locality in the same way. If space is form, place could be a form, or try to. Maybe this is part of my whole decentralization thesis, & related to a story I've always wanted to write about the way some dead dump of a Podunk Centre slowly begins to come to life. Sounds like a Yeats-in-Ireland point anyway.

[39] Another story, or skit, would be about a visionary who got internally happy in proportion as he became disgusting or silly to his associates. E.g. as his mystic sense matures, he's no longer irritated by mosquito bites, & finally gets to welcoming lice as little brothers. Couldn't be done in a contemporary setting, except with a Newton DeBow finale.

[40] I think my tendency to make sacred places in connection with my work has pretty strong roots: not only gooneys like de Nerval but Samuel Butler record them. Of course one should outgrow that sort of thing eventually, but it's a rung in the ladder.

[41] I've said elsewhere that, just as the genital & excretory functions are associated in the body, so producing works of art is a form of excretion, but it isn't. In the imaginative world the S of U [Spectre of Urthona] is not allowed to make that association, and there's an antithetical difference between the Selfhood "idea"—brooding over slights, plotting how to outwit someone else—and the impersonal particular-in-universal imaginative one. The former is, I'm more & more convinced, a form of spiritual shit, daubing ourselves with excrement for neurotic or ornamental purposes. The latter is real procreation, though, as the S of U is inseparable,
there is always a certain amount of afterbirth, besides of course abortions & miscarriages.

[42] I wish I knew just how much there is in the Christian Science attitude to disease—I should read that dame, but female prophets bother me. As I have proof that two of my worst physical handicaps—short sightedness & heart palpitations—are my own fault, I wonder if the principle extends to all limitations on physical well-being, as I'm certain that allergic conditions are self-induced hysterias. I also know that a great deal of discomfort in weather is at least increased by getting emotionally involved with the situation—a sort of you-can't-do-this-to-me protest to nature. If so, all such diseases are, not sins, which is a moral word, but falls, or lapses into natural law. The meaning of the Adam myth may be that Adam fell in full consciousness, & we after him fall more or less unconsciously, so that someone born blind or crippled has "fallen" in embryo. Some athletic people owe their energy to an unsuspected conflict with a desire not to be healthy which bides its time & revolts as apoplexy or high blood pressure. But the fall was irremediable, and I wonder just how far our own falls are curable. As they're not really connected with sin, I think, in spite of the Gospels, they should be.

[43] As one can't work out a conception of a perfect life in moral terms, one has to work it out in psychological terms, & the simplest way of doing that, certainly, is to link it with some form of rebirth doctrine in which a sage is reborn in something very like a state of consciousness—a sort of epicycle, so to speak, of the normal evolutionary movement. But I'm not sure that I go for that.

[44] To learn about vision one has to walk along an increasingly narrower path, as Selfhood parodies & analogies become subtler as one goes on. Invulnerability & detachment are obviously part of the process, yet withdrawal & delight in a secret chamber belong to the Selfhood. At present I detest the radio & feel persecuted by it, & have before me the problem of disregarding it without becoming insensitive, or, worse still, unconsciously attached to the stimulus, like the people who turn them on. I don't see how that could ever happen, but parallel things could. Here I am, loathing the radio, yet boring myself to madness by an insistent reiteration of six badly-garbled measures of a Bach Toccata.
One of the roots of my madness is there, surely, & from the point of view of mental hygiene I’d be far better off chewing gum with a vacant mind.

[45] When I was about seven I had a passion to live in a cave, which lasted a surprisingly long time, & if I’d been born in Tibet or early Christian Egypt I suppose I’d have become an anchorite. At eleven I had an equally strong passion for a private study, which I still have. This may be an underground current that breaks out in the form of my recurrent agoraphobia. A psychoanalyst would talk about wombs & foetuses & mothers & of course the everlasting Oedipus: I see it as the necessity for a Beulah or a place of intellectual seed. One should have this, but one of the essential features of the visionary life is a portable Beulah: I approve of the overthrow of monastic & so-called ivory-tower ideals, though not in the interests of the hey-fellas type of herd mind that usually replaces it. American civilization in particular seems unable to get over this elementary dilemma.

[46] I have a strong will to credulity, all right, & know that it is capable of misleading me, but when I read about miracles of saints or sorcerers where I have no desire to believe, what I feel is that I have no feeling of compulsion to adopt a crustacean attitude of dogmatic skepticism.

[47] The goal of Eastern training appears to be a world in which the imaginative, the imagined, the imaged & the imaginary are all the same, a world which is not nothingness because nothing is a dogmatic antithesis to something. It would be better described as anything, a world of total potentiality. Now according to the East, the difference between the imaginative & the imaged, the conscious & unconscious perception, is accounted for by a habitus built up over a series of previous existences, which is all right with me if we give the previous “habit” a Samuel Butler interpretation. But in the East’s revolutionary conception of break with habit there is, having entered the world of anything, no reason for doing one thing rather than another. One has left the creation for creation; one is now God at the opening of Genesis; but one has got there by losing the desire to create. Blake’s doctrine of creation is more consecutive: there is evolution, & that means there is a next thing to do, a development on the consolidation of habit to make. This is connected with the fact that the West has what the East has not—care, a very different thing
from the Buddhist’s compassion. This care, or caritas, or charis,\[^{40}\] is the cause of all our intolerance & persecution, but it is also the reason why Western imaginative developments assume a social & educational ("democratic") form.

[48] These meditations are suggested by a book on Tibet I’ve been reading. Tibetan religion appears to be, like Catholicism & Deuteronomism, a compromise between a gospel (Buddhism) & a cult (Bon). The former believes in a universal imagination; the latter in witchcraft—I don’t think, with all due respect, that this woman has the contrast quite straight. She says Buddhists are taught to create a *tulpa* or imaginary being, which eventually can be seen & touched, & then acquires independence of movement & can be seen by others. She says she tried it herself & it worked, & she had some difficulty in dissolving it again. The idea is to realize that there is no distinction between this kind of creation & the ordinary objective world, which latter has been previously created, is accepted out of habit, & can be similarly dissolved. This is where the drama comes in, for there the created form & the *tulpa* become identified. I think this is an essential principle in the drama, & therefore a feature of Hamlet, which I’m beginning to think is the purest illustration of the theory of drama that we have. Here the play (mousetrap) & the *tulpa* are in conflict. She also describes a remarkable ritual dance, called *chöd*, performed over a corpse & an allegory of the annihilation of the Selfhood; also a story of how a visionary enacts the role of a pubescent Orc by reaching a palace & stripping & fucking a queen on her throne who is a Dakini or "mother."\[^{41}\]

[49] This business of truth precipitating error is well illustrated today, where the two purest religions (pure with enough energy behind them, that is), German Protestantism & Japanese Buddhism, have precipitated Nazism & Shintoism. The whole strength of Catholicism, its Deuteronomic ability, is precisely its whole weakness. The lesson of the Bible is that the Deuteronomic compromise is the social form of all Deism, as it provides the cult with an Antichrist. Sooner or later gospel & cult have to separate & fight an Armageddon.

[50] A priest personifies spiritual fatherhood, but as insofar as he is male he is still involved in a sex war, his body, like that of all shamans, tends to become hermaphroditic. The number of priests with a fat, wide, specta-
cled, intelligent & yet somehow simplified face in which it is hardly possible to distinguish the male & female elements is startling. Therefore when one seriously tries to think of Isvara as a Father, he similarly becomes hermaphroditic & demands hermaphroditism from his followers, as in Swedenborg & Balzac's Séraphita.

[51] In the beginning was the word, not the breath. Breath is the prime motor, the only begetter of the motion which is the only principle of the natural world, the creative cause for all Deism. It's a natural principle, as the Word is human, cultivated, articulate, & not, like the breath, part of a cyclic process.

[52] In one of the stories of Buddha Buddha is represented as ridiculing an anchorite who after 25 years of austerities had learned to walk across a river. Quite right, but if Jesus condescended to walk on water it's not a wholly despicable feat. I imagine that the imagination in the void, wholly detached from any particular stunt, is capable of turning around and performing a great number of such stunts. Within limits (for even Blake distinguishes possible & impossible miracles, and I imagine that the faith that removes mountains is apocalyptic) I suppose the emancipated imagination can do what it likes, what it likes to do being conditioned by an organic will, as above, & as in Samuel Butler. I want to see what men—wise men, of course—who have looked into the matter would be willing to concede the imagination in the way of miraculous power, because of the way the Gospels seem to insist on its relevance. And of course I feel that one should read the Gospels with Christ in the reader, not outside him doing tricks. Miracles are assigned to the disciples in any case. Perhaps all creative people have potentially miraculous powers only of a type appropriate to their character. The important thing is that the outward life of a miracle-worker would be the same as that of an ordinary person, as no one wants to do tricks for newspaper reporters. But while magical powers are thus wholly neutralized, I'm not clear that all imaginative efforts are expressed in the world of art, as I used to infer from Blake. How far were the Evangelists newspaper reporters? Hardly at all, I'd say. In short, I suspect that everybody is capable in some degree of performing miracles which are only intensifications of aptitudes, though, because miraculous, appearing in unrecognizable forms; & that these miracles are connected with a process of creative evolution, though not in any obviously biological way.
I suppose that sewing & knitting & other activities of the housebroken female, in which the mind thinks of nothing in particular & yet not of nothing, are mystical disciplines, or can be developed in that direction, & may even account for the greater calm & poise of such females.

The contrast of Dante & Milton has the whole Catholic-Protestant antithesis in it, one choc-a-block with imaginative ideas like the worship of saints, the other bare & empty but leading to the creative void the other seals off, unless turned inside out.

Every present moment must be either a link in a chain of fate (the creation) or the passage of escape (creation). Depending on the future (postponing contentment until this or that obstacle is out of the way) or the past (nostalgic) are both anti-imaginative.

When reading about the thought of the Far East I experience a feeling which at first I was inclined to call a mere sublimation of the facile appeal of the exotic. But it’s more than that even if such an appeal is inseparably attached to it. The really wise Indian teachers say what the New Testament says, but they don’t articulate it out of a chaos of childhood fears, superstitions, misunderstandings & false teachings.

The passage on adultery in the Sermon on the Mount [Matthew 5:27–32] is intended to be a spiritualization of the seventh commandment, but the expression of it is so careless (or the recording) that I think, not only that Milton was right, but that if Xy became attached to a female will it’s really Matthew’s fault, if not Christ’s own. I think I know on what level his propositions are true: the weak spot is in the parenthesis “save for the cause of fornication” [v. 32]. Maybe a Christianized Pharisaic scribe who was perverting the whole passage stuck that in: prophets aren’t usually partial to parentheses.

I daresay I could train myself to lift a chair across the room without touching it (telekinesis) but at present I certainly can’t. Yet no doubt some physical force is exerted by the will, just as some change of length takes place when I turn a ruler at right angles. Is this linked with the feebleness of physical effort shown by spirits in seances?

There’s some glib psychological theory about the organism respond-
ing either for fight or flight. Those are the two Selfhood responses, Rajas and Tamas respectively.43

[60] I suppose one way of getting rid of Isvara44 is to turn the I-and-Thou relationship inside out & make the Thou the child, the creature & the Selfhood. I’d like to try it anyway.

[61] Otto, in his book on Eckhart & Sankara,45 mentions the fact that the word “principle,” the phrase a priori, & Aristotle’s τὸ τί ἐν τοῖς ἐνειαί, “the essential nature” of a thing] all express a present relationship in terms of past time. Both parts of the Bible (for John really stands first in the N.T. canon) open with the words “in the beginning.” To read the Bible properly, then, the crucial phase is to get over the first three words, not, as Faust thought, simply the word “Word” itself. “In the beginning” means something actually present, something like “to start with.”

[62] Plotinus, Ennead V, 8: “They see all not in process of becoming but in Being, and they see themselves in the other. Each Being contains within itself the whole intelligible world. Therefore all is everywhere. Each is there all and all is each.”46 Whitehead, Science & the Modern World, V: “In being aware of the bodily experience, we must thereby be aware of aspects of the whole spatio-temporal world as mirrored within the bodily life. . . . My theory involves the entire abandonment of the notion that simple location is the primary way in which things are involved in space-time. In a certain sense, everything is everywhere at all times. For every location involves an aspect of itself in every other location. Thus every spatio-temporal standpoint mirrors the world.”47 There is something in this conception of Being as a unity of interlocked organisms and mirrors that underlies my theory of drama. The hurdle I have to get over is that this kind of unity is the fulness which doesn’t subtract from but fulfils multiplicity, which is what I want all right, but from there it goes into the kind of mysticism Otto is dealing with, & he’s very clear that for Eckhart & Sankara essence & identity are the same thing. Now Blake explicitly denies that they are the same thing. Something damned important is involved here: the obvious answer is that for Blake the mystics are simply sleeping in Beulah where contraries are equally true. I think a less obvious answer would be more satisfactory, but Blake’s point is obviously connected with a front-line defence of art & of method, discipline & education of the divine Self.
I get put off, though less frequently than before, by the mystical use of jargon to represent the inadequacy of communication (as opposed to the commoner kind of jargon that represents the inadequacy or the hypertrophy of thought). It seems at first sight an arbitrary aesthetic preference for unity over multiplicity, & then—well, God is One, but he isn’t one because that’s a number & he’s beyond it; he’s unity, but he isn’t because that’s an idea & he’s beyond that; he’s nothing we can say or think, & yet he’s not nothing because he’s everything, & oh, God, he’s just wonderful. It certainly does sound like a rarefied Beulah.

Spengler says some foolish things, but his statement that races spread over a land like flesh over bone, or whatever it is, is pretty suggestive. Under the influence of inadequate canons of historical thought, one forgets that Alexandria was in Egypt, that Ptolemy, Clement, Origen, & Iamblichus are all Egyptians, that Hellenistic culture is not late Greek, but late Egyptian expressed in Greek kōvīν [kouvīn] [koine], as Xy is late Hebrew in the same tongue.

Further, I think Xy is a 3rd Reich, & that we’ve lost the record of the first one. I suggest that the Old Testament is a New Testament of Egyptian religion, accompanied perhaps by the discovery of alphabetical writing. I suggest that Moses was an Egyptian whose name means Son (of God & man) & who annihilated the Egyptian law by fulfilling it, as Jesus did the Jewish one. We know for a fact that Israel was subject to Egypt down to David’s time, & that there could never have been any historical Exodus. I suggest that, after a deliverance from a far more demonic & sinister Babylon, the scribes reedited their traditions about a (spiritual) deliverance from Egypt in terms of a (historical) escape from Babylon, goaded perhaps by resentment at the treachery of the “broken reed.” The O.T. thus is now anti-Egyptian as many Christians are anti-Semitic, forgetting or even denying that Jesus was a Jew as the O.T. forgets & denies that Moses was of the line of Pharaoh. There’s no proof, only an ingenious guess, that Egypt is included in the Antichrist Revelation complex. Viewed in this light, the rise of the Israelite cult of the king is easier to follow.

Thus I see a progressive chopping off of four roots of the Tree of Mystery in religion a little more clearly than I saw it before. First, the destruction of the historical & literal basis of the conception of the Fall,
which puts the Adam & Eve story on an imaginative basis only by utterly destroying its literalism, & which forces all Jewish & Christian thought to start from an imaginative scratch. This, of course, has already been done, & the hullabaloo about it quite natural. Second, the demonstration that the Exodus & the O.T. history of Israel is really a drama of a spiritual Egypt, which wipes out the whole historical, literal & ceremonial basis of Judaism. Third, the demonstration that the story of Christ in the Gospels is a drama of a spiritual Israel, which destroys all that part of Xy that is bound up with a temporal continuum, whether of ceremony, apostolic succession of priesthood, Eucharist descending from the upper room, rule of a Papacy in a single spot, or evolution in time of Church doctrine. Fourth, the demonstration, for such Protestants as have purified themselves from this while at the same time realizing its importance, that "in principio" means "to start with right now" & that God is not a creator, much less a first cause, but a recreator & a liberator from the claim of causation. This would provide a substantial body of common ground between Xy & Buddhism.

[67] The imagery of the Alchemists is not as foolish as it looks: we could build wonderfully elaborate allegories of the powers of the soul out of the radio or the automobile, if a) the intellectual atmosphere weren’t so unfriendly to detailed allegories b) we had imaginatively digested the machine age.

[68] Further on the ritual patterns of unconscious symbolism: the corporeal punishment of the child in the Victorian home or school is a kind of black mass, & corresponds point for point to a church service: the preparation or approach, defining the approacher as a sinner, then the proclaiming of the Word in a legal-punishment instead of a gospel-forgiveness sense, proving guilt from the record historically, & from general principles morally, then the announcement of the intention to punish as a nunc dimittis: then the period of bodily contact with the law: the command to approach & kneel, the disrobing corresponding to the opening of the mouth; the elevation of the buttocks, the descent of the holy rod, the transubstantiation into real blood, the burst of tears & the benediction ("let this be a lesson to you")—every detail has its analogies, & in fact Finnegans Wake may work some of them out, as that seems to be a Shaun complex. It’s a commonplace to a modern psychologist that this drama is not a religious but a purely erotic one, though the two are not exclusive,
as Davidson’s[49] liturgical lectures made very clear. But I imagine that to interpret all such punishments as sadism is as inadequate as acceptance of the moral standard of the punisher would be. I suppose that there’s no real doubt that a fair proportion of parents got, & still get, a hell of a kick out of whipping their children, particularly children of opposite sex. But is the pleasure always correctly described as sadism, as springing directly from the pleasure of inflicting pain? I doubt it: I imagine it’s usually a simple modulation of a pleasure in caressing, & relates to the intimacy of contact & to the adult perspective of childish faults as mere foibles. Franker ages than ours make this clearer: we suffer from an inverted Puritanism about it.

[69] Free association among words, keeping in mind the fact that coincidence is nothing but unusable design, seems to suggest that the mythagogues of Blake’s time had something, though a systematic (published) rather than an organic (internally noted) comprehension of them was at least premature & may have been (& still be) simply wrong. Well, Adam & atom are the same word, the invulnerable or adamant subject contemplating the undividable unit of the object. The root F–R is common to Africa & to Pharaoh, & is linked (by me) with ἀφρός [ἀφρός] [aphros], foam, as the similar M–R root of America means sea. The similarity in form between Africa & America is due partly to a tri-consonantal root, F–R–K or F–R–H (I suppose the h in Pharaoh is a gutteral) in one case and M–R–K or M–L–K in the other. The M–R–K root of America is also found in Mexico, which with its gutteral Spanish X is the same word as America. Its variant is the Hebrew melek, king, & in such reminiscent names as Amalek. The A–T–L root of Atlas & Atlantis is found, as I think Blavatsky says, in the “atl” ending so frequent in Aztec, & in the vanished root *τλάω [tlaō, “to suffer, endure”] from which Atlas is supposed to be derived, and which must have a foreign appearance in Greek, as the τλ [tl] combination is nowhere found in Greek except in derivatives of this hypothetical root. I think very early an opposition between L & R similar to the one suggested by the initial letters of the modern left & right must have existed in the Atlantean language. One form gives us Atlas, the other Atreus, the eponymous ancestor of Greek tragedy. Note alma & arma in Latin, & the connotations of altus & atra. I imagine Arthur derives from this,[51] as do Tartarus & tellus. Note English lamb & ram. The A–M–N combination seems to be common to the Egyptian chief god Amon, the Hebrew amen, & the Indian om mani. An M–R root, part of America, is common to Mary, maris (sea), marah (bitter) [cf. Exodus
15:23] & so on; perhaps Hamlet continues an allied tradition. Italy, also called Hesperia, preserves the τα root of Atlantis; the Hesperidean kingdom. The critical part of me makes no comment except that none of it is any sillier than the derivation of American from the Christian name of Vespucci, which is unquestioned everywhere. *Finnegans Wake*, with its Mark & Armorica patterns coinciding, has some of it; Blavatsky may have some more. Note Madoc in the M-R-K pattern. Well, in Latin (notice the l-t in the word, which makes it an analogy of Italy as Roma is of the reversed form preserved in amor: this is in FW & perhaps implied even in Dante, where maro illustrates a third form) the alt & lat roots express expansion into height, depth & breadth; the art & rat roots express fitting together, articulation (the original sense of *ars*) & reasoning. Maybe I should try hashish. However, I shall publish nothing unless I can hide behind somebody’s skirts, & I suspect there are a fair number of skirts.

[70] Even the Anglo-Israelites, precisely because they are so wrong, must have a kernel of vision, & the IBR root (cf. Welsh idris) is in Hebrew, Iberian & British. This form is a modulation of the MRK root, as the word Eborecum shows, & hence York is the chief city of America. Wonder if the MRK root is a point about alchemical Mercury.

[71] Evidently this book has evolved into a Paradox notebook, as I think of it as being free association of symbols around an exhaustive study of the Bible (which of course demands a separate book) to build upon ARO pattern like A [Anticlimax] but not confined to English or a period. I suppose Ignoramus is really the NNR book.52

[72] Note how the three levels of spirits in medieval physiology turns up again as the “Sheldonian” classification of types.53

[73] Suspended between heaven & earth: the mistletoe, the Cumaean Sibyl, the Mohammedan Caaba, the roc’s egg over the lamp in Aladdin (to keep off rats, Currelly54 says). Note that the Cumaean Sibyl with her death-wish is the presiding genius of the *Aeneid*.

[74] Note the influence, pointed out by a recent art exhibit, of aerial photographs of farm lands on abstract painting.

[75] Further on Egyptian influence, which I’m beginning to realize dimly the full importance of as the root of all culture in the West & Near East:
nobody, probably not even Toynbee, has investigated the importance of the Diaspora movement in history. But Toynbee has noted (vol. IV, quoting C. Dawson's *Age of the Gods*) that when the incredibly persistent roots of Egyptian civilization at last withered away, & the country became absorbed into the "Magian" Syriac-Hellenistic complex, at that very moment the Roman Empire was transformed by some subtle pervasive spirit into an Egyptian divine-Caesar pyramidal tyranny. Ireland seems to me to have evolved a similar Diaspora relation to the world in modern times.

[76] I think of Judaism as an emancipation from Egypt which was religious rather than political, as Xy was from Judaism, & I suppose the relation was similar. Diodorus Siculus says the Pharaoh was swathed in taboos, but didn't mind because he believed he was saving his soul by punctilious observance of the law. I wonder if the Jewish revolution took the form of the democratization of this conception of the saving law? Pharaoh symbolism, with its crooked sceptre & its conception of the ruled as lower on the chain of being than the king, is an analogy of the pastoral state. Did the idealization by the prophets of the nomadic status of the race that produced the "Shepherd Kings" lead to a conception of a spiritual shepherd which uprooted the whole "vegetable" divine-king conception of the shepherd & made all men equally sheep, transforming the structure from a rooted one to a wandering-in-the-wilderness mobile or "animal" one? Nomadic societies, like the primitive Aryans, think of themselves as wandering animals, & when they settle down their god comes to rest on a mountain-top, Olympus or Sinai. (Of course the "racial" differences between Aryan & Semitic nomads, which is a mere inference from a linguistic difference, is of very trifling importance compared to the social similarity. Some of this point goes early in [Tragicomedy]).

[77] Anyway, that Egyptian business is very important, & some of it may be involved in [Tragicomedy] or [Anticlimax]. Note the Orc-Urizen blood-body business working out in double cities, one for the living & the other for the dead (Memphis & Sakkara) where the former is wood (the conventional color for which is red) & the other stone. Note too how the Osiris legend modulates from Orc to Urizen, Orc being replaced by Horus (the Pharaoh was Horus in life & Osiris in death). Probably some connection with the two lands business too. The point is the continuity of the culture.
As I said, Iamblichus, Proclus & Porphyry form a late "Hellenistic" complex that's Egyptian rather than Greek, & hence is analogical Hellenism: a similar relation borne to Judaism by Alexandrian Jews up to & beyond Philo accounts for the rejection of the writings of Alexandrian Jews as "apocryphal." Egypt is the vortex land out of which the Exodus comes, & back into which the cyclic or analogical part of Judaism goes. Probably the same relation, via Crete, to Greece, the Atlantis story being the germ of the Egyptian Neoplatonists. Similar "apocryphal" tendencies appear in Xy with Clement & Origen, & The Intellectual Adventure of Ancient Man, Chicago, 1946, traces the Egyptian monophysitism back to the primitive roots of the culture. For to the English Renaissance the Egyptian origin of St. George & the Egyptian journey of the prototype of Spenser's St. George, Ariosto's Astolpho, will be noted in the proper place. 1460, the sothic cycle number, is 365 x 4.

Chapter One: The Next Step in Criticism. The meaning of "anagogy" as a morphological study of the symbols of art. Why such a study should first be based on a specific cultural complex & expand from there. Reasons for choosing the Tudor Renaissance English culture. Anagogy distinguished from a) semantics b) iconography. The literary approach one which uses psychological, anthropological, historical & theological material, but in its own way.

Chapter Two: The Anagogic Habit of Mind. Ages of nature & reason contrasted with ages of symbolic thinking. The Renaissance between medieval & modern scholasticism. The origin of symbolism in a mental transformation of nature in which the "outward" & random object becomes an inward one fitting a pattern of mental comprehension. Extension of this to the incorporation of universe by mind preached by nearly all major religions. Repetition, modulation, association & other techniques of symbolism. The "inevitability" of the symbols in certain religious patterns: the cyclic rhythm.

Chapter Three: Religious & Literary Symbolism. The difference between the linguistic & the doctrinal apprehension of the symbol: no sharp boundary, yet a real distinction. The extent to which religious symbolism, especially in mysticism, becomes a language. The extent to which poetic symbolism becomes a doctrinal conception of "poetic truth." Possibilities & proposals for merging one in the other examined. The "spiritual exercise" as a synthesis of the two. Origin of the conflict traced
back to the contrast between the scriptural & canonical form Hebrew culture took and the Hellenic development of religious epic & drama. The cross-fertilization here, which began with Orphism & the Book of Job, is latent in the Greek-Hebrew Xn Bible & reached its clearest form in Christianized epic & drama of the Renaissance. Problem of comparative symbolism never wholly detachable from problem of comparative religion.

[82] Chapter Four: The Bible as a Symbolic Encyclopedia. An examination of the structure of the Bible as a single work of unified symbolism, without regard either to official interpretations or to a modern analytical scholarship which does not concern us. The Old Testament as an exodos, or divine comedy of release from bondage (Egypt), expounded on four levels as in Dante. The New Testament as a transformation of this into a personal life of a spiritual Israel (Jesus). Evidence of this conception of the Bible from patristic & other sources.

[83] Chapter Five: Language & Doctrine in Christianity. The transformation of the Bible into a doctrinal synthesis: relation of this to the Bible, its disadvantages for the artist, whom it tended to make an illustrator rather than a recreator. Dante's maintenance of the primacy of the Bible. The Middle Ages ends in nominalism & the triumph of the doctrinal. End of Part I.

[84] Chapter Six: The Humanist Revival. The awakening of the imaginative sense in humanism; the cult of style; the importance of Plato; the sense of the imaginative (as opposed to the abstract "allegorical") impact of the Bible. Special attraction to pagan writers who adumbrate Christian ideas (Plutarch, Seneca) or Christian ones who incorporate pagan ones (Synesius, Basil, Chrystostom). Revival of Classical mythology as a symbolic system grown purely linguistic. Erasmus.

[85] Chapter Seven: Renaissance Platonism. Plato as a dramatist & as a "rhetorical" stick to beat the "logical" Aristotle (see further below). Aristotle himself transformed into a literary critic by the revival of the Poetics. The cult of erotic imagination in the Symposium, merging with a doctrine of archetypal ideas which fitted into a conception of linguistic symbolism. Evidence of this from Italian humanists. The Timaeus & the larger Creation-Fall outlines of symbolism helped to give weight & seri-
ousness to other symbolists, e.g. Ovid. Examination of the Renaissance mythological handbooks. Ficino.

[86] Chapter Eight: The Occult Traditions. The revival of the Bible associated with a new knowledge of Hebrew, & hence of Talmudic & Cabalistic traditions. The meaning of Cabbalism & the outlines of its approach to the Bible. Reuchlin & Pico. The meaning of philosophical alchemy, following the general approach of Silberer, its connection with a) secret societies with a symbolism concealed from censorship like the so-called Rosicrucians b) apocalyptic enthusiasts like [Robert] Fludd & the precursors of the “fifth-monarchy” people. Nothing particularly occult, rather fashionable, about occultism in Tudor times. Distinction between occult philosophy & the folklore of witches & familiars that became attached to it. Paracelsus.


[89] Chapter Eleven: The Literary Conventions. Development of the rhetorical figure into a theory of literary form. Anagogic conception of the Petrarchan convention (the Eros-Venus aspect of it vis-a-vis the Jesus-Mary one). The pastoral & its Classical & Biblical overtones. The Elizabethan universe: the Renaissance mind in time & space: the quasi-
scientific (or actually fictional or allegorical) framework of literary symbolism.

[90] Chapter Twelve: The Tudor Synthesis. Peculiar features of the Elizabethan myth: the position of Elizabeth herself in relation to the Court of Love cult. Arthurian symbolism: the third Troy & the new Rome. It is possible that this chapter (or the end of 10 or 11) may take the form of a commentary on Shakespeare's *Phoenix & the Turtle*.

[91] I think what I do is break open the symbolism of modern psychoanalysis, centering on Jung. This leads straight back to Renaissance occultism, via Jung & Silberer on alchemy. From there I can move into the Protestant field, going back similarly from Barth, Berdyaev, & Tillich to Boehme. Modern semantics similarly points back to Renaissance rhetoric, and modern anthropology to the origins of the drama. I think this combination as effective for criticism as the Laforgue-Tourneur one was for Eliot's poetry, & has the additional advantage (what's the matter?) of starting where I finish at the opening of *Rencontre*.

[92] The doctrine of the Word vs. nature & reason is bound up, especially in the *Tragicomedy* section, with questions about myth & ritual. A question I may not get answered is, is the claim of Xy to be an exclusive means of salvation dependent on its possession of a definitive & dramatized myth, as opposed to the more theoretical Eastern versions? In other words, is myth causative, & is the present scientific-democratic expansion of Western society an analogous result of it?

[93] In any case ritual & myth have a loose association with Catholic & Protestant party lines respectively, & those who struggled hardest to get through base their struggle on ritual if Catholics (Loyola, St. John of the Cross) & on the pure myth of the saving Word if Protestants (Boehme). The Anglicans tried to hold the two things together, & drama, a ritual recreated on a basis of myth, does too: hence the peculiar importance of English drama vis-à-vis Calderon on one side & (possibly) Bach on the other.

[94] If the uniqueness of Xy is its possession of a Scripture which is epic & drama too, is the uniqueness of the Renaissance its split into two mutually fertilizing principles? Nietzsche says Greek drama is the im-
pregnataion of an Apollonian culture with a Dionysiac one; Spengler bungles this by trying to oversimplify his thesis, suppresses the Dionysiac elements in Greek culture & the Apollonian ones in ours, & regards the "Apollonian" Renaissance as something to be explained away. But his real thesis is the existence of both elements in both cultures, with A. predominating in Greece & D. in "Faustian" man. Certainly Shakespeare develops that way—I mean the Greek way. I'm tangled here: I'm trying a Catholic-ritual-Dionysiac-musical-male & Protestant-myth-Apollonian-sculptural-female antithesis that won't work out. Even the Rintrah & Palamabron distinction is helplessly crossed up, & there's always the latent danger of putting the ritual-myth distinction on a Schopenhauerian will-&-idea basis. And while I don't want to fall into the absurdity of regarding the miserable French & German religious wars as all an inescapable part of a Hegelian divine plan, still we do need a Word in addition to a Church, to avoid [Karl] Barth's "monologue." Whether we need a Church as well as a Word or not I dunno: I suspect the real Church is what the Word of God creates, which makes it include art, culture, & civilization insofar as the Word is truly created in those things.

[95] The Catholic-Protestant dispute carries on the realist-nominalist one to some extent: to the extent, anyway, that Calvin at least failed to develop a free theory of the Word & picked up the Scotist stick of unconditioned will to beat the Thomist synthesis over the head with. Here we must distinguish the people who got through from the people who stuck in the middle: [Cornelius] Agrippa from Erasmus; Eckhart from Abelard, whose conceptualist "sermo" is echoed in Erasmus' tr. [translation] of John i,1.

[96] Capitalism must be an analogy of the parable of the talents, & owes its power to being an analogy. If it is true that there is a law of conservation of energy in the libido, then the apparent increase of power in spiritual development is due to plugging the leaks in the hose & preventing wastage & leakage of psychic energy. The end of this is motionless contemplation, the nearest one can get in the body to circumferential vision. But then that buggers the parable.

[97] The next step in criticism is to define imagination as a total response in which the attempt to parcel out intellectual & emotional components is given up. The notion that science or philosophy is "purely" intellectual
is merely the transfer of religious superstitions about purity to another field. Quote James Mill\textsuperscript{72} to show how this fearsome mangling of ideas is caused by a desire to isolate an intellectual component through a superstitious fear of emotional contamination which he associates in this case with romantic reaction. Plato had no such compulsions, & his writing is far more genuinely intellectual precisely because it is not “purely” so. Literature, & therefore criticism to a lesser extent, demands imaginative effort, & is hence inaccessible to pedants with weak or lazy minds. Also criticism (which is energetic response to literature) must itself be imaginative, not afraid of humor or paradox, which latter are as essential to poetic truth as accuracy of observation is to botany. Criticism can never be a branch of philosophy or science.

\[98\] Alchemy:\textsuperscript{73} the egg-shaped alembic represents the mundane shell. General introduction of yang & yin principles: called man & woman, red & white, sun & moon, sulphur & mercury. Prima materia or green lion called many things, several obscene (excretory: cf. the frequent gold-shit association). From this comes the two principles (also called red lion or rose vs. white unicorn or lily), which are put together & heated. Turn black (raven), then white (swan), then a sublimation, then the peacock tail or rainbow, then the red elixir or king (that’s also a red lion). Projected on base metals, the red elixir is called a pelican. The green lion is often called a dragon, the guardian of the temple (the C.C. [Covering Cherub] in other words). Again the yang-yin principles are called twin dragons (snakes of caduceus), referred to as circular & biting each other’s tails. Compared to Hesperidean dragon, Jason’s dragon, the serpents strangled by the infant Hercules—no, apparently the double dragon is still the prima materia: in other words a hermaphroditic duality. Dismemberment & burial of lion-dragon in vessel part of pattern. Links here with the green-faced Osiris that suggest a Druidic reason for the greenness of the lion. Yes, the p.m. [prima materia] is called a hermaphrodite or rebis (res bina), & Mercurius (caduceus: analogical meaning). Subsidiary processes like trituration & fermentation bring in mill & rotting-corpse in earth symbols (thought to be creative on basis of John whatever it is [John 2:24]). Egg-shaped vessel (athanor?)\textsuperscript{74} called furnace or prison & compared to woman’s belly. In fact p.m. is also called the mother (hermaphrodite means Mercury and Venus). Symbolism of red-white union both sexual & genitory (incest-mother theme). The Yin principle swallows the Yang one. Actually the red of the elixir is a purple or wine
color, so that soma or Grail symbols (in so far as it's a liquid) are involved. The creation of something through a sexual act leads to the conception of making the homunculus. Brave New World symbolism here linked with Λ [Anticlimax].

[99] The present form the scheme is taking is: Vol. I, Grammar of Anagogy, dealing with encyclopedic forms. This will introduce the whole conception of anagogy, outline the assumptions necessary to undertake its study, & then give an account of the Scriptural cycle & its analogy, the Druidic ritual. This is polarized by the dogmatic encyclopedia worked out by Dante, & closes with the vortical interpretation of Dante. Vol. II, Rhetoric, deals with the allegorical or synthetic forms, epic & drama. From here it looks like an intolerably crowded book. The episodic nature of drama takes me into the common origin of comedy & satire, which leads to the technique of fragmentation, e.g. in the lyric. That in turn leads to Vol. III (in which the foregoing may be included), Logic, dealing with ironic or analytic forms, in other words prose forms, in which the semantic rhythm predominates. No, that's not good proportioning either: most of the epic stuff will have to go in Λ [Liberal], & the vortex of P.R. [Paradise Regained] can articulate the implicit vortex of Dante. Then Π [Tragicomedy] will be confined to drama but perhaps include the theme of fragmentation, which goes in two directions, one ironic & satiric in prose, the theme of Λ [Anticlimax], the other allegoric & lyrical, the theme of Π [Rencontre], the musical Pindaric praise of the Orc Caesar. Anyway they'll all be hopelessly stuck together. Note how dramatic the episodes in Spenser are, for example.
As explained in the headnote to Notebook 34, above, Notebook 30n belongs to a group, along with Notebooks 31–34, composed during the period 1946–50. Its particular focus is “poetic etymology,” a subject also mentioned in Notebooks 34 and 33. Notebook 30n is located in the NFF, 1991, box 25.

[1] It seems to me that there are two kinds of etymology: one, historical & genetic, with very accurate & predictable laws, is what is now called etymology. But there is another kind, now called fanciful, but universally accepted down to the 16th c. & beyond, & going back to Cratylus & the pre-Socratics, of *lucus a non lucendo* etymology,¹ which is fundamentally an attempt to evolve synthetic concepts out of words by associating groups of words together which sound alike. Whether this form of cabalism will turn out to be entirely useless or not I don’t know, but I’m going to look into it. For like alchemy, cabalism does depend on a mental outlook which in itself is valid, and the only thing enlightenment has done is to shift its sphere of value from the scientific to the poetical. There its importance seems to me indisputable, for it is there really the intensification of imaginative response to the surface of poetry which is the beginning of the apprehension of its depth. And I think that new philosophical developments are beginning to see at least metaphysics, if not in fact logic, as an outgrowth of verbalism. In theology, good Protestants have always known that the connection between “word” in the literal sense & the Word of John’s Gospel is no accident: otherwise the Bible or Word of God could hardly be an intermediate link. Such an investigation, therefore, would cover all poetry, ending with the Bible, then gnaw away the roots of non-verbal theology & metaphysics, then
reduce science to a mental category. The starting-point of such an inves-
tigation is the genius of language: the fact that poetry, & therefore ulti-
mately prose, is ultimately untranslatable. One cannot explain this fact
without conceding the value of what I am about to investigate, however
silly one may think the individual points are.²

[2] From the historical point of view most verbal coincidences are acci-
dents: Kunst nach Gunst; Der Mensch ist, was er ist; God is good; the
Italian version of "a translator is a betrayer," and so on.³ From my point
of view I am not so sure. The whole crisis in Christian doctrine over
whether Christ was an allegory or a reality, of like or of the same
substance, was fought over literally one jot of difference: homoousios vs.
homoiousios that seems to me the historical crisis of the whole argu-
ment.⁴ Again, cabbalism based on YHWH may have been foolish, but
is not the sound identical with love, which does not seem to be
etymologically related? And what about Christ & Krishna? In English
there is one 1 of a difference between the Creator & the Creature, the
Word & the World. Dante’s whole allegory, political & moral, rests on a
palindrome: Amor-Roma, just as Parmenides’ philosophy of being rests
on the ambiguity of “is” as copula & verb of existence. That sort of
thing.

[3] There’s the onomatopoeic genius in language: English is thought to
have more than any other language, but I doubt it. He whispers—il
chuchote. This is a problem of major significance in reading poetry.

[4] There’s the significance of names in mythology & poetry. In Greek
poetry we find apparently arbitrary names side by side with obviously
allegorical ones like Themis.⁵ These latter prove the verbal significance of
the former: the poets themselves indicate this by “punning” on names
allegorically, as Aeschylus does on Prometheus. Newly composed names
have similar ambiguities: Spenser’s Britomart goes back to a) Britomartis
or Diana b) Ariosto’s Bradamante c) martial Briton (Boadicea). Shake-
speare’s names, as Ruskin pointed out, & got scolded for doing so by that
pompous ass Arnold, are also synthetic in meaning.⁶

[5] [Balzac’s] Le Père Goriot is the story of a father whose fatherhood
took such possession of him that he spent all he had on his daughters &
had to live in the attic of a cheap boarding house where he was called
Pere Goriot. Whether we translate the title as “Old Man Goriot” or as “Goriot the Father,” we translate only one half the idea.

[6] This way of looking at words of course at once opens up the whole question of the value of analogy in reasoning. God as a Father, Christ as a Word, etc. Think too of Holy Ghost (mysterious spook), Heilige Geist (spiritual unity or noumenon in things), Saint Esprit (chastened wit or genius), Spiritus Sanctus (divine afflatus or breath).

[7] Even in the history of languages there are mysteries: how the definite article of Greek & German, for instance, which disappeared from Latin, was reborn in French, Italian & Spanish with no proved Greek or German influence. And the relation between the tense of a verb & the idea of time. And why primitive languages, Eskimo & Hawaiian, are the most highly inflected.

[8] With regard to this last, it seems to be a regular rule that primitive languages are synthetic & unreasonably inflected, developing into analysis as time goes on. This ass Bodmer (The Loom of Language)\(^7\) quotes a fascinating remark from [Sir George] Grierson’s Linguistic Survey of India. He says the grammar of certain inner Indian languages, including Western Hindi, Gujarati, Punjabi and Rajasthani, have broken down their original Sanskrit syntheses into a grammar as inflectionless & analytic as English. The outer ones, including Sindhi, Kashmiri, Marathi, Bihani & Bengali, have carried this a step farther, & are now becoming synthetic again by affixing auxiliaries to main words again. This opens up possibilities at both ends. Is the development of language cyclic rather than evolutionary? Did the inflectional frenzy of proto-Aryan build up from some Atlantean analytic tongue similar to that of English? That is, we know that the further back we go the more varied the inflections become: there is some decay in the historical languages, as in the Latin “mensae”; but these ambiguities separate out into a prehistoric complete synthesis. And it seems a priori quite possible that inflectional endings were originally separate words. ([John D.] Robins\(^8\) says there is no doubt of this latter: philologists just burke it because it spoils a nice evolutionary pattern. He refers me to [Leonard] Bloomfield).\(^9\) Now, mod. Eng. “would have done,” if it weren’t for the spelling, would now be “would a done,” which would create a conditional perfect “would a” for will synthetically. Are we going to build up a new synthetic inflected language in the
same way? If so, then our cycle is the reverse of the one that took place in Aryan during the Dark Ages.

[9] Vendryes, in his book on language, mentions a point which has often struck me: viz., that the attaching of a negation to a poetic epithet or description is not strong enough to prevent the positive impact of the rest. "Sinless" conveys primarily the impact of "sin" rather than that of innocence (wonder why there are so many "less" words in Kubla Khan). If you don't say it's a hot day because no cool breezes were blowing you summon up the image of cool breezes & not heat. (On the other hand you can use the same trick to suggest what you wish were there, and you can disarm the responsibility of over-positiveness in heroic moods by describing things negatively, as Chaucer does [in The Knight's Tale] when describing the funeral of Arcite).

[10] I suppose when I look into it, I shall find that the symbolic-logical people will do a lot of complaining about the gap between logical & grammatical categories. I wonder how far this goes. The conception of duality as something distinct both from singularity & plurality seems to me imaginatively quite sound, if grammatically unnecessary. Are we struggling with old-fashioned categories of thought in language? It is clear that linear time is not a real enough conception of time even for grammatical tense to be satisfied with it.

[11] What I mean by other kinds of etymology is this. It is an etymological accident that in English "God" & "good" are so much alike. But to one who thinks in English it is also a datum of experience. The sound-association precedes the very rare & exceptional knowledge of etymology even where the latter exists. No human power can stop the Englishman from thinking of God in moral terms because the sound of the word suggests goodness. The Latin associates deus with dies [i.e., day], & arrives at a cyclic pagan naturalism based on daylight common sense. The Greek arrives at that visionary conception by linking θεός [theos, "god"] with θεάομαι [theomai, "behold, wonder at"]. Now it may be said that, stated baldly like that, the conclusion is fanciful, & what truth there may be in it we cannot get concrete, tangible evidence for. I suggest the following:

(1) We know that people habitually & deliberately associated words in
this way down to the development of historical etymology, which put a slack rein on it (a salutary one, though it needn’t have killed the horse). In Hebrew there are all the puns; in Greek more puns, Pythagorean verbalism, Parmenides & to be, Plato’s Cratylus, & so on. The dictionaries of the Middle Ages were invariably constructed on this principle (nix a verbi; lucus a non lucendo.) Etymology then was entirely a matter of sound-association from Isidore [of Seville]\textsuperscript{11} straight down to the humanists. Finnegans Wake shows it still going strong—this is different, though.

(2) This tendency is not purely literary: god & good may be accidental, but the structure of a language shows endless associations of this kind, & we can never say that a sound-association in any language is quite independent of such associations. The Arabic tri-consonantal roots are the clearest example of the fact that related words show how the speakers of that language associated ideas. But in any “taproot” language such as German or Greek the word has a vast family of relatives, like the individual, shading insensibly from the closest to a remoteness we can only speculate about.

(3) All languages practise imitative harmony & have developed words of great onomatopoeic effectiveness, & poets exploit these resources. If imitation of natural sound exists, why not subtler forms of imitation?

(4) For a Renaissance poet, the crucial places of study are a) rhetorical text-books b) occultists & Cabbalists c) coining & choice of proper names.

[12] Some primitive languages change their entire vocabularies in a few years as a succession of taboos compels the invention of new words. This in language is as close to pure flux or duration as we can get. Dead languages surviving only in written records are at the spatial pole. A literature imposes a spatial pattern on the spoken flux & hence arrests, or rather retards, its movement. Thus the emergence of a Latin literature retarded the disappearance of the ablative into the dative, as the emergence of a Greek one retarded, though not indefinitely, the disappearance of the dual & the optative. Spelling acts as a terrific brake on what would soon without it become a complete metamorphosis of English, perhaps a breakdown of it into a hundred local languages. Hence literature is fourth-dimensional speech, and speech, I suppose, fourth-dimensional literature—well, anyway, the first is right.
[13] See if there’s any good work done on the argot of special trades & crafts, especially smiths, masons, & architects, which would lead in the direction of my sort of thing. Freemasonry, of course: also I’m sure there’s some mistery-mystery connection, guild secrets like the Albigensian paper-trade one Bayley talks about, associated perhaps with the Reformation as he says. Maybe the 19th c. Masons have links with the trade unions of the time. Now there’s also the general question of the power of trade unionism in literature. In early societies the poet is a custodian of legends, religious & historical, & his archaic, hieratic language is partly trade slang. The inability of romantic poets to find a “poetic diction” of their own is due to lack of religion. The ease with which Spenser invented one is due to the presence of it. Somewhere here is the explanation for the University Wits having a common symbolism.

[14] They say that the Italic & Celtic languages are closely related. Rome spread its language chiefly over Celtic countries: wonder how far, in religion, literature & the rest of it, Rome represents a Celtic empire? It’s Teutonic reminiscence in Spenser, I think. But there’s Arthur.

[15] In connection with my cyclic idea, the assumption is that the “Atlantean” language built up by adding to the end rather than to the beginning of the word, in contrast to the modern noun, though not the verb. Basque, I understand, signifies the definite article by adding -a to the noun.

[16] What intuitions do I need for the next stage?
1. The form in which an idea is expressed is part of its truth. If I set down ideas without punch or wit or vivid imagery or a vitally logical connection, & then revise the passage so that it becomes more readable, with more punch & wit & so on, it thereby becomes more true. A work on the inner mysteries of profound intellectual disciplines which is dull & hard to read is simply not a true picture of those disciplines. Now I know there are all sorts of difficulties & dangers & necessary qualifications to be made to this, but the central intuition is true. That’s why a discipline founded on oral teaching can get only so far—though it may get farther in other respects, derived from the teacher’s knowledge of the character of his pupil.

2. Every culture produces an immortal form of which the thrill derived
from the exotic gives a real, if admittedly inadequate, inkling. That form
is the symbolic unity of the culture, not any of its manifestations as such
in themselves, or of course their people, but the larger human imagina-
tive body they all compose. That is, people survive, & manifestations, but
purged, not morally purged, but purged of an egocentricity that from
this point of view looks like their reality.
Notebook 33

Notebook 33 belongs to the same group of notebooks as 34, 30n, 31, and 32, as explained in the headnote to Notebook 34, above, and shares with it such subjects as "poetic etymology." Its earlier portion, through perhaps paragraph 33, overlaps with at least the latter years of that group's 1946–50 period of composition. Paragraph 34 announces a change of direction, and datable references in subsequent paragraphs grow irregularly but steadily later. Passages datable to at least the late 1940s include an apparent mention of the "telescreens" of Orwell's 1984, which appeared in 1949 (paragraph 43) and discussion of a review of a 1948 thriller (paragraph 44). Passages dating to at least the early 1950s include a mention of Frye's 1950 article "The Four Forms of Prose Fiction," listed as "done" (paragraph 40); a reference to Frye's 1953 review of Kathleen Coburn's Inquiring Spirit (paragraph 45); a reference to Anatomy of Criticism as finished (paragraph 48); and a reference to Tolkien, whose Lord of the Rings appeared in North America in 1954–56 (paragraph 57). Beginning with paragraph 65, both pen and handwriting change, and the notes date from at least the 1960s; Vietnam is mentioned in paragraph 77. Notebook 33 is located in the NFF, 1991, box 26.

[1] Several points about the Arabian nights may be noted. One is the "Varronian" use of verse interludes. 1 Another is the regular & somewhat jejune syncopating of narrative caused by the Scheherazade scheme. Again, there is the association of the tale form, not only with a narrator, but with fear: the Decameron people are trying to forget a plague-ridden town, & Scheherazade tells her stories literally for dear life. Then there's the curious contrast, in the technique of inlaid narrative, of endless & chaotic variety with a strong unity of time & place: we gradually fight
our way out of one narrative parenthesis after another & come back to Scheherazade's endless monotonous drone & unvarying Mrs. Caudle act. As far as I've gone (one volume) the aetiology of mutilation seems to be as regular as the aetiology of metamorphosis in Ovid. Shalryar killed women for three years, & had to listen to Scheherazade for another three: there seems to be some sparagmos-unifying or ALP function about her: what cyclic form there may be, apart from hamper-stuffing, I don't know. Shalryar is a pre-Islamic Persian king, one of the Sassanides. Note, by the way, Poe's parody, not only of Scheherazade, but of the Decameron in the *Masque of the Red Death*. Poe didn't overlook many formulas.

---

[2] Notice the curious American avoidance of the novel: its (American) literary forms are overwhelmingly prose, yet there is no great American novelist except (a doubtful, or rather a significant, exception) Henry James. The others all write tales, romances, anatomies, and confessions. Logically, Joyce's lyric-epic-drama scheme applied to prose should be confession-anatomy-novel & tale, but there are difficulties in that. For the confession, the subjective epiphany, the models are people like Montaigne, Pepys & a host of Americans including Thomas Wolfe, who apparently develops out of Melville's *Pierre*. Things like *Tristram Shandy*, where the hero is not quite the author, are less clear examples. Mill, Carlyle, Newman & other 19th c. thinkers produce more examples. The diary or journal, one of the American staples, is a form of confession. I think American literature has been greatly hampered by its lack of knowledge of the book I'm going to write about prose forms.

[3] Discussions of obscenity (the use of a subject-matter generally recognizable, though the word carries no moral overtones) among critics have all the graceful & easy assurance of a man walking over uneven ice on stilts. Yet I shall have to devote a chapter to the democratic revelation of the body. The predominance of the nude in painting is a Sartor-Resartus matter, & corresponds to the unveiling of Beatrice in Dante, though Dantefoozles it out of a prudery both C of L [Court of Love] and medieval-virginal.

[4] One major problem, & one that will be a lot of fun, is one corresponding to the problem of imagination in Blake. That is the problem of the nature of satiric thought, an art of thinking in paradoxes, where (as adumbrated by Butler in *Life & Habit*), one employs, in a kind of Hegelian
humorousness, an idea and its converse simultaneously, and where one uses ideas as illustrative of analogies. It’s of course a means of justifying my own method of thought, just as the Blake was. I may light on a big principle of a certain relation between the satire & the philosophical form of any given age’s culture.

[5] I wonder if [Samuel] Butler's identification of heredity & memory, & his point about the totality & completeness of embryonic knowledge, is, with its inevitable psychological developments, a major influence on FW [Finnegans Wake]? (The relation of Rabelais & Erasmus to the scholastics, is, by the way, to be carried over into other books as late as No. 7, Ignoramus as I call it). A certain influence on FW is the predominance of the embryonic stage in the evolution of Tristram Shandy. “Erewhon,” with Utopian overtones, & several New Zealand (cf. Wellington) allusions turn up in FW. Yes, I think the book will be about Joyce, not because he’s the climax of all prose fiction, but because he knew what would go into the climax of all prose fiction. Or maybe Proust, James & Joyce are the climax of confession novel, tale novel & anatomy novel respectively, the Peter, James & John of our diaspora. By the way, isn’t it curious that such a hater of the family as Butler should have developed a biological theory proving that the family was a single organism?

[6] As far as literature is concerned, all prose is prose fiction, that is, prose looked at in terms of its form.

[7] One of the first people to go in the book is Xenophanes of Colophon, who perfected a type of satire called the σιλός [silos]. This is not anti-philosophical but pro-philosophical, defending Milesian conceptions of the uniformity of nature, founding his conception of God on that sense of law, & attacking the puerile fables told of the gods by Homer & Hesiod. Hence he’s a forerunner of Plato. He’s interested in colonization & is middle-class, attacking the Pindaric glorification of the athlete & identifying ἀρετή [arete, “goodness, virtue”] with mental integrity.

[8] The Book of Ecclesiastes, which has verse interspersed in it, is an early Varronian satire with Boethian overtones.

[9] The Aristotelian critics of the Renaissance used to discuss the question, What is the highest form of which poetry is capable? and argued
about whether it was epic or tragedy. There is of course no answer to such a question, but one may learn a good deal about literary form by asking it. Now if one asks, what is the highest form of which prose is capable, there opens up a series of inquiries leading to: what is the highest form of which exposition is capable? For prose is, unlike poetry, used for non-literary purposes, and anyone who seriously takes the literary form of the non-literary will have to develop a kind of Platonic philosophy of form in which form means literary form. This philosophy of form is the one I call anagogics, and leads from my "Copernican" attempt to distinguish novel, romance, confession & anatomy as forms of prose fiction\(^7\) into the question of prose epic, super-novel, super-confession, super-anatomy. Thence we go toward the positive & negative poles of expression in prose. The negative pole takes one into my question of satire & the \textit{satura} form, encyclopedic farrago & so on;\(^8\) the positive one goes through the people who begin to insist on themselves as soon as one thinks seriously about the question at all: Plato, Montaigne, Goethe, Joyce; in English, Pepys, Boswell, the 17th c. sermon writers, the 19th c. prophets, & so on. Perhaps certain discoveries about the form of exposition, whether in theology, science, history, philosophy or even mathematics, remain to be made. Certainly the forms of the Platonic dialogue, the Plotinian Ennead, the Indian Sutra, the scholastic thesis-form, the occult writings, & a few gestures in the direction of the sequel, \textit{Mirage}, should be looked at. I should study the connection of prose & paradoxical symbolism: why not only Rabelais & Apuleius but Rimbaud’s \textit{Saison en Enfer} & Nietzsche’s \textit{Also Sprach Zarathustra} had to be in prose. The conclusion doubtless is that poetry descends from ritual & prose from myth, & it’s through myth & prose that we get most directly to the Word, sweeping poetry up on the way à la Varro. Perhaps this last is \textit{Mirage} material. The connection of prose & Protestantism in Bunyan & Defoe for instance, is easier.

\[10\] What I think now is that \textit{Rencontre} is what I have always more or less thought of as being ever since my ideas began to jell: a book which will more or less deserve to be called "Blake & Modern Thought" & yet isn’t \textit{Ignoramus} but a symbolic thing: modern literature from Rousseau & Goethe to FW [\textit{Finnegans Wake}], with the novel {Balzac-Flaubert-(Poe)-(Hawthorne)-(Melville)-(James-Proust} spotlighted. I think though it should establish the Jung-Frazer-Spengler axis\(^9\) at least. Then \textit{Mirage} would be a) a commentary on FW b) a study of the forms of prose fiction
c) an introduction to Paradox, which I now think of as the Bible book. It is conceivable that FW is the subject of Rencontre, but somehow I don't think so. In any case this is a Mirage notebook, & FW ideas go into it. It's a little far away, that's the only thing: whenever I pick up FW it seems a far more immediate job than, say, Anticlimax. It opens out of the Blake nicely, too, via occultism. The point is, shall I be allowed to write my books in the proper order or will that order be buggered by publishers? For that matter, is the Blake really the first book of the canon, or just the first one to be written?

[11] Anyway: my original idea for Mirage was the old Deuteronomy one about words, & God knows that fits the Joyce. Re the axis: Freud says slips in speech have symbolic meanings & that many "accidents" like breaking a dish just before asking the boss for a raise, have similar meanings. Jung extends similar patterns to the mythopoetic process. Spengler, Friedell to a lesser extent, & Toynbee in a muddled & superficial way, postulate unconscious symbolism as the essential meaning of the historical process. Anthropology shows the same thing so pervasive in ritual as to suggest that it's the foundation of all social institutions. The only missing link is an etymological theory like my cyclic one, for which see below. All of which adds up to a powerful thrust in the direction of Blake's doctrine of the "analogy": that everything the natural man does in his sleeping (HCE) state symbolizes, in the form of parody, the archetypal world. Wonder if that idea is in Plato or Plotinus.

[12] Rencontre is the only book I haven't found a hero for. I've considered Milton, Goethe, Ruskin & Proust at various times. Less likely candidates are Rimbaud, Rilke, Hawthorne, James. Proust looks the most promising: I know nothing about Kafka. Of course if it were Proust the analysis of prose forms fits there as well as anywhere. Wagner is unlikely; so are Browning, Ibsen, Flaubert & of course Balzac. I could do with Proust, but the literary tact necessary to write it would be onerous—by the way, the book which usurps the title of "Blake & Modern Thought" ends in a discussion of Proust. The idea came to me originally in connection with Dostoievsky, but I don't think that's right, & anyway Proust isn't far off the context. It's possible that two books are & always have been mixed up in Rencontre: one the expansion of my old romanticism paper [SE, 11–83], the other my American literature idea, apart altogether from the Mirage-Joyce question.
[13] Why does a modern philosopher, writing a book, think in the rhythm of chapters: they have partly a *Ring & the Book* variation form, standing around the central subject from all aspects, as well as a sequential pattern. Usually it's a quite different rhythm from the indication of break in narrative, as in the novel-chapter: it seems to represent a series of plateaus.

[14] As language is concerned with the symbolic transformation of the split world, it never is fully capable of expressing the categories of that split world. Tense, for instance, is never primarily an attempt to express time: the fundamental distinctions in tense are into the perfect & the imperfect, the conception of the Become & the Becoming, the dead & the alive. Philosophers nowadays demonstrate with many triumphant grins & axe-swinging iconoclasm what literary men have always known, & what philosophers could have always known if they had read their Plato without skipping (*Cratylus*, e.g.): that metaphysics is a function of language, & follows the curves of the grammatical conceptions of the language in which it is composed. Are we hampered today by old-fashioned categories of thought in language? Or, is the Aristotelian mean linked with the Greek conception of duality as something distinct from singularity & plurality, or the Trinity with the Semitic idea of a trilateral root of a Word?

[15] To do Joyce I have to evaluate occult thought, which seems to me a form of thinking allied to mathematics on the one hand & to music on the other, &, like mathematics, apt to over-simplify the world of experience when it deals directly with it. The point is that there are four branches of occultism, alchemy, astrology, magic & cabbalism, & out of them chemistry, astronomy, physics (in both senses) & philology have evolved. This hasn't destroyed, or shouldn't have done, the occult sciences: it has merely shifted their sphere of value from the scientific to the poetic. It's cabbalism which is the most misunderstood (because it isn't in Bacon's *AL [Advancement of Learning]*, the source of modern schoolbook conceptions of occultism) & yet the most important for Joyce. Cabbalism & rhetoric both produced what I should call a poetic etymology, of the *lucus a non lucendo* type, universally accepted from the pre-Socratics through the *Cratylus* through Isidore of Seville, down to the 16th c. & beyond, after which time what we now call etymology evolved out of it, as chemistry did out of alchemy, & imposed a check on it (a salutary one, though it needn't have killed the horse). A good deal of this is for *Anticlimax*, but some of it goes here, including the general principle.
[16] An investigation into poetic etymology might conceivably, after covering all literature up to the Bible, gnaw away the roots of now verbal theology & metaphysics, then reduce science to a mental category. Anyway it would start with the genius of language, the untranslatability of prose as well as poetry, which cannot be fully explained without conceding some value in poetic etymology.

[17] In tracing the distinction between the novel & the anatomy, note that the more a character is a symbol rather than a type, the more readily formal design & symmetry can be introduced into the plot. The way that Proust manipulates his characters would be corny & over-manipulated in a novel that wasn't an anatomy—the later Henry James too, with his ballet-dance plots.

[18] The Seven Deadly Sins formula is a link between satiric & sermonic forms. Barth (Dogmatics, I) quoting one Hollaz, says language about God (theology) tends to pass into language to God (prayer). This has literary ramifications: the ambiguity of reference in the Psalms, Plato's transitions from dialectic to myth, Augustine's interpenetration of narrative & prayer in the Confessions. In Blake's doctrine of imagination you & I together equal he; hence the I–thou relationship of prayer unites the audience both with the pray-er as Israel & with God as in the body of Jesus. There are other overtones here that are important for Tragicomedy. There may be a distinction between a dialectic (summing) relationship & a myth-miracle-ritual (productive) one.


[20] Joyce might have noted the passage in Plato, Rep. X, about Ulysses' desire, unique in Bardo, to be reborn as an ordinary man. Speaking of Bardo, I suspect that conception (that an archetypal dream-state is achieved after death) may be in FW as well.

[21] The form of the Platonic dialogue, which is also that of the Gospels in large measure, the guru's dialogue with the chela, is also the typical form of the Tantra, & expands there into encyclopedic proportions.
Joyce lectured at Trieste on Defoe & Blake, the naturalist & the symbolist who, starting from opposite ends of reality, both finished with the image of the island as the body of a man. The island runs through everything I've been thinking about lately, from *The Tempest* to the *Lankavatara Sutra*.

Going back to this guru-chela dialogue form, I suspect it's really the bridge-passage from M [Mirage] to P [Paradox]. In its more elaborate forms (Walton's *Compleat Angler* is a simple example) we begin with the guru as one of a group, taking an unremarkable part in the conversation, & then gradually tending to stand out & make stooges out of the others. The process of standing out may be achieved, as it regularly is in Plato, by a withdrawal (eiron movement) which has the effect of pulling certain selected chelas after him, dismissing the catechumens, & entering another world of discourse. This is so much more satisfactory a way to analyze homiletic works than the usual explanation of the opening scene as pretext or perfunctory sugar-coating. Something of this in-&-out movement takes place in the Gospels, but only in the road to Emmaus do we get a glimpse of what must have been the real process.

I think that in certain most highly concentrated literary forms a communion with a real presence takes place, & one feels that the author is not only a guru but a Tathagata, one going the very same road, i.e., identical with his reader, & not just a "semblable" or "frère." Perhaps poetry is a barrier to the completing of that which prose breaks down; perhaps not. Where it happens, we have the vision of literary & personal epiphanies which constitutes the Word of God. The kind of thing I'm trying to find out by reading Barth will be the point of M [Mirage] & the germ of P [Paradox].

Carlyle is an important influence on Joyce's prose, as Carlyle informalized prose; though, as Carlyle touched nothing that he didn't debase, he brought a certain slovenliness into "normal" English which reappears in Joyce (*vide* the printer's correction in FW [*Finnegans Wake*]: "try and put—on one and the same line" & the preface to the Random House U [Ulysses]). Carlyle's FR [*The French Revolution*] is written entirely in the present tense, like [Damon] Runyon; it has exactly the tone of an announcer broadcasting a fight; Carlyle uses jingles, puns, antitheses & all kinds of wisecracks, including epithets like "No-Admiral" Chartres which sound like *Time*, & he hyphenates, runs together & otherwise
huddles up words like [John] Dos Passos—in short, he’s the granddaddy of all Americanizing. His contempt for precision, his windy & rhapsodizing rhetoric, his love of the chaotic & inarticulate, his inability to see any thing when gawping into the heart of things—all that’s American too.

[26] A study of prose fiction will entail a close study of mystical writings, especially those of the great paradoxists, because there the prose rhythm & source of the forms (e.g. the fable) are used to break up “habit-energy” in experience.

[27] “The construction of an all-embracing system of metaphysics, ethics & psychology is a task that can never be accomplished by any single individual, for the sufficient reason that he is an individual with one particular kind of constitution & temperament & therefore capable of knowing only according to the mode of his own being. Hence the advantages inherent in what may be called the anthological approach to truth.” Huxley, The Perennial Philosophy, cf. viii.22

[28] Locke’s Essay arose, he tells us, in a Convito atmosphere, a dinner party with a group of friends: he is said to have been very fond of societies of all sorts. The whole affinity between the Royal Society & the Freemasons is part of a similar pattern. Locke’s style, like his title, & his emphasis on the loose spontaneous unsystematic form of his book in his address to the reader, bring him far closer to Montaigne than to, say, Spinoza or Descartes.

[29] Now that R [Rencontre] has cleared up, M [Mirage] is getting unstuck from it. M [Mirage] is a study of the means of communication, especially in words, though music belongs in it & perhaps other arts too: it’s my old Deuteronomy scheme23 intact. Joyce bulks in it, & the question of imaginative etymology & the mythopoeic process involved in the creation of language & its recreation in poetry which he raises. Also the following up of my prose: myth :: poetry: ritual hunch.24 The essential point now is that a “Copernican” analysis of the miscellaneous class of prose forms in order to isolate the anatomy, Menippean satire & encyclopedic farrago forms is central, as I’ve always known, but, as I haven’t always known, related to two other things.

[30] First, a general study of satura, the fragmentation of imgve. [imaginative] experience as a deliberate process.25 (It’s not always deliberate:
ugliness & bad taste, as in Plautine comedy & Victorian architecture, are forms of it, & the whole what is ugliness? question involved in it). Second, a study of this process in poetry which will be identical with the anatomy job: examining the miscellaneous or “lyric” class of poems in order to isolate the essential forms. (Note that this question of modern lyricism & the fragmentation of experience has now completely disappeared from R [Rencontre], to which it was originally central).

[31] Hakluyt: Preface to 2nd ed, 1598: “to gather likewise, & as it were to incorporate into one body [note: when an Elizabethan word is preceded by “as it were,” look for the full punning etymological & ambiguous weight in the word used] the torn & scattered limmes of our . . . Navigations by Sea . . . having . . . restored each particular member, being before displaced, to their true joynts & ligaments; I meane, by the helpe of Geographie & Chronologie (which I may call the Sunne & the Moone, the right eye & the left of all history) referred each particular relation to the due time & place.” Here is literary sparagmos going into reverse to produce a prose epic, a process conceivably involved, as my first note hints, in the 1001 Nights.

[32] The beginning of a clean-up of lyrical forms would be as follows. Lyric in its most restricted sense means a short poem deriving a certain spontaneity from the fact that it depends on something else to bring out its deeper significance: thus the Elizabethan lyric relies on music, drama, a (sonnet) sequence or a convention. Now if “As it fell upon a day” is a lyric, the poems of Donne & Herbert & Crashaw are unlyrical in form and anti-lyrical in mood, as the very word “metaphysical” shows. Here we have a deliberately unified fragment, as opposed to a fragment of a unity. It seeks technically for just such a short-circuiting of associations as Nashe’s “brightness falls from the air,” which is an accident in that poem and contrary to the spirit of Elizabethan lyric. This opposite kind of “lyric” is best called elegy, a form of which I have always wanted to make an anthology, & which is Anglo-Saxon, metaphysical, romantic & 19th c. French as well as modern (hence Eliot’s 17th c.–19th c. link is all right. Note re my music article that the elegy absorbs music into itself). Shakespeare’s PT [The Phoenix and the Turtle] is a magnificent specimen of elegy, which has a portentous look. What about Herrick?

[33] I shall have to find out something about the psychology & signifi-
cance of folklore for 7 [Tragicomedy] but a lot more for this book as well as 1 [Paradox]. Problems: I suspect that a major Scripture problem, beginning here, is that of the encyclopedic collection of folktales as an epiphanic form (I use the term epiphany to mean the opposite of sparagmos). Chaucer, Boccaccio, the 1001 Nights, as I’ve said, and above all the searching analysis of folklore themes both in the O.T. [Old Testament] & in the parables of Jesus. Even Joyce has the Two Brothers & Spenser, besides the Dragon-slaying, the ugly & beautiful sister.

[34] This is now, irrevocably & forever, my ∧ [Anticlimax] notebook, & is to deal, not with a modern prose writer, but with forms of Renaissance prose fiction, mainly Rabelais & Montaigne, with some Agrippa, Erasmus, Burton & possibly Paracelsus or Boehme. This book evolves from 7 [Tragicomedy] by establishing the comedy-symposium, comedy-Utopia and comedy-archetype (inner drama of the Nobile Castello in Tempest) links. It follows on from my conception of laughter as the sudden release from the unpleasant, which will doubtless go into 7. Prose as I understand it is the consolidation of vision, the passing through the vortex or Paravritti which is the completion of comedy. Laughter here is the Olympian pleasure of detachment, the laugh of the Buddha at the release of Lanka. As contemplation of the fallen world, the perfect view of the damned, it’s satire, & an expansion of my satire paper will be one of the ∧ components, especially the point at the end about satire passing the vortex that tragedy reaches—one of my profoundest inspirations.

[35] An expansion of my anatomy paper of course belongs too, with more emphasis on the saturnalia, Utopia & Convito or cena (symposium) forms that carry over from 7 [Tragicomedy], as well as the encyclopedic farrago or other prose epic ideas from I [Ignoramus]. From there I go on to examine the point on p. 3 [par. 9] about the highest possible form for prose, & that will lead me to a comparison of the Platonic dialogue & the tantric presentation of dialectic with the schema, thesis & [?] stemming from Aristotle. I shudder to think how much mathematics I may need to know for such people as Spinoza, & how many mathematical & pseudo-mathematical (i.e., occult) ideas come into Sutra, Ennead & Scholastic thesis forms. The Bible will have to be examined as a gigantic Varronian (satire?) anatomy, & ideas like the sparagmos one outlined on the previous pages fit here, the Bible being the sparagmos of the body of
Jesus. At that point perhaps I plunge into the main question of the conception of the Word of God.

[36] Plato banishes poets from the Republic, & poets banish philosophers from their Arcadia too. The reasons for this I have given: when differentiated they become exclusive. But as Plato makes clear in the Phaedrus & Symposium (perhaps philosophers qua philosophers are banished from that) & as his remarks about paradigms in the Republic make clear, there's a point at which poetry & philosophy unite, & this point lies somewhere in prose fiction, perhaps most obviously in the Varronian form.

[37] For poetry develops out of ritual & prose out of myth: the conception of the prophet, the watcher of the acting hero, becomes defined in prose as it doesn't in poetry. The confession form, in spite of Wordsworth, belongs to prose; & so does the mystic vision. This idea of the prose myth as the mirror of ritual activity (note the satire link: ritual activity is the source of humorlessness) pours into a conception of criticism as in some way the completion of the creative process, the Word of God being edited & arranged rather than written. Criticism is therefore the fulfillment of poetry, its own goal of understanding.

[38] So although there may be some austere gray pages in \( \text{A [Anticlimax]} \), it's really my most personal book, & my own apologia. Also it plucks the heart out of my latent creative abilities as no other one will. If I succeed in doing it, the development of my "individuation" will be on the move. It's also in a way my own P.R. \( \text{[Paradise Regained]} \) crisis, as it is the withdrawn realm of vision in the void. The establishing of a point of contact in action, the theme of \( \text{A [Rencontre]} \), opens out from it.

[39] The mystic & the occult traditions belong, as I say, to prose, & \( \text{A [Anticlimax]} \) may be the book, as I have often felt it could be, most deeply concerned with the occult articulation of symbolism.

[40] The first three \( \text{A [Anticlimax]} \) papers are: a paper on the four forms of prose fiction (done), a sequel to this, & a paper on the ironic encyclopedia, doubtless the myth of Finnegans Wake. The deductive \( \text{A, or } \bot [\text{Ignoramus}] \), is a study of the dialectic of literature & the logic of criti-
cism. Hence some of my ∧ material will, naturally, be absorbed in ∨ [Mirage], the deductive ∨ [Liberal], which will deal with structure of grammar, & hence with the first of these papers.

[41] I have previously thought about the detective story:37 the main themes are as follows. It is primarily a dramatization of law, & therefore turns on the rightness of sacrifice, which is possible only in terms of moral justification. A detective story is regularly a murder story, in which a criminal murder at the beginning is polarized by a judicial one at the end—usually offstage, & sometimes barely indicated, depending on the author's priggishness & his relish for hanging. Suicide often does as well. The sacrificial pattern is made more explicit by the regular device of throwing suspicion on one character & then making him the victim of the next murder. The general shape is like a chess problem: white to mate (i.e. kill) the black king in so many moves from a given situation. But the real appeal is a gambling one: of a group of characters, the reader picks his, the roulette wheel spins, & if the reader’s number is called he feels he’s been completely logical & has beaten the system. The nearer the story comes to justifying his choice as mysteriously & not obviously right, the better it is. The gambling instinct is closely connected with the sacrificial one, where the victim is chosen by lot, & all through the story the reader watches the vacillating hand wavering about among a group of characters until it stops & indicates one. In this, as I’ve said elsewhere, we reach pure caricature of the novel form. The novel is designed to reveal character, the detective story to conceal it, as the fact that one of the characters is capable of murder is the concealed clue. Hence there must be a general woodenness of character—in short, poker faces.

[42] The detective story is therefore a conservative form: it demonstrates the rightness of society vis-à-vis the criminal. The people who like them best are people who are confident of the essential solidity of the social order, or try to be & seek their reassurance from the detective story. As [Marshall] McLuhan pointed out to me, the detective is a man-hunter, & has about him the glamour of the F.B.I., the London bobby, the Canadian Mounties, & so on. Sherlock Holmes wears a hunting cap. The scarlet coat of the Mountie links this whole theme with the elaborate ritual of fox-hunting, on which I have some notes on Surtees' *Handley Cross* [NB 41]. *Kim*, too, is a story that shows that the fate of the West, its essential
quest as opposed to the Eastern search for the spiritual life, is to develop a secret police to enable a foreign power to hold its ascendancy over any resistance movement against what is really an army of occupation.

[43] The whole conception of a holiday or break in routine derives from the sacrificial festival, & the cuddliness or cosiness of the detective story is connected with the holiday atmosphere inspired by a murder. All the details of life that are so boring ordinarily: the layout of rooms in a house & of furniture in a room, the trivial movements of one’s personal habits, all become irradiated by a sudden novelty of significance. A trace of a Last Judgment in this, perhaps, worked out in a human context: somebody dies & there is a general summoning to account for one’s actions. The whole appeal of Sherlock Holmes was connected with his ability to notice ordinary details. Here again is the dialectic between the all-seeing eye of God & of the spy of the state with his “telescreen.”

[44] One reason for the amateur detective is that when the professional police force is employed the story is apt to become advance propaganda for the police state. A most repulsive example that I read by accident recently is called “Fountain of Death” by Hugh Lawrence Nelson, laid in California. The police are the ordinary tough anti-intellectual police, & every arbitrary or brutal thing they do—& most of their actions are brutal & arbitrary—is endorsed & sympathized with, whereas the civilians are uniformly represented as a most spiritless & shoddy bunch. Every move the police make to break down their defences & morale by sowing suspicion among them & interviewing them separately is followed with delighted pleasure. The author accepts completely the general police attitude that everyone in the neighborhood of a murder is guilty until proved innocent, & is to be treated as an enemy of the state because he is a bystander. The convention of the detective story—that one suspect must be a murderer—is what supports the author in his attitude—the police couldn’t possibly be on the wrong track altogether, so a literary convention is extended to a social attitude. The book was recommended by the SRL [Saturday Review of Literature] as packed with humor, thrills & swift action. Its only weak spot, from the author’s point of view, is that most of the people who get murdered deserve it, & so there’s a lack of sympathy for him [them], hence of conviction of the righteousness of legal revenge. The second victim should be an enemy of the state in order to consolidate the form.
[45] Of the great religious teachers, Jesus, Buddha, Socrates, it seems for some reason significant to say that they do not write. They talk, though, and their words are recorded. Philosophers who seem close to an "existential" position seem to give up the continuous prose form in favor of an aphoristic sequence. Coleridge, as I noted in my review of Kay Coburn’s anthology, thought most naturally in such sequences & had immense difficulty in translating his ideas into the continuous Aristotelian propaedeutic form (most of these terms are his). Novalis & perhaps Haaman are the other Romantic examples before Kierkegaard. Then the aphoristic sequence runs through Dostoevsky’s Notes from Underground, Nietzsche, Rilke’s Notebook of L.M. Brigge [Malte Laurids Brigge], & a number of French writers including Rimbaud, Paul Fort & René Char. Char makes the obvious connection with the so-called pre-Socratic philosophers (the term is significantly an invention of Aristotle’s), especially Heraclitus, who also produced the aphoristic sequence.

[46] In the Gospels, & in a different way in the teaching of Zen Buddhism, this aphoristic sequence is connected still further by being attached to a sequence of events or situations, giving us the epiphanic sequence of Mark according to [Martin] Dibelius. This is something else again from, though still related to, the oracular or associative dream revelation full of puns, like the Koran.

[47] What is the literary effect of continuity? It isn’t really dictational: rather it’s democratic: one man button-holing you. One can express aloofness only in some form of aphorism. Also, continuous prose suggests complete identification with the representing, observing, immersing-in-object self. Aphorisms suggest a richer & varied personality made up more of internal conflicts and decisions. An epiphanic sequence suggests the highest mystery of personality.

[48] Some of this aphorism stuff is in AC, but there’s a lot more, along with the feeling that I never quite made the second twist on my anatomy stuff. Also the occasional writing, of which the supreme example is the epistles of Paul, & the greatest English example probably Burke, needs more development. There’s the ironic confession, represented by the Notes from Underground, Kafka & others, where the point is the absence of personality—individuality, that is, and a consequent preoccupation with the ego. As I’ve said already, the point is important to me personally
because I think in aphoristic sequences. Also because I have a theory of thought, so to speak. It seems to me that thinking is like piano-playing: it's a habitual skill, not a natural process like excretion. You can't just think: in the first place, how well you will think will depend on how much of it you've already done; in the second place, what you do is complicate & ramify a structure already there. All thought evolves like dogma in Newman and law in Burke.

[49] Hence continuous writing expresses & projects this inner body: as soon as conceptual prose becomes discontinuous, we move from the speculative to the practical reason, to Milton's axiom that reason is choosing. In fact, one moves into the area of the dialectical axiom, of the primitive proverb and the decadent slogan of advertising & propaganda. When I speak of continuous writing in this context I mean conceptually continuous, a different kind of continuity from narrative, because the sequence is causal rather than strictly temporal. If causality is really a rhetorical device, even a fictional device, for presenting association, then the Hume dilemma\textsuperscript{43} disappears.

[50] At one extreme of literary expression is the drama, where there's no direct author but only a group of dramatis personae. At the other is the prose monologue, where the author has identified himself with a reasoning, causal, representational persona. All poetry is connected with magic, incantation, & the extra significances of the unconscious: prose is the language of the Cartesian consciousness. This is also consciousness on its best behavior: it speaks as an ambassador or messenger of the soul, ignoring all the divisions of counsel behind it. Hence all conceptually continuous prose is decided: I think Sartre says something like this. The Platonic dialogue and the Thomist catechism break this up to some extent, but thought is still equated with thought-on-its-best-behavior. Much of the rhetoric of existentialism, especially in Dostoievsky & Kierkegaard, is connected with a fictional revealing of the divisions of counsel in the mind. Some secret passage here to the conception of the individual as a microcosm of the state, whether Platonic dictatorship or a Freudian labor racketeering mobocracy.

[51] Just now, though, I'm thinking of another progression. Even the continuous or propaedeutic prose form still has its centripetal movements, & even the longest such book demands that the reader surround
& try to digest it. As soon as we do this, we’re up against the personal authority of the writer. The smaller the unit, the more intensive the demands made on the reader, hence the appearance of discontinuity or fragmentation, as in Montaigne and the familiar essay generally (Alexander Smith),\textsuperscript{44} heightens the sense of personality. The next stage is the aphoristic sequence, more impersonal, hence dependent on even greater personal authority, because it tends to pass insensibly from aphorism to commandment or dialectic axiom. The next stage takes us out of literature into the area of the teacher who does not write. Here we find the koan of Zen Buddhism, the paradox designed to arrest & break the flow of conceptual causality, which also in Christianity would be identification with pure Being, i.e., the creating Word whose commandments are dialectic axioms for projected existence.

[52] One very confusing fallacy in the criticism of prose is the Jourdain\textsuperscript{45} fallacy, the notion that prose is what we speak. Actually, the rhythm of the spoken word is no closer to prose than it is to free verse: it’s a loose potential of rhythms, & only speech-on-its-best-behavior is actual prose.

[53] Naturally I wouldn’t deny that there is genuine logic in a continuous argument, or that continuity is purely rhetorical or a fictional device. I’m saying only that continuity has rhetorical as well as logical aspects. Thinking, or ramifying one’s inner potential of thought, is very different from the associative process slangily called “thinking.” It consequently has a different prose rhythm. Association has of course the stream of consciousness rhythm, which tends to the oracular & ambiguous. Joyce has probably exhausted its possibilities. In its shorter rising & falling forms it’s often heard in speech, as is of course the deliberately dissociative Gertrude Stein rhythm.\textsuperscript{46}

[54] Even the biggest book is fragmentary: to finish anything, you have to cut your losses. Nobody ever writes his dream book, like Coleridge’s treatise on the Logos. That’s why we make scholars finish a thesis first, that is, a book which, almost by definition, nobody wants to write or to read, to show how closely the reproductive & excretory systems are connected.

[55] In Le Fanu’s \textit{Uncle Silas} we have the Iphigenia archetype of the daughter handed over for sacrifice by an obsessed & bemused father.
The father is a Swedenborgian, but little is made of this except to establish him as a magical or mysterious figure (i.e., in a “realistic” setting, a crank). The wicked uncle is traditional, & the booby son offered in marriage; there’s also a plain dealer, a female jailer of the Mrs. Jewkes variety, & a devoted friend of the same sex. The central situation might be used as an introduction to the more elaborate treatment in Meredith’s *Egoist*, just as I might use *Handley Cross* as an introduction to some quest or detection theme.48

[56] Balzac’s *Succubus* story, the only one of the *Contes Droletiques* worth reading, & which sticks out of all that archaic oo-la-la like a pearl in a plate of cold clam soup, is a very clear example of phase one of satire: very close to the point of demonic epiphany, with a curiously explicit, even labored, counsel-of-prudence moral.

[57] Tolkien’s *Lord of the Rings* is a quest romance that leaves me with a great deal to think about that I’ll record in due course, as it’s an extraordinary performance. On the appendixes I have two notes:49 getting slightly fagged by all the donnish pedantry of lists of kings & etymologies & calendars, I said there was a point at which the imaginative turned into the imaginary. At the same time I recognized that every great imaginative effort, especially in fantasy, has to conquer a whole kingdom: either you repudiate everything or you go along with everything, but anything that comes clear has to emerge from a colossal structure of realized detail. Hence the pedantry of Scott—even of Lewis Carroll, as against the vague & shadowy effect of William Morris.

[58] There’s not something in the imagination analogous to hypnotism, & I wonder if what is imposed in hypnotism isn’t a dream rather than a will. Mediums have the power to animate & make telekinetic their dreams; dictators are the link between mediumism & hypnosis. The hypnotized subject behaves like a figure in a dream. Something of this is in the oracular side of art, leading as it does to the dialectic axiom.

[59] I was recently taking part in a social-science discussion on values when it occurred to me that there is perhaps one set of criteria—a dialectic set—which we use in different contexts with different metaphors, the standard of difference being the amount of emotional concern
we feel. Ordinarily we discuss values in the metaphors of mechanism, & talk of functioning & breakdown, because there emotions are at a minimum. If we’re a little more concerned, we shift to organic & medical metaphors, & talk of health & sickness, or, if we do say breakdown, we mean by it something more like disease or neurosis. Confronted with southern segregators, we step up our concern to moral metaphors & talk of the bad or the wrong. Confronted with lynching or the Nazi persecution of Jews, we feel that only the religious categories of evil & sin & the judgement of God are appropriate. As Burke says, there’s a point at which the mistaken theorist becomes the bad man\(^{50}\) (in the intervening medical stage, we ask, not if the argument is valid, but: what’s the matter with a man who wants to argue in this way?)

[60] Travelling the other way from mechanism, we reach the dormant social problem that will confront us as soon as leisure demands new & less ready-made channels of energy. This is the area of aesthetic or imaginative judgements, where the situation may be concerned purely with “things indifferent,”\(^{51}\) but where the dialectic is fundamental & irreversible, where out of de gustibus non est disputandum the distinction between good taste & bad taste is arrived at. And, as William Morris saw, & Ruskin dimly surmised, once the solid gold Cadillac ceases to be a splendid glowing symbol of success & becomes an ugly tasteless ostentatious absurd overstuffed piece of nonsense, the deepest of social revolutions has been achieved.

[61] Further on the aloofness of the aphoristic sequence: in some respects it’s a dialogue with the void: what one says is surrounded by silence. It has affinities with the lyric, for instance the echo-song.

[62] Our social judgements are an inseparable mixture of morals and aesthetics. Judgements on tact, skill in phrasing & timing, appropriateness of speech & costume, can never be reduced to either category. Probably our intellectual judgements are equally an inseparable mixture of logic & aesthetics, as the rhetorical & metaphorical elements in logic are irremovable. Similarly every connected series of expression alternates sincerity & hypocrisy, the assertive & the hypothetical. Only preachers believe that they ought to believe that they believe every word they say, and look at what happens to them. In all forms of communication,
personal sincerity or commitment to what one is saying is always more or less intermittent: it switches on & off like an oil burner.

[63] Gogol’s story *The Overcoat* is an expert handling of an ironic archetype: the overcoat is a “Bright Visitant” stolen from a poor crushed little man—the Bardo epilogue I haven’t quite got. *The Nose* is more radically ironic, a little like Kafka’s cockroach story, & I must look at it again when I really look into the matter of fragmentation techniques. *The Portrait* has an odd paradox inadvertently concealed in its sinister artefact archetype—it’s a portrait of a Satan or Antichrist who’s an Archimago or master of illusion, yet the portrait owes its power as catching the demonic soul of the sitter to its realism. I say inadvertent, because the conception of art involved in the story is a bit phony. *Nevsky Avenue* is a dumbbell-shaped story, like Flaubert’s “Spirals” theme as reported by Yeats.

[64] But it’s the one called *The Terrible Vengeance* that interests me. To crack my next nut I need a topos for Romantic fiction corresponding to the four-levels of art & nature one that opens up so much of Spenser & Shakespeare & Milton. This looks as though it ought to be near the centre of it. Heroine a wife whose father is a mysterious magician who turns out to be Antichrist—incestuous feelings for her, natch, & he eventually kills her husband, infant son, & herself. The epilogue—Gogol’s fond of epilogues—sometimes they complete the scheme, as in *The Portrait*; sometimes they’re author-appearances (*Nose*); sometimes they add the initial scene, as here & in *The Portrait*—I meant Nevsky Avenue above & not *The Portrait*, & sometimes they’re a Bardo twist, as in *The Overcoat*. Well, anyway, the evil old man is Antichrist all right, but he’s under a curse pronounced long ago & agreed to reluctantly by God—it’s a Fall archetype, only it involves two “brothers” in an Esau-Jacob relationship—well, Cain-Abel, I suppose. For some reason the sorcerer is persistently associated with the river Dnieper, & his daughter with the long-legged bait in the river—demon lover archetype. In the epilogue the original brothers are upper & lower circle: the Thel figure is a Feltro hero on the mountain-tops, but he can’t enter heaven because of his desire for vengeance. The black brother is an imprisoned Loki whose writings cause earthquakes: his desire for vengeance is impotent, & the sorcerer is the last of his line. The sorcerer, by the way, is imprisoned & released by the heroine—reverse of the Merlin-Vivien complex.
§

[65] Anticlimax (A or Λ), the third (Leviticus)\textsuperscript{56} book of the tetralogy, chapters 25–36, grayish-white, the Book of Urizen, is concerned with the anatomy prose form, the conceptual myth, the relations of mythology to philosophy, and prose rhythm. It’s primarily a book on Plato. Its opening, & the transition from 1 [Tragicomedy], which ends with drama, is based on the St. Clair illumination;\textsuperscript{57} its close, where the theme of communication connects with Λ [Rencontre], is based on the Seattle oracle-wit classification.\textsuperscript{58}

[66] Lucian is one obvious person to use in this book. The Dream is a Y choice-of-Hercules story, stonecutter’s apprentice as intellectual. The latter [?] takes him on a chariot ride through the sky, with a Triptolemus reference; this aerial perspective runs all through Lucian. His choice repeats that of Socrates, & to some extent reverses Plato’s preference of artisan to poet (though Lucian doesn’t think of himself as a poet), although the real underlying shape is the preference of mousike (including words) to technē.\textsuperscript{59}

[67] The True Story has, of course, science-fiction overtones, with its battle of the sun & moon armies. Atlantis, or America, has tree-women, & sailors trying to fuck them get turned into vegetables too. In the moon there’s a well where you hear, & a mirror where you see, everything on earth: this perspective often recurs. Then there’s the country inside the whale’s belly, with overtones so like my own view of Leviathan I could use it even in L [Liberal]. This Hermes world is followed by an Elysian one—that’s the right term for an underground Earthly Paradise. Only it isn’t really underground: this business of sailing over the sea past a series of strange countries runs through Rabelais to Melville’s Mardi. Anyway, there’s a perpetual spring and dawn, and an invasion from tyrants in the isles of the Damned which is routed but repeats the Titan assault on Olympus.

[68] This Elysian world has a symposium nexus: Aesop is, in my translation (Lionel Casson), “assigned the role of buffoon,” but Socrates is threatened with expulsion—poltergeist in the City of God.\textsuperscript{60} There are visits to the damned, to Calypso’s island, to the City of Dreams (which has four gates, horn, ivory (the one the narrator goes through), iron &
ceramic, the last two nightmares & dreams of violence. The dreams are hospitable, “entertainment of every sort plus a promise to make us kings & princes.” The thing is that the archetype of travellers’ tales is the Odyssey, & I think the whole story is a kind of sketch for a *Ulysses* of the 2nd century.

[69] Lucius the Ass provides the basis for everything in Apuleius, including that appalling scene with the condemned woman, except the Cupid & Psyche story & Isis. Lucian brings out more brutality even than Apuleius, but preserves a detachment.

[70] Hermes was god of thievery as well as psychopomp: there’s a certain link between Robin Hood & the reversal of social standards in the lower world. Children (Eros & Ganymede) play “checkers” in heaven, & Heraclitus says (*Sale of Lives*) that eternity is a child playing checkers.

[71] Ixion attempted a cloud-icon of Hera & was lashed to a wheel: another Logos-cycle arch. [archetype].

[72] Prometheus states his case before Hermes & Hephaestus: a lot of Lucian’s dialogues fall into this legal-debate form, which is central to *Rencontre*. He says twice he should be rewarded instead of punished, as Socrates does. I think Lucian has a lot of self-identification with Socrates. The powerful argument that a Zeus who would crucify Prometheus (*and* the other two if they disobeyed him) isn’t worthy of worship makes this sketch a real Swiftian *saeva indignatio.* Plutarch would agree in principle, but Plutarch’s brains were turned into lukewarm mush by his anxieties & pious goopings. Prometheus says that he revitalized the gods by creating man & was crucified for it; that maybe men will revive the attempt of the Titans. Hermes says, correctly, that he’s making terrible accusations against Zeus on the pretext of defending himself.

[73] *Zeus Tragoedies* goes further: here there’s a dramatized scene of an upper stage (gods) & a lower stage (men; i.e., a Stoic & Epicurean arguing the existence of gods). Zeus admits that only the Fates have power, & that only human superstition keeps them in existence. Of course Lucian is a simple-minded rationalist: if the poets suggest the existence of gods, they’re just entertaining an audience. The argument
is Plato's, & the logical end of Plato's own rationalism, so far as it's anti-
poetic.

[74] The *Kataplous* of course is near the centre of A [Anticlimax]: it’s a
terrible *danse macabre*. The society of shades is called a “classless society”
by the translator: a poor man goes to the Isles of the Blest, after inspection
for “brands” of sin. All souls have to strip off their bodies: he has brands
that have been erased because he started living a better life. The contrast
is a foul tyrant who is punished by being forbidden to drink the waters of
Lethe, so he’ll have to remember—not his sins, but his former power.

[75] Pollux is a male Proserpine, dividing his time between upper &
lower worlds. He was immortal; Castor was mortal.

[76] In another *danse macabre*, there’s again an emphasis on stripping: a
tyrant is told “memories like that are heavy.” It’s very like Everyman:
Lucian isn’t a simple “scoffer” by any means. Note how the archetype of
the Ship of Fools develops out of Charon’s boat. Some of the dialogues of
the dead are very like *Hamlet*, Act V. Menippus is the one free man in the
lower world. Individually (I forgot this) Prometheus notes the fact that
there are no altars to him. And my point about Hermes as thief and
psychopomp links with Prometheus the creator of man and thief of fire.

[77] The lives of Alexander & Peregrinus don’t call for much comment:
Lucian is fascinated by Empedocles, to whose suicide Peregrinus
confessed. The Spenglerian syndrome is clear in this one: cf. the self-
cremations over Vietnam, the popularity of the Cynic attitude of (as
Lucian sees it) burning & sneering, masturbating in public to demon-
strate “stoic indifference,” etc. Lucian is bothered by Peregrinus, who
was a Christian for a while. Lucian can’t distinguish Christians from
Jews, but is impressed by Xn *organization*.

[78] *Timon* is very close in structure to the *Acharnians*: in fact Acharnae is
mentioned in the dialogue. If it was available to Shakespeare, that would
account for the similarity of his play to the Aristophanes one I mentioned
in F.T. [*FT*, 128]. The prototype of Apemantus turns up too, & his clash
with Timon is the clash of true & false Cynicism: the disciple of Menippus
vs. the hippie fraud. Note the curious morality play use of abstractions,
which goes with a simplistic skeptical “rationalism.” Zeus, of course, is
portrayed as a bungler whose orders are evaded or disregarded & who gets them all wrong anyway.

[79] Charon repeats the upper & lower stage device: the lower-stage actors are far back in time, so Charon & Hermes know what happens to them. Note that from their perspective the principle of tragedy, that disaster is proportional to greatness, seems funny. Ignorance, in the sense of action blinded by passion, is said to operate here as Lethe does in the lower world. Ignorance descends (parody of Incarnation) but fear & hope stay “overhead” & tantalize. Remarkable image of lives hung on the threads of the Fates: a development of the Frobenius spider image.62

[80] Why do I try to keep notes like this, when forty years of experience shows they don’t do me any good? I’m trying to cast around in the hope of getting organizing ideas for A [Anticlimax], which I’m nowhere near ready to write. Still, I have ideas for A [Rencontre], which is even later: that’s not wrong, if I’m right & the Great Four63 really are ready.

[81] One of the organizing forms of A [Anticlimax] is the symposium, of course. In the Bible the Job discussion & the Last Supper in the upper room are proletarian symposia: the context is misery & terror. The Platonic symposium is in the dead centre of society (Laws), & this is reflected in the cosiness of the discussions in Plutarch & Macrobius. Such a feeling for the cosy unit survives in my students, who are convinced that the nitty-gritty of education consists of cosy existential discussions about life, not in reading or learning or thinking.
Notebook 41

This brief study of Handley Cross by Robert Smith Surtees has no certain date, but probably comes from the late 1940s. In NB 33.42, which dates from that period, Frye speaks of having made notes on the novel, and Notes 56a.66, decades later, remembers “an early study of the latent symbolism in Surtees’ Handley Cross,” which finally bears fruit in a paragraph on pages 146–7 of The Secular Scripture. The notebook resides in the NFF, 1991, box 26.

[1] I have just finished reading Surtees’ Handley Cross, & it was quite a lesson in humility. I know nothing about fox-hunting, but thought I could make a fair guess at its symbolism. Surtees knew all about fox-hunting, & I therefore assumed he would know nothing about the symbolism. I never made a bigger mistake in my life. Fox hunting is, of course, primarily a symbol of revolt against society, like war, in which the red coat also appears, but is specifically an upper-class revolt against a middle-class society. The latter includes both culture & civilization, that is, the farmer & the citizen. A latent dislike of the farmer & his “dog” & his crop-land runs through the rite—Jorrocks has a litany beginning “Confound all farmers.” Jorrocks is, it is true, a Cockney, & much fun is poked at him in the Jaunts & Jollities. But in Handley Cross he is a converted Cockney, distrusted by his City friends, & a contrast to such hypocritical bourgeois as Muleygrubs. I suppose socially hunting is a race memory of a pre-agricultural nomadism which has always haunted the aristocracy, & its horizontal movement, leaping over fences & even at times trampling down crops with a certain thrill, recalls the general character of medieval warfare & the anti-Helot crusade which was always a part of it. It is associated too with super-social freedom—the
huntsman is worshipped by women for his red coat, & finds them unusually compliant; he possesses the central aristocratic pose of being mounted on a horse; he has of course superior virility & energy, & he is untrammeled by social apparatus, notably women, for whom Surtees has an uncompromising contempt, & religion of the "Puritan" type, represented in *Handley Cross* by Sebastian Mello.

[2] The fox is of course a devil symbol, and the doubtless proverbial phrase used by Jorrocks, "the thing of the world," has associations stretching to Dante’s "vermo reo che ’l mondo fora." The digging of him out of a hole makes this more concrete still, & the final sparagmos & division of the body between the hounds & the hunter (note the distinction here between the eaten body & the relic) belongs to a familiar pattern. The fox himself seems to stand for a type of intellectual cunning which often appears as treachery: the fox in Chaucer's *Nun's Priest's Tale* is associated with traitors—another link with the vermo reo (foxes are called vermin in English) stuck in the ice of traitors chewing Judas. Of all animals the fox comes nearest to the central English devil symbols, the Machiavellian villain who has the cunning of the fox and the Jesuit. The combination of cunning, cynicism & trickery associates him closely with Jews, from Christ's description of Herod as a fox down through the Iago or Jacob (Israel) usurping principle. The revenge on the fox is a revenge on some kind of *ironic* evil; it is very different from hatred of snakes, & by no means the same as a hatred of rats.

[3] Fox hunting begins after the first frost & stops as soon as spring begins. The hunter is thus a representative of winter, & his horizontal fence-smothering-movement corresponds. Now the winter is a fundamental symbol of antagonism to the ordinary society which runs from seedtime to harvest. This is one reason for the winter Saturnalia. I think Surtees realized the *Twelfth Night* atmosphere of his book: his Jorrocks, M.F.H., is a real lord of misrule, & Captain Doleful, M.C., the rival figure, is, with his death's head appearance, his grins, his "Molière shoes," whatever they are, his entrapment in love, is *sic* a pure Malvolio, with his "kind of Puritan" side transferred to Mello. As for Jorrocks, his arrogance in breaking other people's melon frames & refusing to pay for them & his continuous unpopularity are lord of misrule points, & that curious episode of Sir Archery Depecarde belongs to the same pattern. Jorrocks informs him that he sleeps where he dines & breakfasts where
he sleeps, & coggars in, eats his food, drinks his best wine, seduces his housekeeper, massacres his pheasants & hares, & then doesn't buy his horse. To round out the pattern, it is Depecarde who catches Doleful. In the trial of Jorrocks for insanity by his brother Cockneys, which is where most of the symbolism comes out, the prosecuting lawyer says that in "these fêtes or festivals, a master or manager of the revels is annually chosen" & "has the absolute government of the dogs & their doings" (p. 446): he calls this a festival so often he has to be reminded it's a hunt. Another witness says Jorrocks is president of a club: "sits on a throne—wears the crown & robes—collar, grand order of Jerusalem—passes sentence on offenders." The collar is "like my Lord Mayor's," & elsewhere the prosecutor explicitly contrasts hunting with the true summit of mercantile ambition, the Lord Mayor's carriage. The defence links hunting with the leisure of maturity, following a youth of labour, which is part of the seasonal symbolism. I wonder how far the Victorian glorification of the winter principle goes—Heathcliff is a clear case of it, I think, but in most Christmas symbolism, including Dickens', it's caught & bound to the service of the other society, or so I think.
Notebook 31

Notebook 31 is closely linked with Notebooks 32–34 and 30n, from the 1946–50 period. In fact, it falls almost exactly within those dates, for paragraph 15 announces that it is Saturday, 11 May 1946, while paragraph 90, the last in the notebook, actually echoes the wording of a passage in the entry for Monday, 8 May in the 1950 Diary (D, 343). The discussion of Yeats and Morris in Notebook 31 helps to locate Frye’s thinking about romance within the more widely ranging context of the other notebooks in its group. It is located in the NFF, 1991, box 26.

[1] The problem of Yeats, or enigma as Pelham [Edgar] calls it, is the problem of a modern mythopoetic poet who isn’t content, as Rimbaud & Rilke were content, with the lyrical or fragmentary vision. Critics haven’t done their job properly, which is to elaborate the grammar of the language of poetry & construct a system as definite, concrete & self-consistent as a metaphysic or a theology, but in imaginative terms. This is anagogy, which formerly could remain inside a single religion (Dante), but which is now bursting the limits & blowing up the foundations of all rational systems whether religious, philosophical or scientific.

[2] Thus real criticism is a commentary on the Word, like real theology. Its axioms & postulates must grow naturally out of the art it deals with, or the art as practised by the man it deals with. It cannot take over its assumptions ready-made from theology, philosophy or science: to do so is to sell out the arts to these subjects. Some philosophers today are beginning to wonder whether such a study as metaphysics is really possible: I am practically certain that no such subject as aesthetics really
exists. The criticism of poetry is a commentary on poetry; the criticism of music is a commentary on music, & so on. Thus Lessing's argument [in the Laokoon] about the separation of the arts really amounts to raising the whole question of the existence of aesthetics. We have amended Lessing by showing that the arts are linked historically, & concepts like "Gothic," "Baroque," "Romantic," deal with that. But beyond that I suspect that a general theory of beauty is, with its hierarchies & its idealizing of form, part of the great chain of being fallacy.

[3] Some of this can be thrashed out of Ruskin, who is at his best when dealing with "Gothic" or other historical prime symbols, but pretty awful on general theories of beauty. Aesthetics seems, as I say, to rest on the fallacy of idealized forms. We idealize a slender, youthful naked woman's body & call that beautiful, so when Degas claims for "beauty" a study of haggard ironing women or thick-arsed middle-aged matrons washing their hairy privates, we get horrified. One of the functions of satire is to break down these external theories of beauty, which at bottom are always theories of propriety & decorum.

[4] Aesthetics in criticism produces aestheticism in art, because of its demand that art shall limit its concrete material to an abstraction of beauty. This was the situation in England when Yeats began to write. Critics were not doing their real job, which was to elaborate the archetypes of poetic thought. Ruskin alone has any real sense of a critical workshop; the others just ass around making Cogent Comments. Under aestheticism "purity" becomes, as it always does in any broken-down neoclassicism, something implying the production of something neither alive nor material, & poets & critics alike sit around complacently sniffing each others' farts.

[5] When critics have forgotten anagogy, poets have to hammer out their own archetypes. The most obvious place to find these is in myths; hence the whole tradition of recreated mythology, from Wagner through Morris to Yeats. Yet these archetypes, because the roots of the Word, are bases of all rational thinking as well, & the connecting link between myth & science, of the sort that attacks poetry & which the poets have to fight, is the synthetic & mythical forms of reasoning known as occultism. Hence the occult interests of (for instance) Goethe, Balzac (Swedenborgianism), Hugo, Baudelaire & Rimbaud (cf. also de Nerval &
Amiel); hence the desperate efforts of the philosophic articulation of poetry made by Poe (Eureka) & Melville (Clariel) [Clarel], apart altogether from the more obvious examples of Goethe & Coleridge. Yeats' late interest in modern philosophy is simply a ramification of the Vision element in him taken over from Blavatsky.

[6] The revision of Yeats' earlier poems has to be interpreted in the light of a consolidating mythopoeia. If he changes "curd-pale moon" to "brilliant moon," the principle involved is that the noisier or cuter the epithet, the less the thing itself means, & when the moon has come to have a greatly enlarged & complicated set of associations for Yeats, the epithet can quiet down. That's why aesthetically beautiful poetry flowers into a mad profusion of epithets: it doesn't mean anything, & tries to communicate hints & suggestions of something by a systematic use of interlocking attributes and radioactive adjectives.

[7] I wonder if there aren't, as usual, two books involved; a study of Yeats prefaced by a study of Blake & Modern Thought outlining the essential prolegomena. Similarly with the Joyce. The main outline of the Orc fallacy is clear enough: Promethean Titanism is a nationalistic form, Parnell as the Mazzini-hero, inscrutable & Byronic; then the romantic Rousseauism, the revolt against metropolitan Xy (HCE) in the name of an autochthonous "paganism"; then the Druidic & colored-shirt abyss opening up from a romantic cult of nature. Also the romantic fragmentary vision, intuitions of the Kantian noumenon, the gradual freezing of Beulah into Ulro, La Belle Dame Sans Merci (notice a) the role of the haughty Amazon Maud Gonne in developing Yeats' Valkyrie vision b) the fact that his Vision came through his wife), the nightmare sadist universe. Also the noumenon freezing into the will & the will into the irrational united front against reason, the adherence to the S of U [Spectre of Urthona] & the mechanical extensions of the personality. The cult of violence as "creation without effort." The mutation of the doctrine of evolution into the Spengler-Vico theory of cycle, with concentric biological & occult rings around that. I've got all that: my two immediate problems are to determine how for Yeats' doctrine of the mask or persona (perhaps influenced by Synge's "Playboy," with its "hypocrite" overtones) is a rationalization of the S of U and—I've lost track of the other for the moment. Oh yes, how far Fascism as an intellectual's creed (Wyndham Lewis, Ezra Pound, T.S. Eliot, Charles Maurras & all that
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4 turba grama develops out of a shopkeeper cult of Chestertonian distributism going back to Morris & how far it's just idealizing aristocracy & peasantry at the expense of the middle class.

[8] The word bourgeois is practically synonymous with creative man: the middle class has produced culture and civilization alike. One can find exceptions, just as one can find women composers; but just as it is true that men & not women have composed the world’s great music, so it is true that the middle & not the upper or the lower class has produced culture & civilization. A worker of genius instantly moves into the middle class; an aristocrat of genius embarrassingly condescends to what he well knows is a middle-class activity. The middle class is the Aristotelian mean & the Hegelian synthesis Marx was looking for at once, & the only truly human class. The other two, being parasitic, are primarily animal classes, & the cult of idealizing them is part of the united front against reason. Culture & civilization wither at the coming to power of any other class, & we very coarsely mean today by “democracy” a dictatorship of the bourgeoisie. All this can be found in any sensible Victorian political thinker, before the self-destroying & self-accusing idealistic conscience of the middle class addled its brains. Yeats as an Irishman (Ireland, like Spain & Russia, is a poor country with a weak middle class, & so tends to revolutionary upheavals) thinking of the bourgeoisie in terms of England, was in a hopelessly false position from the first.

[9] Occultism is a form of reasoning, or rather a form of creativity, allied to mathematics, & like mathematics it tends to oversimplify the world of experience when directly applied to it.5 It is also allied to music, & Yeats’ ignorance of music is one of the chief reasons for his “mask” foolishness & his jumping in & out of the vision & analogy. Blavatsky said another world was attached to ours at the north pole, forming a dumb-bell shaped cosmos:6 that’s the vision-analogy hourglass, & Yeats never realized which was real. His ignorance of music was not mere ignorance, like his ignorance of mathematics, but hatred, & his theory of chanting in drama is a defence against it. If occultism isn’t linked with music, mathematics & the articulation of mythopoeia & anagogy: if, in short, one cannot affirm with Paul that “the spirits of the prophets are subject to the prophets” [1 Corinthians 14:32] it will become a form of applied mechanics, a rationalization of the S of U [Spectre of Urthona], which I suspect Yeats’ doctrine of the persona-mask is. In sports is the threshold of occult
powers: knowing that a tennis ball will be outside the line, knowing that one has hit the target before one does so, begin it, & the use of machines which are obviously extensions of the body carry it on. Creation without toil, as he truly says. The title of my chapter on this is to be "Reverberating in Athanor." Another chapter title, dealing with the quest for imaginative archetypes, should be "The Ended Pilgrimage."

[10] There must be some association in Yeats' mind between the fall of Wilde & of Parnell: his remark that at the verdict for the former the harlots danced in the streets shows that he thought of it as partly an incident in the revolution of the female will, & something of the same sort (celibate priests are fated always to express the female will) is involved in Parnell, who is for Yeats an inscrutable Hitler-figure. Yeats' whole humor theory breaks down at the "dark" stage because surrender to an objective principle is also a Selfhood-subjective stage: the subjective is an essential part of a cloven-fiction period, not the opposite of it. Failure to grasp this point leads to Führerism.

[11] Intelligence is a No-Man's Land between intuition & instinct: one perceives & creates as a vehicle of a higher unity, but that higher unity is not the subconscious soul-flux of an Anima Mundi or an Alaya. Merging with this is merging with the Luvah cycle, & leads to Druidism. Such Druidism, with its magical & secret spirits (one can see at the end of Yeats' essay on Magic (IGE [Ideas of Good and Evil]) how the magician's impulse to keep secret struggles with the artist's impulse to reveal) is the instinctive analogy of Man, the herded, howling mob, the human mechanism marching to annihilate itself or others. Yeats' preoccupation with a sublunary 28-phase cycle, its Spenglerian & Spenserian (GA [Gardens of Adonis]) affinities & with Blake's MT [Mental Traveller], is all consistent & all wrong. God knows what the spirits of V [A Vision] were (spirits of the moon, most likely, of a sort that always seem to be buzzing around Irishmen & Germans), but better the worst kind of objective naturalism, which at least tries to tell honestly all it knows, & is to that extent creative, than listening to those pedantic & opinionated spooks. All those silly buggers know is the Orc cycle, & all they want to do is fill one up with Druidism. Perhaps they don't really want to do that: perhaps they honestly feel that the spirits of the prophets ought to be subject to the prophets. They seem to hint that to Yeats once or twice.
... the defiant upstream leap of the salmon returning to the place of seed sounds like a peroration.

The historical links between Yeats’s Anima Mundi & Bergson’s Élan vital, Shaw’s Creative Evolution, & Butler’s Polypus God are clear enough, also Lawrence’s Plumed Serpent as the frankest exposition of Druidism in English. Butler’s doctrine of turning one’s back on Albion in order to get rid of the Isvara or incubus God shows how admirable his common sense is, & how the imaginative today have to make a united front with atheists (I think) rather than with conservers of vestigial traditions, keepers of secrets, & the rest of Nobodaddy’s nurses.

There are four occult arts, magic, kabbalism, alchemy & astrology. Our elementary textbooks, cribbing from Bacon’s AL [Advancement of Learning], tell us that the latter two were idle superstitions whose accidental by-product formed a matrix for chemistry & astronomy. That’s all right, except that today astronomy is, viz “sunspot” & allied theories, reabsorbing the original interest in planetary influences, & chemistry is even more obviously reabsorbing an interest in the transmutation of the elements. We (published books) don’t know what to say about cab[b]alism, because Bacon doesn’t mention it. But the cab[b]alistic view of reality is one of enormous importance. One section of it, the approach to words I call poetic etymology, belongs to a study of Joyce rather than Yeats, & my notes on it are in another book. The other section forms part of my point about a higher psychoanalysis. (The psychological identity of magic & science is also in Bacon).

The orthodox “scientific” approach to the questions raised in V [A Vision] is of course to ignore the evidence & vilify those who offer it. As I have no interest in that, I have no pose of scientific “disinterestedness” to excuse my ignorance of the subject. But Freud has demonstrated certain things about the creative powers of the subconscious, Jung has demonstrated a lot more, & a true study of anagogy, a dictionary of types as Yeats calls it, would be a perfectly logical development from that. Now comes my example of the Galenic sermon, followed by discussions of the mathematical diagrams we are always drawing for ourselves, which are implicit in all our particles: “up,” “down,” “between,” etc. This combined with Jung’s archetypal myths would explain why
cabalistic diagrams produce mythical visions, if they do. We live in an intuitive world of abstract, geometrical, arbitrary symbols: traffic signs, dates, a geometrical alphabet (note how words today break down into letters & Robot words, O.K., F.B.I., UNRRD, & a world dominated by U.K., U.S.A., & U.S.S.R.: a man in the Army speaks almost nothing else)[,] flags (swastika & rayed sun, a flag with 13 red & white bars & 48 stars are potent symbols), arbitrarily conventionalized shapes (the V-shaped "heart" of cards & St. Valentine's day; the star-shaped star), & so on. The lazy mind always wants to make as much of this "just coincidence" (= mentally unorganized design) as possible; the imaginative mind wants to make more, though it often makes too much. But the latter has all the facts. Right now it is 5:24 p.m., Eastern Daylight time, Saturday, May 11, 1946. To the lazy mind that seems a simple & literal statement; but it is actually a complex whirlwind of astrological, cosmological, mythological, historical & scientific symbols, with some anthropology & geography thrown in. The really literal statement would be more like: "now I am designating a moment of time" (this is still all pure symbolism, but it seems more literal) which has a vaguely poetic sound to most ears. Somewhere in here I should bitch the whole Carnap positivism in a sentence or two, or a paragraph or two at most, & develop, perhaps out of Sartor Resartus, my intuition that variable symbolization is the fundamentally human act.

[16] I think that to give these speculations of Yeats body & effectiveness I should begin by explaining as clearly as possible what exactly it is that religion is trying to tell us & how its teaching about eternal states of the soul has to be modified after the Renaissance, when the expansion of natural knowledge gradually wipes out the last possibility that heaven & hell can be places. Also how the authority of, say, the Catholic Church is founded on symbols, visions of father & mother, & how the pretense that its faith is supported by reason is an elaborate fraud. I suppose though that this really belongs in the Blake or someone else who got through.

[17] Two Irish geniuses, Yeats & Joyce, sum up the cloven fiction of today. Yeats' traditions are Platonic, Protestant & concerned with an analogia fides antithetical to nature. Joyce's are Aristotelian, Catholic & concerned with an analogia entis expressed in the relation of HCE to F [Finnegan], or at least of Shaun to HCE. The former is naturally Tamas & the latter Rajas, yet somehow they must, by falling into the errors of
each other's traditions (one can see the vacuum suction of the Virgin in Yeats & of elusive vision in Joyce) have interchanged these roles. Yeats' vision is pure hunch; Joyce's has a glimpse at least of Albion. Maybe it's really Joyce-Rintrah, Yeats-Palamabron, & Shaw-Satan, but that looks doubtful.

[18] Yeats was a pre-Raphaelite & the son of a pre-Raphaelite, which means that he has nothing to do with the Aristotelian medieval tradition but is looking for the matrix of the visionary in a medium, i.e., just as Browning was interested in Lippo & Paracelsus, so an intellectual pre-Raphaelite would look to the Cusa-Ficino-Pico-Bruno tradition—Renaissance Platonism, in short. Joyce though seems to lean harder on this even than Yeats. A literary pre-Raphaelite would give a high place to Villon.

[19] Actually Protestantism, in its historical aspect, is merely the antithesis of Rome (Germany cradled Luther in the summary of the Roman Empire: I mean the coffin). It is male, voluntaristic Rajas against a Catholic reasonable Tamas\(^22\) (unlike Yeats, I regard will as male, a ravening spectre, & reason as female, an elusive object—the male reason & female will form a hermaphrodite, the other two produce the child of desire in Beulah). But then the total Western Empire forms an antithesis to the Eastern one, the West voluntaristic, Aristotelian & legalized, the East speculative, Platonic & mystical—Rajas & Tamas again respectively. Its headquarters is the Byzantium of the Neoplatonics which impregnated the Renaissance in 1450, from which Russian vision (Berdyaev, Blavatsky, &, on a far lower level, Ouspensky) has emerged & to which Yeats finally returned. But then the total West forms an antithesis to the total East, the West Rajas & the East Tamas, their analogy-mixture in the redeemable Tamas Russia, their place of seed in America where, after a terrific mental fight of reprobation & election, Atlantis will be reborn. Smaller antitheses have appeared in Asia as well as in Europe, & perhaps the Irish Protestant (or emancipated Catholic) & the Japanese Buddhist (a resurgence there may follow) are the closest links to me & my kindred spirits. At present Yeats & Joyce are the ne plus ultra pillars of Hercules which some Ulysses must burst through on his way to Atlantis. Along with Russia the quarrel of Tamas-Jews & Rajas-Moslems over the tomb of Jesus may be noted. Dr. Northrop, I presume.\(^23\)

[20] Re the Orc fallacy: the cult of youth is the sign of a brutalized society.
[21] There are, as usual, two explanations of the sort of thing outlined in Yeats's Vision, one objective, the other subjective. The former says that the generative or natural world is also a place of seed & of death, & that certain extensions of sense perception can bring us in touch with the forms & voices of the unborn, the ungenerate, & the dead (a rebirth theory is necessary for the latter). These extensions account for much in the magnetism of the leader, the inspiration of the artist, & the miracles of the saint. The latter says that all such experiences are an objectified drama of the soul. The former is regarded as superstitious & the latter as sensible by materialists; religion says in some cases the former is orthodox & the latter skeptical & subtle. A student of Blake will begin by assuming that the either-or way of stating the case is balls, & that what happens is an interpenetration of subject & object which produces the same distinction between imagve. [imaginative] art & passive experience that it produces elsewhere. This is what Yeats is trying to hint when he speaks of his instructors as actors in a spiritual drama—the word drama is important, as somewhere in here is a narrow passage leading to a final understanding of The Tempest. In fact, if I can get through to The Tempest at this point I may dodge the whole Inferno, as I think I could follow the passage until I reached the Bible, but Yeats looks obvious; he & Joyce stand in front of me like Og & Anak.

[22] I only wish I knew how much direct experience of this spiritual world is necessary or desirable to get. I suppose the approach is reading Blake for new emphases, reading Swedenborg, & beginning to think of one's mental life in spiritual terms. The trouble is I'm as goddam gullible as the most silly & ignorant old hen getting her teacup read, & partly for that reason I've tended to try to insulate myself. Also my nerves are bad & I'm a great coward. Perhaps the cowardice doesn't matter, but the gullibility does. However, I don't want any truck with those lunar double-gyre creatures & I'm leery of surrendering myself. But I wish I knew more about mechanics, as I'm certain that there are many analogies among them—radio, for instance. I think I am slowly moving from learning about what vision is about to learning about vision, & needn't be in too great a hurry to enter the vision. At present I can trace the pattern, but literally don't know what I am talking about, & I can't fly out of a nest & hold my mouth open waiting for food at the same time.

[23] As far as I've gone in Yeats, he hasn't yet mentioned the fact that his ascending & descending gyre is the simplest possible shape of time: the
one reproduced in the hourglass. Perhaps some epiphany of sitting in a kitchen watching an egg over fire (phoenix, Leda) timed by one of those five-minute glasses underlies the whole thing. Hegel, of course, includes the pendulum. Perhaps Yeats is only a man who performed the higher psychoanalysis on himself & brought his own diagrammatic basis of thought up to the surface—of course that's the "subjective" explanation. I also think his references to [Wyndham] Lewis & Brancusi have something in them: the feeling that certain geometrical inter-relationships are satisfying is linked here.

[24] Fisher quotes a Russian writer named Roerich as asserting that irritation is a quasi-substantial excretion, & that irritated people are really living in indescribable filth. That must be true, & was probably what drove Swift crazy. We snuff up our own with great complacency, as Smollett says. Fear also produces excretions, & embarrassments too. I must live suffocated in shit the whole time. Dante's hell is of course just this world seen with the third eye open.

[25] It is dimly possible that the first sentence of my general note is the cornerstone of a reintegrated Rome (I wonder: if the tribute to Rome business in Cymbeline includes my point [par. 19] that the coffin of the Papal Roman Empire is the cradle of Luther). If so, then perhaps a sentence in the next two would be the cornerstone of a reintegrated Christendom, the Byzantine-Greek-Russian falling in with us. The next step is the total West & total East reintegration: I talk big; perhaps big things are happening in the spiritual world. My next step, anyway, is an effort to make sense of the whole spiritual world from seraphim to poltergeists. I must study doctrines of spirits so as to visualize that whole world as a system. Socratic & Apuleian daimons, Dionysian angels, & the devils cast out in the Gospels are among the main problems. I wish a slight crack in that other half-brain of mine would let in a ray or two.

[26] Further on what I say about a cult of youth: Shaw's Back to Methuselah looks like a crude sybil but actually it has something: the cult of youth is part of the Selfhood's desire to shorten life, & its logical conclusion is a race of prizefighters all senile at thirty.

[27] This has nothing to do with Yeats, but it goes down here anyway: I was thinking recently of Jesus' command not to swear, of how right he was, & of how miserably hypocritical the 39 Articles are when they
revoke his order. Then I thought that if obliged to take an oath in a court of law I should have to hold out for affirming, realized I just wouldn’t bother, & finally said in exasperation that I simply am not a religious Houdini, & don’t know how to fight my way out of these moral traps. I felt profoundly consoled by that, though intellectually unsatisfied.

[28] I think the instinct which divides the Book of Revelation into 22 chapters is probably sound: it looks like a series of Cab[b]alistic diagrams or hieroglyphs forming a complete alphabet. The number suggests Hebrew rather than Greek, but Revelation is Hebrew written in Greek, & “I am the Alpha & Omega” probably means “Jesus from Aleph to Tan.” I wish the alphabet began with Beth, as then we’d have a progression from house to cross, total real body to torn dead body. The vision of Jehovah begins with Beth (Exodus).

[29] A Vision is a new & lunar astrology, over-schematized like all astrologies, yet not in itself an indefensible means of grasping the typical elements, or some of them, in human character. Chaucer’s characters show astrological characteristics, & it is quite possible that his full nine & twenty in a company is intended to be a circular classification of all such typical elements, as Blake suggests. But Chaucer, in contrast to Yeats, who disliked character, shows the typical operating within the individual, & the imgn. [imagination] never revolts against the integrity of his ___________,31 as it is always revolting against Yeats’s theoretical straightjacketings.

[30] In spite of the dangers of making it a “subjective” half-approach, I shall have to interpret Yeats’s Vision as though it were entirely his own doing. He’s aware himself that his spirits only brought out what was already in his mind, that it was a higher (or is it lower) self-psychoanalysis of postulates underlying PASL [Per Amica Silentia Lunae], & that the spirits brought nothing new except possibly the energy to haul his own geometricaly-shaped anchor to the surface. In his TV [The Trembling of the Veil} he’s already referring to Synge as a man of the 23rd phase. A more difficult problem is the relation of this kind of thing to the gyre & spherical symmetries of Dante, for instance. Again: even a little psychoanalysis, such as that of Freud or Jung, reveals actors in an inner drama: censors, rebels, tyrants—a complete “subjective” commonwealth. Perhaps a little more would begin to externalize this drama. A little analysis
shows us a huge indestructible total memory, of which only a few incidents are preserved by the consciousness, & behind that, perhaps, communal & social memories. A little more would bring us to the question: if a created image is more than an abstract spectre, what is the boundary line between it & a living creature? Surely an articulated idea is an independent spiritual force. A true idea has the power of begetting other ideas & reproducing its kind: we even speak of "fruitful" & sterile ideas.

[31] I’ve said [par. 22] that the main personal problem for me in writing this book is to progress from learning about what vision is about to learning about vision. The psychology of the creative process (centre of gravity perhaps Coleridge, keeping well away from the American Road-to-Xanadu notion that imagination is a precipitate of memory), leads to probing into a part of Blake I’ve never quite figured out: the association, in Thel & the Antamon passage of Milton, between the birth of a child as an event in the whirling Paolo-&-Francesca current of the Orc cycle of life, death & rebirth, & the birth of an idea, image, or work of art as an event in the current of what Yeats calls the Anima Mundi—not that he’s the only one to call it that. Also, of course, the morphology of yogas & spiritual exercises, mystic, iconic, psychosomatic & the rest. If I can grasp a coherent idea of creativity in relation to Bardo & Anima Mundi extensions of Generation, I can perhaps force my way through to the allegory of the circumferential body as one finds it in The Tempest. My present development, that is, has brought me to the wall of the Mundane Shell, & the realization that it is a Hell. Yeats & Joyce, now leering at me like Og & Anak, have to help me through the seed-place of reality & into the circumferential Tharmas-world of Shakespeare, & Dante too with his apparatus of vortexes & mirrors. I note that I’ve said this before [par. 21]: I should read my notes.

[32] Yeats explains in the Vision, or tries to explain, that Byzantium represents a phase of the sublunary cycle he had to idealize in order to fit his scheme. But Byzantium has an independent relation to Yeats’s thought: it’s the world of decadence, of Huysmans & an exhausted totalitarian society afflicted by sporadic efforts of violence, which is the analogy one has to pass through. Russian culture is still Byzantine, & the Arabic Moslem complex is its external proletariat. The race-memory, in the British is less of a pre-Roman (Church) indigenous culture, stronger in Ireland (Patrick) even than in England, is also a memory of provincial
Byzantine, & the Anglican-Greek orthodox rapprochement finds an odd echo in Yeats. Wonder if I’m right about Stalin.

[33] Yeats hasn’t really any brain, & like many non-intellectuals (Poe, for instance) he turns to mathematical symmetry, as others turn to chess, cards & detective stories. If I can’t work out a decently convincing pattern linking this with fascism I’ll have to infer that Yeats isn’t serious enough to bother with—the same goes for Joyce & Thomism. Yet I’m sure there is a pattern, buried somewhere maybe in the relation of Schelling to Fichte; buried maybe in Carlyle’s & Blavatsky’s common deification of the void.34

[34] Freud of course says that there is a desperate & comical resistance by the neurotic at the point where the imagination is blocked. The reputation for vast subtlety acquired by those who stand up for the imagination, a Berkeley, for instance—is part of the same thing.

[35] Yes, the key to what’s wrong with Yeats is in the literature of a language he couldn’t read—German. 100 years after that, for God’s sake, as though Blake went in for such pretentious Schicksal shenanigans—to use both German & Irish terms at once.

[36] The numbers from 28 to 34 are the chief sparagmos numbers. 28 & 29 are lunar & Chaucerian, & V [A Vision] is a kind of lunatic (in the strict sense) Chaucerian (see ref. to Chaucer above [par. 29]) arrangement of what Jung would call psychological types. 30 & 31 are solar & recall the sons of Egypt.35 32 & 33 bring us to the points of the compass & the recurrent Goldberg-Diabelli variation form (counting the theme in G) in music.

[37] Actually the Viennese system that’s closest to Yeats’ theory of the mask is not Jung’s but Adler’s. For Adler postulates a “life-style” based on the antithetical conquest of a handicap—the will to power business is close to Yeats too. Again, the twofold psychoanalytic-anagogic pattern of Silberer36 takes one straight into hermetic patterns, and opens the way (though the book looks rather shitty) to an understanding of these patterns in terms of art rather than an initiate cult. I think this road goes away past Yeats smack into PT [The Phoenix and the Turtle].
[38] In PASL [Per Amica Silentia Lunae] Yeats snivels a bit about flopping on Mother Church’s bosom, quite in the best 19th c. namby-pamby tradition. A church which is sufficiently conscious to do so but hasn’t the guts to admit that Fascism and not Communism, brutality and not atheism, the man who uses God & not the man who dispenses with God, are the enemy, offers peace of mind at the price of withdrawing from the world—the language here is glib, but what I mean is that conversion to Catholicism today is a gesture of pure selfishness. That’s why the Selfhood countries, Ireland & Poland, go for it.

[39] The Oedipus complex is the analogy of the Albion-Jerusalem relationship, so cf. its role in V [A Vision]. Speaking of V, I note that according even to Patanjali the development of occult powers at a stage of yoga is likely to prove just one way of stopping to play marbles. Yeats speaks (TV [The Trembling of the Veil], I think) of trying to put [together] Irish myth & F.W.H. Myers (spiritualism or the insistence on the peculiar significance of the externality of psychic forces) which is why he confused the Siddhis with the Sidhe and gave in to them. The last Sutra of Patanjali says something about a female Nature I can’t follow, but which sounds very like Joyce’s ALP.

[40] Yeats, along with Rilke, Rimbaud & Lawrence, is a 7 figure. I think will be a chapter on the articulators: Blavatsky, Swedenborg, Ruskin, the 18th c. mystagogues, etc., & perhaps American symbolism goes in 8. That would make 9 the Goethe-Ibsen-James-Proust-Joyce chapter or the ones who got through. The unity of modern thought would then be 9–12 or rather 10–12. 10 deals with the synthesizers, notably Whitehead; 11 with the pieces of the puzzle: the symbolic logicians, the semanticists, etc. At that rate the psychoanalysts would belong in 8 as the continuers & the heirs of the articulators.

[41] However, I suppose 6 traces the political aspect of the butterslide outlined in the old 7, & philosophies of history from Fichte to Spengler. 7 then deals with the Druid symbolism, & I guess the American stuff will have to go there. 8 I’d prefer to think of as the cult of time, a Los chapter as 7 is an Orc one, but based on art climaxing in James (SP [The Sense of the Past]) & Proust. In any case a chapter on the boys who got away: Goethe, Ibsen, & so on, if anybody really did get away. 9 would then be
on the articulators of the myth: the 18th c. mystagogues, Swedenborg, the occult (as opposed to the mystic) developments of the 2nd religiousness, & perhaps its connection with psychological & anthropological symbolism: a Thamas chapter, ending in Freud & Frazer. Part Three, for which there should be a new notebook, would then deal with the completed structure: the cosmologists like Whitehead & the physicists & the destroyers of substance in 10, where go also Barth & the destroyers of the C.C. [Covering Cherub]; the analysts of the Word in 11, semanticists & what not; conclusion in 12.

[42] In V [A Vision] Yeats doesn’t seem to realize that he stands at his own Phase One of complete subservience to the Body of Fate, so much so that a human being can’t even write his book. Like Blavatsky, he’s a Druid Blake, for Blake takes the Phase 15 point of view, the divine imgn. [imagination] or Jesus, & realizes that that phase is superhuman, in most senses of that term, but not merely non-human. Similarly, in The Unicorn from the Stars, he for once gets the vision-analogy business absolutely clear, but apparently because the hero in a trance is a projection of himself, the actual writing being done by Lady Gregory.

[43] The Hour-Glass, though a rather silly play, takes the dumbbell Blavatsky cosmos mentioned in TV [The Trembling of the Veil] & associates it with the Irish conception of a fairy world spirally related to ours, being May there & November here so that one can hear the bleating of lambs in November (Beltane & Samhain). The point is the illustration of this conception by the emblematic hourglass, which shows that the association of the double gyre with the hourglass is somewhere in V [A Vision].

[44] Why is the genius of modern Ireland a primarily Protestant genius? Every great Irish writer is of Protestant origin except Joyce, who had to fight desperately with a non serviam all his life. I think it’s a Protestantism that has gone back to the original recreators of the Word, to the Eckhart-Boehme tradition; hence the theosophical occultism in AE & Yeats, the anima mundi in Shaw, the Esseintienism (Yeats & Shaw were both frustrated Royalists) transformed to patriotism (for the cult of service in Yeats see Hone, 173), the sardonic austerity of Synge, & the common desire to escape from all natural & reasonable substitutes for the Word. Note the [Giordano] Bruno influence on Joyce, representative I
think of a medieval-Renaissance Platonic mysticism opposed to Thomism. Somewhere in here is a link with the irony of the national sentiment in poets who get most of their encouragement in England. Irish genius existed only while an English censor was sitting on it; "freedom" & "independence" brought the Church into the censor position instead, batten down by that shrewish schoolteacher de Valera, & all the cultural life of the country was crushed out.

[45] Most of Yeats' revisions are tasteless blunders, resulting from the same thing I noted earlier [par. 6], an attempt to destroy their pre-Raphaelite integrity by absorbing them into a symbolic system. But Yeats grew; he didn't unfold like Blake. The phenomenon of evolutionary growth is modern: it belongs to the Picasso's with their "periods," like moody women; earlier artists find fulfillment, not progress, & if growth, no metamorphosis. I wonder if the fad for growing begins with Goethe & Beethoven.

[46] I say harsh things about the cult of aristocracy leading to Nietzsche & Fascism in Yeats, & of course his father was right when he said Nietzschean greatness was "Yahoo greatness" & that "the thing to do is get rid of it," but at least the link is present in his admiration for Castiglione & his Japanese counterpart who invented the Noh plays. Yeats points out the Paterian aestheticism of the latter, contrasts it with Carlyle & Hugo, & says, "when Heroism returned to our age it bore with it as its first gift technical sincerity," which is bullshit, but explains how Wyndham Lewis & Pound pushed him—[Charles] Maurras too, I suppose. In this same essay, by the way, he speaks of the Japanese as "not having our European moon to churn the wits."

[47] The early plays are anti-Victorian melodramas with beauty as the hero & duty as the villain, or else worn-out Court of Love situations like Deirdre. The pre-Raphaelite humorless portentousness with which a tough & humorous mythology is recreated suggests that the former is a "pagan" revolt against a Christian censor: in any case Yeats, like Morris & Wagner, has the relation to authentic Irish mythology that the begorras &-bejabers stage Irishman has [to] the characters in Synge & O'Casey.

[48] The Phases 1 & 15 are the lower & upper doors of the moon-world of Beulah respectively, & of course in Beulah vision & analogy simulta-
neously exist. The lower gate, attached to Generation, is the focus of the hour-glass double gyre of time, in which Orc & Urizen shuttle in & out of one another, each dying in the seed-bed of Tharmas. So Yeats’ claim to explaining the MT [Mental Traveller] by the Vision is perfectly correct. In the play called The Hour-Glass that symbol represents a double world mentioned by Blavatsky (who also gets the “north” right), as I’ve said.53 Also there’s the vision of the simultaneous use of white & dark horses reported by a friend. He gets through the upper limit only in Byzantium, & then only through a childlike innocence of a “second childhood” (toy birds, playing at court, etc., like the author of Revelation with his gold & precious stones & his witch) & in a few references like the one to the breaking of the world-dragon with the tail in his mouth in The Shadowy Waters.

[49] But after all Generation is the image, the form or reality, of Regeneration, a fact which Blake came to take so much for granted that Lawrence thought he’d forgotten it. In Yeats the Castiglione aristocrat is the mask, the persona or physical appearance of the creator, his centre as opposed to his circumference. Also Yeats seems to move opposite (note the spiral again) from Blake, from J [Jerusalem] to MHH [The Marriage of Heaven and Hell]. Sex & the Glad Day54 are certainly what is discovered in the Last Poems. The point is that the Castiglione ideal appears in society as a responsible leader, whereas actually it’s his detachment that’s ideal, and that that leads to the Prospero inner world. It’s only the lost cause that is imgve [imaginative]: one has to pass through a dark moonless night of the soul, a Gotterdammerung relapse into chaos. Lear & Cuchulain fight the waves; the old man’s eagle mind beats the air on the way to the sun: the elderly salmon leaps defiantly upstream. The serpent bites its tail as Orc & Urizen destroy one another, as Cuchulain kills his son & Orestes his father; & Purgatory is the hyperphysical Beulah world where one sees the cycle in all its hopeless murderousness. All this is still Bardo & persona, Prospero unreleased, as the use of the Tibetan story about rebirth of Cuchulain as donkey shows.55 Christ as Orc, the raiser of Lazarus, is terrible, as Calvary & Resurrection indicate: there he’s the turner of the wheel: remember Wilde’s story.56

[50] But in Bardo you get at least a chance at the divine vision, the flash of articulate reality which traditionally the swan, outwardly a centre of proud beauty, gets. The swan does more than just fuck Leda & lay the
eggs of love & war: the eggs of the heron, swan & phoenix are images of the Mundane Shell that those fool spirits told Yeats was unbreakable. Speaking of proud beauty, the female will Maud Gonne gave Yeats the female side of his Castiglione ideal, yet even there Yeats realized that attached beauty, the rabble-rousing Deborah or Boadicea fury, was wrong. If Blake wore no persona, it was partly because he got no chance to.

[51] The spiral is of course linked, as in Joyce, with the recurrent fall of the tower of Babel. The heron or crane symbolizes both long life & an attitude of watchful waiting. Linked with the lost cause too is a faint sense (cf. The Cat & the Moon) of Peter's remark [1 Peter 4:1] that he who has suffered in the flesh (e.g. grown old) has ceased from sin (e.g. been released from the rat-trap of morality).

[52] V [A Vision] puts an emphasis on mathematic form as the basis of beauty which Blake perhaps too grudgingly concedes, though V itself shows clearly why Blake was suspicious of it. The insistence on number as the basis of beauty is almost uniformly Italian, for even Pythagoras came from Magna Graecia; it's in Dante [and] the great Florentines, Michelangelo being Yeats' example; it's in Fascist Marinetti futurism with its roots in Machiavelli; Galileo & Vico; it's in Croce's apotheosis of aesthetics, for the numbered form is part of the aesthetic fallacy, ideal forms being, as I've said, conceptions of propriety & decorum rather than beauty (Yeats' conventional sense of beauty, coming from the Cheshire Cheese people with the relentless beautifying of every line, is in strong contrast, as he realized, to e.g. Degas' discovery of new beauty). Number & sex (e.g. nine moons before birth) is an important Beulah link. The Church, being a mother symbol, belongs to Beulah too, & is the logical resting-place of all pre-Raphaelites. Yeats thought he had a more catholic church (as no doubt did Wagner) in his spiritualism & folklore & anima mundi combination (cf. Browne on the anima mundi & the HS [Holy Spirit]); but there one gets mixed up with history & a cosmic Memory, the source of Classical inspiration. Phidias & St. Thomas are also in Yeats.

[53] Purgatory, the hyperphysical Beulah place of seed & moral fatalism on the other side of the world, the passageway to Paradise, the world of Thel where ideas & creatures are one, being both unborn, the whirling cycle-world of love (Paolo & Francesca) & where Swift continues to seek
his twofold Emanation, the world which is the Bardo or hyperphysical form of the Church & thus the dark cupboard priests threaten their bad children with (Yeats too, in the Dreaming of the Bones), is Yeats' development of the country of the Sidhe with their beautiful bodies, the Orc world called Tir-nan-Og, the country of the young, a shadow-Hades-Elysium of departed gods & heroes, imaginvely [imaginatively] above our world, visibly below it, vortical to ours in either case. Purgatory is a mountain & winding stair, a spiral pointing at infinity in one direction & indefiniteness in the other, a pyramid & a Tower of Babel, phallic both as male (tower) & female (cornucopia). "Screw" is a very profound word. This purgatory of Yeats owes a lot to Swedenborg. Curious how Druidical it is, with its rebirth overtones, how analogous, in other words, for a poet who dimly felt that his own salvation lay in Protestantism, the vortex-creed that leaps over purgatory. It's the Druidical analogy to Japanese Buddhism too, which is kindly & hopeful about Bardo. In Noshikiji the lovers are reunited, not frustrated as in The Dreaming of the Bones or the Hawk's Well. In Hagoromo the fairy who teaches the dance of the phases of the moon is a lovely creature, a shy naked nymph who wants her fan back, not one of those dismal pedants in V [A Vision]. In Kagekij a father & daughter meet in a moment of inexpressible tenderness, in contrast to the crazed pedlar butchering his father & his son in sacrifices to a maternal female will. In Kuanasake the brigand-hero appears, like Cuchulain in OJE [The Only Jealousy of Emer], once as a man of peace (priest) & once as himself, reconciling himself with his slayer as the previous fight materializes out of the in medias res flashback narrative in a ritual sword-fight. What lovely plays, with the Edgar-choruses moving in & out of the characters' minds!

[54] I suppose the real meaning of The Countess Cathleen is political: aristocrat & peasant in a famine-ridden land combining to expel the demonic bankers & bourgeois soul-buyers. "The worm o' the world" (Dante) is time & change, in alliance with the money-changers, who are "more substantial" than anything & are yet demons casting no shadows. Mary in denouncing the merchants says

You shall at least dry like dry leaves & hang
Nailed like dead vermin to the doors of God.  

Aleel, the unbaptized, presents the straight beauty-duty antithesis which is the theme of LHD [The Land of Heart's Desire], but Cathleen resists it &
accepts her social responsibilities & descends from her world into the
Waste Land, "Eternal Death." The merchants scoff at Charity for hu-
manitarian reasons, but dare not insult their Master by "bearing burdens
on their backs," & their gold (in the short 4th scene) has the solar analogy
in it. Various apocalyptic flashes of Time & Fate & change plunging
through bottomless space in "that great hour," & of archangels rolling
Satan’s empty skull over mountain-tops are there,\(^61\) & the play is almost
purely Christian: although the villains of Irish folklore are among the
devils, the spirits of the sea are, though sympathetic, helpless; Aleel has
nothing to offer, & the native & dead business is a good if rather oversim-
plified version of Gospel & Law. But of course there are no sacramental
intermediaries, which was no doubt what made the Church howl.

Yeats himself says it is a form of one of the supreme parables of the
world, & compares it to Alcestis. It’s really Joyce’s ALP, the female
redeemer who sacrifices herself for the world & cheats the devil by
pretending to sell her soul to him, exactly as in the old doctrine of the
atonement: a female Jesus.

\[55\] The LHD \textit{[Land of Heart’s Desire]}, in spite of its rather corny quality,
has the husband talk about the "indissoluble sacrament”\(^63\) that links the
girl’s cold heart with his warm one. Here is the germ of the senatorial
Miltonic Yeats who was interested in censorship & divorce. In the ambi-
guity of "the lonely of heart is withered away”\(^64\) the eternal tree of SB
\textit{[Sailing to Byzantium]} which is the transfigured dry tree reappears. As for
Cathleen ni Houlihan, I stink it thinks.

\[56\] But \textit{The Shadowy Waters} is a different matter: there the eternal world
really comes through. In RCY \textit{[Reveries over Childhood and Youth]} Yeats
speaks of an early passion for dawn, cold light, winds & tumbling clouds,
which made him rewrite Oisin when dissatisfied with its “yellow & dull
green,” its “dim & English” criticism of life, by casting off traditional
metaphors & loosening his rhyme, & by becoming emotional in a “cold”
way. “It is a natural conviction for a painter’s son to believe that there
may be a landscape that is symbolical of some spiritual condition & awakens a hunger such as cats feel for valerian."\(^65\) That makes dawn & especially wind a Beulah symbol, as the blowing wind is in LHD [The Land of Heart's Desire]. ShW [The Shadowy Waters] is based on the Irish Paolo & Francesca, Aengus & Edain, the court of love patterns of Ireland (he calls Aengus "Master of Love" or Eros in his poem notes)\(^66\) who whirl eternally in the wind. Aengus, he says[,] hates

Peaceable men that shut the wind away,  
And keep to the one weary marriage bed.\(^67\)

Now, Aengus took Edain to a "tower of glass," where there were "druid moons" & an apple-tree on which the apples are precious stones, & there he made a magic compelling Orpheus-harp out of applewood & his own hair.\(^68\) (Seven strings, but nine, the Beulah number, is thematic). The point of the whirling is that eternal recurrence is an image as well as an analogy of the eternal present (this is a point I must think about: spiritual fourfold roller-coaster). Forgael, the master of a ship, sails to the world's end to find eternal love, in a region haunted by human-headed birds, guides of souls to Beulah. (Yeats says Aengus & Edain appeared at his bedside & the play is mainly his dreams, which may account for its superior acuity).\(^69\) The world's end is the mirror-world of the waters (hence the title), and the "shadows" are at once the souls of the dead & the dreams of archetypal beings: Is Eden far away, or do you ("immortal, mild, proud shadows") hide

From human thought, as hares & mice & coneys  
That run before the reaping-hook & lie  
In the last ridge of the barley? Do our woods  
And winds & ponds cover more quiet woods,  
More shining winds, more star-glimmering ponds?  
Is Eden out of time & out of space?\(^70\)

Forgael knows that from the natural perspective the eternal world is a land of dreams, & that the eternal perspective is the exact opposite of this:

Where the world ends  
The mind is made unchanging, for it finds
Miracle, ecstasy, the impossible hope,
The flagstone under all, the fire of fires,
The roots of the world.
And, for the opposite:
We have fallen in the dreams the ever-living
Breathe on the burnished mirror of the world\textsuperscript{71}

But it's love he's looking for, & the C of L [Court of Love] attempt to reach eternity through love, & he wants not only to dream but to become part of a dream, & hence part of the archetypal vision where the distinction of creature, image & idea is lost & only forms remain. See his speech beginning "All would be well could we but give us wholly to the dreams."\textsuperscript{72} Note that in the spiritual the difference between tree & fruit has vanished, & the spiritual world is an apple on the tree of life as ours is one on the tree of mystery. He speaks of the world's core & says he bites it when his love is consummated.\textsuperscript{73} There are many references to a golden net of love (one of the explicit Blake links) out of which the lovers cannot fall, but in consummation:\textsuperscript{74} . . . having dragged the net about us

And knitted mesh to mesh, we grow immortal.\textsuperscript{75}

The net lifting them out of the sea is the Christian leviathan image, & the analogy, the abandoned ship the pirates take home, "Flashes as if it were a net of herrings."\textsuperscript{76} It bears the corpse of Dectora's old love, allegorically the natural body of Forgael. In the keening for this death Aibric says: ["The yew-bough has been broken in two, And (I hate doing this) all the birds are scattered."\textsuperscript{77} The Orphic harp Forgael plays is magical & a tempest-raiser like Prospero's wand: it can raise "a wave so huge It (ugh!) had washed away the stars & put the sun out";\textsuperscript{78} but in the consummation it becomes creative & plays of itself.\textsuperscript{79} I hadn't thought of the Orpheus-Propero link—Arion too. Forgael speaks of the discontinuity of time in [his?] seas,\textsuperscript{80} which explains why the sea-spirits of CC [The Countess Cathleen] forget so easily (shake off memory). The tie-up images are at the end, where the lovers are integrated with the dream-world, & a great flash from Dectora:

O ancient worm,
Dragon that loved the world & held us to it,
You are broken.\textsuperscript{81}
ShW. [The Shadowy Waters] is a wonderful thing, in spite of the tasteless bungles of the revision, & one of the places where Yeats most obviously got through. The acting version has a passage about the bread & wine & the rose & the locus of two shafts in the cross as images of a world where life & death, sleep & waking, body & soul, are contraries equally true. The association of the rose with the cross & the spiritual body (sorry: it would have to be a red & white or English Tudor rose) as a symbol of the whole eternal world is important, & may explain the title "Crossways" as well as "The Rose." He says his rose differs from Shelley’s & Spenser’s intellectual beauty in suffering with man & not [being] a remote pursued ideal.

The poem in WR [The Wind Among the Reeds] with the long title beginning “He Mourns for the Change,” the white deer with no horns & the hound with one red ear are explained in reverse as the man who wants the woman & the woman who wants the man to want her (Coleridge). The man with the hazel wand is Aengus, Yeats’ Eros, though the wand suggests a tempest-raiser—actually Prospero is partly an elderly & Urizenic Eros, with Ariel his Cupid & Caliban his lust. Here Aengus is linked with the passing of time, as in Marvell’s Coy Mistress which the poem resembles. The boar without bristles is the Eddic Fenris.

I must check over the Blake pretty carefully: no doubt the anti-scientific (Tyndall & Huxley replacing Newton & Locke) business & the remote stars in the shepherd songs are Blakean, but whether the sea-shell is Blake’s vortex or not is another question, or the intuition that the world is “a sudden flaming word.”

The curious triangle there however is certainly Yeats’ own: the rather stupid (though with lovely passages) Indian dramatic scene begins it in a William Bond situation, one beloved solar & daytime, the other lunar & nocturnal. Pity he gave one up. A similar triangle as I’ve noted is in ShW [The Shadowy Waters] & the regular C of L [Court of Love] in Deirdre: the LHD [The Land of Heart’s Desire] & the C ni H [Cathleen ni Houlihan] patterns both involve the renunciation of one. In fact they all do.

The early poems are full of hope of apocalypse, conceived as the falling of the sky on the earth so that it fucks earth & achieves the
"consummation," brought on by the various Celtic Faerie, boars & black pigs & so on. The Valley of the Black Pig, Ireland’s Armageddon, has a political overtone that suggests why both the Catholic Aristotelian Joyce & the Platonic Protestant Yeats grew bitter & satiric from 1916 on. The failure to awake is continually pressing on. Yet the rose is an integrated symbol of the spiritual fourfold form; in “The Secret Rose” it’s Golgonooza.

[61] In On Baile’s Strand the terror is rising: the Cuchulain whose father was a hawk is the germ of the later Leda & heron images, & in his pact with Conchubar, “I give my wisdom & I take your strength,” Orc & Urizen merge into one at the end of the cycle. Then the father kills the son, the final Tiriel frenzy, & plunges into Lear’s chaos or Tharmas world to fight the tide. One reference makes the fool & blind man symbols, perhaps of the Phase 28 & the dark night (unaccountably missing from V [A Vision]: the omission may be significant) at the cycle’s end. And as the action reaches the place of seed in the sea the howling winds of the female will begin to arise as they do in Lear & Macbeth: the incantation to keep them & their shape-changing power out is futile, & the irony of the futility sharply pointed up. The witches form a suppressed chorus, & Cuchulain’s “nobody is as fierce as those pale women” links the female will with Beulah’s moon. (Are Aoife & Eve connected?) A certain doctrine of entropy in the sequence of cycles (“every day there is less heat o’ the blood”) adds to the nihilism. Both the Orc and the Urizen are destructive: Cuchulain calls his sword a mouse gnawing at the traitors of the world. He calls Conchubar a maggot eating up the earth (curious how many echoes of Dante’s line are in the early Yeats: it’s in CC [The Countess Cathleen] too. There is a wistful feeling that heroic war is gone & real misery remains.

[62] The issue in The King’s Threshold is rather falsely presented: it’s really the Faustian conflict of word & deed, & Seanchan doesn’t want equality with bishops & stuff: he wants to be recognized as the embodiment of the real creative principle: the true king in short. The dramatic pattern is of great suggestiveness: like Samson & Jesus, Seanchan is outcast & buffoon of the royal carnival as well as tragic hero, & is in the Samson-Jesus position of passive resistance to temptation, the paradox of the principle of life assuming the role of death & sterility, the impotent king who yet has the archetypes of Eden in his command. The contest is really with the divinity hedging the king, the Nobodaddy sky-god whom
Seanchan denounces as “leprous” in an explicit Blakean link. Originally the king was converted & saw that the source of his power was imgve. [imaginative] & not historical, in the Word & not the Deed: perhaps a feeling of the latent fallacy in this tale of the impotent king & dragon-slayer in reverse made Yeats try to give it more dignity by a tragic conclusion, which points out that the king’s world is the real world where the poet eternally starves like Gandhi & can only say “dead faces laugh,” which doesn’t mean much. Note the Fedahen-Delilah (regenerate, like Job’s wife in Blake) pattern.

And I would have all know that when all falls
In ruin, poetry calls out in joy,
Being the scattering hand, the bursting pod,
The victim’s joy among the holy flame,
God’s laughter at the shattering of the world.\(^{91}\)

In dealing with Cuchulain Yeats is not always clear, like Alice, whether he is dreaming or the Red King, & seems to think of the word as reflecting instead of creating the deed. Yeats has no \textit{full} belief in the creative Word. It’s clearer in the Fergus poems, where Fergus abandons kingship because he’s tired of being someone else’s dream, & recovers true creative power by doing so. Still, Seanchan should have been something better than a slain mocker of a sky god. There’s a remark about a crane starving himself at full moon for fear of his shadow I don’t get.\(^ {92}\)

[63] Deirdre, Yeats’ Tristan story, I can’t make much of: young king, old king & female will destroy themselves in a sterile C of L [Court of Love] situation: the dragon images have overtones, the chess game none that I can see. Cathleen ni Houlihan illustrates the pathetic muddle of the Irish confusion of national & radical ideals, acquiescing in a French invasion (why not a German one?) to drive the English out. The false position of Yeats as an English poet is pathetic, but the play shows how Maud Gonne addled his brains. In The Hour-Glass, besides what I have, the net appears both as the net of love (SW \textit{[The Shadowy Waters]} & “The Fish” in WR \textit{[The Wind Among the Reeds]}) & the net of reason & morality (“Into the Twilight” & Deirdre). In The Unicorn from the Stars, besides what I have, note the harvest & vintage imagery.

[64] A pre-Raphaelite in painting idealizes the \textit{fifteenth} century, the age
of Botticelli, Mantegna & Lippo Lippi, not the Middle Ages proper. In poetry the ideals would be Villon & the ballads, either the natural English or the artificial French variety. In thought they would be Cusa & the humanist dawn, when the spirit of an invisible Byzantium spread over Europe when it fell, as the spirit of Egypt spread over Rome when it fell.

[65] Yeats derives his 4 faculties from the memory of the daimon or ultimate self, & hence his theory depends on reincarnation. I think “memory” could be a clumsy synonym for something like “derivation” or “appropriation.” One suggestive remark\(^{93}\) that the faculties in a life are like the flourishing Commedia dell’ Arte when “antithetical” and like its decadence when “primary,” is a point for \(\uparrow\) [Tragicomedy], & shows too the rc. [romantic] Spenglerian special pleading of the idea.

[66] I said in a review of Betjeman\(^{94}\) that light verse is good for grotesque because of the contrast of tone & subject. The same goes for Swinburne, whose content was rc. [romantic] agony & whose technique was fundamentally light verse.

[67] Well, I did Yeats,\(^{95}\) & it was a rewarding experience. I wish I could feel that Morris had enough. A Spenserian analogue in the \(\Lambda\) [Rencontre] period would be useful, even though he doesn’t seem to have got much further than the preliminary Beulah vision. Let’s see what he has: vision of innocence, the child-world; anarchism or the cult of decentralizing culture; the definition of work as the creative act; the sense (maybe: I wish I were surer on this point) of the artist as in but not of society, or rather the work of art. A remarkably prophetic sense—fascism & the dust-bowl cycle in NN [News from Nowhere].\(^{96}\) A considerable sense (this may be useful) of the unification of epic themes. Beowulf, Odyssey, Aeneid, Siegmund sagas, Argonautica, & so on. Cultural decentralization, extending to an archaism of language, along with a fair sense of international socialism. A strong 14th c. complex that makes a lot of sense of the complementary nature of Chaucer & Langland. But his mind seems to have no bite, & he seems to spill rather than progress.

[68] If I could do a series, I’d like to end up with one on Ned\(^{97}\) if he rounds a curve. Irving\(^{98}\) suggests something that clears up a point. Ned’s an academic poet who took long to mature & was trained in rationalized Pauline theology & Wundtian psycho-physical psychology, on a Hardy-
Synge Newfoundland basis. He depreciates these achievements but has been gradually recovering & absorbing them. Presumably Clay was a premature synthesis he scrapped; then he relaxed, said balls, & the symposium form emerged. The Witches’ Brew set him free. Now Behind the Log is not a narrative like its predecessors: it’s a psycho-physical poem of stimulus & response: the world behind the log & under the sea, with the emphasis thrown on radar & asdic, not on the narrative crisis of wreck or battle. His four zoas are Paulinism, Hardyesque nihilism, psycho-physical parallelism & the apocalyptic dinner. The first is in The Iron Door & Brébeuf, the second in The Titanic, the third in Behind the Log & the fourth in The Witches’ Brew. Combinations of them also exist: the Darwinian twist to the nihilism is in The Great Feud, where the apocalyptic dinner goes into reverse.

[69] As for Morris, if I could do anything on him it would be a five-act play, Act I Pre-Raphaelitism, Early Romances & a Malory period; Act II The Earthly Paradise, a Chaucer-Gower-Lydgate period; Act III Sigurd, Icelandic & Anglo-Saxon studies, a Beowulf period; Act IV Socialism & Anarchism, a Langland-Lollard & John Ball period; Act V Late Prose Romances, where I think Morris probably finds himself so completely we don’t need an archetype. It follows the Spenser cycle pretty well, from the Bower of Bliss to Courtesy: though the part corresponding to Q5 [The Faerie Queene, bk. 5] is sound.

[70] He’d be a good experience in literary tact, because he subscribes to the medieval anonymous convention, so, in the EP [Earthly Paradise] at least, we shouldn’t look for too distinctive a symbolism. I could also use him as a springboard for finding out about the characteristics of romance, & slide into the epic that way. I’m hoping that the EP consolidates a romance stage & the Sigurd thing develops the rifled twist of a genuine epic. The encyclopedic tendency in him, ranging from his conscious desire to collect epics down to his craftsmanship & politics, is clear enough: his ultimate swing to prose should be noted.

[71] In his most pre-Raphaelite period he doesn’t make nearly so much of the femme fatale as one would expect. He’s quite sensible about it in fact. Two primary romance archetypes, the straight knight’s quest or triumph of the Orc-libido, & the death in the pass, the quasi-ritual killing of the Adonis hero, emerge clearly. The latter is potentially anarchist
throughout. He has a remarkably consistent Beulah, which is even a Bardo ("A Dream," & to some extent "The Hollow Land": in "Gertha's Lovers" it's the straight lower Paradise of completed love). It's often a "good land," like the one in Ruskin's KGR [King of the Golden River] that represents his definition of wealth, shut in by mountains like the prison-Paradise of Rasselas. Such a community ("Gertha's Lovers" & "Svend and His Brethren" especially) is an Arcadia or Nowhere that represents a kind of "governor" principle: it's in the world but not of it, & is regularly besieged by surrounding tyrannies, the allegory suggesting Spenser's Castle of Alma & Maleager. In "Svend and His Brethren" this Arcadia descends to the fallen world by an act of sacrifice (a woman in it marries the enemy king: the use of Iphigenia sacrifice patterns in a royal marriage is striking), & then leaves it, to go over the sea to an e.p. [earthly paradise] suggesting Iceland—Iceland & the spiritual fourfold England of NN [News from Nowhere] are both variants of the Hesperides. Svend & his 6 Brethren represent the archetypes of an ideal society: a king, a craftsman, a philosopher, a poet, a musician, & two explorers.

[72] The hopeless fight against enormous surrounding odds occurs all through: its anarchist basis makes it a congenial romantic form. Troy, the English in France when losing (the period suggests the wider loss of the age of chivalry itself), the death of Arthur, are examples. Psychological parallels are in the prison symbol & a curiously frequent nightmare paralysis ("Spell Bound") theme. When it's the defence of the good land by a slain hero the two Orc themes are united. "The Hollow Land" actually comes near to suggesting the vision-analogy pattern of medievalism which will be perhaps my main point. "Golden Wings" is a straight defeat story: note that, like "The Story of the Valeron Church," it's told in Bardo. Re the pre-R [pre-Raphaelite] female will, I imagine "Frank's Sealed Letter" is an example of what Morris' life would have been like if Jane [Morris] had lived up to the silly pre-R stereotypes. Ineffectual fits & starts of restless activity & futile nostalgia would be a good parody; it's what Morris just missed.

[73] The theme is, more or less, "Morris & the Purification of Myth," the myth being the medieval one. He did what Spenser failed to do & separated the medieval vision completely from the medieval analogy that Carlyle & the Nazis floundered into by cleaning it up politically. He has two great deficiencies: he has no sense of religion (not personally, but
as a factor in mythopoeia) & he puts joy of creating instead of the artifact at the centre of society as his “governor.” He’s not satisfied [with] this, & seems to be looking for a new governor at the end of NN [News from Nowhere]. His growing archaism of diction, which links him to Spenser & Chatterton, is partly a policy of conservation—he’s right too about our taking in too much Latin.

[74] The knight vs. giant theme of romance is given in terms that bring out its latent political allegory of justice (freedom & equality) vs. tyranny: see especially “Gertha’s Lovers.” The expanding economy (imperialism, pirates & Vikings, nomads of all sorts) he loathes, & his conception of the good society is decentralized. Hence his linguistics: he’s interested in [the] rich proliferation of dialects one gets the further away from centralization (a fortiori nomadism) one is. He doesn’t see the old folkmoot becoming the Parliament, like the Whig historians: he sees the centralizing Parliament destroying the moot, & so turns Parliament into a shithouse in NN [News from Nowhere]. He would probably share my view of the English 15th c. (I suspect the wind is symbol of nomadic movement in him). Israel in the O.T. [Old Testament] under Samson or David against the Philistines would be all right for him: he calls the king in “Gertha’s Lovers” the “light of Israel.”

[75] I think it’s his sense of the rc. [romantic] battle that enabled him to predict fascism in NN [News from Nowhere]: he saw the analogy because he saw the vision. For him, Chaucer without his parasitism, Langland without his panic, John Ball without his barbarism, met in a single plane: they were the governors of 14th c. society. But all the analogical apparatus of romance, kings, leaders, wars, superior & inferior in feudalism, caitiff hounds & stuff, he saw as analogies & got rid of. The hero-intellectual pattern (Olaf-Leuchvar) of “Gertha’s Lovers” is worth noting. In the E.P. [Earthly Paradise] medieval wanderers find a Druid analogy first, then they become aristocratic heroes & are miserable, then gods & are still more miserable, & finally reach their goal as old mortal men in a free and equal society.

[76] He has one personal symbol that’s obviously important: hair.\textsuperscript{100} This covers up a lot of his naked heroines (Psyche), diffuses through chain mail (“Gertha’s Lovers”—no, “Svend”), & does a hell of a lot of funny things in “Rapunzel.” Gold hair of Olaf is more obviously sun-god
libido stuff: black hair (his wife's color) may have the Adonis significance. "Rapunzel" shows Jung's pattern of red, yellow & green adding blue at the moment of release.

[77] I'm afraid my point, that because the Arcadia or garden vision of innocence is an individual in a garden, garden ideas of restoration to innocence are selfish, is involved. Surely things like the Voluspa gave Morris some mythopoeic sense? even Beowulf.

[78] Morris wants Catholicity without its centrifugal, imperialistic state-parody, Catholicism. He wants Community without a similar kind of communism. Roman Catholicism, Russian Communism, are the analogies: the spiritual fourfold England is what he wants. His anarchism is that of Jeffersonian democracy, of Thoreau & of course Elbert Hubbard, not of Whitman's heroics that are sliding into the Nazi analogy. Also he isolates the vision of the anarchic element in capitalism (as in Communism, where it's the original Marxist goal) as well as medievalism. You have to take the Middle Ages as pure museum piece to avoid a nostalgic "return," to avoid the impossible but very sinister idealizing of its actual life, to make it a pure form or idea reflected on the future from the past & directly over the head of the present. That way, king & noble are seen as types, states of existence & not individuals, so the poor, being in hell, vanish. Arnold failed to see that establishing a social governor behind the causative forces of society (church, crown, parliament) is itself the perfect form of anarchy. He did see that it was the perfection of conservatism, seeing the point (vision) of traditional things rather than trying to implement them as causative forces (Burke—crown; Carlyle—noble; perhaps Coleridge—church).

[79] Art is nature: it's neither imitation in the sense of a second-hand copy of physical objects as Plato thought, nor functionalism in the sense of a second-hand copy of human (spectral) ideas: i.e. extensions of human organs or machines. The mechanical & the imitative go together. Functionalism of the igloo or the western village expresses an antagonism to nature: it doesn't root into & grow out of nature.

[80] Begin by denying psychoanalytic (mother-regression) approach to Morris. Analogy of genius & neurotic; of mystic & lunatic: drowning man & swimmer look alike (out of depth) to some pedestrian wading in
shallows. Sinister practice of making ordinary society the criterion of behavior & adjustment an end in itself. Goal of education is dissatisfaction, not adjustment. The only real cure for a neurotic is to recapture his neurosis.


[82] Morris’ poetry: easy, relaxed verse with no sound-pattern like Chaucer but without light trick of the final e: when ten low words oft creep in one dull line\textsuperscript{102} we get the affected monosyllabic simplicity of Victorians. Lumbering modern English line needs a kick in the ass with light verse & many polysyllables.

[83] Functionalism has no sense of the disinterested use of form which is the pure creative spirit. (It’s dead: don’t flog it). Hence the importance of joy in work, & the lurking hedonism that finds, like Bentham (also a possessor of a child vision) a social solvent in pleasure. The higher utilitarianism makes a full circle in Morris (who was converted to socialism by Mill’s attack on Socialism) via Carlyle’s howls for work & production.

[84] All through Eng. lit. there’s been a B-G [Beulah-Generation] relationship: a fairy England, as in Spenser, beside the historical one. Former has Atlantid-Hesperidean-New Troy overtones. In Spenser the “idea” or governor-principle in the medieval myth is chivalry: in Morris it’s the integrated society. Morris has a remarkable ability to see B [Beulah] as the mirror of G [Generation], as in the early work, where cy. [contemporary] political reference of Malory’s passing of Arthur book is incorporated in the vision of the new (as Shaw said) age of St. Joan. Note the symb. [symbol] of the med. [medieval] tournament, the female will looking down from the galleries at the warring G world. Actually there isn’t much C of L [Court of Love] in Morris. He doesn’t appear to know what it was.

[85] You start out by showing the silliness of the psychoanalytic approach to Morris, but only because it relates to the wrong thing. You have to go back to it again via literary criticism. Morris has all the rc. [romantic] 19th c. distrust of explicit allegory, & eliminates it in his e.p. [Earthly Paradise] stories. E.g., Psyche brought into Venus’ presence is
whipped in Apuleius by Sorrow & Sadness; in Morris there's no such allegorical suggestion. The elimination of conscious allegories purifies the fairy tale imaginatively which has then to be interpreted through Jungian lines. The Cupid-Psyche story is the basis of The Wood Beyond the World, where there's enough allegory to choke a Cabalist's camel, but only because it's been digested into pure dream. Cf. the whole fairy-story couple of the 19th c. Look up George Macdonald. Similarly a poet with no religious sense who always called himself atheist achieved one of the most convincing visions in England of the state of innocence. This is the right track: anagogic meaning is authentic in proportion as the psychoanalytic one is purified. The e.p. [Earthly Paradise] is a collection of tales which jells in Morris's mind & comes out after the political vision is purified in the prose romances. I can do Morris all right but it'll certainly be a declaration of adherence to the Jungian school. I wish I could work out Jungian [?] in purely literary terms, though.

[86] The e.p. [earthly paradise] is really a Bardo, a stage of Beulah withdrawal from Europe into an Icelandic-Hesperidean-Atlantid imaginative world of cyclic stories wherefrom the G [Generation] world appears in outward shadows of possibility. The wanderers (Viking-nomad symbol) settle (this settling, which is Icelandic & medieval, is the rooting of culture) in an e.p. after an Ulro or Druid episode, a heroic aristocratic episode, & a deified episode from which they are thrown out after a social revolution. As the wanderers are essentially tale-tellers, their arrival at the e.p. purifies the vision of the tale from all heroic & divine entanglements. Hence the e.p. is an allegory of the purifying of the tale vision, the detaching of a myth from causation. In Chaucer the tale is the B [Beulah] or spiritual form of the teller, & the E.P. [Earthly Paradise] preserves the going & coming original pattern of Chaucer along with the 24-book scheme of Spenser.

[87] Early work is full of pre-R [pre-Raphaelite] stagnation, the imprisonment of the Ancient Mariner & the knight at arms in Keats being reflected in Morris' accidia poems, Spell Bound, Sir Peter Harphont & the whole claustrophobia of the death-in-narrow-pass theme, the killing of the hero in Golden Wings, the surrounding of the good land in Gertha's Lovers, the ivory house in the Dream, the imprisonment of Rapunzel, the frustration of Frank, in whose story the great prison-poem occurs. This theme is the starting point of the katabasis, not the e.p. [earthly paradise] but the B.B. [Bower of Bliss] or lotus land. As such it fits the pre-R
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brooding terrible-mother & imprisoned-women themes, the BID [Beauty in Distress?] leaning over the parapet to look at the world: tournament, the sombre nude covered with hair. Maybe you could back into Jung through your old ∧ – ∨ [Rencontre–Tragicomedy] dialectic. I'm not sure how allusive to the 19th c. the paper has to be—some references to fairytale & perhaps ghost stories, & of course even James winds up in ivory towers, golden bowls, a sense of the past, & an ambassadorial exchange of points of view across the Atlantic. The Atlantic mythology itself continues in Tennyson's Ulysses: cf. Marvell's green tree & gold fruit in his happy isle. Columbus stuff.

[88] Morris' verse has no particular sound-pattern, but neither has Chaucer's (LGWProl.) ['Prologue' to The Legend of Good Women]. His "low words" make him sound a bit indigestible & anyway we don't like anything but the subtilized lyric today. My popular > corny > quaint > primitive point illustrated by doggerel in Gower. Paradox in a post-R [post-Renaissance] revival of the pre-R [pre-Renaissance] culture makes Morris closer to Spenser than Chaucer—perhaps even to Beowulf: certainly to at least the later Icelandic sagas. Chaucer moot as well saye a word as another, but Morris does better in prose, where a syncopated rhythm breaks out. Poetry is good words in good order, as in Chaucer, not best in best. But in modern English Chaucer collapses in floundering anapests. (And when we weren esed ete beste).¹⁰⁵

[89] Note that the libido theme in the romance is female as well as male: there it's Cinderella or Psyche, who is Jung's "anima," as her name suggests, or Aslaug or Rhodope.¹⁰⁶ In the prose romances, so far as I can see, the heroine takes this pattern as well as the hero. The Isis-Penelope role of sitting & gathering the threads together is very prominent too.

[90] Stingle's¹⁰⁷ thesis is a pretty perfunctory job, especially in the final chapters, but his interpretation of "the idle singer of an empty day" interests me. He says the mythopoeic poet's idleness is creative, a sinking into Beulah to discover archetypes. It's idle in the 19th c. because the day is empty: the 19th c. doesn't understand the creative power of myth. So Morris represents, in contrast to Butler, who's the dead end of conservative ritualism, the conscious revolutionary triumph of myth. I wish there'd been a third (Hegelian synthesis) figure: it sure as hell isn't Shaw. NN [News from Nowhere] then presents the first thing the recreation of myth does: restore innocence.
The entries in Notebook 32 were written between approximately 1946 and 1951. Like Notebook 31, which paragraph 37 refers to as “the present Yeats notebook,” it helps anchor the subjects of romance and Romanticism firmly within the wider conceptual sweep of Notebooks 31–34 and 30n. But while Notebook 31 consists of practical criticism of Yeats and William Morris, Notebook 32 is more concerned with the philosophical underpinnings of Frye’s early argument about Romanticism. Both notebooks are thus intimately related, in different ways, to Frye’s article “Yeats and the Language of Symbolism” (1947), listed in paragraph 55 as “done.” Paragraph 104, the last in the notebook, speaks of Kathleen Coburn’s Inquiring Spirit, which appeared in 1951, as a “new thing.” Notebook 32 is located in the NFF, 1991, box 26.

[1] The things that worry me about Rencontre, apart of course from the chronic worries of how to disentangle it from Mirage & Ignoramus, are largely concerned with the fact that if Joyce is attached to Mirage, as he seems for the present to be, Rencontre has no hero except perhaps the ghost of Blake. I don’t think it will all hang on Proust, the only other possible candidate, & unless I find somebody else, it’ll just be “Blake & Modern Thought.” Hence its recurrent tendency to disintegrate, or perhaps crystallize, into the following:

1a. A study of the development of symbolism in the American novel through Poe, Hawthorne, Melville & James (1 in a more limited shape).
1b. A study of the cultural parallelism of America & Germany, with the Deism as potential Druidism moral.

2a. A series of critical essays on the symbolism in modern novelists.

2b. A series of studies in the symbolism of people who look interesting (Rimbaud, Rilke, Flaubert, Proust, Kafka, Yeats, etc.).

2c. An article on the influence of Ruskin on Proust as the beginning of a study of modern iconography.

3. A study of the development of occult ideas in philosophy & literature through the 19th c.

3a. The above study less in terms of a second religiousness & more in terms of a second Renaissance (e.g., why didn't the discovery of Sanskrit have the same stimulus on the humanities that Greek had in 1450?)

4. Modern thought unified in terms of Blake's structure of thought (the form of Rencontre & most of the material of Ignoramus, to say nothing of Mirage).

[3] These are just a few. Now any attempt to do the whole job will involve, not so much vast reading (it's incredible how little reading I did for Liberal) as a vast amount of literary tact, in which my tendency to undigested allusiveness has to be kept in check.

[4] Further, the remotest boundaries of Rencontre are still historical: even if I go beyond iconography, semantics & anagogy into metaphysics or political theory, I'm not working out my own fundamental intuitions on the subject, as I plan to do in Ignoramus. My own view isn't even in the articulation, which is merely a comparison with Blake.

[5] Two things left out of the preceding list: 3b, a study of the ghost story & its use as a harmless means of working off a distrusted mythopoeia in the 19th c.; 2d, a study of the Wagnerian leitmotif as a key to an allegorical interpretation of music, via operas & oratorios to the development & transformations of themes in fugue & sonata forms. 3b would include fairy tales.

[6] I think the Locke programme of reading is the right one, Part Two of which is a Darwin programme.

[7] The development of evolutionary thought did not change the apocalyptic side of vision so much (Morgenrot, When We Dead Awaken,
Götterdämmerung) but it did bring the question of the Fall sharply up against the question of the beginning of time as a mental category coincident with the emergence of human intelligence. Spengler has an odd hint on this subject I’ll quote later. That’s what’s really behind a very extensive & elaborate (as I’m beginning to realize) Atlantis symbolism in modern literature. Once the Fall, however, became something to take to a geologist to have him say “Wait till I just check through my strata to see if there’s any evidence for it . . .”, it ceased to become the bread-block of history, & is now the stumbling block of art.

I think Spengler’s distinction between the Greek sense of body & the Faustian sense of energy & function is sound, but needs qualifying. I think Greek philosophy started out with a distinction between the ἄπειρον [apeiron, “the infinite”] and a φύσις [fusis, “origin, natural form”), the latter being conceived as a primordial element, almost, in the Milesian period, matter, subject to uniformity of causality. The Socratic insistence on human value enabled Plato & Aristotle to develop this into a philosophy of ideas as forms, of which Phidias was the cultural expression. Western philosophy, on the other hand, started out with a conception of substance, in order to substantiate, so to speak, the doctrine of the Real Presence. Their corresponding term to ἄπειρον was chaos, the potential. This substance has taken a long time to become formalized by a Socratic application of human value to it: it begins where I begin, Spengler’s parallel between Socrates & Rousseau being essentially right. The point is that these physical ideas of matter & substance are attempts to express the conception of outwardness, and it isn’t until ethical & social perceptions grow up beside them that a philosophy of subject & a philosophy of object combine into a philosophy of transcending form. This is bearing fruit in the modern conception of the symbol, Blake being a close Western analogue to Plato. Even Spengler’s philosophy is fundamentally anagogy, based on the prime symbol of a culture & the symbolic relation of all cultural phenomena to it.

One of the key ideas here is that of the atom, which is traditionally a unit of external substance, but is now becoming a unity of energy, & even, or rather and therefore, with Whitehead, a unit of form, Blake’s minute particular.

Bertrand Russell, in his book on Leibnitz, 1900, says that the Aristotelian logic of subject & predicate corresponds to the Aristotelian
metaphysic of substance & attribute, & this has been important in beginning the great modern discovery in philosophy which literary people have always known: that metaphysics is a function of language, & is bound to follow the curves of grammatical structure—the classical proof is Parmenides & the verb to be. The next step is to Cratylus & FW [Finnegans Wake], for the fact that the exposition of metaphysical ideas is correlative to an exposition of grammatical relations linked to the question of the form of exposition, & so to prose rhythm, & so too to word-complex thinking.

[11] I think the difference between the animal & human is that animal activity is a sum, & specifically human activity a product, of subject & object. Not all, though; if a building is a product so is a wasp’s nest. But everything an animal does can be explained in causal terms, because it’s part of its natural impulse to preserve the integration of the subject, & persist in that integration. We can explain a good deal of animal ornament: mating etiquette, the peacock’s tail, & so on, as adaptation (plus relationship) to environment & expression of natural needs. The human capacity for variable ornament is a leap, like the leap in mathematics from the mathematical world of numbers to the algebraic world of X’s & Y’s. And the source of that is the ability to fuse subject & object into a product, a compound & not a mixture. Every word, symbol, sign, image, concept, or what have you, is a unit of subject-object fusion, a formal atom or minute particular.

[12] I agree with Spengler that cultural organisms exist, but I’d want to modify the way he works out the idea. He himself uses the names of the four seasons on his diagrams, & so implies a natural as well as a human recurrence of the rhythm. I think that if the Magian culture was an organism in itself, which is doubtful, it was also a place of seed or Beulah (hence its cavern symbol) in which Classical culture went, & out of which Western culture was born. It’s this combination of human & natural recurrence patterns that provide a concentric sequence from Egypt & Mesopotamia to at least our own day. Mohammedanism, then, is the natural or Orc part of the Magian rhythm, & so digressive. This place of seed is identified by Toynbee with the church. Now I think this Beulah atmosphere hangs over Western culture until the Renaissance at least—hence the Madonna & the Court of Love—& after that it begins to hit the C.C. [Covering Cherub] skids. (Historical culture is always involved in
the triform Diana: if it got beyond that it would stop being history). That's why, then, the Renaissance developed a creative philosophy of love, & only hinted at the possibility of a creative philosophy of art, which is the task in front of us.

[13] Of course there is a possibility of a negative chopping-block for *Rencontre*: somebody like Yeats, who, starting with all the advantages in the pack (Irish origin, the magnetic field of genius in that day for some reason, a father with all the right ideas, a Protestant background, & a visionary view of reality) tumbled, not into mere Deism like Shaw, but, through his very virtue of visionary tolerance, into Druidism. Side issues: the vacuum suction of a female will (Maud Gonne), a beauty lusting to pose as a Valkyrie & therefore an incarnation of the sort of anarchism that is potential Nazism; the subjugation of imagination to the occult spiritualist conception of objective demonic forces of mystery, & a persistent following of them in spite of his own knowledge of their vacuous imbecility; the acceptance, instead of the ignoring, of the paradox that he was part of the body of HCE rather than F [Finnegan], that he was nourished by liberal bourgeois Englishness as much as by the English tongue; the Wagnerian desire to create a national drama; the sense of the positive quality of aristocracy & proletariat & the negative quality of the middle class (I know George Moore's *Vale* passages won't hold water, but there are some statements of Yeats himself that seem to me decisive); finally, his position in the intellectual Fascist movement (Pound, Eliot, Lewis & the French affiliations), & his general poet-as-hero complex. Joyce saw through all that, I think. The roots of the revolution of nihilism are, as Wilson guessed, in *Axél* & in Rimbaud's *dérèglement de tous les sens*, the latter the sort of thing Yeats's occultism represents. The fascism in Yeats has to be handled with some sympathy, as it's part Black & Tan, & when the Conservative (I deliberately use the capital C) is roused from his habitual combination of stupidity & suspicious panic to the only act he is capable of committing—the act of murder—he injects the catalyzer of violence into liberalism which may turn it fascist if there are certain elements there (e.g. a nationalism not clearly identified, as it seems to be in Hugh MacDiarmid, with cultural decentralization). Still, I don't know: I feel that my reference to Yeats may be ungracious, or perhaps merely untrue.

[14] Yes, the Locke programme is right: note however that the basis is
Locke and Newton, who establish a tyranny of indefinite space completed by Darwin & Marx into a tyranny of indefinite time. For Schelling & de Maistre, I read, contempt for Locke is the beginning of wisdom. Yeats saw in four Irishmen, Swift, Berkeley, Goldsmith (why not Sterne?) & Burke, a spirit of opposition to Whiggery, his Deism. Hume adds that the first two hated Newton, who was called by Macauley the glory of the Whig party. Ireland is a curiously pervasive symbol all right: more so than America, & even Spenser is involved in it. Its connection with drama (Congreve & Sheridan as well as Goldsmith had Irish affiliations) is very strange.

[15] Or perhaps these historical studies should just be allowed to disintegrate & in their place should go an analysis of somebody like Bertrand Russell—a “tentative” thinker, or groups of them, along the lines of the sort of analysis I’ve got into LE [The Locust Eaters] about the Galenic basis of Kennedy’s sermon. This is a genuinely newfound psychoanalysis, I think, & R [Rencontre] is as good a place for it as a novel. The principles of it, the diagrammatic & mythical bases, the plastic elements, etc., could be systematically enunciated.

[16] Spengler’s idea of the functional relativism of Western art is well called Faustian, as Faust is the archetypal romantic, & the statement applies only to the breakdown of presented form that began with romantic art.

[17] There is this point too: as T [Tragicomedy] is a study of drama & A [Anticlimax] of the epic, R [Rencontre] may be concerned with the lyric. That would explain the recurrence of such names as Rimbaud, Rilke & Yeats (no, not Eliot) in the scheme. Also the dérèglement business: drama & epic have, since 1660 in England, burst the boundaries of poetry & gone over to prose; modern poetry is lyrical, which means that it maintains a fragmentary vision in a world abandoned by anagogy. The general feeling of Jeremiad, also of historical treatment, fits here too. Also the paradox of a priest-artist with no damn church, going nuts in consequence. Also the paradoxical feeling that fragmentary vision suggests that no larger vision will in the long run cohere. Also maybe my music ideas. A lot of things click, but my feeling of imgve. [imaginative] indifference toward the lyric doesn’t click. My tendency to find the essential things in the novels doesn’t help either. But what a symmetrical scheme!
Key, then drama, epic, lyric, prose, scripture & the gate the key fits, which I'm beginning to surmise, could be a Barth-Aquinas marriage. Maybe Line\textsuperscript{17} had something.

[18] So the fact that I've thought of chopping-blocks for \textit{Rencontre} ranging from Luther to Proust isn't completely crazy. \textit{Rencontre}, whatever it's about, will be a study of fragmentary & disintegrated vision. That's why it shows such a tendency to disintegrate & form asteroids rather than satellites, like the other books. Now visions disintegrate under certain conditions, of which the Kantian doctrine of a noumenal world not an object of knowledge is one. That's why the book's centre of gravity seems to lie in the modern period, in the Kantian romantic heritage. At the same time the book is a general inquiry into the causes of creative nihilism, & something of that gets loose in the Reformation, in Luther particularly, & in many great Protestant geniuses: Milton, Bunyan, Swift. That's why the book seems to have what Spengler would call a Protestant brown about it, & why I look for people either within the Protestant tradition, such as Ruskin, or at any rate not definitely within the Roman Catholic or Deist orbits. Visions also disintegrate into certain forms, notably the lyric & certain types of prose fiction. That's why lyrical poets like Rimbaud, Rilke & Yeats, & prose experiments like \textit{Saison en Enfer} & \textit{Also Sprach Zarathustra} keep turning up. Visions, again, disintegrate with certain types of personalities, people who, by training themselves not to relate epiphanies to a central form (or do something wrong when, as in Wagner's case, they do) find they can't put a \textit{yoga} balance into their lives, are farsighted & blind at close quarters, envy the bourgeois & others of limited attainments, flounder into sin & meanness out of sheer panic & perversity, in Poe's sense of a Judas in the ego, & perpetually get in their own light. That's why some sort of higher psychoanalysis seems to be involved. Music too is a recurrent theme: one thinks of Beethoven, Schumann, Wagner, even Scriabine (if only he'd been as good as I hoped once he would be! The modern world is full of intellectuals who know what goes into great masterpieces but can't get it there).

[19] The whole business of creative nihilism will be hard to get across, but I mean something like this. Blake's "Earth's Answer" is a lyric closely related to a central form, & is checked & balanced & controlled at every point by that fact. (A convention also works instead of a central form with other poets). Cowper's "The Castaway" has no central form which
could be articulated, say, as an epic, Cowper's epic being a long poem, & a set "Task" at that. What he has done in "The Castaway" is simply go all out for the fragment of vision as a fragment, regardless of consequences. Therefore it's a kind of creative (if that's the word) atomic bomb; it shatters & disintegrates & starts radioactivity going in the mind that conceived it. Cowper therefore is a self-destroying writer (a great letter-writer too, by the way, the letter being one of the disintegrating forms), & Blake isn't. Something far deeper than the straight Romantic Orc fallacy is involved, because of course the whole S of U [Spectre of Urthona] clock time business is too. Rencontre has always been fundamentally an expansion of L7 658. It seems to want to deal with a lot of people whom historical treatment doesn't belittle too much; it seems to want to study lyrical & satiric forms, & perhaps go into the question of discursive writing generally. The first step is the organization of the 19th c. Thought course with special attention paid to Carlyle, Coleridge (a very promising figure if he weren't so early), Ruskin & Butler. I may of course find my chopping-block (I must stop using that silly phrase) in some damned German I haven't yet heard of. As a study in analysis as A [Anticlimax] is in synthesis, it'll be a pendant to A as well as a prelude to M [Mirage], which latter it's always been. And it has its place in the whole question of epiphany, which seems, independently of Joyce, to be the main theme of all my work.

[20] The Thomist & the Deist both, in different ways, establish links between physical & spiritual reality; the Protestant insists on a break, a Paravritti of the mind & a Last Judgment of nature. When the Protestant degenerates into a Kantian, he turns Deist or he's done for: if he doesn't his insistence on the break is sound, but if he stops there, as Luther did, & depends on an Erastian politic & a voluntaristic theology to prop him up, he destroys himself too. He has to get through to what I'm now calling the analogy of vision. This just rehashes L [Liberal], & bores me, but after all P [Paradox] & I [Ignoramus] even (sh!) Tw [Twilight], if that mysterious book turned out to be the definitive job on Shakespeare T [Tragicomedy] isn't going to be, are concerned with vast Scriptural syntheses of epiphanies which (as in the Gospels) have terrific destructive power if not held together. On the other hand, Erastianism appeared to Paul & the Reformers to be the only way of keeping the Church from becoming a political pressure group, & they had something there, except that as the state is the form in which the perversity of the
natural man expresses itself, the Erastian is caught by the Nazi or Communist state with his surplice up.

[21] False symmetry is my worst enemy, because, founded as it is on arbitrary association, it is perpetually elaborating a total form too restricted to contain the pullulating swarm of ideas I get. The general clarifying process is one of pulling apart. I now think of a series of three instead of two books for my R [Rencontre] & M [Mirage] ideas. First comes a book on the Orc fallacy, its development from Kant & its denouement in Druidism. I can trace it point by point as Blake works it out, from its original Promethean-national revolt stage through pessimism, la belle dame sans merci, schism, Catholicism (sentimentalized Druidism) & growing preoccupations with cyclic movements in time. Focal points: Rousseau, Rimbaud, Rilke, Yeats, Lawrence, possibly Proust, Spengler, maybe Bergson, etc. etc. I think a historical trend business rather than a study of, say, Yeats. I’ll look at Yeats pretty carefully before deciding definitely, though. This stays largely in the field of lyric & fragmentary vision, & it is a study of a major aspect of modern symbolism. The second book would pin down my ideas about the Varronian satire, the prose fiction forms, & the central theme, the gradual emergence of two closely related forms: the form of the novelist-philosopher, frequent in France (nous), & the form of the novel with a central symbol (logos). I see this as a sort of red & white structure; but it develops some pretty sensational ideas about verbalism & symbolization in allegedly rational patterns of thought. Again, though the centre of gravity lies somewhere in the James-Proust-Kafka-France area, I don’t see it as an individualized study, though again I’ll look at some people pretty carefully first. Third, the study of FW [Finnegans Wake] I’ve wanted to do, with the prose fiction & some (not all) of the verbalism stuff cleared away by the preceding book. That gives me an Orc, a Los & an Albion book, a kind of Inferno of gradually excepting & narrowing analysis until we reach the centre of nature & reason in Albion’s arsehole. Barth & Whitehead come out strong in the second book. Chapters: twelve, twelve & ten—thirty-four centres of descent. As we come out on the other side the comedy series begins. This is a much clearer & simpler scheme, in my opinion, as it isolates the prose fiction–satire study from both R & M. Until this idea gives place to another, I shall turn this notebook into a reservoir of notes for No. 2, leaving the present M one for Joyce & opening a new book for Yeats & the Orc fallacy. [21] No, this book is for the Orc fallacy, notes on
Blake & Modern Thought which will form both the epilegomena to the Blake & the prolegomena to the Yeats. Whether it will finally prove to be a separate book or just the first half of the Yeats God alone knows. I certainly now think of the corresponding prolegomena to the Joyce as a separate book. I now seem to be thinking in 13's & 48's; if each book has 12 chapters & each study a series of preludes or prolegomena.

[22] The reading begins with the fall of an apple & Newton's vision of the unity of matter, of the limit of opacity. With Darwin comes a corresponding law of the unity of living form, of the limit of contraction or Adam (hence the conflict with Genesis), a destruction of the barrier between variety & species which leads directly to a vision of the Polypus or body of Luvah, the analogy of Albion. What Yeats is doing is bringing out some of the still missing links. The total Orc cycle of Generation moves cyclically in & out of an invisible Bardo or seed-world, full of the unborn, potential, unshaped, embryonic, deceased, astral & demonic forms, a world of confused voices & spasmodic powers, a world where one feels in touch with what one is always thinking of as Albion & which always turns out to be Luvah. I suppose some knowledge of this world, even some power over it, is genuinely imaginative, but it's dangerous & will lead one, if not to hell with Mephistopheles, at least to Druidism with Hitler. Everything in Yeats fits. It's a world of miracle, for wonder is in Beulah, & machines, the antennae of the instinctive mind, grope in it. Erewhon is a profound parable of the whole damned business. The root of the trouble is the Kantian butterslide, for a world of things in themselves is a world of pure objectivity.

[23] I think I can get quite a long way on my hunch that coincidence is just unusable design, as it seems to underlie essential aspects of both Yeats & Joyce. Suppose I’m working out some idea about modern thought in which the names of Berkeley, Bergson & Berdyaev keep recurring. One part of me notes the fact that all three names begin with the same three letters. That has a certain mnemonic value (the memory grasps arbitrary associations much more quickly than real ones) & a certain quality that appeals to paronomasia & word-juggling, so that I could, if I were given to that form of facetiousness, talk about the "Three Bers." This is more or less where Joyce comes in. But as far as my thesis goes, I say that the resemblance in names is "pure coincidence" or "purely
arbitrary," or some other form of purity. Now strictly speaking I have no right to pronounce objectively on such a subject: I only know that it is a bit of relationship between them that I can't use. Perhaps an interpretation of experience is known to Yeats's instructors in which the similarity is profoundly significant. Perhaps I suggest my own ignorance of this by constructing a separate pattern of thought in the index, where Berkeley, Bergson & Berdyaev will be closely associated solely by virtue of their alphabetical similarity. I only know that I can't make the complete pattern if there is one, & refuse to feel impelled to investigate the music of Berlioz & the sculpture of Bernini for further enlightenment.

[24] Now it is characteristic of the occult mind, in one of its aspects, to insist that we don't know how much "coincidence" is just the mind refusing to form a pattern out of all that is in front of it. Thus when Yeats says that on beginning his study of Blake he felt assured of Blake's personal help when he realized that the date was 1889, 100 yrs. after The Book of Thel, one feels that that is a very dubious handle with which to take hold of Blake. O.K. He goes on & proves, or tries to prove, that Blake was Irish. With Nazi racialism fresh in our minds, we feel very reluctant to ascribe any importance to such a fact, & when Yeats goes on later in life to call Berkeley an Irish philosopher & line up a list of people born in Ireland as belonging to an imaginative tradition, we get restless, & say that this is, like the "Ber" business above, just playing with the dictionary. Yet when we look at the record of dramatists born in Ireland it does begin to look as if it were something more than "coincidence," & if dramatists, why may not a streak of Irish in Blake be significant too? Where can one draw the line?

What one can do is to point out how often these attempts at synthesis are premature. An occultist is forever making 24 a symbol of the Fall, telling us triumphantly that the earth leans 24 degrees out of the perpendicular, & being crushed by the information that the real figure is 23 1/2°. Still, he will doubtless retain the feeling that the earth leans an integral & significant amount out of the perpendicular, even if the degree does not measure that amount accurately. Again, when Yeats attaches such importance to the folk belief that Jesus was the only man exactly six feet high, one can see the symbolism of the belief & even of the number six (Antichrist); but we should need a different measurement for a country that had adopted the metric system. If I were pressed on the subject of
“Ber,” I should say that the identity imposed on English, French & Russian names by the English alphabet is illusory, & where there is no identity there is not even coincidence, much less significance.

[25] Every serious thinker gets uneasy when it comes to identifying the perceiving subject with the ego, & according to Berdyaev Thomism & German rcsm. [romanticism] make parallel errors reacting from this. There are many ways of conceiving an expanded subject: a stock one is the *Anima Mundi*. In the 19th c. the discoveries in electricity & magnetism, which themselves modulated from the Newtonian gravitational attraction (this is literature, & I am talking, not about scientific ideas, but about conceptions with scientific referents adopted by literary men in an effort to get an imgve. [imaginative] vision of reality) were related to the anima mundi. They developed from physical to biological & organic conceptions later, & a man called Reichenbach postulated a force of “animal magnetism” which he called od, a word still fossilized in dictionaries & crossword puzzles, & which echoes Grimm’s etymology, for Odin as reported by Carlyle: “means primarily *Movement, Source of Movement, Power; and is the fit name of the highest god, not of any man.*” Of course, Carlyle, if he had ever stopped to think about what he was saying, would have realized that in his view of things god & man are identical, not exclusive, & that the etymology itself suggests a link between the Aristotelian & Deist first mover & the Carlylean leader or hero which is very important indeed, belonging as it does to the whole legal conception of Israel which is Hobbes’ giant man or Leviathan. From od & Lytton’s Vril the path is clear to the post-Darwinian polypus, the God of Samuel Butler, & the Superman. In Carlyle there is an intricate association of thunder-god of mystery & terror & electricity, the force generated in thunderstorms. The fall of this force into Franklin’s kite is as momentous as the fall of Newton’s apple.

[26] The influence of Swedenborg on rc. [romantic] thought is very strong & very hard to assess. Balzac illustrates how pervasive it was & how Swedenborg seemed to point the way to a connected theory of powers, of the sort I’m trying to get now, which would account for the wavering s–o [subject–object] ambiguity of the place of seed by realizing that the latter was simply a place of sleep where no dispute can come.

[27] I now feel that the best way to write a history of English literature is
to select a few key men or group of men, say Chaucer-Langland-*Pearl*
poet, Spenser-Shakespeare, Milton-Blake (i.e. Milton as completed by
Blake) and Yeats-Joyce, and make the history emerge from the loins of
the terminus a quo & reenter the loins of the terminus ad quem. Hence a
study of Yeats and/or Joyce & a book on Blake & modern thought really
would be the same thing, possibly halved (or quadrupled with pro-
legomena), more or less as I have it. That alters nothing, but clears up a
statement of the problem & makes my arsehole of Albion fantasy less
arbitrary. With that, the history moves in a circle, as everything that
really moves in straight lines does. For instance, the spectrum is part of
an ascending scale in real light, but in the fallen world violet, half blue &
half red, brings us round in a circle again—perhaps this is in Joyce.

[28] My ideas on the Locke programme of reading* should, perhaps, be
arranged according more or less to the order of the exposition in L
[Liberal],* thus: first & second, philosophy, the first part stressing logic,
epistemology & psychology, & the second part metaphysics, theology
& occultism. Third, political theory & the social sciences, economics, law,
military history & related subjects. Fourth, aesthetics, semantics,
symbology, relation of symbolization to the communication of ideas &
the meaning of meaning; symbolic logic & so on. Fifth, the development
of symbolism in the arts from Locke on, the big pieces being the Orc
pattern in poetry & the novel, American patterns, & all the projects on
the first leaf of this book. Sixth, history & the philosophy of history, from
the Whigs to Toynbee, from the romantics to Spengler, & including the
occult theories (Blavatsky & the Atlantis people). Also I think some
comparative religion belongs here. Seventh, biology & anthropology &
unconscious symbolization, dealing with the larger implications (poly-
pus, e.g., as in Butler) of the Orc pattern. Eighth, the quantitative sci-
ences, mathematics, chemistry & physics. Ninth, anagogy, or the study
of fitting these together around concepts which are not to be classed as
metaphysical or even theological ones. Tenth, eleventh & twelfth: the
study of the degrees of apprehension.

[29] That’s the larger pattern that finally emerges complete in I [Ignor-
mus]. R [Rencontre] is a restatement of Blake in terms of modern thought,
& this book is for notes for the first half of it, whatever that turns out to
be. Deism & romanticism is its main theme, identical to the analogy of
Blake. 1. The attack on Locke & the contrast between the image concreted
from the form & the idea abstracted from the substance. Romantic failure to grasp this leads to the cult of the fragmentary vision, & goes through Kant, a second Locke. 2. The humanization of divinity: mystic Eckhart-Boehme vs. occult attempts to identify God & Man: impossibility of rc. [romantic] humanism. 3. Vision & analogy in society: conservatism of rc. thought proof of its inability to digest the analogy-symbols. 4. Rc. blunder over the identification of religious & creative emotions: exclusive tripartite vs. inclusive uniform or trinitarian conception of the 3fold good. 5. Recrudescence of Catholicism as the answer to rc. aspirations, & why R.C. Ch. [Roman Catholic Church] is the real analogy of the vision. For Part Two see the “Yeats” notebook [Notebook 31].

[30] It would be amusing if in 3 I could prove what I dimly suspect: that Marx’s dialectic materialism is in the context of metaphysical idealism, and that the switchover which revived Marxism by turning it from dialectic into a metaphysical materialism was made by Lenin. Marx was Hegelian; his starting point, instruments of production, the material embodiments of human ideas. He is said to have said: “The absolute is not substance, but subject.” Lenin was responsible for identifying idealism with bourgeois philosophy, & for caricaturing Berkeley as a symbol of everything he hated. He predicted accurately, Irving tells me, the Eddington-Jeans development of cosmological idealism, and a conference of nuclear-physics big shots held in Paris in 1937 was violently attacked by the Communist press on ideological grounds, which shows how far Communism has relapsed back into being the theory of matter Marx’s theses on Feuerbach insist it isn’t.

[31] “Reality” is a polemic bludgeon-word, as the term Realpolitik shows most clearly. It’s derived from the notion of an irreducible object, that is, substance, substance being the mattress for those to sleep on who want an orthodox Beulah where no dispute can come. The doctrine of substance was invented by the Church to prove a “real” (instead of an ideal) presence, & serves as the basis for orthodox “realism” & its contempt of the idealist’s effort to make the material world really material, that is, potential, & so absorb substance into forms. I think all forms of pragmatic or dialectic materialism (see above) point in the idealistic direction.

[32] False occultism is of two kinds: one, stopping to play marbles with Siddhis or natural powers, a practice which shows (cf. Faust) the oc-
cult-scientific affinities; two, the deification of the void[^36] which places divinity in the non-human, so that it can only descend into the human world in terms of force. Force is the source of all external compulsion, hence of all mystery & causality.

[^33] In 1 I should work out Blake’s denial of natural causation more carefully; also I should examine the complications of the word “nature” (as in “the nature of the case,” where it appears to mean form). Note too that “subject” has the same suggestion of tyranny & subordination that we get in substance & understanding.

[^34] I don’t know how fruitful this is: many illuminating thinkers come to grief on practical politics, & the profoundest wisdom often sounds merely silly when working on the newspaper. One major blunder is taking the men-in-one-man symbol the wrong way, & making the social human being a *fallen* body. This was Plato’s blunder, and Paul’s, & all arguments about heads & bellies & members & the natural supremacy of honorable to dishonorable parts of the body are founded on the fallen body, never on the risen one. Hence the analogy symbols of Shakespear-ean drama (*King John* & *Julius Caesar* particularly) are ready-made: cf. the frontispiece to *Leviathan,* The brain doesn’t rule; it thinks. The heart doesn’t obey; it pumps. Plato was right in regarding a flexible caste system as the basis of freedom; grotesquely wrong in mixing it up with ruling & being ruled. And if the practical difficulty of an _isolated_ (and therefore defensive) Utopia is urged, that means only that the more highly organized all partial communities are, the nearer they come to the Selfhood analogy of freedom.

[^35] I must investigate a German philosopher named Baader,[^37] one of the most sinister bloody figures in modern philosophy. He read all the right people, Eckhart, Boehme, Pico, Paracelsus, & turned them all into apologists of authoritarianism in Church & State. He had an influence over the German romantics that helped twist them the same way, & he must have seen the analogy.

[^36] Arnold’s term “Barbarians” for aristocracy is quite suggestive in its way: the romantic appeal of the noble savage is a sublimation of rc. [romantic] conservatism: the true-blooded hero who endures pain or is the last of a vanishing race or is exiled by money grubbing capitalists or
represents the original possessors of the land—everywhere aristocracy & noble savage click. The negro slave (in poems often descended from African royalty: note the "Caesar" & Terentian formulas in O. Henry’s Municipal Report) modulates this on king-to-beggar lines. I have often noted the aristocratic urbanity of negro bards, as compared with white ones struggling to be barbaric, & negro intellectuals have some of the aristocratic follies as well—a humourless insistence on dignity of race, for instance. Also Freemasonry is in some aspects an aristocrat’s Tennis-Court Oath, a kind of Ghibelline Orcism like that of so many dramatists: it was fostered by enlightened despots in the 18th c. & is now by the British monarchy, & it has affinities with barbarian aristocratic secret traditions from the samurai to the Maori.

[37] I have now begun a study of Renaissance symbolism in 3 volumes, L [Liberall], \( \wedge \) [Tragicomedy] & \( \lambda \) [Anticlimax], probably in the order L, \( \lambda \), \( \wedge \). The point is that I’ve finally defined & isolated L. The others remain as they are. When I finish, I shall then tackle a study of Modern (rc. [romantic] & cp. [contemporary]) symbolism in 3 volumes, \( \lambda \) [Rencontre], V [Mirage] & \( \top \) [Paradox]. Of these, \( \lambda \) is to follow the lines of the present Yeats notebook [Notebook 31], being a study of the subjective disintegration of form & of the Druidical implications of that, dealing chiefly with (a) the poetic lyric & its separation from music (b) the prose confession form. German & possibly American symbolism (though I think the best Americans at least belong to V) dominates; Rimbaud, Rilke, Yeats & Lawrence are prominent: possibly Proust is the climax, the integrator. The main hurdle is the psychological process of fragmentation. V, following the present V notebook, deals with the theory of prose forms, the semantic importance of prose analysis, & deals with novel & anatomy forms, climaxing in Joyce. \( \top \) is a reconstruction of modern thought to do what L does for the Renaissance. The order of writing is unimportant just now: \( \top \) \( V \) \( \lambda \) would correspond to the present L \( \wedge \) \( \lambda \) order; \( \lambda \) \( V \) \( \top \), the present order, would exactly reverse that, in which there might be advantages. This is a catchall for \( \top \) ideas.

[38] The point is that work on L [Liberal] begins in the modern period, so that many centrifugal ideas will be caught by this notebook. I have to start with the articulation of symbolism in modern thought, which begins in Jung & instantly is thrown back, via Jung & Silberer on occultism, to the Renaissance & \( \wedge \) [Tragicomedy] about 8. From there I can move on
to Frobenius & the Orc symbols, which leads to ∩ [Rencontre], or to Protestant ideas in Barth & Berdiaev & Tillich that go back to Boehme, or to semantic ideas that lead to Elizabethan rhetoric & Ramus. And then the German romantic basis of Jung takes one to Schopenhauer, Hartmann & Nietzsche, the latter's Birth of Tragedy being a key book anyway, & here the essential pattern derives from (actually through [Franz] Baader & others or accidentally) Boehme.

[39] Also I have now developed a theory of concentric consciousness, & if my books all take it in ∩ [Rencontre] may be profounder than I think, as its themes, music, lyric, disintegration & a kind of intensified mysticism, seem to fit my idea of musical or Dionysian mysticism as organic consciousness. That seems to lead to Nietzsche as the focus.

[40] Note the nihilistic suggestions of H.G. Wells' patterns: Dr. Moreau as the explicit link between the "mad scientist" of popular romance & the "whatever brute & blackguard made the world" of popular theology. The "destroyer" symbol at the end of Tono-Bungay. Jungians seem to be interested in Christina Alberta's Father, which I haven't read. I think Wells is at least as useful as Kafka in showing how earthly situations (Gestapo in Trial) are blasphemous parodies & therefore analogies of spiritual ones.

[41] Jung, on Psychical Energy: "Through the application of the pure concept to the material of experience, there necessarily enters into the concept a concretized or illustrative content, so that it appears as if a substance had been posited. This, for example, is the case in the concept of physical ether, which, although a concept, is treated exactly as if it were a substance." That's the kind of thing I want for chapter one of Paradox, which will probably deal with the concrete-form vs. abstract-substance development out of FS1 [Fearful Symmetry, chap. 1].

[42] Jung's conception of psychic energy or libido acting analogously to physical energy is one that is connected by him explicitly with Schopenhauer & Bergson & with Aristotle's ὄρμη [horme, "impulse, effort, rapid motion forward"]. It seems to me less important than a hint, developed later on, that the psyche never stands still or merely maintains equilibrium, but is always either progressing or regressing. The latter leads to Oedipus-complex inertia of the American matriarchal type; the
former is the unexamined postulate of all education, only understood by such people as yogis & Jesuits. The Freudian psyche belongs to the vacillating soul: the education visions & dreams of the *Integration of the Personality*\(^\text{46}\) belong to progress. Note, by the way, the link he makes between Freud & Hudibras on hypochondria, which should be made with [Swift's] *Mechanical Operation of the Spirit*, & links Swift & Blake's MHH *Marriage of Heaven and Hell* (see Auden)\(^\text{47}\) in a common Freudian link.

[43] Yes, I think Nietzsche is the present focus, and my theory of concentric consciousness takes him in at the Dionysian-music level. Reading Sun Tzu Wu on The Art of War, I note that for him an infantry campaign is a branch of hydrostatics, spreading over the terrain like a flood & following its curves. Nowhere is there resistance to nature, but always an attempt to integrate the army with the rhythm of nature: feel its beat, as T.E. Lawrence says.\(^\text{48}\) This is the basis of Spengler's "garden" or wandering-free-in-nature rhythm: because of the completeness with which the Chinese seized the idea of war, they were able to evolve from it. The attempt to seize & control the rhythm of nature is very dangerous, & usually fails, driving the Phaethon who fails mad. In this conception nature is a wild horse, as in Jung & perhaps Yeats' "centaur" image. The mania of the Bacchae is the inevitable result, perhaps: certainly a frequent one. But Plato, especially in the Phaedrus, gives some hints about how to control it. Anyway, this beat of nature, the dynamic formulation of the Renaissance static nature on which art is founded, is the Wille zur Macht [will to power].

[44] Mater is materia, the Eastern Maya which neither is nor is not because it is no [not] a form or an idea or an image. It's the mother, & we break our navel-strings in order to possess her: contain her in consciousness, that is, as a thing that neither is nor is not. The mother is the great sea (mare), the mere of Grendel's mother & the moor of Grendel himself (the latter being the blasted heath of Lear & the Macbeth witches & similar "heathens"), the bitter (marah) salt sea into which all rivers of life flow. The mother is the animal that bears, the mare. Now Schopenhauer is a Hamlet or schizophrenic philosopher: he says you either ride on the horse on the horse's own terms (will without intelligence) or get bucked off (idea detached, in the wrong Oriental sense, from will). Nietzsche realized the centaur idea more clearly. The Superman controls a *dynamic*
force springing from organic or natural energy: man is a horse’s ass trying to become intelligent & therefore trying to contain, not suppress or cut off, the “natural” or bearing-animal part. Hence the will to power. The Genghis Khans let this will simply take possession; the Hitlers are Phaethons who try to control it and can’t. Plato’s Phaedrus tells you how to handle it, & that develops out of the Dionysiac enthusiasm that is halfway between Genghis Khan & Plato, a mother-cult (Bacchantes) in great danger of falling into Phaethonism. Nietzsche’s *Wille zur Macht* is an attempt to synthesize a Schopenhauer & arrive at a conception of dynamic vision.

[45] Now I see what *Rencontre* means, for I got this all out of Sun Tzu Wu on war, who makes war out to be an identification with natural rhythm, as above. The repetition here indicates, as usual, a sudden clearing-up.

[46] After dealing with the Scriptural agon or cycle in the epic book, the moment of pathos-epiphany crisis in † [Tragicomedy], & the emancipation of the mythopoetic intelligence in \ [Anticlimax], I shall be ready to tackle a finale. That will attempt to reach down past the conscious human vision into the organic Dionysiac animal vision. Hence one of its major preoccupations will be music & the physical basis of the dance, the ballet, music itself & the drama which evolves out of a musical feeling. Thus I go from \( \tau \alpha \, \epsilon \pi \eta \) [\( \tau \alpha \, \epsilon \pi \eta \)] to \( \tau \alpha \, \mu \epsilon \lambda \eta \) [\( \tau \alpha \, \mu \epsilon \lambda \eta \)] as a way of deepening the suggestiveness of myth. Music-drama, Wagner & Nietzsche & perhaps some consideration of musical form as a kind of “deep analysis” of drama (sonata & comedy, fugue & tragedy hunches go here[)]. Then \( \tau \alpha \, \mu \epsilon \lambda \eta \) [\( \tau \alpha \, \mu \epsilon \lambda \eta \)] is linked with fragmentation as an oracular revelation, the episodic as pointing to a detached instead of a systematic conception. Mohammedanism, the frenzied mysticism it produces, the “loose Bible” & the sense of the *ganz ander* linked with that faith appear dimly in the background. Now the drama & music are communal arts, & the lyric assumes an association of the intuitive with fragmentation (the ode-elegy type of lyric, that is, not the pure \( \tau \alpha \, \mu \epsilon \lambda \eta \)). Both of these are Nazi or manic Druid ideas, & at this point \( \Lambda \) [Rencontre] goes on to the analysis of the Druid analogy, the manic Caesar. For the two animal responses, the lyric & the music-dramatic, spring from a powerful solipsism which expresses itself in a herd-mind, led by an introverted tyrant: this explains how the cult of the
solipsistic hero as emancipated solely through his isolation can turn into a thundering herd, the external or rather externalized proletariat who carries the message of an initiate second-religiousness. (One can see this solipsism working in many conversions to the R.C.Ch. [Roman Catholic Church] out of a desire to aggress—Newman was a solipsist—but here it’s a common-sense Druidism that’s involved. In any case this goes into \*Mirage\* or \*Paradox\*).

[47] The above should have a reference to Pindar in order to tie together the aristocratic-Caesarian, organic consciousness as athletic activity, the conquering hero, the fragmentation of \(\tau\alpha\ \mu\varepsilon\lambda\eta\ [\tau\breve{\alpha}\ \mu\varepsilon\lambda\eta]\) and music links.

[48] A study of 19th c. prose romance & the kind of philosophy that underlies it emerges as having the same relation to \(\Lambda\ [\text{Rencontre}]\) that a short Spenser or Bible commentary has to \(L\ [\text{Liberal}].\) After I started working on Morris, I realized that I’d have to know more of the point of romance in order to know what to look for in him. Jung suggested a point or two, but you need other people to get under Jung. The characteristics of the prose romance as a form of prose fiction are closed up, but further work on Morris should carry with it a study of romantic symbolism.

[49] The central point of this is German, & I’d have to read German fluently to tackle it. First, I should get enough of the Goethe pattern clear to know what to look for. Then I should look into romance, English, American, French & German, locating the typical points, which are: the intensification of character into archetypes; the suggestion of supernatural activity; the affinity with tragedy (note the recurrent use of a narrator, which suggests the messenger in Greek tragedy) and an anarchic revolutionary power that turns out to be Fascist-Druidic. Of course this is the skeleton of \(\Lambda\ [\text{Rencontre}],\) but might appear first as a series of articles on people like Morris, or even as a book like Praz’ *Romantic Agony* before it finally hit the \(\Lambda\) jackpot. FS is perhaps in the long run—a very long run—a fragment of \(\Lambda\) rather than of \(L\ [\text{Liberal}].\) Anyway, epilogomenic activity on Blake generally has an \(\Lambda\) shape, & going on with the Blakean mystagogues down to Blavatsky certainly does a lot of the \(\Lambda\) job besides supplying notes for \(L\).

[50] Archetypes consist of a libido, an anima & a shadow. Romance
makes a great deal of a dark regressive anima & a blonde progressive one. In the plot the former has to be killed off or otherwise got rid of. Cora in *The Last of the Mohicans* is stabbed & Rebecca in *Ivanhoe* is a Jewess. Sometimes they’re explicitly mother & wife, & the latter is often a young girl who gets in for a good deal of whipping. See Morris’ *The Wood Beyond the World*. Sometimes, rarely, the maternal principle wins: such a victory in *David Copperfield* means its author is in for trouble along this line later. Wife-daughter patterns get superimposed on the mother-wife one. The shadow is often a dwarf of the Quilp variety. Scott’s Black Dwarf is a misanthrope. The latter belongs to an extensive diabolic symbolism splitting into the Byronic hero & an analogous clubfooted Satanic shadow. My devil paper fits in here: the Jesuit myth is strong. God, I’ve got a lot of *Rencontre* patterns: rc. [romanticism] 4th yr. paper, devil paper, the Yeats, & so on. I wouldn’t be surprised if there weren’t a dark regressive Byronic libido hero, proud, arrogant & aristocratic, & a blond Prince Charming. The adulescens of N.C. [New Comedy], who is linked, is usually either bumptious or affable.

[51] The suggestion of supernatural activity produces the tale form, where there’s a series of events suggesting a superpersonal march of action which overmasters the characters or else identifies itself with the heroic will. In here come the myths of hermetic romanticism, as we get them in, for instance, Bulwer Lytton’s *Zanoni* & *The Coming Race*. The essential romantic myths are founded, of course, on the mysterious Kantian unknowable noumenon which in rcsm. [romanticism] takes the form of the world as will. From this we get the Akasa-myth: Vril, Od, élan vital, creative evolution (when rescued from the mother-goddess cult of Darwin & Huxley), ether, electricity, magnetism & galvanism (for one must be scientific) & other adaptations of anima mundi & astral light theories. (These first turn up in Neoplatonism: how the hell did they, & the elementals business, ever get stuck on Plato’s name?). These of course account for mesmerism & the feats of Indian jugglers, who develop an extensive mythology in the 19th c. Another pattern is the (apparently always allied) theory of elementals or non-physical forms of existence. These merge with spiritualism & Bardo-theories. The neo-Pythagorean heroes, development of Simon Magus & Apollonius of Tyana, appear in Cagliostro, the Wandering Jew, Edmund [Dantés?] (withdrawal & return) & Frankenstein as the portents of a nomadic & anarchic civn. [civilization].
A lot of this I know, but the world doesn’t. The Victorian ghost story & fairy tale is probably a rather feeble reflection of the German one. I should look at the mystagogues from Thomas Taylor to Blavatsky, remembering that Schopenhauer, Hartmann, Nietzsche, Bergson, Spengler & Jung are needed too. Freemason patterns should be collected too. As I say in the paper, romance tends to expand into myth, & comparative mythology in the rc. period will suggest a lot of Liberal stuff. It has already.

As I’ve said, the Neoplatonic gabble about elementals & magnetism, which runs through Paracelsus & the Cambridge Platonists to Thomas Taylor & the Schelling type of it in Germany (also all the Kabiri stuff in Faust II) has a quasi-experimental side to it, the basis of which is, to put it bluntly, rumor. The people who have discovered the alakhest, oil of gold, or can keep lamps burning for centuries, or can reconstruct a plant from its ashes, or a man’s appearance from his signet ring, are always, like the unimpeachable voucher of a rumor, just around the corner. To say it is all rubbish is to say that only untruths & impossibilities get rumored, which is nonsense. My plan is not to compare this rumor with fact, but to analyze it as though it were myth, classifying & comparing the mythical themes in it.

Beulah, considered as an imaginative state, exists on three levels, the green Tharmas world, the red Orc world & the black Urthona world. The first is the world of Shakespearean comedy: its Tharmas quality is especially marked in T [The Tempest]. The second (really an imaginative Generation) is the seed of this, the revolutionary world of F.Q. I [The Faerie Queene, bk. 1], of the Shakespeare histories & the poetry of Shelley. The third, an imaginative Ulro, is the seed of Orc, the subjective escape withdrawal of Poe & the other romantics. Note the link between the Spectre of Urthona & the clock-tick in Poe. The female will in each is, of course, Luna, Diana (an elusive shape flitting between a regressive mother & an anima) & Hecate respectively. Christianity in its absolutizing of Beulah introduced a curious & paradoxical Urizen Beulah, a blue world of mystic Church-controlled discipline presided over by Mary (Isis, Urania, an intensification of Diana marked by the star, more remote than the menstrual moon, but still pulling the sea). All four of these colors may be combined with white. Blue & white is the Virgin, green & white is lunar
(cf. the green & silver combination remarked on by Blavatsky, IU [Isis Unveiled] Vol. I), red & white is the English rose & the St. George cross, & black & white are the colors of Poe's Pym story, & have been woven into Henry James. Or with other colors: red & black is a frequent Urthona combination. White gets more oppressive in Urthona, as Moby Dick shows.

[55] The first three \{[Rencontre]\} jobs seem to be: a paper on the world of romance, perhaps based largely on Poe; a paper on some essential romance-writer, doubtless Morris, & a paper on Yeats, which is done. It's possible that the Morris paper will blow up & one on the Druidic patterns of romance (Rosenberg & The Plumed Serpent) take its place, though some of that is adumbrated in the Yeats. I need to read Silberer again, more Jung, & investigate Adler.

[56] I've read Poe, & he's amusing & suggestive, but doesn't seem to have any brains. I shall now tackle the occult novels of Bulwer Lytton.

[57] The general characteristics of the romance form in prose have been suggested in the four forms paper. I say there that the Jungian archetypes are the basis of its characterization, that hero, heroine & villain are libido, anima & shadow respectively. I must look into Jung carefully, supplementing his libido book with the Orc encyclopedias of Frazer & Hartland, & his others with Silberer & some knowledge of occultism. The Langer dame, a disciple of [Ernest] Cassirer, maintains that the unconscious mind is a gratuitous piece of metaphysical lumber: if I could realize that point I may be all set to work out the Platonic & Neoplatonic links in Jung, brushing off a Blake & Jung article on the way. I'd like very much to get the essential Jung isolated, as I think I've got the essential Spengler & Frazer isolated. A clear grasp of libido symbolism would drive a big wedge into L [Liberal], T [Tragicomedy], & \{[Rencontre]\}. So I'd like to begin practising up German & working out a series of allegorical interpretations of a lot of 19th c. romances. Bulwer Lytton's A Strange Story & Zanoni, & perhaps The Coming Race, will do for a start. Hawthorne, especially The Blithedale Romance & The Marble Faun, ties in closely. So doubtless do the Morris things, & some Bronte, notably Wuthering Heights. If I can link those up a lot of fairy tales (Macdonald, Lewis Carroll, etc.) will fall into place in spite of their anatomic features. Second-rate things
are unnecessary: if I read Zanoni I won’t need Trilby, & a lot of Scott & Stevenson are just makeweight. If I get the essential types out of Bulwer Lytton, Hawthorne & Morris, even the French (Nodier) & German (Hoffman, Richter) analogies will just be illustrative.65

[58] As I’ve said, the first point to take off from is the characterization of the romance as distinct from the novel. In particular, the hero, heroine & villain of the romance are archetypes, the Jungian libido (or animus), anima & shadow respectively. I don’t want to get too tangled up in Jung, though: I want to work it out independently. I don’t know that I have much to add to my note on p. 19 [par. 50] except more symmetry. I’m sure now about the dark & light animus: the former is sometimes hard to distinguish from the shadow. Heathcliff & Linton are the familiar types, but Zanoni & Glyndon [from Zanoni] have Prospero & Ferdinand overtones, suggesting that the dark animus is the regressive male or father figure. Remember that Prospero would be staged in a dark hat & cloak. The setting of Zanoni is Naples, Cumaean Sibyl territory. I’m sure Hawthorne stole his Marble Faun from Lytton: he certainly has the double female. Note that there’s a light shadow too, paradoxical as that sounds: Hawthorne’s faun & Lytton’s Margrave are both psychopathic children of nature, like Edmund. Margrave seems to be the origin of Busoni’s Man who went too far.66

[59] The general assumption of mysticism is an analogy between the relation of soul to mind & of mind to body. The mind is distinctively human, & the “humane” man rises from animal levels by rebuilding & inverting his natural organization, in which body is primary & mind an accidental sport. He does not deny the essential unity of body & mind by doing this, but centres that unity in the mind instead of the body. As soon as he does this, he leaves nature & enters a world of mental form. Perception of functional patterns or symbolic forms then becomes his reality, in contrast to the animal’s unaware entry into them (If I could unite the Cassirer symbolic form with the Jung archetype I’d be all set). To enter this world the mind must be active & the body correspondingly passive: concentrated & studious mental powers demand the ability to grip the autonomous will & desire of the body in an iron vice. The mystic says there is another level on which the same process must be carried on. The mind is human but perishable, the soul immortal. One gains an imperishable humanity by rebuilding & inverting the “natural human”
perspective, starting with the soul. To do this the mind must be held motionless, like the body in study, & perception of mental patterns is arrested just as random sense experience is arrested in study. Note that the highest form of study is creation. This deeper concentration or study of the soul is what mystics mean by contemplation.

The brainless athlete may be fatigued, or, rather, athletics itself combines effort & relaxation, the combination being "good form." Note that bodily activity is ritual & myth is mental, & the ritual founded on the myth, of which the analogy or parallel is the Christian church discipline, is the execution of created art. Note that immobility is not an end in itself: the artist may express his concentration in walking up & down the room: this is a kind of ritual dance arising from the gnosis of myth & is the opposite of the spontaneous invention of a myth to explain a ritual. The role of the body in mental creation is not very clearly understood, but it certainly is a matter of great importance: remember Beethoven on the Appassionata. Anyway, repose & relaxation are essential to the athlete: not only sleep, but a kind of inversion of the body into its latent powers. The mind also needs leisure—all art, as I've said, begins in remembering the Sabbath—and without an uncritical slack & passive exposure of the mind to ideas, in which the mind plays possum & pretends that ideas come to it, as we say, instead of out of it, not much creative work will be done. Goethe told Schiller to take the watchdogs out of his brain. The therapeutic value of dreams comes in here, I don't know just how. Nevertheless musing, & speculating on a "Why not?" basis, are not what the mystic means by contemplation, however they may be linked to that threshold of mystical contemplation known as occultism. Maeterlinck, as far as I've gone in him, appears not to have grasped the distinction between contemplation & musing, in spite of Ruysbroeck, who is clear about it. The calmness of the habitual student is not more contemplative than the repose of the tired athlete is studious: it merely looks like it from the outside.

The animal does not notice the power of its own body: "noticing" means consciousness & humanity, the possession of a mind determined to seize the body for itself. The mind soon finds what bucking & lunging power the body has—even the horse, incidentally, is merely an extension of mental control. Hypnotism, magnetism & other occult phenomena of the conquering mind are manifestations of the resistance of body to
mind, for we can control other bodies as well as our own if the other mind doesn’t get in the way. Will is the name we give to this. The docility of students under the mind of a magnetic teacher is not far from hypnosis, & still nearer to hypnopaedia.

[62] But if even the resources of mental ascendency over the body, of will power as we call it, begin to have an occult sound at their fringes (we have very little idea how far yogi explorations into breathing & so forth have gone in this matter), what shall we say of the resistance of the mind to the soul? Note, first, the difference of pure & applied mental power. Pure is art & creation, the elaborating of the ability to perceive in symbolic forms; applied is will, which when split off from creation becomes anarchic, a mere efficient cause deprived of any formal or final goal. But if the elaboration of art & the evolution of science (note how I assume here a kind of evolution in art too, or at least in criticism) have a goal, & are not also an autonomous or automatic activity, we must identify that end with some kind of total unification, in which the soul & its object or creature of contemplation are alike universal, & identical therefore with each other.

[63] The body reaches the mind through emotion, & some of the most active minds have been engaged in proving their own non-existence—Locke & the attitude associated with him, for instance, pretends that the body is the channel of activity to a mind roused from passiveness by an external agency. This myth of the resurrection of the mind from the reviving powers inherent in nature is, of course, true only as a genetic or historical account of the “origin” of mind, which doubtless evolved in some such way. This is part of the general fallacy of explaining a thing by its source instead of by its inherent meaning. Once we look at the mind as a thing doing something, we can see that the current of activity streams from the mind into the world. Similarly, we can reach the soul by thought, and all “common sense” or empiric views about the soul say that it is what the thoughts or conceptions or doctrines of it are. Now we get to Cassirer by turning Locke inside out. For Cassirer, if I understand him correctly, finds the distinctively human act of consciousness in the capacity for variable symbolization, and the sort of thing that enables man to see not only the cat that the dog can see, but the picture of the cat that the dog cannot see. Mental comprehension of any subject begins, for him, in a Gestalt apprehension of the functional forms or patterns in it. If I could
figure out what corresponded to this on the soul-mind level I'd be, to repeat my phrase, all set. What are the functional forms by which the soul comprehends the mental world?

[64] Just as the Lockian view of the mind makes it a *tabula rasa*, a thing with no features or character, so most mystics talk about the soul as if it were a residual “white dot” at the centre, impenetrable, impassive & as far beyond mental as bodily characteristics. This is a rather chilly thing to regard as one’s essential & real self: perhaps here too we should reverse the perspective. In fact obviously we should. Anyway, somewhere here is my solution of the archetype problem, which may be, as Jung himself suggests, the problem of Platonic ideas too. I must remember Langer’s remark [par. 57] that the conception of a “sub’conscious mind is unnecessary metaphysic. I don’t know, though: there should be some sort of Eden & Beulah arrangement: James’ “subliminal” buried Orc theory seems likely.

[65] This is thrown out at random: the technique of quieting the body by the mind is introversion; the technique of quieting the mind by the spirit (for the present I use soul & spirit together) is deep introversion or contemplation. The use of the body by the mind is extraversion; the use of the mind by the spirit is deep extraversion or charity. I suppose the same active-contemplative dichotomy persists, but I don’t like it: surely creation is neither one nor the other, & I wonder if the real agape isn’t a kind of super-creative power.

[66] Now let’s go back to the occult threshold. I don’t see my way quite clear here, in spite of all the suggestive patterns in Silberer & Jung. But the first step in getting past the mind is the “as if” step. Mysticism can come to terms with the dogmatic systems: the soul accepts what the mind hands it just as the mind accepts sense data from the body. Yet empiricism here is as false as on the other level, & some super-Aristotelian theory on this point is ahead of me: the mind is not nature though its products grow naturally out of nature, and the soul is not faith though its products grow faithfully out of faith. All mental systems are symbolic forms, & are held in suspension by the spirit with a detachment beyond all skepticism. The mystic is thus naturally attracted by a “why not?” sense of the relativity of reality, & likes to return to the free speculation of the primitive, who thinks a dream is experienced by his soul when
leaving the body. Sophisticated reasoning conventionalizes & orders reality, & uses the word “coincidence” to dismiss any form of unusable design. So he wonders what would happen if he shifted the perspective: cf the anatomy; occultism has a continuously satiric role to play, as Blavatsky shows.

[67] Besides, a lion-tamer in a cage full of hungry lions has an easy job compared with the spirit holding the mind still. Yet when the mind takes the body in hand, the body finds itself no longer living in a tree but building downtown New York. When the spirit (I’m going to shift to body, soul or mind & spirit) takes the mind in hand, surely equally great, or proportionately greater, miraculous powers emerge. Or at least they could emerge if they got loose. Anyway, this is the plane of what is vaguely called “the mystical experience,” the Eastern Samadhi. Miracles occur on this plane, doubtless, but a man is no more a saint because he works miracles than he would be a benefactor to humanity if he stood on the street corner handing out money. Ascetic practices may be the result of trying to do everything at once: doubtless many ascetics are hardly conscious of what they’re doing.

[68] From here I must go on & work out my functional form conception of literature. My critical axioms about integritas, consonantia & claritas belong here too, of course. Language & history are false categories, novel, epic etc., true ones, & archetypal myths are true ones. It would be interesting if there turned out to be an archetypal myth corresponding to each form. Let’s see, now: we have epic & novel, drama & anatomy (or maybe it’s the other way round), confession & lyric, romance & romance. Epic is the Orc cycle, drama the pathos-epiphany, romance the cyclic wilderness or Mosaic vision, lyric the apocalyptic flash. That doesn’t sound very promising. I must try to devise the four cardinal points of the myth from a less dogmatic source. If Creation, Fall, Redemption, & Apocalypse are the four cardinal points of the myth, do they produce, or rather correspond to, epic, romance, drama & lyric, & therefore to anatomy, romance, novel (that looks bad) & lyric? How about Creation–Wise-man, Fall-shadow, Redemption-animus-anima, & Apocalypse–regressive mother? That might turn into something. Bulwer Lytton & the romance will dig out some Jung for me: I don’t know if Maeterlinck has enough on the ball to do anything for my super-Cassirer problem. It’s a little awkward to have all this attached to a mystical epistemology.
Also, I'm straying away from Blake, who so far as I know doesn't support my theory of a tripartite soul. His imagination covers both ideas of mind & spirit. Matter of terminology, doubtless; in Blake duality refers to the ultimate LJ [Last Judgment] choice of letting the mind, as I call it—it's really the S of U [Spectre of Urthona]—attach itself to the spirit or the body. Satan, Orc & Los is the mystic progression.

I may have remarked elsewhere that I'm out to bust those idiots like Carnap who say that statements constructed according to their rules have meaning, & everything else is purely “affective” or “emotional,” like when you say ouch or write a lyric poem. This theory says that everything not constructed according to pattern is “merely verbal,” whereas their statements have meaning—because they're verbally correct. However, my point is this: I've noticed in reading Plato how often Socrates introduces a new stage in the argument by saying “I feel there is something else to be said,” or the like. This is not a subjective or emotional apprehension: it's Cassirer's Gestalt immediate apprehension of the symbolic form. Art is the articulation of an intuition: I'm friendlier now to the rc. [romantic] brainstorm theory of inspiration than I was, but Blake is still right that art is nothing but the articulation of it. I nudge a little nearer to the theory of a creative Word here. Chaos is intuited pattern, or rather the firmament is. My immediate problem is, at what level of intensity is the symbolic form perceived as an archetype? Anyway, some link between the Cassirer symbolic form & the Jung archetype is provided by the fact that conscious thought produces gods.

Of the four levels of literary meaning the first is the literal. In literature, where meaning is autonomous & self-contained rather than discursive, the literal level is that of the “letters.” That is, the medieval correspondence of literal & historical is wrong, because a historical or logical conception of literal meaning, according to which the superficial meaning of a work of art exactly corresponds to a set of facts outside it, is symbolic or allegorical. Modern logicians who insist that propositions with “meaning” always correspond exactly to the body of facts of which the proposition is the picture thus insist that all such propositions are symbolic. Thus the literal meaning of the Divina Commedia is not that Dante "went to" or "saw" hell & purgatory & heaven, & returned to tell us about them, the poem being thus linked symbolically through the memory with a past experience. Literally, Dante's poem means nothing
of the kind: its literal truth is poetic truth, & in fact poetry or autonomous literary art is the only kind of literary expression in which literal truth can be attained. All non-fictional prose is primarily symbolic, not literal.

[72] It follows that literal meaning is not grammatical meaning either. That is, literal meaning, though only one level of meaning, still relates to the entire work of art, and if poetic meaning is held to be literally equivalent to prose meaning, the whole literal meaning is equal to a part of itself. For the poem being literally a poem, its superficial meaning or sense is metrical as well as semantic. In any case the grammatical conception of literal meaning is also symbolic.

[73] No: the literal meaning is the integritas, the quality in the sense of the whatness, of the poem. Poetry is to discursive writing what mathematics is to the sciences, an autonomous set of verbal relationships. It is a set of interlocking formulae in itself, though it may be used as a commentary on “life” or “reality.” The literal level of meaning in poetry is not what it means at all, for poetry means only itself: it is literally what it is. Hence the literal meaning is the unity of the poem in terms of itself, the interrelationships of words & images & metrical patterns to the whole.

[74] Creative effort simultaneously uses & relaxes the will, or, as we say, it is both a conscious & an unconscious process. Some conception of an “unconscious” will seems to be essential to it. Psychology claims to have discovered an unconscious will in the libido. A work of art thus represents a fusion of will & libido, of meaning what one says & yet saying more than one means. Literally, a poem is a unity in which the distinction of conscious & unconscious meaning disappears. Thus literal meaning is psychological meaning.

[75] Of the four levels of meaning, the literal is that of vision, a word which covers both dreaming & waking consciousness & expresses their integration. It is the meaning of faith, the total acceptance of the datum which Coleridge called negatively the suspension of disbelief. (The other levels are respectively symbol, myth & spiritual (as opposed to literal) vision, & their virtues are hope (spiritual vision in its allegorical mirror), love & vision). It belongs to the order of grace, the involuntary release of
the psyche which frees the will by integrating it to the libido or its unconscious counterpart. (The other levels are reason, nature & revelation).

[76] Now to say that the literal meaning is psychological suggests that Freud, Jung & the psychoanalysts hold the keys to it. Of course to “interpret” a work of art as a dream of the poet is an allegorical procedure entirely. But, in the first place, that is a therapeutic technique relating to the poet as a man, not literary criticism, which does not deal with the poem as a biographical document. In the second place, if creation is primarily literal, criticism, which is discursive, is primarily symbolic. Thus, in the first place, the psychological meaning must be archetypal, which makes Jung more useful than Freud; & in the second place, it makes sense to say that the heroine of a romance is literally an anima, because that is literally what she is: she isn’t a “real” girl or a symbol of one, or a “type” or anything but the heroine (i.e. anima) of a romance.

[77] Psychological criticism impresses many people as funny, because humor is linked with the release of the libido, its sudden appearance in consciousness. Thus it is natural for them to take the censor’s attitude: the poet couldn’t have known all that, therefore we’re dragging something into the poem that shouldn’t be there, but should remain suppressed. The author himself may take this attitude.

[78] This kind of criticism may be applied to any kind of poetry, but is most instructive in dealing with those forms in which the libidinous will is most obviously attached to the conscious one, where the grace of saying more than one means is clearest. As reception of grace demands simplicity of mind, this kind of writing will be naive. The centre of gravity of literal or psychological meaning, therefore, lies in the romance. The libidinous hero of romance or Orc, should be at first distinguished from his extraverted complement in nature or Luvah, who exists on the third level (no, no, Tharmas) as well as from the other two, though of course they blend.

[79] Jung is the most comprehensive guide to the romance, & the romance is the clearest illustration of his archetypes. These archetypes are, first, the libido, represented by a young man or hero. Actually, one
should distinguish archetype from hero, as hero belongs to the historical level, as gods do to the third level. Second, the anima, whose relation to him, though usually expressed as that of wife to husband (note that most prose romances are presented in extraverted or novel symbols) is actually that of creature to creator. Third, the regressive anima or terrible mother, the incest nightmare. Often symbolized by a "dark lady" who has to be killed off (see notes above [pars. 50, 58]). Fourth, the villain or shadow (sometimes, under strong censor impulses, the hero is the shadow, as in Byronic literature, or at least assumes the role of one). Fifth, the old wise man or counsellor, who begins by opposing the libido (son vs. wrath of father) but ends by unlocking the gate of Paradise to him. These are all that are in or can be inferred from Jung, but I suspect there are many others: a fool, for instance, representing the simplicity which attains grace. Also the hero's double or twin, whom Jung mentions, Hamlet's Horatio. Thus in F.Q.I [The Faerie Queene, bk. 1] St. George (libido) & Una (anima) accompanied by dwarf (fool) meet a shadow who pretends to be an old wise man (Archimago). In F.Q. 2 the hero or libido (note that as he's an unconscious will he often is the fool, as in Parsifal & all the fool-hero stories) is accompanied by the old wise man (Palmer) & resists the dark lady (Acrasia). Note Una's name: the anima is the focus of libido energies, the Isis who picks up the pieces of the hero's scattered unconsciousness, & whose constancy redeems the hero & achieves his being (Solveig). I think I can ignore Jung's "animus," except possibly in mystical literature where the human soul is female to grace, or in Court of Love testaments of the "lord."

What opens out from here is this: on the second level we see this romantic [pattern] extraverted in epic & novel, in the conscious world of war & peace, taking the forms of heroes & heroines who are social types. On the third level archetype & hero combine to produce the god, & history moves in to mythology. Mythology focusses on the tragic archetype-hero-god whose position is tragic because it's recurrent. That is, this stage is Beulah, & on this level art freezes into a vision of total recurrence in tragedy & satire, a vision which is turned inside out in anagogy. Anagogy, or the comic vision, reverses the total consolidation of the tripartite Beulah in recurrence, & winds up the whole progression. The important thing is that the psychological vision of the dark world, the preliminary exploration of the Inferno, is a necessary prelude to coming out again on the other (imaginative) side of the physical
world & climbing up to the seat of the gods. But unless you push on the whole threefold scheme begins becomes [begins to become] a bigger & better Inferno, with one shadow-world paralleled against another one. This leads to Druidism, the act of expressing total imprisonment in shadow, & this is the nature of the romantic agony, the symbolic form of which appears in Sartor Resartus.

[81] As the libido at first is unconscious, its creative efforts are fragmentary: this is the essential & [Rencontre] link between romance & lyric. The anima collects these fragments & leads the libido into the outward form of heroism. The anima normally is not fucked: that leads to the symbol of heraphroditism. She's the Virgin Mary who lets Dante through to his assumption. The erotic feeling on this level is more possessive than sexual: it's a wish-fulfilment too comprehensive to be confined to sex. In any case the Comus view of chastity is closely linked with the indestructibility of the anima, the fragile female who wanders unharmed through a world of brigands, as in Salvatore Rosa. The adventure pattern of so many romances is the quest for light, the wandering in the wilderness of the dark world.

[82] The romantic vision is succeeded by the epic vision, the epic by the tragic vision, the tragic by the comic vision. These are not forms, & I'm wrong to associate them with forms. Every work of art has four meanings, & consequently a romantic, an epic (or "realistic," hence novel, in modern times; but note Ker's point about the realism of epic compared with romance), a tragic & a comic pattern in it. All romance-realism consolidates in tragedy, & has to be vorticized to comedy. Romance is the wilderness quest actualizing itself in law, as in Aeschylus. Thus all art separates into a dark tragic law & a sunlit comic gospel. Note too the parallel between romance & logic (this is tough, but cf. the subjective idealism of Wittgenstein, also his Pythagoreanism, & the introspective mechanical labyrinth); between epic & the discursive epic, or metaphysical system; between tragedy, satire & dialectic, which last in Plato also ends in a vision of recurrence (the indefinite progress of the Hegelian is little improvement).

[83] The folktale, because episodic & unsystematized, has its centre of gravity in romance. Here again the collecting anima leads the progression to unity, & makes epics out of ballad & folktale collections. Here is the place for the Coleridgean imgn. [imagination]-fancy distinction.
[84] Bayley, Lost Language of Symbolism,\(^7^6\) says scarab an emblem of 
sun because it rolls a ball up with its bum or something. Try this on Poe’s 
Gold-Bug: sacred scarab as solar emblem dropped through a death’s-head 
which (on the cipher) resembles it. It lights up the hellish sun 
imprisoned in earth (i.e. gold, or palace of Mammon). The treasure 
brought to light of course can also be grace receiving revelation, in 
another context. Even here it passes through the eye of the skull. The 
scarab or dung-beetle is a gold-excrement or anal-acquisitive link. The 
cipher is the labyrinthine hieroglyph of the subconscious giving the key 
to the libido treasure. Anagogically, the story reads: by diligent perusal 
of the essential message the sun will send his messages through the 
eye of the dead natural man & discover the treasure there. Note in Poe an 
obvious romance-logic link. Romanticism & (logical) positivism are 
contemporary, & complementary.

[85] In Bulwer-Lytton’s The Coming Race we are introduced to a quasi-
Utopian underworld, a society which has achieved the Druid identifica-
tion of ceremonial & moral law. It is a Magian illuminated cavern world, 
& as plants grow there, the lamps in a remote ceiling are really symbols 
of voluntary light: it’s the Urizenic dark world of fixed stars & an under-
ground labyrinth. The hero first evades a dragon who kills his friend 
(double, & cf. the Erewhon statues). In this world the erotic element is 
that of the C of L [Court of Love]: the woman is larger, wiser & the 
pursuer, & the men act demurely like maidens, or rather pansies. The 
regressive anima, Zoe, makes love to the hero, but when rejected carries 
him off on her wings (they have them, mechanical ones). She is often 
compared to mother & angel. A glint of a progressive anima, dressed in 
red, appears, but nothing comes of it: she’s the sister of a child appointed 
to kill the hero, forming an Eros to his Adonis as the Druid society must 
have a sacrifice based on accusation of sin as in Gulliver’s Travels 4. That 
identifies hero & shadow. Thus it’s a romance with the tragic circle 
adumbrated in it. (Note how realism is the balancing factor, midway 
between the romantic & the mythical). The story is a remarkable proph-
ecy of atomic energy, called vril, which is contained in magic wands. 
The wand symbol is the basis: the revolver is contained within it— 
actually it’s much like one of Buck Rogers’ disintegrators.\(^7^7\) I suppose 
such wands are phallic, & represent an externalization of fantasies 
basically erotic.
[86] One fundamental problem is the distinguishing of the katabasis from the anabasis, & I haven’t got all the details straight. It seems to me there’s a primary katabasis on the order of grace, the Sartor Resartus descent into noumenal mystery where the libido joins the will, & produces what is at once a realized or freed will and a renounced one. This is Jung’s katabasis into the creative unconscious, and Samuel Butler’s practice memory, also William James’ subliminal consciousness, the revolution of which produces conversion. In Butler one searches for “la mente che non erra,” the deep unconscious perfection of activity. Blake, a highly integrated person before he began, doesn’t seem to give a clear picture of a primary katabasis: that’s why it’s held me up. But surely the word “vision” implies both waking & dream consciousness, & the integration of them both.

[87] Whether there’s a secondary katabasis at the end of Generation I don’t know. But there certainly is one at the end of the Beulah one, the sealing off of the upper limit, the expanded hell which includes the whole physical order, the tragic vision of mythology, the twilight of the gods, the dialectic ending with the vision of necessity & recurrence. Just where the vision of hell fits this I don’t know. I think the tertiary katabasis in Dante is the cyclic movement of seeds from the Garden of Eden back to the world, which doesn’t affect humanity except that Virgil can’t get beyond it. That’s Bunyan’s road to hell from the gates of heaven. Of course one thing hell is is the vision of indefinite time, but as such it’s externalized vision. Dante’s hell is the order of nature (& history, Canto 14) for those in hell but the order of integrating grace (yoga, the unifying of powers) for him. There certainly is a tertiary (or quaternary) katabasis at the end of the anagogy, the descent back into the world of time which is not the final victory of the S of U [Spectre of Urthona], as I formerly thought, but is, or repeats, the Incarnation. It’s the use of the transformation body; note that the complete understanding by the prophet of what he is doing was claimed by Isaiah & Paul, & gets over the silly romantic stereotype about the source of the prophetic utterance as somehow beside consciousness, whether sub or super.

[88] I want to examine somebody, possibly Spenser, on the four levels of meaning as I’ve taken them from Dante & developed them myself. First, I want to show that literal meaning is psychological meaning, & that that
is the totality of what the work of art is, its quality of whatness, the *integritas*\textsuperscript{81} of its units, words & images. The genres which show this literal meaning are either primitive or subjective. Primitive forms are the ballad & the folk tale; subjective ones are the lyric & the (prose) romance. The tone or affect of this level is erotic, & Court of Love symbolism belongs to it. I have all this. On the second level I move, first, from primitive romance to epic. Also from prose romance to novel. Here, of course, libido & anima become hero & heroine. Now this level is allegorical in the strict sense, because here art reflects an objective "life"—well, a subjective one too, for that matter. I have to push this through until I get to the philosophy of history, first, that the poet had, secondly, that we have, which latter is Spengler’s development of the cycle & his conception of cultural age or context. This is the symbolic form that cures the naive induction of history, as Toynbee shows. But there’s much more to this level, & some of it is still hazy. I think the fundamental epic symbols are: the destruction of the city (Iliad), the wandering in the wilderness (Odyssey); the building of the city (Aeneid). These in turn reproduce the sunset, underground fight & sunrise images of romance & myth. Note too that Dante passes beyond epic when he takes leave of Virgil at the limit of the Generation world. For the first & third levels are both in Beulah, which surrounds & encompasses the Generation world.

[89] However, the quid credas\textsuperscript{82} aspect of allegory is essential, & the work of art as a reflector of the science of philosophy of its time perhaps embraces more than just the Baroque or Renaissance or what-have-you symbol. For instance, I ought to look at the role of analogy in thought, in the ordinary sense of that term. If one conveys an idea in a very illuminating image, it is possible, a, that the idea could not have been conveyed in any other way, b, that the analogy expresses what would formerly have been called a "real" relationship.

[90] The romance level is single & the novel & epic one double, because of the allegory, the double track meaning. The third, mythical & moral level, is triple, & combines the first two. Mythology is primarily the projection of archetypes on nature, but it’s a projection which goes across the "real" world of the second level on its way. On this level I think I should attempt to give a narrative encyclopedia of myths, beginning with sunset (Creation, Fall, sparagmos: note that the dream also refers to
events of the day before) & going through history & heroism, where the
dark wood is ambiguous, because it's both Generation & the underworld
of reality, on to apocalypse & sunrise symbols. The point is that it goes
around in a circle of ananke [fate], as in Joyce.

[91] The complications of this level are largely concerned with the rela-
tion between the myth & the quid agas or moral aspect. The answer is in
the relation of myth to ritual, as growing out of ritual & forming the basis
for new material.

[92] Literal meaning proceeds from a grammatical, logical and rhetori-
cal analysis of the whole. Literal meaning is not exhausted by grammati-
cal meaning, but it includes it. It is not exhausted by a prose restatement
of its meaning (in the case of a poem) but it includes that. It also includes
a complete analysis of its rhetoric, (which includes prosody in the case of
a poem), its use & interrelation of images & figures. Possibly the logical
analysis is the germ of the allegory proper, its discursive aspect as a
symbolic presentation of an outside body of facts. Possibly the rhetorical
analysis is the germ of the moral or mythological meaning, and possibly,
as I suggest at the end of FS, the anagogic meaning is the florescence of
grammar, the words fitted to the Word. Literal meaning is pure appre-
hension of integritas: the study of what is involved in literal meaning,
consonantia or analysis, takes us at once into the other levels, & the
completion of this analysis, claritas, is therefore a grasping of what is
involved in the literal apprehension.

[93] All such consonantia begins in drudgery, the drudgery of prosody,
of rhetorical classification of syntactic rearrangement, sometimes of more
elementary efforts in the case of a foreign language (which includes
English for many readers today, even at universities). If we read an
English so easily that grammatical & logical are foreshortened, the infor-
mation that rhetorical analysis is still to come is greeted with howls of
protest. It is now, anyway: the Renaissance was more enthusiastic. The
first steps of moral allegory, looking up footnotes, the translating on a
this-means-that basis, are drudgery too.

[94] Coleridge's distinction between imagination & fancy is of great
importance for allegory. All allegorical interpretation consists of draw-
ing analogies. Some analogies are imaginative, or, as we say, have a
"real" relationship to the work of art. Others are fanciful, & then we say the relationship is strained or far-fetched. In one case we are relating something else to the work of art, in the other we're treating the work of art as a pattern in a prefabricated universe, & matching it to other patterns. Fanciful analogies produce coincidences, mentally unusable designs (see above [pars. 23–4, 66]). I might work out an elaborate analogy of King Lear to a game of chess, yet everyone would say it was an exercise in ingenuity, not an interpretation of King Lear. In pure anagogy, of course, there are no analogies at all, and the distinction disappears. This may be the point about alchemy. It's certainly the point of a hell of a lot of things.

[95] The first dream Freud analyzes in the *Traumdeutung* is one of his own, which introduces three women. He says in a footnote that if he were to follow up those three women he'd get far afield—he may mean into his personal life, & he may not, because I think it's there that he also remarks: "every dream has a point at which it is unfathomable, a link, as it were, with the unknown."84 I think if he went on with those three women he'd get, first, to the three sinister females, fates, norns, or what-have-you, which are terrible-mother or regressive anima figures. Then to the graces, hours, faith-hope-charity & so on[,] progressive anima figures. These are still trinitarian intuitions, undifferentiated & inarticulate. In the next stage of comprehension we get a twofold split, each ambivalent, into the mother-devourer & the daughter-harlot, & that takes us straight to the Judgement of Paris. Now in this scene we have a mother, a harlot, & a virgin in between. I think this untouched virgin is a figure I haven't yet grasped. She's the real anima, the point about the Virgin Mary, who is neither the Church's mother nor Blake's harlot, but the central weaving figure in between, the Isis-collector, the Penelope-Solveig85 fixed point of the soul-image. She is the true Fidele who is so hard to realize is not dead but only sleeping, the staring daughter of Jairus, neither Mary nor Magdalen. Just as one assimilates the witch to the mother & the whore to the daughter, so this virgin relates to the wife, who gains a spiritual virginity by surrendering her physical one, & whose sexuality has about [it] no trace of pollution, which is a conception from autoerotic sexuality, & links with a point about sucking masochism & spanking sadism I've made elsewhere [cf. RT, 37, 229]. Now, is there a form of the fourth, or is the alleged fourth just the anagogy or awakened body of the second?
I note that of all my dreams, the easier to remember are the dozing dreams I have just before waking. They are also the most realistic, the nearest to daytime experience. In fact I think I detect a sequence, first of sexual dreams, then of ego-dreams, fantasies of will to power & doing things well & scoring off other people—priapism of the ego as I call it—& finally the dream which is simply one of waking activity, offered by the desire to sleep as a substitute for the waking life. Presumably this ideal sequence is seldom found. But I think that behind the sexual dreams, closer to beauty sleep both in depth & time (i.e. earlier & further down) are dreams with more disinterested symbolism of the kind explored by Jung. If I’m wakened suddenly out of a deep sleep I dredge up some curious things, not at all sexual ones. It’s possible that theories of dreams are based on a certain stage of dreaming. Consciousness shows a precisely similar arrangement. When we do things “without thinking about it” the substitute dream reappears in waking life. Power fantasies are also very close to the surface of consciousness, as any eavesdropping on street conversations of the “so I says to him” variety will inform us. In fact this subsurface dreaming is so close to wakefulness that it continually modifies & conditions it by the emphasis it throws on the persona. To get down to the erotic wish-fulfilments of Freud one needs a voluntary act of daydreaming, a withdrawal from consciousness itself consciously perceived as such, at least in normal people. To get down to the Jungian level of disinterested symbolism takes meditation—it’s a matter perhaps of getting past the primary conception of the soul image as a desirable physical object.

Ideally, then, a night’s sleep may present a complete cycle of dreaming from a threshold fall through a mythological period into a rococo-erotic one, thence to a dictatorship-power one, & finally a waking apocalypse-parody. That seems to be the point of the FW [Finnegans Wake] scheme, which has a literal psychology dream-basis, a Spenglerian allegory, a mythological twilight-of-gods moral, & a cyclic anagogy. I imagine a fair amount of actual dream self-analysis went into FW. I should think that energizing one’s life as a whole would be the best way of recapturing the deep dreams: a lazy self-indulgent life like mine finds it much easier to recollect erotic or egocentric dreams. I’m assuming that difficulty of recollection is closely linked to the depth of the dream’s symbolism.
I shall have to use Jung for a theory of archetypes, naturally, but I shall have to modify him in several important respects. His "anima" exists only in a man's mind, & his "animus" only in a woman's. That won't do for art, which is not always, & ideally never, male or female. I also want a name for the Orc-hero, which I used to call libido, & Jung used to. I want to avoid Blake's terms, with few exceptions, until I see how far he's technically as well as ideologically definitive. I'm not sure about his differentiation of emanations: Enion is the nearest to the Isis figure above [par. 95].

The Tarot sequence of Greater Trumps, if it matters, are [is] according to the order in Charles Williams' thriller:

- 1) Juggler
- 2) Empress
- 3) Pope (Hierophant)
- 4) Emperor
- 5) Chariot
- 6) Lovers
- 7) Hermit
- 8) Temperance
- 9) Fortitude
- 10) Justice
- 11) Wheel of Fortune
- 12) Hanged Man
- 13) Death
- 14) Devil
- 15) Falling Tower
- 16) Stars
- 17) Moon
- 18) Sun
- 19) Last Judgement
- 20) Universe
- 0) Fool.

I find myself considering Morris & Butler equally as the Victorian pillars of Hercules. Butler sums up conservative ritualism, acquiescence in unconscious behavior; Morris sums up creative (radical) mythopoeia. Re Butler: ritual is built up on habit. Habit is teleological (developing towards a value) when a myth is before it: without that telos it's a mere process which repeats only. In myth the world of process becomes a world of verbs, & the world of values a world of adverbs. Adverbs modify verbs, & values (e.g. happiness) are the modifying increments of activity.

Well, the habit of vision is creative: the habit of seeing what's there is repetitive. The latter habit is inherited: here 19th c. evolution & Eastern doctrines of maya ("the habit-energy accumulated since beginningless time") approximate. Even Herbert Spencer has a kind of dynamic Leibnitzianism: of the infinity of possible worlds we call the one real that our organism habitually & hereditarily sees. Hence [T.H.] Huxley's interest in "Karma," which he interpreted as fate because he believed in mamma Nature & papa time. Samuel Butler got much nearer it. [Edmund] Burke's doctrine of "prejudice" is linked with this; but prejudiced thinking is just bad rationalism, as prejudice can never be anything but a major premise. Hence Burke's prejudice is the same as the meta-
physical a priori rationalizings of revolutionaries, only his derive from the army of occupation already established (i.e. the ascendant class).

[102] The dilemma the Church put modern man into is this: the Catholic position is that the Church contains the Word: the Protestant is that the Word contains the Church. Now the doctrine of a separate authoritative Word—i.e., Bibliolatry—is the first uneasy resting place, & a quite untenable one. The Word in the heart, the Joachimite age of the Spirit, comes next, & the difficulty is to formulate that & avoid the “subjectivity” or “private judgement” rat trap. The only possible way is to point out that the privacy & the innerness of the Kingdom of Heaven in the Gospels are not subjective but a recreated vision of life, the contemplative vision of charity. This is the city in the garden, the jewel in the lotus. Thus the Scripture forms the kernels or seeds of the total verbal vision, as commandment, parable, aphorism & oracle expand into the containing myths or archetypal teloi of law (the social sciences), history, philosophy and (?) art—anyway, certainly prophecy.

[103] As for “hallucination,” or seeing something that another person present cannot also see, the one principle involved there is that nobody can see anything except a dramatization of the vision of the community out of which he developed it. A Catholic hysteric will get the stigmata; medieval hysterics will see devils & witches; theosophical ones will see the mandalas & cabbalistic diagrams they expect to see. This dependence of private vision on private habit is probably invariable, & leads to the Oriental doctrine of maya, as aforesaid.

[104] A bibliographical survey of romantic poetry is in Guide Through the Romantic Movement, by that curious charlatan Ernest Bernbaum. The bibliographies have some curious omissions: the Coleridge one does not have J.S. Mill’s essay. The critical statements are often wrong, and generally meaningless when they attempt to be more than superficial. On Coleridge, the E.K. Chambers biography will do, faute de mieux. Lowes on Xanadu, of course, & Nethercot on The Road to Tryermaine. I.A. Richards certainly & two shorter things not listed in Bernbaum: Herbert Read’s lecture on Coleridge as Critic, & that admirable essay of Bate in Perspectives of Criticism ed. by Levin. Kathleen has a new thing out called Inquiring Spirit. Willey’s 19th c. Background. I don’t know about Mike Abrams’ Milk
of Paradise or Bald’s 19th c. Studies. Eliot’s Harvard lectures, of course. John Muirhead’s Coleridge as Philosopher might be good. New critic attacks in Allen Tate’s Reason in Madness & Kenneth Burke’s Philosophy of Literary Form. Maud Bodkin. The Dejection stuff in ESEA of 1936. I don’t know about Stallknecht’s Strange Seas of Thought. Claud Howard on the idealism & Sanders on the Broad Church Movement. Potter’s Coleridge & STC I shall probably not read.
Part II
Among the romance-related notebooks, Notebook 14a is unique in dating from the period of the Third Book project, in other words approximately 1964–72. Paragraph 20 speaks of the Alexander Lectures, i.e., Fools of Time, as in the past, thus pointing to a date beyond 1967. So does the title The Critical Path in the last entry, derived from a term from business administration that Frye picked up during the preparations for the 1967 World’s Fair in Montreal. The Critical Path was at first intended to be the title of the Third Book itself, rather than of the article and the smaller book of that title which had spun off from it by 1971, and it is not certain which is being referred to here. From its first paragraph, the discussion of romance in Notebook 14a relates it to the Adonis quadrant of imagery on the Third Book’s Great Doodle diagram (see TBN, xxix): that is, the quadrant running counter-clockwise from north to west. In the Third Book notebooks, this is most often the quadrant of heroic epic and tragedy, which fits the chapter-by-chapter discussion of Wolfram von Eschenbach’s Parzival well enough: by calling it “naive romance” in paragraph 1, Frye merely means that Parzival is medieval rather than high mimetic heroic romance. The opening discussion of the early tales of William Morris returns to material in the early romance notebooks, but this time in terms of Frye’s new interest in the Romantic descent to an oracular underworld. This theme is actually more typical of the Hermes quadrant, running from west to south, ending in the nadir-point of Thanatos. After the discussion of Parzival there is a long commentary on Robert Chester’s poem Loves Martyr, the omission of which here is indicated by the section symbol § following paragraph 55; it will appear with Frye’s unpublished work on Renaissance literature under the title “Notebook 14b.” Notebook 14a is located in the NFF, 1991, box 24.
This notebook is for the collecting of observations on what I now think of as the red or Adonis vision. I'm working on a hunch that the key to this is romance fiction, and that the general line of approach should be:

a) naive romance. Folktale patterns of the quest or Two Brothers variety; the medieval stories of Tristan, Parsifal, the Nibelungenlied, the Romaunt of the Rose (though that's really more an Eros vision, at least in the de Lorris part),$^2$ the Sagas, & so on.

b) sentimental romance, running from Scott through Poe, Hawthorne, (Melville), George Macdonald & William Morris to Tolkien, along with German parallels and the 19th c. ghost story convention.

c) high mimetic epic, more especially Virgil, who sets the Adonis pattern for forsaking pastoral & love poetry for what Adonis preferred, war & hunting. I think that the Italian tradition (Ariosto, even Tasso) is more Eros, and the Iliad seems to me the greatest of all Thanatos poems.


e) secondary displaced fiction: Balzac, Tolstoy.

I don’t know why I have felt, ever since I started to think seriously about the matter at all (since sometime around 1944, I think, when the dense Blake fog began to clear up) that William Morris, with his left-wing political views, his late 19th c. flourishing period, and his vast collection of epic & romances, was a guide to what I now think of as the Adonis world.

The Romantic period revived a mother-mythology, and with it the theme of descent to an oracular underworld. This theme is one form of the Romantic myth of a sublime (maternal) and unspoiled (virginal) nature complementing human society. In Shelley Prometheus, having projected the evil sky-god Jupiter, is now bound to Mother Earth, through whom the oracles of imagination come. When man abolishes Jupiter and becomes his own artificer-god, Mother Earth disappears & becomes an earth-spirit. Meanwhile the cave of myths is in Mother Earth’s keeping. Well.

In the 19th c. there are a lot of stories, like Macdonald’s Phantasies, where this complementary underworld is a fairy world. As such it has both ideal & demonic aspects. Ghost stories usually follow the same pattern. Alice’s wonderland is a dream world, closer to Eros than Adonis,
except for a few curious things like painting white roses red. I suppose Kenneth Burke would say that the dream was of a nice little girl who shits clean surrounded by monsters who are metamorphoses of horrid little boys who shit dirty. Dickens has the same theme, as his preface to OCS [The Old Curiosity Shop] says (though not in the above terms, natch).

[5] In the early romances the nearest thing to a contemporary setting is a story called Frank's Sealed Letter. The hero, a cripple & writer named Hugh, loves a scornful C of L [Court of Love] beauty who wants bravery & muscle. He devotes his life to scoring off her, or tries to, but fails. The letter, from a dead friend, prophesies the failure of his love & urges him to preserve (sublimate) it as an imaginative experience. Here the sealed letter is a message from the dead urging reconciliation and imaginative transformation. As in Japanese Noh plays, a world between death & rebirth acts as a balancing force.

[6] In A Dream there are four men, of whom two are ghosts, though the other two don’t know it at first: again a “Bardo” setting. The story is of a C of L [Court of Love] proud mistress who orders her lover to sleep in a haunted cave as proof of his courage. The word “guest” is used, but the cave is a world of death, very cold, & called the “ivory house.” She follows him in, & they are condemned to a series of reincarnations where she takes a white-goddess role: a nurse in a hospital tending the hero as a wounded man; a queen embracing him after a battle. Finally they meet in the room where the four men are talking (the word “statue” is associated with her) and vanish into a pile of snow-white ashes. Cf. Shakespeare PT [The Phoenix and the Turtle], with its four named witnesses (bird of loudest lay, eagle, swan, crow). The two ghosts who tell the story are old & young, shite and waki.

[7] Gertha’s Lovers. Here there’s a “good land,” peaceful & minding its own business, sorely beset by tyrannical & greedy neighbors. I think there are fairly definite echoes from More’s Utopia, except that the neighbors are stronger & more threatening. They are said to be moving westward until they reach the east again. At the centre of the Adonis world is Troy, the beleaguered city which holds our sympathy because of that, & which also, thanks to Virgil & Geoffrey of Monmouth, moves west. But Morris’s good land is closer to Rousseau’s buried society of nature & reason, or to an ark on the flood. Links with the Scandinavians moving to
Iceland to found a democracy, with Britain itself perhaps, & the king, slain in battle, is called the "Light of Israel." Note the Teutonic-Celtic-Hebrew-Trojan links of submerged peoples who win by the imagination.

[8] Well: Gertha is a peasant girl beloved by the King, Olaf, & by his companion Leuchner. The hero is blond, Nordic & romantic, the tanist dark & ironic. Neither gets her to bed: Olaf is killed in battle & nominates her as queen. He then becomes identified with the sun (later the wind also) who touches her lips when setting. She's really his emanation, & he protects her like a guardian angel, yet she's called a witch by her enemies, like Joan of Arc. Leuchner, the other lover, gets converted, dies fighting for her & expires in the regular loyal subject-as-courtly-lover-of-queen way. Note how the knight & giant of romance become symbols of servant of people & tyrant. Another young knight is chosen by her for a dangerous mission because he resembles Olaf (trace of white goddess cycle). Gertha "vanishes" when her function is fulfilled. Add the Castle of Alma to the images of experience.

[9] Svend & His Brethren. Here the good land is again beleaguered, but achieves peace by sending their queen as a "sacrifice" to marry the enemy king. She has to break with her lover to do so, & he enters her service disguised (I think) as a blacksmith. Her seven sons are a king, a craftsman, a scholar, a poet, a musician & an explorer. They offer the people a choice of peace or war: they say war, so the seven brethren go "westward" to a new good land on a ship, as the city they leave becomes a dead city. Cycle becomes a dialectical separation.

[10] These notes are a by-product of reading a translation of Parzival. First, Wolfram says, & may well have meant, that he was illiterate. The poem is very systematically constructed. Second, although his main source was Chretien de Troyes, he makes a good deal of a probably fabulous source called "Kyot"—cf. Chaucer's Lollius.

[11] He begins by describing primogeniture as a strange & unheard-of custom—however, I'm not interested in that, only in image-patterns of Adonis symbolism. Eros symbolism has, I've said, twin peaks, one the mother's body, a locus amoenus or hortus conclusus, the other the old man's penseroso tower, the father's worn-out phallus. The purgatorial climb often includes an Oedipus theme of the dismissed old man: when
this happens the symbolism is usually mother-centered. Dante has a mother Beulah-area from Pg. [Purgatorio] 26 to Par [Paradiso] 9 with a dismissed old man (Virgil) & a father-tower area from Par. 10 to perhaps Saturn, or perhaps to the end of Par. with a dismissed Beatrice.\[7\]

[12] Adonis patterns reverse the Eros ones. Their normal beginning features a struggle of brothers. One remains home & the other goes wandering in search of adventures. At the other end one, usually the younger, enters into possession & the other becomes a wanderer: that's more variable. The Prodigal Son has the primary pattern that Parzival begins with. The elder son here stays with the father or succeeds to the father or is in some way a father-surrogate. Sometimes it's a son with a jealous father or false father, who has been warned by a prophecy that the son will be fatal to him. Acrisius imprisons Danae in a tower, she's wooed by Jupiter (whose gold shower is assoc. w. stars by Tennyson)\[8\] & so becomes a locus amoenus placed under a curse & so transformed to a wandering ark. Note the connexion of the fallen Eden and the calumniated female.

[13] The hero often grows up in a forest retreat brought up by his mother—hortus conclusus again. At a certain point he rejoins the paternal line by being given weapons—shift from sex myth to artefact myth. The duality of allegro & penseroso themes recurs here too: Wagner's Pilgrim-Venusberg antithesis must go back to something, and there's a curious duality assoc. w. Arthur—vs. the Grail in Wolfram, vs. the Faerie Queene, vs. the Emperor (East) in Charles Williams.\[9\]

[14] Anyway, Eros symbolism is thematic, whereas Adonis is fictional, & the normal quest theme of romance. All the major Adonis episodes have Eros antitheses. For instance, the rejection of the old man & the return to the mother in Eros contrasts with the rejection of the mother or surrogate (Venus by Adonis, etc.) Of course the knight's quest is usually undertaken for the sake of a lady, who is its final cause. But, as I noted in AC [195], the quest is away from her, & only the returning or Eros quest goes back to her.

[15] The first two books of Parzival are devoted to his father: a stepwise narrative device recurring in sentimental romance (Lawrence's Rainbow). The father has two wives, the first being an unbaptized Moor, a black
bride. This is the great Lilith-Eve theme that proliferates into the dark & light girl theme of *Ivanhoe* that I mentioned. Cf. Dora and Agnes in Dickens [*David Copperfield*]. One aspect of it is the red & blue Eros theme (i.e. the ambivalence of asexual virgin & sexual harlot themes) in Adonis reversal. Another aspect is the displacement of the *same* person, which when the same would be the Loathly Lady theme of the Wife of Bath’s Tale.

[16] It’s explicitly said that Gahmuret (P’s father) did *not* abandon her for her color, not even because of religion, though that was more important. She was quite willing to be baptized. He left her because she felt protective about him & tried to prevent him from fighting. Mother-revolt theme. In spite of the racial tolerance, white & black are the colors of heaven & hell respectively, the former assoc. w. constancy & the latter w. mutability. The *progeny* of the two women is the start of the struggle-of-the-brothers theme in the O.T. [Old Testament]: the bond woman Hagar vs. the free woman Sara (cf. the Sara reference in Shakespeare’s A & C [*Antony and Cleopatra*]. Similar themes develop in *Parzival* with Feirefiz, probably: Gahmuret’s own loyalty to his older brother is much insisted on. The Dido-Lavinia theme is of course another aspect.

[17] Among all the reasons given for Wolfram’s insistence on his own illiteracy,* one is *not* given: the fact that he greatly prides himself on being a poor but honest knight. His protest of illiteracy is probably aristocratic snobbery, a clinging to the older conventions. Hamlet, a prince in a later age, thought it a baseness to write fair. Those who descend through the Adonis pattern *hear* what they say: they are prophets & more particularly heralds, like the bard of SE [Blake’s *Songs of Experience*]. If they be Christ or Buddha, they don’t write or even hear, but simply *are* the Word: otherwise, they walk away from the Logos & so “hark back” to it. Coming the other (Eros & thematic) way, they’re either magicians with spells (normally ending in the *Entsagen* or renunciation of magic) or musicians, singing or piping (like the Bard in SI [Blake’s *Songs of Innocence]*) or playing a reed. The Agape movement, in its primitive or undisplaced form, takes the Adonis pattern, or what Blake calls Luvah’s robes of blood.

[18] I see what is meant by calling Eliot’s Quartets Buddhist: the still point of the turning world is certainly closer to a Bodhisattva incarnation
than to a Christian one. But perhaps Buddhism in this sense is the repetition of Xy, & that may be the point of contact between them. Repetition seems to be erotic, as recollection is of Adonis (descent from unborn world, as in Thel)]; movement toward the repetition of birth, or the talisman of recognition complex, I've always thought of as a N to NW descent. Or it may be the end of the descending gyre, followed by the return or erotic anabasis. I'm getting confused.

[19] Anyway, one aspect of W is the Oresteia conclusion, where we move from a mother-centered to a father-centered society. Things emblematical of love & war, female & male, are combined in the vision of order or nomos (dike rather). This point of existential stasis I've called Apollo: the point of essential stasis at E I've been calling Hermes, but perhaps Pan is a better word for it. (Now called the axis of Nomos and Nous).

[20] The theme of creative alienation, in Adonis, is the knight withdrawing from society to seek adventures: in Eros it's Jaques withdrawing from the world "as you like it" to a hermitage. Nothing shows the mythical nature of Arthur more clearly than the fact that he's a background figure. I spoke in the Alexanders [i.e., FT] about the tragic hero, whom the poet follows (N to W), I being polarized by a patron to whom the poem is being sung or played. This puts Arthur in the point of epiphany, in the place of the elder brother. Only in Spenser is he the knight-errant as well.

[21] If I can take my diagram literally, the existential is past and the essential future (W and E). N & S are out of time. Hence Eros moves out of time, normally symbolized by reversing direction & going towards youth; Adonis moves into time, taking on the birth-to-death rhythm. Similarly Oedipus moves out of time toward death, hence normally symbolized by age & death; Prometheus moves back into time, symbolized by rebirth. It's confusing trying to visualize all this on a flat surface, because N & E are really in one sense identical points, as are W & S.

[22] Blake's MT [Mental Traveller] does not have an Adonis phase, because the Adonis passion-wounds are implanted on him at birth by the woman old. Thus the death of Adonis is also the epiphany of birth-
talismans, many of which are quasi-wounds. Cf. the mutilated other self of [Henry James's] *The Jolly Corner*.

[23] I think there's some relation between my axes of speculation & concern and Yeats's lunar & solar axes. Lunar south is solar east, he says: I'd say, on the same basis, lunar east is solar north. I think Yeats's south, like Blake's, is a zenith, & doubtless mine should be too.

[24] Both of Gahmuret's sons are posthumous, one literally, the other after he deserts the mother. Birth as snapping the link with the father is common in romance: birth is an amnesia, & with a boy that is symbolized by the mother-domination at birth. Parzival finds his way back to the paternal line as a kind of confirmation. He meets four knights and thinks they're God or gods, which is symbolically right. His mother then tries to disguise him as a fool, & sends him out. His first adventure is kissing a married woman & seizing her brooch & ring—his mother had given him some very equivocal advice. He gets her into trouble with her husband. Archetype of displaced rape of a mother-surrogate ("binds her down for his delight") and the Joseph-jealousy theme. The poet makes a point of his mother's admiration of Parzival's penis when he's born.

[25] The next thing Parzival meets is a Pièta [Pietà] scene, the other half of the Adonis symbolism, with a knight lying dead in a maiden's lap. The events resemble the adventures of Tristram in Spenser's *Q6* [*The Faerie Queene*, bk. 6]. The maiden tells Parzival his name & says it means pierce the wall. Val means literally valley & furrow. The poet makes something of furrow, and obviously the furrow appearing on a female earth from a plow is a cunt symbol. Cf. Spenser's etymology of George & the "furrow" business there: also the prince appearing as fool or clown is part of Spenser's George theme too.

[26] Well, Parzival gets his armor by killing a red knight, whose death is lamented by Guinevere (although he's her enemy, a challenger of Arthur). She says his hair is so red his blood couldn't make the flowers any redder. Another curious episode: a woman is supposed not to laugh until she sees the definitive hero: when she sees Parzival & laughs, she's whipped with a staff for it by Kay [Keie]. Similarly with a knight reputed a fool because of his silence, who's supposed to speak only when she laughs. I don't know that I need to record things I have no explanation
for: I suppose it's [a] modulation of the humiliated-mother theme. Anyway, Parzival gets called the Red Knight & he's instructed by a Chiron-figure representing a return to the father.

[27] In Book 3 Parzival, still in the mother-instructed fool stage, thinks towers are crops grown high: interesting all-pan union: cf. the towered cities in [Milton's] L'Allegro.

[28] Well, the Chiron figure gives him a Polonius catalogue of advice, which contains one piece of bad advice: don't ask too many questions. The teacher wants P. [Parzival] for a son-in-law, but P. rides off—Rassendane theme.17

[29] In Hartmann's (and I suppose Chretien's) Erec, there's a sinister red knight named Mabongrin, whose enchanted garden is surrounded by heads impaled on spikes:18 Heart of Darkness topos.

[30] Book 4: Parzival raises the siege of his lady-love's city,—food is sent in both by him & by two old men (her uncles) living in a mountain glen & at peace. Topoi of bringing food (cf. Pericles), repeated in the Grail, and of the Cymbeline mountain retreat. The knights Parzival defeats have to go & pledge service to the beaten lady, who's thus in the humiliated-mother position.

[31] Book 5 is the great vision of the Grail canto. P. [Parzival] meets the fisher king as a fisherman, with peacock feathers in his hat & described as sorrowful. The Grail castle is at what looks like the Mount of Salvation in the Land of Salvation, and, like the cave of sleep in Keats's Endymion, it cannot be sought for but can only be found unawares. It's related thus to the timeless moment theme, Chihkai [Chikhai] Bardo.19 And, of course, the moment, once found, must be grasped: this is symbolized by the question. The quest of question is thus opposed to the quest of courtesy: it's out of courtesy that he neglects to ask.

[32] Romance is an ellipse with two centres. One centre is the symposium centre of existential order on the W–E axis, symbolized by Arthur's court & Round Table. This is an earthly reflection of what turns up in many medieval poems (and later, 16th c.) as the assembly of gods. It's a centre of reality invaded by forces of illusion: magicians & suppliants
particularly. The dark centre is this “sorrowful” Grail castle, lost in a forest, with a maimed king, confined to it & awaiting deliverance by the word of reality, i.e., the question.

[33] The Grail is a food & drink provider, the miraculous feeder of romance: Biblical archetypes manna & Christ’s feeding miracles. The company are said to be guests of the Grail. P. [Parzival] is put to bed by four maidens who want to see him naked, but has frightful & ominous dreams. Cave of nymths (literally) & chapel perilous overtones. He sees deer & untrampled grass when he comes in, the reverse when he goes out. He’s been given a sword which when shattered can be restored by a spring below a rock with no sun on it. P. has to “bear the hatred of the sun” for not asking the question.

[34] On leaving the castle he’s back in the maze & finds his cousin Sigune sitting in a linden tree, who explains how the Grail castle must be found unawares. If he asks the question he can release Anfortas & can “reign over all things, whatsoever the air touches.”20 Sigune is also in a Pieta [Pieta] position with a dead knight. She drives him away & then comes upon the mother-surrogate of his displaced rape, now naked & wandering in the woods with her husband reproaching her. He defeats the husband & eventually reconciles him to his wife, but makes him go to swear fealty to the woman beaten by Kay [Keie]. Calumniated wife & beaten heroine archs. [archetypes] unified.

[35] There’s a chess metaphor on p. 149,21 & with the four suits of cards the whole Parzival-Alice-Waste Land-Frazer complex is in front of me, if I could only read it.

[36] Book 6: This introduces a red-white birds & seasonal pattern which is equally central to Eros. Three drops of blood on snow are produced by birds: they make an image of P’s [Parzival’s] lady-love (cheeks & chin) & he’s so fascinated staring at it that he loses his wits. Two knights charge at him, one Kay [Keie], & he can defeat them only by getting his eyes diverted from it. Overtones: partly Narcissus, love being close to self-love, vs. the “increase” that Shakespeare [in the Sonnets] wants from his beautiful youth. Also a magical centre of fascination, like the pentacle in Sir Gawain & the wood spurge in Rossetti (I Ching pattern).22 The female
influence seems linked to “folly” & gazing downward. Incidentally, his mistress got into bed with him in Book 4 but there was no consummation.

[37] "Arthur is the man of May," says the poet, "& whatever has been told about him took place at Pentecost." But “this tale is cut of double fabric” & so introduces the snow with the blood. Cf. the Grimm tale of strawberries in snow. The blood is spilt beside a tree, which Veldeke, referred to on p. 158, substitutes for the cave of Dido & Aeneas. Arthur is applauding the host of Anfortas who will “defend the forest” but doesn’t know where the Grail castle is. The spellbound fascination of P. [Parzival] with the blood-snow emblem is linked with the “heritage of suffering from father & mother & uncounted ancestors”: in other words, asking the question would have broken his Karma.

[38] Gawain then comes up. The spellbinding is also an amnesia: P. [Parzival] doesn’t remember his two fights. Gawain appears to the brother-figure in the P. complex before Feirefiz. Anyway, the two go to Arthur’s assembly & then come two entries of discord. Cundrie, Wagner’s Kundry, who is a witch & looks like an animal, loads P. down with bitter reproaches because he didn’t ask the question about Anfortas’ grief that would have removed that grief. Obviously the failure to ask has, like failure to grasp the Chihkai moment of Bardo, started another cycle turning. Her reproaches are based on truth, but the parallel reproach to Gawain of having killed the accuser’s father is false. Anyway, the narrative drops P. for two books & follows Gawain. (Incidentally, notice the wood-of-Nemi way that P. became the Red Knight back in Book 3.) The centrifugal movement breaking up the symposium-court is a challenge to invade illusion & bring reality into it.

[39] Nothing much happens in Book 7 except an adventure of Gawain’s that he hesitates to enter upon because it diverts him from his major quest—question of narrative as well as moral priority. He finally does engage in it, of course: what’s in front of a knight-errant is always his main quest. He rides into a forest waiting for something to happen, withdrawing from his community as he does so. The major quest is often, as with Gawain, an inherited or transferred quest (cf. the tragic theme of ghost-revenge). Cf. also the wood-of-Nemi way that Parzival becomes the Red Knight (above).
[40] Book 8 hasn’t much of interest except a curious episode where Gawain is caught unarmed & his girl friend takes him upstairs in a castle where he grabs a chess board for shield & she throws chess pieces down on the besiegers, every hit being a knockout. As I think I’ve said, there’s a Bardo link in the fact that so many of the fights lead to reconciliations.

[41] Book 9 is the great Good Friday one. P. [Parzival] meets Sigune & her dead lover again: she’s now a hermit in a cell built over a stream—the insistence on springs coming out of rocks seems distinctive of W. [Wolf-ram]. The Grail castle is guarded by Templars, who didn’t bother P. the first time because he was a predestined hero who missed fire. He’s challenged here to make “the atonement which outside this forest is known as Death.” Parzival faces him because he’s not trampling down his crops: if he were that would be death. His horse jumps across a chasm, misses & crashes: he grabs a branch & saves himself—lacking a hangman he hanged himself, says the poet.

[42] Well, there’s snow again, & he meets an old hermit with 2 daughters. The hermit is the brother of Anfortas. Loyalty, assoc. w. the influence of P’s [Parzival’s] mother, leads to repentance. A curious remark: he says he’s going to talk about the mysteries of the Grail: Kyot asked not to speak of this until Adventure (the Muse) invites the telling. Phasing of things is very important, & has anagnorisis relations. The Grail has Jewish & heathen origins. P. is related to the Grail family through his mother, to Arthur through his father.

[43] Up to this point P. [Parzival] has been a pharmakos, a man of wrath, and on this Good Friday he reaches the end of the Adonis gyre on the W–E axis, meeting his ritual death in the chasm, & from this point on there’s a return as he goes up the penseroso side of the Eros mountain. (Gawain goes up the allegro side).

[44] The hermit’s paradosis recapitulates tragedy from Lucifer: the element of repetition in the fall-of-princes topos has important links I hint at at the end of the Alexanders [FT, 117–21]—and Cain deflowers his grandmother the earth, for “When blood fell upon the pure earth, her virginity was forfeit.” Besides making Abel an Adonis archetype, this links with the blood-on-snow episode in Book 6. Only God is pure & bright enough to “pierce the wall” [cf. par. 25], which ties up Parzival’s name.
[45] Apparently the food-source, evidently identified with the Grail, is a pure stone called *lapsit exillis*, which evidently means something like *lapis lapsus ex caelis*. Cf. the Scone stone & Jacob’s ladder. “By the power of that stone the phoenix burns to ashes, but the ashes give him life again.” The stone provides food, drink, & all the game (hunting imagery) in the world. So it’s really a place of seed too. On Good Friday a white dove (cf. the phoenix) brings a white wafer to the stone & goes back to heaven: the bread of heaven as the source of food & drink below. The seers of the Grail are predestined, their names carved round its edge.

[46] The hermit associates the Grail with the neutral angels, though later he says that’s wrong. It’s a Penseroso theme, however. The Grail is so heavy it can’t be moved from its place. P. [Parzival] is said to have killed his mother by leaving her.

[47] Anfortas was wounded with a poisoned spear in the balls by a pagan from the land of the Tigris, a river of Paradise. The hermit, A’s brother, Trevrizent, renounced everything with blood in them. The sight of the Grail puts A. in the Tithonus position of being unable to die. They searched for cures in the four rivers of Eden, coming very close; they got essences of pelican, unicorn, and dragonwort; they got the Golden Bough of Aeneas (apparently W. [Wolfram] didn’t know Virgil & used a med. [medieval] German version of the Aeneid story). The wound hurts most in the sign of Scorpio (cf. those Mithraic things). The question (why do you have this pain in the balls?) must be asked “at the right time.” A. is not really a fisherman, but is carried to a lake during changes of the moon (which also hurt), & he calls those his “hunting days.”


[49] Book X goes back to Gawain, who’s going to Logrois, a citadel on a mountain. “The mountain appeared wound like a top,” or like a gyre. Hedge of trees around. It looks as though the parallelism of G. [Gawain] & P. [Parzival], begun by Chrétien, is in W. [Wolfram] intended as respectively *allegro* & *penseroso* forms of the Eros quest. Gawain has a ferryman instead of a fisherman, and (in Book XI) he asks a question at
the right time. He has the ordeal of the Castle of Wardens, an attack of illusion which includes being shot full of arrows. This may be the Gawain counterpart of P’s Grail: he seems to go through a ritual death too. There’s also a mirror-pillar where you can see things for 6 miles: cf. Spenser, Tolkien, & the Lady of Shallott. G. also saves his life by grabbing a branch of a tree in a stream (Book XII). The Gawain theme in W. is closer to Spenser (who doesn’t care about the Grail) with its emphasis on illusion. And Gawain needs women: it’s said in Bk. 13 that he’d have been lost forever without one. The enemy of Gawain is an Archimago figure, a magician or master of illusion called Clinschor, who became embittered as a result of being castrated. Apparently he does have power over intermediate spirits. So the stronger prince (Gawain) succeeds the impotent king, and by doing so delivers a large number of people, including his family: harrowing of hell displacement.

[50] Book 13: Gawain chose four knights to be his chamberlain, cupbearer, steward & marshall—wand, cup, dish, sword.

[51] Book 14: The recognition scene begins here with the arrival of P. (Parzival) the red knight into the Gawain story. Society of love forms under all the hardware, & reconciliation, or renouncing of quest, gives a Bardo tone to the imagery.

[52] Each knight has an Armageddon antagonist: P’s [Parzival’s] is his black step-brother Fierefiz. The two with their father are said to be one—romance Trinity. F. is assoc. w. black, red & white. Otherwise there isn’t much in book 15 except some stretto catalogues: list of planets in 15 and of gems or symbs. of apoc. [symbols of apocalypse] in 16. So P. has his “second coming” to the Grail, asks the question, & A. [Anfortas] is healed & becomes far more beautiful than P. or than Absalom. The healing is compared to the raising of Lazarus. P. has to fetch his wife at the point where the blood on the snow bore her likeness.

[53] Trevrizent says to P [Parzival], “you have forced God by defiance to grant your will” [416], and takes back his statement about the neutral angels. As for F. [Fierefiz], he consents to being baptized only because it’s the only way of getting a girl he wants. Suggests the priestly waffle was phony too. F’s son is Prester John.

Finally. “Upon the Grail it was now found written that any Templar whom God’s hand appointed mas-
ter over foreign people should forbid the asking of his name or race, and 
that he should help them to their rights." 44

[54] Chrétien de Troyes makes the mother-to-father break in P’s 
[Parzival’s] education a little more emphatic. He also describes a maiden 
as red on white (fairer than vermilion on silver) and P. thinks he could 
find his mother if he could cross the stream the fisher king is on. And this 
Loomis 45 idiot doesn’t translate the Gawain part, so I don’t know if Chr. 
has any of W’s [Wolfram’s] L’Allegro & Penseroso counterpoint. He 
doesn’t seem to have much, really.

[55] In Peredur 46 it’s a he-dwarf & she-dwarf whom Kay [Keie] bullies, 
giving the scene a sort of Poe’s Hop-Frog feeling. Also they’re said to be 
“the dwarf of thy father & mother,” 47 whatever that means: it certainly 
suggests greater relevance to the P. [Parzival] theme itself, anyway. This 
author favors red-white-black combinations, & adds a black raven to the 
icon that holds P. spellbound.

§

[56] Returning to the theme of sentimental romance, I’d like to read 
through Poe, Hawthorne & Melville, in that order, for light on Hermes 
(mostly) symbolism. I want to write an essay on Biblical typology in 
Melville, & perhaps the other two might make a series of lectures. After 
William Morris & perhaps Scott get attached to the orbit, I should have a 
fair grip on it.

[57]

Atalanta balls:                  Quest
    1. The Critical Path           Logos Vision
    2. Handbook of Biblical Typology Logos Vision
    3. Scott’s Novels             Thanatos Vision
    4. Poe & Hawthorne            "       "
    5. Melville (Clarel)          "       "
    6. William Morris            "       "
    7. Ruskin                   Return
    8.
Frye’s book on romance, The Secular Scripture (1977), was based on the lectures he delivered in April 1975 as Charles Eliot Norton Professor of Poetry at Harvard. The remarkable amount of preparation he did from the time he accepted the invitation in 1972 was prompted by motivations beyond the prestige of the Norton Lecture series. By this time, Frye was contemplating a book on the Bible, to which a study of the “secular scripture” was to form an equal counterpart. Notes 56a and 56b, in the NFF, 1991, box 28, files 5–6, consist of 184 typed, single-spaced pages. The bulk of this typescript is taken up with detailed plot summaries of 37 romances, along with a few summaries of editors’ introductions. Irreverent and amusing, these synopses, designated 56b, are largely non-interpretive, and are too long to be included here; a full list of the contents of Notes 56a and 56b can be found as an Appendix to the present volume. The list preserves the original order of the synopses in the files, which may be at least partially the order in which Frye wrote them, since some of the later sections make references to the earlier ones. All of them were composed somewhere between 1972 and 1975, and probably predate most of the typed notes for The Secular Scripture: in Notes 54-4.43, Frye refers to “the heavy batteries of documentation I’ve got in my files.” In paragraph 6, below, Frye says that the Romantic reversal of the chain of being has preoccupied him for ten years. If this is a reference to his 1963 essay “The Drunken Boat: The Revolutionary Element in Romanticism,” then the date is 1973. Included here are seven untitled sections, extracted from the larger body of the notes and, for clarity, designated Notes 56a, in which Frye contemplates his romance project more theoretically, in a manner close to that of the notebooks and typed notes. They are numbered according to their position in the files, interspersed among the synopses.
[1] Miscellaneous reflections: romance is a revolutionary form in the sense that its characters tend to be projected from [the] human ideal, and comedy is the upward thrust of the revolutionary spirit. Hence the victory of youth over age in comedy. New Comedy, and the later Greek romance, deals with people in the sub-heroic, sub-aristocratic, ranks of society. (They're sometimes said to deal with "domestic life," but what a critic's conception of domestic life must be who can apply that phrase to Heliodorus I don't know.) Anyway, intrigue and complication go with characters who don't have supreme power and authority, and collide with tyrants rather than directly with the gods. The dolosus servus or tricky slave of New Comedy represents the wrigglings and squirmings of exploited people who have to resort to various forms of disguise and stratagem.

[2] Hence, of course, the regular use of disguise and intrigue; hence too the casuistry employed by, for example, Chariclea in Heliodorus. Life with her is just one lie after another, because, like Penelope, she wants to remain faithful to an absent lover, is besieged by others, and stalls. In some stories of this type the gods themselves take on trickster roles—Krishna does in the Mahabharata, as I recall. From Oedipus to Huckleberry Finn the comic hero has the picaro role of schemer. In the Christian comedy the tricky slave is the Holy Spirit, and the working of skilful means, as it's called in Buddhism, is ascribed to some kind of providential power in all improbable comic romance. This is what I've called God-projection: if you object to improbabilities, the author can say, so you don't believe in a God who can outsmart villains by playing a better game of poker (better because he keeps all the trumps up his sleeve). Note that Heliodorus makes his heroine far more enterprising and active than his hero, for the same reason that (usually disguised) heroines bring about the comic conclusion in Shakespeare, while the alleged heroes stand around with their hands in their pockets.

[3] So comedy, by portraying the victories of [the] young over the old, and of women over men, of love over heroism, and intrigue and disguise and concealment over force, has a revolutionary thrust that tragedy and epic don't have, and also allies itself with the new force of Christianity. In
ancient literature generally, and in Greek literature particularly, the mythi-
cal is antithetical and the folktale periphery is primary. After Christian-
ity this reverses itself, and then, of course, modulates into the state where
realism is mythical and romance peripheral. Now that seems to be turn-
ing inside out again, which may be the needle of truth in the haystack of
horseshit in Yeats's *Vision*. Science fiction may conceivably be a primitive
beginning of a new form of heroic epic; Beckett and similar types of
literary nihilism the primitive beginnings of a new antithetical pessi-
mism. These are silly words, or some of them are, but I think I know what
the hunch is. If so, my Romantic overturn may be the annunciation Yeats
was hunting for but didn't find.

[4] The morality of literature in the Christian period is of course male-
dominated and patriarchal, but that's assumed: what's significant is the
degree of female victory that takes place in spite of it, and which so
infuriated Blake. Blake says of course that the antithetical heroic cult
itself is what is really female-dominated.

[5] A lot of this is just stuff, but, God, it would be wonderful if I could
really tie up this business once for all. That is, Greek literature is so set up
that the mythical, as distinct from the fabulous, element in it is tragic,
heroic and "antithetical." Jewish literature is revolutionary in social slant
rather than authoritarian, but it also takes a damn bleak view of its God,
who condemns it to indefinite exile. Then Greek literature develops a
subordinate fabulous movement, starting with Euripides' Ion and Alcestis,
going through Menander to the late romances, where we have comic and
erotic themes, women and youths winning, tricky slaves wriggling out of
difficulties, virgins escaping from labyrinthine menacings, and so on. This
development is closely parallel to the emerging comic Christian myth: its
heraldic images are the dove and the virgin; Achilles Tatius and Heliodorus
are supposed to be Christian bishops, and the latter preferred his book to
his see (these may be fables, but they're damn significant fables). The
Gospel stories come very close to this literature: in Luke we get a displaced
version of the Christ child exposed on the hillside and picked up by
shepherds, and I've mentioned the Magi birth, or rather death, tokens.

[6] Well: by way of the Xanthippe-Polyxena story, the Harrowing of
Hell legend, and the Clementine Recognitions, the ultimate starting-
point of the Apollonius story, we get into Christian and allied litera-
ture—I’ve noticed the parallels with the saints’ lives. So Christianity sets up a primary literature aimed at a divine comedy: it lacks the genuine tragic vision, and substitutes irony. But it continues of course the authoritarian structure, the authority of seniors and males, and the rest of it. Now, maybe the Romantic reversal of the old chain-of-being structure, which has preoccupied me for ten years, is actually the beginning of a new antithetical movement. Egyptian: primary and authoritarian. Greek: antithetical and authoritarian. Christian: primary and revolutionary. Modern: antithetical and revolutionary. This would make a lot more sense out of Yeats’ Vision than that preposterous religio-historico-astrological house of cards, and would put Nietzsche, perhaps even Marx, in a very different perspective. Now all I need is to find in the Waverley novels or thereabouts some male bird fucking a female human. Surely Goethe must have thought of that.

[7] This would explain better the Modern Century business about realism being an emancipating force in Western art until about 1850, after which the development turns inside out. In literature realism carries on the superior moral dignity of the mythical, and the fabulous, in Collins, MacDonald, Lewis Carroll, etc., gets subordinated. During the last century things have been reversing themselves. So William Morris comes into an even sharper focus: his revolutionary and romantic tendencies really do become aspects of the same thing.

[8] So the Greek “antithetical” mythical literature dies out and the “primary” fabulous or erotic literature takes over, eventually becoming established with Christianity. In this development Dante and Milton recreate the mythical core, and the fabulous periphery becomes the knight-errant romances. But these, and most medieval secular literature, are still Dove, if not Virgin; they’re still erotic. The older antithetical type of writing survives only in the Icelandic Sagas. Note that as myths stick together, the mythical increasingly absorbs more and more of the fabulous. Thus the Old Testament myths of Creation and Exodus absorb many legends like those in the Book of Judges, and similarly with Christian mythology. Still, the Dante and Milton who write about the central myths are distinct from the Shakespeare who sticks to the fabulous, and puts folktale motifs into his comedies.

[9] By the seventeenth century we’re in a dilemma. Bunyan would say
that the theme of the Pilgrim's Progress made that book more serious than the plays of Dryden (advertised in a woodcut of Vanity Fair in an old illustrated edition of P.P.). Samuel Johnson, perhaps Coleridge, would agree. But they couldn't possibly take Bunyan as seriously as a literary artist as Dryden. When Johnson says of course Pope's Messiah is better than Virgil's Eclogue because it's taken from a better source he's talking critical nonsense. This is simply an impasse: there's no way out of it. What happens is that realism, reflection of the world outside literature, takes over as a result of the superstitions of a writing culture. Hence the situation defined by Leavis' Great Tradition, which these lectures bust.

[10] I think the new antithetical movement is not in the least a return to Greek outlooks, in spite of Shelley and Hölderlin and the German Classics-obsessed nuts. Nietzsche was one of these, and Yeats drew from Nietzsche, at least spiritually. So did Lawrence, yet Lawrence indicates, as does Nietzsche, how much of this movement is simply vulgarized. The word "antithetical" itself means heroic, dictatorial, whereas I think it means the kind of revolutionary attitude that finds its focus in resurrection. Nietzsche and Marx are both vulgarizers in this sense. Stop burbling.

[11] The return to romance from realism is a return from the allegorical to the structural aspect of literature. It passes through an ironic detritus and a cult of the unstructured. But it's the "fabulators" who are pointing to the future. I should look at Kerouac, and see if a new quest theme is emerging there.

[12] If I'm right that the "antithetical" movement in literature starts with the Romantic Revival, then this movement can't be regarded as primarily an exaltation of a hero as distinct from the "primary" movement toward the democratic. This is the result of the unfortunate influence on Yeats of that obsessed and overrated thinker Nietzsche, and of the whole German-lunatic movement about the reappearance of the Classical and pagan, of which Nazism is a parody, doubtless, but a very central and searching parody. Note that this lunatic movement is a Völkisch one, in other words a mob movement, mobs, as opposed to societies or communities, depending on projection, and so creating tyrants. All this projecting appealed to the silly carpet-knight streak in Yeats, and muddled his real vision.
[13] No, William Morris, unattractive as he is in many ways, indicates the real path. The antithetical element doesn’t necessarily project a leader or hero: what it does is recall the projection into an after-life. Rebirth themes like those of D.H. Lawrence’s Man Who Died are equally projections. The movement that goes against the Dove and the Virgin is, in the first place, pro-sexual. It rejects the fussy homosexual streak in Jesus that made him team up with a male beloved disciple, say don’t touch me as his last words to a woman, and got him (or somebody) so hung up on sex that he insisted that his mother was a virgin and that his father wasn’t his father.

[14] It also rejects the notion that the hinge of Christianity is the Incarnation, the entry into the lower world which imposes an order on it, and takes the hinge to be rather the Resurrection, in the sense of the real form of revolution which eliminates the whole rebirth aspect of it. Now it looks as though Tragicomedy were taking on the conclusion I had designed by [for] Liberal.  

[15] I’m summarizing Heliodorus elsewhere, but one thing the heroine says in Book IV is important: “I may be sure by Theagenes’ oath, that he shall not fleshly have to do with me, until I have recovered my country, and parents, or if the Gods be not content herewith, at least until I by mine own free will be content he shall marry me.” Here’s the explicit statement that virginity has to be preserved until after the recognition scene, the source of all the frantic prudery about virginity in romance which is still being insisted on by Prospero in The Tempest. As I’ve said, this prudery is structural, not moral. Note too that the heroine herself decides when the sex act takes place and that it’s to be bound up with marriage—the Pamela conception of virtue rewarded. One thing which emerges here is that virginity is a symbol of the unfallen state—the Virgin Mary, as I’ve said, represents the creature in its highest or unfallen original form. Another is the Comus theme of the invulnerability of virginity.

[16] In the Introduction to the Man of Law’s Tale the Host calculates by the sun that it’s ten o’clock in the morning, and hence “time” to tell a story. He goes on to condemn the wasting of time because time is irreversible:
It wol nat come agayn, withouten drede,
Namoore than wole Malkynes maydenhede.\(^{18}\)

Robinson's note says chastely that the comparison was familiar, see St. Thomas Aquinas, S.T. *Summa Theologica*, iii, 89, 3, 1. An elegy of Beaumont, he says, shows it still going in the 17th c. What's important to me is the use of the loss of virginity as the symbol of irreversible time, which links it to the Augustinian conception of time as bound up with the Fall and with entry into the world of experience. Note that the City of God begins with the question, did the women who got raped in the sack of Rome sin? Answer, no, if they're quite, quite sure they got no fun out of it.\(^{19}\) In regard to the fear of incest as a structural element, note the medieval notion, mentioned by Gower in the Apollonius story,\(^{20}\) that the seduction of a nun was regarded as incest, a nun being everybody's sister.

\([17]\) The socially revolutionary quality of the comedy which is essentially the victory of the heroine, as part of a conspiratorial telos (hence the five non-rhetorical features of comedy,\(^{21}\) all of which are conspiratorial), is prefigured in the Luke Magnificat, whatever elements from the Song of Hannah (and even those refer to the revolutionary quality of the Jewish religion) may have got into it.\(^{22}\)

\([18]\) The structural similarity of Christian and pagan story enables writers not only to treat the latter as contrapuntal to the former, but to attach it by means of allegory. Thus the St. George and Dragon story, originally pagan, is identified (a different process) with Christianity by giving the hero a saint's name, and allegorically linked by Spenser in *Qi* [The Faerie Queene, bk. 1]. Cf. George MacDonald's Lilith, etc.

\([19]\) Incidentally, if Yeats' double gyre does turn out to be as important as I think, the secret name Tragicomedy will really mean something. Not that that matters. Incidentally, the Clementine Recognitions is more likely to be the ultimate source of the Constance or calumniated wife story, told by Chaucer in the Man of Law's Tale and by Gower in Book II of the C.A. [Confessio Amantis], than the Apollonius story. However, the incest theme is pretty important, and in Shakespeare's Comedy of Errors, also distantly related to the Apollonius story, we get close to the psychological
basis of it in the doubling and Narcissus-image themes, which I can link
to sentimental romance via Poe.

[20] What I’ve said parenthetically above could also turn out to be
important. The essential feature of New Comedy, I’ve said, is the tele-
ological plot. This in turn is largely the machination of the heroine to get
her man without getting prematurely fucked. As New Comedy exhibits
the triumph of the weak over the strong, a lot has to be made of con-
spiracy (oaths, compacts, overhearing witnesses, triumphing over or-
deals, and above all laws). This links with the nineteenth-century obsession
with law, which I have elsewhere.

[21] The premature fuck, like the murder, is a displacement of time, and
it may even be linked to the theme of premature burial, which has an
oddly persistent life through romance. Grave robbers and such: they’re
in Xenophon E [Ephesiaca], and the theme modulates to prison so often
that you can hardly have a thriller without a confinement scene in it
somewhere.

[22] Oaths or vows include the heroine’s vow of virginity in its various
displacements. Flora Maclvor deciding she won’t have Waverley; Minna
Troil keeping out of the clutches of pirates & dying a virgin; Thackeray’s
comment about how a woman can marry anyone she likes (this is the
other side of the vow; the vow “I’m going to marry that guy”). Vows of
course make life more predictable, hence they’re structurally akin to astro-
logical predictions and other ways of summarizing what plot is left (dreams,
etc.). Displaced in such episodes as Collins’ Laura telling the man she
does marry that she’s spiritually Another’s. This comes into various modi-
fications of the droit de seigneur: an example is Phoebe in Lodge’s Rosalind
falling in love with a disguised woman. Why isn’t disguise a sixth form of
arriving at the comic gnosis? Especially sexual disguise?

[23] In these [Norton] lectures I want to study, first, the displacements of
myth in fiction. I begin with my distinction between myth and folktale as
a difference in social function rather than in structure. The structure has
an approximate difference in that myths are more usually about gods
and folktales are free in characterization. But the important difference is
that myths really happened, or else are of particular importance in illus-
trating certain features of the society.\textsuperscript{25} Hence myth is epiphanized in ritual, and at the ritual the myth is read again in its traditional form. Thus \textit{Enuma elish}\textsuperscript{26} is read at the Mesopotamian New Year festival, and the Bible is read at a service where the sacrifice of Christ is recreated in substance.

\textbf{[24]} Folktales are, as I say, nomadic and wandering: they interchange themes and motifs. Or they describe more local legends. Or they’re told just for fun. Anyway, they don’t do what myth does, which is to take root in a specific society and build a continuous verbal tradition in time. The continuous tradition makes for a shared inheritance of allusion, and the emotional resonance that goes with that. Also characters begin to take on substance. Example of the Polyphemus episode in the Odyssey: because it’s in Homer, the characters are recognizable. Myths stick together to form a mythology. As they’re structurally identical with other tales, a mythology may use folktales, attracting them to itself, to round out its larger structure. Example of the Book of Judges in the Bible.\textsuperscript{27}

\textbf{[25]} In Greek culture this distinction of myth and folktale expanded in the direction of the contrast between tragedy and comedy. Tragedy concerned the authentic stories; comedy was an individual form of authorship. Sophocles told the great story again; Aristophanes had to have an idea or gimmick. By way of Euripides, especially Ion, New Comedy develops with its teleological plot. This involves a violation of probability, in the way I’ve explained elsewhere, hence the comic poet is a liar in a way the tragic poet isn’t, or doesn’t get to be called one. New Comedy sprouts romance, which develops the same conventions.

\textbf{[26]} Romance may take the form of an extension of mythology. The story of Daphnis and Chloe is said to be a plug for the cult of Eros, and the story of Habrocomes and Antheia [Xenophon’s \textit{Ephesiaca}] a plug for Diana-Isis, as is the Apuleius story.\textsuperscript{28} Romance develops the love story, and hence a setting of fantasy, in contrast to epic and tragedy, which are about heroism, and demand a quasi-historical setting. The latter again are more serious.

\textbf{[27]} Third distinction, arising from the development of writing.\textsuperscript{29} Writing creates the conception of truth of correspondence and of serious use of words as descriptive. The facts about words are the reverse, of course: myth and metaphor is what words can primarily do, and description is
secondary and subordinate. Hence myth and metaphor are the only ways of conveying genuinely serious vision. But with writing this primitive function of myth gets overlaid, and myth is now regarded as descriptively true and historical.

[28] This in turn develops, in ways I’ve also explored elsewhere, the allegorical conception of literary meaning. This means among other things that what literature seriously means is life outside literature. Thus in nineteenth century fiction the serious writers are those who tell the (illustrative) truth about their times: in all histories of fiction the realists form the skeleton; the romancers lack their moral dignity, and are just entertainers. This allegorical and descriptive approach to literature is embalmed in Leavis’ Great Tradition. The trouble with building Great Walls is that they indicate declining empires inside them, and as soon as Leavis had got his book written the taste began to change.

[29] When Tolkien first came out a lot of people would say “I can’t read fantasy,” with an air of conscious virtue. But when he became popular it became evident that a tradition was behind him. The basis of this tradition was George MacDonald and William Morris, and while my enthusiasm for Tolkien himself was never white-hot, Morris was the man after Blake who most interested me, just as Spenser was the man before. But gradually it became clear that the whole tradition of what I call sentimental romance, Scott, Wilkie Collins, Sheridan LeFanu, even Rider Haggard, was involved. Now there’s a flourishing industry in reprinting works of “adult fantasy,” of which I’m availing myself. It’s also clear that the whole development of science fiction, and the kind of writing on the periphery of that (e.g. [Kurt] Vonnegut) attaches itself to sentimental romance, not to realism, and makes the tradition of the former important to grasp.

[30] Realism is approached through history, sociology, economics, and documentation of all kinds. Romance is approached through a study of literary structure. There are literary units of form, corresponding to sonata, rondo and fugue in music. Mozart is (a) a lot better than a large number of other composers who write in sonata and rondo forms and (b) very different from Beethoven, who also writes in these forms. One might draw the inference that the study of sonata and rondo forms ought not to be undertaken, because it would destroy the superiority of Mozart
to a lot of other people, and minimize the difference between him and Beethoven. So far I have not encountered a music critic who urges this: it seems a depth of imbecility that only literary critics can reach. To study the structure of literary works does not mean that Mucedorus and The Winter’s Tale are being put on the same level because they use the same structural principles. It does mean that we should be profoundly grateful to the author of The Winter’s Tale because he could see things in Mucedorus that no value-blinkered critic would ever be able to see.

[31] If this book turns out to be Tragicomedy instead of Anticlimax, as I’m beginning to think—or realize—that it is, then another principle is involved which comes out in the structure of Liberal and Tragicomedy themselves. We may start with myth and proceed deductively, through imaginative and other displacements, until we see literature as filling out and diversifying the mythical structure. Or we may start with certain imaginative and folktale themes, working inductively towards a central mythical structure, moving from the displaced to the undisplaced. The two books in that case would be a single binary or rovescio structure, even with two publishers.

[32] Nineteenth-century writers take it for granted that they’re producing some form of romance: what they insist on is the degree of realism that they can get, as a kind of technical tour de force, into an essentially romantic structure. This is true even of the detective story, where we’re constantly being told that this or that facile formula would be all right in a story, but this is real life. Hence the novel or romance of Waverley begins by explaining how many facile romance formulas are being abandoned in favor of something more carefully documented. (The phrase is from the 1829 preface to Guy Mannering, I think). The implication is that while Wilkie Collins gives us a more concentrated feeling of structure than Stendhal with his camera dawdling down a lane or whatever, the same structural principles organize Stendhal too. Hence my procedure of starting with romance and working through progressive displacements to the alleged great tradition, which is great by virtue of its structure as well.

[33] Re my Leavis figure: the wall of the great tradition means that the barbarians without, the readers of romances and Westerns and detective stories and science fiction, are getting restless.
[34] Where am I going in this argument?

[35] First, the distinction between the mythical and the fabulous. This is a distinction in social function rather than structure. Myths stick together to form a mythology, and they take root in a specific society. Fables (folktales) are nomadic and interchange their themes and motifs. In a developed literature mythical interests (Dante, Milton) go in the direction of epic, a once-for-all encyclopaedic shot. Fabulous interests (Shakespeare, Balzac) go in the direction of interpenetration (don’t introduce here, of course), the more stories one can write the better.

[36] In Greek literature the mythical is provided by the Homeric and the tragic material. Note that mythical characters are provided by tradition, whereas the fabulist can make up his characters, in fact is supposed to. Hence normally a greater heroic size in the former; the greatest fabulous characters are often parody-characters like Quixote. Anyway, the Greek comic poets were expected to have gimmicks and be inventive in the sense of making things up. Odyssey the great Bible for the comic poets.

[37] From Euripides’ Ion on through Menander and the later romances, we get a type of teleological plot in which the young defeat the old, the weak the strong. In these stories the heroine normally has a very active role, her aims being (a) to get that guy (b) to preserve her virginity intact until she does so.

[38] Yeats’ Vision something that can be applied to literature, if not to history as a whole. Greek literature turns from the “antithetical” to the “primary” by way of this romantic literature, which is written under the sign of the Dove and the Virgin. This however is not affected by the question of whether it’s Christian or not: Achilles Tatius and Heliodorus were supposed to be bishops, but the legend is significant regardless of its truth.

[39] However, Christianity evolved not from a culture that was antithetical and authoritarian (Greek), but from a culture that was primary and revolutionary (Jewish). The Jewish tradition was patriarchal also, and Christianity formed a myth out of the descending Son of the Father.
Literature went through Yeats' gyre, all right, transforming the Greek tragic Oedipus-based myth into a comic and primary one. But while this was a matter of a myth transformed into a new myth by going through fable, the Christian myth still wasn't the same as the romantic fable, because of the greater activity of the female figure in the latter. So in the new dispensation the fabulous became an Eros counterpart to an Agape myth. In the latter a comic conclusion results from going directly through a tragedy to the other side, and the same shape emerges in the Eros counterpart. The Winter's Tale is perhaps the profoundest treatment of the fabulous counterpart.

[40] Under the ethos of a writing culture truth becomes not a personality but a correspondence of verbal pattern with phenomena, hence the fact that Christianity is a myth becomes forgotten and it's assumed to be historically true. When the belief in this kind of truth declined, realism became precipitated as what gave moral dignity to literature. Hived off in prose fiction, vs. the romantic poetry of Keats, Shelley, etc.

[41] The moral dignity of realism (psychological as well as historical, of course) became embalmed in such works as Leavis' Great Tradition, the appearance of which was in itself a sign that views of literature were changing. In recent years the romantic tradition in prose fiction has come into clearer focus, popular literature has taken on a greater historical significance, and in consequence a new interest in structure is appropriate. This concealed partly by the detritus of realism in contemporary fiction—Robbe-Grillet and similar obfuscations.

[42] This movement is connected with my previous sense [par. 6] of Romanticism as a change in the mythical pattern of Western imagination. A number of people saw this change as a return to the original Greek myth, most of them Germans, and most of them lunatics. Yeats caught this stupid idea from that obsessed and overrated thinker Nietzsche.

[43] In later Greek times the antithetical Greek myth, tragic and Oedipus-based, also Leda-and-the-swan based, modulates by the gyre principle into its fabulous opposite, the Christ-based, Dove-and-Virgin based primary myth. But this is still a patriarchal myth, and the new fabulous becomes a more female-centered Eros development.
[44] In Romanticism an ascendant comic realism brings to birth within itself a more tragic and heroic, Esau-based fable which it contains. Study of this in Scott. This in turn goes through the gyre and becomes an antithetical and revolutionary myth. Hence not just a return of Greek tragedy—corresponding to the fascist notion of the reviving heroic—but a new myth incorporating the latent fabulous synthesis.

[45] This last is the total quest theme made up of the two brothers folktale, the hymn of the soul (identical twins and amnesia respectively), the treasure fished out of the sea, the cipher in the underworld, the Word as new garment, the recognition scene of the new society, adumbrated by the Clementine Recognitions.39

[46] In Scott there's always a lighter and a darker society, usually connected with his polarized light and dark women. In Waverley the Jacobites are the dark society, based on feudal comitatus loyalties, and hence capable of a tragic vision. Waverley himself is attracted to this society by a "romantic" streak in his nature—Bildungsroman up to a point, and probably an aspect of Scott himself that Scott wanted to get rid of by portraying objectively—anyway he calls Waverley an imbecile.40 The comic conclusion has to go directly through the tragedy of Fergus, and Flora symbolizes Waverley's false loyalties, as she herself realizes. Like so many of Scott's misfits (Effie Deans, Redgauntlet) she winds up a Catholic celibate.

[47] In Guy Mannering there's a much more conventional romance pattern: no real conflict, as in Waverley, but just the old Heliodorus pirates again. Both here and in The Antiquary there's a double female role that isn't developed, except that in G.M. one of the girls has to be the hero's sister. Similarly in Redgauntlet, which is more based on the Two Brothers archetype,41 and where there's a scene of the hero disentangling himself from his sister. Redgauntlet, a really extraordinary novel, presents Jacobitism in a phase so late it's really just one man's practically psychotic obsession, and there's a richly comic scene where the other Jacobites make it clear that they don't want to stir up the rebellion again, having got into the phase where they just want to talk about it. One begins to suspect that Prince Charles himself is in that phase too. Well, the very skilful plotting of Waverley makes Rose Bradwardine, the heroine, do it all behind the scenes, which is very traditional: in
Redgauntlet the hero is forced to dress up like a woman. Redgauntlet emits some powerfully male-chauvinist remarks about this, the irony being that it’s Prince Charles’ attachment to an untrustworthy female that buggers his scheme.

[48] The Pirate again has the polarized women, explicitly called Night and Day: Night loves the pirate, but remains a virgin; Day marries the hero. Curious Scott’s attachment to the wanderer figure: the wild woman (Meg Merrilies, Madge Wildfire), the disconnected man (Edie Ochiltree, Wandering Willie). Part of the dark society, usually: Norna in the Pirate is again a psychotic, or at least a nut, sane enough to ask herself if she is sane, and deciding she wants to keep her illusion that she’s a witch and can control the winds. (Naturally she gets “cured” at the end.)

[49] Bernard Shaw as a more recent writer in whom the use of the heroine as an active wriggling agent to bring about the cognition amounts really to obsession, and makes it impossible for him ever to be treated seriously as a great writer. At least I think so. The obvious example is the senile note added to the text of Too True to be Good. Combined with his known indifference to sexuality, it’s basically a mother-fixation, an assumption that whatever the trouble mummy’ll get us out of it. It’s in turn part of a general parental fixation, and combines with his royalist and dictatorial obsessions.

[50] Possible elements of the unifable:

[51] Hymn of the Soul in the Acts of Thomas. Prince in heavenly kingdom, sent to find a pearl in the sea. Sea includes Babylon, Egypt, and a labyrinth. Given a potion by enemies, forgets what he’s supposed to do. Then (I think) a messenger is sent to him and he recovers from his amnesia, grabs the pearl, goes back to the sky.

Elements: amnesia or forgetfulness, usually induced by a potion. Precious object concealed in an imaginative underworld, associated with the bottom of the sea, Egypt, or caves (labyrinths). Because of the sea image, often found in a fish (Sakuntala, etc.).

[52] Rasselas archetype. Modulation of above: prince brought up in a prison-paradise, with all knowledge of evil kept from him. When it leaks
through he gets angst, and escapes to the world of experience. Barlaam and Josaphat;\textsuperscript{46} in medieval romances the born warrior concealed by anxious mother from all stimuli of fighting, uselessly. Shangri-la; palace of art in Tennyson.\textsuperscript{47}

[53] Double archetype. Folktale of the two brothers.\textsuperscript{48} One travels, other stays home, but recognizes danger to brother when symbol of him withers (plant and such), and goes out to rescue. Amis and Amiloun; Comedy of Errors combines it with the Apollonius story.\textsuperscript{49}

Brother-sister twins, in Twelfth Night and its sources.

Twins representing opposite ideas. Barlaam and Josaphat:\textsuperscript{50} Barlaam has a look-alike twin called Nachor, who’s an idolator, though he’s fooled into the Barlaam routine and is eventually converted. Clementine Recognitions: Simon Peter and Simon Magus the last of ten “pairs” in Scripture. The father of the reunited family gets stuck with Magus’ face, which Peter takes off.

In Poe and such (William Wilson, etc.), this theme is part of the Narcissus complex, in the sense that the reflecting double is oneself as object, a sign that one is in a lower world. This is a world where mirrors and clocks are the dominating images, because what you don’t ordinarily see of yourself are your face and your existence; mirror and clock objectify these.\textsuperscript{51}

[54] Recognition scene. Clementine Recognitions: family gathered together by accident after being lost: symbol apparently of the family of the redeemed gathering together. Mother has twins and a third son who’s the narrator; then comes the father, who’s converted to some naturalistic philosophy. Resemblance to the Man of Law’s Tale and the Apollonius story.

[55] Three phases in Daphnis and Chloe:\textsuperscript{52} first, the exposed infant and the talismans of recognition. These are laid out as burial ornaments, as the child isn’t expected to live. Cf. the frankincense and myrrh in the birth of Christ.\textsuperscript{53} Second, the pre-sexual love of hero and heroine. Fear of incest hangs about this because of uncertain parentage and such. Third, the world of experience, symbolized by pirates and the like, though they don’t come to anything. Daphnis and Chloe can’t fuck until their parentage is established, and Chariclea in Ethiopica says explicitly she won’t until she knows who the hell she is. Virginity as something magical: Tempest, Comus, etc.; Marina in brothel. It has two aspects: deliberate
lifelong virginity and virginity preceding a marriage that can’t take place until the anxiety of continuity has been looked after.

[56] Anxiety of continuity: father handing on his precepts to his son. The Ahikar archetype: proverbs; father always right, son always wrong. Tobit and the bride redeemed from the lower world.

[57] Miscellaneous: the transition from the mythical in Greek literature to the fabulous and the recreation through the fabulous of a new myth under the sign of the Dove and the Virgin is the first thing I want to examine. Check Moses Hadas on the “aretalogy,” the treatment of the wondrous deeds of the gods. This term is used pejoratively by Juvenal and others in Rome, because it’s associated with a rather plebeian literary treatment, full of wonders and miracles and stuff. But Hadas comes to link it with Utopian romance, with the Romances generally (because of the strong mythical element buried in them: he quotes [Carl] Kerenyi as suggesting that all the Romances actually derive from an Isis-Osiris aretalogy), and with the synoptic Gospels. What’s interesting to me is the coming through of something regarded as mythically sub-standard: it’s part of the general principle that the new in literature is derived from the old substandard, my “Nature and Homer” point. The wriggling heroine and the devious little twister Chariclea [in Heliodorus’s *Ethiopica*] illustrate the coming through of an older and subordinated mother-right cult.

[58] Obscenity and the amusing of Demeter by dirty stories: again the obscenity of Old Comedy at least has long been recognized to have a ritual source, as has most features in Aristophanes (Cornford). The point is that the ritual features have been subordinated, as the ritual features of the Carnival, the Feast of Fools, and the Ass, and all the Chambers stuff were subordinated in medieval Christianity. Consequently they eventually come through and dominate the next phase. How I show that I dunno, but it’s an old hunch of mine that Shakespeare was drawing on a lot of popular-drama material we haven’t even begun to look at. Not to speak of his deliberate rapprochement with more obvious types of popular drama in the romances.

[59] Ritual is the epiphany of myth: many plays have attached to them long explanations of how they began. Hence the convention of the ex-
pository scene, followed by Shakespeare in CE [The Comedy of Errors] and Tempest. In later dramas, such as the confidante scenes of the well-made plays, it may mark an affiliation to prose fiction—but of course CE and T [The Tempest] are close to that too. Jane Austen’s little scrap of musical comedy and its lovely parody of an expository opening.

[60] There’s not much doubt that myths do stick together and that there are monomyths, if it’s possible to pluralize the word. In Christian stories like Barlaam and Josaphat, once a preacher gets started, it’s almost impossible to get him to stop until he’s summarized the whole damn Bible, plus the doctrine of the Trinity and plugs for anything currently fashionable, like images of asceticism. Apollodorus and, of course, Ovid show the same kind of thing true in Greek myth, in a more relaxed form. The question I want to look at is, is there such a thing as a unifiable, in my sense of the term fabulous?

[61] Such a unifiable would be a kind of Everlasting Gospel of literature, because its centre is romance, always a despised form of writing. Greek romances, Chinese novels, “dime” novels, escape literature—there’s always been a playing up of fact, or what’s believed to be fact, and a playing down of romance—romance has always been accused of vulgar lying, and yet it’s revolutionary in the sense of feeding something submerged in the human psyche. I shouldn’t let the Yeatsian gyres get in the way: that may be misleading. But wherever some kind of literary establishment gets going, there’s an imaginative opposition to it. Greek New Comedy and romance are demotic, bourgeois, popular, celebrating the triumph of tricky slaves, devious heroines, and the weak over the strong generally. Christianity has parallel features, even using some of them in Christian romance. But Eros, as Nietzsche says, is made obscene, so the poets play up Eros in the Middle Ages. The Icelandic Sagas might be read as another kind of opposition, intermediate between Greek tragedy and Nietzsche. If I’m right, Shakespeare is the romance e.g. [Everlasting Gospel] opposed to the Christian synthesis; Scott and most of the 19th c. novelists show one containing the other, or trying to, and the e.g. opposition coming loose from William Morris on.

[62] I have been for some time casting about for a unified theme, and I think I now have the main structure of a book I’ve been ambitious to
write for at least twenty years, without understanding what it was, except in bits and pieces. I think of this book now as the first third, or possibly the first half, of Anticlimax. I also hope devoutly that I can make it the subject of my Professor of Poetry Lectures at Harvard. After all, it's fundamentally an expansion of the paper I did for the Harvard myth conference.\(^{63}\)

[63] The book is concerned with fictional displacements of myth. It begins with the distinction of myth and folktale, emphasizing, as before, the more abstract pattern of myth. Through a study of folktale it picks up some of the basic patterns of fiction.

[64] The study of these takes me from folktale through naive romance, thence to the kind of erotic prose romance of the late Greeks that produces Arcadia in English literature. Naturally a good deal of Chaucer, the Grail stories, and the like come in. This should take perhaps two lectures.

[65] After that I go on to the main body of the discussion, which is centred in nineteenth-century sentimental romance. I treat this as a series of displacements towards realism. Least displaced are such things as George Macdonald, William Morris, and Tolkien. Next come Poe, Wilkie Collins, and the like; then Scott, Hawthorne, Le Fanu (Rider Haggard is in the earlier group); then, closer to realism, or at least to psychological analysis, Melville, Conrad, Virginia Woolf. Henry James is about as close as I want to get to the realistic tradition, but of course there's also George Eliot (from Romola to Daniel Deronda). I don't know how much the French have to come in—Balzac, of course, author of the Human Comedy, is theoretically its presiding genius.

[66] My resources include an early study of the latent symbolism in Surtees' Handley Cross [Notebook 41], a careful marginal study of Peacock's Gryll Grange and Virginia Woolf's Between the Acts, my Dickens paper,\(^{64}\) some rather casual studies of William Morris [Notebook 31], and a lot of hunches.

[67] Naive romance should supply, at least, the St. George and Dragon story, with its mythical overtones of the young Prince Charming renewing the waste land. In the undisplaced version he fishes the heroine out of the dragon's belly, which brings the Rudens\(^ {65}\) archetype in: I've been
noticing this in, among other things, such unlikely sources as The Moon-
stone and The Antiquary, besides the Gold Bug (Sphinx) and the like. 
The Rudens archetype has an up and a down version: the up version is 
connected with spiders, with the ladder of arrows, and with Frobenius.

[68] Then there are two other fundamental patterns: the Hymn of the 
Soul story in the Acts of Thomas, and the Clementine Recognition theme. 
The former introduces the amnesia and (by implication) the Narcissus 
doubling themes (because the soul who forgets is the shadow of the real 
soul charged with the mission), and connects with Sakuntala and 
Pericles. Pericles in its turn goes back through the Apollonius story in 
Gower to the Clementine Recognitions themselves, or itself.

[69] What all this gives me is a handful of clues, viz.: the talisman of 
recognition, which may be (a) a birthmark (b) an emblem like a jewel 
(c) a document or cipher or some kind. The first, as I've said, runs 
through literature from the mark on Cain to the rose tattoo; the second is 
the source of the emblematic romance (The Golden Bowl, as The Scarlet 
Letter is a displacement of the birthmark); the third, mentioned in Keats's 
Endymion, flowers as the legal document (the will, the proof of legiti-

[70] Fictional clues include of course the light and dark heroines. This 
is displaced from the old division of the mythical universe into upper 
and lower. The dark heroine is often associated with what becomes 
mythically the night side of existence. In English romance this night side 
is at first, down to about 1800, Italy, or, as I've said, Continental, Catholic 
and upper class. It's still that in Mrs. Radcliffe's Mysteries of Udolpho. 
But as the British Empire develops it becomes Africa (as in the Bronte 
imaginary world, with a South Pole modulation which runs from The 
Ancient Mariner to The Waste Land—note that The Flying Dutchman as 
an archetype doesn't go behind Marryat), or Asia (the Indians and all 
that crap in The Moonstone), or Central America (a Rider Haggard story, 
The Woman in White, etc.). This night side of the map runs out in Rider 
Haggard—with jet planes it's no use talking about mysterious cities buried 
in Africa—you have to go to outer space. Science fiction isn't seriously 
concerned with science—it's a form of philosophical romance, and is 
forced into outer space by technology, its relation to which is negative.
Well, the dark heroine may be Jewish (Scott, Hawthorne), or otherwise connected with ancient cultures (Ayesha). The Egyptian queen in that kitsch story of Haggard and Lang. Anyway, along with this contrasting of the heroine (a doubling of the heroine proper in The Woman in White, where the w.w. is a double of a girl named Fairlie) there goes the silly or obsessed father who sets up his daughter as a sacrificial victim. [Sheridan LeFanu's] Uncle Silas (strong polarization in the 19th c. between wicked and kindly uncles, latter represented by Scott's Antiquary); Meredith's Egoist; The Woman in White (marriage with villain arranged for by dead father, whose surrogate is a foolish uncle again). The father obsessed by a humor, like Wardour in The Antiquary, is closer to straight comedy, but the overlap is interesting.

The mythical origin of the father-daughter stuff is the polarization of the Iphigeneia figure with the Wisdom who played before the Creator [Proverbs 8]. Spenser shows clearly what the connexion actually is.

Begin with the familiar distinction between myth and folktale. Structurally alike, myths take root in a specific culture, form a network of shared allusion, develop gods & canonical characters with definite personalities, and stick together to form a mythology. Folktales remain nomadic and travel over the world, interchanging their themes and motifs.

As time goes on, the greater seriousness attached to myths, as the stories that really happened or are "true" in some special way, eventually shifts, as with a writing culture the sense of truth as correspondence grows, to the life the story reflects. Thus realism acquires the moral dignity that romance never had, and which realism itself inherits from myth.

Thus in the nineteenth century the "history" of fiction goes through those who can, for the purposes of the alleged historian, be treated as realists. Thackeray, George Eliot, Trollope, Jane Austen, and carefully selected aspects of Dickens form the main skeleton; Wilkie Collins and Bulwer Lytton, even the Brontes, don't fit quite so well, and Le Fanu, George Macdonald, William Morris, Rider Haggard, for various reasons, don't fit at all. Neither do the Alice books. My thesis is, of course, that romance illustrates structure and realism only content, hence a genuinely literary history would put the romancers in the centre and make realism peripheral.
[76] Events in sentimental romance are displaced. The main clues for getting at the undisplaced meaning are: dreams or telepathic experiences, the assumption being that the world of dreams is a world of identified metaphors. Hence a strong connecting link between the detective story and the psychoanalysis of a patient, which I'll show in analyzing the two Wilkie Collins stories. Any image introduced by as if. In fact, any image at all that’s dwelt on or that becomes emblematic. The use of epigraph and quotation. Such stories as *Zanoni*, *Phantastes*, Scott’s novels, make a consistent use of epigraphs to each chapter, and sometimes they’re genuinely emblematic. The references to certain earlier stories, like *Robinson Crusoe* in *The Moonstone*, belong here too. And, of course, any episode that’s unconvincing on ordinary grounds of plausibility—I give an example from Poe’s *The Gold Bug* in the Anatomy [AC, 204].

[77] One question I have to face at some time. Myths stick together to form a mythology; folktales don’t. But as soon as I plunge into a complex story like *The Moonstone* I find St. George, Two Brothers, Hymn of the Soul, Clementine Recognition themes all sticking together. So I do have to ask myself: is my old Druid analogy notion really a total story in folktales corresponding to a mythology, and structurally, of course, practically identical with it?

[78] Well: Three phases. First, the contrast between myth, stories that really happened, or that express realities, and folktales, stories told for fun. Second, the Greek contrast between tragedy, which invents in the sense of finding, setting forth the traditional myths without essential change, and comedy, which invents in the sense of making up, is allowed to lie, to study the bourgeoisie, and other unserious things. The triumph of comedy in the Christian myth is part of its proletarian revolutionary aspect. Third, the contrast of realism and romance in the nineteenth century: the former is serious, organizes the structure of literary histories that don’t know any literary history, and has moral dignity by not lying, i.e., not being “escapist,” but presenting life as it is, or is alleged by some to be. So we look at Shakespeare’s comedies for structure, invention in the sense of making up, and so on.

[79] Two questions I hope the book will answer (a) why does Shakespeare introduce the bed-trick into the two so-called problem comedies?
(b) why do Ferdinand and Miranda play chess? Maybe the chess-rovescio link above is a step toward the answer.

[80] The myth-realism tradition in our day is allied with "social realism," a literature allegedly revolutionary but actually authoritarian. Similarly, the comedy-romance tradition is allied with a reactionary social attitude (Whitman on Shakespeare's comedies; my own comments on Collins above, etc.) which actually goes in a revolutionary direction by showing the victory of the wish-fulfillment impulse over actuality.

[81] The romance (sentimental romance) tradition leads me to science fiction and Utopianism; so does William Morris. Those are my transitions to the second part of this study. Various reflexions, some of them inspired by reading Goldoni's Venetian Twins. The twin theme may be just buggering around, as it seems to be in that Anouilh play, and probably in the Feydeau one too. That is, it's stock material for comic action. But in my scheme it's a stage in the journey from identity, which is why there's so much about madness—this is in Goldoni as well as Shakespeare, whom Goldoni hadn't read. In Shakespeare the link with Apuleius and the metamorphosis into an ass is explicit, and of course it took Shakespeare to see that a knockabout Plautus play about twins and the Apollonius romance were part of the same archetype.

[82] In both Goldoni and the CE [The Comedy of Errors] there's a lot about getting money and jewels and such mixed up. Cf. the ring business in MV [The Merchant of Venice]. This represents the talismans of recognition, which belong as such to Phase One, in the stage of Phase Two, as part of the confusion of identity. Similarly with fans (another Goldoni theme) and other fetish-objects. Very frequently treasure comes out of the sea, which links the confusion of identity theme with going under water. Similarly the storm which causes all the shipwrecks in romance is part of the amnesia complex.

[83] Of the themes of FOUR, the chapter on recognition and the journey back to identity, one is the projecting of sexual desires on the right person, which involves disentangling them from sisters and other symbols of pre-sexual latency periods. In Goldoni the second sexual object turns out to be a sister, complete with talismans of recognition. Her
foster-father to whom she's completely blindly devoted (so much so that Goldoni can marry her off to a miles gloriosus who only wants her money without remorse), picked her up (she got “lost” in infancy) and adopted her because he needed a daughter to make money out of by marriage, investing his dowry for a bigger return. Archetype of the stupid father who exposes his daughter to a sacrificial position—Meredith's *Egoist, Uncle Silas*, and a whole line back to Agamemnon as the father of Iphigeneia in Euripides. The person she’s sacrificed to naturally has demon-lover or cannibal-monster affinities. Pluto and Proserpine.

[84] As a new cycle begins with the heroine’s first fuck, her identity has to be established before that occurs, so that the old cycle can be wound up. Or else the hero has to get separated from the old cycle: Tom Jones, for example, has to find out that he hasn’t actually screwed his mother.[85]

[85] The reason why it’s called a recognition scene is that it restores a current of memory which has been broken by the amnesia, whatever it is. The world of pre-amnesia is in ordinary experience a dream world followed by waking experience: the experience of recognition is the reversal of this: actual experience is the dream and the pre-amnesia stage becomes the waking reality. Either way it’s an integration of dream and waking, of a kind we get at the end of Job, a very hard convention to explain and put across, but central in literature[. . .] I need Roheim and others on the dream here: it’s a recreation of the world on an erotic basis, though the narcist and other conditions of sleep exaggerate the erotic elements in the dream itself—art, a dream for awakened minds as Plato says, brings out the wider context of the dream.

[86] Waking consciousness is a series of egos, and passion has always been thought of as a form of amnesia, a usurper ascending the throne of consciousness. Leontes’ sudden obsession is an example of displaced amnesia of this type, probably triggered off by some suppressed memory, a paradisal state of childhood with another man which makes Hermione the symbol of his fall into a lower world.

[87] *Ion* is a THREE play, as *Alcestis* is a TWO one. Also *Iphigeneia in Tauris* is I suppose the origin of the Heliodorus scheme of the heroine going back to her home country in a remote part of the world, to be
immediately threatened with sacrifice when she gets there. I know she’s a reincarnation of Andromeda. Note the double theme: sacrifice at “home” in Aulis—symbolic home anyway—and after wandering in Tauris. Similarly with Helen, captured (if she is) in Troy but also a ghost in Egypt. Leviticus theme of one taken and the other set free to wander with the same result—note that in Goldoni [pars. 81–3] one twin is murdered, without injuring the comic tone, and his murderer suicides, indicating what I’ve said about the whodunit as a comic ironic form.

[88] This business of integrating dream and waking life is probably the key to FOUR,\textsuperscript{88} which is of course all about the recognition scene. I suppose the reason for oracles summarizing the plot at the beginning, and devices like Guy Mannering’s astrology, which seem like a willful destroying of suspense, is actually to provide at the beginning of the story something to come into line with the recognition.

[89] So, of course, you have (a) the original world, symbolizing a divine state (b) the innocent pastoral pre-sexual world of the foster-parents (c) the world of experience, symbolized by wandering, shipwreck, and the like (d) a demonic night-world symbolized by pirates, burial alive in labyrinths and caves, hideous punishments like crucifixion for frame-ups and badger games, etc., etc. My four levels, only Keats’ Endymion pattern\textsuperscript{89} is the one that holds up: you have to go from two through three to four in order to get to one: you can’t just go directly from two to one. Daphnis and Chloe comes very close to being an exception, but even there you have vestigial pirates, separations, somebody trampling flowers, temptations to buggery, and so on.

[90] The virgin symbolizes a descent into a lower world: she’s so divinely beautiful because she carries the beauty of a higher kind of existence into that world. The other side of this is the fatality of such beauty: everybody who looks at her gets an erection like the Tower of Babel. Providence prevents her from getting raped, which would destroy the archetype of the higher world; and while she’s normally a sacrificial victim, the same providence prevents the consummation of the sacrifice. The virgin’s marriage & first fuck, as aforesaid, symbolizes her entering the cycle to go with it. Two Helens, a virginal one and an abducted one.\textsuperscript{90}

[91] FOUR: the treasure returning from the sea as the first step in recog-
nition. I'm getting obsessive: that's what I called the last essay in the Bottomless Dream.  

[92] Also I suppose the demonic parody device is really FOUR rather than THREE: in fact it is to FOUR what the twins are to THREE. In the Clementine Recognitions the lost or scattered family includes a pair of twins, but nothing is made of this: the interest is focussed on Simon Magus as a demonic parody of Simon Peter, and on the final scene where the father of the reunited family acquires S.M.'s face. It's hard to keep them apart, what with the Narcissus theme coming into THREE; but I think the recognition of the demonic double, or shadow, is a stage toward recognition. The light and dark heroines of course, not that the dark one's always demonic or even sinister.

[93] Another subject: what does the bed trick mean, apart from being a confusion-of-identity image? I think it's connected with the distinction between love and lust I used to expound from Milton and Blake (Earth's Answer). Love is a personal relation between two human beings; lust is a mechanical relation between two fucking machines. One always takes place in light, the other always in darkness, the light and darkness being symbolic. The darkness is of course the darkness of shame: there's always shame when a person uses another person as a mere object, and just because she's within reach. Both Angelo and Bertram, of course, think they genuinely desire a specific woman, and get another one in the dark, which means that they're being satisfied only on the level of lust.

[94] My and-then and hence narratives won't quite do. And-then narrative is the under side of romance, romance as a sequence of sensational events, adventures, love affairs, quests. The top side is the design that pulls toward a successful conclusion, or, much more rarely, an unsuccessful one. "Hence" narrative is characteristic of realistic fiction. In romance the plot must manipulate the characters; in realistic fiction the characters tend to become central, and the story examines what would happen given those characters, instead of just telling a story and getting the characters to fit into that.

[95] Poetic justice is prominent in romance not for moral but for struc-
tural reasons. Romance shows a down-and-up type of narrative. We start, and in a comic romance conclude, with a state of identity, i.e., a condition of being in which there's nothing to write about. From that start we plunge into experience. And while there are, as I've said, really four worlds involved, there are two main ones. I used to call them innocence and experience, but that's not accurate for romance: in romance they're an idealized idyllic world and a, so to speak, idealized bad world, a world of villains and witches and sirens and dragons and such. The hero normally plunges into and escapes from this idealized evil world, therefore romance operates dialectically, towards the separation of one world from another. In that separation comes the poetic justice—the identification of heroes and villains as heroes and villains.

[96] Realistic fiction, on the contrary, is horizontally linear: it reasons causally. Given this situation, or this group of characters, what would happen? Or, in simpler constructs like early Aldous Huxley stories, what gets said? The archetype of romance is The Book of Job: Job is plunged from a divinely protected world to a demonically controlled one, and is then delivered, more or less without explanation, by being shown the two monsters of Egypt, which implies he's outside them. The archetype of realism is the story of Adam, who forfeits his property because of a breach of contract. Cause and effect. In Job God tells Job not to look for causation, not to search back around the time of creation: he damn well wasn't there. (Neither was God, but that's a later development.) But in the Adamic framework everything follows from Adam's character, which is our character too: given this kind of freedom, there's nothing to do but sin. I don't know that I want Job in this book, but I should know the context of what I'm talking about.

[97] The white goddess archetype in its purest form is the female with suitors who chooses one, generally through a riddle ordeal, kills the others, shucks off the chosen one after a year, renews her virginity or something, and goes through it all over again. The next stage is represented by Gozzi's Turandot. Here a bitch who hates men, daughter of the Emperor of China, proposes riddle ordeals & kills those who don't solve them. Three riddles, and the answers are the sun, the year, and life. The hero, natch, solves them, but she still hates the notion of losing her female will. He proposes that she find out his name; if she does, he's for it again. She does but he ain't. That is, this stage is the one where the hero
successfully passes the test, marries the bitch, and establishes male domination. This last is quite explicit at the conclusion of *Turandot*. The next stage would be the *Odyssey* one, where the woman already has her husband and remains faithful to him. In *Turandot* there's another woman who loves the hero, and her machinations nearly do for him; the ultimate result is that she's restored to the kingdom she's lost by a war. So we can get the Jesus-Barabbas theme in females too: one stays and gets screwed; the other goes free and away back to her kingdom, her going free symbolizing the turning of another cycle, more or less. Gozzi's a useful man: I must look for more: *Love of Three Oranges* is his.

[98] Rollo May, *Love and Will,* p. 42: "Throwing the individual into an unbounded and empty sea of free choice does not in itself give freedom, but is more apt to increase inner conflict" (said of permissive sex attitudes). This is exactly what's wrong with Adam's situation in Eden: given that environment, there's nothing he can do but sin. That's what Kierkegaard is saying in *The Concept of Dread,* except that, like everybody before him, his religious anxieties prevent him from seeing that in that setup God can have only the role of a senile and muddle-headed senex: he should never have set up that situation in the first place. The fabulous equivalent of this is the melancholy lover (or Jaques figure) in an Arcadian setting (Jaques won't quite do for this situation, because, for one thing, stress is laid on the physical discomforts of Arden: blow, thou winter wind). That is, the complaining lover in [Sidney's] *Arcadia* is stirred into creativity by his displaced activity, by rejecting everything except the one thing he can complain about. Nothing is said here about a God figure, though in *Arcadia* Basilius has a shadowy fool-senex role: it's simply the creature, using the divisive image of sex to split himself off from his otherwise integrated surroundings. As with the felix culpa, the process is both a fall and a rise: fall because he divides and emphasizes the split in sex; rise because it's a creative process that he undertakes. (These are reflections generated by the second book of *Arcadia,* summarized separately.)

[99] The realist finds his material in waking experience, or, more accurately, he finds the analogies to his material in waking experience (because he seldom if ever transcribes directly from experience). It would be silly and misleading just to say that the romancer finds the analogies to his material in dreams, in spite of all the remarks (there's one by Borges)
about how all writing of fiction is really controlled dreaming. But if we expand the term “dream,” as I do in AC, to cover all the conflicts of desire with reality, it would make more sense. Impenetrable disguises, where the same person is two people at least; metamorphosis of people into animals; anxieties of shipwreck and “falling” (sinking into water); fantasies in which a hero kills an impossible number of enemies—all these are reminiscent of what Freud calls the dream work. It would include conscious fantasy or day-dreaming, where the erotic drive is more controlled and subordinated.
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NOTES FOR ONE

[1] In my present view of the whole book I start with this myth and fable business, then deal with four major themes expurgated by (Biblical) myth and developed by secular literature. These four are: (1) the lower or earth-mother Creation myth, reappearing in romance as the heroine who defends her virginity and makes secret arrangements of the plot. She probably does other things too. (2) the descent in quest of wisdom, the isolating wandering-through-labyrinth-in-dark meander-and-descent pattern, where the goal is a cave (maternal womb) with animals and men metamorphosed into animals. Maybe some secret or sealed-off world turns up here, as in Blake’s little girl lost: I’ve stumbled over various examples of this lately. (3) the dragon-killing creation myth, which probably includes the Kingu theme of man made from the blood of a slain god or dragon, and around which the polarizing themes of demonic doubles and recognitions go. (4) the Eros quest itself. If I’m not being
over-symmetrical, these are the themes of TWO, THREE, FOUR and FIVE respectively. SIX in that case returns to the theme of the first lecture, and talks about the “Vision of Plenitude” [Plenitude] (probably its title), the total imaginative structure. Also about the “proletarian” basis of romance and its apotheosis in the classless style, which nobody except Wordsworth has investigated, and which apparently consists in swallowing the aristocratic nostalgic snobbery of romance (see William Morris), much as one has to swallow Milton’s God.³

[2] Somewhere I have to deal with myth and metaphor as the primary structures of words. Writing, descriptive meaning, and displacement go together—that’s in. Probably most of this is SIX rather than ONE. Two things are new. One: the individual work of literature has a macrocosmic content, the total body of literature. But you can’t say what a myth “really means” without confusing imaginative with discursive writing: a myth means everything it’s been made to mean (probably within limits, but the hell with that). So there’s a microcosm inside the individual “myth,” the whole range of things it can mean. Two, Christian myths had to be believed on “faith” as facts, however absurd they were; the decline of this advanced pari passu with the rise of “realism” or secular myths one could regard as plausible. The end (or decline) of realism and the “loss of faith” in the old sense seem to coincide. Romance, fantasy, science fiction (philosophical romance) are products of a time where there’s no belief in the continuity of permanence of society. But it’s not all negative: there’s the “proletarian” business too, the potentially revolutionary quality of romance.

[3] Myth is the primary and original language of religion, and grows up in the oral phase of culture where religion is religio⁴ and is hardly differentiated from other things. With writing there comes the development of the conceptual myth, where religion becomes different from other things and religions different from each other. This is also the secret-doctrine-concealed-in-myth stage. Conceptual myth is of course a later subject, if I live.

[4] Then comes the principle that you can’t figure out myth without taking account of literature.⁵ Take King Arthur. All sorts of mythical patterns can be seen in the literature about him, but so far as I know no archaeologist has ever discovered a shred of evidence connecting him
with specifically religious things like cults or statues or temples or beliefs or shrines. The assumption that there must have been some Gallic or Celtic god named something like Artorius is an assumption only. With Arthur we have three elements: an imaginative life in literature (flourishing), a cult life in religion (conceivable, but no evidence for it), and a historical existence. This last has the very casual relation to myth that all history has. In the Spengler article I call him a prototype of the Holy Roman Emperor, like Charlemagne, the defender of the faith. I've always suspected Cymbeline of being connected with some such mythology as this (note the name Fidele). It could be a Roman Catholic myth, with Cloten the Reformation and the Queen the late Queen E [Elizabeth], but it could also be an Anglo-Catholic Glastonbury myth, where British Christianity begins by submitting to Caesar.

[5] The historical incarnation of a myth is usually much more casual even than that, often being nothing more than "therefore they called the name of that place whatsit," or, you can still see his footprint there. That's geographical rather than historical, of course. Guy Fawkes and the feast of the dead: note another area of custom or inorganic ritual which doesn't involve belief except that it's always been done. The reluctance to stop doing what one has always done is the core of superstition, habit-persistence. So there are four areas: religious cult or practice, rationalized by myth; religious belief, which depends on a conceptual development of the myth; custom and habit, which often or usually preserves some elements of a superseded cult, and literature or poetic development. This last eventually splits into the purely poetic and the historical, the latter joining the area of belief.

[6] Tentative overview: TWO deals with the Adonis quadrant, starting with the conquering hero and ending with the enduring heroine. The end of it is Nomos, law. THREE deals with the Hermes descent into the lower world, ending (perhaps) with dice, igitur, and knowing as one is known; descent for wisdom. Tobit, Beowulf, Grettir and his bear-track, Odin's eye, etc. FOUR is re-ascent as escape from imprisonment, a counter-metamorphosis movement headed for Nous. Here comes the realignment of reality and illusion: the world we fall into, though it has so many analogies to sleep, takes us into a world that's just as much the waking world as a dream one, and vice versa. What separates is the world of identity and the world of alienation. I've always been pretty
ignorant of what goes on in the Prometheus quadrant; the theme is revolution rather than Eros, of course. One thing is triumphant fraud, or stealing (fire and such). There’s also the frogs-and-birds distinction, and the escape from the giant-cannibal. Just as descent involves metamorphosis, so escape involves a beast disguise. Ulysses escapes from Polyphemus by disguising himself as a sheep (more or less); the separation of man from sheep is the escape theme. Jacob disguises himself as rough and hairy to fool old Isaac, who, like Polyphemus, is blind or blinded. The Jacob-Esau theme is again stealing, or displacing the rightful heir (older son); the theme repeats with Joseph & Pharaoh’s cup [Genesis 40], and with spoiling the Egyptians during the Exodus.

Interlocking of secular romances (Icelandic sagas, references to other legends in Beowulf, etc.) builds up a motif of completeness which in other social contexts could carry over into something sacred, as I think Homer did in Greek culture. An extension of this principle takes care of the value judgement about cliches of plot & character & why study them: there’s a total thing about romance & what it’s trying to say. Then there’s identity. Identifying ourselves with a character we like is natural for immature readers but is phony: we have to get past that. The next stage is identification with the social group presented, i.e., identifying in the sense of participating. You get this in Newfoundland outports, where the housewives have nothing to talk about except the latest soap opera installment—the curiously addictive pull of these soap operas is based on such participation. Applied to Shakespeare this becomes Bradleyese, though Bradley’s a lot better than that really. Mrs. Jamieson, rather. It’s still phony. Then we move on to realizing that romance with its snobbery deals with projections of ourselves, not with special divine beings. In the Gospels the total unlikeness of the man we’re reading about from us is what’s important. So the nomadic and interchanging point about folk tales is not a place I can stop at. And of course there’s the principle that everything cut out of a myth sneaks back in somehow: the Kingu-Ymir dying god, the fallen angels, the harrowing of hell, the dragon-fight at creation, and all the rest of it.

The scripture or sacred written book is the transition from metaphorical to conceptual forms of truth. Mythologically religions are alike: there’s an immense gap between Jehovah, God alone, and Zeus, God supreme over other gods; but in myth they’re both old men with white
whiskers in the sky whose farts are thunder and have special functions like the protection of strangers. Gradually we realize that in studying mythology we're learning a language. The Greeks had little but a mythology: conceptual notions had to be supplied by philosophers and didn't get much into the cult. Judaism tried to get away from mythology, and Xy; but it's still there. I still haven't said that Plato tried to write a Bible: Republic as prophecy; Timaeus as Genesis, then the Laws.17

[9] The contrast of and-then and hence narrative is for THREE, but I have to keep in mind the contrast that's so important in the Bible book between repetitive continuity and discontinuous detachment of the mind through riddle. Discontinuous stories like the Apollonius one are "sensational," i.e., they shove one archetype after another at you, and keep you staring at them. That isn't detachment, of course; it's just another kind of continuity. But hence narrative ends and pulls you around to the beginning again; and-then narrative just ends. But a book with an emblematic title (The Scarlet Letter, The Golden Bowl) keeps to the old archetype-dangled-in-front-of-nose technique.18

[10] I think the realistic-fiction part of the book needs complete rewriting. I'm dealing so far only with the antithesis between romance and realism, as though there were a flourishing and developed school of realism in English literature. What's needed is some indication of the way in which the greater novelists struck their roots into symbolization, and thus rediscovered a good deal of the romantic structure. Conrad, Virginia Woolf and D.H. Lawrence are the main people here, though some things in Henry James too need emphasizing. The sense of a strong allegorical undertow inherent in the very structure of romance itself begins (more or less) with Hawthorne, and to bring this out will make a lot of what I'm trying to do less strange to the average reader.

[11] Somewhere, probably not here, I need Ivanhoe.19 Here's a historical novel, which, being a romance, is really anti-historical. Terrible things go on in Front-de-Boeuf's castle; a Jew is tortured (or threatened with it) for his money; Rebecca is assaulted and has to threaten suicide to avoid rape: Rowena gets a milder form of the same deal. In history, there were any number of people who didn't get out—Scott even interrupts his narrative to show how true this was according to the Chronicle. Hence contrasting but played-down females: Ulrica was a Rowena
who didn’t get out; Miriam was a Rebecca who didn’t have any good-natured novelist (backed by a sentimental reading public) to save her. Cries to God are no use unless put through the novelist, who’s God’s secretary or telephone operator. The happy ending is faked, yet Scott knows that and allows for it. E.g., the resuscitation of Athelstan. The resolution of the novel depends on Richard I being a John Bull patriot king—the real Richard was an obsessed gangster whose only interest in the countries he ruled over was to mulct them for crusades. Above all, the end of the ordeal by battle at the end, where Ivanhoe is too weak to win but the villain blows up anyway, is exactly the kind of end that the nutty old Templar General would approve of & see the hand of God in. All this is connected with the survivor’s perspective, smug but complete. Romance \emph{in toto} is about the human ordinary strength of the reader’s feelings about the saving of sympathetic characters, including Athelstan.

[12] The structural parallel between fable and myth means among other things that the myth, in the sense of the total myth or mythology, provides a kind of model for fables, indicating, however unconsciously, a context for them. Folk tales, we said, by themselves simply interchange their themes and motifs; romancers like Scott simply vary their formulaic narrative units; myth, by presenting a unified structure of stories, illustrates the (or a) contextual meaning of fables. Shakespeare’s \emph{Merchant of Venice}.

[13] As myth gets institutionalized, it removes itself from those who accept it as belief. In Greek myth, the gods did what they liked, and the desires of common people for their own immortality and reassurance had to be supplied by mystery cults and such. In Xy, myth sharply distinguishes God from man, even though its central myth is incarnation. What romance provides is some kind of loophole for self-identification with the reader—something of what the mystery cults did in Egypt and Greece. Perhaps here comes the point that the Bible deals with voluntary quest, contrasted with Adam’s fall, and that fable tries to express the central myth of alienation that the other two dodge. I don’t know; anyway, that’s probably later. Kingu–Ymir–Adam Kadmon\textsuperscript{20} are cut out, but the sense that man was created from the death of a divine being, hinted at in Paul’s kenosis,\textsuperscript{21} comes back oddly in the “God is dead” crowd. Here’s another loophole for the reader’s self-identifying
imagination: the hero of romance is of mysterious quasi-divine origin, yet his story is somehow more about us than the Biblical one itself. Superman.

[14] The difference between internal-coherence and external-correspondence conceptions of truth could be quite safely, I think, equated with the distinction of mythos and logos. Even a remark could be risked about the degenerating of the conception of logos from the person of Christ in Christianity, where it's still centripetal and oral-based, to the ordinary or heathen notion of it as adequate verbal referent. In our day the correspondence notion of logos has pretty well collapsed, and philosophers are returning to mythical thinking, seeing what is implied within the internal coherence. Heidegger, in Was heisst denken? returns to a type of exegesis closely related to literary criticism. He's really preaching from texts, in the old interpenetrating way, in his comments on Nietzsche and Parmenides.

NOTES FOR TWO

[15] Somewhere I have to have a connected account of the relation between myth and metaphor, along with a description of displacement; I'm thinking of SIX and THREE as the places for them respectively. I don't know if I say definitely that in a literary work all images are in a potentially metaphorical relationship with one another. Myth and metaphor are primary, and holding together the best thing words can do. The fact that myth in the sense of a story about a god is inherently less credible than other types of story is connected with the metaphorical nature of what later becomes theology. If Attis is a god of the trees, he is all the trees: that is, there are no gods except incarnate ones. No devils either, as Cleveland says in The Pirate, and somebody in Beddoes. This principle is connected with something bugging me about elemental spirits, I don't know how. I think they come into FIVE. Anyway, a god who is what he's incarnated in operates by pure metaphor—I said this about Venus in Ovid (Pygmalion). Incarnation is identification, and identification is one stage in achieving identity, not the last one. The passage from humanized spirit to object of incarnation is Ovidian metamorphosis, so metamorphosis is, as I've said, the undisplaced (or nearly so) form of incarnation. At the bottom of the descent, spirit is thing, subject is object.
Anyway, the "as if" indication of displacement usually refers to spirits travelling outside space, and suddenly appearing or epiphanizing. Meg Merrilies emerges "as though" she'd just shot up from the ground—witch of Endor haunts all Scott's wild women, including Ulrica in Ivanhoe. Scott has a lot of displaced elemental spirits: Lutin in Fortunes of Nigel, dwarf in The Pirate, dumb girl in Peveril of the Peak, and of course all the maid-of-the-mist stuff in Anne of Geierstein.

Perhaps the elemental spirit represents a breakdown of myth, an entry into a world where the natural object has fallen silent, and hence its incarnate spirit is thought of as separated from it. It would be natural for the spirit to be dumb also, as above, and as we have it in the dog of Tobit [Tobit 6:2, 11:4] and other images of descent.

Note the ignoring of the taboo on infectious bad luck on the part of Job's friends, who are, as I've said, really pretty impressive people. The discussion of luck goes with the discussion of survival, which is probably in FOUR. In the positive sense it's the power of endurance. You haven't actually got this transition in yet, but it's part of the inner evolution within myth itself that brings the panegyric on the gut-cutter into the orbit of tragedy.

Tragedy is the story of violence, and the only effective enemy of violence is law. Fraud may often guide and inspire violence, as Iago does Othello. In the Icelandic Sagas violence and law suffer an uneasy alternation in which a curious quantitative standard emerges: how much is this crime worth in the way of either compensation or revenge? The moral duty of revenge is actually the beginning of law, which properly speaking begins as soon as the neutralizing element in revenge is resigned to something else. God promises in the Bible that he will repay, but of course his vengeance is extremely unreliable in human terms, and some social and institutional nemesis-construct has to be set up instead.

Note the curious convention of the hero being equal to thirty or forty enemies: this occurs even in the Arcadia, although Sidney was a soldier and knew how silly it was. This is the naive association of might with right which underlies a great deal of romance, where the good guy can beat up any number of bad guys. Then we shift to the Galahad type of hero, the utterly phony association of strength and moral purity.
(except as a symbol), and this brings us to the enduring heroine. The transitional point is the Christ who endures, the pattern of Christian heroism, and deliberately renounces the yogi's invulnerability, though I don't know if this belongs in here or not. "Fraud" usually means or includes a concealed-eiron god who pulls puppet-strings; the passage from conqueror to endurer is also the Leda-swan to Dove-virgin motif. Milton, natch.

[21] Seems to me that the two creation myths belong in THREE at the earliest, and my treatment of Penelope may not be reachable until FIVE or even SIX. TWO seems all to belong to the Adonis quadrant, violence running into law or nomos; natural in the case of the invulnerable hero, moral as a social contract ending the antithetical hero and starting the primary community. THREE is about the Hermes descent to the lower world, of course, which makes it the place to introduce the earth-mother.

[22] Some critics dislike the overtones of the word "comic," and employ some alternative form like "comedic" instead for such contexts as this. I think however I shall stick to "comic" if it reminds some readers of comic books, "comedic" may remind others of comedies.

[23] Atalanta-Pericles-Turandot situation: also in the Volsung saga, I think. And Lysistrata is part of the whole theme of women bringing the heroic ethos to heel. In other Aristophanes plays it's a Platonic republic that women bring in, and Plato tapped some of the same archetypes: New Comedy, virtue as endurance of evil, heroism in the service of an ideology.

[24] Naturally you'll be providing an expansion of the Egoist-Uncle Silas point, and some more material about virgin-sacrifice from Morris' Wood Beyond the World and the like. The story of Inanna-Ishtar, descending to the lower world and being sequentially stripped of everything she has on, is a part of this archetype, but I don't know at the moment just where it fits into my argument.

[25] The magical emphasis on virginity, the fact that virgins can do things that others can't do, as in Comus and Morris' WBW [The Wood beyond the World], means that virginity is somehow in tune with an unfallen version of the world itself, as in Comus. This leads to the Orches-tra treatment of the chaste Penelope, and connects with the mythical
counterpart, where the virginity of Mary is connected with her role as the height of the creature, the representative of an unfallen world. I had this, along with Molly Bloom, at the end of TWO; now I think I have to get it out of there: it probably belongs with the other Eros themes in FIVE. Originally, according to Graves, the earth-mother was a perpetually renewed virgin mother, but surely what virginity really represents in romance is the integrity of a self concealed in and surrounded by a world inferior or hostile to it, whose identity lies elsewhere. Hence it's quite logical for Manicheans to believe it's sinful for anybody not to be a virgin.

Anyway, there has to be more about the earth-mother myth; but the pure myth seems to be earlier than most recorded literature. Perhaps I should reconstruct some of it out of Hesiod, introducing the defeated Titans and noting that after it gets demonized the lower world, on the body-analogy, turns both anal and erotic. So far as it's anal, it represents the world that's dialectically abolished: the whole conception of dirt or filth is derived from excretion. But so far as it's erotic, it's capable of redemption, and of going up the path that eventually becomes the path of Eros.

It seems to me that the Leda-and-swan tragic aspect of literature represents, not the pure earth-mother cult, but the first stage in its demonization. It extends through Greek literature from Homer to Euripides and stops there; after that the Dove and Virgin take over, for pagan as well as for Christian literature, as I've said. In medieval times the hero cult, under a mixture of Classical and Christian influences, modulated from "epic" into romance. The original hero cult made its reappearance in the North, where Hertha was still a presence. Icelandic literature, with its Valkyries and Vola and Brynhild and other derivations of the Hertha figure who know secret love, preserves the old heroic codes, but in medieval times little of it is left in Europe except—and a very remarkable exception it is—the prose sagas of Iceland.

What we've seen in our day, since Romanticism, is not at all the revival of the old tragic blood-and-guts cult of Yeats' silly carpet-knightery. It's a renewed emphasis on both the anal and the erotic aspects of the formerly rejected world. The former is what I call the "bodily democracy" aspect of realism; the latter is D.H. Lawrence and the kind of insight he represents.
Note that Platonism, which survives in the Manichean and Docetic tendencies in Christianity and Gnosticism, takes the Homeric image of body above ground and shadow below it and translates it into conceptual terms. The highest you can get in the shadow-world is *pistis*, the false pre-catastasis conclusion of comedy.

Peacock, with his remarks about poets being originally and radically the promoters of the hero-cult, takes care of all the Yeatsian cyclic theories we need. Of course the returning cycle is there, just as the Spenglerian cycle is: one can trace it in Wagner, who outgrew it, in Nietzsche, who didn’t, even in William Morris.

Implied in one of the remarks above: Christ deliberately renounces the ability to go through the Passion without physical suffering: as the supreme guru or yogi he could have done what the Docetic people say he did. That’s the path of the “Diamond body,” the invulnerable individual who saves himself without trying to save others, apart from general benevolence. All martyrs really vindicate the same thing by their martyrdom, whatever they think it is.

What I still haven’t got clear is the relation of the descending identity to the two creation myths. I think the point is that the duality of creation myths, equally plausible imaginatively and hence probably always implying each other and so both existing, leads to the sense of a world light above and dark below, with birth or assumption of identity as the descent from the light world to the dark one. The sky-father and earth-mother figures are only tendencies, of course: there are male lower-world deities (Pluto, Yama) and female upper ones (Nut, Juno): the Christian demonizing of the lower world is what needs emphasizing. The things connected with the earth-mother about wisdom coming from the lower world is [are] mostly extra-Biblical. Leda-and-swan Christian or post-Christian literature, from Icelandic saga to Ibsen, or whatever I can get out of the Romantic myth-shift, may belong in FIVE or even SIX; but there’s something about the heroic-gloom setup I still haven’t got. Rider Haggard’s She, of course.

Demeter and Proserpine were originally the same being, different aspects of the same cycle . . . . At the opposite end from the betrothed Miranda would be someone like Molly Bloom in Ulysses, who is wholly
immersed in the cycle of nature, and whose monologue has the spinning, whirring rhythm both of a turning earth and of the spinning wheel that Homer regarded as the primary symbol of female life. She is a Penelope ready to embrace as many of her suitors as possible, and her tonic chord, the word "yes," identifies her with her sexual function. She may well say, with Chaucer’s Wife of Bath, that virginity is not her vocation. And yet she is an embodiment of the chaste Penelope, and brings us back to the vision of the Odyssey with which we began.45

We say that it was easy to see in the final scenes of the Odyssey a Penelope-centered version of the story, in which Penelope is able to make free choice of her suitor.46 (Or, of course, relatively free: usually, in romances, the heroine’s lover is predestined by a force outside her will, however complete the exercise of that will within those limits may be). Now if Penelope is thought of as the autonomous centre of the action of the poem, her weaving and unweaving of her web would be, not an easily seen-through device for stalling her suitors, but something much more like a spell or charm for calling her destined lover from over the sea. Such a spell or charm could be a part of an earth-centered music which could draw down the moon, if need be, in the manner of other female enchanters. It could be also a part of the music of the spheres, so far as that assumes an earth-centered universe.47

One of the most beautiful poems in English literature about the harmony of the spheres is Orchestra, by the Elizabethan poet Sir John Davies.48 This poem presents the whole movement of nature as a co-ordinated dance, with everything from the remotest stars to the lowest elements moving within a prescribed rhythm. It lies behind the vision of correspondence in the “Garlic and sapphires in the mud” passage in Burnt Norton.49 Its relevance to us at the moment derives from the fact that it is presented as a love-song sung to Penelope by the leader among her suitors, Antinous. At the end of the poem is said (Q).50

The next step returns to our distinction of myth and fable. In their structural aspect, myths are the narrative principles of literature; in their social and historical aspect, they are parts of a mythology, or body of stories with a distinctive importance. The first context includes what we have been calling fable, or roughly, secular literature; the second context distinguishes myth from fable, as a group of stories with a specific
Myths in this latter context, we said, tend to stick together to form a mythology. Mythologies usually begin with a creation myth, and there are two general types of creation myth, depending on whether the original myth-maker (there was no such person, of course, but he is a useful hypothesis) was looking up or down when he constructed it. If we look down, we see that animal life is born from parents and vegetable life from seeds: things must have begun, therefore, as they still do, with getting born or springing from the earth. This sexual myth of creation would most naturally centre on an earth-mother, who is the tomb as well as the womb of all living things, and therefore has a sinister as well as a life-giving quality. If we look up, we see an unchanging movement of sun, moon[,] and stars, a structure that seems to indicate order, planning, and intelligence. This suggests an artificial creation myth, one in which the world is made. And just as the sexual creation would most naturally focus on an earth-mother, so the artificial creation suggests a sky-god, and, perhaps less inevitably, a father, a being who goes about his mysterious and authoritative business independently of his children, or his creatures.31

The artificial or sky-father myth was, of course, the one that won out in Judaism, Christianity and philosophical Hellenism. It may have displaced an earlier mother-cult which survived in the Adonis myth of the male fertility god who is first the son and then the lover of the earth-goddess. I see no reason why both myths should not have existed ever since man was capable of looking up and down: in imaginative thought anything is true that can be made emotionally convincing, and it is only in later conceptual developments that myths compete with each other and try to exclude one another. More important for us at present are the emotional overtones of the two myths. In the sexual myth there is no need to account for or explain death or suffering: such things are inseparable from the myth. But a world planned and ordered from the beginning ought not to be so untidy: if death and suffering are everywhere, they must have come in through some process other than creation. Thus, as we continue to meditate on them, the two myths seem to be connected, once again, with tragic and comic structures in literature.

That’s everything, I think, except that in ONE I left out, naturally, the most important thing I’ve got to say: that mythology cannot be
studied except in direct relationship to literature, of which it forms an essential part: that all the keys to all the meanings of myths are in the poets, and not in religion, cosmology, pseudo-science, or God knows where else. That's why so much nonsense is talked about myth: people try to study it out of its real context.52

[39] I don't see any reason for not introducing the earth-mother creation myth in this chapter. The Penelope-centered type of romance is, primi-tively, the one with the slaughter of suitors, all except the chosen one who guesses the riddle or whatever. Next comes the heroine's steely inflexible will to choose her man despite all opposition. Good examples come from Emma,53 who not only bags her man, who's practically her real father, but forces him to move out of his house and into hers. Fanny does enough blushing and stammering and weeping and agonizing for a hundred sentimental novels, but behind it all is the utterly relentless: "But I've decided to marry Edmund." Sir Thomas, who represents a type of male authority that not only Fanny but Jane Austen herself fundamen-tally accepts, says bitterly that she's perverse, the evidence for it being that she's determined to choose for herself. Her very passiveness, of course, is what makes his authority helpless. (Of course there's the possi-bility that Edmund may marry Mary Crawford, but if he did Fanny would remain a virgin for life.)

[40] Wonder if the lack of unity everybody complains about in Goethe's Faust is really epiphanic discontinuity, like Pericles? Seems to me Barker Fairley's little book on Faust54 rather suggests this.

[41] "But you have now shown me that you can be wilful and perverse, that you can and will decide for yourself."55

[42] Distinguish the medieval errant romance, the triumph of forza, from the Heliodorus-Arcadia type that underlies modern romance, which is woman-centered. This gets rationalized as Galahaddery, pure heart is strong. I should expand the first part of this chapter a good deal.

NOTES FOR THREE

[43] I've got to get all six chapters in draft outline before I can bring up the heavy batteries of documentation I've got in my files; otherwise
they’ll just confuse me. But still there are things I know now belong in this chapter that I haven’t got in.

[44] Perhaps I should say more clearly at the beginning that the down-and-up movement of romance reproduces, on a small scale, the mythical descent and return themes. Also the extent to which romances disguise and complicate and displace is greater than suggested here: where is the idyllic world in Victor Hugo’s novels, for instance? Yet they’re certainly romances. Forster’s remark about the difficulty of finding a place to end a story: ironic cadence of pure realism a tour de force hard to bring off, though I think it’s brought off in A Passage to India.

[45] Mimetic dialogue seems to be a feature of realism only, and exists in romance only to the extent that realism interpenetrates with it. In Scott we get this only in the Scottish stories; Ivanhoe and the rest are all written in that extraordinary ho-thou-caitiff-varlet lingo that he seems to have invented for them, and which bears no more resemblance to Middle English than the language of The Palm Wine Drinkard. Then there’s William Morris, who invented an even worse yea-verily-and-forsooth lingo. Yet there’s something about romance that demands this kind of thing: it’s part of the whole dream setup.

[46] Norna in The Pirate is quite an interesting character: she doesn’t really believe that she can control the weather, and talks about rebellious skeptical notions inside her mind. But she’s not only sane enough to ask herself whether she’s sane; she’s even sane enough to decide to stay mad, because it’s more fun that way. She gets “cured” at the end, because in romance all magicians have to renounce their magic some way or other, but that doesn’t count. Well, Norna’s a Shetlander, so Scott has no language to give her as he has for his Scottish sibyls (Meg Merrilies, Madge Wildfire, Elspeth), so he decks her out in a gruesome rhetoric compounded of Ossian and a contorted version of standard English. And yet synthetic languages, however absurd they sound, do belong in romance: Tolkien and his invented languages are another way of indicating the connection. Shepheards [Shepheardes] Calender and Chatterton.

[47] Then again, as I say in the Anatomy, romances are historical novels but they’re not historical: only relatively realistic writing is historical. In Ivanhoe everything turns on the role of Richard I as the ideal king, a
pattern of chivalry and romance, fair dealing, humor, sympathy with all ranks of people—the historical Richard, as I say [par. 11], was an obsessed gangster caring nothing about his subjects except to mulct them for crusades. Romance is in a never-never land of space, time, and language. Goes with the pictorial aspect (I've got that in) as part of the glass-case quality in a verbal museum. Even the Scottish in Scott was unfamiliar to his original readers, as Jeffrey remarked. Regionalism and the aint-it-quaint school (Maria Chapdelaine, etc.) as forms of romance. Western pastoral and its growth out of Cooper.

[48] Artificial styles of this kind tend to obliterate the sense of a speaking personality, hence the whole feeling of a waking world. That is, it's a dream style. There's a brutal sneer at Lady Gregory in Ulysses, but anyone listening to Joyce's recording of ALP will realize that it was essentially her "Kilkartan" [Kiltartan] whinny that he stole for the dream-language of Finnegans Wake.

[49] Medieval poets, handling traditional stories, seem to have two ideas in their mind. One is an ideal of completeness: I have this in. The other is that the "hence" aspect of the narrative is connective tissue holding together the "and then" sequence, and this seems to be peculiarly the individual poet's contribution. He will leave out traditional episodes or details and add others in order to get a smoother texture; whatever he does, or whymever he does it, the "and then" is basically traditional and the "hence" is different with each treatment. This has something to do with Shakespeare's use of Gower: I don't just know what.

[50] In the reference to the natural explanation of a fairy tale in Anne of Geierstein, there's a crucial sentence to be quoted; also the introduction to the The Pirate. I should also probably give examples of "as if" narration—some with Meg Merrilies in Guy Mannering.

[51] The four levels occur in Keats' Endymion, one of the fullest and most reliable guides to romantic geography that we have. Keats' poem begins on the second level, in a pre-sexual world of pastoral innocence, and above it is a world represented by the moon-goddess and her love for the hero. The narrative principle of the poem, a most important one in romance generally, is that Endymion cannot go directly from world two to world one: he has to explore the two worlds below him first. One is
the world of experience, which again is represented only by the token symbol of sexuality, the Spenserian image of the Gardens of Adonis. The other is a demonic world under the sea where another lover is imprisoned by a sadistic female.

[52] The demonic world in romance is, like the two top worlds, idealized, a world no closer to realism than to others, but full of villains, ogres, dragons, and similar images of an order of existence which, however undesirable, is still within the convention of romance. By the way, perhaps I should make more of the Adonis symbolism in Daphnis and Chloe as a structural principle. Also, the more dreamlike and less demonic the night-world is (MND [A Midsummer Night’s Dream] as contrasted with Ephesiaca, for instance), the closer it comes to the post-Romantic framework. Sexual frustration or abstinence is of course part of the pain and humiliation of the night-world. Explain what the hell the year baby is.  

[53] In the Volsunga Saga Signy and a witch exchange bodies, so the witch goes and sleeps with the evil king Siggeir whom Signy, much against her will, has married, and Signy goes in disguise to her brother and sleeps three nights with him, giving birth to Sinfjotli as a result. After Sinfjotli grows up, he goes to Sigmund and the two hunt and rob together, for a time taking on wolfskins (werewolves, more or less).

[54] Also I didn’t after all put in the descent-of-the-infant-soul theme, as in Thel, and the Victorian vogue for the heroine (usually) too good for this world who dies early, like ickle Nell. This should include MacDonald’s At the Back of the North Wind, which is one of the fresher examples of the convention, and one which explicitly identifies the dream world of the little boy with Dante’s Eden.

[55] Hunt themes: add the tapestry in Scott’s Antiquary. And maybe look at Beckett on parrots. I haven’t said that the beast-headed rout operates as a fertility symbol in folk drama—that’s probably FOUR material. At the bottom, add the disintegration of the family, tribe, clan, comitatus, blood kinship with followers as part of the hero’s body (Shakespeare’s Talbot). Cabestan and stuff is demonic sacrament, of course: note the demonic aspect of the Christian sacrament in Eliot’s Gerontion. Beowulf and his deserting followers: I didn’t get in either the Grettir Saga bear business, and the link of descent themes with hibernating bear
figures. The Grettir Saga uses material probably as old as Beowulf, and one point of alignment has often been noted: even more, there's an actual bear hunt in a cave under a waterfall with another man named Bjorn (bear), whom Grettir kills a few pages on.

[56] Death and rebirth at the bottom: I didn’t get in my knowing and being known point, but it wasn’t very clear as I had it. I suppose most of this is really FOUR. Displacements include sacrificed doubles, some of them historical (i.e., in Ivanhoe Rebecca escapes martyrdom but the Miriam she learns her medical lore from doesn’t, and Miriam represents all the real people in the Middle Ages and other times who didn’t get out). Another displacement is transfer to another closely resembling character as in [Wilkie Collins's] The Woman in White. Sometimes there’s a real revival, as at the end of Arcadia and the faked Athelstan business in Ivanhoe.

[57] I suppose what I’m really trying to say is that rebirth is itself a displacement of the real process: gaining the kind of wisdom one has to die to get, as with St. Thomas Aquinas’ remark about the Holy Spirit.69 Something of a disembodied soul haunts the lower regions, and the knowledge it seeks is pure essence, something withdrawn from the existential. Sometimes, as in Measure for Measure, facing death gives at least a kind of symbol of the wisdom found here: the instant of forgiveness that destroys the law but saves the man, the instant discontinuous from the rest of one’s life but still the moment one’s life has been about. [Plato’s] Euthyphro, maybe.

[58] Christ only redeems others; the hero of romance is a creature, so there does have to be some point for him, perhaps specifically connected with knowledge. Odin is one of the few mythological figures I know who is definitely said to get knowledge from his descent;70 and of course even Christ gains the knowledge of death, though the Gospels seem to assume that he had it before. You mention Odin (barely) but not the underworld females, Vala71 and such.

[59] So far, I’ve left out the whole cipher-in-lower-world business, along with the dice throw and the Mallarme igitur (check the Te igitur oath in Ivanhoe);72 I’ve left out a great many demonic parodies like the final trial scene as a parody of the Last Judgement. This is in Arcadia, humorously
in Alice, and Ivanhoe again. Parody in many festival scenes, e.g., the opening scene of The Hunchback of Notre Dame. Crucified Caiaphas in Dante, not that I need that. Should be more detail on the buried parental figures, the stupid giants, the prison shattered by a trumpet blast (Ivanhoe again), and some preparation for the dialectical polarizing techniques that go into FOUR (the dark heroine as a reminiscence of, or sometimes the double of, the regressive mother, like Minna Troil and Norna in The Pirate, Margaret of Anjou in Anne of Geierstein.

[60] I’m still perhaps not ready for the Alice books, but it’s beginning to look as though the first book were a descent theme, what with the cards, the red and white, Alice as invariably awkward and unwelcome, and the final trial scene which turns into an attack on her by what are usually agents of fatality. Note the curious dove (pigeon) and serpent episode, where Alice is identified with the latter. The second book is an ascent to the “queen” stage, chess being more usually an Eros game; the white knight as the old man who turns back at Pisgah, the mirror business as going through the Narcissus progress in reverse. The episodes in this book are supplied by nursery rhymes, but don’t overlook the twin theme in Tweedledum and dee.

[61] Burns’ three kings in his Barleycorn poem as agents of the hero’s death (my myrrh point).

[62] We’ve seen that the orthodox mythical account concerns a creating and redeeming God who is someone other than ourselves, whereas romance seems to be suggesting some kind of identity between its main characters and its readers. In particular, the “virginity” that the heroine so clings to seems an image of some kind of crucial integrity, like an immortal soul, that she’s entrusted with. In the periphery of the New Testament are a large number of apocryphal writings, gospels, epistles, apocalypses, and “acts,” some of which appear to be of Manichean provenance. We have “acts” of John, Thomas, Philip, and other apostles, who go through the world performing miracles and breaking up marriages. The miracles are easy enough: their real triumphs come when they have persuaded someone of prominent social position to live apart from his wife, for according to Manichean doctrine all sexual intercourse, whether within marriage or not, is a deadly sin, because its only result is the imprisoning of more souls in a world created and ruled by the devil.
Suddenly, in the middle of these dreary anxieties, we hear a great trumpet call from an entirely different imaginative world, the "Hymn of the Soul" in one of the Acts of Thomas. This hymn has no connection with its context, and however edited it may be it is still one of the authentic voices of the human imagination.

[63] The Soul says that when he was a child in his father's palace, brought up in wealth and luxury, his parents took off his gems and gold and told him to go down into Egypt and bring back from there a pearl in the midst of the sea, guarded by a devouring serpent. If he succeeds, they say, he will be restored to his kingdom, along with his brother who is next to them. The soul descents [descends] to Egypt, waiting for the serpent to fall asleep; but unfortunately he tastes of "Egyptian" food, and forgets his mission and his descent, becoming a servant to their king and falling into a heavy sleep. His parents send him a letter telling him to remember who he was and what he has to do. He obtains the pearl and journeys back, passing by Babylon and a great labyrinth. Like Joseph in the Old Testament, he lost his coat of many colours when he descended to Egypt, but he gets it back again, realizing as he does so that it is his own spiritual body.

[64] There are several images in this hymn that we shall have to leave for our next lecture; in the meantime, it is clear in [that] this story of the journey of the soul is very near the centre of romance. As before, it seems to be talking about us, not about a God set over against us, and about how our waking consciousness is a forgetting sleep. What we wake up to first of all is the memory of dreams, and here, perhaps, the dreamlike constructs of romance will have even more to say.

[65] Finally, the point of death is also the point of (natural) birth; also the point of bodily communion with the earth-mother. Hence, as in Dylan Thomas' Winter's Tale, it's the point where birth, marriage, eucharist symbolism and death all meet.78

[66] I haven't yet got the dumb companion in the descent: Tobit and the dog [Tobit 6:2, 11:4]; also the use of the grateful dead motif.79 I have a note elsewhere on Scott's use of dumb characters. Beowulf's descent and the desertion by companions: you haven't said that the descent is an isolating experience (Job); everybody makes his own. Knowledge of
future should perhaps include a reference to [Edward Bulwer-Lytton's] *Zanoni*. And maybe there should be some analysis of *Measure for Measure* here: I've always had a hunch that belonged to this book. Also, I haven't the macrocosmic body; lower world is full not only of pricks and wombs but of rumps and smells of sulphur. In the undisplaced version of the *Inferno* Dante gets shat out of the devil: Diogenes Teufelsdrockh. Rebirth as another point of the journey. Spring image in *Beowulf*; the rebirth of parents; the king in the *Arcadia*, who's an ass but still a king and a father-figure; displacing of the killing of one character reborn in another, as in *The Woman in White*. Interior of a mountain often the setting. Passing through the S point: recovery of the power of laughter in the cave of Trophonius, Blake's boy born in joy.

[67] Upper descent: clocks and mirrors; the dark double; the silent companion; caves & labyrinths, with meander and descent patterns. Lower descent (demonic world): submarine world; crucifixion or other sacrificial deaths; premature burial; alien society; vision of hell; giants and dwarfs; cannibal feast; choice and chance (the dice).

[68] Twins and the general technique of doubled characters: adulescens, heroine and senex all have it in comedy. In the clock-and-mirror business, note the pendulum in Poe and his curious story about the woman getting her head cut off by a clock hand, also Yeats, *King of the Great Clock Tower*. Bisexual twins in *Twelfth Night* a displaced form of the heroine disguising herself as a boy and so becoming a sexual double of herself. The equivalent of Phoebe in Lodge's *Rosalind* knows subconsciously that Rosalind is female, and is falling in love with a projection of herself.

[69] Realistic hence narrative on one plane and the Adamic breach-of-contract, vs. Job, which follows the down-and-up shape of romance, Job being forbidden to work out his situation in terms of causality.

[70] Ass in Apuleius: you should say specifically that the ass lives exclusively in human society, and therefore lives far worse than any beast in the forest. Agrippa and perhaps St. Francis on the ass as the body, and hence as part of the broken consciousness.

[71] And, of course, as always, the most important thing to get said isn't said. At the nadir of the total action is always human sacrifice, or the
threat of it, for the hero or (more commonly) the heroine. It may be
displaced as an unhappy marriage or what not, but it’s always there, and
nearly always evaded.

[72] Two things are essential in the revision of this chapter. One is to pull
out the theme of upper descent and put it in the right place. That’s where
the myth-of-birth-of-hero goes, and along with it goes (a) descent from
innocence themes like Vaughan-Traherne-Wordsworth-Earle, plus
things like little Nell and At the Back of the North Wind (b) the infancy
narratives in the Gospels as the official-myth parallel to them.

[73] The other is to pull out and clarify the theme of isolation as something
that attaches itself to both male and female characters. The calumniated
mother theme is one; the parallel, or Potiphar’s-wife theme of the male is
the other. You’ve got all this in; the thing is to put it together and in the
right place. The calumniated hero includes Tom Jones and the hero of The
Moonstone (who’s supposed to have stolen the diamond, symbolically
raped Rachel by snatching her jewel, and murdered Rosanna Spearman).

NOTES FOR FOUR

[74] Note that at the end of the Odyssey what we get is froda turning
into forza, so that the slaughter of the suitors is a consolidation of both.
Similarly with modern things like the violence of the brutal thriller,
where the detective is a froda figure.

[75] Anyway; FOUR is first of all about the escape from the lower world.
It’s also the area of the picaro, the free-wheeling rogue. Assimilating to
animals: I mentioned the escape from the cave of Polyphemus with
Ulysses hanging on to the underside of a sheep [par. 6]; a Biblical parallel
is Jacob pretending to be rough and hairy like Esau to deceive old Isaac—
the theme of blindness recurs in both stories. This area is dominated by
the escaping thief or violent criminal—Medea drawn off in [by] her
dragons. Stealing of fire seems to recur in all myths about it.

[76] Escape from the giant’s castle, or escape from any prison, always
involves some kind of froda—note how important it is for Tom Sawyer
to work this up. Sometimes, as I’ve noted, the prison isn’t really there
(Spenser and Bunyan). Stupid giants and cannibal giants.
[77] This area (S to E) is the stage in the cave of Trophonius where one recovers the power of laughter; \(^8\) here goes [go] also Baubo and the obscene jokes that made Demeter laugh. That’s the basis of Aristophanes, whose fundamental play, from this point of view, is the Frogs. Note in this play the theme of descent to a lower world to secure a poet as a palladium for the city. I don’t know why birds and frogs seem to haunt this area, but they certainly do. When not frogs, serpents. In the Thesmowhatsit [Aristophanes’ *Thesmophoriazusae*] we have Euripides’ relative bound to a plank, whatever the Greek is, a displaced crucifixion, and compared to Andromeda. The sex-shift is parallel to the whole Dove-and-Virgin business. Female froda in Eccles [Euripides’ *The Ecclesiazusae*] and [Aristophanes’] Lysistrata, the former at the least to Plato, who’s also part of the shift to the comic (new). \(^88\)

[78] I suppose my Old and New Comedy argument \(^89\) near the beginning of FOUR, and should be followed by the New Comedy part proper, to which the recognition scene as such belongs. What I call the teleological plot of New Comedy is always a recognition, something that’s both the beginning and the end of the total action. In the recognition beginning and end come together and the middle drops away as the demonic analogy.

[79] This aristocratic ideal civilized and transferred to education in Castiglione, where the function of the courtier is to be the servant of the prince. But the prince in this setup is actually a man of will, Machiavelli’s prince of forza and froda. The ideal of course is the cyropaedia ideal. \(^90\) This is symbolized by the Holy Roman Emperor, Charlemagne and (as prototype) Arthur. \(^91\) Even Nietzsche talks about Caesar with the soul of Christ. This ideal is really the Christ of the Second Coming, something future and possibly past but never present, Plato’s philosopher-king. \(^92\) In this ideal forza and froda get transformed into the corresponding virtues, fortitude and prudence, the attributes of the ideal monarch according to a medieval topos mentioned by Curtius. \(^93\)

[80] Romance defines an ideal halfway between the Machiavellian actuality, the Lucifer-dominated world we live in, and the more purely mythical Messiah of the millennium. This is a state in which the aristocratic ideology of romance has been, so to speak, swallowed by the reader. The swallowing normally goes through a stage of identification
with the idealized heroes and heroines: this is a phony type of identity, but it's on the way to it. Cf. Milton's God.\textsuperscript{94} Coming up the hero has internally what before the descent he lost externally.

[81] I don't know how clearly I can put that across, but anyway here's where I go into the question of Don Quixote, a brave and intelligent man who went mad by reading romances. The mad Quixote, of course, was the one who tried to re-actualize the medieval knight-errant notion in a Spain that actually became [a] poor and backward country partly because it tried to hang on to so much of it. The sane Quixote is the Castiglione courtier who has found his vocation, which is to be an adviser to Sancho Panza. This is the Mediterranean island humanity's really looking for.\textsuperscript{95}

[82] The Second-Coming or Caesar-Christ figure appears dimly in the background of Cymbeline, where neither Augustus nor Christ enters the action, yet seem to be a combining presence forcing peace and reconciliation. With the last two we enter the more psychological and introverted aspects.

[83] William Morris spent his last years trying to be a Marxian socialist and simultaneously writing what seem like very self-indulgent prose romances about some never-never land. Yet there is a connection: his characters usually divide pretty sharply into the Good Guys and the Bad Guys, and the latter are invariably slaveowners and exploiters, the former democratic in a decentralized (really an anarchist) way. His point is I think that fraternity, as I've said elsewhere, is an aristocratic ideal that remains to be annexed by ordinary society, which tends to ignore it even when it makes a great to-do about liberty and equality.\textsuperscript{96} In Morris the state is the dinosaur from the community.\textsuperscript{97} In the true community the arts emerge, on a solid basis of the minor arts.

[84] Hence the intricacy of the art-and-nature business in the Winter's Tale. Shakespeare seems to work out his final romances on the old-model four levels, which is why they retain so much of the projected and unrecovered snobbery: art is man's nature, and social hierarchy is natural. I'm not sure either that I can say that his society is an allegory of the wise man's mind, as in Plato: I doubt if it's anything at all like that, in spite of Prospero.
Anyway, the other side of the Utopia ideal is the Arcadia one: this is the one that's more distinctively romantic as distinguished from comic. This is the upper level of man's final reconciliation with nature, as prophesied in Isaiah and Hosea (and Jesus, of course), which the pastoral above all tries to express. In the pastoral shepherds are instinctively poets.

Dante's Purgatorio as the mythical pattern of the upper ascent theme; the Tempest, with its new world washed by the flood and its masque which excludes the cyclical figure of Venus, is the secular counterpart. Also, this is the world where the frozen maiden is thawed out: what Pygmalion symbolizes is not the conventional metamorphosis of nature into art, but the still higher metamorphosis of art into nature.

Somewhere in this chapter goes the sealed-off language of romance, for which I have notes elsewhere. And, somehow, the fact that some romances, such as Ivanhoe, incorporate the ideals of other societies as well as ours: i.e., the document of Ivanhoe is exactly the kind of ending that that nutty old ass the Grand Templar would have wanted, and seen the hand of God in. This is quite apart from all the buggering of history that goes on in the same book.

The twin peak of Mount Eros: the sublimated and the sexual, wind up the virgin-and-wife double heroine theme, of course, and the allegro and penseroso one.

The teleological plot of New Comedy consists largely of the machinations of heroine to get her man without getting prematurely fucked. As New Comedy exhibits the triumph of the weak over the strong, a lot has to be made of conspiracy (oaths, overhearing witnesses, triumphing over ordeals, and above all laws). This links with the nineteenth-century obsession with law, which may be an element in this chapter.

Certainly I think my points about the Magnificat and Song of Hannah elements in the triumph of comedy are relevant here.

The viewer of the TV continuum ought to treat it as ironic and become active and detached from it. Television is the first medium in history to upset the normal balance of dreaming and waking life by
presenting a visualized continuum, a simulacrum of history. It isn’t history, but it’s a mimesis praxeos more primary than historical writing. This has something to do with the ritualizing presenting of drama—Wagner also has something to do with it, but I dunno how. Literature doesn’t visualize but is counter-idolatrous; ritual is the epiphany of myth.

[92] It’s also in FIVE where I deal with second-level conceptions of space and time, and put in the Orchestra business about time as a dance; also the upper levels of virginity. The magical emphasis on virginity, the fact that virgins can do things that others can’t do, as in Comus and Morris’ WBW [The Wood beyond the World], means that virginity is somehow in tune with an unfallen version of the world itself, as in Comus. This leads to the Orchestra treatment of the chaste Penelope, and connects with the mythical counterpart, where the virginity of Mary is connected with her role as the height of the creature, the representative of an unfallen world. I had this, along with Molly Bloom, at the end of TWO; now it’s obvious that I have to get it out of there. Originally, according to Graves, the earth-mother was a perpetually renewed virgin mother, but surely what virginity really represents in romance is the integrity of a self concealed in and surrounded by a world inferior or hostile to it, whose identity lies elsewhere. Hence it’s quite logical for Manicheans to believe it’s sinful for anybody not to be a virgin.

[93] If Penelope is thought of as the autonomous centre of the action of the poem, her weaving and unweaving of her web would be, not an easily seen-through device for stalling her suitors, but something much more like the spell or charm for calling her destined lover from over the sea. Such a spell or charm could be a part of an earth-centered music which could draw down the moon, if need be, in the manner of other female enchanters. It could be also a part of the music of the spheres, so far as that assumes an earth-centered universe.

[94] Orchestra, of course, presents the whole movement of nature as a co-ordinated dance, with everything from the remotest stars to the lowest elements moving within a prescribed rhythm. It’s behind the vision of correspondence in Burnt Norton, and its setting, as a love song sung to Penelope by Antinous, makes it particularly relevant. And if the Hymn of the Soul is really the starting point of SIX, as I’m beginning to think,
I could go in that direction by referring to the other voice from a higher world, the dance section from the Acts of John.\textsuperscript{109}

[95] Three levels: the relation of art to nature begins with (a) the escape from lower nature, goes through (b) the conquest of nature and ends with (c) reconciliation with nature. The transcendence of the state of art, as my paper on The Winter’s Tale says,\textsuperscript{110} is the essential point of that play. The present technological state of society, so deplored by Jacques Ellul,\textsuperscript{111} is in the (b) phase and stuck there.

[96] The sealed-off language of romance, like its aristocratic and snobbish settings, has to be reversed. Here’s where the discussion of Wordsworth’s conception of classless diction would go. And not improbably this is where the theme of the recovery of the Word in the Hymn of the Soul\textsuperscript{112} goes, though that involves introducing that earlier. The theme itself may belong in FIVE, if the application to this particular text doesn’t.

[97] The sealed-off world, the lotus land, palace of art, bead game world, bower of bliss, is usually presented in romance as something that has to have its walls blown up, like Jericho. Wonder what that has to do, if anything, with the rocks in the Franklin’s Tale,\textsuperscript{113} which surely is a pretty central text for FIVE.

[98] Identifying ourselves with a character we like is the first step towards genuine identity.\textsuperscript{114} The next is identification with the social group presented, identifying in the sense of participation. You get this in Newfoundland outports, where the housewives have nothing to talk about except that latest soap opera installment—the curiously addictive pull of these soap operas is based on such participation. Applied to more serious literature this becomes, say, Mrs. Jamieson [Jameson] on Shakespeare’s heroines.\textsuperscript{115} Then we move on to realizing that romance, with all its snobbery, deals with projections of ourselves, not with divine beings out of our reach. Somewhere in here goes the final renunciation of social mythology and the turn toward genuine literature [cf. par. 7].

[99] FIVE is really based on the archetype of building the house for the victorious hero. That is, the efforts of romance to come to terms with actual society and at the same time imaginatively create another. Hence,
as I’ve said, the importance of the minor-arts revolution in Morris’ SF [The Sundering Flood] and NN [News from Nowhere].

[100] Quixote is also connected with the neurotic social construct. This is highly developed in Scott, with the quixotic Jacobitism of Waverley, the practically psychotic Jacobitism of Redgauntlet, the sectarian neuroses in Old Mortality and Peveril of the Peak. In the background is the collapse of a barbaric aristocracy and the rise of a new middle-class Lowland culture [Rob Roy]. Scott had very little real sympathy with Jacobitism, and George Borrow was talking nonsense—116—the same kind of nonsense, incidentally, that’s now being talked about me—nevertheless, studies of the traditional cliches of robber bands, gypsies, pirates and the like do have to be fitted into the whole spectrum of containment of the counter-society, from the most conservative to the metamorphic-revolutionary. Some connection too with the conspiracy novel.

[101] Peacock’s paradox, the closed cycle of Nietzsche and Yeats, and to some extent my own ironic tone are all based on the human setting of literature, which is mostly vice. Out of that comes the innocence of form, and in form are the imaginative constructs of saints and heroes (and others), although heroic and religious cults in real life are largely sick and hysterical. I mentioned The King’s Threshold because it seems to me to distinguish the innocent creation from the social actuality—117—an aspect of Shakespeare’s romances, notably The Tempest, that I’ve never liked nor trusted.

[102] Of course the fortitude and prudence into which forza and froda eventually dissolve [see par. 79] is, or are, also what Blake calls War and Hunting, energy and curiosity. The warrior leaps forward to the end; the hunter presses forward to see the end. Both war and hunting, in their more literal senses, are present in the descent themes of THREE.

[103] In the official Christian myth, the Creator is pure and innocent and the creature is foul and vicious; in the fabulous counterpart, the creator, being man, is foul and vicious but his creature, the work of art, is pure and innocent.

[104] I think my real point about Ivanhoe is that it’s not a “historical” novel in the way that War and Peace is, but lies at the crossroads between two historical myths. One is the twelfth century’s myth about itself—the
end of Brian de Bois-Guilbert that would have satisfied his boss. The other is the myth of Scott’s own time about the John Bullish Richard. Similarly with Arthur, who, as I say, was never a god or cult-figure [par. 4].

[105] In society we have craftsmen who work with their conscious minds and an acquired skill, which, though it’s dropped into the unconscious, is still there to await the orders from the consciousness. Above them, in the usual hierarchy, comes [come] the involuntary writers of genius, who have to wait for some message to come through from a lower world. For them there’s apt to be a good deal of mystique about the infallibility of the unconscious, a hangover of the lower-world oracle. At the top level of creative ability the two things come into alignment. Bach, Shakespeare, Michelangelo were all busy professional men with commissions to fill and deadlines to meet. Same with prophecy in the Bible. Originally there was a primitive veneration attached to lunatics or ecstasies; the true prophet preserves the voice of Jehovah coming through the unconscious, while at the same time keeping his conscious mind in its proper place.¹¹⁸

[106] The stuff about the special language of romance¹¹⁹ (add Spenser, Chatterton, and Ossian) has to be combined with the Wordsworthian problem of classless diction, which is part of the recovery of the “noble” projection. Note that the projection extends into time, hence the “historical,” actually the mythical, sense of the past, blends with the sense of the reality of the past, Los’s Halls.

[107] Still on FIVE: I’m still not quite sure how to tackle the elemental-spirits theme,¹²⁰ which is obviously pretty central. I have the silent companion to the lower world in the various dumb figures in Scott, Tobit’s dog, and the like, whom I see as fundamentally post-metamorphosis elemental spirits. In the area covered by FIVE these spirits all return, which is why they’re so prominent in Comus, The Tempest, and, in our day, in Tolkien. In the Rip van Winkle type of descent theme the fairy world and the actual deep-freeze prolongation of existence. In the ascent, ultimately, the fairy world emerges from dream and fantasy and becomes a part of waking reality, Blake’s animal forms of wisdom. MacDonald seems to circle around this, without saying much about it that I can grasp.¹²¹

[108] The suffering female is the centre of the descent themes, and consequently of TWO and THREE: the ascent themes bring us to the
ewig-weibliche,¹²² the Beatrice-Isis drawing force, which is the real function of the Courtly Love mistress, once the lover gets over snivelling. As such, the female is external, but not divine; she's simply a force impelling the hero towards identity. She also, of course, impels things like the chivalric ideal.

[109] The closed cycle that takes us back to Leda and the swan is the none-but-the-brave-deserve-to-fuck-the-fair line¹²³ that keeps man in bondage to what Blake calls the female will, and which is the demonic parody of the Beatrice-Isis ewig-weibliche.

[110] In Morris it's usually the female who knows what to do, at least in WBW [The Wood beyond the World], which in some ways is the most central of these romances. WW [The Well at the World's End] too, as I remember. However, the real emphasis is on companionship and equality of sexes. This is also a remarkable aspect of Castiglione.

[111] Note again the social-psychological bifurcation: identification is either introverted, with brave hero or lovely heroine, or social, with the society.

[112] The final reconciliation of art with nature, symbolized by the Pygmalion theme and its various modulations in the The Winter's Tale, that Sanskrit play about Rama,¹²⁴ Romaunt of the Rose, and the like, is of course also the central theme of the Acidale cantoes of Book VI of FQ [The Faerie Queene]. The kernel of truth in the Lawrence-Yeats closed cycle is that the sexual climax does have some connection with going around the circle again through the Gardens of Adonis. What Yeats should have been after was the thing he talked about in the Shadowy Waters,¹²⁵ combined with the theme of the King's Threshold, one of the few places where he talks seriously about art. Of course in the long run the reconciliation of art with nature turns into the interpenetration of the mythological universe with actual experience: this is the stage of the finding of the Mediterranean island Borges mentions:¹²⁶ the home of consciousness in the subconscious ocean, the restored Atlantis.

[113] Self-recognition may after all be the climactic theme of FOUR, in [T.S. Eliot's] Marina; the disappearance of the shadow must belong here, as the allegro and penseroso themes become twin peaks of an Eros mountain.
[114] Surely the obvious link is that the confirming social mythology of cliches and topoi corresponds to the snobbery of romance, its obsession with royalty and nobility and lines of descent (eldest son anxiety), and, later, the detective dandy who does on the level of fraud what the knight-errant did on the level of violence (in many thrillers of course he does both). The more democratic continuous anxiety of the proverb is what develops into realism, which is radically ironic and puts its reader above its level, detached instead of involved as in romance. The involving element in romance is the idealized snobbery which appeals to identification, the preliminary to identity.

[115] The traditional Aristotelian distinction of form and content relates only to the work of art as finished product. As process, the corresponding elements are the shaping spirit and the sense of otherness, the resistance of what is there to being transformed. These are Wallace Stevens' categories of imagination and reality. In dream imagination meets with no resistance from the material, and we have this feeling of facile conquest again in very dreamlike romances. In utter realism there's no sense of imaginative creation, only an acceptance of what's there because it's there. The first imaginative act in this situation is to recognize that what's there is itself a low level of creation (so far as it's human society; and even when religion insists that God created the order of nature, it's seldom if ever the nature that's there now that he's supposed to have created).

NOTES FOR FIVE

[116] So far we've dealt with descents into a world associated with experience, though there are many analogies to falling asleep and entering a dream world. The recognition and return takes us upward again, where we tend to think of the world we've left behind as the dream world. This leads to some association between the world we're entering and a world after death, the same world as the lost paradise.

[117] Again, there are social and psychological aspects to this: the former is Utopian, the triumph of an ideal society. It's not Utopian in the anxious sense usually associated with that form; but ideal in the sense of existential common sense triumphing over all crank or predictable notions (this is as much comedy as romance, and is in fact more typical of comedy).
Here the main theme is that of recovery of projection. We think of God as a Creator because we project him from the fact that we create things. More important is the fact that society in romance is so often idealized. The main figures are usually royal, or, in displacement, wealthy; they’re usually quite unreasonably beautiful; the happy ending usually involves restoring them to their rightful place in society, which is at the top. Similarly with Scott’s conservatism and that of Wilkie Collins: The Moonstone assumes that county families can do no wrong; The Woman in White introduces a dog who knows (the dog-knows formula) that the disguised villain is not a gentleman born. Detective stories introduce upper-class amateurs who are ever so much cleverer than the mere police, and the settings feature house parties on a scale that’s largely disappeared from the British life. Fleming and his James Bond taking the heroine to the Stork Club.

Yet the curious contrast with the proletarian situation of romance in the cellar of a hierarchy. Not just Cinderella themes, though those exist all right.

Knight-errant romances: association of strength and virtue: assumption that a real hero is worth eighty or ninety of the rabble—well, he would have better armor and be on a horse, but even so. Sidney too, though he was soldier. Galahad. Partly rationalized by the ideal of chivalry.

So the first step in recognition is recognition of the source of evil, the identity of the pharmakos figures, as in the detective story, and what I have on this. The next step sees this figure as the shadow of what ascends. I suppose I have to reread Apuleius at this point, as he’s probably the presiding genius of FOUR.

Double focus of social and psychological patterns appears here as everywhere else. Here it’s connected with allegro-penseroso contrasts. The allegro cadence is the formation of the comic community; the penseroso one is the retreat of the individual back to private dream-world. This comes into the two heroines, where one is a lifelong virgin and the other marries, the former being often devoted to a cause; it comes into Jaques forsaking the quadruple AYL [As You Like It] marriage and looking for a hermit; into American figures like [James Fenimore
Cooper's] Hawkeye, or whomever the Mohican man is, disappearing back into the forest. There can be an identity in individual life as well as in society, is the point, or part of the point. Even an identity in the more dreaming aspect of the two worlds.

[123] I suppose the greatest example of the official myth-literature of this phase is Paradise Regained, where Jesus descends into a lower world, in the role of the enduring virgin clutching to her identity, and eventually separates himself completely from Satan's world, becoming (a) a perfect inviolate individual (b) the genuine temple, the real form of what he stands for. That's quite an order for the Apuleius to match; Milton's own Comus isn't really in this area.

[124] Anyway, progressive and regressive figures develop naturally from the demonic analogy. The real archetype of this whole section is resurrection, return from a subterranean world to the surface of this one. We get a lot of displaced death and rebirth themes, as in Wilkie Collins' WW [The Woman in White]; we get climbs up from caves below (Rider Haggard, Huckleberry Finn, etc.). But this world is submarine as well subterranean, and the "cast up by the sea" archetype is part of it. Ulysses thrown ashore at the feet of Nausicaa; Hamlet returning "naked" from the sea; the opening of Sidney's Arcadia; there's no lack of such themes. The emblematic object recovered from the sea comes after this—Sakuntala and the like. Sometimes the land itself is what's recovered—Atlantis theme.

[125] Restoring of current of memory is the real crux of the argument— I'm delighted with the Mansfield Park example, and dredging something out of a mind that's forgotten what it ought to know is connected with the "symbol-essences" business in Keats, who may possibly enter the argument here, before SIX. Treasure recovered from burial; treasure chests & pearls from the sea; the point is always that we don't leave the dream world behind when we wake "up": the treasure is the dream, the shaping element that works to produce the vision of innocence within reality.

[126] Maybe I should start the chapter by outlining the cyclical and dialectical aspects of symbolism, which gives me a basis on which to distinguish rebirth and resurrection. Rebirth normally means loss of
memory; resurrection, based on the analogy of waking up from sleep, means restoring its current.

[127] Exogamous channeling of Eros: separation from sisters, or else the Pericles drive from incest to innocence. Redgauntlet. Perverted society ended by return of rightful ruler: Mostellaria-Alchemist pattern.\textsuperscript{135} Measure for Measure and the facing of death; note that what’s important there is a break with continuity, though continuity of another kind. That’s the continuity of the law, the neutralizing of one movement with a counter-movement. Isabella is inspired to forgive Angelo: that’s a break in the continuity of her life, but the break forms something her real life revolves around forever.

[128] Word as garment of hero’s spiritual body in Hymn of the Soul;\textsuperscript{136} link with cipher in lower world and puzzling out of the archaeological message, Joyce’s letter.\textsuperscript{137} Re-staging of stealing of diamond in Moonstone, linked to LeFanu’s trepanning and the cracked female in WW [The Woman in White]: the re-staging is the epiphany of something before, hence a recognition scene. Similarly with the mousetrap play in Hamlet.

[129] Sakuntala; Rudens; Gyges;\textsuperscript{138} story of tribute money in gospels. I don’t know what this last means. Emblematic focus seems to be the radical of recognition.

[130] Isis; Solveig;\textsuperscript{139} Psyche as the female power of escape from the regressive mother, corresponding to the heroine who marries (Pirate) [Scott’s The Pirate]. Daughter with wrathful mother, corresponding to the official myth of Christ the Son of the wrathful Father. Psyche and Venus—the heroines of William Morris are all the Psyche figures.

[131] Re Hawkeye [in James Fenimore Cooper’s The Prairie]: cf. Huckleberry Finn’s lighting out for the Territory. Sometimes this figure is a John the Baptist one, as in various Indians prophesying the white conquest: this is explicit in Longfellow’s Hiawatha, who departs for addresses unknown on the arrival of a new civilization and religion. Links with the earlier man in the forest, the green man in Middle English; Satyrane in Spenser. It’s quite different, I think, from the Jaques walkout, or the one at the end of [Aldous Huxley’s] Those Barren Leaves. Such forest-figures represent one aspect of metamorphosis or merging with
nature. In the Volsunga Saga and elsewhere we have heroes taking on wolfskins and becoming wolves, Fafnir, Regin's brother, turning into a dragon, and the brother of both of them being an otter and being killed in that form. I suppose this is the kind of thing that totemism also symbolizes. The Dragon in Tolkien's Hobbit guarding his hoard is an allegorical development of Fafnir, not that that matters. Note the contrast of wolf-boar-deer or hunted animal, horse or hunting animal, ass or proletarian human slave, dog (as distinct from the hound, who's a hunting animal) or silent companion (cats too, I suppose).  

[132] In this FOUR phase there are two themes that I haven't got separated. One is the garrison community in a hostile world. In the Bible this is the sealed-off community of Israel, the genuine element in the seven churches, in the Book of Revelation. Also, of course, the Old Testament prototypes of the same thing, Goshen in Egypt, the saving remnant in Babylon. The other theme is the lotus land, bower of bliss, Hesse bead-game community dedicated to illusion.  

It seems to me now that this latter belongs in FIVE, where the blowing up of its walls becomes part of the ascent, but I don't know. In FQ 2 [The Faerie Queene, bk. 2] the Bower of Bliss is preceded by the garrison of Alma, and that in its turn is preceded by the cave of Mammon. But surely the quest of temperance is FOUR, not FIVE.

[133] The theme of "revolution," or renewal of the social order, of course belongs here. But the revolution as we understand it is a break with continuity; the establishment of the current of memory is something else. Hence Morris' medievalism as part of his alleged Marxism. Revolution doesn't identify itself until it's solved the continuity problem. Maoism isn't there yet, as its anti-Confucius obsession shows; the Soviet Union is just on the point of this identification; the democracies founded on a revolutionary basis, like America and France, are into other problems.

[134] In this last the Jungian principle of embracing the demonic shadow seems to be closely linked with the re-establishing of continuity; hence the Esau-Ishmael themes. But these are all part of a rebirth complex, which is different from a dialectical one. Maybe FOUR should begin with rebirth archetypes, and go on from there to recognition proper, or dialectical separation.
Three phases of descent: sense of original loss of identity; break in consciousness; descent into the night-world. Three phases of ascent the same in reverse: first, awareness of night-world (revolutionary dialectical mind, separating into escaping power and its demonic opposite); second, restoration of the current of memory; third, the regaining of genuinely lost identity (i.e., some of them are phony, as with Emma’s belief in Harriet’s illustrious bastardry). Any effort at realism is likely to stop at stage two: stage three takes us into Eros ascent and the unfallen world, with its categories of time as dance and space as home.

All justice is poetic justice; what the law achieves isn’t justice, but at its best it tries to point in that direction.

NOTES FOR SIX

My present conception of SIX is really the one I’ve had all along. Its title should be “Monomyth and unifiable,” and it should present an interconnected view of the Biblical cycle, focussed on the cyclical quest of Christ, and the dialectical separation of the two eternal worlds.

Then it should summarize what’s cut out of the Bible: the Kingu-Adam Kadmon-Ymir myth of the world as made out of the body of a dead giant form who’s really a god: that is, that Adam was really formed not from the dust of the ground but also from the blood of a divine being. Then the two creation myths, and the emphasis on the earth-mother one as the myth of the creature in romance. Then the upper descent theme as the tragic Leda-and Swan career of the hero. Then the lower descent theme as a quest for wisdom. Then the revolutionary element in the Prometheus quadrant. Then the Eros motif in secular literature.

The story in the Hymn of the Soul could begin the chapter, summarizing the cyclical quest of the creature. The conception of his garment as the Word has to do with the giving up of the Logos fallacy and the return to mythical thinking (I mean Logos, of course, in the sense of the external or correspondence theory of truth, which is not the Christian Logos but the institutional perversion of it).

Plato’s polarization between the martyred Socrates and the triumphant philosopher-king concentrates on a more technically Biblical project
towards the end: the Republic as prophecy, corresponding roughly to Ezekiel; Timaeus as the Genesis which fits it with a historicized myth; the Laws as the point where he bogs down.\textsuperscript{145}

[141] The return to a Leda-and-swan mythology\textsuperscript{146} is, almost literally, the one really insane myth of our time, setting aside the Calvin predestination one, which I suppose is the dead corpse in whose rotting body the Nietzsche obsession grew. As I've said, this return is the fascist myth of going back to the heroic death-man. It's connected curiously with a kind of sexual apocalypse—at least it is in Yeats, D.H. Lawrence, and—someone who belongs here and not in the Bible book—Eddison, or whatever the name is of the man who wrote the Worm Ouroboros.\textsuperscript{147}

[142] I seem to have the rejection of social mythology for genuine literature as a theme in FIVE: perhaps it belongs here; if not, perhaps something else belongs: the television screen as a final actualization of the endless belt of consciousness, in contrast to the book, which begins and ends. Television is, of course, as much a dream form as a waking one: it's a ghostly medium as I say, though it also functions as an eye on the world. I've never known quite what to do with this point, except that television is something to be contained in a far larger synthesis, the circumference of which is symbolized rather by books, and that containing it is a bugger.\textsuperscript{148}

[143] My ambition for SIX, in any case, is to make it a chapter from which I can take off into a second book, probably the book of riddles\textsuperscript{149} or practical criticism which now seems to me the other half of Tragicomedy. The outline I suppose goes here, and I can use SIX to pick up things dropped along the way, like the igitur and dice business.\textsuperscript{150}

[144] I suppose too that SIX implies the principle that will have to be stated somehow, that belief is a choice of imaginative possibilities, as exemplified by the censorship exerted in the Bible as compared with the outlines of the total imaginative structure so far as I know it, or what I used to call the Druid analogy\textsuperscript{151} (it isn't that now, of course).

[145] And I should perhaps try for a less paradoxical conclusion than the beginning, with the forza-froda business being metamorphosed into fortitude and prudence.\textsuperscript{152} The former, incarnate in the Feltro or Emperor
figure, may be the metamorphosis of the Leda theme. Note that while Nietzsche and Yeats express a dominant-male attitude, Blake is undoubtedly right about the female will taking over all such carpet-knightery.

[146] One point missed on previous page: lower descent is not only the quest for wisdom but the censored dragon-killing creation theme, which of course is linked to the earth-mother and dying-god ones.

[147] I suppose if any of the anxiety-of-continuity stuff, with the proverb, Ahikar, the eldest son, and other themes from the Bible book go in here they go here. What I call realism in THREE is really a sublimated anxiety of continuity—note that the hunt theme, the pursuit along a trail that the dog can perceive if the man can’t, is a parallel sublimation. If my television point [par. 91] belongs, the Ahikar theme may belong too, though I don’t want to start dumping Biblical ideas into this.

[148] Summing up TWO, the fabulous counterpart of God the Father and Son is Demeter and Proserpine; THREE, the journey from identity is the fabulous counterpart of the Incarnation and is made by the soul, which is symbolically female as a creature; FOUR, recognition culminates in the self-recognition of [Eliot’s] Marina and the recognition that Virgil gives Dante just before Beatrice comes along and fucks it all up, the fabulous counterpart of the Ascension; FIVE, the fabulous counterpart of the return to the original point is the vision of the city whose maker and builder is man, sited in the garden which is man returned to nature.

[149] Such things as Fichte’s virgin-thinking about the “purity” of the German language represent side issues to the fascist closed cycle thinking, and the confusion of the created and the existential.

[150] I don’t know how much Blake, Goethe, Wagner, Joyce, or Proust I should try to add to the unifable: Keats’ Endymion certainly belongs somewhere.

[151] Just as dragon-killing and the divine origin of man have been left out of the official expurgated creation myth, so Atlantis and evolution (the genuine form of reincarnation) were left out of the traditional apocalypse. Ragnarok and the disappearance of the gods corresponds to the
transmutation of the fascist-hero stage. Curiously enough, Wagner seems to be the prophet of this.

[152] Art and prophecy are neither voluntary waking crafts nor the inspiration of lunatics: they wriggle and squirm under history, which is the real illusion, trying to break into the continuum with beginnings and ends. Hence literature leaves so much to the creative powers of the reader, though logos-idolatry tries to minimize it. Symbolism is the language of the imagination (psychological-individual) and of love (social).

[153] I still haven't got the Leda-and-swan business straight, but in Romantic times we do get a type of tragic theory, most articulate in Schopenhauer, which presents my conceptual myth of Freudian ego, Marxist ascendant class, Schopenhauer's idea, and the rest of it, floating uneasily on top of something stronger that threatens it. Maybe this damn conceptual myth is the real return of Leda after all. The world as will is tragic, but isn't seen as tragic until consciousness objectifies it. Marxism is a comic myth, yet in a curious way it's crypto-tragic: we're not allowed to speculate about our immortal souls because the poet is assumed to be celebrator of the heroic warrior-aristocracy of workers, who do nothing but fight, though what they fight this time is mostly nature. Morris, who repudiates the whole conquest-over-nature side of Marxism, comes closer to the genuine comedy, or rather romance.

[154] Anyway, comedy is essential, and closer to rational views of life. The American delusion that all human evil can be segregated into bundles of "problems" and "solved" is a comic one. Tragedy is existential: nature and man are capable of violence; man is capable of fraud. The rape of Leda indicates that violence is in the nature of the gods as well, which is obvious if the gods are originally drawn from nature. Puzzles, problems, games, are comic: so are explanations, which are likewise games.

[155] I don't really see how I can avoid introducing into SIX the two mythical universes, one four-level hierarchical and moral, the other the older one stood on its head. Only it seems to me that the post-Romantic construct is the result of the unifiable's expansion of the monomyth—if so, it ought to have a liberty-equality-fraternity direction and alienation rather than heaven and hell.
[156] Lady Chatterley's Lover, a novel that bores me, has a social kick to it which I suspect bothers people more than the sexuality. A very important part of Arcadia is the theological debate between Pamela and Cecropia,\(^{159}\) where the former gets into the usual Elizabethan tizzy at the thought that the order of the universe could ever be anything but a Tudor monarchy.

[157] The rebellion against the older Platonic notion of the supremacy of conceptual to mythological expression is certainly central to SIX: the whole notion of the Word as the transmitter of the existential is balls. Language is, Heidegger says, the dwelling house of Being.\(^{160}\) So the recovery of projection is bound up with the recovery of Mythos from the captivity of Logos.

[158] Things seem to be converging on an identification of: post-Romantic mythology as the older construct stood on its head; this mythology as founded on the drunken-boat archetype\(^ {161}\) as part of a Leda-and-swan revival of what is essentially a tragic vision. The tragic part of it is explicit in Schopenhauer, Nietzsche, and dimly in Yeats: perhaps the Nietzsche-Wagner quarrel is involved in it. Heidegger and I suppose Adler, mainly, carry it on into twentieth-century structures. It seems to me that the goal of the vision is one that gets past the straight Hegelian antithesis of pre- and post-Romantic constructs.

[159] Something about history I haven't got yet either, but the intense reality of the past as something achieved, in Morris and elsewhere, seems to counter-balance the sense of a future as something achievable.
Notes 54-8


Six: Random notes.

[1] Coral Island and Lord of the Flies,¹ as indicating that the age in which realism is invariably the parodied form of romance is over, and a different kind of parody is now taking shape.

[2] The past made present (Proust) is connected with nostalgia and knowledge of survival in romance. Ut pictura poesis.² This links with all my repetition of cycle imagery: Yeats; Dialogue of Self and Soul; Mallarme’s Igitur, Joyce’s Finnegans cycle as the only symbol of what’s beyond it; Eliot’s images return.

[3] Life in death, or hell, is a metaphor derived from the past, which is unchangeable and yet non-existent. Repetition redeems death and hell.

[4] Speed and introversion are closely connected: that has something to do with the space warp, but I don’t know just what.

[5] The will, by itself, always over-reacts: that’s why something has to come from below the will.

[6] A structure, by definition and initial conception, implies something “outside” it. There are no totally inclusive structures: the notion is a
contradiction in terms. The medieval Ptolemaic universe had an outside, and all the philosophers tried to pretend it was God: it turned out to be Nature after all.

[7] Classic and masterpiece, as words indicating a certain locus of social acceptance, but not relating to any inherent formal qualities, I probably already have in.

[8] The final egoless vision of monads, where everything interpenetrates and is the precise opposite of Leibnitz’s world, is a vision in which the “outside” vanishes, but not into the inside.  

[9] Transcending the artificial creation myth is also transcending Graves’ Triple Will. The artificial creation myth won out because it made reality finite in time and space. It defines. Eventually it is revealed as a projection of human creativity, when the secular scripture turns out to be the authentic form of the Biblical-medieval universe. Yeats’ DSS [“A Dialogue of Self and Soul”] deals with the cycle emblematical of love and war, the Ares-Eros cycle, the love of Venus who causes tragedy and the son of Venus who causes comedy. The poet has to go back into that cycle to escape from the Platonic-Christian-Buddhist hierarchy; but the vision of innocence that the Self eventually arrives at busts the whole dialogue dilemma.

[10] The last stage of the argument is the otherness of identity, which is in two stages: the otherness of nature, the world of Romanticism which succeeds to the busting of the Ptolemaic artificial creation world; and the otherness of spirit, which permits of an utterly flexible imaginative universe, yet does not reduce the whole thing to subjectivity and the inside.

[11] Plato’s one-man Bible as an illustration of the kind of thing the artificial creation myth does. Milton paradigm of Adam descending into a world of order, imposed from above, hierarchy and function (each man doing what he’s appointed to do, as in Plato’s conception of justice), all symbolized by the absorption into the book his story starts with. Coming up the other way is toward liberty, equality, fraternity, and identification with the book.

[12] The individual is the night of society, the dream world which is still
a part of reality, the penseroso speculative (which means mirror or crystal-gazing) philosopher.

[13] Masterpiece and classic don’t mean inherent formal qualities but a locus of social acceptance. Perhaps they emerge when acceptance becomes recognition, a vision of form irradiating it.

[14] This last is linked to the form-and-state-of-innocence point, which emerges as the unification of the allegro and penseroso goals, virgin and bride, Jaques withdrawal and Orlando marriage.

[15] Purgatorial aspect of education: flogging as expulsion of devils; Dante’s blackboards; the maximum security prison of Oxford college walls.

[16] The real noble lie isn’t the one Plato gives, which is a corollary of it. The original lie is the creation myth itself, the projection of man’s creative power into the natural order. It’s a lie because an artificial creation myth demands a fall to explain how we got a bad world from a good God, and the fall in its turn rationalizes hierarchy, which is where Plato’s lie comes in.

[17] And yet abandoning the artificial creation myth for the earth-mother one, which leads to that idiotic moral of Graves that you keep yourself warm in December by remembering what it was like in June, isn’t good enough either. The artificial creation does at least identify, and recovery is recovery essentially of that, with Urizen on top in the head, where he should be.

[18] (Perhaps this is part of Five, where the survival bit goes.) The “nostalgic” appeal of the past in historical novels of lost-paradise romances like Morris’ end of the world books, is derived from our feeling that we have survived that period. The present is never “romantic” in this sense, because of the residual death-anxiety. The future may suggest identity through a reincarnation fantasy. Somewhere in here one might get to a secular analogy of hope: in Christianity hope is specifically the virtue concerned with survival after death; it’s psychologically related to wish, as faith is to will. (If so, then Poe’s emphasis on the will in Ligeia is correct.)
What about the ideal reader in Five who has never encountered literary convention before? Isn't he the symbol of the state of innocence, the ideal responder who doesn't exist but is none the less postulated by all literature, as in the first chapter of The Critical Path.

Four: metamorphosis relates both to the dream world, where it's the normal sequential technique, and to the waking world, where nothing abides in the same form. Joyce's "Circe" chapter [in Ulysses] therefore uses dream metamorphosis, paralleling the Circean archetype; Heraclitus similarly inspires the down-and-up metamorphoses of Yeats' Byzantium.

Six is the counterpart of Three, the chapter about the types of heroic character, and should similarly trace the figure of the virgin up to the point at which she becomes the symbol of the unfallen or created (properly) universe.7

The words classic and masterpiece don't represent any inherent formal qualities; they represent a certain locus of social acceptance.

As recognition and interpenetration involve a surrender of the ego, it follows that strenuous emotional discipline is needed for the response to literature.

When something is certain it ceases to be believed, even though we continue to use the word.8

Identifying oneself with a heroic character is natural but immature and ultimately phony. Identification with the society, as with soap operas in Newfoundland outports, similarly. The passage from identification to identity is part of the whole social mythology [of] transcendence.9

Plato's one-man Bible: I haven't got this in yet, and I don't know if it belongs in the [this] book or the Bible one.10

The world of waking consciousness represents, for the creative imagination, a low level of reality.

Form and the state of innocence, as I have it: the counter-absurdity of design, as the most direct attack on alienation.
[29] If Sisyphus is a happy man, the cycle has to be absorbed.


[31] Counter-absurdity of design also to be connected with the fact that sleep and stories begin and end, but conscious life does not begin or end in the same way. Realism and the straight line. Popular romance approximates this in its primitive endless form, seen in comic strips, and in the endless structures of popular entertainment, from film to (at last) television.

[32] Comic-providential assumption that society is made up of problems to be solved. This too has to be transcended.

[33] Primitive and popular art suggests most clearly a state of innocence in design. Link with the comic and optimistic myth of alchemy: gold as shit transformed into gold as fertility: Silas Marner; Ruskin’s golden river.

[34] Soap operas addressed to a female audience, even though it [sic] bullies and patronizes that audience; link with the virgin theme of romance. Elsie Dinsmore. Here worry and anxiety never quite descend to nightmare, which would involve a clear-cut escape or resolution. Romance’s phony approximation to realism. There’s stupid romance as well as stupid realism.[*]

*The reader becomes the hero after he passes through θ to identity. De te fabula.

[35] Unlikelihood of happy ending in romance is what gets projected as providential.

[36] The theme of Six is the recovery of myth, and that involves the transcendence of (a) social mythology (b) the traditional providential-comic universe. Also, more obviously, the absorption of the social projection, of princes and the like.

[37] Snobbery of romance, vs. the element of proletarian protest which seems inherent in the form. William Morris and why he wrote these self-indulgent tales.
[38] Loss of kingship or royal descent or whatever in the descent archetypes; this is regained in the recognition; it’s absorbed into the reader after that.¹⁸

[39] What is external loss (fortune, etc.) in descent is internally regained, as in Milton, but by the reader.

[40] Dialectic of social mythology vs. literature: the imagination that fosters the obedient citizen and the imagination that goes beyond that. Social pressure on the artist, as on everyone else, toward conformity.

[41] Articulateness is to the individual what freedom is to society. Freedom is internal discipline, vs. external compulsion; articulateness or free speech is disciplined utterance and thought.

[42] Belief has to be redefined as the process of existential choice, which involves selecting a community.

[43] If we believe something it explains a lot of phenomena: if we don’t it merely rationalizes them. That’s why real science has to be phenomenal rather than causal.

[44] Closed circle of social mythology; the magic of the myth of the noble lie. Liberty as an individual and equality as a social ideal; what transcends them both is the fraternity that reclaims the aristocratic ideal of respecting a man because he got born.¹⁹

[45] Popular element in romance is what makes it point in the direction of a classless society. Look up Gorky: I think he supported a doctrine of revolutionary romance, which was correct, but Stalin and his stumblebum squad coerced Gorky into underwriting the social realism crap.²⁰

[46] Creation and consummation are the two specifically human acts, and should neither be projected on God nor regarded as natural.

[47] The mythological universe has the kind of reality which is made, not there.

[48] In recovery the mythological universe, but this time a gigantic alle-
gory of how man makes and finishes things, and polarizes life between what he wants and what he rejects, blows up and busts, and is replaced by the egoless world of interpenetration.

[49] Romance and fantasy are inevitable for writers who don’t believe in the permanence of their own society.

[50] Romance in its totality is the record of the journey of the human imagination around its own cosmos. The cosmos is circular or spherical in shape, with a top and a bottom: the journey starts at the top, descends to the bottom, and comes back to its starting point. The descent is a progressive loss of parts of one’s identity, until one reaches a pole of alienation. All such descents have about them the quest of King Lear on the heath, or of Job in his misery, where the question is how much one can lose of one’s “property,” that is, of one’s self, without losing one’s identity as well.21

[51] The Paradise Lost structure gives the paradise, where Adam’s fall ends with getting involved in the book he later starts with. His re-emergence, which is also ours, transforms an external environment into an inner state, and its culmination is the recognition of the word or message as, first, one’s essential garment, and second, as [sic] one’s actual identity. Cf. the two stages of the clothes-body relation that Carlyle took over from Swift. When we take this second step we transcend social mythology and the hero of the story becomes ourselves and not somebody else, not even the poet. An analogy to the cycle of dramatic genres in the Anatomy is shaping up here: the tragic hero as objective, someone we contemplate with admiration and awe, the comic hero as an undistinguished eiron, a possible focus of self-identification, a final masque action within our own minds. Here of course we recover the royalty of romance’s royal figures for ourselves. The ideal reader suffering from an ideal insomnia,22 looking down on the spinning wheel of Finnegans sleeping wake.

[52] The cycle of social mythology stretches from contract to Utopia, both visions of the present structure of society projected into past and future respectively. In Christianity contract and Utopia are expanded to a myth of creation and a myth of apocalypse. One comes at the beginning of time, the other at the end.23 The sexual or earth-mother myth is really
without a beginning or an end; the artificial myth won out in the West, because it projected a definite and identifying vision, making the world finite and humanly comprehensible. It built up a mythological universe, from which science eventually seceded. Unfortunately, religion didn’t, hence the cultural confusion today. By now we are ready to face the fact that the whole creation business is projected from the human ability to create. Hence the feeling of innocence about formal design, as elsewhere.

[53] Plato made the most heroic effort in human history to construct a one-man scripture. The republic is a vision of the ideal community which emerges from an analysis of the actual one, the hierarchy of rulers, warriors, and workers within the polis. The Republic corresponds to the prophetic visions in the Old Testament, particularly the one at the end of Ezekiel. Then someone remarks that this ideal community corresponds exactly to legends about the beginning of history. So Plato, like the Old Testament, moves from prophetic Utopian vision to a Genesis, telling stories about the creation of the world, the primordial civilization of Atlantis, the great deluges, and the like. This takes up the Timaeus and Critias; then Plato gets bogged down in the Laws, just as Jehovah before him got bogged down in his six hundred and thirty-five precepts.

[54] Ascent is up to liberty, equality and fraternity; descent is into order, the complement of liberty; hierarchy, the complement of equality, and function, each man doing what he should do, as in Plato’s conception of justice, the complement of fraternity. In the Christian myth the centre of gravity is the Incarnation, the descent of an imposed harmony or order on chaos, in descent; in ascent, the Resurrection.

[55] In descent there’s a growing mechanical pattern, and all metamorphosis goes in that direction. Also hierarchy: Filmer was an ass, but his argument deriving the divine right of kings from Adam’s ascendancy over the animals is not as cock-eyed as it seems diagrammatically. In ascent there’s a growing identity through, I think, some form of entsagen or renunciation, as in Goethe’s metamorphoses of plants. The Beethoven variation pattern is a paradigm of these unifying transformations.

[56] Identification with a snob character has to be outgrown because it’s with; identification of the reader as himself is the goal. This goes along with the fact that all structures by definition imply something outside
them; the sense of identity includes an otherness of spirit\textsuperscript{28} beyond that of nature, after what’s outside the mythological-universe structure turns out to be nature instead of God. It is or may be God eventually, but it has to be nature first.

[57] Hippolyta: it must be your imagination and not theirs.\textsuperscript{29}

[58] Return is no recreation: there are, as Kierkegaard says [in \textit{Repetition}], two kinds of return, anamnesis and repetition. They’re confused in Yeats, of course, as in Nietzsche. That is, they’re confused in the Vision; they’re clear enough in the Dialogue of Self and Soul.

[59] The line, the circle, the parabola, and the spiral.\textsuperscript{30} Horizontal continuity: endless form of primitive romance. Realism is roughly horizontal, keeping within the framework of social mythology.

[60] The discovery of subjective identity at the end of the Purgatorio, followed by another cycle where Beatrice appears as a scolding mother and attaches Dante to the City of God, is part of the Christian obsession.\textsuperscript{31} What’s left out of Dante’s tremendous three-movement symphony is a fourth scherzo movement, a dance of elephants, as Berlioz said of the Beethoven fifth. In the right place, this would have transformed the Commedia into an authentic secular scripture. This is something other than Steven’s [Stevens’s] writing the great poem of earth,\textsuperscript{32} but connected.

[61] Articulateness is the only freedom, and relates only to the individual. All society can do is to arrange for conditions of this freedom.


[63] Belief as choice of imaginative possibilities: belief is thus entry into a community and beginning Carlyle’s program of work. Vision of innocence: busting the Ares-Venus-Eros cycle,\textsuperscript{33} as when Venus is excluded from the Tempest masque; busting the Triple Will; busting the projection onto God; busting social mythology; smashing through into the egoless interpenetrating world of literary monads which are parts of the reader’s identity and yet also parts of an otherness of spirit.
Once upon a time: past and survival; the past made present; the controlled hallucination of ut pictura poesis; past as in itself the source of the idea of hell as the eternally unchangeable or life in death, hence really the world of memory that Blake hated so. The source of art can only be the past because we've survived the past: intensity of the life we know we've survived. The recreated is: the mythical timeless, in illo tempore, recreated. Invasion of what was by what might have been, as in Burnt Norton; anamnesis and repetition meanings of revolution.

I wonder if I could work out a parallel between the three cycles of the mythological universe and the three stages of the transcendence. Thus: the cycle of forza and froda is the ouroboros cycle, the closed circle, the cycle of Nietzsche and Yeats. The expanded cycle, an open cycle or helix of providential romance, in which tragedy is an episode and comedy is emancipated into a more idyllic world, is the Aeneid cycle of renewal through heroic action, the Christian view of the redemption of Christ. The third world that's been growing since the Romantic movement has dispensed with the spatial poles and the moral hierarchy, and absorbs cyclical movement (Sisyphus a happy man) within a polarization of identity and alienation.

Evolutionary (biologically participating) spiral, leading up to conscious human (social participating) spiral, thence to individualized conscious human (spiritually participating) spiral.

Creation and consummation: work has to be rounded off and finished (Sabbath vision). To fall into the created object (Narcissus movement) starts the cycle turning again.

Distinction of myth-gods and romance-heroes is important in the descent: in the recovery myth is flooded by romance. Science fiction of the Rama-Solaris type especially, also The Black Cloud. Going down, the problem is how much you can lose and still be "yourself" (Lear) [cf. par. 50]; going up is cumulative, except for the shat demonic and the false identity. Social exodus first, then the Eros climb. Alienation is minimal identity, a classical atom against the external world.

Wordsworth and the language of classless literature: this is part of the renunciation of the noble lie that puts Sancho on top and makes
Quixote his courtier-adviser. Sancho’s island is also Borges’.

The noble lie and the closed cycle (hence fascism and Herrenmoral \textit{(Herrenmoral)}) go together. Note the temporal circularity of Quixote’s neurotic vision. Projection is what has to be transcended: its limit is social identification.

The two great structural principles of literature are the cycle and the dialectical polarization of opposites. But I shouldn’t forget the two kinds of polarity, the kind that goes outside the cycle and separates into heaven and hell, and the kind that is inside the cycle and forms the coincidentia oppositorum. This latter is the struggle-of-brothers theme in Finnegans Wake and elsewhere, and seems to be much the same kind of thing as the forza-and-froda circle (Esau and Jacob).

If we pursue either liberty or equality we lose both. The tertium quid of one thing needful is fraternity, or interpersonal relation, the kingdom of ends, the community of love, relaxing into tolerance and good will at a distance. Chivalric ring, Bembo’s eulogy of love in The Courtier.\footnote{41} With this goes reconciliation with nature and the withdrawal from manipulating it, or Blake’s mathematic form. Note that fraternity is an aristocratic idea, recovering the snobbery of romance.\footnote{42}

Bourgeois romance really keeps in reserve the pushing into aristocracy: Trollope’s marquis marriage; Shaw’s Arms and the Man.\footnote{43}

“In calling it the idyllic world I do not, of course, mean that it is necessarily a world of peace and quiet, only that it is individualized. It is only when Dante gets into Eden at the top of the mountain of purgatory that he is able to see the great demonic visions of the Beast and the Whore. Then again, Dante’s ascent is taking him back into the world of his generic childhood, backward in time to the age of innocence, and it is easy to see in the atomized society of romance a regression to the childlike, if regression is the right word. Children, who are entitled to live on the labor of others, are the only genuine aristocrats; and while they are traditionally in the age of innocence, their behavior is often more openly demonic than that of adults.”\footnote{44}

“In soap operas and continuous comic strips, as in the movie serials earlier in the century, we glimpse the most naive possible form of ro-
rmane, the endless adventure story in which the characters never age (though this again may be modified in the interests of "realism"). Television is the only device that is able to present a completely continuous pattern; simpler forms, like the child’s bedtime story, which recurs in the setting of the Arabian Nights in a more bloodthirsty context, preserve the pattern of falling into a dream world that we examined earlier."

[75] This last belongs to the horizontal line, circle, parabola and helix sequence, if I work such a thing out.

[76] What’s outside the artificial-creation structure turned out, I said [par. 56], to be nature, not God. This is what the secession of science from the mythological universe proved. What I am adumbrating here, and Wimsatt for once is right on the point, is the secession of religion from the mythological universe. This does not, however, naturally, really mean that art becomes a substitute for or replacement of religion: the whole operation is entirely different.

[77] When we get to the point at which the myth of freedom and the individual take over from the myth of concern and social cohesion, we find that the only genuine form of freedom is articulateness. In the beginning was the Word.

[78] Agape is the recreation of Adonis on my chart: I think Eros in my argument turns out to be the recreation of Logos, but I don’t know about that.

[79] Hegel and his remark about Homer, and its relation to William Morris: I have that somewhere.

[80] Paul Tillich on counting the sacraments sounds as though he belonged somewhere: I don’t know if in Six.

[81] Some panic in our day comes from the shrinking of an Egypt-to-India Garden of Eden for two into a globe with finite resources. The first thing it does is highlight the social or Utopian problem, hence claustrophobia.

[82] Fraternity and the fellowship of the ring.
[83] Note the symmetry of the Knight's Tale in Chaucer: Arcite fights under Mars and his color is red; Palamon under Venus and is white; Emily belongs to Diana the moon, hence the triangle is the ironic one of Yeats' Blood and the Moon, power and wisdom, red and white, alike failing to reach it. However, Palamon does marry Emily, of course, Arcite being the spilled-blood sacrifice. Parliament of Fowls gives the pure ironic situation. Note the prevalence of red, white and green.

[84] Curious how idiot critics keep quoting passages from this tale as showing a pessimism in the Middle Ages or something, when it's so explicitly that the situation is pagan, therefore tragic. The world of Theseus is a world where Saturn's orbit forms the circumference, hence some kind of shift or evasion from the gods would be expected.

[85] Disguise theme: Arcite changes his appearance completely, as he discovers when he looks in a mirror. The knights fight in the forest and Theseus happens to go out hunting and discovers them. The world of the Knight's Tale is completely (well, the foreground is) under the domain of Mars, Diana and Venus: fighters, hunters, lovers. The tremendous amphitheatre Theseus builds is a microcosmic building: it has an altar to Venus on the east, to Mars on the west, to Diana on the north. Diana's part is also white and red. Saturn whose stratagems killed Samson, arranges the accident to Arcite. Strong hint that Emily actually falls in love with Arcite when he wins, and because he wins, and that she has to marry the second best man. Tremendous negative description of the funeral rites of Arcite, and a concluding speech from Theseus, occupying a position rather like that of the Pope in Browning's Ring and the Book, only of course his is pagan, talking about resignation and making a virtue of necessity. One thing I don't quite get is why there is so much emphasis on the technical management of the telling of the story, leaving one theme and turning to another, cutting pages and pages out of the source, refusing to go into theological or philosophical issues, saying he won't describe the funeral rites, and so on: I see why, e.g., he doesn't go into pagan theology, but why the emphasis on not doing so? It's a Brechtian alienation device, but why is it so particularly in decorum for the Knight to be using it?

[86] For the magician as constructor of the negative or regressive part of the action, the great exemplar I suppose is the Franklin's Tale. This story
the action, the great exemplar I suppose is the Franklin’s Tale. This story is a deliberate contrast to the Merchant’s Tale, where the theme is the deceiving of a blind man (SE quadrant): he’s granted his sight, but his faithless wife acts as the magician and tells him he’s “seeing things.” The fact that Pluto and Proserpine are the deities involved confirm the subterranean quality of this story. I’ve always thought that the rocks in the Franklin’s Tale had reference to the containing of the sea by the power of creation, and the extent to which the magician’s powers are derived from such things as the 28 phases of the moon seems to confirm this. However, the magician renounces his magic, or at least the money he gets for it. In the Wife of Bath’s tale the illusion-reality movement is also an ugliness-beauty one. Looks as though the beauty-in-eye-of-beholder theme runs all through the Marriage Group.
Like the other sets of typed notes for The Secular Scripture, Notes 54-9 is located in the NFF, 1991, box 28, file 4, and dates from 1972-77. Following paragraph 10 are two outlines for SeS that Frye has handwritten at the bottom of page 1 of this typescript (a twelve-chapter outline) and on the back of page 1 (after one false start, an eleven-chapter outline). Of the first set, no. 2, “Our Lady of Pain,” became the title of chapter 3 of SeS; no. 4, “Quis Hic Locus?” became the title of chapter 5; and no. 12, “The Bottomless Dream,” became the title of chapter 4.

[1] The female trinity of romance is mother, daughter (virgin) and bride. The last two are the two heroines of romance, the one who remains virginal and the one who gets married and by doing so goes back on the cycle.¹

[2] The official Christian myth makes a double use of the Classical mythology: as an analogy or counterpoint, and as a demonic parody. Similarly with the two-heroine scheme, which is often analogous, sometimes a matter of demonic separation, as with Thisbe and Chariclea. This connects too with the progressive and regressive female principles, the latter often being the lower-earth mother. Cf. what I got out of Anne of Geierstein.

[3] SIX has a lot to do with the romantic ideal, both male and female. The male ideal is the chivalrous knight of knight-errant romance, institutionalized in Castiglione. Such a courtier is the servant of a prince, who in a class society is Machiavelli’s prince, a being of forza and froda.² To understand what romance is all about we have to swallow the snobbery
in the form, like Milton's Father-God, and make its princes and heroes and what not aspects of humanity as a whole. Don Quixote recovers his reason as soon as he's the advisor, not of any Duke who plays jokes on him, but of Sancho Panza.

[4] TWO deals with virgin-bride dualities, not with the earth-mother. That gets introduced in THREE, but has to be treated there mainly in her demonic aspect. In her genuine form she's the pulling female of Eros poetry, where she may be a virgin-mother in sublimated versions, or an Oedipal mother-bride in sexual ones.

[5] I think also that my time paper for Comp. Lit. may have some relevance to FIVE or SIX, and that the Davies' Orchestra and Penelope stuff I have now at the end of TWO belongs in a treatment of the ass-end of comedy—the festivity, featuring dances, that follows the recognition scene.

[6] FOUR is about the recognition scene, and corresponds to THREE, which is the plunge downward. FIVE is about the final festivity, and corresponds to TWO, which is really about the antecedent state of comedy, the identity preceding the plunge where the narrative properly speaking begins. In the two closing features there are two elements, one psychological and Freudian, the other social and quasi-Marxist. Strictly, the sublimated quest is the ancestor of the latter, even though the latter turns out to be the ancestor of exodus or resurrection.

[7] Eleven: The Eros ascent normally begins with the lover complaining about his cruel mistress and with the God of Love conceived as a (male) child. I think what's behind this is that there's a childish streak in a lover which encourages him to attach his love to somebody who doesn't requite it, or, at best, can suggest that she doesn't need it. This enables him to love without taking on the adult responsibilities of a shared and mutual love. It remains a giving-and-taking relationship, with the lover doing all the giving, and with some kind of invisible ledger where he keeps piling up credits. He can keep this up as long as the black ink holds out, but of course it keeps getting neutralized by the conception of the lady's "grace," the most symbolic and perfunctory form of which is enough to wipe out all the credits in an instant.
[8] Rasselas: The usual cunt-shaped valley with an entrance through a
cavern that passed under a rock; a lake in the middle; a palace built on an
island in the lake; an excretory waterfall issuing through a “dark cleft” of
the mountain on the north side. In this valley “the blessings of nature
were collected, and its evils extracted and excluded.” This is the fallacy
of separating good from evil, Milton’s fugitive and cloistered virtue.7 The
prince is miserable in this place, of course, though his power of articulat-
ing his discontent gives him some aesthetic satisfaction. An attempt to
get out by flying comes to nothing, but he meets with the poet Imlac, who
after giving him the straight Renaissance line about poetry, that a poet
has to know everything, he [sic] digs his way out, and escapes with his
sister and her favorite. In the valley one can bid farewell to hope and
fear: the loss of hope is hell; the loss of fear is paradisal—contrast to City
of Dreadful Night.8

[9] Well, they descend from Abyssinia to Egypt, and their programme is
now to make a “choice of life” and to make a choice that will bring
happiness. It takes Rasselas and his sister a long time realizing that
they’re not royal in this world—romance archetype of the loss of origi-
nal. However, “my birth has given me at least one advantage over
others, by enabling me to determine for myself.”9 He searches for people
who are both wise and happy, and naturally finds one after another
fraudulent. His sister is obsessed with the pastoral fallacy, and “could
not believe that all the accounts of primeval pleasures were fabulous.”10
There’s a hospitable and popular man who falls under the displeasure of
the ruler, and a hermit who says his cave is phony too—two sides of
Timon. Discussions about the paradoxes made by time in intimate rela-
tions of love and marriage and children.

[10] They visit the pyramids, which present another narrow entrance,
dreadful gloom, and a place inhabited by unquiet souls. This is Pekuah,
the favorite, who refuses to go in, and gets carried off by robbers while
the others do. Her loss throws the princess into a profound disturbance,
“like that of the fabulous inhabitants of the new created earth, who when
the first night came upon them, supposed that day never would re-
turn.”11 Erickson would have interesting footnotes on that.12 Well, Pekuah
is ransomed, having been kidnapped by an Arab who wants only money,
and “Avarice is an uniform and tractable vice.”13 Several penseroso
themes now enter, connected with towers and the study of the stars: even the Arab does this, and teaches Pekuah, who’s bored. Then there’s a wise and learned man who’s gone nuts and thinks he controls the weather (cf. Prospero in the Tempest). All through runs the doctrine that sanity means the control of imagination by the reason (or fancy, which isn’t distinguished from imagination). The pyramids are the triumph of imagination. The pyramid theme is repeated with a visit to “catacombs,” and this time Pekuah goes with the others. They decide that the choice of life has to become the choice of eternity. Pekuah wanted to be a queen and becomes the prioress of a convent; the princess had her pastoral vision but turns to learning instead; Rasselas continues to think in terms on [of] an ideal kingdom; “Imlac and the astronomer were contented to be driven along the stream of life without directing their course to any particular port.” 14 The action ends with the inundation of the Nile, and they decide to return to Abyssinia when it ceases. 15

2. Our Lady of Pain
3. enamored of an Ass
4. Quis Hic Locus?
5. (Reality & Identity)
6. The Vision of Plenitude [Plenitude]
7. The Eros and Logos Visions
8. Descent to Adonis-Absalom
9. Hermetic & Night-World Images
10. From the Dice Throw to the Recovery of Laughter
11. Polarizing & Defecation
12. The Bottomless Dream

[12] One: Myth & Fable
Two: (Axioms and) Outline of the Mythical Universe
Three: Quest of Psyche
Four: Adonis Poems (descent of soul)

[13] The Human Scripture

One: Myth & Fable, with axioms (at end?)
Two: Quest of Psyche (Virgin-Baiting)
Three: Descent Themes; the Night-World
Four: Recognition Scenes & Promethean Symbols.
Five: Reality & Identity: The Eros Quest.
Six: The Vision of Plenitude; transition to Part Two.

A Book of Riddles

Seven: The Logos Vision (garlic & sapphires); time & space.
Eight: Point of Epiphany & Adonis Symbols.
Ten: Revolution & Resurrection
Eleven: The Eros climb & its symbols.
Notes 54-10

Notes 54-10 is the shortest of four sets of typed notes for The Secular Scripture, and, like the other three sets, is located in the NFF, 1991, box 28, file 4. It dates from 1972–77.

[1] The intensified reality, along with the equally intensified serenity, of one’s nostalgia and memories of the past come, I should think, largely from our realization[,] at whatever level of consciousness, that we have survived that period.¹ The present moment, where it’s still possible that we might die, has nothing of that roseate glow. I wonder if this has anything to do with the 19th c. practice of dating contemporary novels back several decades. I suppose that when this heightened intensity does come into the present moment, it may often come as an intuition of immortality. Faust’s verweile doch.²

[2] Kierkegaard is a thinker of the S to E quadrant: he leaps from the speculative to the ethically free. The speculative world is always a mirror-world, as its etymology suggests: the “absurdity” into which we leap is that of the resurrection. And that, of course, is the point at which his “repetition” thesis comes into focus: the world of new life is the one that was always there.

[3] FIVE: the identification with a hero, or with the society portrayed in a soap opera as followed by housewives in a Newfoundland outport, brings up the whole question of how far popular literature is popular because it outlines the kind of lives people live within.³ Shopgirl romance does outline and enclose the sensibility of a lot of shopgirls;
detective stories enclose the sense of mystery behind familiar buildings. This is an aspect of "popular" I need to think about.

[4] Metaphor: note that it doesn't link two "things" even if they do remain the same things. It creates a compound, as hydrogen and oxygen, two gases that will burn, combine to form water, a liquid that won't.

[5] The folktale people say that only European stories run in threes: the North American Indians [sic] ones go in fours. Still I wonder. Why do we have two evil sisters and one good one: Psyche, Cinderella, Cordelia, Two-Eyes, etc.? I get a strong impression of the heroine emerging from the snapping jaws of two-hinged monsters, passing between the clashing rocks. It's perhaps a modulation of my old figure-in-the-doorway archetype, the Samson between the pillars, Christ between the thieves, etc.\[4\] Same thing with three sons, of course, down to Ruskin's story.\[5\] Alice is also a Secunda between two other sisters, who[,] possibly, get metamorphosed as the Duchess and the Queen, or the Red and White Queens in the other one.

[6] Speaking of the Queen of Hearts, of course, there's the Comus journey through the dark labyrinthine forest into a world dominated by the wand and cup of a magician.


The lower anabasis, or reintegration of the community, should revolve around Paradise Regained and Blake's Milton, which are the social and individual aspects of it. Well, I don't know, but P.R. [Paradise Regained] has Christ descending into hell and eventually becoming the genuine temple, vs. the buggered one of Samson Agonistes. [Blake's] Milton, a recreation of P.R., is more clearly the emergence of the mind out of the stream of history: cf. Joyce's Portrait and Stephen's view of history as a nightmare.

[8] Aristophanes' Frogs should be pretty central in the lower anabasis, for obvious reasons. Birds too, with perhaps some mention why birds and frogs seem to cluster around Prometheus areas.

[9] Naturally I won't forget Cora as dark girl cleared out of the way,
Hawkeye as return-to-forest figure common in American literature, Hiawatha, etc.

[10] Allegro-penseroso duality repeated in Christian symbolism with Church as social and Virgin Mary as individual images.

[11] I don’t know how much Eros symbolism (ladders, straight flying or arrow-shooting vs. spiral climbing up mountains or towers; ewig-weibliche; the world of the dance; Orchestra and Penelope; the excluded old man, etc.) belongs here and how much goes in the Riddles part. Surely the Orchestra reference, because of Penelope, goes here. Penelope is the elementary nostos closed cycle image.

[12] Anyway, the higher anabasis revolves around two things: the Hymn of the Soul, and The Tempest, with its virgin and clean-washed world after the flood.


[14] Some emphasis on the death mystery of the detective story vs. the birth mystery of more orthodox romance.

[15] Again, the Christian parallels as a starting point might be useful, and the resurrection as the motif of the Prometheus quadrant, along with its contrast to rebirth, shouldn’t be forgotten. The Ascension. I dunno.

[16] I have mentioned recognition as a vortex of identity, bringing lower world into line with the higher one. [Terence’s] Andria.

[17] Natural decline themes in descent relatively rare: anyway, Eros at least moves backward in time, though you may not say so here.

[18] Sleeping potions wearing off (Arcadia) and snatched-away sacrifices.

[19] Contrast of pursuing stag into a closing-in forest and the charging over an open landscape in post-harvest autumn and winter in pursuit of a demonic animal, the fox, whom Jorrocks calls “the thief of the world.”
The SE localization of this\textsuperscript{12} is clear from the trial of Jorrocks for madness in Handley Cross, where the prosecutor explicitly calls him a lord of misrule[,] and the hunts festivals and fetes.

[20] Reversal of hunt imagery: fox as demonic or clever animal. Surtees on the thief of the world. Perhaps something on the beast-headed rout as fertility symbols.\textsuperscript{13}

[21] Dialectical recognition of demonic often accompanied by resolves about a brand new form of existence (psychologically a return to the eternal dream time of myth, Eliade's in illo tempore).\textsuperscript{14} If the story doesn't end here, the revolution faces continuity and the dialectic has to get absorbed into the cycle.\textsuperscript{15}

[22] Lower anabasis, or lift at the end of a comic-romantic action. As You Like It and the separation of Jaques, the counterpart of the descent of Touchstone with the girls into the Arden world. Return to the virgin and bride themes of Three; allegro and penseroso conclusions. Note that the penseroso figure is a speculative, or mirror-gazing, philosopher, except that he's really coming out of a mirror. Alice's return to the eighth square. Twin theme in the looking-glass book (nursery rhymes of course account for most of the incidents). Poems all about fish; riddle language of Jabberwocky, the dragon-killing in reversed mirror-writing.\textsuperscript{16}

[23] Higher anabasis or rise to an earthly paradise, whether as that or as the body of beloved woman. Magic of virginity comes into its own here: the Tempest and its masque. Education and its purgatorial-penal traditions: flogging, Oxford walls, Dante's blackboards.\textsuperscript{17}

[24] Why literature is Arcadian rather than Utopian, even in William Morris. Reconstitution of the city takes one to the East point, where the controlling form is the symposium. Note distinction of polis, with its surrounding wall, from the cancer-metropolis.

[25] Opposite metamorphosis movement from the Ovidian one. Goethe on plants:\textsuperscript{18} his distinction of male straight and female spiral movements. Metamorphosis of gathering identity through metaphor. Final scenes of MND \textit{[A Midsummer Night's Dream]} and MV \textit{[The Merchant of Venice]}.
[26] Cycle of Comus an example of the coming out process: Lady descent to forest, accompanied by the Attendant Spirit who comes from the world of her chastity; she moves into the Comus perverted world, with the beasts and the sexual symbols (wand and cup); paralyzed movement released (S to E) by Sabrina. Then Lady and Brothers come out of the mirror frame of the masque into their “real life” roles and are presented to the central figures in the audience, their parents. The masque symbolism of coming out of the imaginative frame is important.

[27] Similarly, just as descent often goes into a picture, mirror or tapestry, so in anabasis a statue comes to life—Pygmalion themes in WT [The Winter's Tale] and Romaunt of the Rose. Maybe the rocks in the Franklin’s Tale 19 are part of the integrity-of-island stuff, holding against chaos.

[28] Utopian theme attached to questions of resolved belief, belief being attachment to a community. [Huysmans’s] A Rebours as the Jaques theme, resolved by return to society.20

[29] Conclude with, among others, the Psyche story in Apuleius and the Hymn of the Soul.21
Notebook 10, consisting of notes for The Secular Scripture, is difficult to date in relation to the four sets of typed notes for the same project. The fact that it repeatedly thinks of the romance material in terms of the Great Doodle’s four quadrants (Eros, Adonis, Hermes, Prometheus) and west–east horizontal axis (Nomos–Nous) might suggest an earlier date, closer to the Third Book project of 1964–72. References in paragraph 89 to Frye’s article on Samson Agonistes from 1973, and in paragraph 85 to “the Spengler article,” which is apparently the one in Daedalus, Winter 1974, preclude a date earlier than 1973, however, and it may be safer simply to think of Notebook 10 as concurrent with the typed notes. It is located in the NFF, 1991, box 22.

[1] The hence story imitates waking consciousness: the and then story imitates the dream. That’s why it holds interest in spite of.¹


[3] Realism is radically a parody of romance: the Don Quixote formula. Hence it’s the old heroic literature turned inside out, coming out on the other side of romance. Perhaps the progression Iliad > Ion > Don Quixote is a huge sonata-form recapitulation of identity after rc. [romantic] metamorphosis.²

[4] But the Iliad is an incarnation of romance: that is, my original AC position was that romance was a “revolutionary” wish-fulfilment dream which becomes incorporated into the various establishment developments.

[6] On the romance framework two kinds of realism develop. One is eroding realism, of the kind represented by Euripides; the other is accepted or incorporated realism, of the sort we get in William Dean Howells, Dutch painting, official Marxist literature, & the like. It’s really a kind of idealism. It includes the grotesque as a part of a stratified hierarchy, and assimilates itself to accepted moral & religious values. This theme of incorporation is a part of Five.  

[7] The first is on Myth & Fable, conceivably the fable. Two is on the Conservation of Identity. Mysterious birth, calumniation of mother, active heroine, preservation of virginity, victory of weakness over strength, & the two creation myths.  


[9] I was going to say, over [par. 3], that realism as a parody of romance has its archetype in Quixote, but runs through English fiction. Fielding starts with a parody of Pamela; Jane Austen’s early sketches are all burlesques; Waverley begins as I’ve said, & so on. Some ridicule of Scudéry in [Sir Walter Scott’s] Old Mortality. Then Ulysses & the parody of myth: this represents a stage in lit. not reached in Classical times except in Petronius.  

[10] I haven’t got the Iphigeneia theme straight yet: I. in Tauris [Euripides’ Iphigeneia in Taurus] is the demonic parody or thematic opposite of I in A [Iphigenia in Aulis].  

[11] Realism is partly a parody of the simplified world of romance, but partly too a transformation of the and then into the hence type of narrative. This means you have to introduce the distinction into ONE, though the ecphrasis point remains in TWO. Pictures in Ach. [Achilles] Tatius & Longus; elaborate description in Scott & Heliodorus: a jewel-clasp or
something Chariclea is wearing is part of her beauty. Even that sick & silly story Barl. & Jos. [Barlaam and Josaphat] has a plug for icons, though the Cl. Rec. [Clementine Recognitions] makes a point of Peter's indifference to painting.7

[12] FIVE: recovered & projected myths: Fichte's notion of a "pure" German language is a projected virgin-myth, & "Romanticism" in that sense. "Once upon a time there was a beautiful princess" gets projected as social parasitism & a notion that leisure-class behavior is inborn virtue. Recovered, the Royal Family & the crown jewels become elements of a proletarian imagination after it achieves the classless state.

[13] SIX (I think): hence & and-then narratives become, respectively, continuous & discontinuous. Pericles an experiment in the discontinuous processional drama of the old Tamburlaine type. The Kafka point about writing as an act of causality goes here, & my Hume-Whitehead stuff.10

[14] I have a number of large speculative notions for FIVE and SIX connected with all this, not all unscrambled yet.

[15] The virgin outside the cycle becomes, in the return or comic journey, the Courtly Love mistress. She's disdainful because any other attitude would subject her either to her lover or to Eros.

[16] The Homeric version of the Odyssey story shows the Penelope earth-cycle changing from the different to the same. End of TWO. Magnificat & the victory of weakness.

[17] FIVE: the heroic cult in real life (cf. the king note on last page [par. 12]) produces a sick and squalid hysteria* when projected. Recovered, it's an innocent child's will (I'm not saying children are innocent, of course), of the sort parodied in [Alfred Jarry's] Roi Ubu [Ubu Roi]. The key to Peacock's paradox (& my own forza & froda business) is here.11

* This phrase would describe Barlaam & Josaphat pretty accurately too: religious as well as political symbols are polluted when projected.

[18] Ass-end of TWO: the tournaments under the ladies' eyes are an elaboration of the Penelope-centered theme of the Odyssey. Up to a point—there's a competition among the ladies too, the knights being
their “champions” or proxies. Funny set-up: if John can knock Henry off his horse, that proves that Joan is more beautiful than Henrietta.

[19] The going out & the coming back. Latter is a sequence of definitions of identity, focussing on the recognition scene. Former a sequence of departures from identity, turning on a loss of cognition, or amnesia, scene. This has never to my knowledge been recognized as the recognition scene has (curious jingle: I should think that normally the last thing to be recognized would be recognition.)

A. Wrath of a god, usually incurred by boastfulness.
B. Usurping of reason by passion, as in Leontes’ jealousy or in the rash vow. (Fictional use of vow.)
C. Physical amnesia through drugs, love potions, catalepsy, etc. Myths of birth, sleep or forgetting. Hence birth the ultimate undisplaced form of it.
D. Hence the commonest & most central form is displaced or mysterious birth; hence removal from rightful parents, hence (because the displaced world of mortality) the birth tokens are also death tokens. Mutilation: maiden without hands, Freckles, Blake’s MT [Mental Traveller].
E. Hence, as part of D, the infant’s life is threatened in various ways: shrouding & hiding of mother, flight & exile, birth in secrecy, oracular announcement to frighten the father or father-figure.

[20] Stage Two is the confusion or loss of identity: this may be of course identical with Stage One. Thus hero starts off the action of a comedy gone wrong by abdicating his kingship and going into a stage of pure infatuation. Well, anyway, the real second stage is:

A. Disguise: woman as a man most commonly; man as a woman in Sidney’s Arcadia. Disintegrating of the family or blood connections is part of this: hero doesn’t know who his parents are, & the girl he loves may be his sister. The separation of the two brothers, or friends, and above all the damn twins. Change of name: special pastoral names.
B. The undisplaced form of twinship is the fall of Narcissus into his own image or reflection. Two natures of Christ in B & J [Barlaam and Josaphat].
C. The undisplaced form of disguise is metamorphosis, the fall into the ass of Apuleius. Note that along with the family goes a confusion of ranks: the king is disguised as a beggar, the hero as his own servant.
Helpful animals: horse of knight, dog as guide to lower world, symbolizes descending movement.

Twins modulate to the usual doubling pattern of romance: friends, two brothers, two sisters, Amis & Amiloun, two sexes. Of course there can be contrast as well as similarity, as with the twins in Goldoni. Pantalone & Dottore [in the commedia dell'arte]: cf. the contrast in Terence’s Adelphi.

Intertwining of man & nature: fall of man and deluge in nature; redemption of man & restoration of ep. [epiphanic point]. That’s the four quadrants. Contract is the union of fall & creation (Nomos); Utopia the union of redemption of & transfiguration (Nous).

[21] The movement back again reverses the movement out, usually in reverse order:

A. Removal of disguise: recognition of brother & sister in Redgauntlet; reuniting of family in Clementine Recognitions, a prototype of the general resurrection.

B. Recognition of the line of continuity: the rightful heir. The passed-over first-born.

C. Polarizing of identities of upper & lower. The light & dark heroines; the demonic parody (Clem. Rec. [Clementine Recognitions] has this ignoring the regular twin theme). Thisbe & Chariclea in Heliodorus. Antichrist & Barabbas.

D. Re-stratifying of social levels—this is the revolutionary loophole in the structure, because the restoring of the current of memory means that the original society reappears.

Note that recognition (which is also repetition) emphasizes the reality of the past. It’s the opposite of the Maya theme of the unreal present.

Fulfilling of prophecy, oracle, etc. naturally a part of the recognition of the hero. Anxiety of continuity. Polonius is a Pantalone figure—that’s one of P’s [Pantalone’s] stock acts in the cd’a [commedia dell’arte] (I mean giving advice to the son). Return of parents.

Hymn to the Soul: the pearl as the token that keeps floating around as an emblematic object, & is one’s identity, recovered by Word as cipher which becomes the Word as new garment.

Providence as benevolent trickster: working of skilful means, friends with mammon, magician controlling demons.

[22] Pantaloon & Polonius (see p. 7 [par. 21]): the Dottore is fat & Harle-
quin catches flies: maybe Yeats was confusing Hamlet with these two roles in *The Statues*.\(^{21}\)

[23] Restoring the current of memory is, theologically, destroying the memory of original sin, hence Lethe, remembrance *and* forgetting. You forget what it was that made you forget. Forget *&* forgive.

[24] Separation of good *&* evil, identification of hero *&* villain, part of Return, hence frequent use of trial scene, *&* the basanos or ordeal.

[25] Hunt theme: about WNW, heading S [on the Great Doodle]. The pursuing animals are horses, hounds, falcons; the victims are deer, stags *&*, on a different level, boars *&* foxes. Also birdcatchers (Gozzi, *The Magic Flute*), and further down, fishermen.\(^{22}\)

[26] THREE and FOUR make a diptych of departure from *&* return to identity, the fabulous equivalent of incarnation *&* ascension (most pastoral romance seems to remain in this upper world, though I haven’t yet got a clear distinction between light *&* dark romance). TWO and FIVE make a bigger diptych of the creation-apocalypse type. ONE *&* SIX are a theoretical diptych. Very symmetrical book, so far.

[27] Hierarchical order: in the real hierarchy what’s at the top includes all the rest. To write is to descend from the intention to say, but the latter *is* what we write, though not accommodated to the temporal sequence. Hence in a sense it’s timeless. The total intention to say is God, as the Word. Projected, this gives the pyramidal hierarchy where the king or general on top gives the word of command: atomic hierarchy.

[28] I’m not sure what I mean by identity, but one of the things it means is: a state of being where there’s nothing to write about. That is, where one contains all subjects as potential, instead of being subjected to events. The and-then aspect of narrative is the passive, or purely sequential, aspect; the hence is the mentally contained aspect; there’s a third, or full imaginative containment where it’s in the outward shadows of possibility in the state of regained innocence. The *contact* at the point of cognitio—in FS I call it a jumping spark\(^{23}\)—is the first stage of escaping from the cycle. The cycle is in time, therefore its beginning *&* end are never the same: they’re the same only above.
[29] Three levels: the and-then externality, which is suffered; the hence comprehension, & the post-cognitio comprehension. Socially, three [one] is existence in time; two is Utopia, three Arcadian.

[30] No, the hence & and-then business isn't adequate. Romance has a two-sided plot: a sequence of adventures on the seamy side; a “providential” telos movement on the other side which counteracts & contradicts the sense of fatal sequence. Characters are subordinated to a plot which may be seen either as fate or as design. Realism seeks for causation: it's the only real hence tendency. It shifts the emphasis to character, & it finds its shape in the temporal sequence itself.

[31] Hence the historical, even sociological, affinities of the novel; progress & evolution are by-products of its sense of internal causation. Hence the great difficulty in knowing where to end; hence the adoption of a parodied romance form for the story; hence the ironic telos or parody ending. The romance framework holds to the extent of making marriage the most frequent theme. Elsewhere going up or down in the world is frequent. In Dickens the plot seems almost an anti-narrative. In Jane Austen it is too, but more subtly so.

[32] The reason for so much “poetic justice” in romance is not moral but structural. Its structure takes in two worlds: these are not strictly innocence and experience, but an idealized heroic or erotic world and, so to speak, an “idealized” evil world of witches & villains & dragons. The recognition involves a dialectical separation of the two worlds, involving such rituals as: the chasing out of the scapegoat (Braggadocchio in Spenser); the voluntary withdrawal of the melancholy individual (Jaques); the separation of heroine from her own role as victim. If the ending is tragic, of course, the hero remains in the lower world.

[33] Well: in relatively realistic fiction things go as the world does, ironically. In Thackeray we have a novelist’s impulse to show Becky Sharp as a successful adventuress struggling with a romancer’s impulse to debase her. Also with [Henry Fielding’s] Amelia in reverse.

[34] The Book of Job is the archetype of romance: here Job is plunged from a divinely protected to a demonically controlled world, & restored after being told not to look along the line of time for a cause. The story of
the fall of Adam, a breach of contract, is the archetype of realism. Job's friends think, with Richardson, that virtue is rewarded & vice punished: Job discovers that what matters is endurance. Or something like that: I don't know that I want to drag Job into this book.

[35] I'm afraid I'll have to reconsider Johnson's "compositions of a distinct kind" point about Shakespeare & think of his tragedies in relation to romance. Nothing after Euripides is really under the sign of Leda & the Swan except the Icelandic Sagas.

[36] The realistic writer finds his material (or more accurately, he finds the analogies to his material) in his waking experience. The analogies to the romancer's material are in dream, in a very extended sense of the term. That is, they are in a mental area where desire & reality conflict.

[37] Dialectic movement in FOUR where the night-world & idyllic world are polarized, separated, & the former ceases to exist. There's no indefinite hell in romance.

[38] To unite the dream world with the waking world is to create.

[39] Bottom's dream [in A Midsummer Night's Dream] is bottomless because it's both the ass-metamorphosis and the Cupid-Psyche story.

[40] If ONE begins by outlining the nature of myth, perhaps SIX should deal with the nature of metaphor. So here the question of displacement ties up. In pure undisplaced metaphor, as we have it in pure myth, there's a sense of otherness, something not ourselves. Counterbalancing this is the displaced achievement of fable, which suggests the apotheosis of the creature. Identification is not yet identity.

[41] Folktales interchange themes & motifs: so does a romancer like Scott. Myth, by presenting a unified structure of stories, provides a model for fables & suggests, however unconsciously, a context for them. Cf. the pound-of-flesh motif in MV [The Merchant of Venice] & its relation to Xy.

[42] A god who isn't just a concept has to be an incarnate god. There are no gods except incarnate ones. If Attis is a god of the trees, he is the trees. The other kind, I suppose, are, when real, transcendent or Other-gods, teloi of human effort.
[43] Don’t forget (it’s too obvious to remember) the oracular dream. It’s usually the woman who has it (Pilate’s wife) [Matthew 27:19] & the man who scoffs at it.

[44] Runes in early Northern poetry: in a society barely able to write all writing is “gramarye,” ambiguous, oracular, mysterious. Leads us to such things as the lying letter in the Hamlet & Constance sagas.*

* See chap. 35 of the Volsunga Saga in Morris’ horrible translation. Past (common sense) vs. future (prophetic) allegories.

[45] Virginity = purity = integrity. Pure Tune & language is virginity thinking in places it has no business to be.

[46] I’m now at the second stage of this book, trying to get hold of bigger principles. In SIX, if the theme is unifiable, surely I ought to talk about the efforts to create a fabulous analogy of the Biblical myth. This effort would take me into Blake, Wagner, & Joyce’s FW [Finnegans Wake] at least, by way of the 18th c. Druid analogy & the Prose Edda. That would recapture my lost “Liberal” scheme, & supply the section missing from AC.

[47] I used to talk about the Druid analogy, & of course in FS analogy always means demonic analogy. In TWO I seem to be talking about the triumph of fraud, the worst of vices. That’s part of a scheme dimly taking shape. That the individual romance is often demonic, but the spiritual form is the total form, and reverses this movement.

[48] The virgin is a woman who excretes piss & menstrual blood like everyone else, but has taken in no seminal fluid. A principle laid down by Jesus himself says that what “defiles” is what comes out, not what goes in [Matthew 15:10–20]. Hence the virgin is really “fallen,” not unfallen nature.

[49] Tragedy has a lot to do with “purity” of blood, race, descent. Also with tribal (comitatus) loyalties. In the Volsunga Saga the women fight for their blood kindred rather than their husbands. The transfer of loyalties spoken of in Psalm 45, and the renewal of generation made possible by marriage, passes the south point.

[50] Hence the pervasive snobbery of romance, its obsession with royalty
& aristocracy, its “blood will tell” mysteries. The spiritual transformation of this is the “fraternity” business I spoke of in CP[, 168]: the teleology of violence.

[51] This last, of course, & the obsession of the primitive poet with the killing hero, is spiritually transcended along Blake’s “mental fight” lines. Eros, I suppose, reversing the Adonis movement.

[52] In the Biblical myth two things in particular are expurgated: the creation of the world as the killing of a dragon, & the creation of man as the killing of a superhuman being (the Kingu-Ymir theme).

[53] I’ve thought of Ibsen as someone who carries on the neo-tragic tradition of the sagas, and his early Vikings of Helgeland is almost a classroom example of displacement.

[54] The end of TWO needs pulling together: the endurance of the virgin isn’t logically connected with the two creation myths. Once she ceases to be a virgin, she crosses the south pole [see par. 49]. But that isn’t really my point: I suppose her yielding her virginity, if she does, is what leads to the earth-mother.

[55] Yeats, of course, & Pound, perhaps even Southey, have to be included in SIX as pursuers of the unifiable. (What I say about silly styles in Scott & Morris wrapping up romance applies also to Lady Gregory & her Kiltartan prose whinny). Joyce sneered at her in U [Ulysses] but stole her idea for FW [Finnegans Wake], as the record, also whinnying, of his reading of ALP abundantly shows.). Also Hiawatha as an epic of the old dispensation.

[56] So SIX is settled: I do a sketch of an English equivalent of Hunt’s book on the French epic (except for Wagner). The main bastions are Blake, Morris & possibly the Yeats-Joyce complex. But Morris is a decorator, not an architect: he touched nothing that he did not over-adorn, & collected epics without fitting them together.

[57] FIVE, now, ought to be concerned with the theme of transcendence: the total spiritual form vs. the demonic individual one. I suppose it’s really displacement in reverse. The apocalypse is the demonic, the latter
being its analogy, & the apoc. its identity. It’s the triumph of violence, too, over against the fraud-creation myth in TWO.

[58] Creation includes fraud: it has to if the original model was better than what we have now: efforts to shuffle off the fraud on the devil don’t work. The goddess of Metis is a trickster; so is the divine wisdom.

[59] You need to put the mythology vs. theology business early in ONE, near the business about truth & falsehood. In the 1947 Yeats paper I said a language expresses no truth, & have been wondering ever since if that were true. Perhaps a language represents wisdom, the potentiality of speech, rather than knowledge, the actuality of it. I think too some account of the 18th c. & after drive to the unifiable should go in ONE. Also the four acts of myth: creation, fall-descent, redemption or escape, & apocalypse.

[60] Spell or charm, along with the total obliteration of the sense of a speaking personality, is the point of a style like Morris’ yea-verily-and-forsooth lingo. Lady Gregory across [par. 55]. The language of dream, of course—FW [Finnegans Wake].

[61] Cannibalism as demonic symbol: also dead end of family: usually a child who’s eaten. Cabestan is demonic sacrament.

[62] Change myth to mythos when you mean all lit. as narrative. FIVE probably should deal with metaphor as similarly autonomous. All images in a poem are in a metaphorical relationship to one another, & when this extends to its context in all lit. we get the thematic stasis of mythos. Hence the unifiable beside the historically acquired monomyth. In TWO perhaps make more of, e.g., psychological determinism.

[63] ONE: Naive romance in folktale is nomadic, as I say; as it develops toward literature a centripetal movement appears in the allusions & cross-references (Beowulf to the Sigurd story); the network of saga cross-references. The next step is the allusiveness I’ve already emphasized. George Macdonald on the Bible of history, which slowly takes shape from this process & eventually separates from myth.

[64] In the saga of Eric the Red the question of historical authenticity is of
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great interest, & neither extreme position, that it's all history or all myth, is very probable, so we have to approach it by the method of discarding mythical elements. The unipeds are easily got rid of; less so are the two wonderful servants, a man & a woman, very fast runners, one of whom brings wheat & the other grapes. That's symmetry, & it's as distinct from history as a neolithic flint is from a natural object. Still ONE.

[65] TWO: tragedy is the story of violence, & the only effective enemy of violence is law. In the sagas violence & law suffer an uneasy alternation in which a curious quantitative standard emerges: how much is this crime worth in the way of either compensation or revenge? Fraud often guides violence, as Iago does Othello. The moral duty of revenge is actually a beginning of law, which properly begins as soon as the neutralizing element in revenge is resigned to something else. God promises that he will repay in the Bible, but of course he never does, & some social & institutional nemesis-construct has to be set up instead.

[66] FOUR: identification with animals is a part of the descent theme: separation of animal & human is a theme of return. Ulysses gets out of P's [Polyphemus's] cave by "disguising" himself as a sheep: Jacob cheats Esau by doing something similar to (the also blind, like P) Isaac. U and P [Ulysses & Polyphemus] and J & I [Jacob & Isaac] have thematic affinities.

[67] Check the words for "luck" in Latin (Apuleius), Icelandic (Grettir & Eyrbygga), & Greek. In heroic romance it means a current of energy, projected from the fact that the hero is bound to win 'em all as long as the story is about him. Words meaning "fey" refer to the reversal of luck: words meaning fate or weird refer to the whole parabola. Note the strength of the feeling that luck is infectious: the unlucky man should be avoided like the plague (which he is in part) and the lucky man builds a community or army around himself. Caesar's luck in A & C [Antony and Cleopatra]. Note the profound ignoring of the taboo on bad luck on the part of Job's friends.

[68] This discussion of luck goes with the discussion of survival in TWO, or the beginning of THREE. In the positive sense it's the hero's strength or power; in the negative sense (romance turning less naive) it's the power of endurance. So TWO should be: a) the hero's luck, which is
partly merit (courage) partly grace (strength, noble blood) & is often associated with some kind of destiny prophesied by an oracle. In more tragic stories strength & courage is part of an attempt to achieve liberation (moksha)\textsuperscript{48} by physical power, symbolized by invulnerability (Samson, Achilles, Hercules, Grettir).\textsuperscript{49} This being impossible, every hero of this type meets a tragic end, even Hercules.

[69] Then TWO goes on to b) the heroism of passivity & endurance, often associated with a woman's virginity. Here the Leda-Swan antithetical movement turns into the dove-Virgin primary one.\textsuperscript{50} Shaw's St. Joan should lead through Galahad to Jesus. So TWO is Adonis quadrant.

[70] ONE has simply got to include the discussion of myth & metaphor as the primary structures of words. Writing, descriptive meaning, & displacement go together & then there's the question of myth vis-a-vis religion & literature. Myth is the primary language of religion, & grows up in the oral phase of culture where religion is religio\textsuperscript{51} & is hardly differentiated from other things. With writing there comes the development of the conceptual myth, where religion becomes different from other things & religions different from each other. Theologically, Judaism & Xy are very different; mythologically, they're practically identical (incarnation vs. Bible). Similarly with Norse mythology. Hence the effort to look for a single secret doctrine. Conceptual myth is the subject of A [Anticlimax], if I live; but this is \textsuperscript{1} [Tragicomedy], & here I just explain how the secret doctrine notion arose.\textsuperscript{52}

[71] Then comes the principle: you can't figure out myth without taking account of literature.

[72] Before I start on that, note that the Leda-Swan merges into the Dove-Virgin by a kind of natural inner evolution.\textsuperscript{53} The enduring hero (Milton) or heroine is simply more advanced than the poet's eulogy of the killer. It completes a revolution of inner form that starts when the killer becomes a tragic figure.

[73] In the present scheme I don't have to make a transition from the two creation myths to the enduring heroine. Creation myths might start off TWO: my present TWO stuff seems all to belong to the Adonis quadrant. Violence runs into law: nomos on the west side: natural in the case of the
invulnerable hero; moral as a social contract ending the antithetical hero & starting the primary community.

[74] ONE: Jehovah & Zeus are conceptually a contrast: one God differs from a god supreme over other gods as chalk from cheese. But mythologically they're much alike: elderly, male, in the sky with thunder, protectors of strangers, etc. Of course at a certain point conceptual differences affect the mythology, usually, if not always, by impoverishing it. Thus there are no fucked females in the Jehovah myth, & no metamorphosis in the Bible except Lot's wife (cf. Browne, RM [Religio Medici]).

Greek religion, as such, had no theology except what was implied in the myth. Confucian & Marxist religions have no poetic mythology, though of course they have a conceptual one.

[75] If mythology is the language of religion, what is it designed to express? Perhaps the presence of personality, Blake's men seen afar. Perhaps, then, comparative mythology might lead us to a census of the personalities inhabiting the mythical universe.

[76] Myth is the language of religion and the structural principle of literature. No discussion of mythology can leave out literature. Take King Arthur. All sorts of mythical patterns can be seen in the literature about him, but so far as I know no archaeologist has ever discovered a shred of evidence connecting him with specifically religious things like a cult or statues or temples or beliefs or shrines.

[77] So in connexion, say, with Arthur, we have three things: an imaginative life in literature (flourishing), a cult life in religion (possible, but no trace remaining), and a historical existence. This last has the very casual relation to the myth that all history (apart from the Xn myth of Jesus) has. He was apparently a British leader who effected a temporary rally against the invading Saxons, who of course won in the end. As such, he is far less of a "great man" than Alfred, but he does have a conceptual core in his myth: in the Geoffrey legend he conquers the Roman Empire & his parallel in romance is Charlemagne, so he's the prototype of the Holy Emperor, the defender of the faith. (Fidele in Cymbeline, which reverses the myth: perhaps if that play is an allegory it's not a R.C. [Roman Catholic] one, with Cloten the Reformation & the Queen the late Queen E [Elizabeth], but rather an Anglo-Catholic Glastonbury myth.)
Historical incarnation of a myth is usually much more casual than that: therefore they called the name of that place whatsit, or you can still see his footprint there. That’s geographical rather than historical. Guy Fawkes & the feast of the dead: note another area of custom or inorganic ritual which doesn’t involve belief except that it’s always been done. The reluctance to stop doing what one has “always” done is the core of superstition, habit-persistence. So there are four areas: religious cult or practice, rationalized by myth; religious belief, which depends on conceptual myth; custom & habit, which usually preserves some elements of a superseded cult, and literature or poetic development. This last eventually splits into the purely poetic & the historical, the latter joining the area of belief.

One: What I have plus the outline of the mythical universe, creation myths & quadrants, probably not the nodes.

Two: the Adonis quadrant: the conquering hero; the tragic hero; the enduring hero; the enduring heroine; violence & fraud.

Three: the Hermes quadrant; meander & descent patterns (maybe start with Levy’s book); metamorphosis & hunting scenes; demonic imagery; the result of descent; dice & Igitur; twins.

Four: the Prometheus quadrant: birds & frogs; shit & blind giants. Revolution & rebirth vs. resurrection.

Five: Eros symbolism: the purgatorial climb; art & nature in W.T. [The Winter’s Tale], etc.

Six: the four cardinal points and the post-Rc. [post-Romantic] modification of the scheme. The real status of this is still uncertain, of course.

Perhaps what emerged at the end of the Spengler article, plus the cycle outlined in MC, will give me the lead here: the real meaning of the ricorso & the interchange of opposites in FW [Finnegans Wake] (Vico & Bruno).

Certainly One must include the point about fable as expressing the identity of the creature, an identity of which identification is only one stage.
[87] Four is the main recognition chapter: the rings out of fish, the Clementine Recognitions,\textsuperscript{62} the Hymn of the soul,\textsuperscript{63} Cupid & Psyche, the ass fucking the whore in Apuleius. I imagine Pound’s 4th Canto will have to wait for Five.

[88] The sea-storms & shipwrecks of Cl. [Classical] romance become the disappearance into forests in medieval rce [romance].

[89] W to S: the leader abdicates his responsibilities (nomos) & going [sic] wandering off by himself: the moral distinction of war & quest noted in my SA [Samson Agonistes] article.\textsuperscript{64} See Parzival, XV.\textsuperscript{65}

[90] Identification & the snobbery of romance can be understood as a sacramental analogy of identity.

[91] W to S: tragedy is not tragic until action is objectified, seen as an anxiety dream. Hence the inner evolution (a) makes tragedy out of eulogy of conquerors (b) tends increasingly to think of the motionless spectator as the norm.

[92] Death is the Nous transition, climbing out of the mirror into a world where the distinction between subject & object (the shadow) no longer exists. FOUR.

[93] If we turn the Great Doodle upside down, we get the fantasy of the submarine continent—Atlantisism. In the “normal” north-top map, Atlantis has to rise from the waves, along with the great Eros ascent of Venus from the sea.

[94] Creation is the N.W. quadrant, its basis Nomos. Fall is S.W., redemption, the only possible form of which is Resurrection, S.E., & apocalypse or Ascension N.E.

[95] The Borges parallel: Xfn [Crucifixion] is Deluge, displaced as shipwreck.\textsuperscript{67} The happy island emerging from the sea of Middle Earth is resurrection breaking through the mirror the other way, the sun rising out of the sea.

[97] Also in B.R. [Barnaby Rudge]: the destruction of Newgate (and the fall of the Bastille) remind us that we can never remember anything unless it’s assimilated to an archetype: harrowing of hell.

[98] The raven is the symbol of the subject-object split in the lower world. What a wonderful masterpiece Barnaby Rudge is! Giant & dwarf (Hugh & Tappertit).

[99] FOUR arche. [archetype] of digging stuff out of the unconscious past of the brain: Poe’s Waldamar & Mesmeric Revelations.⁶⁸

[100] Nomos, according to an old quote I’m not sure about, is the recovered logos, as Nous is the recovered thanatos.

[101] The natural metaphors behind the Trinity the sky, the sun, and the wind (Father, Son and Spirit respectively).

[102] Storm gods gather around the West, where lightning coalesces with the descending sun. Meteors, comets all mean the death of a hero. Agni in India & the Little Gidding imagery contrast lightning (W, down) & sacrificial fire (E, up). Fire descending to lower world returns as serpent, and of course what it destroys is darkness.

[103] Medusa represents the low point of metamorphosis (SSW); dialectically balanced by powers of darkness (trolls) freezing to stone when the light comes.

[104] Heroine buried alive is goddess in dark world: a Japanese sungoddess with some name like Ama-Terasu⁶⁹ is coaxed out by a dance that’s funny; Demeter laughs at Baubo’s obscene jokes; oracle at S passes into wit. Trophonius & laughter.⁷⁰

[105] Re the legal metaphor: Satan is the adversary or prosecutor or accuser. Descending to the lower world, Satan’s kingdom, if a voluntary act, means taking over the role of accuser in examining oneself.

[106] Note that Gerontion’s knowledge is of labyrinths & mirrors. One who has lost his soul (cf. [Bulwer-Lytton’s Strange Story) has lost his sun or source of light, & can exist only as a bundle of mirror-reflections.
The descent to the lower world in quest of "adventure," i.e., additional knowledge gained by experience, turns out to be a quest for death (Thanatos). This doesn't mean simply that one dies, but that one confronts death & finds it to be a life in death, a malignant life or cancer (hence all the chewing & cannibal ("remorse") imagery) of which death is, again, the mirror-reflection. Very late faded echo of this is the detective story: who killed Cock Robin? To pass the S. point is to repudiate death: the troll turns to stone. Just as the apocalyptic vision is directly above the Logos point, so the chaos vision, the idiot alienation that contains without comprehending, is directly below the Thanatos point. Passing this point is to move from chance into fate (jeune parque), fate being the reflection of choice (igitur or coup de Des). At S., or below it, chance & choice are one. To some extent this is the recapturing of the Nomos fate one had at the top of the descent.

Huizinga makes a good deal of the fact that play has a beginning and an end: there comes a point at which the show is over. Work & seriousness themes relate to life's unending continuum of energy. The mirror of play has a frame: cf. the map in Sylvie & Bruno.

Stories distort events, but every story tells the truth about itself as a story, & some truth about its teller.

[Bulwer-]Lytton's Strange Story [cf. par. 106] is about a man who renews his youth but loses his soul: his mind is the habitation of fiends. Lytton's "mind" is parallel to Milton's "will." Blake says that believing that chaos preceded creation leaves one open to demonic possession. The prolonging of physical life is common to Lytton (Zanoni), Shaw (BM [Back to Methuselah]), [Richard] Jefferies (Story of My Heart) & Rider Haggard (She).

Lytton makes some common-place remarks about the "burying in sand" of occult experiences in daylight common sense. It's suggested in Auden's FTB [For the Time Being], on a Kierkegaardian basis, that the divine is what is ultimately repressed, both psychologically & politically. Auden isn't a good enough poet to say this very memorably, but it is said.

Re the deification of the void: there's an upper chaos, a glory that
can only be referred to in negations. The Baal Shem Tov even said that the Torah existed originally as a jumble of letters, forming words as events did.  

[113] TWO: there are two versions of descent: fall-male, and emanation-female. The latter, which goes back to Ishtar, is the Neoplatonic-Kabbalistic mystical one. I suppose there is similarly a male-resurrection & a female-ascent of Eros one. That is, Christ overprints Adam on the W. & Prometheus on the E., but there’s a female creature soul on both sides. Wait, now: the descending W. soul, symbolized by the cunt-clutching heroine of romance, is polarized by a progressively more sinister maternal female figure. She's the enshrouding forest who turns into a womb. On the E. we have the maternal Isis or Beatrice who gets the hero out of the clink, and the Psyche jeune parque figure. Jay says she’s following her Narcissus book with a Cupid-and-Psyche one.  

[114] The deifiers of the void do get me down: they start with a conception so wonderful there ain’t no words to describe it, & then they weasel & slither their way down through as many intermediate stages as possible before they approach with a shudder of distaste what’s at the bottom, which is our old friend Mother Nature. Cabbalists, Neoplatonics, Gnostics, the lot. This kind of stuff is naked mythology, uncorrected & unchecked by a genuinely creative impulse. It belongs in A [Anticlimax], I suppose.  

[115] The Bible has two testaments, each an allegorical commentary on the other. No other book I know has a structure remotely like it. Adam Kadmon faces us: his right or W. side is nomos or law (droit, recht), his left side sinister & revolutionary, its centre the resurrection. Then, I suppose, he thinks & he shits. The thoughts pass through the hole in the top of his head into heaven: the shit builds up the layers & strata of hell. Eventually there’s nothing left except the third world & the turd world.  

[116] Alice’s pool of “tears” is piss: something else I’ve read on this, not the Irish Enir. Herodotus? (I, Mandane).  

[117] Two kinds of metamorphosis: the fleeing girl turns into a reed or laurel tree; the pursuing god into a bull or swan. F.Q. [The Faerie Queene] 3: Br. [Britomart] & Bel. [Belphoebe] are chastity in 2nd world above the cycle; the cycle is pervaded by the jealousy of the 4th world; the cycle
starts with the GA [Gardens of Adonis] (among other things the mons Veneris) & ends with the masque of Cupid (same cycle inseparable from jealousy) & metamorphosis theme repeating the one in the G.A. In the Mut Coes [Mutabilitie Cantos] Cynthia is the redeemed aspect, as Jove is confirmed: Diana’s cunt, glimpsed by Faunus, is the G.A. limit; Mut [Mutability] is a Titaness (note female aspect of lower world) & is assoc. w. Hecate. Elizabethan recalls: Hecate is rebellion against Q.E. [Queen Elizabeth]. Phrase “short time” at end of Mut. [Mutabilitie Cantos] & Ep. [Epithalamion].

---
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This short set of typed notes, from the NFF, 1991, box 36, file 11, contemplates a larger study of romance, in twelve chapters, which would incorporate both the Norton Lectures that became The Secular Scripture and the "Book of Riddles" (see paragraph 2) that Frye occasionally imagined making out of the analyses of lyric poems from his graduate course, "Principles of Literary Symbolism," material which derived from the "Third Book" notebooks and ended up in chapters 5-8 of Words with Power. This composite project is thought of as Tragicomedy, a complement to a Liberal which would be a study of the Bible. The latter became The Great Code, but Frye abandoned the idea of a larger book on romance, a fact which dates the present notes to sometime before 1977, when The Secular Scripture was published.

[1] ONE: The Aristotelian distinction of form and content refers only to works of literature as products, as completed things. Translating them into a process, what corresponds to form becomes the shaping spirit, and what corresponds to content becomes the sense of otherness, the resistance from an independent material. Wallace Stevens's imagination and reality express this, up to a point.

This leads to the double tendency in 19th c. fiction towards the "romantic" and the "realistic." Excess of "imagination," in Stevens' sense, produces the facile pseudo-conquests of, say, Heliodorus. When a writer just lets his imagination go, what he produces is the rigorously conventionalized. Excess of "reality" produces naturalism, an aggregation of details in place of form, the determining interest being outside literature. With the second I have little to do; but the first is still interesting to me because of the undisplaced quality of what results. An abstract painting may be only decorative, but it may still illustrate the laws of pictorial
composition for all that. That’s how an individual romance may be pretty piffling to read and still be informative for the critic. But there are other abstract works of imagination, such as MacDonald’s Phantasies, where I don’t feel that the conquest is facile or the result merely decorative. The reality of which they make a difficult conquest is the total context, which is only latent in the decorative romance.

[2] Poetry is, of course, inherently far less displaced than fiction. That’s why I feel I have to append a second section, to be called something like “A Book of Riddles,” critiques of difficult poems, to the Harvard lectures.²

[3] Hegel on Homer:³ Homer’s description of, e.g., the forging of armour comes off because Homer is pre-industrial, and has a sense of immediate and personal contact between artisan and consumer—this is a famous argument of Hegel’s, picked up by Marx and Engels. It explains again why I keep coming back to William Morris—he divined this kind of thing.

[4] Such words as “classic” or “masterpiece” cannot refer to any inherent or structural qualities. They refer to a certain locus of social acceptance, and this acceptance is a loose amalgam of the critical and the popular, the traditional and the contemporary. Perhaps the nearest one can get to an internal criterion would be the possibility of recreation by the reader. But once this is understood, we should understand too that there is no basis to the conventional view that criticism is second-hand creation. A creative act of response is essential to allow the creative work to exist. Until that, the greatest work of literature is still wrapped in eternal silence far from enemies.

[5] What one believes (e.g., the Incarnation and original sin in Christianity; reincarnation and karma in Hinduism) explains a lot of phenomena. If one doesn’t believe them, such doctrines appear to us merely to rationalize the phenomena. This is where I lose patience with Kierkegaard: what is the status of what one doesn’t choose?

[6] Revolutionary polarizing: reactionaries who are against sin and for motherhood, vs. radicals who are for sin and against motherhood. More seriously, take Luther’s calling the Pope Antichrist. He had to call the
Pope Antichrist before he could define the Church in terms of his Reformation. This is the germ of truth in the doctrine that Antichrist’s epiphany must precede the Second Coming. For Erasmus, a liberal, the statement that the Pope was Antichrist was simply false: he couldn’t take in the notion of tactical truth. For Protestants today Luther’s statement is again nonsense, because they aren’t in the context of 16th c. Reformation. As a liberal, I find this notion of temporary or tactical truth deeply repugnant: a thing ought to be always either true or false. When this “Maoist” rabble calls me reactionary I feel that I’m dealing with malignant fools, because I’m not where they say I am. Well, of course, they are malignant fools. And, again of course, if they win it won’t matter that they were liars.

[7] Sexual creation myths really assume, as I say, an end without a beginning; hence they shade off insensibly into myths which really have no beginning, but simply talk about the “first” man or what not as being moved into place from somewhere else, as in many African creation myths.

[8] Twelve: One of the things this chapter will be mainly about, I think, is the cycle, and its relation to what all the normal instincts of mankind feel is above or beyond the cycle. The closed cycle of fatality is only the beginning. The open cycle that appears at the end of Fearful Symmetry is a kind of helix, I suppose, and that can become another form of closed cycle by reversing the movement—something in Heraclitus, and in Yeats’ development of Heraclitus.

[9] Well, there’s the cycle of nature and its ramifications: Graves’ White Goddess cycle, and that man Eddison who writes about the ouroboros. The ouroboros is the life-death cycle, and has a lot of ramifications from that: one example that occurs to me is the ouroboros in Freud, the libido seeking relief from tension, discovering that the only way to get permanent relief from tension is to die, and so ending a death-wish.

[10] Well, in Finnegans Wake I think the cycle, borrowed from Vico, certainly has its negative and ironic side—the side explored in that funny movie, Dead of Night. But I think too that the cycle in Finnegans Wake is also regarded as the only possible symbol for what’s beyond the cycle, which is not only parodied but also affirmed by the cycle itself.
[11] And this principle, if there's anything in it, would make a little more sense out of that curious obsession of Nietzsche's about eternal recurrence. He knew it was not just a hideous but really obsessive idea, yet he deliberately forced himself to incorporate it. As Kaufman says, he talks so much about the courage needed to accept the view in Zarathustra that it gets tedious—in other words he didn't accept it, but found it necessary to talk about doing so. There's something here that keeps eluding me, but there's also an analogy in Hinduism. Karma and reincarnation are the cyclical phenomena of the world of Samsara, or however it's spelled: we escape that by going to Nirvana, and there we discover two things: that Nirvana is the same thing as Samsara and (though this is Buddhist rather than Hindu) that attaining Nirvana is followed by a re-descent into the cycle to redeem others. In Christianity Christ is the only real Bodhisattva, and perhaps Nietzsche's recurrence obsession was integrally part of his other obsession about Antichrist. The Antichrist business recurs, in a somewhat simplified way, in Yeats' dialogues between a soul that wants out and a self that wants back in.

[12] If this is really Chapter Twelve of Tragicomedy, that book ends at the point at which Liberal really begins, with the metaphorical oneness of everything in eternity. The table of metaphors is the foundation stone of Liberal and has never really fitted into Tragicomedy. Blake, of course, keeps the cycle firmly in an intelligible Christian place: the cycle of Orc-Urizen and The Mental Traveller is transcended by eternity. He follows the tradition set by St. Augustine and predecessors, with their distrust of historical cyclical schemes and their astrological overtones. Maybe that's why I always used Spengler, even though his system is not cyclical, as a kind of supplement. No, Spengler is incorporated in the Orc-Urizen cycle: it's rather the intense reality of the past, of what has happened, that gets into Golgonooza and Los's Halls, which suggests a kind of transcendence which only the cycle of the previous can suggest, as in Job 21.
Notes 58-2

References to Tolkien and E.R. Eddison link Notes 58-2 to romance, but not to any specific romance project. Mention of The Critical Path in paragraph 2 places it in the Secular Scripture years after 1971, however, and its discussion of the cycle has points in common with that in Notes 58-1. Notes 58-2 is located in the NFF, 1991, box 36, file 13.

[1] Eliade says that in primitive societies everything is a later imitation of an archetype existing before time, in illo tempore. There are two aspects to this. One is the Eliot waste land sense of the slipping away of time, knowledge as recollection. The other is the transforming of this imitation into repetition. This connects with one of my central themes: the articulating of the cycle as the mirror or analogy of the apocalyptic vision. The key to this is time, and the role of the cycle depends on the conception of time.2

[2] There seems to be some link between the cycle and the cult of the hero. In Nietzsche, particularly, the total vision is one of an eternally recurring cycle, and the hero proves that he is a hero by accepting it. This connects with one of the arguments in The Critical Path: that man cannot live continuously in a state of freedom, but only in a series of cycles of concern. Heroic effort always must have an enemy, and so the essential heroic act assists [consists?] in the readiness to start again.

[3] For me, this is a matter of context: every effort in this world follows the East Coker circle and ends where it began. This is the only way of escaping from the neurotic circle, the squirrel cage. This is why in Yeats the self has to choose rebirth in time. But Yeats is much closer than
Nietzsche to the Christian tradition of Milton and Blake, which distrusts and subordinates the heroic cycle.

[4] There is a story by E.R. Eddison called *The Worm Ouroboros* which is the most Nietzschean book I have ever read in English literature.[^1] It’s also a completely pagan book. In this story, there is a war of light and darkness like the one in Tolkien. The ouroboros is the emblem of the powers of darkness. They are ruled by a series of kings who are all the same king, reborn as soon as he dies. After the dark forces are completely conquered, the heroes begin to droop and pine because there is nothing further left to fight. The heroine arranges with the gods that the whole enterprise should take place over again, and so the last line of the book repeats the first line, and the action goes around in a circle. Thus the ouroboros wins after all.

[5] Elsewhere, in the later books, Eddison makes it clear that the heroic cycle is presided over by what Blake calls a female will. The supreme deity is Venus or Aphrodite, who apparently exists on two levels. On one side is the Divine Wisdom present at the creation: on the other and far more effective level she is the white goddess, the stupid narcist figure who keeps tantalizing and teasing mankind, especially the heroic part of it, with a kind of sexual elusiveness which in Blake also is the psychological cause of war. She has exactly the characteristics of the white goddess, and cares for nothing but her own comfort, pleasure, and caprice, yet all this is adorable in every sense.

[6] Something similar is of course in Graves [in *The White Goddess*], but I am beginning to think that this is not at all a conception of the cycle that is in *Finnegans Wake*. Here we are much closer to Kierkegaard’s conception of repetition, or the same thing coming around again as a renewal. Kierkegaard himself regarded his conception as the Christian answer to Plato’s *anamnesis* or recollection, which is a more subtle version of the unending heroic cycle.

[7] In ordinary experience, time is a mixture of the irreversible and the cyclical. Demonic time, or life in hell, is Macbeth’s “tomorrow”: here time is simply one clock-tick after another, and everything that happens is irreversible. This means that everything tends, not towards death, but towards the kind of undying death expressed by the word entropy. The
perception of the cycle, of the same thing coming around again, can be demonic too, but actually it introduces a principle of self-renewal into time. In the paradisal state, time would be pure cycle expressed in the images of the cosmic dance and the harmony of the spheres. Here again there is a mixture of two themes: the sense of the dance, or time as the servant and not the master or [of] activity, and the sense of the present moment as staying. Above this, at least in theory, is pure present in the divine man.

[8] In the waste land or hollow-man world, time is always time after: the tick of its clock is an ostinato bass against an inaudible mighty melody (the real music of the spheres) of moments that were heard only as "might have been." The recovering of time begins in the recollection in tranquility: the use of the moment after to start rolling back the Red Sea of habit and inertia. The stupid giants that are so often even in the lower world are the giants of habit, and they are both Blake's kings who formed this world and Proust's kings immersed in time. Myshkin's supreme moments occurred the second before his epileptic fit.
These notes are not explicitly on romance, but a reference in paragraph 7 to the forza-froda cycle seems to link them to The Secular Scripture, or at least to the period when Frye was working on it. Their discussion of time is closely related to that in Notes 58-2; they are linked to Notes 54-3 through a shared reference (in paragraph 5) to an out-of-the-way passage in Yeats. They are located in the NFF, 1991, box 28, file 4.

[1] I’m right when I say that the two great structural principles of literature are the cycle and the dialectical polarization of opposites; but there are two forms of each. There’s the closed cycle and the open cycle, the latter a spiral in which the end is the beginning renewed and transformed by the quest itself. And there’s also the ultimate polarization into heaven and hell, the worlds beyond the cycle; there’s also the coincidentia oppositorum, the struggle of opposites inside the cycle, the basis of all the brother-struggle patterns in Finnegans Wake. In Blake I suppose the Orc-Urizen struggle of Devil and Angel is inside the cycle, because in its totality it forms a cycle: the Los-Satan one is the outside polarization.

[2] In Frazer there are two main forms—well, three, perhaps. In the first a God-Man is killed, torn to pieces, eaten and drunk, and revives within the body of his community, creating one body out of them. In the second a substitute victim, animal or other human, dies instead and prolongs the life of the god-Man or whatever. In the third the victim, criminal or captive, has to be a temporary king, so that the disappearance or Saturday phase is an inversion of ordinary social order.
[3] What Frazer unaccountably leaves entirely out of his scheme is the female principle, who represents the earth itself, which is potentially still fruitful all through the winter. This is what Graves adds; I’ve always known that, but haven’t had the stages clear. The four phases in Graves are: first, virgin-mother with infant son (not very clear, but in his “ark” passage in the Juan poem). Second, the agon or sea-dragon fight, which seems to be oddly simultaneous with what’s the real second phase of the white-goddess cycle, that of lover and bride. Third, the white goddess turns into an elusive siren or enchanting witch, beckoning and smiling, often with marine overtones like the mermaid, or, of course, Aphrodite the foam-born. Here the lover becomes the forsaken, abandoned, or tantalized lover: this is the phase at which the Eros poems start. Fourth, the white goddess becomes hag or crone, the sinister witch of so many witch-hunts, and her ex-lover becomes the victim. Then she renews her virginity (which in sky-father symbolism is of course the greatest of impossibilities, hence the yeow-my-cunt aspect of romantic fiction), and looks round for a new lover.

[4] Sometimes this four-phase calendar could be set out vertically instead of horizontally, keeping in mind the fact that you go around and up the other side. But [Keats’s] Endymion is clearer on a vertical basis, and so in a way is the end of Graves’ Juan poem. So is a lot of water-symbolism, in The Waste Land and elsewhere.

[5] The Frazer-Graves cycle is pretty clear to me now; but the top cycle, where we go from the paradisal garden which is the female body through to a place of seed, isn’t; and there are no books about it. Elements: the son-mother start of the quest; the Bridegroom-Bride phase of which the prototype is the marriage at Cana; the father-daughter phase of the Logos and his Wisdom (note that the Holy Spirit descends at the moment of the Ascension); the redemption of mother (i.e. Eve, the natural mother, from hell) and bride; and the coronation of the mother by the son as the renewed phase. Also, in Yeats, where the Virgin conceives through the ear: that makes the Virgin’s body a cave of nymphs, with one entrance for the gods and the other (an exit, naturally) for Jesus quasi homo.

[6] There’s a total cycle, with a polarization process going on within it which builds up contrasting worlds above and below it. This is an open
cycle or helix, where whatever goes up is renewed and transformed (metamorphosis upward), with the resurrection principle incorporated into it. Whatever goes down is enclosed in a mechanism (metamorphosis downward).

[7] Then there are the two sub-cycles of the upper and lower worlds respectively. The upper cycle, which is also helical, is that of the Eliot Quartets, or Yeats' Byzantium, the Heraclitean up-and-down process which never reaches hell—in other words it's a purgatorial world, the downward movement being into ascesis only. The lower cycle is the real closed-up ouroboros, the cycle of forza and froda, as I call it.

[8] The four archetypal narratives are all right, but explain more clearly how they get displaced. For example, satire is always a Hermes descent movement, always the Lucian *kataplous* into a lower world of giants or gnomes, however many variants of it there may be. As I've said elsewhere, the grotesque is always partly the grottesque, something emerging from a grotto.

[9] The Eliot Quartets maybe have the answer to my problem about a lower oracular world below hell: "descend lower." Interesting if Eliot has the feature that blows up the Christian demonizing of the lower world.

[10] Obvious point, but the lack of it should stop mucking up Three: a loyal married couple are symbolically in the same state as two virgins. Chaucer's Franklin's Tale is the definitive example.

[11] Then, of course, as I've said, there are two polarizations, the apocalyptic one outside the cycle and the struggle of contraries inside it. The latter is Blake's Mental Traveller and Orc-Urizen cycles, the Shem-Shaun conflicts in Joyce, and the curious red-versus-white struggle under the moon that comes into both Yeats' Blood on the Moon and Chaucer's Knight's Tale.

[12] This last, by the way, may conceivably be involved in a fairy-Athens polarization in MND [*A Midsummer Night's Dream*], which comes mainly from the Knight's Tale.

[13] There's something all wrong about the pre-and post-Romantic con-
structs as I have them. In medieval times the sky was the image of the unfallen order, O.K., but there was also a malignant aspect to the heavens: in a pagan setting, at least, the sky is just as much an image of mechanism and alienation in Troilus and Criseyde as it is in Shelley.

[14] Also, the inverted tree image in the Preludium to Europe, which goes so well with the Romantic set-up, or set-down, is, of course, in Marvell, in Higden's Polychronicon⁶ (even in the Middle Ages they preserved the anthropos-anatrope pun),⁷ and so back—I suppose to Cratylus; I haven't checked.

[15] The "burden of the past" lasts, I think, only for a relatively brief time. That's why the "primitive" is a quality of literature that keeps recurring every so often: it's part of a process in which the burden of the last growth of vogues and fashions and conventions is shucked off and a new lot starts.

[16] In Finnegans Wake the cyclical and polarizing principles (the latter being of the type that's within the cycle, naturally), are associated with Vico and Bruno respectively. Interesting as an example of the deliberateness with which writers use these structural principles.
Notes 54-3

Notes 53-3 may have been written in 1972. The opening reference to Eric Berne’s book, which was published in 1972, as well as to the introduction to the Harcourt Brace Jovanovich anthology (mentioned in paragraph 10), whose manuscript is accompanied by a cover letter dated 12 December 1972, preclude an earlier date. On the other hand, no mention is made of the invitation to deliver the Norton Lectures, which Frye received in 1972, and the project he is meditating is at this stage simply Tragicomedy, although the romances of Scott are connected with it. Paragraph 12’s reference to the Great Doodle, along with the correlation in paragraph 9 of the first four books of the ogdoad with Frye’s four undergraduate years, suggest the kind of stock-taking that Frye was doing in 1972, when he wrote the “Work in Progress” memo (see TBN, 337–46). Notes 53-3 is located in the NFF, 1991, box 28, file 4.

[1] Berne’s Hello book\(^1\) has several things I can use. One, probably for Chapter Seven of the complete Tragicomedy book as I now think of it, is his suggestion that everybody takes on a “script” or dramatic scenario from his parents, and that mythology and folktale give a complete encyclopedia of such scripts. Another, which sprawls across the middle of my Bible book now, is that parental precepts which organize scripts are taken in through the ear, and that one’s desires, which normally come from what he calls the “Child” rather than the “Parent,” are visualized. He says that Freud understood the visualizing of desire but skimped on the auditory nature of compulsion.

[2] In Yeats there’s the association of the Virgin Mary with the ear,\(^2\) through which she conceived the Logos at the Annunciation. (As Leda
obviously conceived in the proper place, though a place equally associated with labyrinths and gyres, that means that the total female body is a cave of the nymphs, with two entrances). ³ (Well, hell, the Virgin's body is also a cave of nymphs, the Holy Spirit going in at the top and the Logos emerging from the bottom. Compare Dante going into the "mouth" of hell and emerging from the devil's arse). ⁴

[3] Conrad's Chance is divided into two sections, called "Damsel" and "Knight," suggesting a romance parody. ⁵ The theme is that of the beleaguered virgin rescued by the hero from her father. The jail imagery, transferred later to the ship, emphasizes the theme of descent to a lower world. There's a fairly explicit hint that Anthony, the knight, doesn't consummate his marriage to Flora, the damsel, until after her father has killed himself with the poison he intended for the knight. Then Anthony is himself killed at sea, and we leave Flora to be picked up and married a second time to Powell, the second mate on the ship, whose "chance" at getting a job on it is the opening theme. I suppose this second marriage indicates the rebirth cycle, like the suggested return of Christ to the priestess of Isis in Lawrence. ⁶ Also something of a third lucky hero, as Flora has three men in her life: her father, who's jealousy incarnate and kills himself; her knight, who's generosity incarnate, which is nearly as hard on her, and gets killed; and the product of sheer "chance," who just happens by.

[4] Forster's "only connect" is often quoted out of context as though it were saying that continuity is the supreme virtue in itself. Actually, the statement comes into the middle of Howard's [Howards] End, and is a statement about Eros: what should be connected are the spiritual and the physical aspects of Eros. This connection, Forster says, is the essence of the personal: what he calls the monk and the beast are impersonal. The ascetic who denies physical reality and the "practical" man who sees everything in "people like that are . . . " stereotypes are equally devoid of any sense of the personal. Henry Wilcox in the novel is a practical man of this kind; Margaret Schlegel tries to convert him to a more personal attitude, and, though spinsterish and screechy herself, she's far less prudish than he is, as a sneaking shame of the body, the other impersonal half, is a part of his trouble.

[5] In a recent experience of mine all the screaming demons of accusation and insecurity came to me, in a form I described as "jealousy." It
would be very pleasant to say that I faced them and fought them down, in the metaphor of the heroic dragon-killer. But of course I didn’t face them; they faced me. Now I think I understand a little more clearly something that’s always puzzled me in Dante. Three beasts appear to him: they face him, but he doesn’t dare face them; he turns away, and the whole inferno-purgatorio-paradiso journey is the result. You only gain your vision by running away; cf. Bhagavadgita.7

[6] This in turn is connected with the demonic apocalypse, the trial and judgment in the lower world, traditionally presided over by Egyptian and Cretan figures. The relation of this to the upper-world apocalypse is that the latter is the fulfilment of knowledge and vision; the demonic one is the experience not of knowing but of being known. Hence Paul says that he will come to know as he is (now) known [1 Corinthians 13:12]. Of course the whole aspect of “our secret sins will come to light” has got mixed up with the real apocalypse, especially by institutional Christianity, which can’t really separate the demonic element. In the demonic apocalypse the dominant theme is that of helplessness, exposure, being seen through until one is not just transparent but essentially non-existent.

[7] I think I was right when I said that Yeats was standing at his own Phase One when he wrote, or at least produced, A Vision.8 That is, the extreme of “objective” self-abandonment which he calls sanctity, because, just like all the orthodox Christians, he can’t distinguish the two kinds of judgment. Luckily for him, the demons he invoked didn’t know anything he didn’t know.

[8] The oracular is the descent to the womb-tomb; it’s an invaginating process. At a certain point it turns into wit or laughter, an expression of detachment, even often of hostility. Normally the earlier process is female-dominated and the later one an emerging male god. In Back to Methuselah Adam laughs and Eve dislikes and fears the sound, but that’s simplistic. Some sexual differences may be involved. I think I’ve never met a woman who could see anything in Rabelais: the relevant reasons have nothing to do with prudery or inhibition, or perhaps with any other form of cultural conditioning. It’s just that the imaginative reality which is there for me in Rabelais is not there for them.

[9] I have long had a sense that the four books9 had some kind of
connexion with the four years of my undergraduate career here, though of course nobody can understand how except me. My first year [1929–30] was bits and pieces academically, and in retrospect the New Testament Greek course was pretty central to it: anyway the Bible book is connected in my mind with that year. The second year [1930–31] brought Pelham [Edgar] teaching Shakespeare, the stock company at the Empire Theatre, and my discovery of Colin Still on the Tempest.10 That’s the bedrock of Tragicomedy. The third year [1931–32] was the discovery of Blake, and I’m just beginning to realize that Anticlimax is in many respects a book revolving around Blake: my treatment of Blake was, after all, very largely a conceptual and Urizenic treatment. The fourth year [1932–33] was the year of the Romanticism essay,11 and that has always seemed to have some relation to Rencontre.

[10] Tragicomedy also picks up a childhood interest of mine, the impact that the plots of Scott had on me when I had practically nothing else to compare them with. The Bible of course goes back into very deep childhood, and my interest in Classical mythology was also very intense in pre-school times. Blake is later, and Rencontre probably grows mainly out of my Spengler enthusiasm, which also hit its peak in the fourth year, although the great night in Edmonton12 was two years earlier. I think I realize now that what Spengler gave me was a sense of interpenetration of symbolism: everything that happens in the world symbolizes everything else that happens. Nobody had really established this before, though there are hints of it in Ruskin; today it’s a staple of pop-kulch McLuhan-Carpenter stuff,13 but they (at least McLuhan) got it through Wyndham Lewis, whose Time and Western Man is a completely Spenglerian book. So I think Spengler will have a lot to do with Rencontre, which will be, as I think, historical, showing how all the things I’m interested in, myths, fables, narrative structures, and concepts are intertwined in a historical progression. The general introduction I wrote for HBJ14 is the core of Rencontre, of course. But there’s a lot to be got out of Spengler yet, chiefly something he expresses without the faintest notion that he is expressing it: a sense of the relativity of time. I’d draw very different inferences from the inferences he draws from the fact that Alexander and Napoleon are “contemporaries.”15

[11] In the course of time the projecting of myth, which is the invariable primitive tendency, reverses itself and becomes the human recovery of
its own myth. Laws come from the gods; rituals are prescribed in an eternal dream time; sacred scriptures are transmitted. In more secular times divine revelation becomes tradition, something handed down from ancestors. Literature is the leaven mixed in with this lump, for literature is always taken to be a human creation, or what romantics called imaginative; and eventually literature shows the way toward the recovery of myth. Science has relatively little to do with this operation: it goes its own way, though its secession is of course of immense importance in breaking off one essential projection of myth.

[12] Well, anyway, the critical operation reconstructs the original reception of revelation. That is, the critical axiom is that the words the critic receives from his text cannot be altered; also that his meaning, whatever it is, has to be checked against the original cultural context of the meaning. But, as I've said from the beginning, a work of literature has its received or historical meaning, and also its contemporary meaning, and the latter, as long as it preserves the tension against the historical and isn't just kidnapping, is a recreation, part of the recovery process. In my diagram, the received meaning is West and the contemporary meaning East. The two questions are: what does it mean? and, what does it mean in my life?

[13] Social mythology, as I conceive of it, is the mythology of bad faith; this includes of course everything in religion that encourages passivity of mind. And yet a very difficult question lies behind, connected with my old Bible-book problem, the fact that as the Bible is written in the language of myth, which is a human language, the content of revelation, whatever the hell I mean by content, must be something other than myth. The received meaning of the Bible obviously can't be historical or doctrinal, those meanings being a regression from myth; yet revelation as something coming from outside man, if there is such a revelation, has to be received as such before it can be recovered.

[14] Such a reception has to be analogous to what the child does when it listens to a story. The child typically doesn't "believe" literally; if he did it would be very dangerous to tell him stories. He doesn't consciously say "this is imaginative" either, until he's well past kindergarten age anyway. What he's doing is sending antennae into the extrasensory world between the is and the is not. On my diagram the last thing on the
West side, just before we hit the South point, is the oracle, which is followed by wit, in the double sense of intelligence and the detachment of laughter.

[15] Wit should be also the beginning of visualization, as the whole East side is dominated by the visions which are the products of desire, as the West is by ear, receptivity, and oracle. But the whole oracular process is connected with the externality of what is ultimately God, though it must include a lot of other things that are external. And, of course, the Bible on the West side is precisely what Berne means by a script (it's probably why he uses the word script): something implanted in us early through tradition, i.e., our parents.

[16] Anybody who's ever read a book on spiritualism or kindred subjects realizes that the oracular world is a damn confusing place. No definite individuality; nothing but bits and pieces of personality floating about, some of them apparently separate from the medium, others part of him. It's in this world that all the guesses about a life after death, which I suppose is the essential West problem of the oracular, keep trying to fix on definite things.
In paragraph 4 of this set of typed notes, Frye speaks of being in his middle sixties. He turned sixty-five in 1977, and Notes 55-4, located in the NFF, 1991, file 28, box 3, probably comes from around that year, when the Norton Lectures, spoken of as finished, were published as The Secular Scripture.

[1] Not knowing such trifling matters as how long I have to live, I don’t know how many of the Great Four (actually the Great Eight, of course) I shall be able to complete. But if I can keep this ogdoadic structure for Liberal and extend it through Tragicomedy, I must just be able to finish it and perhaps even Anticlimax. Because I’m gradually realizing that stage fright about Liberal will be murder: the reputation of the book is already at the point where I have to do something or die without it done.

[2] Well: the Norton Lectures are a sketch for Tragicomedy, and when I was collecting notes on them I began to talk about a “second twist” on them. The first twist would be straight romance material like William Morris and Scott and the like; the second began to take me into De Quincey, De Nerval’s Aurelia, Melville’s Mardi, etc. Seems to me the transition between Tragicomedy and Anticlimax is the type of novelle that’s in Novalis’ Heinrich von Ofterdingen. That’s a highly romanticized narrative with interspersed stories and, more generically important, interspersed verses. Hence its ancestry takes one through things like Alain de Lille’s Complaint of Nature into Boethius, by way of people like Thomas Vaughan and other hermetists, the Dream of Polyphilo, and so on, where it’s hardly possible to distinguish the romance from the anatomy elements. The focusing of emotion as you move from Prosa to Metrum continues in straight romance, of course, with the occasional
verse, songs and such, as in Lodge’s Rosalind. In fact the verse interludes are very strong and important in Mrs. Radcliffe and parts of Scott (The Pirate especially).

[3] But what really interests me just here is the continuity of this philosophical romance. Novalis incorporates a good deal of Fichte into his story, and in rhythm it’s hardly distinguishable from Hesse, Junger and others, even when the moderns lack the verse. MacDonald was influenced by the genre, of course, and I’ve noted the anatomy influence in the Alice books (more explicit in The Water Babies, which has a Rabelais echo in the coming of the Coquecigrues, if that’s how it’s spelled). 4 Bulwer Lytton is another direction. But there certainly is a transitional form, quite as important in my total thinking as the drama-to-satire St. Clair one,5 and parallel to it. I shouldn’t forget that one reason why the Nortons broke down as a major scheme was probably that Tragicomedy is to be primarily about drama; but the “lyrical” dream-romance is the other end of that.6

[4] I assume that even if Tragicomedy is mainly about drama it’ll be about romantic drama, and not waste time buggering around with realism. Even the treatment of tragedy would be assimilated to romance. Incidentally, if I could finish the Great Eight [i.e., the ogdoad] I’d have completed a verbal I Ching: wish I could have got these ideas before my middle sixties.
In Notes 55-5, on Novalis, the Norton Lectures are spoken of (in paragraph 6) as in the past, so the date must be post-1975, or 1977 if Frye is referring to the published book. This set of typed notes is located in the NFF, 1991, box 28, file 3.

[1] Novalis: Heinrich von Ofterdingen. Erziehungsroman, novel of education. Only this one is very much a romance, which increases the philosophical interest, the influence of Fichte’s Wissenschaftlehre which is said to be there,¹ and so on. Note that Balzac’s Etudes philosophiques, in proportion that they are “philosophical,” tend to fantasy, like the Peau de Chagrin and the Recherche de l’Absolu. Novalis had a girl friend who died before he could marry her, so he began a new era with the day of her death and started a journal—Vita Nuova pattern—her name was Sophie, and she’s mentioned as such in this story, but the heroine is Matilda, also a significant Dantesque name.² Novalis came to dislike [Goethe’s] Wilhelm Meister and is said to have written this book as a kind of counter-Meister. Unfinished: I suppose unfinished works and early deaths are as frequent in German as in English Romanticism.

[2] Vaguely located in the Middle Ages, but the world is timeless and the conversation extremely formal: aristocratic tendency, as in William Morris. Hero dreams of a blue flower who eventually turns into the girl friend. “During every period of transition higher spiritual powers appear to want to break through as in a sort of interregnum” [25]. Hero leaves home with some “merchants” and talks about poets, who were originally, among other things, “lawgivers,” and “by their magical arts drew from the sky even the higher beings who instructed them” [33].
Also says “the mouth is only a movable and answering ear” [33], which emphasizes the quality of dialogue in all things connected with words. Incidental stories told en route: in one there’s the remark “The unique, dark-bright, wondrously stirring sensation of a new world kept any real thought from arising in her” [40], which is the state of mind I’d like to get into. Fairy tales have a cloying sweetness about them rather like Sanskrit stories: prince goes out, finds girl in cottage—no, it’s the other way round, princess goes out and finds boy in cottage: he screws her and keeps her underground, producing her after a year to her father and saying please forgive, which you gotta do anyway on account it’s a fait accompli—even a baby’s on the way. Allegory of turning seasons, hence the delay. Story said to take place in Atlantis.

[3] Rather an aimless story in many ways, though interesting: meets a Persian girl who’s a Moslem and thinks the Crusades are silly, but nothing is done with her. Long story about a miner which evidently is allegorical of something. One curious flash: “Itself like a dream of the sun, the moon hovered over the dream-world brooding within itself; and it led nature, divided into countless separate entities, back to that mythical primeval age when every bud and germ still slept by itself, lonely and untouched, yearning in vain to unfold the obscure wealth of its own immeasurable existence” [77]. This is the sort of thing George MacDonald got hold of. The miner finds fossils of primeval monsters, and says “Could these dreadful strangers, driven up by the penetrating cold, possibly sometime appear among us, while perhaps at the same time celestial guests, living, speaking forces of the constellations, might become visible overhead?” [79]. Science fiction themes. Then the hero meets a hermit who’s a Hohenzollern: he also lives underground, apparently. Poets, the miner says, “must be friends of the searching spirits of light, which permeate and separate all the essences” [85]. His conception of poetry is that it demands education and intelligence. To astrologers, the hermit says, “the sky is the book of the future, while to you [miners] the earth reveals monuments of the primeval world” [86]. Novalis is fond of gemmed trees.

[4] Then the hero meets Matilda and her father Klingsohr, who’s a poet modelled more or less on Goethe, so what with his anima and his old wise man he’s all set. The hero (Henry) has a dream where he and girl friend plunge below a blue stream—this passage is quoted at the begin-
ning of Phantastes. Function of poets is to “renew the old and honorable office of mankind and its earliest gods,—the stars, the springtime, love, fortune, fruitfulness, health, and cheerfulness” [94]. The poet will be capable of few miracles if he is astonished by miracles [109], and a “broad, attentive, and tranquil intellect is needed,” not a “confused chatter when a rushing stream rages in the breast” [109]. I suppose he’s just distinguishing the imagination from the ego, but the overtones go further. Crusade theme picked up again in remark that the true war is the religious war [113], which deliberately aims at self-destruction.

[5] An immensely long and complicated fairy tale follows, awfully allegorical, and concerned evidently with the triumph of the imagination over the reason—possibly including the Romantic triumph over the 18th c., I dunno. Starts with gemmed trees again, and there’s a collision between a child who never ages called Fable and a “scribe” who’s apparently mean old history. Eros, and a snake that bites its tail.

[6] The second part is a fragment, but it has some good things. An anima figure speaks of having come out of the grave. “Were you once dead?” asks the hero. “How else could I live?” she says [158]. She tells him he has a lot of parents besides his father, and they see “all history drawn together into shining little minutes” [159]. Very incisive remark about the over-influencing of children by parents: “Most individuals are merely the remnant of a rich banquet despoiled by people of different appetites and tastes” [160]. Fate and soul are two names for one concept. Gets on to Fichte when he says that all minds are one mind, and “Only the universe as person can understand the relation of our world.” [165]. Also there’s only one virtue, the pure will. Finally: “if the accounts of revelation are contained in sacred writings, so in fable’s teachings the life of a higher world is variously presented in poetic works” [167]. Wish I’d read this in time to make it a motto for the Nortons.
This set of typed notes on The Earthly Paradise of William Morris shows Frye contemplating the book on romance which eventually became The Secular Scripture in its earlier stages, when he was not yet sure whether or not its treatment would be limited to prose romance. Its date is therefore sometime in the early 1970s. It is located in the NFF, 1991, box 28, file 4.

[1] I’ve gone back to this book again after many years, and one result is that I’m not going to go on saying that this book, or this part of the book, is to be about prose romance. The early examples are prose (Heliodorus, Longus, Achilles Tatius, the Christians, et al.), and the late ones (science fiction) will be too; but the main pillars will be Spenser (poetry), Scott (poetry as well as the novels) and Morris (both poetry and prose).

[2] Note that the Wanderers are fleeing from the plague, a fact which (a) connects this frame-scheme with that of the Decameron and (b) connects also with the constant theme of death which runs from the opening lines of the Apology to the closing lines of the Envoi. I think my general intuition about the Earthly Paradise scheme is more or less right (i.e., the tellers are the tales); but it’s extraordinary how clear Morris is on what I call counter-absurdity: telling stories as fighting against death (see the Epilogue, second last stanza).

[3] Morris is also very clear, or makes very clear, one important point: that belief is utterly expendable in story-telling. The Man Born to be King is about the romance archetype of the inevitability of a “base-born” hero succeeding a king, though the king goes through all the Herod antics to
prevent it. It’s been foretold from the stars by a sage, and a lot is said about both fate and the will of God. Students always want to know: did Morris “believe” in (a) God (b) fate (c) astrology? The biographical answer is “probably not,” but the answer is illegitimate: the story simply presents the archetype, and you can adopt what factors of belief you like. There’s also a (d), the inevitability of revolutionary change, which Morris may have “believed” in. Now if Morris can tell a story without necessarily “believing” in any of the agencies he postulates for his denouement, why not Shakespeare or Chaucer?¹

[4] Still, it’s curious that the irresistible oracle or whatever should be such a powerful archetypal stimulus: Morris gives us [this] theme time and again, in the Acrisius story and elsewhere. It’s the birth of the eiron-hero, I suppose: the king makes frantic efforts to avert the oracle, but the audience knows it’s no dice: the absence of any kind of suspense is notable: the inevitability of the growth is what’s important. Naturally we’re forever getting the existential projection of “you can’t fight fate,” but it’s not fate, it’s a story element that’s inevitable. In recovery I suppose it goes through identification with the reader, but its ultimate form is simply the inevitability of the growth of whatever’s started to grow.
Notes 54-12 comprises notes towards Frye’s article “The Meeting of Past and Future in William Morris.” Thus, it dates from some time between the Norton Lectures of 1975, spoken of in paragraph 9 as being in the past, and 1982, when the article was published. The location of Notes 54-12 is in the NFF, 1991, box 28, file 4.

[1] If I’m to write off this promised Festschrift for David Erdman,¹ I think I’ll go back to William Morris, because, while I’ve always been interested in him, I’ve never written at full length about him, and yet he’s an obvious choice for an essay that’s supposed to say something about the political dimension of literature, unless I go back to Blake, which for Erdman I shouldn’t care to do.

[2] First of all, I notice that in science fiction there’s a frequently repeated form of a trilogy (usually) in which a new world is created: Frank Herbert’s Dune books, [Isaac] Asimov’s Foundation, Ursula LeGuin’s Earthsea or something, [Roger] Zelazny’s Amber books, and a set by Philip Jose Farmer called “Riverrun,” hardly up to the others.² These trilogies owe a great deal to the prestige of Tolkien, and are rather routinely and drearily compared to Tolkien in the blurbs. But the Eddison Memison books³ were in the field earlier, and Morris, though he wrote no trilogy as such, certainly wrote a lot of damn long books about some world at the end of ours.

[3] What strikes me about these books is that they are romances that deliberately revert from science fiction hardware to a lot of hand-to-
hand duelling with swords or their equivalents. What science there is is largely conceived as a kind of magic. The political situations are regularly drawn on the models of the past: corrupt empires holding on to power but being threatened by revolts and the like. They’re historical romances in which the history (and geography) is invented. A lot of this is just the return of the myth-romance cycle I predicted in the Anatomy [AC, 42], and in fact a lot of these so-called science fiction fantasies are simply re-tellings of myths, like the Mabinogion stories in Evangeline Walton. But they raise the question that Morris raises: what’s the link between Morris’ medieval near-obsessions and his socialist interests that presumably are future-related?

[4] Morris is the right person to ask this question about, because he’s not just nostalgic or reactionary. Catholic thinkers like Chesterton pretend that medieval life was an ideal along with medieval art, and was so because everybody was agreed on a central myth of concern. That’s shit. Ruskin was very close to Morris, but, especially in things like the Fors Clavigera papers, he went reactionary too, and of course Carlyle always was. Ezra Pound was clearer in some ways, or at least less reactionary, but fuzzed in others.

[5] My main thesis is this: when we look at political and economic developments in space, we see that they tend to grow and build up bigger units, centralize into empires or aggregations of countries like the Common Market in Europe. Culture, on the other hand, tends to decentralize and articulate smaller and smaller units. Two diseases, separatism and imperialism, result from confusing these two processes: separatism hitches a political fascism or what not to a genuine cultural development; imperialism develops a pompous and anonymous art when it tries to hitch culture. I’ve said this ad nauseam.

[6] The point is that the same thing is true of time. Every country in the world is heading for, or has recently had, a technological revolution. The United States is the world’s oldest country on that score; Europe followed in the nineteenth century, the Communist countries, Russia and China anyway, along with Japan, in the twentieth. The “third world,” including South America, has yet to do it. In my student days we all believed that socialism was the fulfilment of capitalism; now we know it’s only the antithesis of capitalism. Anyway, there’s no doubt about the
omnipresent technological revolutions, or that they invariably cause a
great deal of restriction on freedom of movement, of thought, and of
creativity, whether they mean to or not. Here again genuine culture goes
in the opposite direction, towards the pre-revolutionary, which is not
towards reaction.

[7] My example has always been Plato, whose creative work centres on
Socrates, but who was a revolutionary thinker and buggered around
with the Laws, an ideal state where teachers are rigidly controlled and
where Socrates couldn’t exist. Pre-revolutionary culture is a culture
where Jesus and Socrates are still alive, where all ideas are still unpre-
dictable and dangerous. In the arts Morris was more particularly con-
cerned with, surviving culture is always, as I’ve said, in some kind of
state of innocence, whatever the social conditions surrounding its pro-
duction were like.

[8] They live out their passionate lives not far off, as I think, and we shall
be among them when we die if we but keep our natures simple and
passionate. May it not even be that death shall unite us to all romance,
and that some day we shall fight dragons among blue hills, or come to
that where of [whereof] all romance is but

Foreshadowings mingled with the images
Of man’s misdeeds in greater days than these,

as the old men thought in The Earthly Paradise when they were in good
spirits?
(Yeats: “Enchanted Woods,” from The Celtic Twilight).6

[9] One shouldn’t take the speaker of the Prologue to The Earthly Para-
dise as simply Morris talking about himself. He’s “the idle singer of an
empty day,”7 but he’s idle because the day is empty. As I tried to say in
the Norton lectures [SeS, 125-6], something in Morris realized that the
world’s great stories were powers: they’re lying idle now because no-
body knows what the hell to do with them, including Morris; but mean-
while he’s collecting them and retelling them.

[10] The affinities of News from Nowhere are with Anarchism and not
Communism: the extreme Jeffersonian local-rights view connected with
Shelley's suggestion that decentralizing England would put its culture on a level of Medicean Italy. W.H. Hudson has I think a similar Arcadian vision. I don't know how much of it is in Kropotkin, and must look at George Woodcock's book.\textsuperscript{8}

[11] It isn't fair to say that Carlyle talked about work but cared nothing about workers and thought any kind of work, however exploited, was good. He did distinguish Dandies from Drudges,\textsuperscript{9} made it clear that he thought neither was genuine work, and so left open the inference that genuine work is creative act and in between the two perversions of it. He had too much hysteria in him to follow up the idea, and so got derailed on his great-man crap, but the intuition was there, and of course Ruskin, as Morris says so often, widened the breach in Stones of Venice.

[12] There are some parenthetical comments in the Communist Manifesto about handcraft and the personal relation of employer and employee, and some notions taken over from Hegel, that Morris found obviously very appealing, in fact the essence of Marxism for him. Morris' statement that a major function of the arts is to prevent restlessness could be said verbally by the blindest reactionary, but he wouldn't mean the same things by it. Restlessness is the result of a passivity of mind: in a passive state of mind work is just as much of a distraction as idleness is, especially if it's penal work, and most social work is. Art begins in leisure, Morris says, but leisure doesn't mean a leisure class.

[13] Carlyle and Ruskin were moralists who were hardly capable of making an aesthetic judgment about anything: in all those volumes of Ruskin I see almost no aesthetic judgments that aren't instantly buttressed by some moral anxiety. With Morris the aesthetic judgment becomes a moral, or at least a social, one.

[14] Evidently it's factually wrong to call Morris an Anarchist: he was a Marxist, or tried to be one, and apparently he was in closer touch with Engels than is generally realized. I suppose what attracted him in Marx were the remarks about pre-capitalist direct contacts between worker and consumer. They're mainly in the Manifesto. But he certainly was what we should call an Anarchist now: that is, his Jeffersonian local-option England in News from Nowhere is certainly like nothing that ever developed from Marxism.
[15] One obvious criticism of News from Nowhere is that Morris is recreating the world in his own image: a man of overwhelmingly [overwhelming] energy and versatility himself, without a lazy bone in his body, he assumed a society in which everyone would be so crazy to work that a shortage of labor was the one genuine social problem left. His view was clearly that only slaves are lazy, and that’s because the work they do is alienated from them. Once you abolish alienation you set free the real energies of man. It’s easy to dismiss this as fantasy, yet look at the Inuit people.

[16] Morris produced a tremendous amount of poetry and fiction and was obviously one of the greatest men of his time, yet no one would call him a really major poet or story-teller. It’s partly the Parnassian element I mentioned above, but it’s also of course an assimilation of poetry to the minor arts: he wanted the whole hierarchical metaphor of major and minor arts overthrown with the society it reflected.

[17] Almost the only comment about the late romances I can find is his [Morris’s] statement that The Wood Beyond the World is not an allegory of Capital and Labour. Well, I suppose it isn’t; but allegory in such genres is a matter of definition: surely the war between the free state and the slave state in The Roots of the Mountains, or the final conflict in The Sundering Flood, where the guilds of the minor arts play a decisive role, are not entirely free of social allegory, nor should they be.

[18] I think I could start with, and base the entire essay on, a study of News from Nowhere, because the more I think about that book the more I feel it’s the real dope on Morris. I’ve said that he never attained the intensity again of the earliest poems and romances, but seems to have made a deliberate choice for Parnassian. That’s mainly because he wanted, as I’ve said, to overthrow the false hierarchies of major and minor arts and make both a common possession of everybody [par. 16]. So News from Nowhere, which shows a society in the first, or unconscious intelligence stage, of education, exemplifies what he himself represented as a literary figure. He tried to write a novel with a contemporary setting once, but gave it up because he said, in a letter recorded by Mackail, he couldn’t write such work until society had turned over. That’s a curious statement because realism is only first-rate art when it’s satire: I’ve said all this in connection with the Stalinist “social realism” crap.
[19] So we’re thrown back on romance again as the genre of perpetual revolution, looking beyond all the human cycles of power, which invariably exploit nature more even when they exploit man less, to a final Arcadia where man is at peace with Nature. One unanswered question in News from Nowhere is, how do you prevent over-population? I suppose Morris would say that with the end of alienation people stop rutting out of panic and boredom.

[20] Fraternity is the most neglected revolutionary ideal, of course: it also, as I’ve said, has a lot to do with children, who are the real aristocracy. But one feels even in News from Nowhere the danger in fraternity: the sense of the pressure of a social code that doesn’t encourage anything like genuine contemplation.

[21] Note how the themes of the late romances are anticipated in the early ones: Svend and his Brethren has a good society leaving a corrupt one that wants war, and Svend’s brothers represent mainly the “lesser arts.” Gertha’s Lovers has again the beleaguered free society fighting off slave states that are imperial and encroach: here the Biblical parallel with Israel is explicit.

[22] When Morris stopped reading the Bible he became a second-rate writer. But there are other things in the early romances: reincarnation themes, acceptance of occult marvels and magic, and similar signs of fewer blinkers on the imagination. The Hollow Land is very close to an actual paradise entered at death: a lot of Morris’s romantic settings are in a womb-shaped enclosed world.

[23] Morris thought of his lesser arts as all aspects of architecture: he never became an architect himself, but kept that ideal firmly in mind. This is one of the things that distinguishes him from the arty-crafty movements of the ashtray syndrome, the things that, in Mackail’s phrase, simply multiply the amount of amateurism. His great conversion came, I suppose, when he realized that architecture also had a context in city, and eventually country, planning. This realization in turn gave a political significance to what he was doing professionally.

[24] Yeats, with his usual readiness to climb into helicopters that Morris didn’t believe had been invented yet, speaks of death as the entering into the world of romance (“Enchanted Woods,” in The Celtic Twi-
light). Morris’ Hollow Land story is pretty close to that, and a lot of his other romances start with an elaborate natural setting, out of which the characters seem to grow. The setting is often a womb-shaped enclosed land. But there does seem to be in Morris something of Madame Blavatsky’s dumb-bell shaped cosmos, before birth and after death meeting somewhere around the universe, east of the sun and west of the moon, where the archetypes of the psyche fight their Valhallas, and where the revolutionary drive in all romance isn’t perverted or kidnapped by some social institution.

[25] This may sound crazy, but it fits with what I’ve always thought of The Earthly Paradise, that the “Wanderers” who tell the great stories are actually the stories they tell, and that such stories are powers, now banished to the ends of the earth, but still waiting their chance to re-enter the world. The idle singer of an empty day is idle only because the day is empty.

[26] One very significant remark in Mackail about the bourgeois as setting the human standard. That’s as clear a statement of the backward movement culturally in time of the writer as one could get. Hopkins, in an essay on poetry, has a brilliant paragraph on two levels of the mind, the upper or conscious level that takes in the succession of events as they occur, and a lower contemplative level. The metaphors upper and lower are expendable: usually they’re reversed anyway. I think this relates closely to his distinction of over thought and under thought; also in metre to his distinction of running and sprung rhythm; also to his distinction between Parnassian and what he calls genuine inspiration. If Hopkins could only have got rid of his silly moral anxieties, his perpetually calling Goethe a rascal and Whitman a scoundrel and the like, he’d have been the greatest critic of his time. He very nearly is anyway. Anyway, Morris wrote a few genuinely inspired poems, mainly on medieval subjects, which grapple with the reality of that period. He also wrote a hell of a lot of running-rhythm Parnassian, in Jason and The Earthly Paradise and the like, and seems deliberately to have cultivated that idiom. It seems to have something to do with wall-to-wall carpeting, with some of his wallpaper and tapestry designs. To decorate is not to disturb.

[27] News from Nowhere isn’t really anti-intellectual: it just understands that compulsory education is intended to produce a docile and obedient
society. Also it comes to understand its own deficiencies. That’s perhaps less important, though it has to be in: the kernel of truth in what Dewey said about the manipulative and anti-contemplative aspect of primary education (it doesn’t work with older students) is present in Morris’ Utopia.\[25\]

\[28\] So hence, naturally, his sense of the “minor” or decorative arts as agents of revolution. What they did was, as above, to move backwards in time, from the brain to the hand. He got something Marshall McLuhan I think missed:\[26\] he was preoccupied with the change from the linear to the simultaneous; but that’s still essentially passive in its orientation: there’s nothing to guarantee the activity of the learner.

\[29\] And, of course, his theory of work as creative act is pretty central, because it bridges the gap between Carlyle, who talked about work but never about workers, and Marxism, which never tried to define what genuine work was.

\[30\] The paradox of producing what he hoped was democratic art and wanting everybody to participate in it, while being himself a well-off rentier living on the patronage of the even better-off, isn’t so desperately paradoxical. Blake fell into the same dilemma. Both were striving for the idea of fraternity as a revolutionary idea parallel with liberty and equality, and fraternity is an idea that no society attempts except an aristocracy. He knew that man couldn’t and shouldn’t exploit nature: we’ve been doing so with great enthusiasm for a century after his death, but he was still right. He wanted decentralizing and moving into a pre-revolutionary culture while we’ve gone ahead with centralizing and revolutionizing, but he was right all the same. It’s a matter of waiting. Even I’ve waited: I got interested in Morris almost as early as I did Blake, and I don’t think even now I can do much on a heroic scale as I did with Blake—it’s a different sort of problem. But maybe I can pin him up on a notice board.

\[31\] His “medievalism,” I think[,] was a matter of searching for the spontaneous source of creativity. We admire Shaker furniture, but if the Shaker artisans had had anything of the sophisticated aesthetic judgment we bring to their work they could never have begun to produce it. That’s what News from Nowhere is getting at, I think. It’s a vision of the first
stage of education, what he calls in the first essay in that book of his I have the education of the unconscious intelligence. If the reader’s reaction to News from Nowhere is “but this kind of society would never work,” he’s using a metaphor from the machine age, with all its attendant panics. Morris isn’t asking the reader if he thinks the society would work: he’s asking him: here’s a picture of human life. Do you like the picture? If not, what’s wrong with it, as a picture?

[32] Well, of course, one of the things that’s wrong is the sense of a constant community going on picnics and working bees and other forms of extroverted cheer. One literally has no time to think. That’s why the recantation, or what really amounts to that, at the end of the book by the heroine is so close to being the key to it.
Frye had an interest in the subject of fairies and elementals as far back as the early romance notebooks (see, for example, NB 33.51), but he says in paragraph 4 of Notes 55-3 that the desire to write an article on the subject arose in the course of writing “Natural and Revealed Communities,” his 1987 essay on More’s Utopia (see also LN, 189–90). Consequently, the present set of notes must come from around 1987, although Frye never did write the article. A passage in Notebook 44 (LN, 189–90) reveals that, during this same period, Frye was also making sets of typed notes towards his essays on Samuel Butler and Henry James; the three projects thus have hidden links to one another. For the typed notes to the Butler and James essays, see Notes 58-3 and Notes 58-4, below. Notes 55-3 is located in the NFF, 1992, box 28, file 3.

[1] I had a strong impulse the other day to write an article called “Fairies and Elementals.” It branches out in so many directions that it becomes bewildering, and worse, it takes me back to the days when I wanted to read every kooky book in the world as a background for Blake. However.

[2] I’ve been fascinated by the role of elementals in early Milton, especially Comus, where every character except the Lady and her brothers is an elemental spirit. Also speculation on the point, the only permitted speculation, just about, except the question of spirits neither heavenly nor hellish (closely related), comes into II Penseroso. Milton was heavily indebted to Puck and Ariel, especially Ariel, in Shakespeare, and Shakespeare to Lyly’s Endymion and Peele’s Old Wives’ Tale.

[3] I’ve just finished a long bad book by Maureen Duffy on the erotic
nature of faery,\(^2\) which besides taking an unimaginative historical line from Arthur to the present, applies a pedantic Freudian reductionism to everything. If that’s all there is to the subject, the hell with it, but I of course don’t believe it.

[4] I was writing an article on More’s Utopia,\(^3\) which, picking up a remark of Erasmus, could be seen as England reflected in a moral mirror, a mirror that would bring out the moral reality in its life. Then it occurred to me that that was precisely what Spenser meant by “Faerie,” England seen in a moral mirror. And to give us this Faerie he hitched on to Elizabethan England the whole apparatus of romantic knight-errantry and such. That’s one possible lead.

[5] Lewis Carroll’s Sylvie and Bruno (which the Duffy woman doesn’t mention) is probably the most off-putting book in the language. And yet I may have to go through it, seeing at what points the fairy world of the two children affects the stupid behavior of the adult characters. I suppose the nauseating cuteness of Bruno is his way of coming to terms with little boys. Alice is never cute: that’s one of the things that’s so wonderful about her, and in fact neither is Sylvie. But while the book is a trifle sick-making the actual idea, set out in the preface, has a good deal of interest, as I suspect a fairy world closely related to dreams and children, closely beside us and occasionally breaking into our actions and influencing our behavior, is one of the things I’m looking for.

[6] Then there’s George MacDonald, another old favorite of mine, and I suppose Morris again, early as well as late. Tolkien’s essay I might look at,\(^4\) but he doesn’t interest me so much as the others, though there is great power in the Lord of the Rings (incidentally there was a goof group in California that regarded the book as a secret history, which would link it with Spenser).

[7] I also thought, much further back, of writing an article on the occult in Henry James. The thing most people seem to miss about him is the Cassandra figure (see my notes).\(^5\) But I don’t know that that really should be included in the article I’m thinking about now. Science fiction is something else again.

[8] Fairies are the detritus of the oldest mythology in the world, the
beings in nature that are close at hand, form the earliest stratum of the "supernatural," are present in rivers and trees and stones (they later become nymphs and satyrs and the like), and are closely related to the dream world. They belong to what the theosophists call the astral world, the closest to this one, where auras and similar phenomena that can be allegedly seen by certain people belong.

[9] They do seem to have predominantly Celtic affinities, and they do seem to have some connection with Arthur, as this woman says [see par. 3]. The demonizing of the fairies was tried by the godly but didn't really take. They're linked to mirrors and mirror-worlds, but I don't want to get into doppelganger stuff: that's another bag of worms.

[10] John Crowley's Little, Big, a book the author handed to me when I was lecturing at Smith College, seems to move in and out of this world with considerable expertise. I notice one of his sections is headed: "Sylvie and Bruno Concluded." Bruno gets linked with Giordano and memory theatres.6

[11] There's also an Auberon, whose girl friend is once called Titania—he doesn't rub in his parallels, especially: he just lets one know that they're sufficiently in his mind to establish the genre for the reader.

[12] The theosophists say that elemental spirits are coming the other way in evolution, descending instead of ascending. How they emerge out of the elements they don't say. Ariel, of course, is working solely to achieve his freedom: he takes on the role of the freed slave in New Comedy (e.g. Plautus' Captivi). But the three elementals in Comus, the Attendant Spirit, Sabrina and Comus himself with his band, show the moral ambiguity of this world. The A.S. is definitely providential; Sabrina is an essential redeemer; Comus and his rout are, or claim to be, fallen angels. The one reference to earth spirits seems to make them sinister too.

[13] The Lady's chastity, like invisibility in Tolkien, attracts elementals, both good and bad. So they seem to belong to a kind of cosmic symphony.
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[1] Samuel Butler has fascinated me ever since he was introduced to me by Bernard Shaw in my teens. When I later came to teach him in university, he had the reputation of being a minor Victorian satirist who waded into the evolution controversy without knowing what he was talking about and aligned himself obstinately on the wrong side.

[2] I was never satisfied with this: as a critic I know that no really brilliant writer can ever be wholly wrong about anything he writes about—he may often be wrong-headed, as Butler himself was on many other subjects than biology. But there's always a core of something genuine, even if it's about something other than the alleged subject.

[3] Butler supported a Lamarckian position in biology, and Lamarck has
been thrown out of biology on the ground that his argument rests on the assumption of the inheritance of acquired characteristics, for which there's no evidence, or not enough solid evidence. Scientific dogmas are of course even more mortal than a young maid's wits.1 But I question whether what Butler says really does rest on this assumption, even when he makes it. I think there is still a question of the mechanism of mutation involved. Butler identifies heredity and memory, which is a damn good guess at something like a genetic code.2 Also his conception of the unconscious, which I suppose is straight Hartmann,3 seems to me much clearer of flapdoodle than either Freud or Jung. He quotes Spurgeon as praying to the Almighty to "change our rulers as soon as possible." It was no small feat to realize in 1878 that Spurgeon's unconscious was atheistic. (LH) [Life and Habit]4

[4] Also, I don't know myself what the Darwinians say about such evolutionary break-throughs as the change to a warm-blooded animal, where an immense number of things have to coincide. I don't see how that took place by gradual mutation. I don't know either whether laboratory evolution has ever appeared either: biologists can breed any variety of Drosophila they like, but so far as I know not a new species emerging from Drosophila.

[5] Also I'm not satisfied with the bromides even about creation and chance with which such people as de Nouy are refuted, not that I feel drawn to de Nouy.5 The answer is that evolution doesn't arise by "blind" chance, but by chance working within the laws of nature, which in practice are laws of probability. But a "law of nature" is simply a phenomenon that's observed to be recurring: it's not an ordinance that's obeyed or disobeyed. The whole argument reduces to "things arose as they did because they arose as they did."6

[6] Butler speaks of the argument about machines in Erewhon as "a specious misuse of analogy."7 But Butler's characteristic as a writer, the thing that makes him distinctive, is precisely this specious use/misuse. In LH [Life and Habit] he talks about superficial or conscious approaches to learning and unconscious learning, and throws in a tag at the end of a chapter about passing from law to grace.8 He starts the next chapter obviously aware that this isn't just a random analogy but a profound and little-noticed cultural parallel.
[7] I've often said, of course, that some of Butler's arguments were so plausible that they deceived his contemporaries, as in the Fair Haven, and that others were so plausible that they took in Butler himself, as I should think is true of his books on the Odyssey and Shakespeare's sonnets. Like Browning, he's astonishingly good at making out somebody else's case. But he often seems satisfied with plausibility. He doesn't prove that the Odyssey was written by a woman: he proves that it's not impossible that it was written by a woman, and that it's more likely to have been written by a man or a woman than by a blue-assed baboon. But to go directly from an analysis of the poem's narrative to conclusions about its authorship is a pretty elementary blunder for so experienced a writer. The crowning irony is his early pamphlet on the Resurrection, which is a beautiful parody of Victorian rationalism, something that only Samuel Butler could have written—except that he believed the damn crap.

[8] Also, his views of life after death belong to something that haunted him, obviously, and he often seems on the point of saying something quite fascinating when up turns his little squirrel cage about living on in the minds of others, and he jumps on that evidently with relief.

[9] The Life and Habit thesis that the only genuine knowledge is unconscious knowledge is something that's entered deeply into me, even apart from Butler. For one thing, I'm a student of English literature, and there's something profoundly eighteenth-century and Tom Jonesy about Butler's argument that the most honest man is not the man who has manfully fought down a temptation to steal, but the man to whom it has never occurred to steal. His law-grace analogy fits the same pattern: it's in Milton's ethics too. Incidentally I think the contest between Aristotle and St. Augustine in Lewis's Allegory of Love is crap: or if it isn't the implied contrast between pagan and Christian attitudes is.

[10] Similarly, people endow chairs in natural theology or lectureships to demonstrate the reason's ability to show the existence of God only when natural theology is on its way out. Only I distrust Butler when he goes on to urge that we close down speculation about our relation to other orders of existence—as we know nothing about that, it's still within the purview of the arguing consciousness.

[11] An essay on Butler could certainly fit a collection of essays that also
included one on Castiglione, because the "law and grace" analogy in LH [Life and Habit] includes the graceful courtier much more specifically than it includes the gracious God.¹³

[12] Curious how the anti-intellectual will fasten on tags that in their context are the opposite. When Samuel Butler I said:

He knew what's what, and that's as high
As metaphysic wit can fly.¹⁴

he was not saying that the man who knows bugger-all about anything is wiser than the philosopher. Hudibras was not a common-sense plain man but a ludicrous pedant, and he'd reached the knowledge of the whatness of whatness, a mental ionosphere where nobody can breathe. There may be a slight double meaning in the couplet, but not much of one, and Samuel Butler II certainly did have anti-intellectual streaks in him. His criticism, whether of literature or of music, is nearly all negative and nearly all wrong.

[13] Samuel Butler is a man who, like William Morris, has gone out of fashion, and the popular impressions of him are all wrong. He's generally thought of as an amateur who blundered into the Darwin-Lamarck controversy on the Lamarck side without knowing what he was talking about.

[14] But in this era of DNA molecules and genetic codes Butler's identification of heredity and memory is in so different a context from the old inheritance-of-acquired-characteristics dispute that the latter is hardly worth considering anymore.¹⁵ Besides, at the very beginning of the best of his biological books, Life and Habit, he says he's not trying to write as a scientist, however untrained a one: in Arnold's phrase, he just wants to let the mind play freely and speculatively around certain subject[s] connected with habit, unconscious memory, and the like. Civilization owes an immense amount to these play-thinkers, even when they lost their vogue and are "forgotten." Bernard Shaw did what he could to keep Butler in fashion, but Shaw's out of fashion too, and, of course, there's a lot less to be said for his "creative evolution" notions than for Butler's views of unconscious memory.
[15] At any rate, if this essay ever gets into a Festschrift for Jerry [Jerome Buckley]¹⁶ a central point would be that, while the Bildungsroman was certainly popular enough in the later 19th century, not many such books had a whole theory of social and biological evolution behind them.


“The trouble is that in the end we shall be driven to admit the unity of the universe so completely as to be compelled to deny that there is either an external or an internal, but must see everything both as external and internal at one and the same time, subject and object—external and internal—being unified as much as everything else. This will knock our whole system over, but then every system has got to be knocked over by something.”

And the reference, p. 410: “to my relief he told me that he had concluded that no system which should go perfectly upon all fours was possible, inasmuch as no one could get behind Bishop Berkeley, and therefore no absolutely incontrovertible first premise could ever be laid.”¹⁸

[17] The narrator goes on to say “I had only a very vague idea who Bishop Berkeley was, but was thankful to him for having defended us from an incontrovertible first premise.”¹⁹ He goes on to tell Ernest that most sensible people get to that point without bothering their brains about it, and Ernest says “Yes, but I was not born sensible.”

[18] The implication may be that the reference to Berkeley need not to be taken too seriously, and that only rejection of totalitarian deduction should be. But I don’t know: anything Lenin hates as much as he does Berkeley must have a great deal of truth in it.

[19] I have always been very conscious of the arse-biting quality of Butler’s satire: he’s so aware of the double-faced nature of every proposition that the distinction between the parody and the “serious” aspects sometimes disappears. Some of his satire takes in most of his readers—The Fair Haven was taken “seriously” by many readers, and I remember when teaching Erewhon how my students simply refused to try to under-
stand Butler’s own phrase about the machines argument, “the specious misuse of analogy,” and took it as an attack on the machine age. But some of his ironies seem to have taken in Butler himself. His arguments about Shakespeare’s sonnets and about the authorship of the Odyssey seem to me to belong in this category, and his pamphlet on the Resurrection is as much a parody of Victorian rationalism as The Fair Haven is of Victorian evangelicalism.

Butler had tremendous powers as a novelist he doesn’t bother to use much in WF [The Way of All Flesh]: he anticipates so much of Freud in his understanding of unconscious slips. Spurgeon the evangelical preacher prays God to change our rulers “as soon as possible,” and Butler points out that Spurgeon is clearly an unconscious atheist.

The central position of Butler’s “Laodiceanism” is simple enough: every ideology is a half-truth; the harmless ideologies are those most aware of the other half; the really dangerous and brutal ones are those who try to suppress the cogency or even the consciousness of the other half. This runs in direct opposition to the revolutionary polarizing of Christianity, but not, I think, of the Bible itself, because what the Bible polarizes is the mythology of life and the mythology of death. The former would be the total metaphor described in the WF [The Way of All Flesh] passage above. Ideologies are arguments, and it’s only the “well, there’s a lot to be said on both sides” attitude that makes life tolerable.

The high Ydgrunites, Butler’s social ideals, are people like Montaigne; they dislike the hypocrisies and brutalities they find in society, but realize there’s no future in trying to attack them with a counter-ideology. They represent the total biological balance that is “Nature” at her healthiest—people like Towneley—the Sattva Guna of the Bhagavadgita.

It would be interesting, if one had the time, to compare WF [The Way of All Flesh] with Gosse’s Father and Son. I’ve always “wished” (quotes because I’m talking about fiction, not biography) that Gosse had been implicated in the Wise forgeries: it would be such a perfect coda to that book, the sly, secretive little boy forced into actions that had no point except that only he knew about them.
[24] Notebooks: "There is not a village of 500 inhabitants in England but has its Mrs. Quickly and its Tom Jones. These good people never understand themselves, they go over their own heads, they speak in unknown tongues to those around them, and the interpreter is the rarer and more important person. The *vates sacer* is the middleman of mind." One could hardly ask for a better or more concise theory of fiction and of criticism, especially the phrase "they go over their own heads."

[25] The Notebooks are very uneven, and there’s a lot of tripe in them, especially when he gets on his hobby-horse of future fame being the genuine form of immortality—God, what shit that is!—but sometimes he speaks with the most paralyzing common sense. "The principal varieties and sub-varieties of the human race are not now to be looked for among the negroes, the Circassians, the Malays, or the American aborigines, but among the rich and the poor."  

[26] And this, where he says that after the gaseous and inorganic regimes there was the organic, and "a third kingdom is now in process of development, the super-organic, of which we see the germs in the less practical and more emotional side of our nature. Man, for example, is the only creature that interests himself in his own past, or forecasts his future to any considerable extent. This tendency I would see as the monad of a new regime . . ." The dots represent the fact that the entry tails off—he so often fails to carry through.  

[27] Also: "Genius points to change, and change is a hankering after another world, so the old world suspects it." He’s an inverted evangelical: writes publicly in paradoxes and preaches to himself.  

[28] He also has a fine passage on Sisyphus as a happy man, and says the phrase "unconscious humor" is his one contribution to current literature, as it appeared first "as a synonym for dullness" in *Life and Habit*.  

[29] As for Butler’s other claim to have re-introduced teleology into biology, there would be a lot of people ready to say more for that now than a few years ago. My point about it is partly that the old bromide about evolution within a framework of natural law means nothing, and partly that it seems impossible to describe the evolution-
ary process without getting a suggestion of teleology into the syntactical structure.

[30] Butler uses a lot of theological terms in a secular sense, for which, of course, there is ample precedent back to medieval times. In *Life and Habit* he speaks a good deal about being under the law and under grace.\(^3^2\) The former means doing things consciously and therefore awkwardly; the latter means doing them skilfully and unconsciously. That's precisely the meaning of "grace" in Castiglione and elsewhere [see par. 11].

[31] In *The Way of All Flesh* he deliberately uses a conscious type, not born "sensible" like Towneley, in order to show his central Lamarckian process in full extension.

[32] Also, the fact that everything is thrown forward in "habit" from conscious and unconscious skill is connected with the fact that he can only futurize immortality—living on in the minds of others and similar crap. After all, we carry the ghosts of our own ancestors within us; and our lives are partly a deliverance of them—that's a rare idea, but it turns up in Jung's one really good book, the dictated autobiography that has the seven sermons addressed to the dead at the end.\(^3^3\)

[33] It's doubtless a half-assed Butlerian notion that produces the "great tradition" and such in people like Leavis.\(^3^4\) (Incidentally, I've just read *Memoirs of a Midget*,\(^3^5\) for the first time in nearly fifty years. It's a wonderful technical tour de force, starting very quietly and deliberately, and gradually picking up speed until it explodes in a bizarre tragicomic catastrophe. Walter de la Mare wrote only three novels, I think, and couldn't have given a damn whether he belonged in the "great tradition" or not, but there's that book. *The Way of All Flesh* itself is not greatly dissimilar, though it's not technically in the same class.)

[34] The *Bildungsroman* has a built-in technical problem.\(^3^6\) A serious novelist doesn't make up stories about the people he meets in real life: he exposes himself to experience, and ideas and suggestions about events and characters in novels filter in, get transmuted into something else, and appear in a book in a relation to what in real life suggested them much like the relation of one's body to the food one eats. That's why so many people go wrong about, e.g. such a novel as Henry James's *Sacred
Fount: the characters the narrator meets in that book are, by convention, "real-life" people, and what he does with them is not an allegory but a parody of creative imagination.

[35] Butler is a creep, of course, like so many interesting writers: suppressed homosexuality may have been the root of his trouble. His sonnets on Miss [E.M.A.] Savage, who knocked herself out to fall in with his cranky notions, are beneath contempt, and his monotonous and unvarying Philistinism about everything in literature is depressing even for a satirist, because at least a satirist says something pointed about what he depreciates. Similarly he cares really nothing for any music apart from his cult of Handel (who I suppose fitted his life and habit theories because he's a less self-conscious technician than the composer of The Art of Fugue and The Musical Offering). He says to Miss Savage that he might write a novel (the theme he proposes is more interesting than the theme of the one he wrote), but it wouldn't make any difference because anything he wrote would be just a peg to hang ideas on.37 Not that I disagree with that attitude: it's only as part of his Pococurante38 pose that I find it boring.

[36] Butler again: one of the things that make him in Life and Habit so witty and ironic a writer is what one would think would work against him: the utter inadequacy of vocabulary (i.e., the English language) in dealing with the question of unconscious skills, heredity, continuity of identity from one generation to another, and so on. Our language is Cartesian, the product of the revolution of conscious thought, and hence Butler is forced to pile up the most illegitimate puns around the word "know." But being forced to it is what makes him so brilliantly readable.

[37] He speaks of birth as a form of death, a brutal (his word) separation of an ego from the continuity of its ancestry, a separation which necessarily involves a loss of memory-currents too. (His sense of verbal paradox may be a Victorian writer's substitute for the obscenity that is normal for a satirist.)

[38] His sense of the unconscious is an adumbration of a lot of things, notably, of course, Freud. Jung's autobiography speaks of a conversation with Freud where Freud spoke of making a dogma out of the sexual repression as a barrier. When Jung asked barrier against what, Freud
said "the occult." Freud, assuming he said this, may have been thinking of the murky pool of slime out of which Volkisch and similar vermin crawled, the precursors of Nazism, which was all around Freud’s continental setting at the time. Butler says (LH [Life and Habit], 81): “The only solid foundation is, as in the case of the earth’s crust, pretty near the surface of things; the deeper we try to go, the damper and darker and altogether more uncongenial we find it. There is no knowing into what quagmire of superstition we may not find ourselves drawn, if we once cut ourselves adrift from those superficial aspects of things, in which alone our nature permits us to be comforted.” Incidentally, my sympathy with this passage reflects a corresponding sympathy with Herod in Auden’s For the Time Being, who still seems to me more right than wrong.

The basis for satire in LH [Life and Habit] is the grotesque inappropriateness of using words, which are instruments of consciousness, to describe unconscious processes. He says lichen grows on a rock because it knows how to, and knows how to because it does, and so spends its life in a vicious circle of fallacy. All this is inappropriate language, but what language wouldn’t be equally so, when closely enough examined? Huxley says that the phenomena of consciousness are outside the range of physical science, but words are a central phenomenon of consciousness, so physical science will have to confine itself rigidly to mathematical formulae or shut up.

So the paradoxes of LH [Life and Habit] are really koans, and to me much more genuine ones than the sound of one hand clapping and the like. Certainly what he says about personal identity, the absence of an ego-substance, the tendency to identity [identify?] as “myself” whatever mood has seized control of us for the moment, is very close to the kind of thing people are lapping up now from the Orient.

Now: what is the use of words in contexts to which they are obviously and grotesquely inapplicable except metaphor, or at any rate figured speech? It’s a use of logic (=the rhetorical imitation of logic) to indicate the impossibility of logic.

I get increasingly impressed by Butler as having an intuitive insight into many elements of twentieth-century culture that were later elabo-
rated by better known people. His heredity-memory observations in *Life and Habit* may have been wrong in the context in which he put them, Lamarck and the inheritance of acquired characteristics, but are brilliantly accurate in the context of later discoveries like the DNA molecule and the genetic code.\(^{43}\) Similarly, his comments on the unconscious, like Spurgeon's atheistic unconscious that prays to God to change our rulers “as soon as possible,” are extraordinary adumbrations of Freud.\(^{44}\)

\(^{43}\) Shaw was right about the prophetic power of Butler as a writer, though I think he vulgarized Butler's evolutionary views. If there's anything to be said for my distinction between irony and satire, Shaw was a satirist with too little sense of irony, and Butler an ironist with too little sense of satire. Irony is the consciousness of another aspect to what is said, including what one is saying oneself; satire is the consciousness of the monstrous or the grotesque, or, more simply, of the absurd.

\(^{44}\) I’ve spoken of Butler as also anticipating a great many of the “Oriental” doctrines flooding North America now: for instance, his conception of identity as an unbroken continuum, birth being a revolutionary break, links with the Buddhism doctrine that things are essentially unborn. In *Life and Habit* he takes for granted the revolutionary breaks that constitute identity in ordinary speech and stresses the temporal flow between them that we tend to ignore.

\(^{45}\) Of course Hartmann is the source for most Victorian writers on the unconscious; Butler was well aware of Hartmann and translated an essay of his.\(^{45}\) But, as always with Butler, his chief anxiety was to dissociate himself from anyone who sounded like him.

\(^{47}\) I suppose I feel a certain self-identification with Butler: it could so easily be said of him what a very astute reviewer once said of me, that I
was too clever for my own good. Except that Butler got stuck in a controversy in a field which was not his, and anyone who makes that mistake becomes a crank, even if he’s right. That’s why I’m staying out of any controversy with the semiotics people, even though I’ve said everything seminal that they have to say long ago.

[48] The passage on what a “literary” man is in the introduction to Luck or Cunning could be used as a motto somewhere.⁴⁶
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[1] There are two critical and literary essays I'd like still to do. One is an essay on Samuel Butler: that's primarily a mopping-up operation. He and Morris were two writers I got the firmest grip of in my 19th century thought course, and I've said what I have to say about Morris. The other is an essay on the later Henry James.

[2] Henry James was, of course, Pelham Edgar's subject:¹ he was also a central interest of Munro Beattie,² who in my undergraduate days looked as though he'd become a bigger name than I in literary criticism. I remember in those days feeling that HJ was impenetrable to me, and that I should leave him alone. The pansy mannerisms and distilled snobbery put me off, though I soon outgrew that. What remained was a feeling that something was continually eluding me, that the normally ironic endings pointed in the directions of implications I was intended to see
but couldn’t. So I’ve always had a vague feeling that there was a long shelf of books by HJ that I’d never looked into. And that, I discover, is simply not true. I looked over the list of his novels the other day and found that, while there were some I’d never finished, there was no novel except *The Tragic Muse* that I’d never cracked open. (Well, there was *Watch and Ward*, but surely that’s expendable.) Also, I’ve certainly read all the really important short stories and novellas, and all the occult stories twice.

[3] I’ve also assumed that his central theme was the *Portrait of a Lady* one: fresh innocent and wealthy American girl goes to Europe, marries some very dubious Count de Spoons character, buggers up her whole life, that’s all for now, kiddies. But while he certainly does tell this story pretty often, there is another theme that interests me a lot more. When I first went to England, in 1936–37, I picked up two beautiful little Collins volumes of *The Sense of the Past* and *The Ivory Tower* for a shilling apiece, the unfinished text followed by the notes for the remainder. I also remember reading that the outbreak of war in 1914 had caused him to lose interest in his writing. I could understand why he lost interest in *The Ivory Tower*, which shows every sign of being a less successful redoing of *The Golden Bowl*. But *The Sense of the Past* utterly fascinated me (around the same time I saw a vulgarization of it, a movie called *Berkeley Square*, with Leslie Howard). What I’d like to do is a study of HJ taking *The Sense of the Past* to be the book he was aiming at all the time. This would mean special emphasis on *The Turn of the Screw*, *The Sacred Fount*, *The Beast in the Jungle*, *The Jolly Corner* (that pioneering study of the science fiction theme of parallel worlds), along with, perhaps, *What Maisie Knew*, *In the Cage*, *The Awkward Age* and *The Other House*. If I could get a grip on what he was getting at with his dislocations of time and identity and his juxtaposing of manifest and occult worlds, I think I’d have discovered a secret passage, like the one in *The Phantom of the Opera*, into the lower bowels of fiction. I suspect his curiously possessive attitude to that awful lout H.G. Wells was connected with a feeling that someone who seemed to have mastered both realistic and fantasy idioms could carry on from him. Not that I can’t see what was bothering Wells.

[4] The fresh innocent etc. American girl has another side to her: she’s often a Courtly Love mistress who inspires or frustrates a quest. There’s a very strange treatment of this in a very early story, *Madame de Mauves,*
and even Aurora Coyne is doing something of the same thing, extracting vows and the like, in *The Sense of the Past*.³ Vows too in *The Other House*, where there's the straight Victorian convention of light and dark heroines. The light one often has something of the goddess descending into the lower world.

[5] *What Maisie Knew*, as its preface explains, is really "What Maisie knew but didn't know she knew."⁴ The story is told by an omniscient narrator who puts himself throughout in Maisie's orbit: incidentally that's surely the central technical justification for the omniscient narrator, to tell us what the characters know but don't know they know. In the first chapter HJ remarks: "it was to be the fate of this patient little girl to see much more than she at first understood, but also even at first to understand much more than any little girl, however patient, had perhaps ever understood before." That's an astounding remark when you look at it: he's saying she's one of the great archetypes in literature, on a level with, say, Alice in Wonderland, who's more obviously a preternatural child.

[6] The deliberate symmetry of the fictional scheme of this book, Maisie's hideous parents remarrying weak parasitic figures who then come together as her potential step-parents, is common in HJ (cf. *The Golden Bowl*), was perhaps introduced into continuous fiction by Goethe in *Elective Affinities*, and goes back to the doubling of senex and adulescens figures in New Comedy. The symmetry around a divorce plot is in the tradition of the amnesia-twins devices of romance. These are all examples of my dianoia theories, which are now taking the form of thinking that they're the écriture that deconstruction is really trying to find. I could explain this more convincingly if I had something concrete to work on like HJ and pretended I wasn't talking about Derrida & Yale, Inc.

[7] Suppose we applied the omniscient narrator theory above to *The Turn of the Screw*.⁵ In this story we have first of all the familiar convention of the story-telling group, with one member who has the crucial story to tell. It's he who tells the governess's story, and he begins by giving us practically a guarantee of her reliability and sanity. There are folktale features in the tale, such as her employer's total refusal to be involved in any way with whatever happens. There are other pointers. Miles was kicked out of his school, even if he doesn't know it himself. If that isn't a
genuine datum in the story I give it up completely. And while the governess is a maniacal theorizer and generally as batty as a Kentucky cave, she may be so because she really does see what she says she sees, and the vision has driven her batty. I don’t think the little girl sees anything or anybody: the governess may be right in seeing her unconscious awareness of Miss Jessel in her posture and attitude: again, Flora’s a child who doesn’t know what she knows. Nor does Miles: her mistake, her hybris perhaps, is to try to force out of the children the knowledge of their knowledge. She finally does force Miles into seeing Quint in the last paragraph, and the vision kills him, though the real “devil” who kills him is the governess.

[8] The story is very like Blake’s picture of good and evil angels: the evil one is blind—the blindness could be transferred to the child-victim—the good one is self-righteously snatching a child out of his reach. You have only to see the child as dead—it may be in Blake too. A good angel is just as bad as an evil angel, when it comes to affecting a child’s descent from innocence into experience. HJ himself spoke of bad and good heroines in connexion, I think, with The Other House, so the theme is fairly explicit in him.

[9] So we have a genuine omniscient narrator in What Maisie Knew, and, if I’m anywhere near right, a Cassandra type of seer who isn’t believed by the important people—the children—in The Turn of the Screw. Sooner or later HJ would have to write a story about an omniscient narrator who just thought he was omniscient, which I imagine he did in The Sacred Fount. Here the narrator projects a sort of vampire situation on some people he meets on a country house weekend. Nobody believes him either, so he’s either another Cassandra or just a snoopy nut, and somehow the impression is heavily in favor of the latter. A lot of things in this book elude me, naturally, as they seem to have eluded everybody: I’ll have to read Mrs. Blackall’s study of it. Two things seem relatively clear. First, no novelist works directly on the actual people he meets in this way, so what the narrator is doing is not an allegory but a parody of the imaginative process. Second, the book seems to be related to a more positive structure like What Maisie Knew much as The Beast in the Jungle is related to The Jolly Corner and The Sense of the Past. In the latter two the hero looks for and finds another identity of himself: in Marcher’s life there’s a haunting sense of another identity that turns out to be Nothing-
ness itself, the story of a lost soul. Too grim to be a parody of anything, but the structure is there. In this connexion I shouldn’t forget that terrible story *The Bench of Desolation*, which makes a similar point.

[10] Good old Pelham [Edgar]: he always had the right stuff. When he mentions *The Ivory Tower*, he quotes a letter where HJ says he smells gunpowder whenever he dips his pen in ink, also that “what we called reality has turned into this”—or words to that effect: I’ll get the exact words. How could a man of HJ’s insight not know that the 1914 murderous hysteria was exactly what “reality” had been aiming at ever since the Battle of Waterloo? Even his own stories show it. *The Ivory Tower* lasted for three books and a chapter of a fourth: how even HJ could have spun out the chronicle of that dismal wimp and nerd Graham Fielder into ten books I don’t see. The sheer vacuity of such a life, summed up by the niece of that old parasite in Dickens “He don’t do much of anything, but his deportment is beautiful,” seems to me unconscious parody, assuming that *The Sacred Fount* is deliberate parody.

[11] I think I’ll explore the idea of writing a paper on “Henry James and the Comedy of the Occult,” whether anything turns up or not. Again, the focus is on *The Sense of the Past*, but the occult as another manifestation of that world of motivations and rationalizings and subconscious meanderings that increasingly haunts the later novels will bear thinking about. Incidentally, I note that the two symbolic objects[,] the golden bowl and the ivory tower, are both gimcrack objects, and the latter seems to have its normal vulgar meaning. I still don’t see why Fanny Assingham smashes the golden bowl, but I do see that she and perhaps Davey Bradham in *IT* [*The Ivory Tower*] are vice figures, New Comedy types.

[12] The dead in the ghost stories become the unconscious deposits in the others: Adam Verver in *The Golden Bowl* is both a character and a ghost in Maggie’s infantile unconscious. Some of the ghosts, like the American counterpart of Whoozit in *The Jolly Corner*, are projections. And of course everywhere in HJ America and Europe are ghosts of each other.

[13] The grotesquerie and the lurking comparisons to animals seem to increase in the later books too. In *IT* [*The Ivory Tower*] the suggestion of an elephant keeps lurking around Rosanna, of a vulture or sharp-beaked bird around her father, of a gauzy-winged insect around Gussie Bradham.
[14] The doubling of senex and adulescens figures is another New Comedy convention, and HJ does a hell of a lot of it. Also the isolating of the odd man out figure at the end, like Mrs. Wix in *WMK* [*What Maisie Knew*]. Mrs. W. might be closer to a genuine mother than anyone the poor youngster’s had, but judging from what’s said about her educational requirements it doesn’t sound as though what Maisie knew was going to include much education.

[15] The object as symbol: the “old things” in *The Spoils of Poynton*, the g. b. [golden bowl] and the i. t. [ivory tower] and some little fetish Maisie has I don’t remember.

[16] T.S. Eliot, another Harvard type (James wasn’t there long, but he lived in Cambridge) with an obsession about writing plays, uses HJ a good deal for his specifically occult material. The phrase “jolly corner” turns up somewhere,† and I think his Furies in FR [*The Family Reunion*] and watching divinities in CP [*The Cocktail Party*] have Jamesian affinities, if not origins.

[17] James’ curious sense of propriety is in the so-called “great tradition”—most low mimetic novelists, and the first generation of ironic ones to which HJ belongs in English literature, are conventional to the verge of fussiness. But I still have to understand the rationale of his dialogue. What really is the effect when his grotesque creeps, like those vermin in *The Awkward Age*, or like Rose Armiger when she’s been caught out in a particularly callous child murder, still maintain such a command of syntax? Part of the effect is naturally that of a puppet show: one feels that the lines are really being spoken offstage by somebody else. Certainly the effect of being hampered in movement, attached to wires or something, is involved.

[18] Another thing I don’t understand is his paranoid (an overworked word, but I think it belongs here) anxiety to revise his earlier work, a revision that spoils more frequently than it improves. He seems to have been entirely unwilling to allow his earlier selves to live their own lives. That must have *something* to do with the stories where somebody looks for another identity of himself, but I don’t know what yet. But it seems such a crude form of vanity. I suppose too it goes with his intense holism, his feeling that everything has to fit.‡
[19] Thinking as I am about Henry James and Samuel Butler at the same time, I note that my formula “what Maisie knew that she didn’t know she knew” conforms exactly to Butler’s conception of genuine knowledge as unconscious knowledge. The two writers relate here like Machiavelli and the author of Henry IV. HJ, of course, has to explain to the reader what Maisie knew by not knowing it, but the innocence of the child whose wisdom is beyond knowledge is one of his main preoccupations, and extends beyond childhood to the Nanda of the Awkward Age, Daisy Miller, those perceptive spinsters of the occult stories, May Bartram and the woman in The Jolly Corner. I note that they’re nearly always women, or girls.

[20] In The Turn of the Screw it’s hard and perhaps not possible to say what the two children really knew. When the governess tries to force Flora to say that she’s seen Miss Jessel (because the governess has), Flora’s answer, ending as I remember with “I don’t like you,” strikes me as precisely what a normal child with no occult connections whatever would say. The governess throws herself on the ground and goes into hysterics. Perhaps the children “know” unconsciously that there are influences behind them, but they don’t see them as evil, except Miles on the last page. And yet Miles was kicked out of school.

[21] Anyway, the governess has the ungraciousness Samuel Butler speaks of as part of the curse of knowing that one knows, especially a curse when nobody else does. But it looks as though the exploring of unconscious knowledge had something to do with these occult stories, and also the question of different identities, rather than a continuous ego, being the real form of human existence.

[22] The formulas of New Comedy diverge into romance, and often seem in themselves to keep moving in and out of an objective quasi-“real” world and some kind of occult one. The Menander fragments often gave me that sense, what with exposed children picked up by shepherd foster-fathers and the like. In The Winter’s Tale and The Tempest the links are pretty specific. That’s one of the things I’m after in late Henry James, where the New Comedy plots also keep moving in and out of a hidden world. Nobody would deny that “The Jolly Corner” was a ghost story, but whether The Sacred Fount or “The Bench of Desolation” was or not would be more difficult to decide.
[23] But "The Bench of Desolation", which uses that phrase so incessantly, links it with the sea and the repeated phrase “land’s end,” and uses various other phrases I’ll quote later, seems rather like a Noh play. It seems to be in another world, a world of reconciliation, that the hero and heroine come together at the end.¹⁵

[24] The unreality of James’s settings isn’t the result of any "retreat from reality," but of his constant abstracting of his main characters from what he calls “affairs," and what Forster would call telegrams and anger. The Other House turns on a callous murder of a four-year-old child, yet no police are brought in, the doctor is apparently squared and got to write a certificate for accidental death, and of the murderess it’s said, in a phrase of numbing banality, “Her doom will be to live.” Glup.¹⁶

[25] Similarly with The Ivory Tower.¹⁷ That revolves around a man who’s been left money—he couldn’t have got it any other way—doesn’t know what the hell to do with it, gives it to a friend to look after, the friend gyps him of course, and rationalizes his inertia about not doing anything about it in some noble formula or other. How even HJ could have filled up ten books with a chronicle of someone who is, in post-Jamesian vocabulary, a wimp and a nerd, is something I can’t begin to guess, grateful as I am that all I have to read are three and a bit books, plus notes, which latter are at least clearer than the gumbo narrative.

[26] In the notes he seems aware he’s repeating, or will be accused of repeating, The Golden Bowl situation: he’s more interesting when he speaks of centering each book around one specific character, as in The Awkward Age. He calls this method dramatic, which it is in the sense that it gives dialogue and not much else, but really it’s drama turned inside out, like The Ring and the Book. In fact nearly everything later than the stage-play experiments seems to be closely linked with this interpenetrating-centre form.¹⁸

[27] Of course the real thing I’m fishing for is his obsession with “living” as fully as possible, so that some conquest of the world of death or non-being or the past becomes a triumph of living more intensely. That develops, of course, from his America-Europe split and all the early novels where various people attempt both worlds and get the splits.¹⁹
[28] Curious how often the scruffy European types who wreck the lives of Americans trying to find out about Europe are also Americans. Everybody’s American in Portrait of a Lady except Lord Whoozit [Warburton] who proposed to Isabel; even Madame Merle and the Count de Spoons are Americans. Similarly, an early story called “Four Meetings” is about an American woman longing to see Europe more than all three sisters together ever wanted to see Moscow; she goes there, a “cousin,” a bum pretending to be an artist, settles on her and takes all her money; then she goes back to the States and the bum’s whore, who calls herself a countess, settles in on her as a parasite. Actually the parody of the absurd pastoral myths of Americans that have made such a mess of the history of Ireland and Israel is an intensely real aspect of them.

[29] Another story, “The Madonna of the Future,” is a more conventional tale of an artist (American, of course) in Rome who keeps dreaming of a supreme masterpiece but never lifts a brush. The archetype for the story, referred to in the text, is Balzac’s Chef d’oeuvre inconnu, but the man in the story at least worked on his delusion. The theme means a lot to James because he too was no infant prodigy: he took a very long time to develop, and that terrible line of Richard II, “I wasted time, and time doth now waste me” [Richard II, 5.5.49], haunts a great many of his stories, such as “The Middle Years,” and, with a shift in perspective, the late “Bench of Desolation.” It’s at the opposite pole from intensity of experience, and links with The Beast in the Jungle.

[30] In the myths the romantic hero is created by a lower-world initiation. For James this takes me back to my Atlantis point at the beginning. Neither Europe nor America is below the other one, but initiations certainly take place. The upper and lower levels are the upper one where everything is anticlimax, disappointment, frustration and waste; the lower one is what’s communicated to the reader. In the ghost stories the reader has to do some real diving.

[31] It’s confusing working on HJ [Henry James] and SB [Samuel Butler] at the same time [cf. par. 19], because there are overlaps: The Fair Haven is in some respects a quite effective polemic in favor of the Resurrection, and the way the author persuades himself of its truth reminds me of The Birthplace.
[32] HJ's ballet-like plots and stuffed-doll characters nevertheless express in their movements something profoundly significant of something in human existence. Note the reference, really if not explicitly, to the commedia dell'arte in *The Wings of the Dove*,\(^{23}\) and the initiation rites in *WMK* [*What Maisie Knew*] and *The Awkward Age*.

[33] Pelham [Edgar] remarks that in the conventional Victorian ghost story the dead haunt the living (confrontation again), whereas in James it's more frequent for the living to haunt the dead, especially in *The Jolly Corner*.\(^{24}\)

[34] I don't want to go back to that old chestnut New Comedy. But New Comedy is a very pervasive thing in fiction, and there are all kinds of modulations and modifications of it. The New Comedy strictly speaking has a teleological plot, where "it turns out that," and James isn't very keen on that sort of plot. But from Goethe's *Elective Affinities* on, at least, there's been a ballet-like plot of interchanging movements, and *What Maisie Knew*, *The Golden Bowl*, and a lot of others are built on that principle.\(^{25}\)

[35] It's a plot type that could quite often suggest meeting yourself coming around the corner, as characters in such ballet situations seem almost interchangeable, different parts of the personality, all linguistically structured.

[36] Such plots give an impression of a controlled laboratory experiment of ideology in favor of the primary concerns of the story and by what seems at first glance to contradict this, leisure-class people, who have nearly always "inherited" money or are otherwise fixed. The retreat from "affairs" is caricatured in *The Other House* (see notes).\(^{26}\)

[37] The controlled experiment atmosphere is supported too by the command of syntax the characters invariably show, and by the way they invariably appear in low mimetic settings, never in really ironic ones—that is, as it's a commonplace to say, there's never anything "raw" in James dialogue or settings or social situations. (Except maybe the opening of *The Princess Cassamassima*.)

[38] Why should [it] be relevant to discuss whether a story is or is not a ghost story? We don't ask if Kafka's *Castle* or Mallarmé's *Igitur* are ghost
stories. The reason is the Victorian convention centered on the Christmas issues of periodicals; where, in deference to the winter solstice, there are explicit ghost stories. *The Turn of the Screw* is solidly encased in this convention, though it got out of hand.27

[39] Speaking of *The Turn of the Screw* and of Mallarme, note how the effect of the story is achieved by not naming but painting the effect on the other characters. HJ says explicitly, or implies implicitly, that to identify an evil is to lessen it, or rather to bring out what Hannah Arendt calls its banality.28

[40] Why hasn’t HJ a right to his conventions, like Jane Austen, of whom we don’t ask why she doesn’t create a character talking like Squire Western. But the analogy with Jane Austen won’t work. As soon as Jane Austen gets beyond silliness or stupidity or a bit of malice, she’s outside her conventions: “let others write of guilt and misery,” she says. She does share with HJ the convention of forcing everything to appear in its Sunday clothes, including its prose syntax. But while she knows what evil is, she deliberately excludes it; HJ has a sense of evil comparable to Balzac’s or Dostoievsky’s, and can’t exclude it. It leaks through the walls constantly.

[41] That is, the rigid conventions establish a sense of creative repression, of excluding the chaos of evil knowing not only that it’s there but that it will return. Return when or where? That’s the question that suggests another and complementary world.

[42] A floating bit of mythical lore I picked up is the belief in Malekula (Levy’s *Gate of Horn*) that at death you meet a witch who draws half a pattern in the sand, and if you can’t complete the pattern you’re for it.29 Oedipus and the Sphinx as the other half of the Oedipus situation. That’s the basis of the double stories, *The Jolly Corner, The Sense of the Past, The Private Life*.

[43] *The Sacred Fount* may be nothing but parody, but still the narrator’s thirst for vampires and the like underscores the malice and obsessiveness present in gossip.

[44] *The Bench of Desolation* has something else: a between-worlds feel-
ings [feeling] like the Japanese Noh play. It's quite different from *The Beast in the Jungle*, where we have the drama of the lost soul whose other half just ain't there.\(^{30}\)

[45] There are many stories about artists, genuine and fraudulent, that show how the subjective in itself is a dead end. *The Real Thing* shows the complement: the objective is a dead end. Reality is in the verbal world between.

[46] *Birthplace*: another dead end is history, the mistaken Job attempt to trace the present back to the past. In *The Birthplace* the hero transforms his history into mythology and gets a new lease on life. Connects of course with HJ's insistence that the artist's work is the real man (*Death of a Lion*). All religion is in that story: at least the way all religions get started. Read Jesus for Shakespeare and you've got the dead end of the historical Jesus transformed into the living myth of the gospel.\(^{31}\)

[47] *Great Good Place*: humorous of course (sure of not being overcharged), but serious too. Nothing stirs up more anxieties than a writer's expressed wish to be comfortable: Freudian anxieties about a return to the womb and mamma; Marxist anxieties about a retreat from the exploitation of the workers, religious anxieties about having physical comfort along with spiritual refreshment.

[48] *Death of a Lion*, perhaps the most pungently written of all James's stories, describes a writer exposed to a socialite who makes him a victim of her parties. In their own eyes the society is utterly benevolent and appreciative, not noticing that they don't actually read anything he writes; but the effect on him is more or less that of falling into a school of piranhas. The sensitive recluse writer who needs a retiring lifestyle to produce his best work is a modulation of the innocent virgin girl of *Daisy Miller*.\(^{32}\)

[49] The doubled character structure of New Comedy forms a teleological plot leading to the marriage of hero and heroine. In James' ballet-like adaptation of New Comedy the teleological gimmick turns out increasingly to be not the secret of the heroine's birth but the Amphitryon story in reverse, the double found in the unconscious.
That is, the teleological plot of New Comedy turns the action inside out. I think some of HJ’s stories are New Comedy plots in reverse, starting with a basic story and opening up a reverse situation behind it. Thus the Edmund Wilson Freudian-repression story is basic to The Turn of the Screw, but there’s an opposing story behind it. My wimp characterization of the “hero” of The Ivory Tower is the basic story, but there’s another story behind it. That extraordinary remark about Maisie indicates a similar background story there. I’ve already indicated the background material of The Birthplace, essentially a story of how the guide to Shakespeare’s house in Stratford nearly gets fired for lack of enthusiasm, and pulls his socks up in consequence. These basic stories are there, but they’re not enough for HJ to have spent all that time and energy just telling that story. And this principle becomes very important in The Sacred Fount, the story of how a nut at a weekend party makes up fantasies about other people and gets them deflated. The possible story he thinks up may not “exist,” but it has a being of some kind.

Leon Edel reports two dreams of HJ, in both of which he as dreamer triumphs over some kind of threat to his art, or triumphs by art. Anyway, the feeling of walking into a dream that sustains him at every point is basic to The Sense of the Past, and the fact that outside the house he’s an ordinary lunatic is clear from the visit to the Ambassador’s going down to find the 18th c. man in the cab, who of course isn’t there.

The Count de Spoons story is a New Comedy in ironic reversal, going back to the absurd situation. The positive New Comedy movement goes first of all in the Amphitryon direction, with the doubled characters representing conscious and unconscious worlds, and then in the Shakespeare-romance direction of pure escaping from evil (or not, as the case may be).

The argument seems to be developing in this way: James perfected a type of novel in which the characters were so intensely conditioned by their society and class affiliations that they talked and acted within the most rigid conventions: however evil, they were always properly dressed, articulate, and sober enough at least to stay on the stage. In fact the sense of stage is omnipresent: James had every dramatic ability except the ability to write plays. The Ivory Tower is the dead end of this, as I say.
That left the exploration of the unconscious as the only still fertile theme, so most of his really great stuff in his later period was occult. *The Birthplace* is a story about a man who has the job of guide at Stratford to Shakespeare’s house, loses his faith in the historical reality of what he’s pointing to, is threatened with losing his job as a result, draws a long breath and goes into his spiel harder than ever. (A lot of tourist money is involved.) That’s all, but as always in HJ, there’s a lot more. The story never uses the words Stratford or Shakespeare: if it did it still couldn’t be more obvious what the main story is about, but their absence suggests another dimension. References to priests and temples are spattered all over the story, so much that the reader is bound to ask: what kind of a story would this be if the man were the guide to the Church of the Nativity at Bethlehem? Shakespeare is referred to throughout as “He” and “Him,” with capitals; there’s his comment about how the crowds kill him every day, and so on. The story is also an allegory of how all religions get started: when the historical details aren’t there you just transpose the whole composition into the key of mythology and you’re all set.34

I think *The Turn of the Screw* is fundamentally a story about a sexually repressed spinster and her fantasies, as Edmund Wilson says; but it’s always too simple to say that and leave it for HJ. There’s an immense amount more concerned with the reality of what’s seen—my Cassandra point. Similarly, *The Sacred Fount* is fundamentally a story about a man who makes up fantasies about people he meets on a weekend that turn out to be a lot of bunk. But again that hardly makes enough point for a full-length James novel. There’s also a what-if dimension involved; and the fact that wherever there’s a group of people in James there’s always enough potential evil to fuel any kind of vampire story.

In *The Sense of the Past* the hero walks into 1820 with the spontaneity of the dream behind him: it often happens in dreams that one is supplied with magical powers of carrying through a situation. The house is his body and the exploration is into himself, that being the only way to travel in time. I even think there’s again a religious allegory involved, as there certainly is in *The Birthplace* and perhaps also in *The Altar of the Dead, The Turn of the Screw* (Edenic setting with infantile Adam and Eve) and the lost-soul quest in *The Beast in the Jungle.* Very close to his brother. There’s a silly essay by Graham Greene about HJ’s view of Catholicism which is
only about GG’s own obsession: if there’s one thing HJ could do, it was separate a social institution from the essential proclamation it purported to carry. He wouldn’t head for any god-damned “fold” on his deathbed, like Wallace Stevens.

[57] Also The Great Good Place has genuinely religious overtones, and isn’t to be reduced to the superficial story about an overworked author who gets away from it all at some weekend hotel where he isn’t overcharged.

[58] Role of women in HJ: the fresh innocent virgin sometimes turns into a frustrating C of L [Court of Love] mistress. There’s also the curiously persistent oracular role of the heroine: the guide to the shrine of Europe in The Ambassadors; Mary Bartram in The Beast in the Jungle; the disillusioning female in The Sacred Fount; the supportive one in The Jolly Corner; Aurora Coyne’s attempt to block the quest in The Sense of the Past. The Cassandra role is a natural modulation of this. Emphasis on proof and theory in that governess links her with Jung’s “animus hound,” a type that makes Jung lose his temper whenever he describes one. The oracular female has Shakespearean analogies (Portia, Hermione, even Rosalind.)

[59] There’s a lot of repetition in these notes, I know, but the way I’m working I can’t avoid it. HJ seems to have a much more intense feeling for convention than for morality, and to regard the former as the key to the latter. Even Daisy Miller: nobody could call her a bad girl, though she’s very willful, but the way society closes ranks against her isn’t really evil to James either. In The Ambassadors, as everyone knows, the breach of morality Strether discovers is subordinated to the feeling about living more intensely. The sense of evil as endemic in society is one thing that grows perceptibly as he goes on: it’s very intense in The Awkward Age and Wings of the Dove. His innocent heroines are like Marina in the brothel: they don’t get touched: the governess in TS [The Turn of the Screw], on the other hand, is more infected by the evil she sees than the children are.

[60] So two strains in HJ: the social comedy of manners that runs through the great novels and reaches, as I consider, a dead end in The Ivory Tower; the sense of lurking evil, a Swedenborgian sense that we’re surrounded by evil influences incarnate in society that can’t really hurt us as long as we ignore them, grows through the occult stories and
finally settles into a conflict within the self (often symbolized by the Europe-America contrast).

[61] I’ve said that the revisions in the Collected Edition move in the direction of turning the earlier stories into a logocentric monument: I get that not only from the revisions themselves, but from what he says in his prefaces he wishes he could do. In *Death of a Lion* the lost manuscript of the author’s last work is actually replaced by the logocentric bumble. Not that one isn’t profoundly grateful for the bumble when the work is unfinished, as in *The Sense of the Past*.

[62] All this is floundering around some central point I haven’t got, and can’t write any paper on HJ until I do get it. If I don’t get it at all, out it goes.

[63] HJ would have been the logical choice among American writers for a Canadian critic of Pelham’s generation to study: he reflects that uneasy see-saw between England and America that Canada went through up to about 1950. In HJ the Atlantic Ocean represents a rite de passage with an initiation at each end—hot and dry in New York, cool and moist in London (see *International Episode*).

[64] Maybe no idea could violate HJ’s mind, but there are plenty of people in his books, mainly women, who are violated by ideas. They resemble Jung’s “animus hounds,” who always make Jung lose his temper. The worst of them is the governess in *TS* [*The Turn of the Screw*], who’d murder every child in England if it “justified” her “theory,” but there are lots of others, such as the woman in *The Friend of the Friends*, and to a considerable extent Isabel Archer and her prototype in *An International Episode*. Not so many men: Waterville in the *Siege of London*. But the theoretical element in Americans is fully brought out—Dickens saw this, as I noted in my Dickens paper.

[65] *Siege of London*: the *Daisy Miller* story transferred from youthful innocence to an aging demimonde on the make. The moral issue is: should a woman be allowed to obliterate her dubious past if she’s really determined to live a different kind of life in the future? Society always says no: you must always be what you’ve been—that’s Hegel’s *Who Thinks Abstractly*? Littlemore lets her go ahead, not through generosity
so much as through indolence, but the indolence has a good side: he simply doesn’t feel intensely that one should keep throwing stones at a “bad” woman—not that she is really so bad. The bad side is: suppose she really were bad? One climbs a ladder by means of the inertia of the rungs.

[66] Convention and morality: trivial-minded people are always trying to make moral issues out of conventional ones; so to a lesser degree are conventional and fussy people like James himself. Conventions are so mortal one has to make a considerable historical effort to imagine them: that’s their technical disadvantage. Perhaps James’ work shows an evolving fight to separate conventional from moral issues: The Ambassadors suggests that.

[67] If you study an author carefully you come to inherit some of his characteristics, so it’s not surprising that my interest in HJ should start to expand into at least two lectures on his use of comic structures. The first lecture would be “The Comedy of Convention,” slightly different from the comedy of manners, though of course closely related. The second is “The Comedy of the Occult,” which I started out with, but seems to follow the other more logically than precede it or exist independently. The trouble is that the first theme has been so extensively covered already.

[68] My instinct says three lectures rather than two. In the Two scheme, the division of direction symbolized by The Ivory Tower and The Sense of the Past respectively has been there from the start. The intermediate lecture would revolve around the conflict between the dramatic and the logocentric HJ, starting with my remarks about the Collected Edition, dealing with the personal references involved in the Europe-America theme, and with all the stories about artists, idealized or fraudulent, but most idealized. I’d need a lot of Leon Edel’s material here, and HJ’s own prefaces.

[69] I suspect the theater-going public sensed the inner conflict in the plays between the author’s dramatic sense and the novelistic desire to explain everything in a sort of pseudo-confession. Incidentally, my Anatomy set-up of romance, novel, confession and anatomy seems reflected: the occult as romance, the comedy of convention as novel, the
logocentric HJ as confession. Not much anatomic interest in him: one reason I’ve avoided him though fascinated; also Eliot’s epigram about not [being] violated [by] ideas.\textsuperscript{42} There are characters with encyclopaedic knowledge of social relations, but that’s about all.

[70] Perhaps though there is an anatomy interest in the Europe-America theme: the emphasis on tradition and precedent and social hierarchy in England versus American democratic ideology. That bulks far larger than Eliot’s epigram would suggest. But I suppose it’s HJ’s own prefaces that belong here. Gosh.

[71] No, there isn’t an anatomy theme in HJ: it’s only there in the parody of theories.

[72] \textit{Lady Barberina}: as near to farce as HJ gets, with its pompous little American doctor and stupid mooncalf of an English wench, whose one accomplishment is to sit on a horse while it jumps fences. I’ll check the dates, but it may owe something to the Lydgate-Rosamond situation in \textit{Middlemarch}. As usual, powered by a female theory: an American woman who’s married very well in England wants to build a “bridge” and make it a two-way street—among a certain class, of course. The doctor, being a bit of an ass, wants “race” in his marriage—HJ lived at a time when that word could be used without superstitious horror—and the other side of race is that Lady B, being stupid, thinks of him as a “foreigner.”\textsuperscript{43}

[73] Jointed in the stocks and bonds of wholly marry-money.

[74] No idea could violate HJ’s mind, Eliot says; but many of his characters, mostly women, are victims of a positive gang-rape of ideology.\textsuperscript{44} Euphemia adolescent romantic pipe-dreams in \textit{Madame de Mauves}; the two-way street theoreticians in \textit{Lady Barberina}, etc., etc.

[75] Part One: the comedy of conventions (rather than manners), leading up to its dead end in \textit{The Ivory Tower}. Part Two: the comedy of the creative idiotes\textsuperscript{45} (the stories about artists, leading up to its dead end in \textit{The Sacred Fount}). Part Three: the comedy of the occult, the point where the doubled characters, the Europe-America split and the like turn into inner-psyche conflicts. Dead end (though only in the sense that he didn’t finish it) \textit{The Sense of the Past}. Perhaps the idiotes artist is only a subspe-
cies of the person who wants to live as intensely as possible—in that case the dead end is *The Beast in the Jungle*. And I don’t know why I want dead ends—in fact I don’t want them: they just seem to be there. With a mind like HJ’s every explored theme becomes exhausted eventually, is all.

[76] *Madame de Mauves*.46 This is an early story, dating from the Paris period, and I think one of the archetypical James stories: it’s got all the themes I’ve been laboriously collecting. Hopelessly romantic American girl, her convent-educated head (James has little use for convent education) turned by historical romance, thinks marriage to a Frenchman of a very old family would be like marriage to a superman. The Baron ain’t no superman and his eye wanders, so she ties up her cunt in a chastity belt and looks miserable. American comes along, not an “animus hound” like her but still pretty uptight, and tries to comfort her. The Baron has just enough of a conscience to hope the American will take his wife on; the Baron’s sister supplies the complementary pedantry: the male de Mauves have been playing the field from Merovingian times, and who does Euphemia (the American wife) think she is to object to such hoary whoring? (She really seems to think that if a vice has a pedigree it’s all right). Euphemia goes into orgasm in reverse: persuades her American admirer to renounce her, so he eventually buggers off back home. The Baron then falls madly in love with his wife again, realizes he’s luckless and fuckless for the rest of his life, and shoots himself.

[77] Well: here’s the Count de Spoons story straight; it’s a kind of tragic-ironic parody of the triangular French farce, and turns into a curious Courtly Love situation: Longmore (the American admirer) is expected to be ennobled by his renunciation of any approach to sex, but she dries up even her marriage when it looks as though it were about to be renewed. There are just enough statue allusions to point up the snow-maiden theme, one or two suggestions of a goddess in lower world situation, a remarkable dream in which Longmore sees Euphemia across a curiously indefinite scene with a very loving couple, an artist and a girl a cut above him socially, and the woman who runs the restaurant making dire predictions. The dream is an embryonic Phase 3 and the artist scene an embryonic Phase 2. The relation of the story to *Portrait of a Lady* is very obvious, to *The Ambassadors* equally so—because the American doesn’t want to go in for noble renunciation really: he wants “experience,” but with that locked-up ice sculpture he can’t get any experience except
renunciation. An exasperating story, but immensely suggestive. American morals are usually better than European morals in James: here the reaction to the free-fuck atmosphere is, in every sense, quixotic. Cf. *The American*, too.

[78] The heroine as ice statue links with another common theme in James: falling in love with some inanimate image of beauty: furniture in *The Spoils of Poynton*, an actual statue in *The Last of the Valerii*, somebody dead in various ghost stories, the past (through the house-body) in *The Sense of the Past*. It's part of the art-life paradox, the theme expressed in Yeats:

The intellect of man is forced to choose  
Perfection of the life, or of the work.\(^{47}\)

I'm told that in two stories I haven't read, *Rose Agathe* and *The Special Type*, the objects are a wax mannequin and a portrait respectively. I suppose the titles golden bowl and ivory tower are connected. *The Special Type*, like *The Figure in the Carpet* and *The Next Time*, is a story I've got to read.

[79] This is from Michael Swan's introduction to a collection of stories, an excellent one, especially when compared to all the wuffle in [Leon] Edel and [Philip] Rahv and [Frederick W.] Dupee. He quotes HJ as saying that no one should write an ugly story unless he knows its beautiful counterpart,\(^{48}\) and his brother William as saying that his brother's late stories were made out of "impalpable materials, air and the prismatic interferences of light, ingeniously focused by mirrors upon empty space."\(^{49}\) The pictorial parallels would be interesting: verbal counterparts of Renoir and Degas are in earlier stories, especially those set in Paris; here we seem to be moving toward the age of Kandinsky.

[80] Another animus-hound story is "The Marriages":\(^{50}\) Adela can't stand the notion of her father's remarriage to what she considers a vulgar woman because she's fixated on her mother's memory, and believes she's in spiritual communication with her. She admits her father seems happy, "and it's dreadful of him to want to be." So she breaks up the engagement by calling on the prospective stepmother and telling her a slanderous rigmarole about her father and mother. The pr. st. [prospec-
tive stepmother] backs out, not because of what's told to her, but because she can't stand the prospect of living with such a creature as Adela and A's father won't give her up. A subordinate theme about her brother's secretly marrying a really impossible woman who's bought off.

[81] I think "The Marriages," slight and contrived as it is, is an important story, because of its vestigial link with the ghost stories: Adela's devoted to the memory of her mother, as she thinks, and feels she's being guided by her, yet what she does is crazy and malicious, and could only be inspired by an evil spirit.

[82] Note HJ's curious fixation on Nachlass and surviving papers: The Aspern Papers of course, and the stories called The Abasement of the Northmores and Sir Dominick Ferrand. Also The Real Right Thing. HJ is rather mixed on this point: Nachlass papers really belong to the inanimate objects that symbolize some kind of death-fixation, yet a writer's life is his work.

[83] Most of HJ's Nachlass stories end with total destruction: the Northmore one is a qualified destruction. In that story there's another Jungian theme: a sense of coincidence. Northmore is a pompous ass who's exploited the late husband of the narrator: his widow wants to edit his letters, writes to the narrator to see if she has any; narrator contemplates a note saying she's looked everywhere but no, but finally sends everything she has. Then the narrator tries to edit her late husband's letters, because he had all the writing ability, but nobody's kept them except her, and she gets a note from Lady Northmore verbally identical with the one she [was] contemplating sending but didn't finally write. Laborious explaining all this. The Northmore publications is a flop; narrator edits her husband's letters to her, to be published after her death. Point is that the phony is public and noisy: the genuinely creative is invisible. The sense of coincidence is one of these vestigial links with the occult.

[84] An early story, "Diary of a Man of Fifty," has a male animus hound. He walked out on an Italian countess because she received (and eventually married) the man who killed her husband in a duel (she said her husband was a brute anyway). Twenty-five years later he goes back to Florence and finds her daughter there with a young Englishman whom
he feels to be in exactly the same situation he was. He’s so convinced that
the situations are identical that he imposes on the reader, who’s ready to
believe that it’s a Kafkaesque nightmare, or like that story of Borges
meeting himself thirty years later. Gradually it dawns on the reader
that he’s a nut, and fortunately it dawns on the young man too, who
marries the daughter and is very happy with her. “I had a complete
theory about her,” the narrator says plaintively. Of course the implication
is inescapable that he was just as big a fool twenty-five years back
without the mother as now with the daughter he tried to separate the young
Englishman from. Lesson of the Master.

[85] James’ rigid conventions makes it impossible for him to
create deeply memorable characters: what he creates are super sitcoms.
But he’s not a master of characterization: the characters are well enough
drawn, but they’re too devoted to syntax to leap from the page the way
Emma Bovary or Prince Myshkin do. Perhaps that’s the reason, or one
reason, why they fade so readily into an occult world behind.

[86] Brooksmith: a quietly terrifying story of culture obliterated by class.
The hero is a butler utterly devoted to a charming master and forming
part of the symposia he gathers around him while remaining a butler.
After the master dies the butler tells the narrator that he and his like can
go back to their conversation but he has only his memories. After this the
butler just goes to pieces. Apart from a rather corny conclusion (suicide),
it’s an appalling story of what can happen to someone who gets de-
classed—the master’s friends, for example, are too embarrassed or some-
thing to “take him on.”

[87] Leisure-class people lead complicated lives because they haven’t
anything else to do but complicate them. Many, if not most, of HJ’s
characters are hypocrites in the sense that all they really think about is
sex and money, but regard these as nasty, filthy, unspeakable things in
themselves, and so manoeuvre around them in elaborate ritual dances.
One critic, David Garnett, is a bad critic with one good remark: they
want, he says, to pick up money without touching it. Americans come
off rather better than the Europeans here because they’re more honest
about the role of money in their lives, and while they’re certainly not
sexier—at least in HJ they’re even more prudish—their young women at
least don’t feel every moment of their lives that they’re standing in
sexual traps as bait for eligible young men. Because, e.g., Daisy Miller
doesn’t feel this way she’s socially outcast.

[88] HJ’s conscientiousness is legendary, but even he often takes the easy
way out, especially in his endings, where he simply murders a central
character, often a child, to get the story over. Thus The Pupil is about a
boy and his tutor, in the midst of a feckless, utterly dishonest family who
exploit the tutor’s fondness for the boy by not paying him, and are totally
absorbed in a social climbing that’s too blatant to get them anywhere. At
the end they’re about to go to smash when the boy dies. It would have
been more interesting and rewarding for HJ to tell us how exactly such a
shiftless lot does go on the rocks, but of course much more difficult as well.

[89] Similarly the end of The Author of Beltraffio is a bit contrived: guardians of moral virtue never feel they’re wrong. Here again is a
woman with an idée fixe or obsession: she hasn’t read her husband’s book
but “knows” it’s immoral, and is obsessed with protecting her cheeyild
from his influence. Note that the narrator of HJ’s stories is often an
observer who manipulates the action as well, or at least precipitates the
crisis: the narrator here does, and has the usual qualms about whether
he’s been right or just meddlesome. There are some wonderfully sugges-
tive phrases in this story, and the fact that moral virtue is really a rational-
izing of a hatred of intellect and imagination is clearly brought out.

[90] Aspern Papers: Making both the poet and his ex-mistress American
(originals were Shelley and Claire Clairmont), and the occasional exag-
gerations of the latter’s age (the phrase “a hundred years” keeps cropping
up), plus the fact that the actual time of Aspern is supposed to have
been around 1820, brings the story quite close to The Sense of the Past. So
many of HJ’s stories seem to turn on the occult presence of a dead writer,
or the ethics of using documentary material. The AP actually deals with
two equally strong aspects of the primary concern of property: the mis-
tress’ feeling that everything belonged to her alone, and the critic’s
feeling that everything left by a public figure belongs to the public.
Interesting to know if American critics were really as rapacious as that in
HJ’s time or if he was just being prophetic again.

[91] In any case The Aspern Papers is a tremendous story, and more
frightening than The Turn of the Screw. The narrator who precipitates the
c****i is a New Comedy vice: vice characters abound in HJ, up to the Fanny Assingham of The Golden Bowl who thinks it’s great fun to be one. The last few pages are as fine a piece of self-rationalization as one can find in literature: the narrator is mentally a thief and burglar, capable, as the story says, of violating a tomb, but like so many of HJ’s hypocrites he shrinks from the two physical inferences, one, of actually seizing the papers; two, of marrying Miss Tina. Juliana is a ferocious old harridan who plays the divine trickster role that brings him to judgement before himself. The greatest vice, he says, is not knowing when to stop. So the papers are destroyed by Miss Tina, who naturally doesn’t want a man who in effect has turned her down when she in effect proposed to him. The Venetian setting is remarkable too: there’s a stretto about Venice ending with what amounts to a reference to the commedia dell’arte that I can use, and shows how conscious at all levels, including paradoxically the unconscious, HJ was of what he was doing. Though actually all he says is “the Venetian figures, moving to and fro against the battered scenery of their little houses of comedy, strike you as members of an endless dramatic troupe.” Not only Venetians, surely.

[92] Phrases abound: he says at the beginning he’d make love to the niece, recalls this later and calls it a “joke without consequences.” When he breaks into Juliana’s room to steal the papers he says he doesn’t want to steal them, he just wants to “test a theory.” The real man is evil, but for the social man there are always extenuating circumstances. That perhaps isn’t really HJ’s principle: this narrator is intelligent enough to know how bad he is, in spite of all the kerfuffling. Modern morality would be solidly against Juliana and in favor of him, because this is an ironic age, and very little of the low mimetic of individual privacy is left.

[93] The Sacred Fount is primarily (it’s a lot of other things) a satire on “theorizing,” which is one of HJ’s most frequent themes. There are two kinds of illusion, as I’ve said: the negative illusion that merely fails to be a reality, and the positive illusion that belongs in a real world of its own, where objective realities are reassembled and transmuted. No novelist works directly on “life,” the way the narrator does in The Sacred Fount, and such a narrator, however gifted creatively (and he has gifts) could never create a spiritual reality: he can only produce soap bubbles or drug trips. “Real life” simply can’t live up to the demands made on it by the imagination.
The Spoils of Poynton and What Maisie Knew are supposed to be the beginning of the great last period. The prefaces to both emphasize the metaphor of the “seed,” the tininess of the original suggestion out of which the story grew. This has, I think, generic implications. The Book of Job, for example, is a tremendous expansion of a rather simple-minded fairy tale, and HJ’s short stories are mainly anecdotes, gardens of Adonis potted plants brought along by forced growth to be as long as they are. Incidentally, the itch to revise his earlier work, which I’ve commented on so irritably [par. 18], recurs in the works themselves, which are so often revisions of recurring themes, as A Portrait of a Lady is a revision of An International Episode, and The Wings of the Dove are revision of PL [Portrait of a Lady].

I haven’t yet got what I’m after, which is the relation of all this to the occult world. I wonder if the occult is the other half of the objectively “real” world. It isn’t itself “real,” but it’s the invisible presence that makes the social world visible. The narrator of The Aspern Papers is “really” an aggressive and acquisitive scholar, and is also “really” a thief, burglar, violator of tombs and heartless seducer of helpless women. Note how the portrait of the poet in this story is like the portrait of the exchanged figure in The Sense of the Past: it talks to him out of another world.

As I’ve said, the disasters wrought by “theory,” or imposing preconceived notions on direct experience, form a major theme in James, and come to a climax in The Sacred Fount, where, as so many people don’t see, the theme is a quixotic effort to rearrange experience in the light of a theory instead of—well—writing a novel about it, which would be a very different activity. Now it’s just barely possible that the occult theme looms up as a region of experience where theorizing is obviously useless and dangerous: in Jolly Corner, for instance, experience for its own sake is what’s needed. Similarly in The Sense of the Past. The Beast in the Jungle is again powered by a theory that overlooks experience. So of course are so many of the American-in-Europe stories. The Ambassadors clearly marks the escape from the theory into experience (at least in “theory,” or by proxy); I’m not sure what point The Golden Bowl makes in this connection, unless the bowl itself, with its flaw, symbolizes it.

In The Europeans, the European hero says to his American host: “I don’t entertain ideas; ideas entertain me.” The whole dialogue, in the
middle of the book, is a wonderful evocation of the contrast between the theoretical cast of mind and the attitude that allows things to happen. Here they seem typical of American and European attitudes respectively; from other works we know that the reverse is just as often true.

[98] The Europeans is a delightful comedy of manners—God, what dramatic abilities James had when he wasn’t writing plays!—with a kind of “popular” light touch. 63 The characters are really stereotypes of Americans (New England Bostonians of 1848) and Europeans, but that’s the convention. And the three marriages, no less at the end, which for someone as obsessed with ironic separations and unfucked cups as James is quite a concession to the canaille. The fourth couple don’t hitch, but that’s the Baroness, the main European figure, and a quite decent American, and the Baroness is essentially bitchy, for all her remarkable qualities. Extraordinary to see James manipulating this stitch-and-bitch New Comedy-Elective Affinities puppet show.

[99] It’s not only HJ but all the 19th c. novelists who squeeze ideology out of their books so that their characters can spend more time talking about sex and money. Of the four primary concerns, food (with breathing), sex, property and freedom of movement, 64 the 19th c. spent most of its attention on property.

[100] I think my HJ paper will work out around the theme of initiation. Most of HJ’s stories are initiation stories, and there are normally two levels of the initiation, a superficial one, where everything is mostly disappointment or frustration or disillusionment, and a deeper one, which isn’t in the story itself but is something communicated to the reader as a result of reading it.

[101] I’ve said earlier that the “basic story” is something hardly worth writing about. What’s distinctive about the occult stories is that they’re initiation in a more positive sense: there isn’t the upper layer of superficial chatter in The Turn of the Screw or The Sense of the Past.

[102] The initiation story is different from the teleological plot of New Comedy, of course, but related, as The Comedy of Errors shows, and MND [A Midsummer Night’s Dream].
[103] So: American girl gets initiated into Europe (or boy into France, as in *The American*), and finds nobody there but a bunch of slobs. But other things happen—to the reader.

[104] I keep coming back to Eliot’s mind so fine no idea could violate it. An inferior writer would say: this story is about an American girl going to Europe and finding there much the same kind of slobs she could have struggled with if she’d never left home. That’s an ironic idea; so it’s what I have to emphasize. Result: the dullest novel in existence. HJ elaborates the theme: tells the story itself, ignoring the “idea” or ideas suggested by it, and tells the story with such energy and precision that the reader realizes how tremendous an experience human life is, regardless of what its incidents are.

[105] So I think I can keep the phrase “comedy of the occult,” because the New Comedy structure, in its deliberate triviality, forces us to pick up overtones that are about a hidden world behind. The evolution of Shakespeare’s comedy into romance is similar, but the direction is slightly different. Maybe I could use *The Birthplace* as my laboratory example.

[106] Note that William James’ comment on his brother’s characterizations I quote near the bottom of p. 12 [par. 79] is saying in effect that HJ’s characters are ghosts. And somewhere else I’ve said that they’re so transparent another world shines through them.

[107] I suppose that the Sunday-clothes syntax and on-stage behavior are elements in the diaphanous quality of the characters: nobody is ever carved out of earth, like Van Gogh’s potato eaters. Well, I don’t need that extreme an example. Also, the uniformity of behavior blurs the moral contrasts (not in the reader’s judgement, but in the general texture) and so points up the irony.

[108] I should start by accepting the early-middle-late periods of James’ writing, like everybody else, noting the encyclopaedic range of *The Princess Casamassima* and the open satire of *The Bostonians*, and reserve the remarks I’ve already got for the late period. The business of revision should be confined to remarks about vanity: there are two opinions about the merit of the revisions themselves.
Part Two deals with the New Comedy set-up: straight in The Europeans, inverted in most of the other works. Inversions make for triumphant humors (Mrs. Lowder, Mrs. Newsome); no graciosi, and a lot of observer figures ranging from actual vice-figures (Fanny Assingham) to isolated idiotes types like Strether (Maria Gostrey in a different way) who get progressively detached from the action. Also white-goddess figures like Madame de Mauves, Kate Croy and Aurora Coyne.

Progression through puppet-plays with symmetrical plots, ending with Ivory Tower, which I’ve left out so far, then to puzzle stories like “The Figure in the Carpet” and The Sacred Fount, then the gradual encroachment of the occult as (a) archetypal (b) personification of unconscious. Note that James himself, in the preface to the PC [The Princess Casamassima], speaks highly of the governess in TS [The Turn of the Screw].

Yes, The Sense of the Past is the book HJ was aiming at from the beginning. Europe supplies the sense of the past properly speaking: it has tradition and cultural continuity. America has the future, a readiness to experiment and the opportunity to expand (make money). The full tide of human existence is to be found in some kind of submerged Atlantis between them that never quite comes up for air. The direction of initiation has to be America to England, from the surface of consciousness to depths of instinctive manners and customs below consciousness, neither better nor worse in themselves than what America has, but providing the locale of speleological discovery.

Complete life would be found in some kind of Atlantis; European life or American life symbolizes life in the subject-object condition, the half-life of violating ideas or objective things. That’s why there are these two forms of ironic boat-missing, both of which I’ve recorded: first, the devotion to inanimate objects like the furniture in SP [The Spoils of Poynton], symbolizes again by the g.b. [golden bowl] and the i.t. [ivory tower] later; second, the ideas and theory people who bring about such disasters, like the governess in TS [The Turn of the Screw], or don’t, like the narrator in SF [The Sacred Fount].

Why is Lewis Lambert Strether, in The Ambassadors, named after a Swedenborgian novel by Balzac?
That conversation Jung reports between himself and Freud says “we” must make the sexual explanation an absolute dogma, as a barrier. Jung said barrier to what? and Freud said, after hesitation, “the occult.” Freud, assuming he said this, was doubtless thinking of the slimy pool in his cultural environment out of which Nazism later emerged. But I don’t think the dogma is any more effective than other dogmas about explaining the real evil behind this “occult,” and I don’t think Freudian explanation of the governess in TS [The Turn of the Screw] will account for all the evil in the story. Compare Freud’s views of the stories brought him by women patients of sexual abuse as invariably hysterical: often they doubtless were, but invariably is being pretty superficial.

The American-in-Europe theme is usually a movement from (American) innocence to (European) experience. It would be silly to regard these as moral terms, but they have moral implications that depend on the morality of the characters involved. To the extent that the Americans are “good” and Europeans are “bad,” the initiation involved approximates a fall from a higher state: to the extent that the Americans are only ignorant or provincial and the Europeans polished, it approximates a maturation.

The comic action in James is blocked by the “humor,” the expanded “miser” obsessed with some form of possession, the expanded “pedant” obsessed with theory. These try to drag the action back into some past. The observer who sometimes acts as a vice or gracioso pushes the action forward: Lambert Strether and Fanny Assingham are examples. Maud Lowder and Mrs. Newsome are humors, both theoreticians.

Sometimes these characters are simply observers, like (more or less) Maria Gostrey: they “see” practically everything there is to see, but if it’s evil they’re not taken over by it. At least she isn’t. The governess in TS [The Turn of the Screw] is, of course.

“Figure in the Carpet”: very ironic story: buried treasure is referred to once or twice, but if you find a buried treasure you want to get it out of wherever it is. And the irony of this story turns on the word “in.” Nothing valuable is ever contained within a story: what’s valuable is the story itself, transferred from author to reader. James was either making this point or just teasing critics for not appreciating him. I think my
description of existential metaphor in the big book has it right: there's no secret really, but the belief that there is a secret organizes a whole critical movement. We end by realizing that Nigel Vereker is something of a shit: the narrator's remark that he always preferred the books to the man is the closest James comes to that.

[119] The author stories are tedious, rather: they're inspired by personal resentment rather than imaginative vision; and while the resentment is understandable, even justifiable, it makes for rather obvious patterning. An example is "John Delavoy," which depicts an editor rejecting an excellent critical article on a famous dead author while clutching the author's sister's portrait of him (the only one in existence) and begging her for personal stuff about him. It lines up two directly opposed conceptions of morality: the conception that only his work counts, and the conception that his work should be ignored. It's as though a priest editing a Dublin magazine were to want an article on Joyce. This editor does think his prized author is obscene—Kermode has an introduction in which he says that James himself got an article on Dumas rejected on precisely those grounds.  

[120] "The Figure in the Carpet" is a spoof: sex and death get mixed up in it in a way that reminds me of Huxley's "Gioconda Smile." The point of the irony is in the word "in": the figure of a buried treasure is used once or twice, but of course if we find a buried treasure our first act is to remove it from where it is, and you can't do that with the quality (whatness) of a work of art. It's a puzzle story like The Sacred Fount, where again the point of the spoof is the difference between writing novels and making up stories about the people one meets.

[121] The point of the artist stories is in the Nachlass element and the suggestion that a dead author is watching the action: I mean my point, which is the link with occult comedy. Even if the story ends tragically there's still something of the comic about it. "The Private Life" is another spoof story and another link with the ghost stories. "John Delavoy" has a curious link with the Aspern Papers that Kermode notes.

[122] "The Next Time" makes mainly the point that just as you can't compose great literature by an act of will, so you can't write tripe by an act of will either. The theme here is the efforts of a very good writer to
achieve a commercial trashy success, with no luck. Counterpoint with a female trash writer who wants for once to write a really serious novel, but so far as I can see she never even tries.

[123] _A London Life_: once again, two American girls in England. Ironic inversion of romantic story of a good girl rescuing her sister who is bad and proves it by running away from her husband and children with a lover. The trouble is that the good girl is such an emotional basket case and the bad one so sure of herself and what she wants that the narrative line of the story throws a very ironic light on the moral norms.

[124] James’ career parallels early Browning in some curious ways. Browning wrote a good many plays in his earlier years, but never had much stage success. The reason was that his genius was for approaching characters from the inside, untwisting all their rationalizations and making Hansard reports on their inner parliaments. Finally he wrote _The Ring and the Book_, which is a drama turned completely inside out, as I’ve said. James’ also couldn’t achieve the external continuous action of the stage play because he was too interested in the inner drama. So _Guy Domville_ flopped and he wrote _The Awkward Age_ instead, again a drama turned inside out with each book devoted to a separate character. T.S. Eliot had a similar obsession about wanting to write stage plays, but the pattern there is different.

[125] Although there is a story or two about a phony artist, the Nachlass stories are invariably crystal clear in their moral norms, as far as the value of the author’s work is concerned. That’s one form of heroism James never got ironic about.

[126] _The Reverberator_ is another piece where James is trying too hard for the irony, although the actual context is close to farce. American girl about to marry into a French family, babbles to a reporter, French family runs around in circles screaming their fool heads off; of course they’re not really French but just American moles from North Carolina. The situation is so preposterous that James doesn’t give it a full ironic treatment. But his temperamental fussiness and timidity gives the fools more of a case than they really should have.
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Appendix
Notes 56a and 56b: Romance Synopses

Listed below, in their original order, are Frye’s typed, single-spaced synopses of various romances and critical works relating to romance. Scattered throughout are the seven sections (nos. 8, 9, 10, 11, 19, 22, and 25) included above as Notes 56a, in which Frye records his own reflections; these are untitled, and are listed according to their opening phrases. In the interests of clarity, the remaining 41 unpublished synopses have been designated Notes 56b.

19. “I have been for some time casting about for a unified theme,” 3 pp.
31. *Arcadia*, bks. 2–3, 1590 version; bks. 3, 4, 5, 1593 version: 20 pp. altogether
Notes

Introduction

3 For a discussion of NF’s work in terms of this image, see Angus Fletcher, “The Image of Lost Direction,” in *Centre and Labyrinth: Essays in Honour of Northrop Frye*, ed. Eleanor Cook, Chaviva Hošek, Jay Macpherson, Patricia Parker, and Julian Patrick (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1983), 329–46.
6 For an exploration of this important term, see Robert D. Denham, “Interpenetration as a Key Concept in Frye’s Critical Vision,” in *Rereading Frye: The Published and Unpublished Works*, ed. David Boyd and Imre Salusinszky (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1999), 140–63.
7 “Sense of wonder” is the most frequent phrase used in discussions of science fiction and fantasy. In *The Known and the Unknown: The Iconography of Science Fiction* (Kent, Ohio: Kent State University Press, 1979) Gary K. Wolfe defines what he calls a “dialectic of wonder”: “All of this leads to the conclusion that the sense of wonder in science fiction may well be a sense of the tension set up between the familiar and the unfamiliar, the known and the unknown” (24).
8 As Wolfe adds: “In experiencing the sense of wonder, we experience a
feeling of endless possibility, like standing at the edge of a vast abyss that is close enough to us to be real, yet great enough to be unfathomable.” See The Known and the Unknown, 24.

9 For NF as a process thinker, see Caterina Nella Cotrupi, Northrop Frye and the Poetics of Process (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2000). Cotrupi links process-thinking to a key Romantic concept, the sublime.


11 Although NF probably first derived the phrase from Coleridge, it actually comes from Spinoza, via Schelling.


14 In the present volume, in addition to the passage quoted here, the phrase occurs in NB 31.33. Elsewhere, in addition to the passage from TBN quoted here, it appears in NB 10.112, 114; RT, 103, 207, 129, 248.


18 I am working here from one of the authoritative early discussions of the distinction between epic and romance. See W.P. Ker, Epic and Romance: Essays on Medieval Literature (New York: Dover, 1957; orig. pub. 1896, 2nd ed. 1908); annotated copy in the NFL. Ker’s prejudice against the romance mode contrasts with Lee’s eloquent defence of it.

19 See A.C. Hamilton, Northrop Frye, 181.

20 For a diagram of the Great Doodle, see TBN, xxix.

21 NF borrowed the phrase from Joseph Campbell’s Myths to Live By (1972).


24 Additional notes towards the Butler article occur in LN, 1:354–6. Notes 58-4.19, 31 show him working simultaneously on the essays about Butler and James.
25 NF mentions having delivered "Literature as Therapy" in LN, 1:243. On pp. 245–9, he begins to make notes towards a possible article on Scott.
26 In the Late Notebooks, NF considers his essay on James in 1:123–5, 189, and 238.
27 Hamilton, Northrop Frye, 140.
28 The NFL includes at least one work by the following twentieth-century science fiction and fantasy writers; an asterisk after the name means that one or more volumes by the author is annotated: Richard Adams,* Piers Anthony,* Isaac Asimov,* Margaret Atwood, Alfred Bester, James Blish,* Hannes Bok,* Ray Bradbury,* James Branch Cabell,* Robert W. Chambers,* John Christopher, Arthur C. Clarke,* Mark Clifton,* Samuel R. Delany,* Lord Dunsany,* E.R. Eddison,* H. Rider Haggard,* Robert Heinlein, Frank Herbert,* William Hope Hodgson,* Fred Hoyle,* M.R. James,* R.A. Lafferty,* Ursula LeGuin,* Stanislav Lem,* C.S. Lewis,* David Lindsay,* Arthur Machen,* Walter M. Miller, Mervyn Peake,* Olaf Stapledon,* J.R.R. Tolkien,* H.G. Wells, T.H. White,* Charles Williams,* Colin Wilson,* John Wyndham,* Roger Zelazny.* He also owned a number of anthologies and books of criticism of science fiction and fantasy, including Alexei and Cory Panshin, The World Beyond the Hill: Science Fiction and the Quest for Transcendence (New York: Jeremy P. Tarcher, 1989), for which he wrote a publisher’s blurb.
29 An excellent, succinct history of the rebirth of modern fantasy, with thumbnail descriptions of its subvarieties, can be found in the Preface to Modern Classics of Fantasy, ed. Gardner Dozois (New York: St. Martin’s, 1997).
30 “Anne” is probably Anne McWhir, who produced an M.A. thesis on Shelley, a doctoral dissertation on the imagery of caves and rivers in the Shelleys, and an edition of Mary Shelley’s The Last Man.
31 See The Encyclopedia of Fantasy, ed. John Clute and John Grant (New York: St. Martin’s, 1997).
33 Robert Scholes’s The Fabulators (1968) is about Lawrence Durrell, Kurt Vonnegut, Terry Southern, John Hawkes, Iris Murdoch, and John Barth. Along with Thomas Pynchon, such writers, by attempting to accommodate romance to modernist or postmodernist standards, have produced works that are hybrids of romance and anatomy. Scholes went on to write Structural Fabulation (1975), about a number of science fiction and fantasy writers. In TBN, n. 146 on page 431 unfortunately confuses the two books.
34 See Robert D. Denham, “Northrop Frye’s ‘Kook Books’ and the Esoteric Tradition,” in Frye and the Word: Religious Contexts in the Writings of Northrop Frye, ed. Jeffery Donaldson and Alan Mendelson (Toronto: University of
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35 Hamilton, Northrop Frye, 140.

Notebook 42a

1 See Introduction, p. xxviii.
2 Anne Robert Jacques Turgot (1727–81), French statesman, financier, and economist. When younger, he contributed articles to the famous Encyclopædia of the philosophes; his best-known later work is Reflections on the Formation and Distribution of Wealth (1766).
4 A translation and exposition in Pahlavi of the Avesta, a collection of sacred Zoroastrian writings.
5 That is, “anthology” comes from the Greek roots meaning a discourse about flowers, and “chrestomathy” from the Greek roots meaning “to learn something useful.”
6 W.W.E. Ross (1894–1966), Canadian poet.
7 See Nicolas Berdyaev, The Beginning and the End (New York: Harper, 1952), 11, annotated copy in the NFL: “The view usually adopted is that mediaeval philosophy was Christian, whereas the philosophy of modern times is non-Christian or even anti-Christian. But in actual fact it is rather the reverse of this which is true. Mediaeval scholastic philosophy was fundamentally Greek; it did not pass beyond the bounds of ancient thought; it was a philosophy of the object, that is to say it was cosmocentric. Modern philosophy, on the other hand, has become a philosophy of the subject; it is anthropocentric and its centre of gravity is transferred to man. But this means that Christian emancipation from the power of the objectified world over man had not yet made its way into thought in the Middle Ages, whereas in modern times Christianity does enter into thought, it carries on its work unseen within it and leads to the autonomy of man and of his thought.” NF had referred to Berdyaev’s idea in NB 42b.60 (not included in the present volume), asserting that “It is very possible that I shall spend my life revolving around” this principle, and adding: “If so, the inference is that the profoundest depth of human culture is the age of the great Reformers, Montaigne, Rabelais, Paracelsus, Shakespeare and their contemporaries, before the inevitable entropy set in.” The second half of NB 42, in which this passage occurs, seems to have been composed before the first half.
8 SH, 1:98–100. Epimenides was a religious teacher from Crete who, accord-
ing to Plato’s Laws, prophesied and performed religious rites ca. 500 B.C. Toynbee’s speculation about St. Paul is on p. 99, n. 2.


10 Thorstein Veblen (1857–1929) was an American economist and sociologist, author of *The Theory of the Leisure Class* (1899). What NF intends by “my Veblen parody of More’s point” is uncertain.

11 NF is alluding to Toynbee’s theory in the opening of *A Study of History*, as laid out in vol. 1, chap. 2, sec. 5, “Challenge and Response.” The genesis of civilization is the response to some type of challenge, which may differ for different civilizations.

12 The Dinkas and the Shilluks were the best-known representatives of certain tribes in what was known, in Toynbee’s time, as the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan. Frazer’s treatment of these people is in chap. 24, sec. 2, “Kings Killed When Their Strength Fails,” of *The Golden Bough: A Study in Magic and Religion*, 1-vol. abridged ed. (New York: Macmillan, 1958; orig. pub. 1922), 309–19.


14 The ellipsis is in Toynbee’s quotation.

15 The national epic of Finland, the *Kalevala*, was artificially created in the nineteenth century by a scholar, Elias Llönrot, out of a series of shorter narrative poems.

16 A reference, apparently, to W.H. Trethewey, a member of the French department at Victoria College, and his wife. Glastonbury Abbey was a centre of Celtic Christianity during the early Middle Ages; according to legend, it was where Joseph of Arimathea arrived in England, bearing the Holy Grail. See also Notes 54-4.4 and n. 7, and NB 10.77.


18 The “Teutonic-Greek-Indian affinity” is Toynbee’s thesis in Annex V to I.I.D (vii), *SH*, 2:434–7. On p. 436, Toynbee says, “In a recent study of the Greek language it is pointed out that ‘there was a Germanic tribe called Ingaevones, a name that apart from the suffix corresponds exactly phonetically to the name Akhoiwoi.’” The source is given as B(asil) F.C. Atkinson, *The Greek Language* (London: Faber, 1932), 14n. 1.

19 NF derives this note from Toynbee, *SH*, 2:9. *Eald enta geweorc* is a formulaic phrase recurring in various Old English texts. Meaning “ancient work of
the giants," it refers to the awesome remains of Roman buildings in Anglo-Saxon England. Volney's *The Ruins: Or a Survey of the Revolutions of Empires* (1791) analyses the origins of civil society and traces the causes of revolution to the abandonment of the principles of natural law and religion.


21 *Migrare ad plures* means "to go with the majority."


23 NF takes this information from Toynbee, *SH*, 2:215n. 1.

24 NF repeated Marcus Aurelius's observation over a period of almost forty years: see *TBN*, 206; *CP*, 49; *GC*, 95.


26 The full name of the Roman satirist Persius (A.D. 34–62) was Aulus Persius Flaccus.

27 August Wilhelm Anton Gneisenau, a Prussian soldier who accompanied the German auxiliaries in 1782; four years later he joined the Prussian army and in 1806 fought against Napoleon at Saafeld and Jena.

28 The material in this paragraph derives from Toynbee, *SH*, 3:64-77.

29 NF seems to have meant "any vast cyclic scheme."


31 NF's first year at Oxford was 1936–37; he taught at Victoria College during 1937–38, went back for his second year at Oxford during 1938–39, and then in the fall of 1939 returned to Victoria to teach.

32 NF wrote three papers on Chaucer for his Oxford tutor, Edmund Blunden. Two of them, on Chaucer's early poems and *Troilus and Criseyde*, were subsumed into "A Reconsideration of Chaucer" (*SE*, 431–67), presented in 1938 as a talk to the Graduate English Club at the University of Toronto. The third was "Chaucer's *Canterbury Tales*," *LS*, 131–9.

33 It is possible that this is the same project as in the opening sentence of NB 7.1: "The grammar of Renaissance anagogy has three main sources, Biblical, Classical & national or medieval, and can be expounded as a commentary on Spenser, or even, perhaps, as a *tour de force* commentary on *The Phoenix and the Turtle.*"

34 "The Anatomy in Prose Fiction," *Manitoba Arts Review*, 3 (Spring 1942): 35–47. NF had treated the anatomy as a prose form in an Emmanuel College
Notes to pages 11–13

36 NF speaks of the civilizing force of cooperative or group forms of music such as "musical drama" in "Music and the Savage Breast," Canadian Forum, 18 (April 1938): 451–3; rpt. in NFMC, 88–91. This may be one of the Canadian Forum articles he has in mind in the previous paragraph.
37 Francis M. Cornford, The Origin of Attic Comedy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1914). In NB 8.10, NF speaks of "the comedy-carnival elements in the Passion and the consequent emergence of a tragically comic form as the typical form of Christian drama exemplified in Shakespeare (e.g., the N.T. tone of MM [Measure for Measure])."
38 NF had come across Colin Still's Shakespeare's Mystery Play (London: Cecil Palmer, 1921) in the Central Library in Toronto during his second year at Victoria College. An annotated copy is in the NFL.
39 See previous paragraph and n. 33.
40 Peter Ramus (1515–72), French philosopher and logician, a Protestant convert who proposed replacing Aristotelian logic, based on the syllogism, with his own single logic for both dialectic and rhetoric, based on the classification of concepts in hierarchical outlines. This simplifying outline form influenced both the organization of long Puritan sermons into divisions and the Puritan understanding of theology.
41 Johann Reuchlin (1455–1522). Introduced to the Kabbalah by Pico della Mirandola, Reuchlin produced the first of various Kabbalistic works, De Verbo Mirifica, i.e., The Miraculous Word, in which he asserts that the Hebrew language and the Kabbalah are vehicles of divine powers. See also NB 34.87.
42 Isidore of Seville (ca. 560–636), theologian, archbishop, encyclopedist. His Etymologies, on the seven liberal arts, was a popular reference book for centuries; lucus a non lucendo = a non sequitur or absurdity.
43 Natalis Comes (Natale Conti, 1520–87) was the author of Mythologiae (1567). NF may well have encountered a reference to the book in Douglas Bush, Mythology and the Renaissance Tradition in English Poetry (1932).
44 That is, allegorically. George Sandys (1578–1644) was a British colonist who had translated Ovid's Metamorphoses (1626) after coming to Virginia; Fabius Planciades Fulgentius (fl. 5th and/or 6th centuries) was a Latin grammarian whose Mythologiarium explained myths in a Neoplatonic allegorical manner.
45 Macrobius was a fifth-century Roman writer and Neoplatonic philosopher who wrote a series of mythological dialogues.
46 In announcing his plans for his final year at Emmanuel College NF wrote to Helen Kemp on 28 June 1935 that he was "going to write a paper on Calvin and do some work on Arminius which should put me in good enough
shape for Theology” (NFHK, 1:458). He did write the paper, “The Importance of Calvin for Philosophy,” SE, 401–16, possibly making use of arguments he employed in a debate with a fellow student at Emmanuel College. On 23 April 1935, he wrote to Helen Kemp that he was going to debate Norman Langford at the Theological Society, “Arminius against Calvin” (NFHK, 1:427). Jacob Arminius opposed Calvin’s strict interpretation of the doctrine of predestination. However, a passage in NB 34.87 indicates that NF had a deeper interest: “The Anabaptists & their occult links: penetration of this into Arminianism.” Occultism in this context meant for NF the concept of the Word, and its relation to his own evolving theory of anagogy.

47 For decades NF confided to his notebooks the idea of writing a history of English literature; see, for example, NB 32.29. His best stab at it was a lengthy introduction to a projected textbook anthology in the early 1970s, published as “Rencontre: The General Editor’s Introduction,” LS, 3–130.

48 In other words, his plans for a Bachelor of Divinity thesis. On 17 April 1934, NF wrote to Helen Kemp of his plan to do a B.D. thesis on music and graduate work on “Spengler & St. Augustine. But there are two things which are absolutely unique about the Christian religion and which guarantee its truth—one is music, the other a philosophy of history, and, though I’ll do them both eventually, I don’t care which I start on. They’re intimately connected, of course...” NFHK, 1:199.


50 For NF’s involvement with the Student Christian Movement, see John Ayre, Northrop Frye: A Biography (Toronto: Random House, 1989), 171–3. According to Ayre, the SCM was “a wholesome YMCA-type organization which organized study groups, hikes and teas. Because the SCM received official sanction at Vic, professors were encouraged to give extra-curricular courses with a religious theme relevant to the student’s studies” (171). NF carried on a discussion group for four years, 1940–43, with a different title each year, but each time revolving around Biblical symbolism as summed up in the Book of Revelation (173).

52 Henri-Frédéric Amiel, *Fragments d’un Journal Intime* (published posthumously in 1884).

53 A recurrent formulation in the early notebooks; in the romance notebooks, it reappears in NB 33.29 and NB 33.37. Elsewhere, NB 30.0, in a series of jottings, defines “ritual as act; myth as consciousness of act,” then goes on to say that “myth provides a verbal containing form of the ritual.” In NB 38.35, NF instructs himself: “After that I go on to the point that prose is the language of myth & poetry of ritual, & that the element of incantation or magic in poetry makes poetry bound to time, as epic & drama are both concerned with the arrival of the moment and with the crucial act. Prose is the pure language of consciousness detached from time . . . .”

54 Spengler uses this opposition to explain the difference between the portraiture of the West and that of Egypt and China. “The coming of [the] specific ‘I’ is the first dawning of that personality-idea. . . . This ‘ego habeo factum,’ the insertion of the auxiliaries ‘have’ and ‘be’ between a doer and a deed, in lieu of the ‘feci’ which expresses activated body, replaces the world of bodies by one of functions between centres of force, the static syntax by a dynamic” (*DW*, 1:162-3).

55 “Robert Browning: An Abstract Study,” a paper NF wrote during his fourth year at Victoria College for Professor Pelham Edgar, the course being, almost certainly, English 4f, English Poetry of the Nineteenth Century. The paper is published in *SE*, 85-108.

56 Henry Rowland was a member of the Vic class of 1933 with NF; his obsession with symbolic colours and images on national flags is also referred to in NB 34.18 and NB 7.20.

57 Mass migrations; NF takes the term from Toynbee, who uses it throughout *SH*.

58 E.J. Pratt, NF’s colleague at Victoria and the foremost Canadian poet of his generation.


60 An essay NF wrote for the Lincoln Hutton essay competition during the summer between his first and second years at Victoria College. The essay has not survived, but in a letter to her nephew Donald Howard, NF’s mother copied the diagram of NF’s various categories of eccentrics (Mrs. H.E. Frye (Aunt Cassie) to Donald Howard, 28 March 1932, NFF, 1988, box 31, file 8). For an account of the essay, see Ayre, 68–9.
61 That is, chap. 12 of FS. See pp. 416–18 (FS2, 403–5).
62 The reference is to the fourth-century theological debate over whether
Christ was of the same substance (*homoousios*) as the Father or of similar
substance (*homoiousios*), the latter position having been argued by Arius.
The debate was resolved against the Arians by the ecumenical council of
Nicea, which rejected the iota, so to speak.

**Notebook 34**

1 Casa Loma is a 98-room castle or palace atop a hill above downtown To-
ronto, “one wing of which is bastard French Renaissance and the other
wing bastard Spanish Renaissance, like Siamese twins born out of wed-
lock,” as NF puts it in “Design as a Creative Principle in the Arts” (StS, 57);
it was built in 1911–14 by financier Henry Mill Pellatt. A paragraph titled
“Notes on Houses,” in which NF gives himself advice about buying a
house, divides the first half of NB 42 from the second, i.e., NB 42a from NB
42b. The Fryes moved into their Toronto home on Clifton Rd. in 1945.
2 The Frye family home from 1905 to 1917 in Sherbrooke, Quebec.
3 The same phrase occurs in NB 31.70.
4 Charles Maurras (1868–1952) believed in the necessity of strong traditional
institutions, and so espoused royalism and Catholicism, despite being him-
self an atheist. Wanting to counter the influence of Protestants, Freemasons,
and Jews, he founded Action Français during the Dreyfus Affair.
5 Decades later, in Notes 54-4.100, NF would completely repudiate this view
of Scott.
6 On pp. 24–6 of his 1951 Diary (omitted from the published version), NF
draws up a chronological outline for “A Musical Companion to English
Literature.” It is clearly the same project as the one outlined here, although
the Diary version has ten sections instead of six, for a total of eighty-four
songs.
7 Michael William Balfe (1808–70), English singer and composer, best known
for the songs from his opera *The Bohemian Girl* (1843); Charles Dibden
(1745–1814), composer of sea songs and operas.
8 Title of the novel, never finished, on which NF worked in the 1930s and
1940s. NB 1 consists of notes towards *The Locust Eaters*; NB 2 consists of
notes plus a sixteen-page draft of its opening. A fifteen-page typescript
(NFF, 1991, box 34, file 2) is a later version of the same opening, incorpo-
rating changes suggested by holograph notes added by NF to the draft in
NB 2.
9 The idea of a novel about the discovery of a Fifth Gospel stuck with NF for
something like twenty years, and recurs in *TBN*, 6–7, *RT*, 65–6, and NB
20.23.
10 The reference is to Shakespeare's *Measure for Measure*, in which the Duke appoints Angelo as his deputy during his pretended absence.

11 Here NF has crossed out: "Substitute for public executions, maybe."

12 See NB 41 in the present volume for NF's notes on Robert Smith Surtees' *Jorrocks* novels.

13 "Mrs. Battel's Opinions on Whist."

14 See NB 42a.34 and n. 56.

15 Kathleen Coburn, NF's colleague at Victoria College and editor of the Coleridge notebooks.

16 "Benjamin" means "son of the right hand."

17 "Ripley" is most likely Robert Ripley of *Ripley's Believe It or Not*, which often featured wordplay and word derivations. The point that Ripley collected can be inferred from the fact that the French and German names have essentially the same meaning etymologically: "iron that cuts," i.e., a blade. *Taille* is the edge of a sword in French, from *tailler*, to cut. *Fer* signifies iron. Likewise, *hauer* in German is a hewer or cutter, from *hauer*, to cut. *Eisen* means iron. Taillefer was a Norman warrior and trouvère who led the Norman army into the Battle of Hastings singing of Roland at Roncesvalles; he was killed in the conflict. Therefore, two warriors not only have an identical name, but a name that symbolized what they were.

18 Lusitania was an ancient region and Roman province in the Iberian peninsula, corresponding roughly to modern Portugal.

19 Above "Spengler notes" NF has written: "Friedell, from Herder." Egon Friedell's *A Cultural History of the Modern Age* (New York: Knopf, 1930) was influenced by Spengler; for its influence on NF, see Ayre, 72. See also NB 33.11.

20 Pelagius was a British monk in the fifth century who denied original sin. NF's point is that by affirming the goodness of nature and human nature, against the Augustinian attitude that both had been corrupted by the fall, Pelagius looked forward to the naturalistic attitude of Bacon and Locke.

21 See NB 42a.13 and n. 19.

22 Plato became the political advisor of Dionysus II of Syracuse.

23 In bk. 6 of the *Aeneid*, the first thing Aeneas does upon landing on the shores of Italy is to journey to the underworld, guided by the Sibyl of Cumae.

24 "Italic" refers to the pre-Roman peoples of Italy, the most important of which were the Etruscans. While NF's actual source has not been located, *The New Encyclopaedia Britannica* (1998) confirms his statement. The article "Greek and Roman Civilizations," 20:272, says that "the Etruscans were among the first in the Mediterranean to lay out a city with a grid plan; it was oriented according to the compass, emphasizing a principal north-south street and including one or more major east-west streets. The ritual
involved in thus laying out a town, complete with walls, temples, and other sacred areas, was known to the Romans as the *ritus etruscus*. The system was commonly used by the Romans in laying out military camps and new cities and has survived in the centre of many European cities today."

The reference to "black man" is uncertain, apart from the parallel to Southern lynchings. Otherwise, NF may have had in mind the way the Huron Indians tortured their captured enemy in Canadian poet E.J. Pratt’s *Brébeuf and His Brethren*: “His body smeared with pitch and bound with belts / Of bark, the Iroquois was forced to run / The fires” (ll. 659–61). One of the Jesuit missionaries will himself be martyred this way at the end of the poem (ll. 2073–4). See *E.J. Pratt: Complete Poems, Part 2*, ed. Sandra Djwa and R.G. Moyles (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1989).

In the prose introduction to *Paradise Lost*.

In Joshua 21, the Levites, because of their priestly character, are not given a land of their own but are granted forty-eight cities scattered through the lands of the other tribes. In Blake (*Milton*, pl. 38 [43] [Erdman, 138]) these are identified with the forty-eight constellations of the Mundane Shell.


The *Lankavatara Sutra*, a Mahayana Buddhist text, fascinated NF from the time that his student Peter Fisher gave him D.T. Suzuki’s translation of it in the late 1940s. He refers to it frequently in NB 3 (*RT*, 3–71), from the same general period as NB 34, i.e., the late 1940s–early 1950s, and is still referring to it in the *WP* notebooks four decades later. An annotated copy is in the NFL.


See NB 42a.29 and n. 47.

Where NF’s in-laws, the Kemp family, owned a summer cottage.

Newton M. DeBow (1884–1927) was apparently an acquaintance from NF’s Moncton years, as he lived in such places as Cornhill, St. John, and
Anagance, all outside of Moncton, N.B. His descendants do not know what a “Newton DeBow finale” might have been.

37 Mary Baker Eddy, the founder of Christian Science.
38 NF speaks of this also in NB 19.336 (TBN, 76).
39 Above “habit” NF has written “life.”
40 *Caritas* is the Latin term used most consistently by the Vulgate to translate the Greek *agape*. *Agape* is the completely unselfish love that God has for us and that we in turn ought to have for both God and one another. *Charis*, “grace,” was later expanded into the three Graces of Classical mythology.
41 See Alexandra David-Neel, *Magic and Mystery in Tibet* (New York: Crown, 1932). The anecdote about the *tulpa* is recounted on pp. 314–15; the *chod* is explained on pp. 148–52; and the episode of the *dakini* takes place on pp. 168–72.
42 In Hindu writings, “Isvara” literally means “lord,” and is a name of Shiva. NF, however, seems to use the term to refer to a kind of false deity, and is probably influenced in this by D.T. Suzuki’s *Studies in the Lankavatara Sutra* (Taipei: SMC Publishing, 1991, 1994; orig. pub. 1930). For example, on p. 139, a quotation from the *Sutra*, after listing such concepts as “soul,” “continuity,” “causation,” “atom,” and “Isvara (‘god’),” says that “some such ideas are entertained by the philosophers, but they are mere constructions of mind.” An equally important source for the term is *Mysticism East and West* by Rudolf Otto (New York: Macmillan, 1932), mentioned several times in NB 34, including in par. 61, below, and also in NB 3.21 (RT, 11). According to Otto, Sankara differentiates between “the higher and lower Brahman, identifying the latter with Isvara, the personal God. Eckhart contrasts the ‘Deitas’ with ‘Deus,’ the Godhead with God” (7).
43 In Hindu thought, two of the three *gunas* (“ligaments” or “strings”), the strands of which everything is composed. *Tamas* is the quality of inertia (including melancholy, tiredness, sorrow, stupidity, opacity, etc.); *rajas* is the quality of passion and action (including lust, jealousy, hatred, ambition, etc.). There is a third *guna*, *sattva*, which is the quality of brightness (including purity, illumination, transparency, wisdom, goodness, etc.). The terms are employed on an occasional basis throughout many of the notebooks.
44 See n. 42, above.
45 See n. 42, above. The remark appears in the footnote on p. 9 of Otto’s book.
46 Chap. 8 of the *Enneads* is called “On the Intelligible Beauty”; the quotation appears near the beginning of sec. 4. NF’s attention has clearly been drawn to Plotinus by his reading of *Mysticism East and West* by Rudolf Otto, who quotes a number of times from Plotinus because of the latter’s influence on Meister Eckhart.
between the first and second sentences of his quotation: "This is the solution of the problem which I gave in my last lecture. I will not repeat myself now, except to remind you that my theory involves . . .", etc. In the margin of his copy of Whitehead, NF wrote: "this doctrine of the universal mirror is a point for me, I think. The passage is almost identical to Plotinus, V, 8." See previous note.

48 Above "descending from the upper room," NF has written: "what made me write that?"

49 Richard Davidson, principal of Emmanuel College, 1932–44, also professor of Old Testament and an authority on the liturgy.

50 Above "unit of the object," NF has written: "cf. atman."

51 Crossed out: "the R side."

52 "ARO" is NF's abbreviation for Blake's "All Religions Are One"; "NNR" is an abbreviation for its aphoristic counterpart: "There Is No Natural Religion."

53 The classification of types appears in The Varieties of Temperament: A Psychology of Constitutional Differences, by W.H. Sheldon (New York: Harper, 1942), though NF had read about them in Aldous Huxley's The Perennial Philosophy (New York: Harper, 1945; annotated copy in the NFL), chap. 8, "Religion and Temperament," 148–61. Sheldon's three types are as follows: (1) endomorphs, who tend to be viscerotonic, a condition characterized by such traits as relaxation, love of comfort and eating, and sociability; (2) mesomorphs, who tend to be somatotonic, a condition characterized by traits such as assertiveness, energy, will to power, ruthlessness, and indifference to pain; (3) ectomorphs, who tend to be cerebrotonic, a condition characterized by such traits as tenseness, hypersensitivity, secrecy, emotional restraint, anti-sociability, poor sleep, and agoraphobia. Endomorphs and mesomorphs are extraverts; ectomorphs are introverts. See also RT, 26–7. NF notes a rather striking parallel between these three types and the three types of spirits postulated by Renaissance physiology. Natural spirits control the lowest physical functions; vital spirits regulate the passions; animal spirits are functions of the brain, and thus of rationality.

54 Charles Trick Currelly (1876–1957), professor of the history of industrial art at the University of Toronto when NF was a student, later professor of archaeology; founder and first director of the Royal Ontario Museum. The remark was apparently oral, since Currelly's only book, the autobiography I Brought the Ages Home, edited by NF, did not appear until 1956.


56 Diodorus Siculus, Historical Library, bk. 1, sec. 71. But NF may have found the information in James Frazer, The Golden Bough: A Study in Magic and Religion, 1-vol. abridged ed. See chap. 17, sec. 1, "Royal and Priestly Taboos," 201.
57 Lamblichus, Proclus, and Porphyry were all Neoplatonic philosophers. Porphyry (A.D. 234–ca. 305) was a Phoenician student of Plotinus, and Lamblichus (ca. A.D. 245–325) a student of Porphyry, who set up a school in Syria. Proclus (412–85) was an Athenian who systematized the doctrines of Lamblichus. Presumably the group is “Hellenistic” because its thought descends from Plotinus, who was born in Egypt and studied Greek philosophy in Alexandria.


59 For Reuchlin, see NB 42a.28 and n. 41. Pico della Mirandola (1463–94) was a Christian Kabbalist of the circle of Lorenzo di Medici and one of the great scholars of the Renaissance.

60 See Herbert Silberer, Hidden Symbolism of Alchemy and the Occult Arts (New York: Dover, 1971); orig. pub. in 1917 as Problems of Mysticism and Its Symbolism.

61 Robert Fludd (1574–1637) was a Renaissance Hermeticist and Kabbalist; he also shared the Rosicrucian belief in the magical and mystical reformation of the world. The Fifth Monarchy Men were a group of militant Puritans during the English Civil War who believed they should help to inaugurate by force the “fifth monarchy” of Daniel 2, identified by later Christian commentators with the millennial reign of Christ.

62 See NB 42a.29 and n. 46.

63 See NB 42a.28 and n. 41.

64 Torquato Tasso (1544–95) in his later years suffered from a paranoid fear that his epic poem Gerusalemme Liberata (1575) conflicted with Church teaching, and insisted on being examined by the Inquisition.

65 Richard Stanyhurst (1547–1618) published his translation into hexameters of The First Foure Books of Virgil his Aeneis in 1582, along with an allegorizing Epistle.

66 Henry Reynolds (fl. 1627–32) produced Kabbalistic and Neoplatonic interpretations of poetry in Mythomystes (1632). Forty years later, in NB 44, NF wrote: “[Joel] Spingarn speaks of Henry Reynolds, the greatest critic before Johnson, as though he were an idiot crackpot. The fact that there’s so much resistance means that the myth people are supremely important, of course, but I still don’t have the why of the resistance” (LN, 1:236).

67 See NB 42a.28 and n. 40.

68 NF originally wrote “disadvantage,” then crossed out the “dis.”

69 A clue as to what NF had in mind occurs in NB 7.6: “Now when Luther brought this question of the priority of Scripture into the open Trent had to assert the priority of the Church, turning the Church from a dialogue with the Word into a monologue with itself, as Barth says, in a remark that may
profoundly affect the argument of V [Mirage].” Maurice S. Friedman main-
274, that Barth’s terms “dialogue” and “monologue” were directly bor-
rowed from Buber, although Barth Christianizes them. For Barth’s own
discussion, see Church Dogmatics, vol. 3, pt. 2.
70 Duns Scotus (1266–1308) followed the Franciscan theological tradition to
which he belonged in its Augustinian assertion of the primacy of will over
intellect, as opposed to the contrasting Dominican and Thomistic exaltation
of intellect over will.
71 See GC, 18.
72 This eventually found a home in AC, 330, where NF quotes an example of
James Mill’s prose from his Essay on Government, observing that “much of
the difficulty in a philosophical style is rhetorical in origin, resulting from a
feeling that it is necessary to detach and isolate the intellect from the emo-
tions” (NF’s italics). See also NB 35.83.
73 The material in this paragraph comes from Herbert Silberer. See par. 86 and
n. 60, above.
74 Silberer, 133.

Notebook 30n

1 See NB 42a.28 and n. 42.
2 Both the ideas and the phrasing of the previous three sentences are echoed
in NB 33.16.
3 The German phrase nach Kunst, nicht nach Gunst gehen means “depend on
merit rather than influence.” Der Mensch ist, was er isst means “Man is what
he eats,” and is attributed to Ludwig Feuerbach. The Italian phrase is
Traduttore, traditore.
4 See NB 42a.45 and n. 62.
5 “Themis” means natural order or law.
6 The Spenser Encyclopedia, gen. ed. A.C. Hamilton (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1990), agrees: in the entry for “Britomart,” Judith H. Anderson
says, “The name of Spenser’s Britomart combines Briton with martial. . . .
Her name also derives from Britomartis, a nymph who is associated with,
and sometimes identified as, Diana. . . .” Boadicea (d. A.D. 62), was the
leader of an unsuccessful revolt against the Romans in Britain. For Ruskin
and Arnold on Shakespeare’s names, cf. AC, 9–10.
7 Frederick Bodmer, The Loom of Language (New York: Norton, 1944), 415.
What NF calls “inner” is called Midland in Bodmer; in the list of “Outer”
vernaculars, Lahnda occupies the place of Kashmiri. The inconsistency is not
wholly NF’s, however, since a quotation from Grierson directly below
Bodmer’s catalogue does list Kashmiri among the group of vernaculars that
are acquiring auxiliaries again.
8 Professor of English at Victoria College, specialist in medieval literature and one of NF’s teachers when he was an undergraduate.

9 American linguist, advocate of a method of linguistic analysis based on the classification of overt formal features.

10 See NB 34.27 and n. 30. This whole paragraph has been crossed out.

11 See NB 42a.28 and n. 42.

12 See Harold Bayley, *The Lost Language of Symbolism: An Inquiry into the Origin of Certain Letters, Words, Names, Fairy-Tales, Folklore, and Mythologies* (1912). Also mentioned in *TBN*, 72. The premise of this book is that the water-marks of early paper manufacturers are really symbolic emblems originating in what he calls the “pre-Reformation Protestant sects” of Albigensians or Cathars (2). Thus, “The awakening known as the Renaissance was the direct result of an influence deliberately and traditionally exercised by paper-makers, printers, cobblers, and other artisans” (2). This influence was “Gnostic”: “The chief function of Gnosticism was moral salvation, but it also claimed to get behind the letter of the written word, and to discover the ideal value of all religious histories, myths, mysteries, and ordinances. Mythologies were held to be popular presentiments of religious ideas originally revealed, and Christianity was believed to be the full revelation of a deeper truth embedded more or less in every religion. The faith of Christianity was indeed treated as if it had little or no connection with historic fact, and almost as though it were an ideal system evolved from the brain of a philosopher” (7).

**Notebook 33**

1 Cf. *AC*, 309.

2 The reference is to *Mrs. Caudle’s Curtain Lectures* (1846), by the humorist Douglas Jerrold. The curtain is that which surrounded the Victorian family bed, which is where Mrs. Caudle delivered her harangues.

3 The main female character in James Joyce’s *Finnegans Wake*, whose names all begin with the letters ALP; the commonest is Anna Livia Plurabelle. NF is imagining her in a role comparable to Isis in Egyptian mythology, who gathered up the scattered remains of her husband Osiris.

4 See NB 42a, n. 59.

5 Xenophanes of Colophon (ca. 560–ca. 478), Greek poet and religious thinker whose work articulated the doctrines of Parmenides and the Eleatic school stressing unity instead of diversity.

6 Usually *arete* is spelled with a short “e” and not the long “e” that NF has used here.


8 Cf. *AC*, 233, 311.

9 Cf. NB 42a.26–7.
10 Cf. NB 42a.32–4.
11 See NB 34.18 and n. 19.
12 The main male character in James Joyce’s *Finnegans Wake*, whose various names all begin with the letters HCE: for example, Humphrey Chimpden Earwicker. Husband of ALP (see n. 3, above).
14 The phrasing of this sentence echoes that of the first sentence of NB 31.9.
15 Almost the exact same phrasing occurs in NB 30n.11. References to the *Cratylus* and to *lucus a non lucendo* etymology occur in NB 30n.1; to Isidore of Seville and to *lucus a non lucendo* in NB 42a.28.
17 *Republic*, bk. 10, 62oc–d: “And by chance Odysseus’ soul had drawn the last lot of all and went to choose; from memory of its former labors it had recovered from love of honor; it went around for a long time looking for the life of a private man who minds his own business; and with effort it found one lying somewhere, neglected by the others. It said when it saw this life that it would have done the same even if it had drawn the first lot, and was delighted to choose it.” *The Republic of Plato*, trans. Allan Bloom (New York: Basic Books, 1968), 303. In Tibetan Buddhism, bardo means “transitional or intermediate state.” All existence can be described as a succession of transitional states, but the reference is generally to the states between death and rebirth, as described in NF’s chief source, the *Bardo Thödol*, or *The Tibetan Book of the Dead*.
18 Hindu books of esoteric doctrine regarding rituals, disciplines, meditation, etc., composed in the form of dialogues between Shiva and his Shakti.
20 See NB 34, n. 31; also, par. 34, below.
21 In NB 33, NF sometimes uses the first letter of the title to designate a volume in the ogdoad, instead of, or in combination with, his usual symbols.
22 The quotation occurs on p. 153 of the same chapter (chap. 8, “Religion and Temperament”) referred to in NB 34, n. 52.
23 See NB 42a.32–4; also par. 11, above, and par. 37, below.
24 See NB 42a, n. 53.
25 See par. 9 and n. 8, above.
26 Richard Hakluyt, *The Principal Navigations, Voyages, Trafiques and Discoveries of the English Nation* (London and Toronto: Dent, 1927), 1:19. The full quotation reads: “to gather likewise, and as it were to incorporate into one body the torn and scattered limmes of our ancient and late Navigations by Sea, our voyages by land, and traffiques of merchandise by both: and having (so much as in me lieth) restored ech particular member, being before displaced, to their true joynts and ligaments; I mean, by the helpe of
Geographie and Chronologie (which I may call the Sunne and the Moone, the right eye and the left of all history) referred each particular relation to the due time and place."


28 NF probably derived the word Paravritti from the following passage in D.T. Suzuki’s introduction to his translation of the Lankavatara Sutra: “Paravritti literally means ‘turning up’ or ‘turning back’ or ‘change’; technically, it is a spiritual change or transformation which takes place in the mind, especially suddenly, and I have called it ‘revulsion’ in my Studies in the Lankavatara Sutra, which, it will be seen, somewhat corresponds to what is known as ‘conversion’ among the psychological students of religion.” The Lankavatara Sutra: A Mahayana Text (Taipei: SMC Publishing, 1994; orig. pub. 1932), xvii. On the first page of NB 3, roughly contemporary with the present notebook, appears the cryptic note: “Paravritti of July 26/1946” (RT, 612n. 1). NF used the term all his life, often equating it with metanoia, the word in the New Testament translated “repentance” by the AV (see GC, 130-1).

29 In the Lankavatara Sutra, for which see NB 34, n. 31, and par. 22, above. NF is referring to the opening narrative of the Sutra, in which the Buddha pays a visit to Ravana, the ten-headed Lord of Lanka. After the Lord of Lanka experiences a paravritti, the turning-about or re-orientation of the mind which constitutes enlightenment (9), the Buddha manifests himself upon a mountain-top and laughs “loudly and most vigorously like the lion-king” (13). In his annotated copy, now in the NFL, in the margin beside the passage in which the Buddha is asked “how it were that the Tathagatas, the Blessed Ones, even in their transcendental state of consciousness should burst out in to loudest laughter” (14), NF wrote: “laugh or Joycean thunder-clap: note that the laugh expresses a sudden release or Paravritti.”


31 “The Anatomy in Prose Fiction,” Manitoba Arts Review, 3 (Spring 1942): 35-47; incorporated, with major revisions, into “The Four Forms of Prose Fiction” (see n. 36, below), and AC, 303-14.

32 See par. 9 and n. 8, above.

33 See n. 18, above.

34 NF’s point is uncertain, beyond the ambiguity of an unreadable word, for schema and thesis are not key terms in either the Rhetoric or the Poetics. Schema, meaning “visible form,” appears in the second book of the Physics, while thesis appears in chap. 1, pt. 2 of the Topics. Neither has to do with prose form. Possibly the point is the contrast between the Platonic and Tantric dialogue form and the typical Aristotelian and medieval Scholastic procedure of analysing taxonomically, according to whole, parts, and relation of parts.

35 See NB 42a.32 and n. 53; also par. 29, above.

37 In his 1942 Diary; the detective story reflections are in the entry for 25 July (D, 15). Also in NB 42b.9 (not included in the present volume), from about the same period.

38 A reference to George Orwell’s *1984* (1949), as *AC*, 238, makes clear. NF there makes a link between the telescreen and the “humiliation of being watched by a hostile or derisive eye,” a theme in the tragedies of such figures as Prometheus and Milton’s Samson (*AC*, 223).


42 A phrase that NF uses throughout the notebooks with the general meaning of raising to a higher level of insight, rather like the Hegelian *aufhebung*.

43 Hume claimed that there was no way to prove causality; the fact that one event has happened after another may not prove that the latter was the “cause” of the former.

44 Alexander Smith (1830–67), a member of the “spasmodic” school of poets, was also known for his prose works *Dreamthorpe* and *A Summer in Skye*.

45 Monsieur Jourdain, from Molière’s *Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme*, who is astonished to be told that he has been speaking “prose” all his life.

46 The insights in this paragraph are taken up and developed by NF in *WTC*, 71–93 (chap. 2, sec. 2).

47 Villainous woman in Samuel Richardson’s *Pamela* who keeps Pamela incarcerated for the sake of her employer, Mr. B.

48 The comparison between *Uncle Silas* and *The Egoist* appears in *SeS*, 81. For *Handley Cross*, see NB 41 in the present volume.

49 NF seems to have lost the notes: in NB 18.90, he says, “I thought I had this in: in reading Tolkien, which I did with great & almost uncritical pleasure, it nevertheless struck me, somewhere around Appendix VI, that there was a point at which the imaginative turns into the imaginary.”

50 Almost four decades later, in the late notebooks, NF is still repeating this statement—see *LN*, 68 and 402—and still not saying where it is to be found. The idea is inherent in the general argument of Edmund Burke’s *Reflections on the Revolution in France* (London: Dent, 1910; orig. pub. 1790), so that NF may not necessarily have a specific passage in mind, though passages that resemble it occur on pp. 44, 131, and 178. In “The Problem of Spiritual Authority in the Nineteenth Century” he explains that, for Burke, “It is the
revolutionary action leading to tyranny which is deductive . . . . Hence reason, given its full deductive and speculative head, is not an emancipating but a destructive and ultimately enslaving power in politics” (StS, 246).
51 The Puritan phrase for moral issues on which Scripture made no pronouncement, and which were therefore at the discretion of the individual or group.
52 Meaning that some people claim to see the ghost of the main character; for “Bardo,” see n. 17, above. An annotated copy of Nicolai Gogol, Tales of Good and Evil, trans. David Magarshack (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1957), is in the NFL.
53 NF possibly meant to write “of” instead of “as” in the second half of this sentence.
54 Cf. Dylan Thomas, Ballad of the Long-legged Bait.
55 In Notes 54-4.145, NF speaks of the “Feltro or Emperor figure,” apparently a reference, as here, to the first canto of Dante’s Inferno, ll. 103–5. This is confirmed by a reference to a 28 June 1950 Diary entry which speaks of “Dante’s Feltro or super-Constantine” (D, 392). In a veiled allegorical prophecy that is variously interpreted, Virgil claims that the She-Wolf who has threatened Dante on the mountain will finally be conquered by a “Greyhound” who will be born “between Feltro and Feltro.” The commonest gloss on this is that it is a reference to Dante’s patron, Can Grande della Scala, whose name means “big dog,” and who was lord of Verona, which lies between Feltro and Montefeltro in northern Italy. However, this topical reference to a ruling type who will bring a final order to the world also resonates with larger apocalyptic overtones.
56 See NB 42a.28–9.
57 Often referred to in the notebooks but never explained, the “St. Clair illumination” refers to an epiphany that NF had sometime in the 1950s while walking down St. Clair Avenue in Toronto; it had something to do with a passage from epic to drama to prose. See TBN, xli.
58 Another unexplained yet frequent allusion in the notebooks. In Seattle in 1950, NF had a flash of revelation about how at the bottom of the quest there is a reversal in which the oracular turns into the witty, the sense of mystery and gathering darkness of the descent turns into the illumination and laughter of release that begins the ascent or resurrection. See TBN, li.
59 In “The Instruments of Mental Production,” StS, 7–8, NF claims that “we may see the major arts in Plato’s terms as forming a group of six. Three of these are the arts of mousike: music, mathematics, and poetry, and they make up the main body of what Plato means by philosophy, the identifying of the soul of man with the forms or ideas of the world. The other three are the imitative or embodying arts, the arts of techne, painting, sculpture, and architecture, which, along with all their satellites and derivatives, unite the body of man with the physical world.” The distinction seems to be NF’s
own, although it is latent in the contrasting attitudes of Plato and Aristotle towards *mimesis* or imitation. See also *TBN*, 355.

60 This phrase appears at the end of the Second Essay of *AC*, whose final sentence ends, “as even the poets tell us, nobody but God himself can tolerate a poltergeist in the City of God” (128). This is a witty gloss on the observation that “Religions, in spite of their enlarged perspective, cannot as social institutions *contain* an art of unlimited hypothesis” (127).

61 “Fierce indignation,” from Swift’s epitaph, inscribed on his tomb according to instructions provided in his will: “Ubi Saeva Indignatio / Ulterius / Cor Lacerare Nequit / Abi Viator / Et Imitare Si Poteris / Strenuum Pro Virili / Libertatis Vindicatorem”—“He has gone where fierce indignation can lacerate his heart no more—depart wayfarer, and imitate if you are able one who to the utmost strenuously championed liberty.”

62 In NB 7.20, NF recounts an African rite described in Leo Frobenius, *The Childhood of Man: A Popular Account of the Lives, Customs, and Thoughts of the Primitive Races*, trans. A.H. Keane (New York: Meridian, 1960), annotated copy in the NFL; it features “a dance round a pole with strings attached, indicating that the maypole was a rayed sun & the webbed spider—also, as Frobenius doesn’t see, the spreading tree, which links the solar and vegetable cycles” (Frobenius, 341–3). See *TBN*, 418.

63 The first four books of the ogdoad: Liberal, Tragicomedy, Anticlimax, and Rencontre.

**Notebook 41**

1 “The evil worm that pierces the world” (*Dante, Inferno*, canto 34, l. 108).
2 Master of foxhounds, the person to whom all members of the hunt are responsible.
3 Master of ceremonies.

**Notebook 31**

1 NF’s professor, and then colleague, at Victoria College, to whom *FS* is dedicated.
2 The content and even some of the phrasing of pars. 2–6 find their way into “Yeats and the Language of Symbolism” (1947), *FI*, 218–37.
3 See *W.B. Yeats: Autobiographies*, vol. 3 of *The Collected Works of W.B. Yeats* (New York: Scribner, 1999), in which see *The Trembling of the Veil*, bk. 2, “Ireland after Parnell,” 171 (sec. 1): “It was many years before I understood that I had surrendered myself to the chief temptation of the artist, creation without toil.” Yeats is referring to his tendency to avoid the hard, tedious effort of writing poetry by immersing himself in the excitement of political
activism. The phrase, quoted more precisely, recurs in par. 9, below, and also in the 1949 Diary (D, 92): "Actually it's profoundly soothing to be busy all the time: it's like a holiday to have no time to do what you ought to do. Creation without toil, Yeats calls it."

4 Inferno, canto 15, l. 109: "wretched crowd." For Charles Maurras, see NB 34, n. 4.

5 Both idea and phrasing echo NB 33.15.

6 NF said this in both "Yeats and the Language of Symbolism" (FI, 228) and "The Rising of the Moon" (SM, 267). Despite that, Blavatsky's remark is only hearsay, reported to Yeats by someone else, and recorded by him in The Trembling of the Veil (as NF indicates by writing "TV" above the passage) in the context of a discussion of Blavatsky's humorous mockery of her followers' solemnity. See W.B. Yeats: Autobiographies, 154. See also par. 48, below, and Notes 54–13.24.

7 See n. 3, above.

8 "Athanor" was a name for the sealed vessel in alchemy, as NF records from Silberer in NB 34.98.

9 As its name denotes, the Anima Mundi was the soul of a living nature in the Renaissance occult tradition, a potential source of both wisdom and power. Alaya is a Sanskrit term for the eighth and deepest level of consciousness; it is in fact unconscious to all but the yogic adept, though it contains "seeds" comparable to the archetypes of a collective unconscious. NF could have known the terms in their original historical contexts, but could also have encountered them in Madame Blavatsky.

10 See "Magic" in Ideas of Good and Evil, which is pt. 1 of Essays and Introductions (New York: Collier, 1961), 28–52. On pp. 51–2, Yeats says, "We who write, we who bear witness, must often hear our hearts cry out against us, complaining because of their hidden things, and I know not but he who speaks of wisdom may sometimes, in the change that is coming upon the world, have to fear the anger of the people of Faery, whose country is the heart of the world—'The Land of the Living Heart.' . . . And surely, at whatever risk, we must cry out that imagination is always seeking to remake the world according to the impulses and the patterns in that Great Mind, and that Great Memory?"

11 Above "pedantic," NF has written "cranky"; below "pedantic" he has written "garrulous." Below the "know" in "silly buggers know" he has written "anyway."

12 Samuel Butler's version of evolution explained by way of Blakean terminology. FS describes "the settling of animals and plants into their present natural order of spawning and preying, the aggregate of which Blake calls the 'Poly-pus,' a huge wriggling mass of life" (130; FS2, 133). "Yeats and the Language of Symbolism" says that evolutionary theory "reduced all life to a single
interlocking family: even, one might say, and Samuel Butler did say, a single super-organism, a known God who is also the world of will and life-force” (FI, 228).

13 See NB 34, n. 42.

14 Ideas and phrasing in the first part of this paragraph echo NB 33.15.

15 Above “because Bacon,” NF has written “this parrots.”

16 Actually two notebooks, NBs 30 and 33, in the present volume; NB 33 repeats some of the material in NB 30 in a wider context.

17 In this sentence NF has made the following holograph changes: above “orthodox” he has written “truly”; above “vilify those” he has written “sneer at anyone,” and again above “anyone” he has written “every”; above the “it” in “offer it” he has written “any.”

18 In the previous two sentences, NF has written “week & hour” above “astrological,” “month” above “cosmological,” “May” above “mythological,” “1946” above “historical,” “Daylight” above “scientific,” “Saturday, the week” above “anthropology,” “Eastern” above “geography,” and “more nearly” above “really.”

19 The reference is to the logical positivism of Rudolf Carnap (1891-1970). In such works as The Logical Structure of Language (1937), Carnap tried to base philosophy on statements that are logical and have only one meaning. The many-levelled language of lyrical poetry consists of pseudo-statements that have no real meaning, but merely serve to express emotion. NF’s irritation with Carnap has probably been provoked by Suzanne Langer’s description of his ideas in Philosophy in a New Key. Similar sentiments are expressed in NB 32.70.

20 The analogia entis, or analogy of being, is the theory associated with Thomas Aquinas that, because the Creation bears some analogy or likeness to its Creator, limited knowledge about God is possible by means of a comparison to things of this world. The analogia fides, or analogy of faith, is Karl Barth’s theory that any correspondence between the Creation and God is dependent upon God’s revelation of himself. Finnegan, Shaun, and HCE are characters in James Joyce’s Finnegans Wake, the latter identified by his initials. Shaun is one of the two sons of HCE, and HCE is a kind of emanation or alter ego of Finnegan.

21 See NB 34, n. 42.

22 Ibid.


24 Pre-Israelite inhabitants of the Promised Land, spoken of as giants in the Old Testament. Og was an Amorite king; Anak appears by way of references to the Anakim, the “sons of Anak.”
25 This phrase also occurs in par. 31, below, and in NB 34.37.
26 Above this phrase NF has written "unless you're a nighthawk".
27 Above "egg" NF has written "cf. Innisfree," a reference to Yeats's poem The Lake Isle of Innisfree. The connection with watching an egg is uncertain; the poem is a fantasy about living in peace and solitude in a small cabin—perhaps with the leisure to sit and watch eggs boiling.
28 Probably Helena Roerich (1879–1955), a Russian visionary and spiritual teacher who wrote a series of books on Eastern wisdom. "Fisher" is Peter Francis Fisher (1919–58); NF directed his dissertation on Blake, later published as The Valley of Vision. The two became friends and met regularly for intellectual discussions in the 1940s and 1950s, in the course of which Fisher taught NF much about Eastern thought, until Fisher's untimely death in 1958.
29 See Tobias Smollett, Humphrey Clinker (New York: Norton, 1983), 16: Jeremy Melford writes in a letter that "every person who pretended to nauseate the smell of another's excretions, snuffed up his own with particular complacency." The allusion also shows up in the 1950 Diary entry for 11 June (D, 376).
30 What this refers to is not clear.
31 The underlined blank space has been reproduced from the original text.
32 Antamon is one of the sons of Los. In Blake's Milton, pl. 28 [30], ll. 10–20, he clothes Spectres by giving them imaginative outline with his golden pen (Erdman, 126). See FS, 265 (FS2, 262–3). In the fifth canto of Dante's Inferno, Paolo and Francesca are punished in a gigantic whirlwind for their sin of lust.
33 See n. 24, above.
34 See Introduction, xxxvi–xxxvii.
35 In Blake's Book of Urizen, pl. 28, ll. 8–10, the thirty cities of Africa, created by Urizen, were originally called "Egypt" (Erdman, 83).
36 See NB 34.86 and n. 59.
37 The Yoga Sutra, a classic text on yoga from around the third century, is attributed to Patanjali.
38 F.W.H. Myers (1843–1901) was a classics scholar turned scientist out of an interest in psychic phenomena, author of Human Personality and Its Survival of Bodily Death (1903).
39 Cf. FI, 222. "Siddhi" means "perfection," but in yoga a certain stage of spiritual perfection brings with it the acquisition of supernormal powers. The third part of Patanjali's Yoga Sutra warns that preoccupation with such powers can lead to forgetting the true goal of perfect freedom. See also NB 32.32.
40 It is not at all clear what passage NF has in mind; nothing in the fourth and last Sutra seems to correspond. But see the following passage from the third Sutra, in Yoga: Discipline of Freedom: The "Yoga Sutra" Attributed to Patanjali,
trans. Barbara Stoler Miller (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1996): “The substratum underlying the essential properties of material nature endures whether these properties are at rest, arising, or unmanifest” (62). Joyce’s maternal character ALP in Finnegans Wake abides and endures throughout all the cycles of history, embodying as she does the cycles of life itself.

41 Cf. FJ, 234.
42 Cf. FJ, 236.
43 Cf. FJ, 228–9.
44 Ancient Celtic festivals celebrated on May Day and 1 November, the latter coinciding with a slaughter of animals. See NFS, 42.
45 The defiant motto of Stephen Dedalus in James Joyce’s Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man is non serviam, “I will not serve.”
46 Des Esseintes is the aestheticist hero of J.K. Huysmans’s novel À Rebours (1884).
47 See Joseph Hone, W.B. Yeats: 1865–1939 (New York: Macmillan, 1943), 173: “all images of service were, in fact, dear to Yeats, and he thought it his unhappiness that his analytic faculties should dissolve those things that invite service.” The passage mentions Synge in association with Yeats’s idea that the wise man in his new version of The Hour Glass “identifies the will of God with the call of the ideal—is prepared to ‘perish into reality.’” In his reference to the passage NF has written “233” above “173.” Page 233 describes how, in 1907, Lady Gregory not only introduced Yeats to Castiglione’s The Courtier but also took him on a tour of Northern Italy: “The tour helped to give a further aristocratic turn to Yeats’ mind, and he came home to lecture at the National Literary Society on the ‘immoral Irish bourgeoisie’ without past and without discipline, to which Ireland was surrendering her soul.”
49 Cf. FJ, 222.
50 From “Certain Noble Plays of Japan,” in Essays and Introductions, 236.
51 See NB 34, n. 4.
52 “Certain Noble Plays of Japan,” in Essays and Introductions, 225.
53 See par. 9 and n. 6, above. Also Notes 54-13.24.
54 A colour print by William Blake, ca. 1794, in the British Museum, its title from a sentence in Blake’s biographer Alexander Gilchrist. It was reworked ca. 1800–3 as an uncoloured line engraving and titled “Albion Rose” (Washington, National Gallery).
56 A reference to “The Doer of Good,” one of Oscar Wilde’s Poems in Prose. See
The Works of Oscar Wilde (London: Spring, 1963), 745–6, in which Lazarus says to Christ: “But I was dead once and you raised me from the dead. What else should I do but weep?” NF probably picked up the reference from The Trembling of the Veil, bk. 4, “The Tragic Generation,” pt. 2: see W.B. Yeats: Autobiographies, 224.

57 For the following passage, cf. FI, 229–30.
58 I.e., resembling the speeches of Edgar in King Lear.
59 See NB 41.2 and n. 1.
60 Plays, 10.
61 The Countess Cathleen, in Plays, 27.
63 The Land of Heart’s Desire, in Plays, 40.
64 The Land of Heart’s Desire, in Plays, 41.
65 The entire paragraph thus far derives from the end of sec. 17 of Reveries Over Childhood and Youth. See W.B. Yeats: Autobiographies, 86. NF’s paraphrase preceding the longer quotation is accurate.
66 Poems, 591.
67 The Shadowy Waters, ll. 54–5, in Poems, 411. Throughout the following paragraphs, NF refers to the version of The Shadowy Waters in Poems, not to the Acting Version in Plays, unless specified otherwise.
68 In The Harp of Aengus, a poem prefatory to the play, Poems, 407.
69 See note in Poems, 687.
70 Lines 30–6 of the untitled poem prefatory to The Shadowy Waters, no. 378 in Poems. To the left of l. 33 NF has written, “The word ‘ridge’ is thematic: CC [The Countess Cathleen], Sc. i [Plays, 9].” To the left of l. 36 he has written, “Well, yes.”
71 The Shadowy Waters, ll. 100–4 and 131–2, in Poems, 413–14.
72 The Shadowy Waters, ll. 177–89, in Poems, 415–16.
74 For example, ll. 350–2 and 359–60, in Poems, 421–2.
75 The Shadowy Waters, l. 616, in Poems, 432.
76 The Shadowy Waters, l. 536, in Poems, 429.
77 The Shadowy Waters, ll. 593–4, in Poems, 431.
78 The Shadowy Waters, ll. 310–11, in Poems, 420.
79 The Shadowy Waters, l. 617, in Poems, 432.
80 The Shadowy Waters, Acting Version, ll. 338–41, in Plays, 421.
83 See Poems, 589.
84 The long title is “He Mourns for the Change that has come upon Him and his Beloved, and longs for the End of the World.” Yeats’s note on it in Poems, 591, reads in part: “This hound and this deer seem plain images of
the desire of the man ‘which is for the woman,’ and the ‘desire of the woman which is for the desire of the man,’ and of all desires that are as these. I have read them in this way in *The Wanderings of Oisin*, and have made my lover sigh because he has seen in their faces ‘the immortal desire of Immortals.’” In his own note on Yeats’s note, Richard Finneran says: “Yeats is recalling a statement from the *Table Talk* of the English poet Samuel Taylor Coleridge (1772–1834), which he would have read in *Table Talk of Samuel Taylor Coleridge and The Rime of the Ancient Mariner, Cristabel, &c.*, intro. Henry Morley, 3rd ed. (London: George Routledge and Sons, n.d.), 65: ‘The man’s desire is for the woman; but the woman’s desire is rarely other than for the desire of the man’ (23 July 1827).”

85 The “shepherd songs” are *The Song of the Happy Shepherd* and *The Sad Shepherd*, nos. 1 and 2 respectively in *Poems*, 7–9. The images of shell and stars appear in both poems. The “sudden flaming word” appears in l. 19 of *The Happy Shepherd*.

86 *William Bond* is a poem by Blake. See Erdman, 496–7.

87 See *On Baile’s Strand*, in *Plays*, 173.

88 *On Baile’s Strand*, in *Plays*, 175.

89 *On Baile’s Strand*, in *Plays*, 176.

90 *On Baile’s Strand*, in *Plays*, 176. For Dante’s line about the “worm of the world,” see NB 41.2 and n. 1. The *Countess Cathleen* reference is in *Plays*, 5; see also *The Shadowy Waters*, ll. 597–9, in *Poems*, 431.

91 *The King’s Threshold*, in *Plays*, 75. In the margin NF has written, “sounds like a peroration.”

92 *The King’s Threshold*, in *Plays*, 72–3.


95 I.e., wrote “Yeats and the Language of Symbolism” (1947).

96 NF seems to be speaking rather obliquely of the tendency of capitalist societies to produce various quasi-fascist groups and movements in a hysterical attempt to prop up a system whose social and economic basis it has itself undermined through exploitation to the point of collapse. That is at any rate what happens in *News from Nowhere*, chap. 17, “How the Change Came,” in which a counter-revolutionary group called the Friends of Order attempts to forestall the general uprising that produced Morris’s utopia by guarding the factories and suppressing the rebels. See *Three Works of William Morris* (New York: International Publishers, 1973), 312–13.

97 E(dwin) J(ohn) Pratt, celebrated Canadian poet and member of the English department at Victoria College, 1920–53.

98 John Allan Irving, professor of ethics and social philosophy at Victoria College from 1945.
99 NF used this five-part division forty years later, in the second paragraph of “The Past and Future in William Morris,” MM, 322–39.

100 A fact referred to again glancingly in NB 19.74, about twenty years later. See TBN, 18.

101 Elbert Hubbard (1856–1915), American author, editor, and printer, founder of the Roycroft Press in East Aurora, New York, on the model of William Morris’s Kelmscott Press, out of which grew a semi-communal institution known as the Roycrofters Corporation.

102 From Alexander Pope’s Essay on Critism, I. 347, where it is given as an example of the overuse of monosyllables in the writing of verse. For a more extended discussion of the line by NF, see AC, 261 and LS, 7.

103 There is apparently a word missing in what NF has written here.

104 See AC, 108: “Popular art is normally decried as vulgar by the cultivated people of its time; then it loses favor with its original audience as a new generation grows up; then it begins to merge into the softer lighting of ‘quaint,’ and cultivated people become interested in it, and finally it begins to take on the archaic dignity of the primitive.”

105 “And wel we weren esed atte beste,” l. 29 of the “General Prologue” to the Canterbury Tales. See The Works of Geoffrey Chaucer, ed. F.N. Robinson (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1933).

106 Aslaug and Rhodope are both characters in William Morris’s The Earthly Paradise. Aslaug, the daughter of Sigurd and Brynhild of the Volsunga Saga, was “nourished amid great misery” and eventually “came to mighty estate,” according to the headnote of “The Fostering of Aslaug.” A semi-legendary Greek courtesan, Rhodope in Morris’s hands becomes, as NF suggests, a Cinderella type who marries the Egyptian king in “The Story of Rhodope.”

107 Richard M. Stingle, Victoria College, class of 1948, completed a Master’s thesis on William Morris in 1950; later a long-time faculty member of the University of Western Ontario. The opening of the entry for 8 May in NF’s 1950 Diary echoes the wording of this notebook passage; see D, 343.

Notebook 32

1 For the phrase “second religiousness,” see Oswald Spengler, DW, 1:108. One of the symptoms of a culture’s decadence and decline, “second religiousness” differs from traditional civil religion by its manifestation in such phenomena as cults, “protomysticism,” and various kinds of pietism and hysteria. Spengler’s example is late Rome, with a glance at our own time.

2 This note was apparently written during one of the periods in which NF thought of FS as Liberal, the first member of the ogdoad.

4 See Introduction, xxviii.

5 This could refer to a couple of nineteenth-century texts. One is *Trittst im Morgenrot daher*, sometimes called the "Swiss Psalm," composed by Alberik Zwyssig (1808–54), a Romantic expression of closeness to nature and trust in God. Considered the Swiss national anthem, it was formerly common in many songbooks. Another is *Reiters Morgengesang*, also known as *Reiters Morgenleid*, a folksong rewritten by Wilhelm Hauff in 1824, often referred to by its opening lines, *Morgenrot*, / Leuchtest mir zum frühen Tod. It is unclear which, if either, NF intended here.

6 Possibly the following: "Time, on the contrary, is a discovery, which is only made by thinking. We create it as an idea or notion and do not begin till much later to suspect that we ourselves are Time, inasmuch as we live. And only the higher Cultures, whose world-conceptions have reached the mechanical-Nature stage, are capable of deriving from their consciousness of a well-ordered measurable and comprehensible Spatial, the projected image of time, the phantom time, which satisfies their need of comprehending, measuring and causally ordering all" (*DW*, 1:122).

7 In this sentence NF has written "above" above "it ceased," and "it became" above "is now."


10 In "The Shapes of History," his review of Toynbee's *A Study of History* (*NFCL*, 76–83; rpt. as "Toynbee and Spengler" in *NFMC*, 202–8), NF asserts: "The main improvement on Spengler comes in the role assigned the proletariat in the last stage. To Spengler the proletariat is nothing but a rabble: Toynbee sees that an internal proletariat (the exploited members of the society) and an external one (the barbarian nomads outside) combine to form a 'universal Church' which becomes at once the coffin of the old society and the womb of a new one, so that a real spiritual progress from one society to another can occur" (*NFCL*, 79; *NFMC*, 205). In *A Study of History*, the "internal proletariat" is dealt with in pt. 5, chap. 18, sec. 3; the
“external proletariat” in pt. 5, chap. 18, sec. 4. “Universal Churches” is the title of pt. 7.

11 See George Moore, *Vale*, pt. 3 of *Hail and Farewell* (London: Heinemann, 1947; orig. pub. 1914), 113-14: “When he spoke the words, the middle classes, one would have thought that he was speaking against a personal foe, and we looked around asking each other with our eyes where on earth our Willie Yeats had picked up the strange belief that none but titled and carriage-folk could appreciate pictures.”


13 In a letter to George Izambard dated 13 May 1871, Rimbaud writes: “Now, I am degrading myself as much as possible. Why? I want to be a poet, and I am working to make myself a seer: you will not understand this, and I don’t know how to explain it to you. It is a question of reaching the unknown by a derangement of all the senses.” See *Rimbaud: Complete Works, Selected Letters*, trans. Wallace Fowlie (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1966), 303.

14 Hugh MacDiarmid (C.M. Grieve) (1892–1978), Scottish nationalist, Communist, and poet who wrote in a synthetic Scots dialect.

15 See Introduction, xxviii.

16 *The Locust Eaters* is NF’s novel, never completed (see NB 34.12 and n. 8). In the longest surviving fragment, a fifteen-page typescript, the following passage appears, and may be the one NF is referring to; presumably Kennedy’s sermon is “Galenic” in the sense of being a cultural diagnosis based on symptoms: “He liked history, and his favorite formula in composing a sermon was to describe the historical context of a Biblical passage and then apply it to what he called in a fixed epithet ‘present-day world conditions.’ This Sunday his text was from Paul. He reminded his hearers that in the later Roman Empire conditions were very much what they are today: recurrent wars, imperialism, crowds of unemployed and discontented poor in the cities, farmers impoverished, and the people indifferent to religion. There were, then as now, those who thought everything could be cured by a revolution: there had been slave uprisings and Jewish rebellions, but they had ended in failure. The message of Christianity to the poor and downtrodden was, not to try to amend their lot through violence and hate, but to make their hearts and minds pure. And Christianity had been right, for it had converted the Roman Empire and erected a new civilization . . . . His hearers on the whole were rather flattered at getting a high-brow sermon.”

17 John Line, professor of philosophy and history of religion at Emmanuel College; one of NF’s teachers.

18 Possibly meaning “Liberal, chap. 7, p. 658”: in other words, a reference to a draft of *FS* during a period when NF was thinking of *FS* as Liberal, the first member of the ogdoad. Chap. 7 in *FS* is about the Orc cycle.
19 See NB 33.34 and n. 28.
20 Erastianism is the doctrine, advocated by Thomas Erastius (1524–83), of the supremacy of the state over the church in ecclesiastical matters.
21 The M or Mirage notebook is NB 33; the Yeats notebook is NB 31.
22 NF has crossed out “strictly speaking” here.
23 In “The Rising of the Moon,” SM, 258, NF notes dryly that Yeats “often refers, for instance, to an alleged belief that Christ was the only man exactly six feet high. Why so arbitrary a measure as the foot should have been in the mind of the Trinity from all eternity is not clear, but the meaning is that Christ had the perfect ‘Unity of Being’ which, Yeats tells us, Dante compares to a perfectly proportioned human body.” See A Vision, 273.
24 Dr. Karl, Baron von Reichenbach, author of Researches on Magnetism, Electricity, Heat, Light, Crystallization and Chemical Attraction in Their Relations to the Vital Force (1845), was in fact a serious and respected researcher, the discoverer of kerosene. “Animal magnetism” was the name bestowed by Franz Anton Mesmer on a mysterious force or fluid emanating from the body and capable of exerting an influence on others, a force he postulated to explain mesmerism or hypnotism.
26 Energy employed by the subterranean civilization of Edward Bulwer-Lytton’s The Coming Race (1871).
27 For the “Polypus” as the God of Samuel Butler, see NB 31.13, above. Butler’s Erewhon resembles The Coming Race so strongly that many people assumed Bulwer-Lytton had actually written it. Butler inserted a preface into the second edition both asserting his authorship and denying that he had plagiarized. Shaw openly admitted that his conception of the Superman had been influenced by The Coming Race.
28 See On Heroes, Hero-Worship and the Heroic in History, 255.
29 See Introduction, xxviii.
30 The order of subjects enumerated here follows that of the chapters of FS, which NF seems to think of as Liberal throughout the earlier portion of NB 32.
31 This is a statement by Hegel himself. See G.W.F. Hegel, Phenomenology of Spirit, trans. and ed. A.V. Miller and J.N. Findlay (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1977), 10. NF refers to this idea over forty years later in DV: see NFR, 195.
32 See NB 31, n. 98.
33 Sir James Jeans (1877–1946) was a mathematician, physicist, and astronomer. NF refers in AC, 352, to his famous statement in “Into the Deep Waters,” the final chapter of The Mysterious Universe (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1930), that “we may say that we have already considered
with disfavour the possibility of the universe having been planned by a biologist or an engineer; from the intrinsic evidence of his creation, the Great Architect of the Universe now begins to appear as a pure mathematician." See Quantum Questions: Mystical Writings of the World's Great Physicists, ed. Ken Wilber (Boston and London: Shambhala, 1985), 136. See also TBN, 34. Sir Arthur Eddington (1882–1944) was the physicist who led the expedition to photograph the solar eclipse, thereby offering the first empirical proof of Einstein's theory of relativity. See Quantum Questions, 166–208.

The famous conference on theoretical nuclear physics was held in Brussels in 1927; it was at this meeting that Einstein debated Niels Bohr about quantum mechanics.

34 One of the first versions of the phrase "Beulah mattress" that occurs intermittently in NF's notebooks, with the meaning given here.

35 See NB 31.39 and n. 39.

36 See Introduction, xxxvi, and NB 31.33.

37 Franz Baader (1765–1841); his chief works are Fragmenta Cognitionis (1822–25) and Speculative Dogmatik (1927–36), which set forth an interpretation of Christianity that attempts to use the visionary work of Jakob Boehme to counteract the rationalism of Kant. He advocated that the Church should have direct authority in civil as well as spiritual matters.

38 In O. Henry’s short story “A Municipal Report,” a character named Caesar is a descendant of African kings, yet remains devoted to an elderly white woman, whom he supports with his earnings from being a driver. But the woman’s dissolute ex-husband repeatedly takes by force the money that Caesar gives her. At the end of the story, the narrator realizes that the ex-husband’s mysterious murder has been committed by Caesar, who is thus a modernized version of the tricky slave figure who helps bring about the happy ending for the main characters in the Latin dramas of Terence.

39 In the politics of medieval Italy, the Ghibellines were the imperial and aristocratic party; their opponents were the Guelphs, who supported the papal cause.

40 NB 33: see par. 10, although in par. 34 NF changes his mind and decides that it is an Anticlimax rather than a Mirage notebook.

41 See NB 33.79 and n. 61.

42 See n. 37, above.

43 Above “organic” NF has written “animal.”

44 Line 12 of The Chestnut Casts His Flambeaux, by A.E. Housman.


47 An obscure series of linkages, in which NF seems to be using “hypochondria” in a very general way to designate that neurosis in which the mind’s repudiation of everything “lower” than itself, especially everything bodily, is a result, not of the body’s imperfections or animal appetites, but of the mind’s own alienated self-consciousness. This is the theme which unites Samuel Butler’s *Hudibras* (an anti-Puritan satire), Swift’s *Mechanical Operation of the Spirit*, and Blake’s *The Marriage of Heaven and Hell*. In “The Drunken Boat: The Revolutionary Element in Romanticism,” *StS*, 200–17, NF says of W.H. Auden’s poem *For the Time Being*, “The attitude is that of a relatively orthodox Christianity; the imagery and the structure of symbolism is that of *Prometheus Unbound* and *The Marriage of Heaven and Hell*” (215). In this poem, Herod’s attempt to repress the revival of superstition he sees in the Incarnation has both Freudian and Marxist levels of meaning.

48 The specific reference has not been found. However, NF learned about T.E. Lawrence partly through his friend and former student, Peter Francis Fisher, who had a military background and taught at the Royal Military College. A passage about Fisher in NF’s 1949 Diary is possibly related: “He talked, and very well, about T.E. Lawrence, & about how it infuriates people to see relaxation, floating down the river like Ophelia, moving with the power of something else yet different from the river . . .” (*D*, 73). “Revolt in the Desert,” the title of the chapter on *Paradise Regained* in *RE*, alludes to Lawrence’s book of the same title.

49 The phrase *das Ganz Andere*, the “wholly Other,” originated with Rudolf Otto (1869–1937) in his *The Idea of the Holy* (1919). It was adopted, with its meaning modified, by Karl Barth. NF seems to be using the phrase here in Otto’s sense, in which the holy or sacred manifests itself as awesome, mysterious, numinous, “wholly Other.”


51 “A Short History of the Devil,” which NF delivered at the Bodley Club in 1938, has not survived, but something of its contents can be deduced from NF’s references to it in letters (*NFHK*, 2:810, 822, 825, 826), and from the minutes of the Bodley Club in the Merton College Archives. John Ayre describes it as taking off from ideas in Defoe’s *A Political History of the Devil*: “What interested Frye was the way society threw up huge conspiratorial theories focussed on putative bogeymen like Jesuits or Jews. Although it took in the complete range of European history, it had manifest relevance in the age of Nazis.”


54 Here NF has cancelled the word “events.”

55 Akasa in the Upanishads means “ether” or “space.” The occult and theosophical tradition took it up, and it is defined as follows in Helena Petrovna Blavatsky, Isis Unveiled: A Master-Key to the Mysteries of Ancient and Modern Science and Theology, 2 vols. (Pasadena: Theosophical University Press, 1998, orig. pub. 1877), 1:139–40: “The akasa is a Sanscrit word which means sky, but it also designates the imponderable and intangible life-principle—the astral and celestial lights combined together, and which two form the anima mundi, and constitute the soul and spirit of man... it enters into all the magical operations of nature, and produces mesmeric, magnetic, and spiritual phenomena.” See also RT, 54–5. For vril and od, see par. 25 and n. 26, above.

56 NF’s curiosity about elementals continued to nag him almost thirty years later, as Notes 55–3 in the present volume attest.

57 What paper this refers to is unknown.

58 See Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, Faust, pt. 2, ll. 8070–8218. The cult of the Cabiri on the island of Samothrace was the oldest of the Greek mysteries after the Eleusinian mysteries of Demeter and Persephone. Little is known about them, but the Cabiri seem to have been linked to the theme of new life and rebirth out of the two heavy elements, water and earth. On the one hand, they were identified with Castor and Pollux, the Dioscuri, and were preservers of travellers by sea. On the other, they were seen as gnome-like creatures associated with the Earth and underworld. According to Cyrus Hamlin in his notes in the Norton Critical Edition of Faust (New York: Norton, 1976), Goethe’s treatment of them may be informed by a treatise of Schelling’s On the Gods of Samothrace (1815), in which he interprets them as a ladder of ascent from earth and sea towards heaven, an ascent which is also an evolution of consciousness (333). Jung documents the alchemical relations of the Cabiri in Psychology and Alchemy, vol. 12 of The Collected Works of C.G. Jung (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1953).

59 Above “the unimpeachable voucher of a rumor,” NF has written “person of veracity who will vouch for the truth.”

60 See Helena Petrovna Blavatsky, Isis Unveiled, 1:513–14. Blavatsky says that “Silver and green were associated together as far back as the days of Hermes,” the combination being linked with the moon.

61 See n. 53, above.


64 Suzanne Langer, whose Philosophy in a New Key (1942) NF has been reading
earlier (see n. 9 to par. 10, above). Actually, Langer admits in chap. 3 that there are unconscious processes (58), and in chap. 8 offers qualified praise of psychoanalytic aesthetics (168). While insisting that the mind is essentially rational all the way to its lowest reaches, she does not quite say what NF claims she does. Perhaps he has in mind Langer’s statement in her Preface: “We need not assume the presence of a transcendental ‘human spirit,’ if we recognize, for instance, the function of symbolic transformation as a natural activity, a high form of nervous response, characteristic of man among animals.”


67 See George R. Marek, Beethoven: Biography of a Genius (New York: Funk & Wagnalls, 1969), 160. Beethoven was walking with a young student of his, Ferdinand Ries, who reported that Beethoven began making strange, unmusical noises. When they returned, Beethoven cancelled Ries’s lesson and began scribbling the Appassionata, part of which had come to him during the walk.

68 John Ruysbroeck (1293–1381), German mystic. NF probably got his information about Ruysbroeck and contemplation from Evelyn Underhill, Mysticism: A Study in the Nature and Development of Man’s Spiritual Consciousness (1911); see chap. 7, “Introversion. Part 2: Contemplation.” An annotated copy of the 12th ed. (New York: Noonday Press, 1955) is in the NFL.

69 See Jacques Barzun, A Stroll with William James (Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 1983), 230: “James adopted the idea proposed by Frederic W.H. Myers in 1892, of a ‘subliminal self.’ It is presumably the containing of the buried memories of the human race, for the conscious mind is able to delegate what it has learned to other centers, as in habit and instinct. The idea was in the air: Samuel Butler in Unconscious Memory (1880) and Ewald Hering in a lecture of the previous decade had suggested it independently.”

70 The terms integritas, consonantia, and claritas, appearing here and in pars. 73, 88, and 92–3, below, are the three aspects of an epiphany of beauty in Stephen Dedalus’s theory of art: “Aquinas says: ad pulcritudinem tria requiruntur, integritas, consonantia, claritas. I translate it so: Three things are needed for beauty, wholeness, harmony and radiance.” See James Joyce, Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man, ed. Chester G. Anderson (New York: Viking, 1968), 212.

71 See NB 31.15 and n. 19.

72 NF has crossed out the parenthetical remark here but left “Tharmas” written above “Luvah.”
Notes to pages 153–60

73 From Ibsen’s *Peer Gynt*. See AC, 195; also TBN, 106, 375. In TBN, 106, NF links Isis and Solveig as nurturing or caretaking female figures as contrasted with female figures of inspiration.

74 Salvatore Rosa (1615–73) created a series of landscape paintings with titles such as *Landscape with Banditti* and *Bandits on a Rocky Coast*. It is not clear whether NF had a particular painting in mind.


76 See NB 30n, n. 12.

77 For vril, see n. 26, above. Anthony “Buck” Rogers was the hero of two stories by Philip Francis Nowlan, published in 1928 in the science fiction pulp magazine *Amazing Stories*. Nowlan, with artist Richard Calkins, then went on to create “Buck Rogers in the 25th Century” (1929–67), the first science fiction comic strip. It became a kind of national institution, spinning off a popular radio show in 1932, a film serial with Buster Crabbe in 1939, and a television series in 1950–51.

78 See n. 69, above.

79 “Memory, which does not err”: *Inferno*, canto 2, l. 6.

80 At the end of *Inferno*, canto 14, is the allegory of the Old Man of Crete, a statue in hell whose body parts, made of different metals, symbolize successive historical periods. The allegory has been influenced by Daniel 2:32–5 and the Ages of Man in the opening of Ovid’s *Metamorphoses*.

81 For the conception of *integritas*, *consonantia*, and *claritas*, see n. 70, above.

82 NF’s understanding of the medieval four levels of meaning was apparently informed by his reading of Francis Fergusson, *Dante’s Drama of the Mind: A Modern Reading of the “Purgatorio”* (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1953). Fergusson cites a medieval rhyme about the four levels of meaning (179), a passage whence NF may have derived his frequent tags *quid credas* (what is to be believed, the allegorical level), and *quid agas* (what is to be done, the moral level). In his review of Fergusson’s book in NFCL, 137–9, NF writes: “The crisis of the *Purgatorio*, then, would be the passage from the allegorical (*quid credas*) to the moral (*quid agas*) as Dante passes from invisibly directed penance to the direct vision of the Word of God. . . . The relation of *quid credas* to *quid agas* is the center of the *Purgatorio*, and therefore of Mr. Fergusson’s book” (139). *Quid agas* is discussed in par. 91, below. See also AC, 116.

83 Coleridge’s famous discussion is in chap. 13 of his *Biographia Literaria*.

84 See Sigmund Freud, *The Interpretation of Dreams*, vol. 4 of *The Standard Edition of the Complete Psychological Works of Sigmund Freud*, trans. James Strachey (London: Hogarth Press, 1953). The dream is recounted in chap. 2, and the footnote NF refers to is on p. 111. The relevant portion of it reads: “If I had pursued my comparison between the three women, it would have taken me
far afield.—There is at least one spot in every dream at which it is unpluck-able—a navel, as it were, that is its point of contact with the unknown.”

85 For Solveig, see n. 73, above.
88 See GC, 85; also TBN, 101. 198. Joachim of Fiore, or Floris (1145–1202), a Calabrian monk, expounded around 1200 a highly influential vision of three world ages. The Age of the Father is that of the Old Testament; the Age of the Son the period of the New Testament, dominated by an institutional church; history is moving towards an Age of the Holy Spirit, in which both Church and clergy will be superseded by direct inspiration from God. See his *Book of Figures, Exposition on the Apocalypse, and Book of Concordance*; also the Introduction to pt. 3, “Joachim of Fiore,” in *Apocalyptic Spirituality*, trans. Bernard McGinn (New York: Paulist Press, 1979), 97–112.


90 This most likely refers to the publication by Ernest de Selincourt of the original edition of Coleridge’s Dejection, a verse letter to Sarah Hutchinson that is more than twice as long as the ode which Coleridge eventually published. It appeared in Essays and Studies by the English Association in 1937.

Notebook 14a


2 Guillaume de Lorris (d. 1237) wrote the first part of the Roman de la Rose—about one-fifth of the total.

3 The literary criticism of Kenneth Burke was frequently of a Freudian cast, and includes a notorious scatological interpretation of Keats. See “Symbolic Action in a Poem by Keats,” Appendix A of A Grammar of Motives.

4 The names of the two principal actors in a Japanese Noh drama. The shite or “doer” is the main actor, who will dance the central dance; the waki is the “assistant.”

5 NF only lists six sons because the “explorer” is actually two brothers, both of whom are sailors.

6 Wolfram von Eschenbach, Parzival, trans. Helen M. Mustard and Charles E. Passage (New York: Vintage, 1961). NF is using this edition (there is an annotated copy in the NFL), and all page references refer to it. The comparison of “Kyot” and “Lollius” is a reference to a probably fictitious “Lollius” claimed by Chaucer as a source for the Canterbury Tales.

7 In the notebooks of the “Third Book” period, i.e., from about 1964 to 1972, NF reiterates his theory that the real form of Dante’s Divine Comedy is fourfold, not threefold. These divisions correspond to Blake’s four levels of vision: the Inferno is Ulro; the Purgatorio is Generation; the episodes from the garden of Eden (beginning in Purgatorio 26) through the sphere of Venus (Paradiso 9) are the feminine-dominated world of Beulah; the remainder of the Paradiso is the apocalyptic level of Blake’s Eden. See TBN, 130, 136, 339, 380.

8 “Now lies the Earth all Danaé to the stars”: l. 7 from Tennyson’s Now Sleeps the Crimson Petal (1847).
9 In Charles Williams's sequence of Arthurian poems, collected as *Taliessin through Logres and The Region of the Summer Stars*, with a commentary by C.S. Lewis (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 1974).

10 See, e.g., *Parzifal*, 65.

11 *Entsagen* means “renunciation,” as NF indicates. See *SeS*, 185; also Notes 54-8.55 and n. 27.

12 In the sense of Kierkegaard’s *Repetition*, in which, in NF’s view, it means something akin to his own term “recreation.”

13 Directional indications in NB 14a refer to the “Great Doodle” diagram of NF’s Third Book period. See Introduction, xlv and *TBN*, xxxviii–xxix. A diagram of the Doodle appears on p. xxix of *TBN*.

14 The horizontal and vertical axes respectively of the Great Doodle.

15 The passage reads: “In truth, your name is Parzival, which signifies ‘right through the middle’” [78]. A translators’ note is appended: “On the basis of the Old French form of the name Perceval Wolfram etymologizes: perce à val! = ‘pierce through!’ A subsequent poet, Heinrich von der Türlin, will explain in his poem *Diu Krone* that *val* means both ‘valley’ and ‘furrow,’ an interpretation which clarifies Wolfram’s next sentence here.” That sentence, which NF is referring to, says, “Such a furrow did great love plow into your mother’s heart with the plow of her faithfulness.”

16 In *The Faerie Queene*, bk. 1, canto 10, st. 66, Spenser adopts from the *Golden Legend* the derivation of St. George’s name from *geo*, earth, having him brought up by a plowman who found him as a baby in a furrow.

17 The reference is uncertain. Rudolf Rassendyll is the hero of Anthony Hope’s *The Prisoner of Zenda* (1894); he renounces the love of the heroine at the end of the story, though not in a way clearly related to Parzival’s renunciation. Rudolf Rassendale is the villainous rogue of the early comic strip *Hairs-breadth Harry*, named after Hope’s hero.

18 NF derives this information from the translators’ note on p. 98.

19 Chikhai Bardo is the first of three states through which, according to *The Tibetan Book of the Dead*, the soul passes after death; it is the moment in which the soul has a chance to escape from the cycle of rebirth. If it fails, it goes on to the other two phases and eventually to reincarnation. NF refers to it a number of times in the Third Book notebooks: see *TBN*, 35, 276, 350.

20 *Parzival*, 137.

21 “It would mean ‘checkmate’ to my loyalty if I dealt with you as a foe and thus betrayed my own courtesy.”

22 In *Sir Gawain and the Green Knight*, Sir Gawain carries a shield whose emblem is a pentacle, that is, a five-pointed star or “endless knot.” The speaker in Dante Gabriel Rossetti’s poem *The Woodspurge*, suffering from “perfect grief,” contemplates a woodspurge which has “three cups in one.” The threefold pattern evokes the trigrams of the *I Ching*, which NF spends a good deal of time speculating upon in *TBN*.
23 Parzival, 153.

24 See "The Three Little Men in the Wood," no. 13 in The Complete Grimm's Fairy Tales, trans. Margaret Hunt and James Stern (New York: Pantheon, 1944), in which the little men help a little girl find "real ripe strawberries, which came up quite dark-red out of the snow" (80) for her step-mother.

25 This reference to Heinrich von Veldeke's Enneit is drawn from the translators' note on p. 158.

26 Parzival, 162.

27 See n. 19, above.

28 In the opening of Sir James Frazer's The Golden Bough, kingship is decided by challenge and battle in the wood of Nemi.

29 The repetition of the previous paragraph appears in the original.

30 Parzival, 239.

31 See par. 10, above.

32 Parzival, 243.

33 Paradosis is a New Testament word usually translated "traditions." It refers to the handing down of lore and precepts through the generations.

34 Parzival, 249.

35 Derived from the translators' note on p. 251 glossing lapsit exillis: "The words are apparently a corruption of some Latin phrase, but no one knows for certain what that phrase was. Such interpretations have been made as: lapis ex caelis, 'stone from the heavens'; lapsit ex caelis, 'it fell from the heavens'; lapis elixir, which would correspond to the philosopher's stone. Stapel suggests that Wolfram, depending on memory only, ran two words together in lapis, the full phrase having been lapis lapsus ex caelis, 'a stone fallen from the heavens.'"

36 Scottish kings sat at coronation upon the Stone of Scone, formerly in Scone, Scotland and now beneath the coronation chair at Westminster Abbey.

37 Parzival, 251.

38 NF is summarizing information from pp. 257-8; the reference to the medieval German poem comes from the translators' note on p. 258.

39 See Franz Cumont, The Mysteries of Mithra (New York: Dover, 1956; orig. pub. 1903), 129-30; annotated copy in the NFL. Mithra, a solar figure in the mystery religion of Mithraism that flourished in the Roman Empire around the time of Christ, is sometimes represented between two youthful figures, one with an uplifted and one with an inverted torch. These symbolize aspects of Mithra himself, one the sun waxing in strength as it enters the constellation of Taurus in the spring, one the sun declining into winter and entering the sign of Scorpio.

40 Parzival, 271.

41 In The Faerie Queene, bk. 3, canto 2, Britomart falls in love with Artegall after seeing him in a magic mirror. Chap. 7 of J.R.R. Tolkien's The Fellowship of the Ring (vol. 1 of The Lord of the Rings), is called "The Mirror of Galadriel,"
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referring to a magical basin of water in which Galadriel, a queen of the Elves, sees things distant in time and space. In Tennyson's "The Lady of Shalott," the Lady falls in love with Sir Lancelot after seeing him in a mirror.

42 In bk. 9, pp. 252–3, Wolfram had said that "Those who took neither side when Lucifer and the Trinity fought—these angels, noble, and worthy, were compelled to descend to earth, to this same stone. Yet the stone is always pure. I know not if God forgave them or condemned them still more. If it was His right to do so, He took them back again." But in bk. 16, as the translators' note on p. 416 makes explicit, he takes a more orthodox position resembling Dante's in Inferno, canto 3, that the neutral angels are eternally condemned.

43 Legendary monk and king of the Middle Ages, whose kingdom was alleged to be in remote Asia or Africa.

44 Parzival, 426.

45 Roger Sherman Loomis, noted authority on the Arthurian tradition. NF was consulting his translation, "Perceval, or the Story of the Grail," in Medieval Romances, trans. Roger Sherman Loomis and Laura Hibbard Loomis (New York: Random House, 1957), which does indeed omit the Gawain story.

46 Welsh prose romance concerning the Grail legend, included in the collection called the Mabinogion.

47 NF is quoting from The Mabinogion, trans. Gwyn Jones and Thomas Jones (London: Dent, 1949), 160; annotated copy in the NFL.

Notes 56a

1 Author of the early Greek prose romance, the Ethiopica, frequently mentioned both in the notes towards SeS and in SeS itself. Two typescript plot synopses, one brief and one detailed, appear in Notes 56b.

2 Here begins the evolution of one of the central themes of SeS, developed out of Yeats’s distinction in A Vision between what he called primary and antithetical gyres. In this context, the gyres are historical periods of two thousand years. An antithetical Classical gyre, whose characteristics are tragic, heroic, and violent, was inaugurated around 2000 B.C. by the conjunction of Leda and the Swan. The primary Christian gyre, whose characteristics are comic, democratic, and reconciling, was inaugurated by another woman–bird conjunction, that of the Virgin and the Dove of the Holy Spirit at the Annunciation. NF adapts this theory on pp. 90–4 of SeS, where he says: "I do not think much of this as a general view of history; but the modulation I have been dealing with, the change from Greek tragedy through Euripides to New Comedy and thence to prose romance, is well symbolized by it" (90). NF recurs to his own version of the distinction periodically in the notes towards SeS.
3 Author of the early Greek prose romance Cleitophon and Leucippe, mentioned intermittently throughout SeS and the notes towards it. A typescript plot synopsis appears in Notes 56b. NF got the information that Heliodorus and Achilles Tatius were Christian bishops from Moses Hadas's introduction to his edition of Three Greek Romances (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1952), annotated copy in the NFL.

4 See SeS, 101: "We may compare the gifts presented to the infant Jesus by the wise men, which are also, especially myrrh, emblems of the Passion."

5 "Life and Conduct of the Holy Women Xanthippe, Polyxena and Rebecca" (ca. A.D. 270), a religious novel similar to the romances of Achilles Tatius and Heliodorus, based on the legendary adventures of Paul in Spain. It features the conversion of Xanthippe, the wife of a man of rank in Spain, the carrying off and adventures of her sister Polyxena, and a Jewess named Rebecca.

6 An early Christian romance cited incessantly by NF. See SeS, 140–2, and pars. 19, 45, 53, 54, 68, and 92, below. See also TBN, 336, 340, 345, and GC, 205.

7 Apollonius, Prince of Tyre, a Latin romance from about the third century, influenced by the Clementine Recognitions. A typescript synopsis of the plot appears in Notes 56b. The Apollonius story was very popular; Gower recounts it in his Confessio Amantis, and it is one of the sources for Shakespeare's Comedy of Errors and Pericles, Prince of Tyre. NF mentions it several times in the notes towards SeS and treats it in SeS, 48–52.

8 That is, from around 1963, when NF wrote "The Drunken Boat: The Revolutionary Element in Romanticism," StS, 200–17. The thesis of that essay, that Romantic mythology inverts the older, top-down authoritarian hierarchy of the Middle Ages and Renaissance, had been anticipated by "New Directions from Old" (1957), Fl, 52–66. But the contrast between traditional conservative and post-Romantic revolutionary uses of mythology became one of the obsessive concerns of the Third Book period from roughly 1964 to 1972; the idea that romance can be a "secular scripture" distinct from a culture's religious and social ideology is one of its products.

9 See MC, 57–64; or NFMC, 31–5.

10 See SeS, 21.

11 See SeS, 22. In "The Life of Pope," Johnson says, "That The Messiah excels the Pollio is no great praise, if it be considered from what original the improvements are derived." See Samuel Johnson: Rasselas, Poems, and Selected Prose, ed. Bertrand H. Bronson (New York: Rinehart, 1952), 388; annotated copy in the NFL.

12 See F.R. Leavis, The Great Tradition (London: Chatto & Windus, 1948); also pars. 28, 32, and 33, below, and SeS, 42.

13 The linking of "Kerouac" and "a new quest theme" probably means that NF

14 That is, that his proposed book on romance was taking over the conclusion of his proposed book on the Bible.

15 Also quoted in *SeS*, 73, with a note: "The quotation from Heliodorus is from Thomas Underdowne's Elizabethan translation (made not directly from the Greek but from a Latin version)."

16 See *SeS*, 76.

17 For this theme in *SeS*, see pp. 152–3.


21 As is made clear by *AC*, 166, NF takes these from the *Tractatus Coislinianus*, a small pamphlet "closely related to Aristotle's *Poetics*": "Proofs (i.e., the means of bringing about the happier society) are subdivided into oaths, compacts, witnesses, ordeals (or tortures), and laws—in other words the five forms of material proof in law cases listed in the *Rhetoric*." This list is repeated in par. 20, below.

22 Hannah's joyful song, in 1 Samuel 2, on the birth of her son Samuel "makes that birth a symbol of God's revolutionary activity in upsetting and reversing the normal standards of continuous human society. . . . This song of Hannah has clearly influenced the Magnificat, or song of Mary, in Luke, which adopts the same theme of revolutionary upheaval" (GC, 182–3).

23 The *Ephesiaca*, or *Ephesian Tale*, of Xenophon of Ephesus, an early Greek prose romance, is dealt with in *SeS*, 113–14. A typescript plot synopsis appears in Notes 56b.

24 In Wilkie Collins, *The Woman in White*.

25 See *SeS*, 16.

26 The Babylonian creation myth, which takes its name from its opening words, which translate roughly as "When on high."

27 The ideas in this paragraph are repeated in *SeS*, 8 ff.

28 The synopses of various romances contained in Notes 56b disclose that NF has drawn these observations from the introduction to *Three Greek Romances*, trans. Moses Hadas (New York: Doubleday, 1953).

29 See *SeS*, 18.
30 See n. 12, above.
31 In 1969, drawing on the success of Tolkien's *Lord of the Rings*, Lin Carter inaugurated the Ballantine Adult Fantasy series, which brought back into print many of the nineteenth- and early twentieth-century writers of fantasy, including George MacDonald and William Morris, introducing them to a younger generation. Carter was in fact a vociferous advocate of William Morris, whom he regarded as the originator of Tolkien's type of romance, which is now called High Fantasy. Carter and the Ballantine Adult Fantasy series helped bring about the rebirth of High Fantasy precisely during the period when NF was writing *SeS*.

32 A musical passage that can be performed backwards, either retrograde or inversion. In NB 18.42, NF says, “The binary form in music (A tonic to dominant; B dominant to tonic) is really based on the mirror principle, as the stunt known as ‘rovescio’ makes clear (in e.g. a Haydn minuet).” See also *TBN*, 184, 397.

33 No such phrasing occurs in Scott's 1829 introduction, although Scott does more or less apologize for vestiges in the earlier chapters of *Guy Mannering* of a more romantic conception of his story, which he later abandoned because it turned upon a belief in astrology.

34 See Stendahl, *The Red and the Black*, trans. Lowell Bair (New York: Bantam, 1958), 86, 363: “A novel is a mirror that is carried along a road.” The aphorism appears twice, once as an epigraph to pt. 1, chap. 13, where it is attributed to the historian Saint-Réal, although scholars hold it to be Stendahl's own; and once in pt. 2, chap. 19, where it is stated in the narrator's voice.

35 See n. 12, above.
36 See *SeS*, 8 ff.; cf. also par. 24, above.
37 See *SeS*, 18; cf. also par. 27, above.
38 See n. 12, above.
39 This paragraph is a catalogue of elements that have long been associated in NF's mind as part of a total pattern, some of them as long ago as *AC*; during this period he is thinking of them as comprising a "unifiable," or single form of which all romances are variations or recreations (see n. 43, below). Appropriately for a tale about doubles, the "two brothers" may refer to an Egyptian folk tale, "The Story of Two Brothers," (see *Ancient Near Eastern Texts Relating to the Old Testament*, ed. James B. Pritchard, 1955), which shares features with the story of Joseph falsely accused by Potiphar's wife; or it may refer to the Grimm tale "The Two Brothers," mentioned by NF in *SeS*, 111; see also *TBN*, 137, 382n. 27. The "Hymn of the Soul" in the Acts of Thomas is discussed in *SeS*, 156–7, and provides one instance of the themes of the cipher and the Word. NF provides a synopsis of the "Hymn" in Notes 54-4.63. The treasure fished out of the sea is linked to the Sanskrit
drama *Sakuntala* in both *AC*, 191, and *SeS*, 147–8, as well as in par. 51, below. For the Clementine Recognitions, see n. 6, above.

40 See *SeS*, 40, and NF’s note to it: “In a letter to J.B.S. Morritt, July 24, 1814: quoted from Lockhart’s *Life of Sir Walter Scott*, chap. 27.”

41 See n. 39, above.

42 See *Plays Extravagant* (New York: Penguin, 1981), 123, the final stage direction: “The author, though himself a professional talk maker, does not believe that the world can be saved by talk alone. He has given the rascal the last word; but his own favorite is the woman of action, who begins by knocking the wind out of the rascal, and ends with a cheerful conviction that the lost dogs always find their own way home. So they will, perhaps, if the women go out and look for them.”

43 As Joseph Campbell contended in *The Hero with a Thousand Faces* (1949) that all mythology played variations upon a universal pattern that he called the “monomyth,” a term taken from Joyce’s *Finnegans Wake*, NF postulates that behind the “secular scripture” of romance there lies a pattern that he calls the “unifiable.” The term is used throughout most of the notes towards *SeS*, but did not make it into the final book.

44 See n. 39, above.

45 Sanskrit drama by Kalidasa dating from the 6th century. See *SeS*, 103, 147. Also *AC*, 171, 191.

46 Early Christian romance; a typescript synopsis by NF appears in Notes 56b; a brief commentary is included in the next paragraph. See *SeS*, 10, 108.

47 See Tennyson’s poem *The Palace of Art*.

48 See n. 39, above.

49 In *SeS*, 110–11, NF draws together motifs from the Apollonius romance, Shakespeare’s *Comedy of Errors*, the medieval story of Amis and Amiloun, and the Grimm tale of “The Two Brothers,” all connected with twins, doubles, and the theme of identity.

50 See n. 46, above.

51 See *SeS*, 117.

52 This idea that there are three phases to the narrative pattern of the Greek prose romance *Daphnis and Chloe* by Longus is repeated in the typescript plot synopsis of that work in Notes 56b.

53 See par. 5 and n. 4, above.

54 See *GC*, 122–3, where NF notes that Tobit is said in the Apocrypha to be Ahikar’s uncle. A brief discussion of the Book of Tobit is contained in *WP*, 233.

55 One of the few nonliterary books for which there is a typescript summary in Notes 56b is Moses Hadas, *Hellenistic Culture: Fusion and Diffusion* (New York: Columbia University Press, 1959); the summary contains the substance of this paragraph’s discussion of aretalogies and a good deal more.
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57 See Frances M. Cornford, _The Origin of Attic Comedy_ (New York: Doubleday, 1961); annotated copy in the NFL.
60 See n. 46, above.
61 See n. 43, above.
64 “Dickens and the Comedy of Humours” (1968), _StS_, 218–40.
65 Plautus’s play _Rudens_, or _The Rope_, associated with the archetype of something lost and recovered out of the sea since _AC_, 191, often linked, as there, with the Sanskrit drama _Sakuntala_. See also _TBN_, 311, 340, 430.
66 See NB 33.79 and n. 59.
67 See n. 45, above.
68 See _Endymion_, bk. 3, ll. 689–711. In _SR_, 143–4, NF says, “The scroll they find informs them that they have to learn magic, like Prospero, and this magic is an art of releasing the ‘symbol-essences’ of nature, delivering the spirits in the prisons of subject and object alike.”
69 See _SeS_, 83–5; also NB 32.50, 79, and par. 46, above.
70 Frederick Marryat (1792–1848), English naval officer and novelist.
71 Heroine of _She_ (1886), by H. Rider Haggard.
72 H. Rider Haggard and Andrew Lang, _The World’s Desire_ (1890).
73 See _SeS_, 81.
74 See _GC_, 125: “The AV speaks of this wisdom as ‘rejoicing in the habitable parts of the earth’ (8:31), but this is feeble compared to the tremendous Vulgate phrase _ludens in orbe terrarum_, playing over all the earth.”
75 In “The Structure of Imagery in _The Faerie Queene_” (_FI_, 69–87), NF notes that “In the second half of the book [bk. 3] we have three examples of the old man and young woman relationship: Malbecco and Hellenore, Proteus and Florimell, Busirane and Amoret. All these are evil: there is no idealized version of this theme. The reason is that the idealized version would be the counterpart to the vision of charity in the _Hymn of Heavenly Love_. That is, it would be the vision of the female Sapience sitting in the bosom of the Deity that we met at the end of the _Hymn to Heavenly Beauty_, and this would take us outside the scope of _The Faerie Queene_, or at any rate of its third book.”
76 See _SeS_, 8 ff.; cf. also par. 24, above, and _GC_, 33–4.
77 See _SeS_, 18; cf. also par. 27, above.
78 For this complex of works and motifs, endlessly repeated by NF, see n. 39, above.
79 “Druid analogy” is a phrase that recurs throughout the notebooks, based on
the idea of analogy explained in FS, 382–5 (FS2, 371–5): “this conception of the world of experience as a parody or inverted form of the imaginative world” (383; FS2, 371). Such is the view of the world taken as real by Druidism, or natural religion, the religion of the natural man. The total shape of the Druid analogy is that of an ironic cycle, the Orc cycle of Blake’s Prophecies, the historical cycle of Spengler, the ritual cycle of Frazer. Insofar as literature reflects this cycle, it too falls into a cyclic shape, wittily christened the Great Doodle in the Third Book notebooks. This total shape of literature is only an analogy, and thus false; yet it may be the only possible way of getting an idea of the true shape of reality, the cycle of the Logos hero as set out in the Bible.

80 See n. 32, above.

81 The correct term is actually “socialist realism.” See also Notes 54-8.45 and Notes 54-13.18.

82 The contrast between the superficial reactionary snobbery and the deeper revolutionary impulse of romance is one of the central subjects of chap. 6 of SeS.

83 See Carlo Goldoni, Four Comedies, trans. Frederick Davies (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1968); annotated copy in the NFL. The Anouilh play is L’invitation au chateau (1947); the Feydeau is A Flea in Her Ear (1907).

84 See SeS, 81; cf. also par. 71, above.

85 Cf. SeS, 78.


87 Capitalized numbers throughout designate which of the six Norton lectures NF thought the material belonged in. These later became the six chapters of SeS.

88 This did indeed become one of the themes of chap. 4 of SeS; see p. 104.

89 See NF’s discussion in SR, pt. 4.

90 According to the Palinode of Stesichorus (640–555 B.C.), Helen of Troy actually spent the ten years of the war’s duration in Egypt, and only a simulacrum of her appeared on the walls of Troy.

91 That is, A Natural Perspective, whose last chapter is titled “The Return from the Sea.” According to NF, the publisher rejected the title The Bottomless Dream because he thought it was obscene.

92 See SeS, 140–2; also n. 6, above.

93 Blake’s poem Earth’s Answer in the Songs of Experience.

94 In Shakespeare’s Measure for Measure and All’s Well That Ends Well respectively.

95 See SeS, 47 ff.

96 See also NB 10.34.

98 Eighteenth-century Italian dramatist, spoken of by NF in SeS, 38. The "eighteenth-century story of Turandot" is alluded to on p. 70, probably phrased thus because Puccini's opera Turandot (1924) was based on Schiller's version of Gozzi's drama.

99 See SeS, 70.

100 Gozzi's play was turned into Prokofiev's first opera, The Love for Three Oranges: An Opera in Four Acts (1919).


Notes 54-4

1 To the left of this heading NF has added in pencil: "almost none of this belongs in ONE: it's mainly SIX material."

2 Cf. WP, 256-7: "In the pre-Biblical Mesopotamian poem Enuma Elish, we are told that mankind was formed from the blood of the god Kingu, killed as a traitor because he took the wrong side in the cosmological Marduk-Tiamat conflict (GC, 146). This aspect of the creation myth is omitted from the Genesis account, though it has profound analogies to the Christian myth in which Christ has to die to redeem the world he created in the first place."

3 See Notes 563.80 and n. 82. In the left margin of this entry, NF has written "THREE" in pencil and then cancelled it. Concerning Milton's God, see RE, 110-11: "Applying this principle of internalizing and spiritual discernment to the reading of Paradise Lost itself, we find in that poem a father-figure who seems harsh, arbitrary, inscrutable, and more given to rationalization than to reason. There is nothing to be done with this objectionable creature except swallow him. The heaven of Paradise Lost, with God the supreme sovereign and the angels in a state of unquestioning obedience to his will, can only be set up on earth inside the individual's mind."

4 NF is taking the root -lig in "religion" as meaning "to bind" or "to tie." Thus, religion is the devotion or binding force inherent in the whole fabric of society, and not necessarily split off as a special phenomenon or institution.

5 Not only the subject matter but the actual phrasing of pars. 4-6 echo pars. 76-8 of NB 10. The Spengler article mentioned here in par. 4 is also mentioned in NB 10.85.


7 According to legend, Joseph of Arimathea founded Christianity in England by bringing the Holy Grail to Glastonbury. In 1191, monks claimed to have found King Arthur's grave at the Abbey at Glastonbury. Where
Arthur was said by Geoffrey of Monmouth to have conquered the armies of Rome, Cymbeline was said by Shakespeare's source, Holinshed's Chronicles, to have been knighted by Augustus Caesar in Rome. See also NB 42a, n. 16. Cf. also NB 10.77.

8 After the Gunpowder Plot incident of 5 November 1605, Guy Fawkes Day began to be celebrated on that date with the lighting of nocturnal bonfires. NF's point is apparently that the celebration is a displacement of the rituals of All Souls' Day on 2 November, themselves a Christianized version of the older pagan festival marking the beginning of winter, now popularized as Halloween but formerly a feast of the dead.

9 The following passage shows that NF originally conceived chaps. 2–5 of SeS as organized by the Great Doodle pattern inherited from the Third Book notebooks. Adonis and Hermes are the upper and lower quadrants of its left half; chap. 4's "re-ascent" corresponds to the Prometheus quadrant of the lower right half; although NF does not say so, chap. 5 logically would have dealt with the Eros quadrant, the upper right. Nomos and Nous are the West and East compass points respectively. By the time it was finished, however, these four descents and ascents had been reconceived along the line of the vertical axis mundi that organizes chaps. 4–8 of WP, as the late thought of NF shifted from the cyclical to the dialectical.

10 See n. 72, below.

11 See SeS, 116: "The Icelandic hero Grettir the Strong is a hero of this type: he kills a bear in a cave behind a waterfall with the help of a companion named Björn (bear), whom he also kills a few pages further on. Parallels have been noted between Grettir's story and that of the much earlier Beowulf, in which the isolation of the hero is strongly marked." In Hávamál, a poem from the Elder Edda, Odin hangs on the World Tree Yggdrasil, pierced with a spear, for nine days and nights in order to gain secret wisdom.

12 The reference is to Aristophanes' Frogs and Birds.

13 Beside the sentence beginning "Tobit, Beowulf" NF has written in the left margin in pencil: "Subterranean Last Judgment: Euthyphro and MM [Measure for Measure]; Alice; Minos & Osiris." At the end of the paragraph in the right margin he has written "forza-froda consolidation," and toward the end of the paragraph in the left margin he has written "FOUR" and then cancelled it, along with another word that is indecipherable.


15 A.C. Bradley's Shakespearean Tragedy (1904) was essentially a series of studies in characterization. "Mrs. Jamieson" is Anna Jameson, author of Shakespeare's Heroines (1832), which constructed a typology of Shakespeare's female characters as good and bad role models.

16 Cf. par. 98, below. For Kingu, see par. 1 and n. 2, above. Ymir was the ice
giant in Norse mythology, out of whose body the world was made. In the middle of the left margin of this paragraph NF has written “FIVE” and in the left margin at the end “SIX.” Both are cancelled.

17 See GC, 80: “There are aspects of Plato’s work, for example, that remind us of a gigantic effort to compose a one-man Bible. . . . Hence we proceed to the creation and deluge myths in the Timaeus and Critias, after which Plato gets involved with the Laws, just as the Torah gets involved with its six hundred–odd regulations. In most of the dialogues, again, Socrates is the central figure, and his eventual martyrdom, corresponding to the Passion in the Gospels, is the ultimate focus of much of the argument.” At the end of the present paragraph, in the left margin, NF has written “SIX” and then cancelled it.

18 In the middle of the left margin of this paragraph NF has written “TWO” and then cancelled it.

19 For the content of this paragraph, see SeS, 135–6.

20 For Kingu, see par. 1 and n. 2, above. For Ymir, see par. 7 and n. 16, above. Adam Kadmon is the name of the cosmic man who is the universal human identity in the Kaballah.

21 Kenosis = Gk. “an emptying.” See GC, 129: “Paul’s brilliant phrase for the Incarnation is ‘He emptied himself’ (Philippians 2:7; the AV’s rendering is not a translation but an inept gloss).” The AV says “humbled himself.”


23 The Duke in Beddoes’s The Bride’s Tragedy, as quoted in SR, 55: “‘Tis but one devil ever tempts a man, / And his name’s Self.”

24 See NB 32.51 and n. 56.

25 In the middle of the left margin of this paragraph NF has written “bateau ivre projected.” The reference is to the theme of his “The Drunken Boat: The Revolutionary Element in Romanticism,” StS, 200–17.

26 In the left margin of this paragraph NF has written “THREE” and then cancelled it.

27 In the left margin of this paragraph NF has written “3” and then cancelled it.

28 See SeS, 67.

29 See SeS, 112. NF began thinking in terms of sky-father and earth-mother creation myths during the period of the Third Book notebooks, where they are associated with the upper and lower hemispheres respectively of his cosmological diagram, the Great Doodle (see Introduction, xlv–xlvi. See TBN, 186–7, 233, 267, 272. A related discussion is in CR, written during the same period as SeS (see NFR, 53 ff.). During the period of LN and WP, the contrast modulated into that between the P and J creation myths of Genesis.

30 See SeS, 69–70.
31 See SeS, 69–70: "The situation looks like the ancient story type in which a heroine is besieged by a number of suitors, proposes some ordeal to them, and chooses the one who passes the ordeal, while the others lose their lives. Examples of the theme range from the Greek Atalanta to the eighteenth-century story of Turandot; Grimm is full of it, and we also found it at the beginning of the Apollonius romance." Shakespeare drew upon the latter for Pericles. See also Notes 56a.97 and SeS, 47 ff.

32 See Notes 56a.71 and SeS, 81.

33 See WP, 232.

34 See Notes 56a.15 and n. 17.


36 Cf. par. 92, below.

37 See SeS, 90–3.

38 NF may have taken the reference to Hertha from Robert Graves's The White Goddess (see par. 25 and n. 35, above), 452, citing Tacitus, Germania, chap. 40. Tacitus speaks of certain German tribes who worship Nerthus, or Mother Earth, who dwells in secrecy except during the period of her public festival.

39 Docetism was a heresy that denied the Incarnation, holding that Christ was a spirit whose human form was a mere appearance.

40 The falling action in a dramatic plot. Gustav Freytag in Technik des Dramas (1863) diagrammed plot structure as what is called Freytag’s Pyramid (often drawn as an inverted U-shape), which has five parts: (1) exposition, or protasis; (2) rising action, or epitasis; (3) climax; (4) falling action, or catastrophe; (5) catastrophe. This pattern is derived from tragedy; thus, NF is suggesting that some false comic conclusions are climaxes that precede a fall.

41 See par. 29 and n. 39, above.

42 According to Mircea Eliade, Yoga: Immortality and Freedom, trans. Willard B. Trask (New York: Pantheon, 1958), 89, annotated copy in the NFL, the gods tempt the yogin with various promises, including that of “turning his body into a ‘body of diamond’—in short, they offer him participation in the divine condition. But the divine condition is still far from absolute freedom.” Eliade’s source is the Yoga Sutra of Patanjali.

43 See par. 21 and n. 29, above.

44 Yama is the Hindu god of death; Nut is the Egyptian sky-goddess.

45 In the middle of the left margin of this entry NF has written “TWO” and below that “goes back to [?] first fuck.”

46 For the notion of a Penelope-centred Odyssey, see SeS, 69–70.

47 Cf. par. 93, below. In the left margin opposite this paragraph NF has written “FIVE.”

48 See SeS, 153. See also pars. 92 and 94, below.

49 T.S. Eliot, Burnt Norton, Four Quartets, ll. 49 ff.
50 "Q" stands for NF's instructions to himself to quote the passage. In the left margin opposite this paragraph NF has written "FIVE." Cf. par. 94, below.

51 In the bottom left margin of this entry NF has written "not early: primitive doesn't mean that," with an editorial deletion mark beside "doesn't." NF develops the ideas of this and the following paragraph in CR, chap. 2.

52 At the end of this entry NF has made this holograph addition: "calumniated hero: Tom Jones, my notes on Moonstone."

53 See Ses, 77.


55 The remark is made by Emma's exasperated father. This and the following entry are holograph additions.

56 The Palm-Wine Drinkard (1952) is the first novel by West African novelist Amos Tutuola, utilizing Yoruba folktales and written in a stylized English. See Ses, 110.

57 See Ses, 110.

58 In the left margin opposite this sentence about Norna's language NF has written: "Gothic melodrama."


61 A full development of the theme of this paragraph is SR, chap. 4, "Endymion: The Romantic Epiphanic."

62 Would that NF had explained. If he is referring to the popular symbol of the baby representing the new year, NF is then thinking of the nadir or winter end of the cycle of nature. The old year, whose potency is exhausted, is often represented by a senex or old-man figure, in contrast with the New Year's baby who is a symbol both of new life and of the renewal of time itself. Among the things NF may have in mind are the contest over the human child in A Midsummer Night's Dream (mentioned previously in the paragraph) and the ironic cycle of Blake's The Mental Traveller, which can be seen as summing up the symbolism of the Adonis and Hermes quadrants of the Great Doodle; in that poem, the nadir of the cycle is also represented by an impotent old man and a newborn babe.

63 I.e., Little Nell in Dickens's The Old Curiosity Shop.

64 See Ses, 104–6.

65 See "The Nightmare Life in Death," NFCL, 219–29, NF's review of three of
Beckett's novels. On p. 20, he says, "All Beckett's speakers are like the parrot in *Malone Dies*, who could be taught to say 'Nihil in intellectu,' but refused to learn the rest of the sentence." The joke is that the full medieval Latin phrase means "Nothing in the intellect that was not first in the senses," but all the parrot will repeat is "Nothing in the intellect."

66 See *FT*, 29: "The ordered society in Shakespeare is, to use Heidegger's term, ecstatic: its members are outside themselves, at work in the world, and their being is their function." NF goes on to use the example of Talbot out of *1 Henry VI*: when a French Countess imprisons him, "Talbot tells her that in seizing him she still has only the shadow, for 'his substance, sinews, arms and strength' consists of the soldiers who follow him" (30).

67 Guillems de Cabestanh or Cabestaing was an ascetic troubadour to whom, ironically, the legend was attached that he became the lover of the wife of Ramon, lord of the castle of Rossillon, whom he served. The husband had him killed, then served his cooked heart to his wife. The reference is by way of Ezra Pound, *Canto* 4: "It is Cabestan's heart in the dish." / "It is Cabestan's heart in the dish?" / "No other taste shall change this." Later in *Canto* 4, Pound links Cabestan with Itys, the son killed by his mother Procne and fed as revenge to her husband Tereus in Ovid's *Metamorphoses*, bk. 6.

68 See n. 11, above.

69 Cf. TBN, 195, where NF alludes to the following passage from Kenneth Walker, *A Study of Gurdjieff's Teaching* (London: Jonathan Cape, 1967), 48; annotated copy in the NFL: "'No creature,' wrote St. Thomas Aquinas, 'can attain a higher grade of nature without ceasing to exist,' and it is the existence of the everyday self which has to be sacrificed."

70 See n. 11, above.

71 A *volva* was a type of female shaman in Norse culture; she sang spells, fell into ecstatic trances, and answered questions based on what she had learned during her visionary experiences, which included journeys to higher and lower worlds. The *Völuspa* in the *Elder Edda* really means "The Soothsaying of the *Volva."* Vala is a name adapted from this term by Blake for a character in his mythology.

72 For the dice throw in Mallarmé's *Igitur*, see *SeS*, 176, and *WP*, 291–2. What NF tells himself to check is a passage in chap. 43 of Scott's *Ivanhoe* (New York: Signet, 1961), 451. Speaking of Brian de Bois-Guilbert's accusations against Rebecca, "Hath he made oath," said the Grand Master, "that his quarrel is just and honorable? Bring forward the crucifix and the *Te igitur.*" If he had checked, NF would have found that the *Te igitur* is one of the service-books of the Catholic Church, so called from the first words of the canon, "*Te igitur, clementissime Pater.*" Oaths sworn upon the *Te igitur* service-book were regarded as especially solemn.

73 See *Inferno*, canto 23, where the crucified Caiaphas is among the hypocrites.
74 See Lewis Carroll, *Alice's Adventures in Wonderland*, chap. 5, in which Alice eats a mushroom that causes her neck to grow so long and serpentine that a pigeon nervously accuses her of being a serpent.

75 *John Barleycorn* is a traditional folk ballad with many variants; in his graduate course on "Principles of Literary Symbolism," NF used the version by Robert Burns to illustrate dying-god symbolism of the type studied by Frazer in *The Golden Bough*. Three men out of the East put John Barleycorn to death and bury him; when he springs up again out of the ground as the grain which he personifies, they ritually kill him again and turn him into the drink they toast him with. References occur throughout the Third Book notebooks (see *TBN*). For the "myrrh point," see see Notes 56a.5 and n. 4, and Notes 56a.55.

76 See *SeS*, 152–3; also Notes 56a.15.

77 The discussion of the "Hymn of the Soul" from this point through par. 64 is very close to what appeared in *SeS*, 156–7.

78 See *WP*, 270–1.

79 See *WP*, 233–4.

80 The name of Carlyle's character in *Sartor Resartus* means "God-begotten devil's dung."

81 See *SeS*, 130: "According to Plutarch, those who descended to the gloomy cave of the oracle of Trophonius might, after three days, recover the power of laughter." NF's note to this cites *De Genio Socratis*, 21, but says that "the statement in the text comes partly from Pausanias, ix, 39." See also *TBN*, li. The Blake reference is to ll. 5–6 of *The Mental Traveller*: "For there the Babe is born in joy / That was begotten in dire woe."

82 See *WP*, 268: "In one of Poe's stories, 'A Predicament,' we read of a woman caught in a clock tower where one of the hands cuts her head off, both head and trunk being convinced that they are the real psyche (the woman calls herself Psyche). In Yeats's play 'The King of the Great Clock Tower' there are again a clock tower and a severed head." See also *LN*, 42, and *TBN*, 180, 395–6.


84 In the left margin beside this entry NF has written: "though there are wild asses."


86 For the *forza-froda* theme, see *SeS*, 65 ff.

87 See n. 81, above.

88 In the left margin beside this entry NF has written: "the poet restores the current of memory (tragic in Tiresias)."
89 For a version of this argument, see "Romance as Masque," *SM*, 148–78 (pt. 2).
90 The reference is to Xenophon's *Cyropaedia*, a dialogue on the education of the ideal ruler as exemplified by Cyrus, emperor of Persia.
91 For the Glastonbury myth, see NB 42a, n. 16; cf. also n. 7, above.
92 In the left margin beside this sentence NF has written "R1 [Richard I] in Ivanhoe."
94 See n. 3, above.
96 See Notes 54–8.44 and n. 19.
97 NF may have unintentionally omitted something here after "dinosaur."
98 See NB 10.55, 60, whose material is later used in *SeS*, 110.
99 "Document" may be a slip for *dénouement*. At any rate, the only document remotely relevant in Scott's *Ivanhoe* is a letter by Rebecca, detailing both her plight and the perfidy of Brian de Bois-Guilbert, which falls into the hands of the Grand Templar. The letter causes Rebecca to be accused as a witch, which leads to the trial by combat which brings about the happy ending.
100 Below this paragraph NF has written in pencil: "no: law is a W to S notion, a labyrinth of obstacles; everything S to E breaks through it. Its bottom is the Euthyphro-MM [*Measure for Measure*] bit. Cf. the furred law cats in Rabelais."
101 See Notes 56a, n. 22.
102 The reiterated formulations about television in these notes probably reflect NF's stint, during the period he was working on *SeS*, as part-time commissioner for the new Canadian Radio-Television Commission from 1968–76 (after which it was renamed the Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission).
103 See *SeS*, 152–3; cf. also Notes 56a.15.
104 See *SeS*, 153; also par. 35, above, and par. 94, below.
105 Cf. par. 25, above. In the left margin between this and the next entry NF has written: "importance of Xn belief in the irreversibility of deflowering: Chaucer ML’s Tale [The Man of Law’s Tale]." For the Chaucer reference, see Notes 56a.16 and n. 18.
106 Cf. par. 34, above. In the left margin between this and the next paragraph is a brace enclosing both entries, with this holograph addition: "I think this is, now, FOUR stuff."
107 See *SeS*, 153; also pars. 35 and 92, above.
108 See *SeS*, 156–7; also Notes 56a, n. 39.
109 Cf. par. 35, above. The Acts of John, one of the most famous Gnostic texts, tells how Christ danced with his disciples at Gethsemane the night before


111 In such books as Jacques Ellul, The Technological Society, trans. John Wilkinson (New York: Vintage, 1964); annotated copy in the NFL.

112 See SeS, 156–7; also Notes 56a, n. 39.

113 In Chaucer’s The Franklin’s Tale, the lady Dorigen promises her husband Averagus that she will give her love to Aurelius if he will remove all rocks from the coast of Brittany. He does, by magic, and Averagus says she must keep her vow. Aurelius is so touched that he absolves her of the promise.

114 See SeS, 165–6; cf. also par. 7, above.

115 See par. 7 and n. 15, above.

116 See George Borrow, The Romany Rye (London: Dent, 1906). Chaps. 6 and 7 of the “Appendix” are an attack on Scott; chap. 6 begins: “Of the literature just alluded to Scott was the inventor. It is founded on the fortunes and misfortunes of the Stuart family, of which Scott was the zealous defender and apologist, doing all that in his power lay to represent the members of it as noble, chivalrous, high-minded, unfortunate princes; though, perhaps, of all the royal families that ever existed upon the earth, this family was the worst” (345). NF mentions Borrow’s attack in a note to p. 26 of SR, where a similar point is made about Scott. See SR, 168.

117 See SeS, 178.

118 In the left margin toward the bottom of this entry NF has written: “link with the dream as the sunken treasure.”

119 See SeS, 110; cf. also par. 45, above.

120 See NB 32.51 and n. 56.

121 See The Four Zoas, Night the Ninth, ll. 30–3: “he walks upon the Eternal Mountains raising his heavenly voice / Conversing with the Animal forms of wisdom night & day / That risen from the Sea of fire renewd walk oer the Earth.” In the left margin of this entry NF has written and cancelled: “now FOUR.”

122 Traditionally translated “eternal feminine,” the phrase comes from the last lines of Goethe’s Faust, pt. 2: “Woman Eternal / Draws us on high” (ll. 12,110–11), trans. Walter Arndt.
“None but the brave deserve the fair” is from l. 15 of Dryden’s *Alexander’s Feast*.

See Bhavabhuti, *The Later Story of Rama*, in *Great Sanskrit Plays in New English Transcriptions* (New York: New Directions, 1964). Synopses of this play and others in the volume are in Notes 56b, though not included in the present volume.

NF’s discussion of *The Shadowy Waters* occurs in NB 31.56, above; his discussion of *The King’s Threshold* occurs in NB 31.62.


The discussion in this paragraph is close to that of *SeS*, 35–6.

At the top of the left margin of this page, NF has written in pencil: “The only James Bond story I ever attempted I abandoned after a few pages, but even by then it was clear that the hero’s expense account was on a scale that would have called for questions in Parliament.” In the left margin of the present entry, NF has made two holograph additions: “Miltonic structure” toward the top and “pre-existential” toward the bottom.

In the left margin of this entry NF has written: “romance epiphanizes poetic justice, or right makes might.”

See *SeS*, 83 ff.

See *SeS*, 147; also Notes 56a, n. 45.

For the *Mansfield Park* reference, see *SeS*, 147. NF explains the “symbol-essences” in *SR*, 143–4: Endymion and Glaucus find a scroll that “informs them that they have to learn magic, like Prospero, and this magic is an art of releasing the ‘symbol-essences’ of nature, delivering the spirits in the prisons of subject and object alike.” The reference is to bk. 3, ll. 699–701 of *Endymion*. See also Notes 56a.69 and n. 68.

In the left margin between this and the following entry NF has written: “Nebuchadnezzar forgot his dream.”

I.e., in Ben Jonson, *The Alchemist*.

See *SeS*, 111; also Notes 56a, n. 39.

The reference is to bk. 1, chap. 5 of Joyce’s *Finnegans Wake*, devoted to an examination of the letter written by ALP, which had been scratched up out of a midden heap by a hen. On one level, the letter is *Finnegans Wake* itself.

For *Sakuntala*, see Notes 56a, n. 45; for Plautus’s play *Rudens* or *The Rope*, see Notes 56a.67; for the two linked together, see *AC*, 191. The story of Gyges is told in Plato’s *Republic*, bk. 3, 359a–360a. In a chasm opened by an earthquake, Gyges the Lydian discovers a huge bronze horse with a corpse inside it. The corpse is wearing a ring which, when turned inward, renders its wearer invisible. Gyges uses the ring to commit adultery with the king’s
wife and kill the king. The moral is that of Tolkien’s *The Lord of the Rings*: given unlimited power and no consequences, what person could resist the temptation to misuse it?

139 From Ibsen’s *Peer Gynt*; see NB 32, n. 73.

140 In the left margin beside lines three and four of this entry NF has written: “I been there before.”

141 See Herman Hesse, *Magister Ludi* (1945). Its alternate title is *The Glass Bead Game*.

142 For Kingu, see n. 2, above; for Adam Kadmon, see n. 20, above; for Ymir, see n. 16 above.

143 See n. 29, above.

144 See *SeS*, 111; also Notes 56a, n. 39.

145 See par. 8 and n. 17, above. In the left margin of this paragraph NF has written: “This is his O.T.: the N.T. is the Euthyphro-Socrates martyrdom dialogues.”

146 See *SeS*, 90–3; also par. 27, above.

147 *The Worm Ouroboros* (1926) was written by E.R. Eddison; there is an annotated copy in the NFL. See also *TBN*, 316–17, 329, 431; *RT*, 150.

148 Below the first two lines of this paragraph, which fall at the end of the page, and at the top margin of the next page NF has written: “The ideal totally undisplaced work of literature, where simultaneous myth is also an interlocking metaphor, is also a vision of total identity. Hence the apocalyptic world is also the vision of metaphorical (identifying) plenitude. Freedom is the social aspect of articulateness, or the possession of language. Possessing it means renouncing the magic of social mythology and projection. And of the closed cycle.”

149 In *TBN*, 326, NF wrote: “\( \Lambda \) [Rencontre] is a book of riddles, as my course is . . .” NF’s graduate course, “Principles of Literary Symbolism,” was in a way a study in practical criticism. Although NF never mentioned the Great Doodle to his students, the course consisted of analysis of poems representing its various quadrants. This material was at the time (1970–72) part of the Third Book project, and usually identified as Tragicomedy; it eventually became the core of chaps. 4–8 of *WP*. What NF is recognizing here is that the short mythological poems of the graduate course and Third Book and of the romances he is now writing about belong together as examples of the quest of the human imagination, the Spirit side of what he would later call the dialectic of Word and Spirit. “A Book of Riddles” is also the title given by NF to the second part of an outline of a contemplated book on romance in Notes 54-9.13, above.

150 For Mallarmé’s *igitur* and dice throwing, see n. 72, above.

151 See Notes 56a, n. 79.

152 See pars. 79 and 102, above.
153 For "Feltro," see NB 33, n. 55.
154 For Ahikar, see GC, 122–3; for the motif of the passing over of the eldest son, see GC, 180–6.
155 In the left margin of this entry NF has written: “point here: Collins’ WW [The Woman in White], of course.”
156 See Johann Gottlieb Fichte, Addresses to the German Nation (Chicago and London: Open Court, 1922). Written in 1807 when Napoleon had conquered Prussia, Fichte’s addresses were patriotic propaganda in the face of French cultural domination. In the process of extolling the superiority of German culture, Fichte at various points traces cultural differences back to the “living” state of the German language, which has to be guarded from foreign infection. The Fifth Address begins by maintaining that the Germans are superior to other peoples of Teutonic descent because “the former have remained in the uninterrupted flow of a primitive language which develops itself continuously out of real life, whereas the latter adopted a language which was foreign to them and which under their influence has been killed” (72).
158 See Notes 56a, n. 42.
159 Summarized by NF in the remarkably long and detailed synopsis of Sidney’s Arcadia, not included in the present volume, in Notes 56b. The debate takes places in bk. 3 (1590 version), chap. 10: “A very long chapter, beginning with Pamela’s making an embroidered purse and going on to Cecropia’s temptation. She makes long speeches of the Shakespeare Venus type, urging that beauty should marry and produce offspring—Venus rather than the sonnets, because the arguments are supposed to be specious. Pamela says no, I marry whom daddy says I should marry, otherwise I offend God. To hell with God, says Cecropia: this sets up one of those endless Elizabethan arguments about how there must be a God, how impossible it is that the universe arose from chance, how absurd it is to think of nature as a democracy or anything but a Tudor monarchy, etc: wonder if Milton was at all influenced by this for Comus.” The summary of chap. 11 opens, “Cecropia is silenced but not convinced, being a bad lot anyway.”
161 See par. 153 and n. 157, above. For the forza–froda theme, see SeS, 65 ff.

Notes 54–8

2 From Horace, *Ars Poetica*, l. 361: “as in painting, so in poetry,” or, as NF cites it in *NFR*, 88, “poetry is a speaking picture.”

3 In his *Monadology* (1714), G.W. Leibnitz maintained that individuals are “windowless monads.” Each monad is independent of all others, related to them only by a “pre-established harmony,” and not subject to any outside influence or interaction. Matter, motion, and causality are phenomena of perception within the monad.

4 Probably a general reference to the fact that, throughout his ascent of the mountain of Purgatory, Dante is instructed through various inscriptions on walls, pictures, voices, etc. The education is always didactic and monitory.

5 See *To Juan at the Winter Solstice*. In the last two stanzas, Graves urges his son, as “Much snow is falling” and “Fear in your heart cries . . . Sorrow to sorrow,” nevertheless “Dwell on her graciousness . . . / Do not forget what flowers / The great board trampled in ivy time.” Cf. *SeS*, 172–3.

6 See *SeS*, 176. See also par. 64, below. Also Notes 54-10.1.

7 See *SeS*, 152–3; cf. also NB 56.15.

8 Holograph insertion: “Imgn [imagination] & belief then is involved in 6?”

9 See *SeS*, 165–6; also Notes 54-4.7, 98.

10 The idea was incorporated into *GC*, 80. See Notes 54-4.8 and n. 17.


12 Holograph insertion: “Nostalgia of period we know we’ve survived.”

13 See Notes 54-4.154.

14 The reference is to John Ruskin’s story “The King of the Golden River,” written in 1841, published in 1851. Because of the evil of the two older brothers of the hero Gluck, a character named South West Wind Esquire ruins the family farmland in Treasure Valley. The King of the Golden River restores it by changing the course of the Golden River in order to renew the land. See *SeS*, 121; *AC*, 198.

15 Elsie Dinsmore is the highly Christian heroine of a series of twenty-eight children’s books, *Elsie Dinsmore: A Life of Faith*, by Martha Finley (1828–1909). The series begins with Elsie as an eight-year-old child on a southern plantation in the mid-1800s and ends with her married with children of her own. See also *RT*, 38. For “stupid realism,” see Notes 563.7 and *NFMC*, 31–5. For “De te fabula,” see *SeS*, 186.

16 Holograph addition: “Five point, rather.”

17 Holograph addition: “Cf. Shaw and Wilde.”

18 Holograph addition: “Paradigm of Paradise Lost.”

19 See *CP*, 168, for fraternity as an ideal with a special relationship to aristocracy; *SeS*, 173, for fraternity’s special relationship to romance; *MM*, 333–4, for fraternity as the special virtue of William Morris. See also par. 71, below, and Notes 54-4.83.

20 See *SeS*, 165; also Notes 56a, n. 81.

21 See *GC*, 195, and *RT*, 569; also, par. 68, below.
22 Joyce’s own phrase for the reader adequate to read *Finnegans Wake*. See *Finnegans Wake*, 120 (chap. 5), and *SeS*, 185.

23 NF repeatedly contemplated a book about contracts and utopias to follow *WP*. This paragraph gives some sense of what that book might have been about, but it also looks back to the final chapter of *CP* (chap. 7).

24 See Notes 54-4.8, and n. 17.

25 For clarity and to preserve parallel construction, the phrase “in descent” should follow “gravity is.”

26 Sir Robert Filmer (ca. 1590–1653), an extreme advocate of the divine right of kings in his *Patriarcha* (1680). According to NB 7.107, “Filmer said that Adam was given power & dominion over all creation, & that all absolute power is hereditary in descent from Adam.” Locke refutes this position in the first of his *Two Treatises on Government* (1690).

27 See *SeS*, 184–5: “As Goethe also notes about the ascending metamorphosis of plants, there is a process of renunciation in the ascent as well, a cutting off of everything from the liberated individual.” A note to this passage reads: “For the symbolic and poetic relevance of this in Goethe, see Peter Salm, *The Poem as Plant* ([Cleveland: Press of Case Western University,] 1971), 27.”

28 See *SeS*, 35, 182.

29 *A Midsummer Night’s Dream*, 5.1.213–14. Theseus says, “The best in this kind are but shadows; and the worst are no worse, if imagination amend them.” Hippolyta replies: “It must be your imagination, then, and not theirs.” See *SeS*, 187.


31 See *SeS*, 171.


33 See *SeS*, 183.

34 See par. 18 and n. 5, above. For *ut pictura poesis*, see par. 2 and n. 2, above.

35 “In that time,” Mircea Eliade’s phrase for the sacred period of the Origin, in which mythological events take place. See, for example, *The Myth of the Eternal Return, or, Cosmos and History*, trans. Willard R. Trask (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1954), 4: “they are repeated because they were consecrated in the beginning (‘in those days,’ *in illo tempore, ab origine*), by gods, ancestors, or heroes.”

36 The serpent with its tail in its mouth, symbol of cyclical endlessness in alchemy and elsewhere.

37 See n. 11, above.


39 See *SeS*, 178–9.


42 See par. 44 and n. 19, above.

43 The Trollope novel that NF mentions in SeS is Dr. Thorne; see p. 102: “In Dr. Thorne the heroine is not Thorne’s daughter but the daughter of somebody much wealthier, so that the obstacles to her marriage with the hero are removed.” The happy ending of Arms and the Man is made possible by the revelation that Captain Bluntschi is Swiss, and all Swiss citizens, being exactly equal, are aristocracy. As he says, “My rank is the highest known in Switzerland: I am a free citizen.”

44 The quotation marks around this and the next paragraph are NF’s and appear to indicate drafting rather than notebook pondering. They are not, however, the form in which the material finally appeared in SeS, in which the reference to the idyllic world is on p. 53, the reference to Dante on p. 52, and the association of the Arabian Nights, the child’s bedtime story, and the dream world is on p. 169. The 1950 Diary indicates a source, decades earlier, for the remark about children as aristocracy: see Notes 54-13.20 and n. 15.

45 See “Criticism as Myth: Northrop Frye,” in Northrop Frye in Modern Criticism: Selected Papers from the English Institute, ed. Murray Krieger (New York and London: Columbia University Press, 1966), 75–107. On p. 97, Wimsatt maintains “that such a coherent, cyclic, and encyclopedic system, such a monomyth, cannot be shown ever to have evolved actually, either from or with ritual, anywhere in the world, or ever anywhere to have been entertained in whole or even in any considerable part. We are talking about the myth of myth. As Frye himself, in his moments of cautionary vision, observes, the ‘derivation’ of the literary genres from the quest myth is ‘logical,’ not historical. That is, it is made up according to desire, by the imagination of the critic.”

46 In the left margin beside this entry NF has written: “Psyché.”

47 See G.W.F. Hegel, Aesthetics: Lectures on Fine Art, trans. T.M. Knox (London: Oxford University Press, 1975), 1054. Hegel has noted that, while Homer does not go in for lengthy descriptions of nature, he will go into great detail in his description of “a staff, sceptre, bed, weapons, robes, door-posts, and he even does not forget to mention the hinges on which a door swings.... Moreover, nowadays the production and preparation of any and every means of satisfying our needs is split up between such a multitude of activities in factories and workshops that all the particular steps in this wide ramification are reduced to something subordinate which we need not notice or enumerate. But the world of the heroes was not like this; there was...
a more primitive simplicity of objects and contrivances, and it was possible to linger over their description because all these things rank alike and are counted as something on which a man may take pride on the score of his skill, his wealth, and his material interests. . . .” NF “has this” also in Notes 58-1.3.

48 An explanation of this glancing reference appears in TBN, 113: “When Paul Tillich was asked whether he supported the Protestant theory of two sacraments or the Catholic view that there are seven, he answered that he didn’t think there was any future in counting the sacraments.” However, the source of the reference has not been found. The phrase “was asked” suggests an interview or a question period after a lecture; the Diaries indicate that NF had heard Tillich lecture as early as 1950, when Tillich visited the University of Toronto. Tillich’s more considered view of the sacraments can be found, among other places, in The Protestant Era, abridged ed., trans. James Luther Adams (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1957), chap. 7, “Nature and Sacrament,” especially pp. 108–12 (secs. 6 and 7).

49 For the theme of fraternity in romance, see SeS, 173; also par. 44 and n. 19, above. The Fellowship of the Ring is the title of vol. 1 of The Lord of the Rings, by J.R.R. Tolkien.

50 See SeS, 154, for the discussion of The Knight’s Tale here and in par. 85.

Notes 54-9

1 See SeS, 83–5; also Notes 56a.46–8.
2 See SeS, 65 ff.; also Notes 54-4.74.
3 See SeS, 161 ff.; also Notes 56a.80 and n. 82. For the image of “swallowing Milton’s God,” see Notes 54-4, n. 3.
6 See SeS, 153; also Notes 54-4.35.
7 Alludes to a famous passage in Areopagitica: “I cannot praise a fugitive and cloister’d vertue, unexercis’d & unbreath’d, that never sallies out and sees her adversary, but slinks out of the race, where that immortall garland is to be run for, not without dust and heat.” See Complete Prose Works of John Milton (New Haven: Yale, 1954), 2:515.
8 In the left margin beside this and the next two entries NF has written “FOUR.” The allusion in this sentence is to The City of Dreadful Night (1870–74), by James Thomson.
10 Rasselas, 548 (chap. 19).

11 Rasselas, 579 (chap. 35).

12 Beginning with his first book, Childhood and Society (1950), Erik Erickson (1902–94) expanded Freud’s theory of psychosocial development into eight stages, extending through the whole of life rather than being limited to childhood. Growth and expansion of personality occur at each new stage by means of the successful navigation of an “identity crisis.”

13 Rasselas, 586 (chap. 35).

14 Rasselas, 612 (chap. 49).

15 Toward the bottom of this entry in the left margin NF has written: “education so ascent.”

Notes 54-10

1 See SeS, 176; also Notes 54-8.18, 64.


3 See SeS, 165–6; also Notes 54-4.7.

4 As early as 1948, in NB 7.37, NF had noted: “The figure in the doorway is the analogy of the risen God in the midst of two witnesses (opposite of the two false witnesses of the Passion), the tree of life or Branch of Zechariah (tree of Jesse symbolism in Isaiah), flanked by the two olive trees, identified as Moses & Elijah in Rev. xi.” Over twenty years later, in NB 24.158, he repeats: “Note that the rising body in Nous is regularly a figure in a doorway,” and goes on to mention “Samson’s pillars & the three crosses in the west” (TBN, 311).


6 See Notes 54-4.108–9 and n. 122.

7 See SeS, 153.

8 See Notes 54-4, n. 149.

9 See SeS, 156–7; also Notes 56a, n. 39.

10 See SeS, 74–5, 91.

11 See SeS, 146; also NB 41.2.

12 On the Great Doodle diagram of the Third Book; thus, in the Hermes quadrant.

13 In the left margin beside this entry NF has written “FOUR?” and at the end of the entry “Done.”

14 See Notes 54-8, n. 35.

15 At the end of this paragraph NF has written: “To be inserted.”
16 In the top left margin of this entry NF has written "New from here on."
17 See Notes 54-8, n. 4. NF has cancelled "Education . . . blackboards" and has written "Six, perhaps" in the left margin. He has an arrow pointing from this holograph entry to the following addition in the bottom margin: "Destructive curiosity (Pandora & Psyche) as the separation of intelligence from the power of action (the real from the forbidden knowledge): that throws Psyche into a slave relation to Venus. Impossible tasks are performed by nature-spirits prefiguring the reintegration of man & nature."
18 See Notes 54-8, n. 27.
19 See Notes 54-4, n. 113.
20 Between this and the next entry NF has written "Orchestra."
21 See SeS, 156-7; also Notes 56a, n. 39.

Notebook 10

1 See SeS, 47 ff.; also Notes 56a.94. The "and then" story holds interest "in spite of" its lack of realism and logical sequence.
3 See Sir Henry Wotton (1568–1639), who described in a letter the burning of the Globe theatre in 1613: "I will entertain you at present with what hath happened this week at the Bankside. The King's players had a new play called All Is True, representing some principal pieces of the reign of Henry VIII, which was set forth with many extraordinary circumstances of pomp and majesty, even to the matting of the stage; the Knights of the Order, with their Georges and Garter, the Guards with their embroidered coats and the like, sufficient in truth within a while to make greatness very familiar, if not ridiculous."
4 See SeS, 90 ff.; also Notes 54-4.27.
5 Ecphrasis is the description of a picture in a literary work; the earliest and most famous example is the description of the images that Hephaestus has put on Achilles' shield in bk. 18 of the Iliad. See SeS, 109.
6 See SeS, 10, 108; also Notes 56a, n. 46.
7 See SeS, 140-2.
8 See Notes 54-4.149 and n. 156.
9 See SeS, 47 ff.
10 The "Kafka point" is clarified in RT, 50-1: "I was reading in a recent article on Kafka in a Horizon that spoke of painting, music and writing as linked with the three fundamental categories of perception, space, time & causality respectively. I think this is dubious, but the association of writing with causality is very suggestive. Certainly the attaining of it has always been the major (almost the only) problem of my writing." The ultimate source is J.P.
Hodin, "Memories of Franz Kafka," *Horizon* [London], 97 (1948): 33. The link between the three arts and the three categories comes from a reminiscence by F. Feigel, a painter, of a discussion he had with Kafka. NF mentions "Kafka’s remark that writing is an art of causality" twice in reviews of the 1950s. The one just quoted comes from a review of Paul Valéry (NFCL, 193); he repeats it in his review of Kathleen Coburn’s *Inquiring Spirit* (NFCL, 172). The Hume–Whitehead point ended up in GC, 81: “Over a century later, Whitehead inquired, in *Science and the Modern World*, why philosophers were still as committed to causality as though Hume had never pointed out the limitations of the idea.” See Alfred North Whitehead, *Science and the Modern World* (New York: Free Press, 1953; orig. pub. 1925), 4.

11 For “Peacock’s paradox,” see the discussion of his “The Four Ages of Poetry” in CP, 93–4. For the *forza–froda* distinction, see *SeS*, 65 ff.

12 See *SeS*, 10, 108; also Notes 56a, n. 46.

13 A series of popular novels by Gene Stratton-Porter about Freckles, the plucky orphan who has lost one hand.

14 See *SeS*, 10, 108; also Notes 56a, n. 46.

15 See Notes 56a.81 and n. 83.

16 The quadrants refer to the Great Doodle of the Third Book project; Nomos and Nous are the W and E compass points on it, respectively.

17 See Notes 56a, n. 6.

18 See GC, 181–6.

19 See *SeS*, 83–5; also Notes 56a.70–1.

20 See *SeS*, 111; also Notes 56a, n. 39.

21 “One image crossed the many-headed, sat / Under the tropic shade, grew round and slow, / No Hamlet thin from eating flies, a fat / Dream of the Middle Ages” (ll. 17–20).

22 See *SeS*, 104–6.

23 See *FS*, 386 (*FS2*, 375–6): “The final comprehension of the Bible’s meaning is in the spark of illumination between its closing anode and its opening cathode, and if that gap were not there the Bible would not stimulate the imagination to the effort of comprehension which recreates instead of passively following the outline of a vision.”

24 See *SeS*, 47 ff.; also Notes 56a.94.

25 See also Notes 56a.96.


27 See *SeS*, 35, 182; also Notes 54-8.56.

28 See *SeS*, 8 ff.; also Notes 56a.24.
29 See SeS, 152–3; also Notes 56a.15.
30 See Notes 56a, n. 43.
31 See Notes 56a.77 and n. 79.
32 Ibid.
33 Psalm 45:10, 16: “Hearken, O daughter, and consider, and incline thine ear; forget also thine own people, and thy father’s house. . . . Instead of thy fathers shall be thy children, whom thou mayest make princes in all the earth.” The “south point” means the south point on the Great Doodle.
34 See SeS, 161 ff.; also Notes 56a.80 and n. 82.
35 See SeS, 173; also Notes 54–8, n. 19.
36 For Kingu, see WP, 256–7; also Notes 54–4, n. 2. For Ymir, see Notes 54–4, n. 16.
37 See Notes 56a, n. 43.
38 See SeS, 110.
41 See Notes 56a, n. 43.
42 See Notes 54–4, n. 67.
43 See Notes 56a, n. 43.
44 Cited in SeS, 8, the reference is to MacDonald’s comment in an essay on Shakespeare called “St. George’s Day, 1986”: “In addition to the Bible each nation possesses a Bible . . . in its history.”
45 See GC, 42–3.
46 Above “Icelandic” NF has written “gaefa.”
48 In Buddhism and Hinduism, moksha means release, freedom from the world of ordinary experience.
49 For Grettir, see SeS, 67, 116; also Notes 54–4, n. 11.
50 See SeS, 90 ff.; also Notes 56a.3 and n. 2 and Notes 54–4.27.
51 See Notes 54–4.3 and n. 4.
52 This paragraph duplicates much of Notes 54–4. 2–3 in content, sequence, and phrasing.
53 See SeS, 90 ff.; also Notes 56a, n. 2 and Notes 54–4.27.
55 Pars. 76–8 here duplicate much of Notes 54–4.4–5 in content, sequence, and phrasing.
56 See Notes 54–4.4 and n. 7.
57 See NB 42a, n. 16, and Notes 54–4.4 and n. 7.
58 The following six paragraphs, 79–84, make clear that at this point NF was
still attempting to structure SeS according to the model of the Great Doodle. The four quadrants as listed—Adonis, Hermes, Prometheus, Eros—follow a counter-clockwise quest from N back to N again. The “four cardinal points” (par. 84) are Nomos (W), Thanatos (S), Nous (E), and Logos (N), which are probably the same as the “nodes” here.

59 A reference to G. Rachel Levy, The Gate of Horn: A Study of the Religious Conceptions of the Stone Age and Their Influence upon European Thought (1948); annotated copy in the NFL. The “meander and descent” patterns are discussed particularly in pt. 2, chap. 3. See also TBN, 71–2, 74, 79; LN, 238, 423–4.

60 For “dice & Igitur,” see Notes 54–4, n. 72. For “twins,” see par. 20, above; also, Notes 56a.81.


62 See Notes 56a, n. 6.

63 See SeS, 111; also Notes 56a, n. 39.

64 See “Agon and Logos,” SM, 201–27. The distinction is on p. 221: “In heroic literature there is often a narrative tension, and sometimes a moral tension as well, between the themes of war and of quest. There is, let us say, a central war going on which it is the duty of the heroes to engage in, but the crucial hero, whose presence is necessary for success, has withdrawn from the action or is on some private venture of his own.”

65 See Wolfram von Eschenbach, Parzival, trans. Helen M. Mustard and Charles E. Passage (New York: Vintage, 1961), 384: Parzival is reunited with his half-brother Feirefiz, who “was leading five-and-twenty armies, not one of which understood the language of the others . . . . And yet this lone man had ridden away from his army and into the forêt, in search of adventure and just to sport about.”

66 The following four paragraphs again employ the model of the Great Doodle, with its quadrants, directions, and nodes.

67 See SeS, 15, 30.

68 See Edgar Allan Poe, “The Facts in the Case of M. Valdemar” (1845) and “Mesmeric Revelations” (1844). Both tales turn on the device of hypnotizing someone who then dies, but, because of hypnosis, is able to communicate something from beyond the threshold of death.

69 In the early mythology of Japan, as recorded in the Kojiki, or Records of Ancient Matters, the sun-goddess Amaterasu once refused to emerge from a cave in reaction to the misdeeds of her brother, so that the Plain of High Heaven was left in darkness. As Joseph M. Kitigawa recounts in On Understanding Japanese Religion (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1987), 144: “The eight hundred myriads of kami then gathered together in front of the rock-cave and decided to make merry in order to attract her attention. The Female-kami-of-heavenly-headgear became kami-possessed, exposed her
breasts and genitals, and danced madly, whereupon the other kami roared with laughter.” When Amaterasu opens her cave door to investigate all this, she is pulled out into the open again.

70 See Notes 54-4, n. 81.

71 These have been imported from the Third Book notebooks, where they are referred to again and again, as they will be also in the late notebooks. The jeune parque is the “young fate” of Paul Valéry’s poem La Jeune Parque (1917); see also par. 133, below. Igitur (1869) and Un Coup de dés (1897) are by Stéphane Mallarmé; for Igitur, see Notes 54-4, n. 72.

72 See W. B. Yeats, “Solomon and the Witch,” l. 14: “Chance being at one with Choice at last.”

73 See Johann Huizinga, Homo Ludens: A Study of the Play-Element in Culture (Boston: Beacon Press, 1955), 9; annotated copy in the NFL: “This is the third main characteristic of play: its secludedness, its limitedness. It is ‘played out’ within certain limits of time and place. It contains its own course and meaning. . . . Play begins, and then at a certain moment it is ‘over.’ It plays itself to an end.”

74 See Lewis Carroll, Sylvie and Bruno, in The Complete Works of Lewis Carroll (New York: Vintage, 1976), chap. 7, “The Baron’s Embassy,” 337: “And meanwhile, Baron, I’ll just show you a most interesting map we have—of Outland, and Fairyland, and that sort of thing.”

75 NF has used For the Time Being to illustrate the theme of repression of what lies below in the post-Romantic cosmos in both “New Directions from Old” (Fl, 64) and “The Drunken Boat: The Revolutionary Element in Romanticism” (StS, 215). He sharpens the Christian aspect of the theme in “The Rhythms of Time,” MM, 166: “Auden’s For the Time Being uses the Romantic mythological framework and sees the Incarnation as appearing in obscurity and darkness in the midst of a much more specifically historical situation. Nonetheless, when it comes, it disrupts Herod’s futile efforts to establish continuity and progress in his society (‘Yes, in twenty years I have managed to do little’), and because it does, it turns the well-meaning liberal into an enemy of God.”

76 See Introduction, xxxvi.

77 See Charles Poncé, Kaballah: An Introduction and Illumination for the World Today (Wheaton, Ill.; Madras, India; London, Eng.: Quest Books, 1973), 27; annotated copy in the NFL: “He proposed that the Torah existed originally as an incoherent jumble of letters & that the phrases, sentences, words, sections & chapters which now exist came into existence at the time that the events described took place” (ampersands in original).

78 See par. 107 and n. 71, above.

79 Jay Macpherson began as NF’s student, became his colleague at Victoria College in 1957, and eventually became one of the most important poets of
her generation. Her critical book, *The Spirit of Solitude: Conventions and Continuities in Late Romance* (New Haven: Yale, 1982), is an important complement to *SeS*. Focusing on what NF called late or sentimental romance, it deals with some of the same figures as NF, even neglected ones such as Edward Bulwer-Lytton and H. Rider Haggard. But it also pulls many other figures, major and minor, into a theme-and-variations pattern whose key signature is the myth of Narcissus and Echo. With its theme of modern alienated consciousness, it is in many ways a version of what NF called Rencontre.

80 See Introduction, xxxvi.
81 See Notes 54-4, n. 20.
83 The first reference is to canto 8, l. 9: regarding the “state of life,” says Spenser, “Short Time shall soon cut down with his consuming sickle.” The second reference is to the envoy of *Epithalamion*, in which Spenser offers his song as “a goodly ornament, / And for short time an endless moniment.”

Notes 58-1

1 See *SeS*, 35–6 for the ideas in this paragraph.
2 See Notes 54-4, n. 149. Also, Notes 54-9.13 and Notes 54-10.11.
3 See Notes 54-8, n. 47.
5 See NB 10.28 and n. 23.
6 See Notes 54-4, n. 147.
7 A British omnibus from Ealing Studios in 1945, consisting of four stories by four directors. The linking story is of an architect caught in a series of recurring dreams; the circular narrative structure hints that the film’s entire action may be a dream: hence the comparison with *Finnegans Wake*.
9 *Samsara* means “wandering on,” or “journeying,” and refers to the cycle of rebirths in Buddhism.

10 This is likely to be some version of the table found in GC, 166–7, possibly more general and less specifically keyed to Biblical imagery, but following, like the GC table, the ideal-vs.-demonic outline of the Chain of Being.

11 Job 21 consists of a powerful speech by Job denying his friends’ belief that the wicked will not indefinitely prosper. Job replies that the wicked do escape punishment. And if the punishment is then deflected upon their descendents, why should the wicked care about that? In the words of the Revised Standard Version, “They spend their days in prosperity, and in peace they go down to Sheol” (21:13), while good men die in bitterness.

**Notes 58-2**

1 See Notes 54-8, n. 35.

2 The material in pars. 1–4 appears in modified form in SeS, 173–5.

3 See Notes 54-4.141; see also TBN, 316–17, 329, 431; RT, 150.

4 NF has crossed out “employment” and substituted “emblem” here.

5 The Zimiamvia trilogy, consisting of *Mistress of Mistresses* (1935), *A Fish Dinner in Memison* (1941), and *The Mezentian Gate* (1958). See also 54-13.2.

6 An odd lapse, since NF means “giants” both times that he types “kings.” Blake speaks in *The Marriage of Heaven and Hell*, pl. 16, of “The Giants who formed this world into its sensual existence and now seem to live in it in chains” (Erdman, 40); the title of chap. 3 of *El*, taken, as NF says, from Proust, is “Giants in Time.”

7 Prince Myshkin is the protagonist of Dostoyevsky’s *The Idiot*.

**Notes 54-11**


2 The reference is to Robert Graves’s *To Juan at the Winter Solstice* (1945): “Water to water, ark again to ark, / From woman back to woman: / So each new victim treads unalteringly / The never altered circuit of his fate” (ll. 13–16). Cf. GC, 177, where NF quotes Graves in connection with the cyclical movements in Biblical history.

3 See Notes 54-3.2 and n. 2.

4 In the *Odyssey*, bk. 3, ll. 109–12, the cave of the Nymphs or Naiades has two entrances, a northern one for mortals and a southern one for immortals. Unexplained by Homer, this image was allegorized by later, chiefly Neo-platonic tradition, most famously in Porphyry’s *De antro nympharum*. See also Notes 54-3.2.
5 Descent to the underworld. The term, which literally means “sailing into port,” derives from the *Kataplous* of Lucian of Samosata (2nd century A.D.).

6 Ranulf Hidgen (d. 1364), *Polychronicon*, a general history of the creation to about 1342 and continued by others until 1377; an English translation was printed by Caxton in 1482.

7 In botany, an inverted ovule (the part which, after fertilization, develops into a seed) is said to be anatropous; the macrocosmic Anthropos, or divine man, thus has an inverted microcosmic counterpart which parallels the inverted tree image. For the latter, see C.G. Jung, “The Inverted Tree,” in *The Philosophical Tree*, 311–14 (pt. 2, sec. 11), *The Collected Works of C.G. Jung*, vol. 13, *Alchemical Studies* (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1967).

Notes 54-3


2 This occurs in a note by Yeats: “She received the Word through the ear, a star fell, and a star was born.” See *The Variorum Edition of the Poems of W.B. Yeats*, ed. Peter Allt and Russell K. Alspach (New York: Macmillan, 1957), 832. It glosses Yeats’s poem *The Mother of God* (“This fallen star my milk sustains”), but also explains lines in *A Nativity* (“What woman hugs her infant there? / Another star has shot an ear”), and is cited for both in the *Variorum* edition. See also Notes 54-11.5.

3 See Notes 54-11.5 and n. 4.

4 NF does make the comparison in NB 6.55 (*TBN*, 119).

5 See *SeS*, 151.

6 In D.H. Lawrence’s *The Man Who Died*.

7 The three beasts confront Dante in the first canto of the *Inferno*; their allegorical meaning has been variously interpreted, although they clearly represent various kinds of sin. In the *Bhagavadgita*, Arjuna, until the intervention of Krishna, “runs away” in the sense that he is unwilling to fight an army that includes his own kinsmen; see *SeS*, 125. NF first wrote “only survive by running away”: “gain your vision” is a holograph change; “cf. Bhagavadgita” is a holograph addition.

8 In “Yeats and the Language of Symbolism” (1947), *Fl*, 234.

9 The “four books” are the first and primary half of the ogdoad: Liberal, Tragicomedy, Anticlimax, Rencontre. In this paragraph, NF seems to be conceiving of them along the lines he was thinking in terms of at the end of the Third Book period. The “Work in Progress” memo of 1972 envisions these four members of the ogdoad as forming a four-volume magnum opus called *The Critical Comedy* with many resemblances to the present paragraph. See *TBN*, 337–46.
10 In NB 24.100, NF writes: “The book that started me on all this was Colin Still’s book on *The Tempest [Shakespeare’s Mystery Play]*, which I found by ‘accident’ in the Public Library (Toronto) in 1930. Its influence is earlier than Blake’s.” He then goes on in several paragraphs to analyse the mythical patterns of *Shakespeare’s Mystery Play* (1921) and its successor *The Timeless Theme* (1936); see *TBN*, 296–7, 301–2.


12 In holograph notes in the NFF, 1991, box 50, file 1, NF describes the experience of reading Spengler at the YMCA in Edmonton in the summer of 1931 as “one of the great nights of my life, & one that unknown to me had converted me into a critic of my own distinctive kind.” See Ayre, 68; also *TBN*, 60.

13 Marshall McLuhan, member of the English Department at St. Michael’s College of the University of Toronto from 1946 to 1979, became a world-famous theorist of communications. Edmund Carpenter was a member of the anthropology department at the University of Toronto, a friend and colleague of McLuhan, and editor of the literary magazine *Explorations* (1953–59). Both are mentioned frequently in NF’s *Diaries*.

14 An unfinished draft of a five-part introduction to a Harcourt Brace Jovanovich anthology of British literature which never in fact appeared. It was published in the Collected Works as “*Rencontre*: The General Editor’s Introduction,” *LS*, 3–130. The fact that the “Work in Progress” memo of 1972 gives a tentative outline of this introduction is another clue linking the present typescript to the years immediately after 1972.

15 Table 3 at the end of vol. i of *The Decline of the West* lists “‘Contemporary’ Political Epochs,” i.e., parallel ones, with the periods of Alexander and Napoleon correlated with each other.

16 Presumably the Great Doodle, in which case the received meaning would lie at the point called Nomos in the West, the contemporary meaning at the point called Nous in the East. For a version of the diagram, see *TBN*, xxix.

Notes 55–4

1 “Second twist” is a term used in the notebooks to designate the same subject raised to a higher power, so to speak—taken up again on a deeper and more sophisticated level.

2 Alain de Lille, Latin Alanus de Insulis (ca. 1128–1202), theologian and poet so celebrated for universal learning that he was called “the universal doctor.” Author of the *Plaint of Nature*, a Latin poetic satire on human vices.

3 Simplified English title of the *Hypnerotomachia Poliphili* (1499) of Francesco Colonna, a dream-quest full of alchemical symbolism. NF was preoccupied with it recurrently in the Third Book notebooks; see *TBN*. 
4 See François Rabelais, Gargantua and Pantagruel, trans. J.M. Cohen (Harmondsworth, Eng.: Penguin, 1955), 144 (bk. 1, chap. 49), annotated copy in the NFL, in which King Picrochole is defeated in battle but is given hope by being told by a self-styled prophetess that he will recover his lands “at the coming of the Cocklicranes”; this apparently means something like “when hell freezes over.” Using the original spelling, Charles Kingsley says in The Water-Babies: A Fairy Tale for a Land-Baby (Chicago: W.B. Conkey, n.d.), 40: “A water-baby? You never heard of a water-baby? That is the reason this story was written. There are a great many things in the world which you never heard of; and many more which nobody ever heard of; and many things, too, which nobody will ever hear of, at least until the coming of the Cocqcigrues, when man shall be the measure of all things.”

5 Some time in the 1950s, while walking down St. Clair Avenue in Toronto, NF had an epiphany, often referred to in the notebooks, which is never fully explained but which had something to do with a passage from epic through drama to prose. This parallels most versions of the original ogdoad scheme, in which Liberal was about epic (in its relation to Scripture), Tragicomedy was about drama, and Anticlimax was about prose and conceptual meaning.

6 In other words, the Norton lectures, which eventually became SeS, were taken over by the subject of sentimental romance, which was originally a Rencontre body of material. This broke down the original ogdoad scheme as described in the note to the previous paragraph. Shakespearean comedy and romance, Spenser’s romantic epic or epic romance, sentimental prose romance, and the mythological lyrics of NF’s graduate course “Principles of Literary Symbolism” all at one time or other filled the slot as the subject matter of Tragicomedy, and this indicates some manner of relationship among them.

Notes 55-5

1 NF’s information about Novalis is derived from the translator’s introduction to Henry von Ofterdingen: A Novel, trans. Palmer Hilty (New York: Ungar, 1964), annotated copy in the NFL, and page numbers in brackets refer to this edition. The term Erziehungsroman comes from p. 5. Hilty says that “In Fichte’s Wissenschaftslehre, which Novalis studied most carefully, all objective being is with great logical rigor conceived of and presented as a projection of the subjective ego or consciousness; the absolute ego, being completely free and unconfined, strives for infinitude, a striving which is characteristic of German Romanticism. The notion of absolute freedom of the will implied in this Fichtian view greatly appealed to Novalis” (1–2).

2 Matilda, or Matelda, first appears in canto 28 of Dante’s Purgatorio, immedi-
ately after he achieves entrance into the garden of Eden. Matilda and Beatrice are symbolically coupled, respectively representing the active and contemplative paths to redemption.

Notes 54-12

1 See *SeS*, 129–30.

Notes 54-13

1 The present notes clearly provided material for “The Meeting of Past and Future in William Morris,” which was published in *Studies in Romanticism*, 21 (Fall 1982): 303–18; NF never contributed to a Festschrift for David Erdman; rpt. in *MM*, 322–39.

2 The science fiction or fantasy series named here have all become indefinitely continued series, but were trilogies when NF was writing in the early 1980s. See *MM*, 324.

3 A slightly inaccurate reference to the Zimiamvia trilogy of E.R. Eddison; the second novel in the sequence is *A Fish Dinner in Memison*. See Notes 58-2, n. 5.


5 *Fors Clavigera* consists of a collection of letters addressed to the working men of England; they were published between 1871 and 1884, the most troubled period of Ruskin’s life, during which he endured a series of mental breakdowns. The letters express the ideals upon which he founded the communistic St. George’s Guild during the same period; they advocate a kind of return to feudalism, on the grounds that all interest on capital is immoral and all profits are to be shared. But *Fors Clavigera* goes beyond specific proposals to condemn in violent language the greed and emptiness of Ruskin’s own society.

6 This entry, a single paragraph on one of the typescript pages, follows the page in the files that ends with par. 7. The entire entry is a quotation from Yeats’s *The Celtic Twilight* (Gerrards Cross, Buckinghamshire: Colin Smith, 1981; orig. pub. 1902), 86. NF refers to the passage in par. 24, below, and also quotes it in *MM*, 338, where “the fairies of the Irish countryside” is added in brackets after “They.”

7 The quotation is the last line of the first two stanzas of Morris’s “An Apology” for *The Earthly Paradise* (1868–70); variations on the line appear at the end of the other stanzas of the “Apology.”


10 See MM, 327. The passage NF cites in the published essay in relation to this idea is found in William Morris, News from Nowhere, in Three Works by William Morris (New York: International Publishers, 1968), 210 (chap. 5).

11 See MM, 326, where NF explains Gerard Manley Hopkins’s distinction between “the ‘Parnassian’ level of writing which any genuine poet may achieve by habit and practice, and the totally unpredictable flashes that occasionally sweep across it.” NF has not actually referred to this idea in the paragraphs “above,” though he does recur to it in pars. 18 and 28, below.

12 See MM, 325. See also J.W. Mackail, The Life of William Morris, 2 vols. (New York, London: Benjamin Blom, 1968; orig. pub. 1899), 2:316, quotes from a letter in which Morris refers to the incident. Norman Kelvin, in “Morris, the 1890s, and the Problematic Autonomy of Art,” Victorian Poetry 34:425–32, quotes Morris’s letter to the Spectator in response to a review of The Wood beyond the World: “I had not the least intention of thrusting an allegory into The Wood beyond the World. It is meant for a tale pure and simple, with nothing didactic about it. If I have to write or speak on social problems I always try to write as direct as I can” (427).


14 See MC, 61–2. See also Notes 56a.80. As noted previously, the correct term is “socialist realism.”

15 NF’s diary entry for 20 January 1950 reveals that he is remembering this statement from over thirty years previously: “The New Yorker quotes [William] Saroyan as saying that children are the only real aristocracy, which, believe it or not, really means something” (D, 235). The entry for 28 February 1950 actually connects the insight with Morris: “The remark I quoted from Saroyan about children being the aristocracy has a lot to do with NN [News from Nowhere]” (D, 273–4). See MM, 333–4. For the theme of fraternity, see Notes 54-8.44 and n. 19. For children as aristocracy, see Notes 54-8.73.

16 See MM, 328–9. The phrase “‘lesser’ or minor arts” in that passage suggests that NF has in mind Morris’s essay “The Lesser Arts” (1877), but see also “The Prospects of Architecture in Civilization” (1881). Both are in William Morris on Art and Socialism, ed. Norman Kelvin (Mineola, N.Y.: Dover, 1999), 1–18 and 56–79 respectively. See also J.W. Mackail, The Life of William Morris, 1:79: “Morris did not graduate as a professional architect, nor in all his life did he ever build a house. But for him, then and always, the word architec-
ture bore an immense, and one might almost say a transcendental, meaning. Connected at a thousand points with all the other specific arts which ministered to it out of a thousand sources, it was itself the tangible expression of all the order, the comeliness, the sweetness, nay, even the mystery and the law, which sustain man's world and make human life what it is. To him the House Beautiful represented the visible form of life itself."

17 See J.W. Mackail, *The Life of William Morris*, 1:199–200. Speaking of "various associations which had sprung up in recent years under the names of Home Arts, or Cottage Arts Societies, or Village Industries," Mackail says that "Some of them were direct attempts at following the teaching of John Ruskin. Others represented a mixture of charity and patronage, and their only effect was to multiply the productions of amateur incompetency."

18 Above "climb into" NF has written in pencil "take off in."

19 See par. 8 and n. 6, above; also *MM*, 338.

20 See NB 31.9, 48, and n. 6.

21 "East of the Sun and West of the Moon" is the title of a Norse folktales. Morris used both the title and the place it describes in his own tale, "The Land East of the Sun and West of the Moon," in *The Earthly Paradise*.

22 Mackail quotes at length a letter from Morris, dated 1 July 1883, in which he says that what the members of the middle class can do, by abandoning their claims to privilege, is "to show by our lives what is the proper type of a useful citizen, the type into which all classes should melt at last" (107–8).

23 See *MM*, 325–6, which is summarizing an essay, "All Words Mean Either Things or Relations of Things," dated 9 February 1868. See Gerard Manley Hopkins, *A Hopkins Reader: Selections from the Writings of Gerard Manley Hopkins*, rev. and enlarged edition, ed. John Pick (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1966), 139: "The mind has two kinds of energy, a transitional kind, when one thought or sensation follows another, which is to reason . . . (ii) an abiding kind for which I remember no name, in which the mind is absorbed (as far as that may be), taken up by, dwells upon, enjoys, a single thought; we may call it contemplation . . . ." This lower level of contemplation synthesizes "the whole and the parts, the parts and the whole. For this reference or comparison is what the sense of unity means . . . ."

24 See *MM*, 326: "There is the distinction between 'overthought,' the superficial meaning conveyed by the syntax, and 'underthought,' the deeper meaning conveyed by the imagery and metaphors . . . . There is also the better-known distinction between 'running' rhythm and the more syncopated 'sprung' rhythm, with its greater variety of stresses and beats against the established meter." For "Parnassian," see n. 11, above.

25 Throughout much of his writing on education, John Dewey advocated active education of the sort that is now called "experiential learning," as opposed to passive rote learning. This is often attacked as a disguised
variety of American anti-intellectualism, as a neurotic extraversion that needs to be "doing something" and not merely reading and thinking. Morris seems to share this bias. But "If we find the attack on the cultivating of the mind in News from Nowhere rather hard to take, it is worth remembering that society enforces compulsory education of the young because it wants docile and obedient citizens. One must read to obey the traffic signals; one must learn arithmetic to make out one's income tax. If we assume that the mind is naturally active, education becomes that activity of the mind and not an externally imposed and alien structure standing for what some anonymous authority wants us to do" (MM, 330).

26 Marshall McLuhan (1911–80) began as a literary critic at St. Michael's College of the University of Toronto, but gradually developed into a philosopher of communications and one of the first people to ask whether changes in the medium of communication entailed changes in human consciousness. In the process, he became one of the first thinkers to analyse the influence of television on modern society. His primary distinction, which NF is alluding to here, is between those media, principally the print media, which by their nature enforce a linear and discursive consciousness, and those media, especially the electronic media, which encourage a simultaneous and synthesizing consciousness.


28 See MM, 329.

Notes 55-3

1 Sometime in 1987, as LN, 189–90, makes clear. These paragraphs from NB 44 not only speak of the same ambition to write an article on fairies and elementals, but assemble most of the same materials, at times using virtually the same phrasing: Henry James's ghost stories, the fairies and elemental spirits in Shakespearean romance and Milton's Comus, George MacDonald, Lewis Carroll's Sylvie and Bruno, John Crowley's Little, Big, and Maureen Duffy's The Erotic World of Faery, adding to them Novalis and A.E. Waite's Quest of the Golden Stairs. The article was never written. Yet NF's interest in the subject long precedes the 1980s: see NB 32.51 and n. 56. See also Notes 54-4.15, 107.

2 Maureen Duffy, The Erotic World of Faery (London: Hodden and Stoughton, 1972); annotated copy (St. Albans, Eng.: Panther, 1974) in the NFL.


5 NF originally delivered "Henry James and the Comedy of the Occult" as a lecture at Carleton University, Ottawa, on 19 October 1989; it was published in *EAC*, 109–29. On p. 120, speaking of James's *The Turn of the Screw*, NF says: "No, the governess is rather a Cassandra figure who does see what she thinks she sees, though she may be crazy, as Cassandra was. As Hamlet discovered, it is not always possible to preserve one's mental balance when confronted with ghosts." The essay then moves to a discussion of *The Sacred Fount*, which is connected with *The Turn of the Screw* in NB 44.177: "Perhaps that’s really what the Sacred Fount is all about: the hero (narrator) may be as corny as you please, but he may be a Cassandra like the governess in TS [The Turn of the Screw] for all that" (*LN*, 139).


Notes 58-3

1 *Hamlet* 4.5.160–1: "O heavens, is't possible a young maid’s wits / Should be as mortal as [an old] man's life?"

2 See *MM*, 142–3, and par. 14, below.

3 Eduard von Hartmann (1842–1906), German philosopher, whose "unconscious," as defined in his first book, *The Philosophy of the Unconscious* (1869), resembles Schopenhauer's unconscious Will. See par. 46, below.


5 The French mathematician Pierre Lecompte de Nouy (1883–1947) argued the existence of a divine Creator through the laws of probability in *Human Destiny* (1947). The chance that any particular molecule came into existence in a particular shape at a certain place and time is infinitesimally small. This is true of all the hundreds of millions of molecules that make up the earth. The existence of the earth is thus so fantastically improbable that de Nouy concluded that we must accept miracle as the basis of the truth of science.

6 See also *LN*, 47.
7 See Samuel Butler, *Erewhon* (Harmondsworth, Eng.: Penguin, 1970), “Preface to Second Edition,” 30. It says something not only about NF’s memory but about the interpenetrating quality of his thought patterns that he is here quoting a phrase that he first quoted in the second paragraph of NB 42a, above, at least forty years previously.

8 See *Life and Habit*, 32 (chap. 5). Butler says of knowledge that “it must be so diffused throughout a man’s whole being that he shall not be aware of it, or he will bear himself under it constrainedly as one under the law, and not as one under grace.”

9 In this paragraph, NF is practically quoting what he had written about Butler over thirty years previously. In “Graves, Gods, and Scholars,” NFCL, 235, he compares Robert Graves to Butler, saying, “The ambivalence of Mr. Graves’s attitude to myth reminds one of Samuel Butler, whom he curiously resembles in many ways.” NF then goes on to make the same points, in much the same language, about Butler’s books on the *Odyssey* and Shakespeare’s sonnets, and also the comment about *The Fair Haven* in par. 19, below.


11 That is, Butler’s thesis that genuine knowledge is that which has become internalized so deeply that it is unconscious has a parallel with Milton’s view of Christian liberty. As NF explains in RE, 84–5, using the same example of playing the piano that he uses in relation to Butler: “The gospel sets one free from the law, but of course one does not become free of the law by breaking the law, only more tangled up with it than ever. What the gospel does is to internalize the law, to remove every aspect of it that acts as an external compulsion. Liberty is thus the same thing as inner necessity. If an artist painting a picture knows exactly what he is doing, every brush stroke is compelled because it is free. If someone learning to play the piano is still hesitating and exercising his freedom of will about playing the right notes, he is not playing very well. He can only set himself free to play the piano when he has compelled himself to play automatically the right notes. Similarly with ethical nature: the person who is free is simply incapable of lying or stealing.”

12 See C.S. Lewis, *The Allegory of Love: A Study in Medieval Tradition* (London: Oxford, 1936), 58–60. Lewis does not actually pit Aristotle against Augustine, or pagan against Christian. He pits Aristotle’s *Ethics*, and by extension Greek thought in general, against an extensive body of writing based on the concept of a divided human will, which by implication would encompass Augustine but which also includes the moralists of the later Roman Empire and is not exclusively Christian. “But when we first opened our Aristotle,”
Lewis says, “we found to our astonishment that this inner conflict was for him so little of the essence of the moral life, that he tended to thrust it into a corner . . . . The really good man, in Aristotle’s view, is not tempted” (58–9).
13 MM, in which “Reflections on Life and Habit” was published, does indeed include NF’s essay “Castiglione’s Il Cortegiano” (1979).
14 Samuel Butler (1612–80), Hudibras, pt. 1, canto 1, ll. 149–50. Samuel Butler II (1835–1902) quotes this couplet in Life and Habit, 27.
15 See MM, 142–3, and par. 2, above.
16 No essay by NF appeared in Nineteenth-Century Lives: Essays Presented to Jerome Hamilton Buckley (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989), which was the Festschrift volume for Jerome Hamilton Buckley. Buckley graduated from the University of Toronto in 1939 and eventually held an endowed chair at Harvard. In 1952, he won the Gauss Award for The Victorian Temper: A Study in Victorian Culture.
18 From the end of chap. 73; Penguin ed., 351.
20 See par. 6, above.
21 See par. 7 and n. 9, above.
22 See par. 3 and n. 4, above.
23 See AC, 321–2.
24 A friend of Ernest Pontifex, Towneley exemplifies Butler’s theory in Life and Habit that behaviour has to be learned so deeply as to become habitual and unconscious. See Way of All Flesh, 352 (Penguin ed.) (end of chap. 72). NF discusses him in “The Problem of Spiritual Authority in the Nineteenth Century,” StS, 247–8.
25 See NB 31.17 and n. 21.
26 Thomas James Wise and H. Buxton Forman were guilty of the most famous of all literary forgeries. A book published in 1934 proved that they had forged an entire series of literary pamphlets. The consensus is that Sir Edmond Gosse (1849–1929), English poet, biographer, and critic, whose name was used by Wise in the process of duping his customers, was not complicit in the forgeries but was himself a victim.
29 See Note-Books, 73, “The Super-Organic Kingdom.”
30 See Note-Books, 174, “Genius.”
31 The Sisyphus remark, which anticipates Albert Camus’s The Myth of Sisyphus, is in the Note-Books, 351, “Hell-Fire”; see also Notes 54-8.29, 65. The
claim about “unconscious humour” is on p. 165, “Myself and ‘Unconscious Humour.’” It first appeared in Life and Habit, 22–4.

32 The title of chap. 2 is “Conscious and Unconscious Knowers—The Law and Grace.”


34 See Notes 56a, n. 12.

35 See Walter de la Mare, Memoirs of a Midget (Harmondsworth, Eng.: Penguin, 1955); annotated copy in the NFL.

36 NF used both content and phrasing from this paragraph in “Henry James and the Comedy of the Occult,” EAC, 121.

37 See Letters between Samuel Butler and Miss E.M.A. Savage, 1871–1885, ed. Geoffrey Keynes and Brian Hill (London: Jonathan Cape, 1935), 27: “How about this for a subject? A hero, young, harum scarum, with keen sense of fun, and few scruples, allows himself to be converted and reconverted at intervals of six months or so, for the sum of £100 on each occasion, from the Church of Rome to Methodism, by each of two elderly maiden relatives who have a deep interest in the soul of the hero and in the confusion of one another.” A further elaboration of the hero’s plan involves a threat to his father, a country parson, to take the Sacrament in public.

38 A careless or indifferent person; from the character in Voltaire’s Candide.

39 See C.G. Jung, Memories, Dreams, Reflections (which NF has been thinking about in par. 32, above), 150. See also Notes 58-4.114.

40 See Life and Habit, 66 (chap. 5).

41 A stubbornly recurrent allusion: see FI, 64; StS, 215; MM, 166; and NB 10.111 and n. 75.

42 Between this and the next paragraph NF wrote “Bestiaries.” in ink.

43 See MM, 142–3; also pars. 3 and 14, above. See also LN, 1:50.

44 See pars. 3, 20, and n. 4, above.

45 See par. 3, above. Butler translated Eduard von Hartmann in Unconscious Memory (London: A.C. Fifield, 1910; orig. pub. 1880), which contains translations of sections of von Hartmann’s Philosophy of the Unconscious (1869).

46 See Samuel Butler, Luck, or Cunning? in The Works of Samuel Butler, 8:11–12: “I wish I might indulge a reasonable hope of one day becoming a literary man; the expression is not a good one, but there is no other in such common use, and this must excuse it; if a man can be properly called literary, he must have acquired the habit of reading accurately, thinking attentively, and expressing himself clearly. He must have endeavoured in all sorts of
ways to enlarge the range of his sympathies so as to be able to put himself easily en rapport with those whom he is studying, and those whom he is addressing. If he cannot speak with tongues himself, he is the interpreter of those who can—without whom they might as well be silent.”

Notes 58-4

1 Pelham Edgar taught from 1909 until 1938 in the English department at Victoria College, where he was one of NF’s teachers. NF dedicated FS to him, and edited his essays for posthumous publication. Edgar is the author of *Henry James: Man and Author* (1927), which NF reviewed in “Dr. Edgar’s Book,” *Acta Victoriana*, 58 (Christmas 1933): 17–20, and from which NF cites passages in pars. 10 and 33, below.

2 Alexander Munro Beattie, with NF a member of the Victoria College graduating class of 1933, taught at Carleton University in Ottawa his entire career. “Henry James and the Comedy of the Occult” was originally presented at Carleton University, 19 October 1989.

3 See *EAC*, 125–6. Also *LN*, 123.

4 The substance of this paragraph appears in *EAC*, 112. See also *LN*, 123–4.

5 The discussion of *The Turn of the Screw* in *EAC* is on pp. 119–20. See also *LN*, 113, 115, 139.

6 The discussion of *The Sacred Fount* in *EAC* is on p. 121. See also *LN*, 123–4.


8 See Pelham Edgar, *Henry James: Man and Author* (New York: Russell & Russell, 1964; orig. pub. 1927), annotated copy in the NFL, 88–9: “My aged nerves can scarcely stand it, and I bear up but as I can. I dip my nose, or try to, into the inkpot as often as I can, but it’s as if there were no ink there, and I take it out smelling gunpowder, smelling blood, as hard as it did before.”

The second quotation is as follows: “The subject-matter of one’s effort has become itself utterly treacherous and false—its relation to reality utterly given away and smashed. Reality is a world that was to be capable of this—and how represent that horrific capability historically latent, historically ahead of it? How on the other hand not represent either—without putting into play mere fiddlesticks?”


10 The name that NF cannot remember is “Spencer Brydon”; discussion of “The Jolly Corner” in *EAC* is on p. 128.

Wishwood he will find another Harry. / The man who returns will have to meet / The boy who left . . . / . . . round the corner / Of the new wing, he will have to face him—/ And it will not be a very jolly corner.”

12 NF arrives at some conclusions about the issues in pars. 17–18 in EAC, 113–14.

13 LN, 189, shows this happening, as entries concerning Butler, James, and the theme of fairies and elementals occur on the same page. In fact, material related to, and in some cases identical to, the present set of notes turns up frequently in the LN: a by no means exhaustive list includes LN, 95, 114–15, 123–6, 139–40, 189, and 197; there are many other more glancing references.

14 For the discussion of Turn of the Screw in EAC, see pp. 119–20.


16 See EAC, 115–16.

17 See EAC, 128.

18 See EAC, 115.

19 See EAC, 111.

20 See EAC, 126.

21 See EAC, 124.

22 In the actual essay, NF does begin with a remark about Atlantis symbolism on p. 109: “James thought of the European side of the Atlantic as providing tradition and cultural continuity, and of the American side as having a willingness to experiment and opportunity to expand. A complete human existence, then, would be located in some intermediate Atlantis that never quite comes up for air.” He picks up the image again at the end, on p. 127.

23 Apparently, NF really means The Aspern Papers; he gets it right in par. 91, below. See also EAC, 123.

24 Henry James: Man and Author, 182. Edgar says of The Jolly Corner and The Sense of the Past that “they have the curious feature in common that the living man waylays and haunts the dead.”

25 See EAC, 123.

26 See EAC, 114–15; it is not clear what notes NF is referring to.

27 See EAC, 110.


29 See Gertrude Rachel Levy, The Gate of Horn: A Study of the Religious Conceptions of the Stone Age and Their Influence upon European Thought (London: Faber & Faber, 1948), 156. The Malekula episode reappears in LN, 238, 423, and in NFR, 201. References to Levy, an important influence on NF by his own admission, are common in both TBN and LN.

30 Cf. par. 23, above.

31 See EAC, 112–13.

32 See EAC, 115–16.
34 See EAC, 112; also par. 46, above.
36 In a published letter to Professor Janet McCann dated 24 July 1977, Father Arthur Hanley claimed that, shortly before his death, Stevens asked to be baptized, and was. Stevens’s daughter, Holly Stevens, found the story improbable. See Joan Richardson, *Wallace Stevens: A Biography: The Later Years, 1923–55* (New York: Morrow, 1988), 426–7. See also *LN*, 80.
38 “Dickens and the Comedy of Humours” (1968), *StS*, 226–7: “American shysters are no better and no worse than their British counterparts, but there is a more theoretical element in their lying, and bluster about their enlightened political institutions is much more used as a cover for swindling. In other words, the complacent Podsnap and the rascally Lammle are more likely to be associated in the same person. The implication, which Dickens is not slow to press, is that American life is more vulnerable than British life to character assassination, personal attacks, charges of being un-American, and mob violence.”
40 This essay was never written, nor was the intermediate lecture, spoken of in the next paragraph.
42 See n. 37, above.
43 See EAC, 118.
44 See EAC, 117; also par. 64 and n. 37, above.
45 A type of comic role defined by NF in *NP*, 93: “The *idiotes* is usually isolated from the action by being the focus of the anticomic mood, and so may be the technical villain, like Don John, or the butt, like Malvolio and Falstaff, or simply opposed by temperament to festivity, like Jaques.”
46 See EAC, 125.
50 See EAC, 118–19.
51 Literally, inheritance or estate; what a writer leaves behind.
52 See EAC, 117–18.
54 See the Introduction to Henry James, Fourteen Stories, ed. David Garnett (London: Rupert Hart-Davis, 1947), ix; annotated copy in the NFL: "Moreover, the most frequently recurring theme in James' stories about the English upper classes is the conflict between avarice and the need to keep one's hands clean; the desire to pick up money without touching it."
55 See EAC, 115.
56 See EAC, 120–1.
57 See EAC, 122–3.
59 See EAC, 123; also par. 32, above.
60 See EAC, 121.
62 See EAC, 117.
63 See EAC, 111.
64 These are the four primary concerns covered by the second half of WP: food (chap. 7), sex (chap. 6), property (chap. 8), freedom of movement (chap. 5).
65 See n. 37, above.
66 See n. 45, above.
67 See EAC, 109.
68 See EAC, 121. See also Notes 58-3.38.
69 See Notes 58-3.38 and n. 39.
70 See Frank Kermode, The Figure in the Carpet and Other Stories (Harmondsworth, Eng.: Penguin, 1986), 28.
71 See n. 51, above.
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Analogy, 58, 158; Blake on, 67; types of, 159–60
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See also Memory
Ananke (fate), 159
Anarchism, 321, 322
Anarchy, 119
Anatomy form, 150; in Henry James, 360; and the novel, 69; in romance, 312
“And then” narrative(s), 207, 215, 226, 231, 275, 276, 281–2. See also Narrative
Andromeda, 206
Anglican Church, 51, 52
Anima, 158; as character, 142–8, 153, 154, 155; figures, 160
Anima mundi, 107, 134; Yeats on, 94, 101, 122
Animal(s), 280; and descent, 286; disguise, 214, 232; helpful, 279; and human, 126
Annunciation, 306
Anthology: of elegies, 72; NF’s own, 4
Anthropology, 67
Antichrist, 40, 133, 279, 298; in Gogol, 82
Anxiety of continuity, 198
Aphorism: form of, 77–9 passim; and lyric, 81
Apocalypse, 150, 257; and cycle, 299; as demonic, 284, 308; evolution as, 248; sexual, 247
Apocrypha, Manichean, 229
Apollodorus (fl. 140 B.C.), 199
Apollonius of Tyana (3 B.C.–ca. A.D. 97), 143
Apollonius, Prince of Tyre, 184, 188, 197, 204, 215, 375
Apuleius, Lucius (b. ca. A.D. 125), 66, 243, 274; The Golden Ass, 84, 190, 204, 231, 278
Aquinas, St. Thomas (1225–74), 129; Summa Theologica, 188
Arabian Nights, 63–4, 72, 73, 262
Arabic, 60
Arcadia, 74; as selfish, 119
Archetype, 151, 158, 291; in Gogol, 82; in the novel, 25; of poetic thought, 91; romance characters as, 142, 191–2; world of, 67; in the writer, 29
Architecture, Victorian, 72
Arendt, Hannah (1906–75): Eichmann in Jerusalem (1963), 353
Aretalogy, 198
Argot, 61
Ariosto, Ludovico (1474–1533): Astolfo in, 49
Aristocracy, 87–9, 137–8, 261; children as, 324; cult of, 105; swallowed, 233–4. See also Chivalry; Knight Errantry
Aristophanes (ca. 448–ca. 388 B.C.), 15, 190, 198; The Acharnians (425 B.C.), 85; The Birds (414 B.C.), 214, 233; The Frogs (405 B.C.), 214, 233, 271; Lysistrata (411 B.C.), 219, 233; Thesmophoriazusae (411 B.C.), 233
Aristotle (384–322 B.C.), 15, 68, 73, 77, 125, 139; and Joyce, 97; Poetics, 50
Armageddon, 40
Arminianism, 51
Arminius, Jacobus (Jacob Hermanszoon) (1560–1609), 13
Arnold, Matthew (1822–88), 57, 119, 137
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196, 201, 243, 244

Kandinsky, Vasily (Wassily) (1866–  
1944), 362

Kant, Immanuel (1724–1804), xxxii–  
xxxiii, 130; butterslide of, 132; and  
myth, 143; in Rencontre, 129

Karma, 177

Katabasis, 157; in Morris, 121. See also  
Descent

Kaufmann, Walter Arnold (1921–80):  
*Nietzsche: Philosopher, Psychologist,  
Antichrist* (1950), 298
Keats, John (1795–1821), 194; *La Belle Dame sans Merci* (1820), 121; *Endymion* (1818), 175, 201, 226, 243, 248, 303; *Ode on Melancholy* (1820), 4
Ker, W(illiam) P(aton), (1855–1923): *Epic and Romance* (1896), 155
Kerenyi, Carl, 198
Kermode, Sir Frank (b. 1919), ed.: *The Figure in the Carpet and Other Stories* (1986), 372
Kerouac, Jack (1922–69), 186
Kierkegaard, Søren Aabye (1813–55), 77, 78, 270, 296; *The Concept of Dread* (1844), 209; *Repetition* (1843), 259, 300
Kingship, loss of, 256
Kingsley, Charles (1819–75): *The Water Babies* (1863), 313
Kipling, Rudyard (1865–1936): *Kim* (1901), 75–6
Knight errantry, 234, 241, 242, 265, 277–8; in detective fiction, 241. See also Aristocracy; Chivalry
Koran, the, 77
Labyrinth, 196
Laforgue, Jules (1860–87), 52
Lal, P., trans.: *Great Sanskrit Plays in New English Transcreations* (1964), 376
Lamarck, Jean Baptiste de Monet, chevalier de (1744–1829), 331–2, 341
Langer, Susanne K. (1895–1985), 149; *Philosophy in a New Key* (1949), 34, 145
Langland, William (ca. 1330–ca. 1400), 115, 118
Language: Butler on, 341; Cartesian, 339; genius of, 56–7, 69; and history, 32; primitive, 58, 60; of romance, 239; sealed-off, 235, 237; of symbolism, 50; synthetic, 225; transformation via, 68; and truth, 285; universal, 37
*Lankavatara Sutra*, 34, 70
Last Supper, the, 86
Latin, 8, 58–60 passim, 118; rhyme in, 33
Laughter, 73, 231, 233, 291, 308; and the hero, 174
Law, the, 189, 218, 235, 286, 287; saving, 48
Lawrence, T(homas) E(dward) (1888–1935), 140
Lazarus, 106, 180
Leda and the Swan, 219, 220, 221, 240, 246, 247, 248, 249, 282, 287. See also Dove and the Virgin; Yeats
LeFanu, J(oseph) Sheridan (1814–73), 191, 200; *Uncle Silas* (1864), 79, 202, 205, 219
Leibnitz, Gottfried Wilhelm (1646–1716), 252
Leisure, and art, 147
Lem, Stanislaw (b. 1921): *Solaris* (1961), 260
Lenin, Vladimir Ilyich (1870–1924), 136, 335
Leroux, Gaston (1868–1927): The Phantom of the Opera (1911), 344
Lessing, Gotthold Ephraim (1729–81): Laokoön (1766), 91
Lethe, 86, 280
Letter, form of, 130
Leviathan, 83, 111
Levin, Harry (Tuchman) (1912–94): Perspectives of Criticism (1950), 163
Levites, the forty-eight cities of, 33
Levy, Gertrude Rachel (1883–1966): The Gate of Horn (1948), 353
Lewis, (Percy) Wyndham (1882–1957), 92, 99, 105, 127; Time and Western Man (1927), 309
Liberty, equality, fraternity, 253, 256, 261; ascent to, 258
Libido, 152–6 passim, 158; as character, 142, 145–6
Lilith-Eve theme, 172
Line, John (1885–1970), 129
Lippi, Fra Filippo (ca. 1406–69), 115
Literary, the nonliterary as, 20
Literature: Arcadian, 273; English, 6; music in, 28–9; and myth, 212–13, 223–4; myth becomes, 287; recovery of myth via, 309–10; as speech, 60; two structural principles of, 302
Locke, John (1632–1704), 32; on the mind, 148–9; NF’s reading plan based on, 4, 19, 124, 127–8, 135; Essay Concerning Human Understanding (1690), 71
Locus amoenus, 171
Logos, the, 172, 217, 250, 262; two types of, 246; and the Virgin Mary, 306–7; and wisdom, 303
Loki (Norse god), 82
Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth (1807–82): The Song of Hiawatha (1855), 244, 272, 284, 376
Longus (3rd c. A.D.), 276; Daphnis and Chloe, 190, 197, 375
Lönnrot, Elias (1802–84): Kalevala, 7
Loomis, Roger Sherman (1887–1966), 181
Los, 151. See also Blake
Lot’s wife, 288
Love, 111, 152, 261; childish, 266; Court of, 105, 110–11, 112, 114, 120, 126, 154, 158, 169, 357, 361; language of, 249; and lust, 207
Lover, Samuel (1797–1868): Handy Andy (1842), 27
Lower world, 197, 206, 219, 220, 221, 231, 233, 239, 291; cipher in, 244; word below, 304; in writing, 239
Lowes, John Livingston (1867–1945): Road to Xanadu (1927), 163
Loyola, Ignatius of, St. (Iñigo López de Recalde) (1491–1556), 52
Lucian (ca. A.D. 120–80), 84; The Dream, 83; Kataplous, 84–5, 304; A True Story, 83; Zeus Tragoedias, 84
Luck, 218; as energy, 286–7
Luke, Gospel of, 184; road to Emmaus in, 70; Magnificat, 188, 235, 277
Lusitania, 31
Luther, Martin (1483–1546), 51, 97, 99, 129, 130; on the Pope, 296–7
Luvah, 132, 172; cycle, 94. See also Blake
Lyly, John (ca. 1554–1606): Endymion (1591), 328
Lyric, 150, 158; fragmentation in, 72, 141–2; Rencontre as study of, 128–9
Macauley, Thomas Babington, Baron (1800–59), 128
MacDiarmid, Hugh (Christopher Murray Grieve) (1892–1978), 127
MacDonald, George (1824–1905), 121, 145, 185, 191, 200, 202, 239, 285, 313, 315, 329; *At the Back of the North Wind* (1871), 227, 232; *The Fantastic Imagination* (1893), 376; *Lilith* (1895), 188, 376; *Phantastes* (1858), 168, 296, 376; *The Portent* (1860), 376
Machiavelli, Niccolo (1469–1527), 107, 349; *The Prince* (1532), 233, 265
Machine age, 45
Macrobius, Ambrosius Theodosius (5th c. A.D.), 12, 86
Madonna, the, 126
Maeterlinck, Count Maurice-Polydore-Marie-Bernard (1862–1949), 147, 150
Magic, 68, 78, 94, 95, 225, 263–4; in science fiction, 320; renunciation of, 172
Mallarmé, Stéphane (1842–98): *Igitur* (1869), 228, 247, 251, 259, 292, 352
Malory, Sir Thomas (d. 1471): *Le Morte d’Arthur*, 120
Mammon, cave of, 33
Manicheans, 220, 236
Mann, Thomas (1875–1955), 29
Manna, 176
Mantegna, Andrea (1431–1506), 115
Maoism, 245
Marinetti, Emilio Filippo Tommasi (1876–1944), 107
Mark, Gospel of, 77
Marlowe, Christopher (1564–93): *Doctor Faustus* (1604), 8, 13, 15; *Tamburlaine* (1587), 277
Marriage, 36, 230, 283; at Cana, 303; as ending, 281
Marryat, Frederick (1792–1848): *The Phantom Ship* (1839), 201
Martyrdom, 221
Marvell, Andrew (1621–78), 305; *Bermudas* (1681), 122; *The Garden* (1681), 35, 122; *To His Coy Mistress* (1681), 112
Marx, Karl (1818–83), 93, 128, 136, 185, 186, 296; *The Communist Manifesto* (1848), 322
Marxism, 245, 249, 276, 288, 322, 326
Mary. See Virgin Mary; Madonna
Masons, 61
Masterpiece, 252, 253, 254; criterion for, 296. See also Classic
Materialism, 136
Matisse, Henri (1869–1954), 13
Matter, 125
Matthew, Gospel of, 42, 283
Maurras, Charles (1868–1952), 92, 105
Maya, doctrine of, 140, 162, 163
McLuhan, (Herbert) Marshall (1911–80), 75, 309, 326
Meaning: allegorical, 191; contemporary and historical, 310; four levels of, 157–60, 199–204 passim
Medea, 232
Medusa, 291
Melville, Herman (1819–91), 200; *Clarel* (1876), 92; *Mardi* (1849), 83, 312; *Moby-Dick* (1851), 145; *Pierre* (1852), 64
Memory, 107, 132, 205, 245, 270; restoration of, 243–4, 280; total,
101; and Yeats, 115. See also Anamnesis
Menander (ca. 343–291 B.C.), 184, 193, 349
Menippus (fl. 250 B.C.), 85
Mephistopheles, 132
Mercury, 47
Meredith, George (1828–1909): The Egoist (1879), 80, 202, 205, 219
Merlin, 82
Metamorphosis, 254; into animals, 244; as descent, 258; as disguise, 278; identity through, 273; two kinds of, 293; upward and downward, 304
Metaphor, 271, 273, 282, 285, 287; incarnate, 217; table of, 298; and vision, 191
Metaphysics, 56; and language, 68, 126
Metis (goddess), 285
Metre, poetic, 6
Michelangelo (Michelagniolo di Lodovico Buonarroti) (1475–1564), 107, 239
Middle Ages, 199; culture of, 5
Middle class, as cradle of civilization, 93
Mill, John Stuart (1806–73), 54, 64, 120
Milton, John (1608–74), 13, 17, 42, 78, 82, 129, 193, 207, 212, 219, 234, 256, 266, 292, 333; Adam in, 253; God in, 33; the heroic in, 287; on rhyme, 32–3; Shakespeare influences, 328; L’Allegro (1645), 175; Areopagitica (1644), xlviii, 267; Comus (1634), 155, 187, 197, 219, 236, 239, 243, 271, 328, 330, 378; Il Penseroso (1631), 328; Paradise Lost (1667), 257; Paradise Regained (1671), 55, 74, 243, 271; Samson Agonistes (1671), 271
Mind: and body, 146–50 passim; moral, 30
Miracles, 150; we perform, 41
Mirror, 197, 231, 273
Mistress, cruel, 240, 266, 277. See also Love, Court of
Mithraism, 179
Modern Age: decentralization in, 5; nomadic, 36
Mohammedanism, 126, 141
Moksha (liberation), 287
Monads, literary, 252
Monomyth, the, xlix, 199, 246, 249, 285
Monophysitism, 49
Montaigne, Michel Eyquem de (1533–92), 13, 64, 66, 71, 79, 336
Moon, spirits of, 94
Moore, George Edward (1873–1958): Hail and Farewell (1911–14), 127
More, Sir Thomas, St. (1478–1535): Utopia (1516), 169
Morris, William (1834–96), 80, 81, 91, 93, 105, 142, 145, 162, 181, 185, 187, 191, 199, 200, 202, 204, 212, 221, 249, 250, 253, 262, 273, 284, 296, 312, 314, 329, 334; Adonis world in, 168; architecture primary to, 324; community in, 234; heroines of, 244; language of, 225, 285; as Marxist, 322; medievalism of, 320, 326–7; output of, 323; his poetry, 120, 122; romances of, 1–11; as science fiction writer, 319; translates Volsunga Saga, 376; on work, 326; A Dream of John Ball (1888), 117, 121; The Earthly Paradise (1868–70), 116, 118, 120–1, 122, 317, 318, 321, 325; “Frank’s Sealed Letter” (1856), 117, 169; Gertha’s Lovers (1899), 117, 118, 121, 169–70; Golden Wings (1904), 117, 121; The Hollow Land (1897), 117, 325; The Life and Death of Jason (1867), 325; The Man Born to Be King, 317; News from Nowhere (1891), 115,
117, 118, 122, 238, 321, 322–3, 325, 326–7; Rapunzel, 118–19; The Roots of the Mountains (1889), 323, 376; The Story of the Glittering Plain (1891), 376; The Story of the Sundering Flood (1897), 238, 323, 376; The Story of the Valeron Church, 117; "Svend and His Brethren" (1856), 117, 118, 170; The Well at the World’s End (1896), 240, 376; The Wood Beyond the World (1895), 121, 143, 219, 236, 240, 323, 376

Moses, as an Egyptian, 44
Mother, Great, 140; mythology of, 168; terrible, 154, 160
Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus (1756–91), 191–2; The Magic Flute (1791), 280
Mucedorus (play attributed to Shakespeare), 192
Muirhead, John H.: Coleridge as Philosopher (1970), 164
Music, 12; anthology of, 28–9; of the spheres, 236, 301; and la mele, 141–2; Yeats’s ignorance of, 93
Mute characters, 230
Myers, F(rederick) W(illiam) H(enry) (1843–1901), 103
Mystery, 137; in the novel, 28
Mysticism, 146–9 passim, 71, 74; jargon of, 44
Myth, 74, 141, 159, 162, 202, 203, 260, 282; in the Bible, 310; causes of, 6–7; conceptual, 287–8; creative, 122; displacements of, 200; and folk tale, 189–90; four acts of, 285; four cardinal points of, 150; Greek into Christian, 194; incarnations of, 289; meaning of, 212; minorities use, 8; primary, 217; prose comes from, 66; as Protestant, 52; recovery of, 255, 309–10; and ritual, 147
Mythical, and the fabulous, 184–5, 193–4, 198, 216, 222
Mythological universe(s), 256, 258, 262; census of, 288; and experience, 241; and transcendence, 260; two, 249
Mythology, 6, 154, 158–9; Classical, 50; comparative, 288; language of, 214–15; myths become, 190, 193, 203, 222–3; recreated, 91; and religion, 287–8
Mythos, 217, 250, 285

Names, significance of, 57
Narcissus, 189, 197, 201, 229, 260, 278
Narrative(s): "hence" and "and then," 207, 215, 226, 231, 275, 276, 281–2; four archetypal, 304; inlaid, 63–4; two structural principles of, 261
Narrator, omniscient: in Henry James, 345–6 passim
Nashe, Thomas (1567–1601): Adieu, Farewell Earth’s Bliss (1600), 72
Naturalism, 295
Nature, 249, 259, 262; art is, 119; cycle of, 297; gambling with, 30–1; and mind, 149; Mother, 293; otherness of, 253; rhythm of, 140; two levels of, 241; as a word, 137
Nazism, 117, 133, 186, 340; and Protestantism, 40
Nelson, Hugh Lawrence: "Fountain of Death" (1948) 76
Neoplatonism, 97, 143, 144
Nerval, Gérard de (Gérard Labrunie) (1808–55), 37, 91; Aurelia; ou, Le Rêve et la Vie (1855), 312
Nethercot, Arthur Hobart (1895–1981): The Road to Tryermaine (1939), 163
New Comedy, 9, 183, 189, 190, 199, 219, 233, 235, 330; adulescens of, 143;
Index

in Henry James, 345, 347, 349, 352, 355, 366, 368, 368-70 passim
Newfoundland, 214, 237, 254, 270
Newman, Cardinal John Henry (1801-90), 64, 78, 142
Newspapers, 33
Newton, Sir Isaac (1642-1727), 128, 132, 134
Nicholas of Cusa (1401-64), 13, 115
Nietzsche, Friedrich Wilhelm (1844-1900), 52-3, 77, 105, 144, 185, 186, 194, 199, 217, 221, 233, 238, 247, 248, 250, 259, 260, 261; eternal recurrence in, 298, 299-300; Also Sprach Zarathustra (1883-92), 66, 129, 298; Wille zur Macht (1901), 140-1
Night world, 227, 246, 282
Nihilism, creative, 129-30
Nirvana, 298
Noble lie, 256
Nobodaddy, 95, 113. See also Blake
Nodier, Charles (1780-1844): Trilby (1822), 145-6
Noh plays, 105, 169; Noshikiji, 108
Nomads, 48
Nomos, 292; as Logos, 291
Norse mythology, 287
Northrop, F(ilver) S(tuart) C(uckow) (1894-1992), 97
Nostalgia, 251, 253, 270; NF's, 22
Nous, as thanatos, 291
Novalis (Friedrich von Hardenberg) (1772-1802), 77; Heinrich von Ofterdingen, 312, 313, 314-16
Novel, the, 66, 75, 150, 154, 158; Americans avoid, 64; and the anatomy, 69; causation in, 281; historical, 25, 225
Novelist, as god, 216
Nude, the, 64
Nut (Egyptian goddess), 221
Objective, dead end of the, 354
Obscenity, 64, 198
O'Casey, Sean (John Casey) (1884-1964), 105
Occasional writing, 77
Occult, the, 14, 51, 74, 91; arts, 95; and coincidence, 133-4; four branches of, 68; Freud on, 371; in Henry James, 347, 349, 356, 364, 367, 368; and mathematics, 93
Occultism, 145, 147, 149-50; false, 136-7
Odn, 228; etymology of, 134
Oedipus, 170, 173, 183; complex, 103, 139, and the Sphinx, 353
Og and Anak, 98, 101
Old Comedy, 9, 198
Old Testament, 50, 73; Egyptian, 44; Plato similar to, 258
Olympus, Mount, 48
Onomatopoeia, 74. See also Imitative Harmony
Oracle(s), 287; and the Great Doodle, 311; irresistible, 318; laughter and, 308
Orc, 40, 55, 106, 108, 113, 126, 151, 162; cycle, 12, 15, 94, 101, 132, 298, 304; fallacy, 92, 97, 130; and Horus, 48; revolutionary world of, 144. See also Blake
Order, 258
Origen (ca. A.D. 185-ca. 254), 49
Ossian, 239. See also MacPherson, James
Otherness, 241, 253, 295
Otto, Rudolf (1869-1937): The Idea of the Holy (1917), 141; Mysticism East and West (1957), xxxvi, 43
Ouroboros, the, 260; as cycle, 304
Ouspensky, P(etr) D(emianovich) (1878-1947), 97
Ovid (Publius Ovidius Naso) (43 B.C.-
A.D. 17), 51, 64, 199; *Metamorphoses* (ca. A.D. 8), 217
Oxford University, 253, 273; NF attends, 11

Painting: abstract, 295; Dutch, 276; and photography, 47
Palamabron, 29, 53. See also Blake
Paracelsus (*Philippus Aureolus Theophrastus Bombastus von Hohenheim*) (1493-1541), 51, 137, 144
Paradise, 107, 241; etymology of, 6
Paradox, 66, 79
Parataxis, 9
Paravritti (*in Lankavatara Sutra*), 73, 130
Paris, Judgment of, 160
Parker, Patricia (b. 1946): *Inescapable Romance* (1979), xxiv
Parmenides of Elea (fl. 5th c. B.C.), 57, 60, 126, 217
Parnell, Charles Stewart (1846-91), 92; fall of, 94
Parody, 228–9, 251; realism as, 275, 276–7, 281
Parthia, 7
Passion, 12, 205; Christ’s, 221
Passivity of mind, 322
Past, the, 255, 260, 270, 279; reality of, 298
Pastoral, 235; romance, 280
Patanjali: *Yoga Sutra*, 103
Patrick, St. (5th c. A.D.), 7
Paul, St., 93, 137, 157, 308; epistles of, 77; and Erastianism, 130; on kenosis, 216
Peacock, Thomas Love (1785-1866), 238; *The Four Ages of Poetry* (1820), 221, 277; *Gryll Grange* (1860), 200
Pearl, as identity, 279

Peele, George (ca. 1556–96): *The Old Wives’ Tale* (1595), 328
Pelagius (ca. A.D. 360–ca. 420), 7, 32
Penelope, 272, 277. See also Homer
Pepys, Samuel (1633–1703), 64, 66
Peredur (*Mabinogion*), 181
Perfection, in life, 38
Perry, Ben Edwin (1915–70): *Ancient Romances* (1967), xlix
Persius (*Aulus Persius Flaccus*) (A.D. 34–62), 9
Persona, Yeats on, 94
Peter, St., 107
Petronius (*Gaius Petronius Arbiter*) (d. A.D. 66), 276
Phaethon, 140–5; Hitler as, 141
Pharaoh, 5, 46, 48; Moses as, 44
Pharmakos figures, 242
Phidias, 107, 123
Philippinius, Epistle to the, 216
Phillpotts, Dame Bertha Surtees (b. 1932): *The Elder Edda and Ancient Scandinavian Drama* (1920), 7
Philology, 68
Philosophy, and poetry, 74
Phoenix, 107, 179
Photography, and painting, 47
Physics, 68
Picasso, Pablo (1881–1973), 105
Pico della Mirandola, Giovanni, *Comte* (1463–94), 51, 137
Pindar (ca. 522–ca. 440 B.C.), 65, 142
Pirates, 197
Place: sacred, 37; spirit of, 32, 36
Plato (ca. 428–ca. 348 B.C.), 15, 54, 65, 66, 69, 73, 78, 85, 119, 125, 143, 149, 151, 155, 205, 233, 234, 253; Anticlimax on, 83; as bible, 253, 254, 258; *mousike* and *techne* in, 83; Odysseus in, 69; and politics, 137; and Yeats, 97; *Cratylus*, 56, 60, 68, 126, 305; *Critias*, 258; *Euthyphro*, 228; *Laws*, 86,
Index

215, 246-7, 258, 321; Phaedrus, 74, 140-1; Republic, 74, 215, 219, 244, 246-7, 258; Symposium, 50, 74, 86, 273; Timaeus, 50, 215, 246-7, 258

Platonism, 221; Renaissance, 50-1

Plautus, Titus Maccius (ca. 250-184 B.C.), 72; Captivi, 330; Menaechmus Twins, 204; Rudens or The Rope, 200, 244

Play, and work, 292

Pleasure, two kinds of, 22

Plot, 69; and character, 207; in Henry James, 352; teleological, 189, 190, 193

Plotinus (ca. A.D. 205-70): Enneads, 43, 66

Plutarch (ca. A.D. 46-ca. 120), 50, 84, 86

Pluto, 221; and Proserpine, 205

Poe, Edgar Allan (1809-49), 22, 102, 129, 144-5, 189, 197, 200; brainless, 145; “Eureka” (1848), 92; “The Facts in the Case of M. Valdemar” (1845), 291; “The Gold-Bug” (1843), 156, 200; “Ligeia” (1838), 253; “The Masque of the Red Death” (1842), 64; “Mesmeric Revelations” (1844), 291; “A Predicament” (1838), 231; The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym of Nantucket (1850), 145

Poet: descent for, 233; diction of, 61

Poetic justice, 207-8, 281

Poetry, 78, 122, 296; barrier of, 70; criticism of, 90-2 passim; development of, 74; English line in, 120; and etymology, 56-7; literal meaning of, 152; positive and negative in, 34; from ritual, 66; truth of, 49, 54

Poland, 103

Polarization, 261, 282, 303; revolutionary, 296-7; types of, 302, 304

Pope, Alexander (1688-1744), 31; Messiah (1712), 186

Popular art, 255

Popular literature, 270-1

Porphyry (ca. A.D. 234-305), 49

Positivism, 156

Potiphar’s wife, 232

Potter, Stephen (1900-69): Coleridge and S.T.C. (1935), 164

Pound, Ezra Loomis (1885-1972), 92, 105, 127, 284, 320; Cantos (1917-59), 290

Pratt, E(dwin) J(ohn) (1882-1964), 17, 115-16; Behind the Log (1947), 116; Brebeuf and his Brethren (1940), 116; Clay (1917), 116; The Great Feud (1926), 116; The Iron Door (1927), 116; The Titanic (1935), 116; Witches’ Brew (1925), 116

Prayer, 69

Praz, Mario (1896-1982): The Romantic Agony (1930, trans. 1933), 142

Pre-Raphaelite(s), 97, 107; arts of, 114-15

Presence, 136; real, 125; through writing, 70

Present, 253, 255, 270; eternal, 110; pure, 301

Presocratic(s), 77

Prester John (legendary Christian king), 180

Priests, hermaphroditic, 40-1

Prima materia, 54

Primitive: art, 255; literature, 305; romance, 259

Principle, etymology of, 43, 45

Proclus (ca. A.D. 410-85), 49

Prodigal son, 171

Projection, 261; recovery of, 242, 250

Prometheus, 84, 85, 173, 271; quadrant, 214, 246, 272, 289. See also Great Doodle

Promised Land, 15

Propaganda, 78
Property, 368
Prophecy, 249; true, 239
Prophet: and prose, 74; and the Word, 172
Prose, 65, 129; Carlyle debases, 70-1; continuous and discontinuous, 77-9 passim; development of, 74-5; highest form of, 66; as vision, 73
Prose Edda, 283
Protestantism, 51, 97, 108, 130, 163; geniuses of, 129; Irish, 104-5; and prose, 66
Proust, Marcel (1871-1922), 13, 69, 251, 301; characters in, 24; as hero of Rencontre, 67
Proverb, 78; becomes realism, 241
Proverbs, Book of, 202
Providence, 255, 260
Psalms, Book of, 69; Psalm 45, 283
Psyche, 139, 244, 271; and libido, 153
Psychoanalysis, 95; and anagogy, 120-1; higher, 129; symbolism of, 52
Ptolemaic universe, 252
Publishers, NF buggered by, 67
Punjab, 7
Puns, 60, 77; on names, 57; symbolism of, 31
Purgatory, in Yeats, 107-8
Pygmalion, 235, 241, 274
Pythagoras (6th c. B.C.), 32, 107
Quest: of Adonis and Eros, 171; for death, 292; and the fall, 216; for light, 155; of the question, 175-7; total, 195
Quid agas, 159
Quid credas, 158
Rabelais, François (1484-1553), 27, 65, 66, 83; women and, 308
Radcliffe, Ann (1764-1823): The Mysteries of Udolpho (1794), 201, 313
Radio, 98; allegory of, 45; NF detests, 38
Rahv, Philip (1908-73), 362
Rajas (guna), 43, 97
Ramus, Petrus (1515-72), 12, 51
Read, Sir Herbert (1893-1968): Coleridge as Critic (1949), 163
Reader, 79, 259; and author, 70; Christ in, 41; and descent, 256; ideal, 254, 257; identification with, 258-9; power of, 249; recreation by, 296; of romance, 216-17
Reading, light, 30
Realism, 23, 136, 156, 184, 186, 191, 203, 212, 220, 225, 241, 251, 255, 259, 281; Adam as archetype of, 231, 282; archetype of, 208; ascent of, 246; comic, 195; as content, 202; as "hence" narrative, 281; moral dignity of, 194; and romance, 215, 275, 276-7, 282; stupid, 255; waking, 209. See also Social(ist) realism
Reality: bludgeon of, 136; imaginative, 22-3, 29; spiritual, 366; verbal, 354
Reason, 97
Rebirth, 38, 187, 228, 231, 243-4, 245
Recognition, 197, 206-7, 241, 253, 254, 256, 272; as ascension, 248; of evil, 242; scene, 195, 205, 206, 233, 244, 266, 278, 386; self-, 241; as separation, 281; talisman of, 201, 204-5
Records, as spiral symbol, 33
Recreation, of God, 45
Recurrence: eternal, 110; vision of, 154, 155
Redeemer, female, 109
Redemption, 150, 197
Reformation, 297
Reichenbach, Karl, Baron von (1788-1869), 134
Reincarnation, 253, 298
Religio, religion as, 287
Religion, 262; comparative, 50; message of, 96; and myth, 212–13, 287
Renaissance, 6, 19, 97, 127; poet, 60
Renoir, Pierre Auguste (1841–1919), 362
Renunciation, in ascent, 258
Repetition, 173, 251, 260, 279, 299; in NF’s notes, 357
Response: creative, 296; ideal, 254; imagination as total, 53
Resurrection, 11–12, 186, 266, 290, 304; as ascent, 258; and disguise, 279; in the Great Doodle, 272; hinge of Christianity, 187; and rebirth, 243–4
Return, 225, 241, 259, 286; as vision, 248
Reuchlin, Johann (1455–1522): De Verbo Mirifico, 12, 51
Revelation, 156; criticism as, 310
Revelation, Book of, 245; twenty-two chapters of, 100
Revenge, 218, 286
Revision, in Henry James, 348, 358, 369
Revolution, 187, 245, 260; and romance, 142, 183, 212, 256, 275, 324; technological, 320–1
Reynolds, Henry (fl. 1627–32), 51
Rhetoric, 51, 55, 68; analysis of, 159
Rhyme, 33
Richard I, Coeur de Lion (1157–99), 216, 226
Richardson, Samuel (1689–1761), 282; Pamela (1849), 80, 187
Richter, Jean-Paul (1763–1825), 146
Ricorso, Vico on, 289
Riddle, 215, 272, 273; ordeal, 208
Rifling, as spiral symbol, 33
Rilke, Rainer Maria (1875–1926), 90, 129; Notebook of Malte Laurids Brigge (1910), 77
Rimbaud, Jean Nicholas Arthur (1854–91), 77, 90, 91; dérèglement de tous les sens, 127; Le bateau ivre (1871), 250; Une saison en enfer (1871), 66, 129
Ring, chivalric, 261
Rintrah, 29, 53. See also Blake
Ripley, Robert (1893–1949), 31
Ritual, 74, 159, 162, 198; as Catholic, 52; detective fiction as, 30; and myth, 147, 189–90, 236
Robbe-Grillet, Alain (b. 1922), 194
Robin Hood, 84
Robins, John Daniel (1884–1952), 58
Roerich, Helena (1879–1955), 99, 205
Romance, 66, 82, 150, 158, 175, 256; antithetical movement of, 185–7 passim; archetype of, 208; centre of the unifiable, 199; as de te fabula, 217, 230, 237, 257; elements of, 142–9; errant and modern, 224; hopeless fight in, 117; Job as archetype of, 231, 282; extends mythology, 190; naive, 285; nineteenth-century, 192; proletarian, 212, 242, 255; pure, 325; reader’s feelings in, 216; snobbery of, 212, 214, 234, 237, 241, 255, 261, 265–6, 283, 290; as structure, 202; total context of, 295–6; totality of, 257; two-sided plot of, 281; two worlds of, 281; in verse, 312–13; vision of, 155. See also Sentimental romance
Roman Empire, 97
Romanticism, 253; gyre of, 194; pre- and post-constructs of, 304–5
Rome, 115; ancient, 32; as Celtic empire, 61
Rosa, Salvatore (1615–73), 155
Rosicrucians, 51
Ross, W.W.E. (Eustace) (1894–1966), 4
Rossetti, Dante Gabriel (1828–82): The Woodspurge (1870), 176
Rousseau, Jean Jacques (1712–78), 14, 169
Rovescio structure, 192, 204
Rowland, Henry Edgar (Hank) (b. 1910), 15, 31
Royalty, in romance, 256, 257
Rumour, 144
Ruskin, John (1819–1900), 57, 81, 91, 129, 309; as moralist, 322; *Fors Clavigera* (1871–84), 320; *King of the Golden River* (1851), 117, 255, 271; *Stones of Venice* (1851–53), 322
Russia, 320; Byzantine, 97, 101; flag of, 31; star symbolism in, 33
Ruysbroeck, John (1293–1381), 147
Sabbath: and art, 147; vision, 260
Sacred book, 214
Sacrifice: in detective fiction, 75–6; evasion of, 231–2
Salmon, 106; peroration of, 95
Samhain (Celtic festival), 104
Samson, 113, 118, 271, 287
Sanders, Charles Richard: *Coleridge and the Broad Church Movement* (1972), 164
Sandys, George (1578–1644), 12
Sanskrit, 58
Sartre, Jean-Paul (1905–80), 78
Satan, as accuser, 291
Satire, 55, 64–5, 66, 69, 74, 80, 154, 304; and irony, 341; in the novel, 24, 26–7
Saturnalia, 12, 88; in light reading, 30
Saving remnant, 245
Schelling, Friedrich Wilhelm Joseph von (1775–1854), 102, 144
Schemes, NF's trouble with, 11
Schiller, Johann Christoph Friedrich von (1759–1805), 147
Schopenhauer, Artur (1788–1860), 53, 139, 144, 249, 250; as Hamlet, 140
Schubert, Franz Peter (1797–1828), 22
Schumann, Robert Alexander (1810–56), 22, 129
Science, 262, 310; goal of, 148
Science fiction, 184, 191, 192, 201, 204; trilogies in, 319–20
Scott, Sir Walter (1771–1832), 30, 80, 146, 181, 191, 195, 199, 200, 216, 239, 242, 282, 284, 312, 317; Catholicism in, 27–8; characters in, 24–5; epigraphs in, 203; impact on NF, 309; mute characters in, 230; *Anne of Geierstein* (1829), 218, 226, 229, 265, 376; *The Antiquary* (1816), 195, 201, 202, 225, 227, 376; *The Fortunes of Nigel* (1822), 218; *Guy Mannering* (1815), 192, 195, 206, 218, 225, 226, 376; *Heart of Midlothian* (1818), 196, 225; *Ivanhoe* (1819), 8, 25, 28, 29, 143, 172, 215–16, 218, 225–6, 228–9, 235, 239, 376; *Old Mortality* (1816), 276; *Peveril of the Peak* (1823), 218, 238; *The Pirate* (1821), 189, 195–6, 217, 225, 226, 229, 313, 376; *Redgauntlet* (1824), 195, 196, 238, 244, 279, 376; *Waverley* (1814), 189, 192, 195, 238, 276, 376
Scriabin, Alexander Nikolayevich (1872–1915), 129
Scripture, 52, 129, 163, 214
Sea: as mother, 140; treasure from the, 195, 196, 204, 206, 243
Séances, 42
Seattle, NF's epiphany in, 83
Second coming, 233, 234
Secular scripture (not book), 252
Selfhood, 37, 43, 94, 99, 137; annihila-
tion of, 40; and vision, 38. See also Blake
Seneca, Lucius Annaeus, the Younger (ca. 4 B.C.—A.D. 65), 50
Senility, 34
Sentimental romance, 168, 181, 191, 200, 204; displacement in, 203
Separatism, 320
Sermon(s), 69; on the Mount, 42
Shadow: as character, 142–8, 145–6, 154; demonic, 245
Shakespeare, William (1564–1616), 12, 22, 30, 53, 57, 82, 101, 183, 193, 318; comedies of, 203–4; everlasting gospel of, 199; fast-paced, 20; history in, 16; Lyly and Peele influence, 328; popular drama of, 198; sonnets of, 176; *All’s Well That Ends Well* (ca. 1603–4), 207; *Antony and Cleopatra* (1623), 172, 286; *As You Like It* (1603–4), 209, 242, 281, 357; *Comedy of Errors* (1623), 188, 197, 199, 204, 368; *Cymbeline* (1608), 16, 99, 175, 213, 234, 288; *Hamlet* (1604–5), 13, 15, 16, 40, 85, 172, 175, 243, 244, 279, 283; *1 and 2 Henry IV* (1598; 1600), 349; *1 Henry VI* (ca. 1592), 227; *Henry VIII* (1613), 276; *Julius Caesar* (1599), 137; *King John* (1623), 8, 137; *King Lear* (1604–5), 16, 106, 108, 113, 140, 146, 160, 257, 260, 271, 290; *Macbeth* (1623), 16, 113, 140, 300; *Measure for Measure* (1604), 29, 207, 228, 231, 244; *The Merchant of Venice* (1600), 204, 216, 273, 282, 357; *A Midsummer Night’s Dream* (ca. 1596), 227, 259, 273, 282, 304, 368; *Othello* (1604), 88, 218, 286; *Pericles* (1609), 16, 175, 197, 201, 219, 224, 226, 244, 277, 357; *The Phoenix and the Turtle* (1601), 52, 72, 102, 169; *Richard II* (1597), 351; *The Tempest* (1611), 16, 70, 73, 98, 101, 106, 112, 144, 146, 187, 197, 199, 204, 221, 234, 238, 239, 268, 272, 273, 330, 349; *Timon of Athens* (1607), 85; *Twelfth Night* (1600), 88, 197, 231; *The Winter’s Tale* (1610), 192, 194, 205, 234, 241, 274, 278, 289, 349, 357
Shaw, George Bernard (1856–1950), 95, 97, 104, 120, 122, 331, 334; on Butler, 341; deist, 127; *Arms and the Man* (1898), 261; *Back to Methuselah* (1921), 99, 292, 308; *Saint Joan* (1923/24), 287; *Too True to Be Good* (1932), 196
Shelley, Mary Wollstonecraft (1797–1851): *Frankenstein* (1818), 143
Shelley, Percy Bysshe (1792–1822), 112, 144, 186, 194, 305, 322; *Prometheus Unbound* (1820), 168
Shepherd, spiritual, 48
Sheridan, Richard Brinsley (1751–1816), 128
Shintoism, and Buddhism, 40
Shipwreck, 204, 290
Siddhis (yoga), 103, 136
Sidney, Sir Philip (1554–86), 242; *The Countess of Pembroke’s Arcadia* (1590), 200, 209, 218, 224, 228, 231, 235, 243, 250, 272, 278, 376
Sigurd. See Volsunga Saga
Silberer, Herbert (1882–1922), 51, 52, 102, 145, 149
Simon Magus (1st c. A.D.), 143
Sinai, Mount, 48
Sins, Seven Deadly, 69
Sir Gawain and the Green Knight (ca. 1375), 176, 179
Sixties, influence on NF of, li
Sky-father, 221, 223
Slapstick, in the novel, 26
Smiles, Samuel (1812–1904), 24
Smith, Alexander (1830–67), 79
Smollett, Tobias George (1721–71), 26
Soap opera, 255, 261–2
Social contract, 257
Socialism, 320
Social(ist) realism, 204, 323, 424n. 81
Social mythology, 256, 257, 259, 310
Society, 242, 257; counter-, 238; new, 195
Socrates (469–399 b.c.), 83, 84, 125, 321; aphorisms of, 77. See also Plato
Sonnet, the, 4
Sophocles (ca. 496–405 b.c.), 15, 190
Soul, 146–9 passim, 248; allegories of, 45; and the body, 26; journey of, 230
Southey, Robert (1774–1843), 284
Soviet Union, 245. See also Russia
Space, 128; as home, 246
Sparagmos, 72, 73–4, 102
Sparta, boobs in, 10
Speech, 79
Speed, 251
Spelling, 60
Spencer, Herbert (1820–1903), 162
Spengler, Oswald (1880–1936), 11, 15, 31, 53, 67, 85, 125, 126, 129, 140, 144, 145, 158, 221, 298; on art, 128; impact on NF, 309; on races, 44; “second religiousness” in, xxxvi, 124, 405n.1; The Decline of the West (1918–22), xxix–xxx
Spenser, Edmund (1552–99), 13, 55, 61, 73, 82, 112, 121, 128, 157, 191, 202, 232, 239, 317, 329; Arthur in, 173; faerie in, 329; and Morris, 117–18, 120, 122; Shakespeare in, 16; St. George in, 49; Epithalamion (1595), 294; The Mutabilitie Cantos (1599), 294; The Shepheardes Calender (1579), 225
— The Faerie Queene (1590–96), 116, 117, 144, 170, 171, 180, 188, 241, 281, 293–4; archetypes in, 154; Bower of Bliss in, 245; Britomart in, 57; Satyrane in, 244; Tristram in, 174
Spinoza, Baruch de (or Benedictus) (1632–77), 71, 73
Spiral, 107, 259, 262, 297, 302, 304; female, 273; purgatory as, 108; symbols of, 33; three types of, 260. See also Gyre
Spirit, 149–50; otherness of, 253, 259; shaping, 241, 295
Spirits, 47; elemental, 217–18, 239
Spiritualism, 311
Spurgeon, Charles Haddon (1834–92), 332, 336, 341
St. Clair Ave., NF’s epiphany on, 83
Stalin, Joseph (Iosif Vissarionovich Dzhugashvili) (1879–1953), 256
Stallknecht, Newton Phelps (b. 1906): Strange Seas of Thought (1945), 164
Stanyhurst, Richard (1547–1618), 51
Stapledon, Olaf (1886–1950): Star Maker (1937), Iv
Stars, symbolism of, 33
Statues, in Henry James, 362
Stein, Gertrude (1874–1946), 79
Stendhal, Marie-Henri Beyle (1783–1842), 192
Sterne, Laurence (1713–68), 26, 128: Tristram Shandy (1759–65), 64, 65
Stevens, Wallace (1879–1955): death-bed conversion of, 357; on imagination and reality, 241, 295; The Necessary Angel (1952), 259
Stevenson, Robert Louis (1850–94), 146
Still, Colin (b. 1888): Shakespeare’s Mystery Play: A Study of “The Tempest” (1921), 12, 309
Stingle, Richard Macmillan, 122
Stone of Scone, 179
Story: as powers, 321, 325; traditional, 226; and truth, 292; value of, 371.
See also Narrative
Story-teller, Henry James as, 369
Stratton-Porter, Gene (1863–1924): Freckles (1904), 278
Structure: as outside, 251–2; and romance, 191–2
Students, cosy, 86
Study, as creation, 147
Sturgeon, Theodore (1918–35): More than Human (1953), lv
Subject: and object, xlvi, 34; as a word, 137. See also Cloven fiction
Subjective, dead end of, 354
Substance, 125, 136
Sun Tzu Wu: The Art of War (4th c. B.C.), 140, 141
Supernatural, in romance, 142–9
Superstition, 289
Surtees, Robert Smith (1805–64), 30; Handley Cross (1843), 75, 80, 87–9, 200, 272–3; Jorrocks’ Jaunts and Jollities (1838), 87
Survival, 286
Swan, Michael, ed.: Ten Short Stories of Henry James (1948), 362
Swearing, Jesus on, 99–100
Swedenborg, Emmanuel (1688–1772), 41, 98, 108, 134
Swift, Jonathan (1667–1745), 84, 99, 107, 128, 129, 257; Gulliver’s Travels (1726), 18, 156; Mechanical Operation of the Spirit (1705), 140
Swinburne, Algernon Charles (1837–1909), 6, 115
Symbolism, 151–2, 249; of everyday life, 95–6; in gesture, 27; nineteenth-century, 14; religious, 49–50; unconscious, 31–3 passim, 67
Symmetry, false, 131
Synesius (ca. A.D. 373–ca. 414), 50
Synge, John Millington (1871–1909), 104, 105; The Playboy of the Western World (1907), 92
Talents, parable of the, 53
Talmud, 51
Tamas (guna), 43, 97
Tantra, 69
Tarot, 162
Tasso, Torquato (1544–95), 51
Tate, (John Orley) Allen (1899–1979): Reason in Madness (1941), 164
Tathagata, author as, 70
Tatius, Achilles (2nd c. A.D.), 184, 193, 276; Leucippe and Clitophon, 376
Taylor, Thomas (1758–1835), 144
Tchaikovsky, Piotr Ilyich (1840–93), 22
Telekinesis, 42
Television, 248, 255, 262, 276; as dream, 247; as history, 235–6
Temperance, 245
Tennyson, Alfred, Lord (1809–92): The Lady of Shallott (1832), 180; The Palace of Art (1832), 197; Ulysses (1842), 122
Terence, Publius Terentius Afer (ca. 190–159 B.C.): Adelphi, 279; Andria (166 b.c.), 272
Thackeray, William Makepeace (1811–63), 189, 202; Vanity Fair (1847), 281
Thanatos, quest for, 292
Tharmas, 101, 106; comedic world of, 144; world of, 113. See also Blake
Thel, 107, 173. See also Blake
Theology, and difference, 287, 288
Theory, in Henry James, 366, 367
Theosophy, on fairies, 330
Thisbe, 265
Thomas, Acts of: Hymn of the Soul, li, 195, 196, 201, 230, 237, 244, 246, 272, 274, 279, 290
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Thomas, Dylan Marlais (1914–53): *Ballad of the Long-legged Bait* (1941), 82; *A Winter’s Tale* (1950), 230
Thomism, 53, 78, 102, 105
Thomson, James (1834–82): *City of Dreadful Night* (1874), 267
Thoreau, Henry David (1817–62), 119
Thought, 79; images reveal, 21–2; in language, 59, 68; NF’s theory of, 78; two kinds of, 27
Tibet, religion in, 40
Tillich, Paul Johannes (1886–1965), 52, 262
Time, 125, 128, 187–8, 189, 299; as dance, 246; magazine, 70; recovery of myth in, 309–10; states of, 300; as symbol, 96; and tense, 59, 68
Titanic, the, 31
Titans, 84
Thithonius, 179
Titus, Epistle to, 6
Tobit, 230, 239; Book of, 198
Tolstoy, Count Leo Nikolayevich (1828–1910): *War and Peace* (1863–69), 18, 238
Torah, the, 293
Totemism, 245
Tourneur, Cyril (ca. 1575–1626), 52
Toynbee, Arnold Joseph (1889–1975), 5–6, 11, 67, 158; on Beulah, 126; *A Study of History* (1934–54), xxix–xxx, 6–7, 8, 9, 48
Trade unions, and literature, 61
Tragedy, 12, 66, 86, 154, 190, 195, 203, 249, 250, 260, 283, 290; and law, 218; as violence, 286; vision of, 155
Traherne, Thomas (ca. 1637–74), 232
Transcendence, 284; three stages of, 260
Transformation, symbolic, 68
Translation, impossibility of, 57, 69
Tree(s): inverted, 305; of life, 111; in Novalis, 315
Trethewey, (William) Hilliard (1898–1981), 7
Trickster, 279, 285; gods, 183
Trinity, the, 68, 291; definition of, 20; female, 265
Trollope, Anthony (1815–82), 202; *Doctor Thorne* (1858), 261
Trophonius, cave of, 231, 233, 291
Troy, in the Adonis world, 169
Truth, 40, 217; by correspondence, 190–1, 194; and form, 61; poetic, 49, 54, 152; tactical, 297
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Twins, theme of, 195, 197, 204, 207, 229, 231, 273, 278
Two Brothers, archetype of, 195, 197
Types, dictionary of, 95
Tyranny, 186
Ulro, 92, 121, 144. See also Blake
Unconscious: in Samuel Butler, 340; in Henry James, 356; and prophecy, 239
Unifable, xlix, 246, 248, 249, 283, 284, 285; elements of, 196–8; Everlasting Gospel of, 199
Unification, total, 148
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Union Jack, 36
Unipeds, disposal of, 286
United States, 39, 245, 320; star symbolism in, 33
Unity, and multiplicity, 43-4
University Wits, 61
Urania, 144
Urizen, 12, 13, 15, 106, 113, 253;
Anticlimax as, 83; and Osiris, 48. See also Blake
Urthona, 15, 157; escapist world of, 144-5; Spectre of, 37-8, 92, 93, 130, 151. See also Blake
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Utopia, 14, 137, 204, 235, 241, 257-8, 262; and belief, 274; as nous, 279
Ut pictura poesis, 251, 260
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Virginity, 187, 189, 193, 197, 236, 273, 275, 283; heroism of, 287; as integrity, 219–20, 229; marriage as, 304
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